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Despite the concatenation of circumstances which has historically yoked to-
gether the identities of ‘Finns’, ‘Swedes’, ‘Finland-Swedes’, and ‘Sweden-Finns’, 
the fourth term in this double binarism has received markedly less academic 
attention than the others. This is surprising, as more than 700,000 individuals 
in Sweden have a Finnish background, and the Sweden-Finns constitute the 
largest national minority in the Nordic countries. Where, too, studies of Swe-
den-Finns have usually focussed on the first generation of migrants, there 
has been very little research on the lives, identity-formations, and life-trajec-
tories of the second-generation Sweden-Finns growing up after the 1960s.

Kai Latvalehto’s pioneering thesis attends to this shortfall by opening up new 
terrain in three main ways. First – synthesizing the historical data with evidence 
from a range of other sources – it investigates different ways in which second-
generation Sweden-Finns have constructed their cultural identity. Second, it 
probes a number of key issues which have affected these processes of identity 
formation. And third – taking account of the changing dynamic of Sweden-
Finnish identity over time – it traces moments in which Sweden-Finnish in-
dividuals have become conscious of their cultural identities and reappraised 
their own backgrounds. Through these means the author maps out core fea-
tures of the strategies used by Sweden-Finns in their negotiations with cultural 
in-betweenness, catching in the process many of the psychic/emotional (as 
well as the social/cultural) complexities of Sweden-Finnish life.

Although the thesis is informed by a wide and interdisciplinary range of schol-
arly texts – including work on migration, ‘outsiderness’, sociological data on 
the Finnish in Sweden, and the theoretical insights afforded by disciplines 
such as cultural studies, imagology, or life writing – its centerpiece is empirical. 
For through a series of in-depth interviews with second-generation Sweden-
Finns – on topics such as childhood, adolescence, language-acquisition, crea-
tivity, naming, schooling, everyday life, parenthood, loss, and longing – Lat-
valehto brings to the fore many of the nuances and spectralities encountered 
in these often poignant narratives. Because Latvalehto may also be identified 
as a Sweden-Finn, he was elected to be the Sweden-Finn of the year 2013 – 
and is in fact the subject of both an award-winning documentary as well as 
a theatre play about his experiences (Laulu koti-ikävästä – Ingen riktig finne – 
Finnish Blood Swedish Heart [2013]) – the study closes by tracing these more 
personal aspects of his place within the tapestry of a larger whole. It is a whole 
which aims not only at illuminating the position of Sweden-Finnishness today, 
but also at providing substance for the wider debate between other minority 
groups and the majorities within which they are situated.
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1. Origins 

The work on the present thesis kicked off during the production process of the Finnish documentary 

film Laulu koti-ikävästä (Ingen riktig finne in Swedish, Finnish Blood Swedish Heart in English), 

which premiered in 2013. The film was directed by Mika Ronkainen and it centered around the 

Sweden-Finnish elements in my own life. The documentary went on to receive considerable attention 

and acclaim, garnering several major film awards. Cast for present purposes in a slightly more 

detached form which is, I hope, appropriate to the academic study of life-writing, the present thesis 

is itself, on some levels at least, very much a logical continuation and refiguration of the highly 

subjective process portrayed in the documentary. Moreover, what is also in play here is that the 

peritextual narrations of a couple of interviewees associated with the documentary (and originally 

interviewed during its formation) are analytically revisited and combined with subsequent interviews 

of other informants in order to generate a series of critical exemplars which nuance and widen the 

film’s documentation of the trajectories of second-generation Sweden-Finnish life. 

Over recent decades, the vast and seemingly fixed images of national identity promoted so forcefully 

by nations along with other political and broadcasting powers – images which have also tended to 

impact on personal ways of thinking – are rapidly being transformed, or even shattered. And by the 

same token, apparently monolithic constructs such as those configuring ‘identity’ itself have been re-

evaluated within the scholarly community and are now often pluralised as ‘identities’. For as the 

Icelandic historian Guðmundur Hálfdanarson argues: 

We also must consider identity in its plural form because there is a latent tendency to prioritize one form 

of identity over all others, and thus further to sharpen the distinctions between ‘us’ (who are included in 

the identity group) and ‘them’ (who are not). Nationality, which has been the hegemonic source of 

political legitimacy for the last century or so, is based on this idea of a single, dominating "identity". In 

this construction, a national identity takes precedence over people’s other possible identities and obliges 

everyone to place her or his loyalty to the nation before everything else, while it excludes those who are 

not thought to belong to the nation in question. The formation of dominating identities is often couched 

in essentialist terms, as they are claimed to be "natural" or "given", expressing a particular "race", or 

certain cultural attributes, collective "memories" or "historical roots".1  

Second-generation Sweden-Finnishness is an outstanding vessel for exploring these murky modern 

waters. Yet since second-generation Sweden-Finnishness – its profile submerged by the invisifying 

camouflage of hybridity or subconscious veilings of colouration – flounders in murky depths of its 

own, we need to establish a steady keel and focal point in order to get a fix on matters. A central 

                                                           
1 Hálfdanarson, in Isaacs (ed.), Citizenships and Identities – Inclusion, Exclusion, Participation (Pisa, 2010), pp. IX-X. 

See also the entry on ‘Identity / Alterity / Hybridity’, Imagology: The Cultural Construction and Literary Representation 

of National Characters, Beller and Leerssen (eds.), (Amsterdam – New York, 2007), pp. 335-42. 
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complication lies in the definition and interpretation of the term ‘Sweden-Finnishness’ itself.2 The 

lighthouse towards present Sweden-Finnishness is provided by the life-stories of the participants in 

the study. For through narratives of the participants, the thesis gathers various pathways in which 

second-generation Sweden-Finnishness has been, or might be, verbalised and lived out. Life-writing, 

as an academic study, can nowadays be defined broadly as including the following: 

‘Life-writing’ is a generic term meant to encompass a range of writings about lives or parts of lives, or 

which provide materials out of which lives or parts of lives are composed. These writings include not 

only memoir, autobiography, biography, diaries, autobiographical fiction, and biographical fiction, but 

letters, writs, wills, written anecdotes, depositions, marginalia, lyric poems, scientific and historical 

writings, and digital forms (including blogs, tweets, Facebook entries).3 

For those who have undergone the ‘second-generation Sweden-Finnish’ experience at first-hand, the 

need to understand what is and has been at stake here is neither without relevance or importance; 

especially since, by 2016 (as a later chapter in the thesis will make clear), the traditional images and 

contents of Sweden-Finnishness no longer seemed to work for most of the second generation. But 

this is not, of course, merely a local or micro-historical matter. For, on the one hand, those who are 

placed ‘etically’ as observers rather than ‘emically’ as speaking subjects may readily enough embrace 

the ways in which these narratives open out on larger issues concerning contemporary studies in life-

writing, such as those articulated by Marijke Huisman:    

From a historical perspective, both the experience that old frames have lost their function to make sense 

of life and the trend towards life writing are not new phenomena. Major historical changes tend to 

generate auto/biographical narratives. After the Fall of the Berlin Wall (1989), for instance, life writing 

served as a crucial instrument to come to terms with the Communist past and to (re)construct individual 

and collective identities in Eastern European countries.4 

 

And, on the other hand (as the thesis will demonstrate in due course), even from an etic point of view, 

the population covered by the term ‘Sweden-Finnish’ (which still comprises the largest migrant 

population group in Scandinavia) is hardly negligible, while the history in question covers several 

hundred years. 

Presently, with the acceleration of the fragmentation within our collective existences, the relevance 

and interpretation of biographical narratives increases even further. Not only for the advancement of 

cross-cultural thinking, education, human rights or dealing with major crises and such vast political 

upheavals as those mentioned above. But also, for a better understanding of the present non-

essentialistic world. A world in which one is seldom any longer from one place. A world in which 

                                                           
2 Please refer to Chapter 2, Definitions and Terms, pp. 45-47 for a more detailed discussion on the term ‘Sweden-Finnish’. 
3 Leader, Zachary (ed.), On Life-Writing (Oxford, 2015), p. 1. 
4 Huisman, Marijke, Life Writing Matters in Europe (Heidelberg, 2012), p. 1. 
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"the Other" is seldom instantly identifiable. And a world in which we still have to face up to the innate 

question of finding out who we are and what makes us tick. Furthermore, as will become apparent in 

due course, the (re)construction of a working second-generation Sweden-Finnish identity actually  

necessitates the exposure and bringing-forth of subjective life-stories and narratives because, 

otherwise (without wider, or less stereotypically informed, institutional frames of cultural 

recognition) there is precious little in the way of personal or collective identity markers to which an 

individual from the second-generation cohort can fruitfully subscribe. (In some respects, these 

dilemmas resemble those encountered in post-war or post-communism countries, but to investigate 

that would steer the thesis in a very different direction.) 

The Chapters 

The thesis at hand is divided into three sections: an Introduction; Life Stories; and Outcomes. The 

current section lays out the foundations of the thesis. Chapter 1 presents research issues, methods, 

strategies and the research cohort which forms the main focus of the study. The second chapter 

‘Finland, Sweden, and Sweden-Finnishness’ aims not only to provide a historical background to 

Sweden-Finnishness and Finnish immigration into Sweden, but also highlights specific themes and 

angles within the topic which, for present purposes, warrant closer attention. Such issues include 

generational and historical differences. The chapter also provides a review of past research on 

Sweden-Finnishness. 

Section two – Life Stories – focuses on the narratives and life-stories of the participants, special 

emphasis has been placed on that first-hand experiences of the research cohort will carry through. 

Chapter 3, ‘Childhood and Adolescence’ will focus, from a Sweden-Finnish perspective, on how the 

impact of one’s early years might resonate in later life. Collectively addressing issues related to 

upbringing and education, chapters 3 and 4 (‘Another Brick in the Wall’, which beams down more 

specifically on school and education), will elicit from its informants an image of growing up as a 

second-generation Sweden-Finn.  

In toto, section two is set up to take the reader from birth to death, forming the backbone of a life 

narrative, based on the accounts of the same pool of second-generation Sweden-Finnish informants. 

Chapter 5, ‘Spectral Presences and Ghosted Identities’, focuses on writing, literature and the arts in 

their reflections on Sweden-Finnishness. Chapter 6, ‘Ciphers of Identity’ will pin down some of the 

very rudimentary and tangible encodings involved in what often turn out to be abstract identity issues, 

such as names, class background, or the activities of becoming parents, undergoing crises, or dealing 
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with the deaths of family members, friends, and others within the cohort. 

In the third section, outcomes and the present situation of Sweden-Finnishness are explored. Chapter 

7 – ‘Sweden-Finnishness in 2016’ – seeks out the positive outcomes of the identity issues that many 

of the research cohort have gone through and then looks beyond: exploring, for instance, how certain 

motifs of Sweden-Finnishness have (re)surfaced for the participants in recent times. In this way, it 

will (hopefully) signal a number of directions in which Sweden-Finnishness might be presented and 

represented today.  

As noted earlier, the documentary, Finnish Blood Swedish Heart, laid the foundation for the present 

thesis. The retrospective chapter 8 on the film is accordingly placed last, since it provides a specific 

case-study enunciating the issues, themes and outcomes presented in the previous chapters. 

Personally, I am also much happier situating the film as a result of a life inflicted by the spectral 

image of Sweden-Finnishness rather than as an introduction, a starting point which could, perhaps, 

have skewed the subsequent trajectory of the thesis. However, because of the singularity of its 

formation, this chapter has been written in a way that will hopefully render it amenable to being read 

on its own. 

Aims and Research Questions 

Overall, my aims in the present work have been to frame and define current ambiguity within Sweden-

Finnish cultural identities on macro- and micro- levels – through political, historical, educational and 

psychological factors. In short, to present the Sweden-Finnish experience of the second generation 

today. The thesis establishes this through the life stories of second-generation informants. Hence, the 

experiences outlined in these interviews (or, rather, dialogues) conducted with the informants 

constitute the main focus and prime beef of the study. However, these themes are deeply intertwined 

with – as well as influenced by – a vast network of historical and socio-economical facts. And over 

time, the plenitude of indirect and direct formulations circling around the second-generation 

experience has consolidated into several multi-layered, and often quite abstract, scriptings of what 

Sweden-Finnishness might actually signify. Nevertheless, it is very clear that if the second generation 

has defined and lived out Sweden-Finnishness at all, the Sweden-Finnish life narrative has been 

drastically different to that of its parent generation. Since the informants have tackled, processed and 

utilised their Sweden-Finnish background through a multitude of strategies, one of the aims of the 

current study will be to present the passageways into – or clues (supplied by the interlocutors 

themselves) as to – how one may grasp, mould and maintain a functional Sweden-Finnish identity 
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which is matched to present-day needs and requirements. Through the stories and experiences of the 

informants outlined here, the present study consequently addresses and focuses in on the attributes 

that constitute what we might call ‘Sweden-Finnish cultural identity’ in the 2010s. The cultural aspect 

of identity could be framed as having (sub)cultural focal points on, e.g., ethnic, national, gender- and 

language issues. A recent study in cultural and social justice counselling helpfully defines cultural 

identity in the following manner: "The concept of cultural identity refers to familial and cultural 

dimensions of a person’s identity, and how others perceive him or her, i.e., factors that are salient to 

a person’s identity both as perceived by the individual and how others perceive the person’s identity."5 

The present thesis tackles this issue and clarifies the apparent hybridity by means of a 

multidisciplinary approach. The work at hand has no presumption that it possesses the psychic 

alertness to count as a study within the domain of psychology; the systematic social insight to be 

regarded as sociology; or the refinement of linguistic analysis to qualify as linguistics, but by utilizing 

these sciences into a multidisciplinary and intersectional approach – and, most importantly, as my 

prime method, life-story interviews – a more comprehensive image of present Sweden-Finnishness 

hopefully unfolds. Music and literature have been ministrant in tracing these second-generation 

trajectories. The term ‘hybridity’ is often mentioned in connection with second-generation 

experiences. However, it might not be the most precise term, as Nic Craith points out in her discussion 

of the work of Roger Bromley: 

‘Cultural syncretism’ is the term Roger Bromley uses to describe these contexts. He regards it as more 

helpful than ‘hybridity’ as that term has biological connotations. Moreover, hybridity has more relevance 

in an individual rather than in a general context. Syncretism is applicable in a more collective context 

and suggests forms of creativity and eclecticism that are relevant for this book (Bromley 2000: 97). 

Syncretism is an active rather than a passive process and one which does not end in a simple blend or 

melting pot. The process is on- going and dialogical. It ‘is an instance of cross-cultural creativity’ which 

is typical of diasporic writers and their cultural narratives. ‘Diasporic cultural fictions produce an endless 

series of flexible cultural translations, arcs or bridges of new possibility, brought about by a creative 

fracturing of surface cultural presentations.’ (Bromley 2000: 97).6  

Considering the current status of Sweden-Finnishness and the present thesis, it is, in fact, evident that 

the identity processes described in this research have been extensively individual, moving from the 

passive melting pot towards a dialectic, crossing ‘the arcs or bridges’ of new possibilities. In other 

words, most informants of the present study, as a vanguard of the second-generation Sweden-Finns, 

have taken steps from the fixed ‘hybrid’ position towards ‘syncretism’. The present thesis illuminates 

                                                           
5 Ibrahim, F.A., Heuer, J.R, (eds.), Social Justice and Cultural Responsiveness in Counseling Interventions: Using 

Cultural Assessments (New York, 2016), p. 15. 
6 Nic Craith, Máiréad, Narratives of Place, Belonging and Language: an Intercultural Perspective (New York, 2012), 

p. 173. 
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these processes through the life-stories and multidiscipline. 

In fact, the multidisciplinary approach was not directly strong-armed or dictated by the interviews. 

Rather, as the content and complexity in the research material became apparent, this in itself clarified 

the requirements of the research as well as flagging up an acute need to present a more holistic view 

of the phenomenon under investigation. In order to achieve these ends, the study seemed best served 

by utilising multidisciplinary working gloves, intertwined with what we could call a ‘life story 

approach’, opening up avenues for scientific enquiry: descriptions of the life lived rather than rigid 

definitions of what a ‘Sweden-Finnish’ identity might be thought to constitute. As Bertaux and Kohli 

put it: "Life stories are shown to be a rich ground for the formulation of substantive theories, which 

are conceived of as interpretations rather than as scientific explanations."7 The validification and 

meticulous premeditation of scientific methods, style and possible importance of the present study lie 

not only in the most obvious baskets, that second-generation Sweden-Finnishness has, in fact, hardly 

been studied at all and that the circumstances and mental climate surrounding the individuals of this 

cohort have often been quite problematic, complex and unresolved – but also in the fact that the 

presentation of the issue as a whole – as well as the argumentation – gain impetus by a wider focus. 

This extended beam, the width of the exploratory vessel, and the style of multidisciplinary approach 

are all undertaken with a view to presenting the processes and results in what seems to be the most 

effective way. For as the editors of Biography, Gender and History: Nordic Perspectives, articulate 

it in their reflection on biographies and life-writing as interdisciplinary endeavours: "Thus, today we 

know that an individual is never to be read, told or analysed as only one homogeneous entity, but 

rather as a human being with multiple selves."8 

For instance, the present-day language debate (or lack thereof) on Finnish in Sweden cannot be 

apprehended without a wider reading of the social background of the great Finnish emigration wave 

of the 60’s and 70’s. This debate on language education (Swedish in Finland, Finnish in Sweden) 

regularly receives media attention. However, there is seldom any wider context provided. Very little 

is printed or published beyond the articulation of monolithic, per se, intrinsic values: reflections 

where Swedish speakers champion the status of Swedish in Finland and only native Finnish speakers 

acknowledge the importance of being able to learn, speak and use Finnish in Sweden.  

                                                           
7 Bertaux, Daniel and Kohli, Martin, ‘The Life Story Approach: A Continental View’, Annual Review of Sociology, 

vol. 10 (1984), p. 215. 
8 Halldórsdóttir, Kinnunen, Leskelä-Kärki and Possing (eds.), Biography, Gender and History: Nordic Perspectives 

(Turku, 2016), p. 254.  
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As the present study admittedly aims and encompasses a rather generous width of scope, syncretising 

insights from a range of scientific disciplines and accommodating materials from emotional 

outpourings to cold statistics, this entails that the style, language and theorizations need to be concise 

and direct in order not to make the argumentation vague and lacking in focus. The empiricism of the 

present study speaks volumes in itself. Containing a myriad of what academia might dub ‘complex 

research issues’, the content of these life-story interviews run as a lode-bearing seam through the text. 

A straightforward motivation for placing the interviews centre stage was to set up a dialogue. Written 

accounts, be they fiction or non-fiction, on second-generation Sweden-Finnishness remain scarce and, 

furthermore, those which have emerged tend to be highly subjective and personalised. Therefore, the 

objective has been to open up dialogues on several levels. On the one hand, between the informants 

and the undersigned. And, on the other, in such a way as to ensure that these interviews would be in 

discourse with each other and other texts. In the Nordic countries scholars have also applied oral 

history methodology to written materials. Johansson and Thor Tureby interconnect the dialogue 

between the individuals and the society, as the public discourses affect the individuals, whose 

discourses are returned back into society. "Here", they write, "we are referring to culturally inspired 

research within oral history, which argues that life stories can express personal and meaningful issues 

about identity and individual experiences, while simultaneously being influenced and influencing 

public discourses. The starting point is that the interviewees (as well as those participating by writing) 

actively can relate to these discourses by discarding some and accept others."9* The second-

generation dimension of this is worth underlining, as will become apparent in the interview material.  

The interviews and discussions conducted for the present research not only establish second 

generation Sweden-Finnishness as differing from Swedish and Finnish patterns by 

syncretism/hybridisation, they also suggest that the ‘identity-mindscapes’ of this cohort differ 

extensively from those of first-generation immigrants. Moreover, the strategies and ideas presented 

by the interviewees provide plenty of food-for-thought, both in realised success-stories concerning 

integration and multicultural identities, and those narratives which detail the pitfalls of immigration 

and language politics within the present internationalising world. The Sweden-Finnish experience 

also provides new points of view with regard to the current myötätuntovaje, ‘empathy deficit’ (one 

of the rare new terms that really hits the nail) in Finland, as well as the tendency towards a snow-

blind whitewashing of ethnic difference in Sweden. Raising empathy requires a global, cosmopolitan 

view and, for this reason, the present study also places Sweden-Finnishness in a global context. 

                                                           
9 Johansson, Jesper and Thor Tureby, Malin, Att minnas migrationen, Socialvetenskaplig tidskrift (2016:3–4), p. 325. 
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Among the vast international pool of writers on issues concerning cultural identity, Kwame Anthony 

Appiah has arguably enlightened my research most. The writings of Appiah tend to be multi-layered 

and insightful, delivered in a clear style of writing. Appiah’s philosophy seems highly applicable to 

the second-generation experience. For as he puts it in the conclusion to his book on cosmopolitanism: 

If we accept the cosmopolitan challenge, we will tell our representatives that we want them to remember 

those strangers. Not because we are moved by their suffering – we may or may not be – but because we 

are responsive to what Adam Smith called ‘reason, principle, conscience, the inhabitant of the beast’. The 

people of the richest nations can do better. This is a demand of simple morality. But it is one that will 

resonate more widely if we make our civilization more cosmopolitan.10 

Sweden-Finnishness itself needs to be re-defined as well as, to some extent, reconstituted if it is to 

survive. For within recent decades, the idea of the cosmopolitan, the global, has also been constantly 

woven into it, as the dynamic within Sweden-Finnishness has changed from the massive (mono-

cultural) Finnish immigration of the 60’s and 70’s towards the multiculturality of the new millennium. 

And this, not only through a rather full-on blending into the general Swedish population, but also 

with its cultural interaction (and even, at ties, melding) with other immigrant groups. Young people 

with Sweden-Finnish roots are no longer "the Finnish children" they were in the 1970’s. This is how 

Mikael, an informant in the present study, describes this difference: 

Mikael: Ingen av dom ser, till exempel på 

finska skolan där jag bor, ingen av dom ser 

finsk ut. Så som dom tänker på det. Eller om 

man tittar på namnen, man heter "Hassan 

Heinonen" eller "Juha Muhammed".  

Mikael: None of them, for example in the 

Finnish school where I live, none of them 

look Finnish. Like they [i.e. the first 

generation] think about it. Or if you look at 

the names, you have names like "Hassan 

Heinonen" or "Juha Muhammed". 

It must be noted that – all within one generation, and half a century – modern Sweden-Finnishness 

has, in fact, largely undergone both its birth and radical transformation. The massive Finnish 

immigration into Sweden in the late 1960s with actual full-on "Finnish" settlements and "Finnish" 

life in Sweden has been projected into the present Sweden-Finnishness, where it is actually the norm 

to have parents who pool not only ‘Finnish’ or ‘Swedish’ genes (whatever they may be), but also 

those of other ‘immigrant’ stocks as well. Obviously, for Sweden-Finns, this affects individual and 

collective ponderings on identity, language and their own minority status. The old walls have fallen, 

but the ideas and stereotypes from these decades remain. Yet equally, the view from both majority 

parent nations, Finland and Sweden, still tends to define and bulldoze assumptions concerning the 

contents of ‘Sweden-Finnishness’ so that, as far as possible, they are synonymised with the first-

generation experience. According to such criteria, a Sweden-Finn is a Finn who has moved to 

                                                           
10 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, Cosmopolitanism ([2005], London, 2006), p. 174. 
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Sweden. 

Minority cultures and languages can be revitalised, as we have seen in Ireland where the 2011 census 

recorded a 7.1 % increase in self-declared Irish speakers.11 However, there are prerequisite elements 

for succeeding to sustain any results. Firstly, there needs to be a desire and a force within the minority 

itself. Within the ‘Sweden-Finnish’ community as a whole (excepting the complex clusters of 

yearning, aspiration and loss experienced by so many first-generation Sweden-Finns), second-

generation voicings of this need have been so infrequent as to count as virtually non-existent. In her 

master’s thesis within journalism from 2014, Marika Pietilä found 80 articles which mentioned 

Sweden-Finnishness in the past fifteen years in Dagens Nyheter and 64 in Svenska Dagbladet, these 

being the two major Swedish daily newspapers.12 The current thesis aims at illuminating the processes 

and forces that have contributed to this. It might, however, already be worth noting at this point that 

the current thesis aims at discussing the impacts of how national majority cultures have affected and 

extensively impeded the emergence of a second-generation Sweden-Finnishness. Any majority 

society must acknowledge, facilitate and instrumentally enable revitalisation processes among 

minorities. For where there is no recognition, there is bound to be trouble. Within Sweden-

Finnishness (as so many of the informants of the present study attest), these potential troubles have 

been mostly lived out within subjective silences for the simple reason that arenas, or even dialogues, 

promoting the discussion of identity among second-generation Sweden-Finns have been very scarce 

at communal, collective and institutional levels. As a result, focusing on, e.g., language issues or 

socio-economical intersectional factors provide no comprehensive insights.   

Consequently, in broad terms, my thesis attempts to address the following themes: 

1) To map out a number of the key strategies by which second-generation Sweden-

Finns have constructed their cultural identity. What can be explored by looking at 

the emotional cores of Sweden-Finnish second-generation identity (Or as one 

participant put it: "Finskheten är en känsla. Hur greppar man en känsla?" 

["Finnishness is a feeling. How do you grasp a feeling?"]) 

2) To discuss and highlight the forces that have affected the process of identity 

formation among second-generation Sweden-Finns: including issues such as 

language, historical and present-day currents within Sweden and Finland, personal 

                                                           
11 Census 2011, Ireland. 
12 Pietilä, Marika, Sverigefinnar – en bortglömd minoritet (Stockholm, 2014), p. 5. 
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and local surroundings such as class, suburbs, family relations, and schooling 

environments. To present the key power relations on individual, collective and 

societal levels with particular connections to Sweden-Finnish ethnicity, class, 

generation, age. 

3) At which points in life might one’s Sweden-Finnish background reveal itself, how 

might this come to pass, and what are the possible triggering factors and 

mechanisms involved? Why has Sweden-Finnishness become almost invisible (in 

comparison with Swedishness, Finnishness, or Finland-Swedishness)? Why have 

most of the informants in the current study opted to swim against the flood and 

investigate and address their cultural identity background? 

In all the cases under investigation in the thesis, on individual levels it can be seen that the surrounding 

opinion climates and power relations are connected to emotions and affections, such as feelings of 

exclusion, belonging, shame and pride. Clear outlets, such as the arts have clearly been instrumental 

in the process of dealing with one’s roots, and the emotional core, ‘the feeling’ of their insights and 

intuitions must be addressed in order to grasp anything beyond the mundane.  

By following up these lines of inquiry, the present study finds itself addressing a plenitude of 

questions which have, in fact, hardly been addressed elsewhere. Such as: have the similarities between 

our two neighbouring cultures enabled present Sweden-Finns not only to escape the cultural identity 

of their parents, but also to pass as Swedes? Have the Sweden-Finns now succeeded in being 

assimilated after one generation, when the language barrier has disappeared? Is there, in fact, such a 

thing as a Sweden-Finnish cultural identity which needs to survive? Are the differences between the 

bleakness of Sweden-Finnish cultural identity – in contrast to, say strong minorities, such as that 

represented by Finnish-Swedishness – simply explicable through identity politics, history, power, 

class, hegemonies, and language? What are the socio-cultural, ethnological and even psychological 

dimensions involved? Is the decision to exit from one’s Sweden-Finnish identity (a choice which 

many have opted for), an explanation for this invisibility? Is focusing on the creative simply the result 

of the general lack of higher education among Sweden-Finns? Or is it a twenty-first century response 

to traditional Finnish taciturnity? What are the roles of languages in establishing cultural identities? 

What do outspoken and "famous" second-generation Sweden-Finns make of their background, 

adjacent to "regular" individuals? Many of these questions have gained richly implicative 

connotations after a wider academic reading on the subject, particularly from their potential 
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applications at a wider level. What if the arts, and music, as an example, can, indeed, mould one’s 

cultural identity more strongly than one’s nationality, as both the film and a good deal of research 

indicates? Does music, for example, act as a third home-country for these Sweden-Finnish artists? 

(See, e.g. Hebdige, 1979; or Frith: "What music can do is put into play a sense of identity that may 

or may not fit the way we are placed by other social facts".)13 Should not this have an immense impact 

for contemporary society on a larger scale, within many spheres and levels of life, as well as on both 

personal and public levels? Not only in political decisions and cultural politics, but also how we raise 

our children and what we teach in schools? Especially in our adolescence, when social activities and 

arts, such as music, are pivotal: "In sum, developmental psychology should take notice that music is 

not only a ‘social lubricant’ in adolescence (as it can be in adulthood). Music is a resource from which 

adolescents decide to explore possible selves, rehearse social roles, manage intergroup dynamics, and 

envisage future orientations."14 

The present research will also endeavour to offer new information, methodology and tools for more 

fully understanding the complex network that encompasses language, cultural identity and 

manifestations of the phenomenon of Sweden-Finnishness (especially within the arts). Additionally, 

it is hoped that the study will illuminate and clarify the present status of Sweden-Finnishness, as well 

as providing indications for the future. And finally, by providing a new, and multidisciplinary, arena 

for the cross-breeding of ideas and insights, it is posited that the present thesis will unavoidably shed 

light on the constructions which have been believed to constitute the very essence not only of Sweden-

Finnishness, but also of Swedishness and Finnishness.  

  

                                                           
 
13 Frith, Simon, ‘Towards an Aesthetic of Popular Music’, in Leppert and McClary (eds.), Music and Society: The Politics 

of Composition, Performance and Reception (Cambridge, 1987), p. 149. 
14 Miranda, Dave, ‘The Role of Music in Adolescent Development: Much More than the Same Old Song’, in International 

Journal of Adolescence and Youth, 18:1, 5-22 (2013), p. 10. 
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Methodology and the Research Group 

Naturally enough, the activity of considering history, socio-economic factors, the global perspective 

and language politics – not to mention the more overtly political machinations of politicians within 

the public sphere – offers infinite sidelights which may be brought to bear in order to gain more 

nuanced insights into ways in which the Sweden-Finnish collective can be, or has been, constructed 

over time. Because of this, from the outset, one of the central tasks of the thesis has been to identify 

and depict at least some of the curious and dormant qualities lurking within different formations of 

Sweden-Finnish cultural identity. The means by which one could capture the personal anchoring 

points of individuals seeking their moorings in these contested (and sometimes dire) cultural straits, 

however, puzzled me for a long time. How is one to implement the theories and research methods 

which would yield the most resonant results from the deeps, mapping out in the best possible way the 

oceanic fluidities of the subconscious/hidden/repressed/forgotten aspects of second-generation 

Sweden-Finnish cultural identity, such as getting a grip on whether an individual has felt shame? 

Complementarily, on a higher level, the wider scope of the thesis is to present at least a few new or 

finessed insights into how we view or approach the complex and ambivalent issues connected with 

cultural identity. 

After supplementing my knowledge base within ethnological studies at the University of Gothenburg 

in 2011,15 and as a result of a number of illuminating discussions, I came to the conclusion that 

biographies through life-story interviews and "life-writing" (in a broad sense of the word) presented 

the most concrete manifestations of the cultural background of the second-generation Sweden-Finns. 

More specifically, these manifestations (even when packaged as exits from, or ‘skid marks’ within, 

the cultural formation under investigation), tend to become overt when the individual stands at a 

turning point in life, when one must choose, (re)negotiate or take a new direction in life. Such 

bifurcations can be career choices, parenthood, or going through a personal crisis. My personal 

participatory observations, the wide use of ethnographic methods such as autoethnography and, in 

particular, interviews have been instrumental in the current study. My personal background has very 

much been the motivation behind the study. Similarly, most of the informants in the present study 

                                                           
15 Gothenburg has a population of 526,000 and 30,000 (i.e. 5.7%), of these have at least one grandparent born in Finland. 

The relative Finnishness of Gothenburg is now less proclaimed than in, say, Eskilstuna and Borås, but it provides 

interesting surroundings for discerning Sweden-Finnish life: it is nevertheless a major Nordic centre for industry and 

culture. With regard to Sweden-Finnishness, Gothenburg is far less “contaminated” by the constant flux of incomers from 

Finland, as in Stockholm where you on one hand see and hear Finnish visitors all the time, and on the other hand you 

have fresh Finns, working or studying in the Stockholm region, most of them as expats, for a temporary period, before 

the majority of these return to Finland. 
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began processing their background after traumatic events, such as premature deaths in the family.  

Within the thesis, micro-reflections from the life-story interviews will consequently be strengthened 

by juxtaposition against the theoretical macro-debates, which will be presented as the life-stories of 

the participants are unfolded.16  

The choice to conduct the research in English instead of Finnish or Swedish is also a methodological 

decision. By writing in English, and utilising international research and reference materials the study 

hopes to address indigenous identity issues from a ‘third space’ which avoids the pitfall of the national 

match, "landskamp/maaottelu", the black-and-white bipolarity, Sweden vs Finland, particularly 

because we must address more than linguistic issues. For this reason, the writings of, for instance, 

Benedict Anderson, Kwame Anthony Appiah, Homi Bhabha, Edward Said, and Stuart Hall are 

invoked as a part of the theoretical backbone intended to provide an enlightening perspective on 

Sweden-Finnishness. A more global, macroscopic view results in a bigger picture. Furthermore, by 

focusing on themes such as language and music in tandem with the works of Simon Frith, Dick 

Hebdige, along with the tools offered by national and cultural imagology, I will attempt to shed a 

little light on the darker and subconscious layers of Sweden-Finnish cultural identity. 

On a number of occasions, responses to seemingly straightforward questions of home, place and 

language in second-generation experience have been returned by respondents in the form of 

curveballs. Where this has happened, I have made the conscious decision not to blur the issue further 

by forcing their answers into straightjackets made all-too-readily available within particular schools 

of contemporary identity theory. Rather, I have allowed theoretical issues to arise (where the internal 

pressure to do so has asserted itself strongly enough) within what are, for the most part, spaces of 

their own, beyond the informants’ narratives.  However, this does not mean to say that I have 

progressed without both theoretical and ‘pre-theoretical’ guidelines. One clear direction for my 

writing has arisen from the contours of cross-disciplinary thinking. As Anastasia Christou has put it 

                                                           
16 As just one example of the methodological and intellectual richesse offered by engagement with life studies as a 

burgeoning discipline, one could do worse than consult entries of the Routledge journal Life Studies (ongoing since 2004 

and available online). Of particular relevance here are, for present purposes, for instance, the opening editorial by Mary 

Besemeres and Maureen Perkins, 1/1 ([2004] published online, 2007): pp. vii-xii; Shirley Geok-lin Lim and Caroline 

Kyungah Hong (2007), ‘Introduction – The Postmodern Dilemma for Life Writing: Hybridising Hyphens’, 4/1 (2007): 

pp. 3-9; Isabelle de Courtivron, ‘The Incomplete Return’, 4/1 (2007): pp.  31-39; Caitríona Ní Dhúill, ‘Towards an 

Antibiographical Archive: Mediations Between Life Writing and Metabiography’, 9/3 (2012): pp. 279-89; Hans 

Schweiger, ‘Global Subjects: The Transnationalisation of Biography’, 9/3 (2012): pp. 249-58; and John Gatt-Rutter’s 

review article on Rosalia Baena’s edition, Transculturing Auto/Biography: Forms of Life Writing, 6/2 (2009): 281-3. The 

journal is available at: http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/rlwr20. Worthwhile information is also available at the Oxford 

Centre for Life-Writing, https://www.wolfson.ox.ac.uk/oclw 
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in her analysis of second-generation Greek Americans: "The complexity of the culture-concept, as 

well as the multiplicity and diversity of agents and structures, requires a redirection from traditional 

disciplinary boundaries toward an inter-, multi- and cross-disciplinary focus."17 Language, class and 

identity (to take just one strand from this complex) are inextricably connected, and a cross-

disciplinary approach will ongoingly strive to keep this in mind. Another guideline for the present 

work has been a belief that the voice and the stories of the participants must carry through. (Here it 

should perhaps be said that, over the course of my reading and research on culture and identity, such 

voices – almost drowned out by the analytic voice of the researcher – have often seemed distant and 

thin.) In simultaneously attempting to utilise a multidisciplinary approach and retaining a ‘voice’, I 

have attempted to maintain lucidity within my formulations and to ensure that the existential ‘truths’ 

articulated by my informants should, as far a possible, remain intact. By synthesis, presentation order 

and academic labour the present thesis aims to present a panoramic view of Sweden-Finnishness by 

zooming into mainly subjective experiences. Hence, extensive quotation from the ruminations of the 

participants, seems, particularly in the second section of the thesis, to be very much in order.  

Similarly, the present thesis uses references and sources quite liberally. However, this comes with a 

strict sense of purpose in mind: relevance and clarification matter. If a newspaper article, or subjective 

quotes from writers, such as Susanna Alakoski, or fiction, illustrates the topic or presents an 

appropriate frame, I have found no validification for disregarding these types of materials. However, 

caution is highly advisable in our present age of disinformation and obviously, not all referenced 

materials in academic presentations will carry undisputable statistical validity. The present study is 

formulated in a manner that has full confidence in the reader’s ability to scope out the marrow from 

the bone. The selection of sources remains one of the reasons why the present thesis lists references 

and sources continuously as footnotes, so that it is easier for the reader to stay informed. 

Furthermore, following similar trains of thought, it needs to be pointed out well in advance that the 

present thesis will poke at, invoke, refer to and exploit terms and views which could be dismissed as 

‘stereotypes’ and ‘myths’ within any serious discourse. Again, there are numerous reasons for this. 

The foremost is that these typically mundane myths and platitudes concerning the relation between 

Finland and Sweden and Sweden-Finnish are often still so prevalent and persistent, that no other 

views or ‘truths’ have been able to see the light of day. In a recent neuroscientific study, it became 

apparent that the human brain is actually predisposed to learn negative stereotypes.18 So, we need to 

                                                           
17 Christou, Anastasia, Narratives of Place, Culture and Identity (Amsterdam, 2006), p. 38. 
18 Devlin, Hannah, ‘Human brain is predisposed to negative stereotypes’, The Guardian, 1 November 2016.  
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address, use and bring up stereotypes, to vent the air out of them and, in this respect, to help unlock 

the position of Sweden-Finnishness not only within Sweden or Finland, but also within Sweden-

Finnishness itself, which could arguably be dubbed as being in a chronic state.   

If (beyond the filtrations of academic commentators) any cultural identity in the Nordic countries 

might anyway appear to voice itself in distant, thin and vague sentiments, contemporary Sweden-

Finnishness most certainly would fit the bill. For this reason, where we dig, our spades need to be 

visible and where we reason our language needs to remain understandable. The present thesis has 

several motivating forces behind it. One objective is to explore and re-think aspects of Sweden-

Finnishness before allowing them to re-embed themselves within what at times has devolved within 

contemporary discourse into a somewhat rabid discussion on immigration and cultural diversity. 

Secondly, because I firmly believe that qualitative and humanistic research, in particular, need not 

refrain from commenting and interpreting its findings (as long as the argumentation remains 

translucent and unbiased), I have no objection to the fact that this intervention will enable, if you will, 

some degree of political comment besides the academic. Thirdly, I need to stress that I am fully aware 

of, and fully acknowledge, my own ‘emic’ status within the cultural constellation known as Sweden-

Finnishness; indeed, I would like to emphasise that my own personal history, background, and 

subjective experience have been very much a motivating force for these investigations. ‘Why’, I have 

had to ask myself, ‘have I never felt that I could feel or express pride or even a sense of belonging to 

my background? Neither as a Finnish child or teen in Sweden, or here in Finland as having grown up 

in Sweden?’ And this, despite the fact that we are clearly talking about two countries which belong 

to the most enlightened nations on the planet when it comes to equality, education, social progression, 

transparency, and environmental issues. 

Life writing, with a multidisciplinary approach, even added to an undisputed subjectivity can, 

nevertheless, be scientifically valid. For as is suggested by Besemeres and Perkins: "we would like 

to grasp at the comprehensive, by publishing all forms of analytical and reflective writing that take 

‘self’ or ‘selves’ as their focus. This includes philosophy, history, anthropology, literature, sociology, 

cultural studies, and any other intellectual enquiry that wishes to consider the role of narrative and 

the formulation of identity. Such a broad project reflects one of the underlying causes of the 

burgeoning of life stories: the way in which scholarly focus on the ‘subject’ as an object of enquiry 

has contributed to self-reflexivity across all disciplines, and a recognition of the role of the 
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author/observer in the act of observation."19 Cognisant of these issues, for instance, Ellis and Bochner 

frame autoethnography as "[a]utobiographies that self-consciously explore the interplay of the 

introspective, personally engaged self with cultural descriptions mediated through language, history 

and ethnographic explanation."20 In particular, here, the explanatory element is fruitful: "connecting 

the personal to the cultural."21 

As a means of offsetting the strongest subjectivity, it has been very helpful to strengthen my bearings 

by reaching out in search of international reference. Conflating second-generation experiences from 

the arts, for example. Or seeking out analogies and parallels from a wide range of cultural situations 

– including those pertaining to the English-Irish, to Afro-American women and even, as we shall see, 

to the children of Jewish holocaust survivors. It is my hope that through recourse to these perspectives 

(moderated, naturally enough, by attention to the differences as well as the similarities between 

particular contexts), the thesis will be able to facilitate a wider understanding of Sweden-Finnishness 

than would be achieved by clinging in too monocular a way to the more parochial perspectives 

afforded by day-to-day existence in the cities, towns, villages or countryside of Sweden and Finland. 

Nonetheless, the second-generation immigrant experience involves such transformational and 

abstract identity processes that it needs to be addressed in terms and concepts that are as clear and 

vivid as possible. Particularly when dealing with similar cultural backgrounds and having the option 

to ‘pass’. Johnny Marr, an individual of second-generation Irish stock born in Manchester and 

songwriter for The Smiths has said that he does not consider himself to be either Irish or English. "He 

tellingly views his Irish-English peer group as a ‘floating generation’: ‘we are on our own’ he 

suggests."22  Similarly, The Edge, of U2, who was raised in Dublin by British parents, stresses a 

contingency which has always made him feel like an outsider. "Growing up as a kid, I always felt 

that I didn’t quite belong here, for one reason or another. Nor do I belong anywhere else. I guess I’ve 

grown accustomed to being just slightly displaced – not in any heavy way, but I have the sense of 

being just slightly different. And in a weird way, that’s why I got into music, maybe in an attempt to 

resolve that to some extent."23 It is noteworthy that these guitarists and songwriters have managed to 

verbalise their ambivalent identity in such clear-cut terms.  

On a wider plane, I feel that the second-generation experience in combination with other dimensions 

                                                           
19 Besemeres, Mary and Perkins, Maureen, ‘Editorial’, Life Writing (2004), 1:1, p. vii. 
20 Bochner, Arthur and Ellis, Carolyn, ‘Autoethnography, Personal Narrative, and Personal Reflexivity’, Denzin, N.K. 

and Lincoln, Y.S. (eds.), The Handbook of Qualitative Research (Thousand Oaks, 2000), p. 742.  
21 ibid., p. 739. 
22 Campbell, Sean, Irish Blood, English Heart: Second Generation Irish Musicians in England (Cork, 2011), p. 109. 
23 Waters, John, Race of Angels: Ireland and the Genesis of U2 (Belfast, 1994), p. 289. 
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of identity, such as family baggage, happy environments and more specific outlets, such as musical 

creativity would also have plenty to offer for future research. The ingredients of the link between 

music and the second generation were already visible when the work on Mika Ronkainen’s 

documentary film Finnish Blood Swedish Heart began in 2008, and ideas concerning the 

interconnection between the two have kept on appearing throughout the writing of the present thesis. 

Music, for me, certainly, and for several of the participants as well, became a third homeland, 

arguably weighing in more on issues of identity than any other groundings. Music can accordingly 

be read as a subtext to the current thesis: providing, for instance, the cues for the subchapter and 

section headings in sections II and III. The titles are chosen to reflect the thematic content of each 

passage. However, as the current work came to address the process of Sweden-Finnish experience 

and its life-stories more holistically, it is also telling that a good deal of the most tangible 

supplementary reference material came from the non-fictional autobiographical book Oktober i 

fattigsverige [‘October in Swedish Poverty’] 2012 by Susanna Alakoski. 

Besides Alakoski (2012) and Appiah’s The Ethics of Identity (2005) the most rewarding studies for 

the current thesis include the following publications. Jari Kuosmanen’s Finnkampen (2001) focuses 

on first-generation Sweden-Finnish men, who encountered social and other problems after moving to 

Sweden. Beller and Leersen’s Imagology (1997) was particularly illuminating in discussing identity 

issues in relation to nationalistic ideas. Similarly, when it comes to subjective issues within a societal 

frame, Goffman’s Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (1963) was helpful. With 

reference to the linguistic and bilingual issues in, e.g., the works of Skutnabb-Kangas, such as 

Bilingualism Or Not: The Education of Minorities (1981), it became apparent that, by the 1970’s, the 

level and knowledge base within research was already at a high standard, but that the practical means 

and implementations have been faltering. Campbell’s Irish Blood, English Heart (2011) and Tatum 

in Women’s Growth in Diversity (1997) provided excellent reflections on Sweden-Finnish issues in 

reference to the Irish in England and black women in the United States. 
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Translations and Notations 

I have translated all quotations and references marked with an asterisk (*) after the footnote from 

Finnish or Swedish into English. All original reference sources can be found in the Select 

Bibliography. 

All material from the informants is presented in two columns, where the original is on the left and a 

translation into English is on the right. It should be noted that, in order to avoid unnecessary repetition, 

these are not referenced individually. Some of the lengthier quotes have been redacted in section II: 

Life Stories. However, these can be found in full in the Appendices. Accordingly, abbreviated quotes 

are footnoted and marked with a plus (+), indicating that a lengthier transcription is available is in the 

Appendices. Hence, Appendix 3.1 refers to the first appended passage in chapter 3. In the passages 

from the informants, blue fonts indicate that the informant uses Finnish within Swedish, orange that 

Swedish enters the Finnish and green that the speaker uses an English expression. Square brackets [ ] 

indicate that I have added a remark or further explanation. Three dots in square brackets [...] signal 

that a longer part of the informant’s comment has been omitted. Most obvious and repeated words 

and speech patterns such as the well-well-wells and hmm-öhö-öhös have single-handedly been edited 

out in order to provide a better reading experience, since we are not deep in discourse or conversation 

analysis. The interview material remains in my personal collection and it will be lodged in the 

Archives of the Sweden-Finns, from where it may be obtained by request. After transcribing the 

recorded material, two main threads emerged among several central recurring thematic clews. Firstly, 

specific points in the life stories, hinting at how Sweden-Finnishness appeared in quite different 

guises within an entire life-span: how Sweden-Finnish roots, personal thoughts and the experience of 

being seen/or unseen within this frame have moulded and apparently, in most cases, still occupy the 

minds of the participants. Secondly, various emblems, images, views, imprints – extracts, if you will, 

emerged out of the discussions of Sweden-Finnishness. These outlined the division into chapters and 

instituted the basis for choosing the material. For instance, the chapters on childhood and school were 

quite self-evidently emergent from a large number of conversations. Similarly, a chapter on concrete 

manifestations of selfhood, such as one’s name and social background, adjacent to severe turns within 

cultural identity, e.g., becoming a parent or going through an existential crisis, seemed warranted.  
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The Research Cohort 

The original thesis plan was to concentrate on the material provided by the film, outtakes and personal 

notes and eventual follow-up interviews included. During the summer of 2011, however, when I was 

transcribing the interviews recorded for the film, I felt that although the conversations were solid, 

informative, emotional and honest – there was a state of urgency and self-consciousness present. This 

was hardly surprising, since there were cameras and at least three-four other people present, 

regardless of how well-weathered and accustomed to being interviewed many individuals were. It 

must be stated that the material provided by Finnish Blood Swedish Heart would have easily added 

up to a copious study, but I felt that a wider and slightly less personal base would be needed. In 

addition, I had read and met numerous second-generation Sweden-Finnish people beyond that circle 

of musicians and childhood friends, and I felt that I needed to incorporate these voices as well. 

Between December 2011 and the autumn of 2013 I therefore conducted close, recorded conversations 

with 15-20 people, about half of them twice, a few more than that.  

A few individuals in Finnish Blood Swedish Heart were interviewed for the present study, but the 

majority of the informants had nothing to do with the film. The common denominators for all of the 

informants were that all of them had spent their childhood in Sweden and that they had all confronted, 

explored and utilised their Finnish background somehow (be it though art, work or otherwise). There 

are three informants with a similar ‘returned migrant’ [återflyttare/paluumuuttaja] background as 

myself. No precise biographical details of the informants will be disclosed, in order to ensure 

anonymity. 

I received dozens of suggestions about people I should contact and interview for the study. I have 

kept an adamant attitude against extending the circle any further from the start. However, if something 

or somebody unfathomed turned up before 2015, I tried to get this person’s take included. Previous 

merits, fame or publicity have had no part in this, there are well-established interviewees alongside 

unknown Sweden-Finnish respondents. It must be noted that not one declined. How this cohort 

portrays and reflects upon Sweden-Finnishness in comparison with ‘the silent majority’ of second-

generation Sweden-Finns could also be assumed to reside in the fact that the former are more 

outspoken, reflective and – at least, for most of those born before 1975 – more problematic since they 

comprise individuals who have actively addressed Sweden-Finnish issues. Nevertheless, out of this 
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cohort, quite complex and analytical thoughts emerge.24 A handful of people have provided comments 

that I have included in the text. These have been documented during my trips to Sweden over the 

years 2008-2015. 

Interviews as such are highly complex and peculiar forms of discourse. The yield of these discussions 

is a result of numerous factors: firstly, I have had personal experience with interviews since the late 

80’s: having been interviewed hundreds of times as a musician. Moreover, I have taught interviewing 

to media students and prepared, listened to and evaluated such interviews for a whole decade. I have 

also interviewed people journalistically myself. Radio interviews tend to sound like radio, research 

interviews tend to resemble research, and I was not out for anything that could be put on a numerical 

scale of 0-5. Director Mika Ronkainen was clear and consistent that he did not want interviews during 

the shooting of Finnish Blood Swedish Heart, we called the talks I had with the musicians and others 

"meetings", or "discussions". I had prepared possible questions and themes in advance, but I kept the 

paperwork in my pocket. I quite liked this method and felt that it was something I could develop and 

take further, especially since I now had even fewer restrictions: no crew present, no worries about 

time and technical considerations. The reciprocal element was absolutely central, not because my 

own stories and experiences would always be stellar, or that I would enjoy putting on the robe of the 

more obnoxious type of interviewer, who thinks it fit to talk more than his interviewees. No, rather, 

the key ingredient is that the conversation remains real, regardless of the recorder or the mobile phone 

recording the talk, and that the interaction itself produces results. I resolved that it must be face-to-

face; people suggested phone or email, which I benignly declined. 

No definite list of questions could be drawn out in advance. Who am I to decide what matters or what 

aspects of one’s life story or Sweden-Finnishness are worth discussing with each person? One 

discussion on pinball lasted well above 30 minutes, but it proved out to be elemental in the outcome 

of the meeting. Obviously, this does not mean that one should not be prepared. If previous interviews 

or other biographical material existed, I tried to ensure that I had scrutinised all of the possible 

background material. The remit of discussing one’s life story also provided an appreciable thread to 

return to after possible detours in the conversation, so there was always a thematic point of re-entry 

available. Furthermore, in most cases, I had the advantage of having met the informants in advance, 

several times in most cases. There was only person among the informants whom I interviewed on our 

first meeting, and in that instance I had the presumption that this person would be delivering 

                                                           
24 See, in comparison, the theses of Weckström (2011) and Ågren (2006) for reflections of younger second-generation 

Sweden-Finns. 
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regardless. Similarly, only two of the interviewees had seen the documentary prior to meeting me, 

and in those cases I did my best not to let the film skew our talk.  

Trust is perhaps the most single prerequisite for hitting pay-dirt: as it is crucial that the interviewee 

should feel as comfortable as possible in the situation. Before I started recording, I ran through the 

basics: 

 that the starting point would be the life story, but that we could divert freely from the subject; 

 that this was not a journalistic interview: therefore pauses, hesitations, talking in circles, 

thinking aloud was not discouraged but rather, encouraged; 

 that I was not there simply to interview or ask questions as a researcher: rather, this was a 

free-form dialogue, in which we shared views and experiences, asked each other questions 

and presented ideas; 

 that the choice of language was entirely up to the speaker, Swedish or Finnish or both; 

 that everything would remain confidential, no names or individualising facts would be 

revealed, and that the interviewees would be able to read their wordings prior to publishing; 

 that if we ran out of time, words or steam, the discussion could always be picked up later: the 

next day perhaps, or even the following year. 

If trust remains the uppermost prerequisite for the interviewee, then the last point refers to the quality 

that I decided to be the single most important factor of my part as interviewer: patience – tålamod – 

arguably one of the most impressive Swedish national traits of all. The Swedish term itself displays 

a set of qualities differing spectacularly from Finnish kärsivällisyys – perhaps derived from kärsiä, to 

suffer (i.e. to be patient is to be able to suffer). Tåla suggests endurance, and mod courage, so in 

Swedish patience is to have the bravery to wait, perhaps? Usually in interviews, time is the key limit. 

There are deadlines to meet, and time slots or columns to fill out an exactly predetermined amount of 

material. Interviews within research are often less hurried, nevertheless, they are often carried out 

with the deference of a sandblaster and an execution strategy as premeditated as counting sheep. In 

order to illustrate cultural hybridity, Bhabha’s ‘enunciative split’ or ‘Third Space’, a free hand is 

required with regard to patience, as many feelings pour out unexpectedly. 

And by exploring this Third Space, we may elude the politics of polarity and emerge as the others of our 

selves.25 

 

                                                           
25 Bhabha, Homi K., The Location of Culture, ([1994], London and New York, 2004), p. 56. 
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The discussions lasted anything between one hour and five. I noted during some of the conversations 

that certain so-called ‘central’ themes, such as relations to parents, other Sweden-Finns, the Finnish 

language, in quite many cases, hardly got mentioned. But I was consciously prepared that I would not 

worry about it then, and I knew I would most likely have the opportunity to continue, have a second 

or a third session, if that seemed warranted. Arranging the interviews and waiting for results is a game 

of patience, but the conversation itself requires that you are fully alert, attentive and on the same page 

as the other person, and as in any heart-worn discussion: Att vara lyhörd, to be able to respond and 

grasp the essentials, when those moments arrived. This attentiveness is also linked to patience – 

occasionally deferring to the instinct that perhaps not all stones should be turned at once. In many 

cases many bricks had fallen into place and even the most difficult issues were verbalised in a second 

session. Often this involved not only those who were not accustomed to being interviewed and talking 

to others about their inner reflections; those more experienced were also in awe of their own reactions; 

there was plenty of hysterical laughter, finishing each others’ sentences, lots of crying. And a strong 

sense of connection, regardless of how brief our acquaintance had been.  However, I would not credit 

myself with too central a role in the elicitation of these phenomena, as I am clearly not an interviewer 

on a par with Fredrik Skavlan or Barbara Walters. This was, rather, an indication of outing extremely 

personal issues that had perhaps now been verbalised the first time ever. In addition, the cultural and 

collective past that we clearly shared was strongly present in the meetings – and whenever people 

sense that they are on the same page, the barriers are bound to break. The following passage is from 

one discussion, in which the informant finds himself nonplussed with regard to talking about the past 

and has to open a window for fresh air: 

Paavo: Minun täytyy saada vähän happea, 

en tiedä mikä ihme minulla on. 

Självcentrering ei ole ehkä kaikista minun 

isoin… 

Paavo: I must get some oxygen, I don’t 

know what’s wrong with me. Self-

centeredness might not be my biggest... 

 

The choice of language was interesting. Obviously, all of the informants knew that my Finnish would 

be "perfect", but when I first contacted the person via email, phone or conversation, I always did it in 

Swedish, even if I was sure that the person was still fluent and fully comfortable in speaking Finnish. 

If I had used Finnish only prior to the recorded conversation with the person, I specifically explained 

in Swedish that the choice of language was up to grabs, that the person could use either/or, switch, 

go back and forth as desired. Most of the interviewees preferred to stick to Swedish. A code change 

took place in 3-4 interviews. Only one person kept going back and forth between the languages. 

Finnish was prioritised only with the two informants in Finland, and with four people in Sweden. 
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These four individuals had such strong Finnish skills that their Swedish background could be heard, 

but their self-expression in Finnish remained unhindered regardless. All of them vented Swedish 

words and phrases continuously, but clearly not because of their deficiency in Finnish. One person 

with a similarly strong prowess in Finnish said that it was weird how it felt that speaking Swedish to 

me would be niin kuin teatteria (just like theatre), although my Swedish skills were apparently not 

the reason for this. It is also worth pointing out that Sweden-Finnish, as an independent language 

variant does not exist yet, as Finland-Swedish or, say, American English, does. One hears the fluency 

of first-generation Finnish, and the dilapidated, corroded nature of second-generation Finnish. As the 

title of Lainio’s paper from 2005 summarises it: "Sweden Finn is almost OK, Sweden Finnish does 

not exist as yet…"26 

The place in which to conduct the interviews also needed to be planned carefully. Two of the thirty 

or so interviews were conducted in the interviewees’ homes, and although the home would seem a 

natural, peaceful environment, it would seldom be the ideal. People are often quite pre-occupied with 

something at home, especially if there are children, spouses, pets, roommates, washing machines to 

empty out, dinner, work or email pending. Public spaces, such as restaurants, coffee shops and bars 

work well, provided that they are not too noisy and crowded and that there is enough room and privacy 

to perform a rendition of an 80’s teenage disco dance or shedding a bucketful of tears without the fear 

of public gawking. In the light of these interviews, the location that worked best was at work or office 

spaces of the informants, familiar and calm, in-between the personal and public. 

In December 2011, when I had set my mind on implementing the life story approach, I decided to test 

the method. I recalled that an old childhood friend of mine had moved to Finland with his parents at 

roughly the same time as me, and I did not remember the specifics of his life story; all that I knew 

was that he had somehow maintained his connection to Sweden and Swedish more strongly than I 

had. It turned out that in the summer of 1980, their family was on a regular summer holiday in Finland 

and he was only eleven at the time, in between 4th and 5th grade, when his father was offered a job in 

Finland. The parents decided to move back to Finland, the boy was left at his grandparents as the 

parents drove back to Sweden to empty their flat in the Gothenburg suburb. The boy never got to say 

goodbye to his friends, schoolmates or the surroundings he grew up in. However, throughout all his 

life he has maintained a strong bond with Sweden (he studied there in his twenties) and particularly 

                                                           
26 In Börestam & Gunnarsson (eds.), Språk och kultur i det multietniska Sverige, TeFa nr 44, (Uppsala, 2005), 

pp. 98-118. 
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with the Swedish language: 

Ismo: On tullut mietittyä, että miksi 

minulla on suomenruotsalainen vaimo ja 

olen ruotsin kielen kanssa tehnyt työtä. 

Vaikka psykoanalysointiin ei kannata 

lähteä, niin vastaukset ovat ihan selkeitä. 

Se on jokin kaipuu, siihen elämään ja 

tilanteeseen mikä silloin oli. Se on aika 

voimakas.  

Tarina synnyttää tarinan. 

Ismo: I have often thought about why I 

have a Finland-Swedish wife and I have 

worked with the Swedish language. 

Although psychoanalysing is pointless, 

the answers are still very clear. It is some 

kind of longing, for the life and the 

situation back then. It is pretty strong. 

The story creates a story. 

 

After hearing this, realising how we have used our past life stories as narratives, and how we keep 

rewriting and reinterpreting the manuscripts of our lives, as also I have done, I was certain that this 

approach would cede results. 
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2. Finland, Sweden, and Sweden-Finnishness 

The climate of attitudes within Finland is presently in an intriguing state. For as an adolescent nation 

having reached its first centennial, it has developed a complex self-image. Rooted as it is in European 

nineteenth century nationalism, Finland is ever cognizant of its position between Russia and Sweden. 

But on the other hand, it is acutely aware of its relative isolation from the rest of the Western world 

– a contingency stemming from factors which cannot be disregarded, such as the peripherality of its 

geographical location and language. Under such conditions it is perhaps understandable that Finland 

is afflicted with both an odd sense of self-depreciation and self-appreciation. Added to which, as 

Saukkonen has argued: "The origin of national Finnish self-image is thus not an image of the self in 

the strict sense. Instead, it is an idealized construction of the nation-at-large made by elite 

intellectuals, for whom a Finnish ethnic-demotic self-identification was far from self-evident."1 These 

‘elite intellectuals’ were also quite often Swedish speakers. In order to obtain any foothold on present-

day Sweden-Finnishness – the focal point of the current thesis – it is therefore necessary to examine 

the myriad of historical, socio-political, linguistic and psychological factors involved. And the history 

between these two neighbouring nations provides an illuminating starting point. 

Currently, as society at large spins increasingly rapidly in response to new issues relating to refugees 

and immigration, a thriving desire seems have emerged to re-address what Finnishness is and how 

Finland positions itself in relation to the rest of the world.  A continuously ballooning portion of both 

the general public and consequently, the powers that be, has arguably been paddling away and turning 

inwards, resenting the internationalism of the last century and particularly the EU. As in many other 

European countries, these sentiments have been voiced most strongly through populist parties such 

as the Norwegian Progress Party and the UK Independence Party. Since 2011 the True Finn Party 

remained among the four largest parties in Finland: support rising amongst voters from 13 to 20 % 

until, following the general election of 2015, it gained four ministerial posts. In tandem with these 

changes, and following the economic low in the 2010’s, Finnish scepticism towards the Euro, the EU, 

and immigration also steadily increased.2 These prevailing developments, linked to a rise in 

nationalism, are not endemic to Finland but, rather, feed into European and global trends.3 Indeed, as 

Beller and Leerssen have put it in their discussion of the problematics of defining nationhood: "For 

the Enlightenment, this question was posed a hundred years too late, and nowadays, again a hundred 

                                                            
1 Saukkonen, in Beller, Manfred and Leerssen, Joep, (eds.), Imagology (New York, 1997), p. 151. 
2 Helsingin Sanomat, HS-gallup: EU-näkemykset synkentyneet, 9 May 2012. 
3 Standard Eurobarometer, European Commission (2013).  
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years later, we face a resurrection of nationalism and as if we had not lived through the bitter 

experience of megalomaniac nationalism during the intervening period."4 In Finland it should also be 

noted that the xenophobic aversions have also splashed over into attitudes towards Sweden and the 

use of Swedish in Finland. 

These trends have affected Finland’s neighbour, Sweden, as well, though it should be noted that the 

latter as a nation has adopted a different attitude within certain issues, such as immigration. This 

stems in part from the fact that Sweden was largely spared from the effects of war: an eventuality 

which resulted in a massive workforce deficit in Sweden starting in the 1950’s, and the corollary that, 

since World War II, more than 2.4 million people have moved to Sweden.5 Of this considerable pool 

of population, those of Finnish descent still constitute the largest group – Sweden-Finns being the 

largest minority in the Nordic countries. However, Sweden has categorically failed to see and 

acknowledge the Finnish limb in its history. As just one example of this neglect it may be worth 

remembering the observation made in 2012 by a professor of Swedish history, Dick Harrison – when 

he was reviewing a complete eight-volume Swedish history – that there was not a word about the 

Sweden-Finns in it. Harrison writes that: 

Sweden-Finns have been, and still are, the biggest – and culturally and economically the most important 

– language minority in Sweden. […] The Finnish are marginalised, both in political and cultural terms. 

The minority is acknowledged neither as an asset or a problem. Many Swedes are totally ignorant in the 

matter. The Finnish contributions to the growth of Sweden, whether we think about the settlers in the 

seventeenth century, Finnish soldiers going to war in Swedish armies or the labour of Finnish immigrants 

for the industry of Sweden after the war are all sadly unknown to the common man. I would be very 

surprised if there ever will be a TV documentary under the title "Sweden is Finnish". And it still gets 

worse. Many Swedes do not know that a significant part of the Finnish population, particularly in 

Ostrobothnia, Uusimaa and the archipelago outside Turku, is Swedish speaking. Some of my students 

are genuinely amazed when I tell them that Sweden and Finland constituted one nation prior to 1809.6* 

The present chapter will outline the basic historical and cultural background factors that have 

facilitated the current obliquity of the matter, review past research and pave the way for the present 

study. These two nations are in many respects like Siamese twins since, historically and culturally 

speaking, they are more seamlessly connected than some present members of the reactionary dark 

forces would care to admit. Language is the obvious watershed, but we do not live, dream and act by 

linguistic differences alone. The Siamese connexion is most vividly discernible in two cultural 

regions: among the Finland-Swedes in Finland and around the concrete Siamese seam – The Torne 

River valley, where meänkieli is spoken, a Babylonian synthesis of the two languages. Up to the 

                                                            
4 Beller, Manfred and Leerssen, Joep, (eds.), Imagology (New York, 1997), p. 11. 
5 SCB, Stastics Sweden, Efterkrigstidens invandring och utvandring, p.7.  
6 Harrison, Dick, Skogsfinnarna tämjde svenska landskap, Svenska Dagbladet, 24 February 2013. 
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1950’s the harsh northern wilderness and its conditions determined modes of living more acutely than 

national borders or languages. It is also noteworthy that in contradistinction to state politics and 

geopolitical boundaries the Finnish impetus has remained the stronger, despite the fact that the 

meänkieli region penetrates the Finnish side of the Torne River at no point beyond a poronkusema, 

the proverbial distance the reindeer can run without urinating (approximately 7-8 kilometres). Finnish 

and meänkieli are still spoken in northern Sweden as far west as Gällivare. This geographical area of 

53,500 km² is more than 10% of Sweden’s total area and larger than, say, Denmark or the total area 

of 33 of Sweden’s biggest municipalities per capita. On such matters, the Swedish journalist and 

historian Herman Lindqvist published "När Finland var Sverige: historien om de 700 åren innan 

riket sprängdes" (2013), concluding that without Sweden there would be no Finland as we know it, 

and vice versa. Furthermore, Lindqvist points out that if the Swedish language is further weakened 

in Finland, this might increase Finnish isolation from the rest of the Nordic countries.7 

Swedish has always been an official language in Finland. Swedish immigration onto present-day 

Finland’s turf began in the second millennium,8 a suspect notion in the historical sense, since 

"Finland" was simply the eastern part of Sweden and no border existed until 1809, when Russia 

defeated Sweden in war and Finland became an autonomous part of Russia. In Sweden, both Finnish 

and Sami have been spoken for a longer time than Swedish.9 In Finland, the majority language of the 

country, Finnish, that is, first received official status as a language during Russian rule in 1863, in the 

early stages of Fennoman movement. Even the Fennoman battle cry was originally Swedish: 

"Svenskar äro vi inte längre, ryssar vilja vi inte bli, låt oss alltså bli finnar" (Arwidsson) [We are no 

longer Swedish, we do not want to be Russians, let us then become Finns]. The political, cultural and 

formal language of Finland was Swedish up until independence in 1917. The official status of 

Swedish naturally stems from this historical past, and Finland remains one of the very few larger 

European countries with more than one official language, besides Belgium and Switzerland,10 so it is 

fair to claim that the idea of ‘one nation, one language’ is the European standard. Finland had 5.6 % 

native Swedish speakers, around 290,000 in 2012.11
 The number of Swedish speakers seems to 

decrease by a hundred people per annum: the number of native Swedish speakers in 1980 was above 

300,000. The present research does not set out to analyse these figures in detail or dwell on the future 

                                                            
7 Lindqvist, Herman, Ruotsalaishistorioitsija: Ruotsista luopuminen eristäisi Suomen, YLE, 9 September 2013. 
8 Lindqvist, Herman, När Finland var Sverige: historien om de 700 åren innan riket sprängdes (Stockholm, 2013), pp. 

20-21. 
9 Hyltenstam, Sveriges sju inhemska språk: ett minoritetsspråksperspektiv, (1999, Lund), pp. 11-134. 
10 [Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta, some areas within former Yugoslavia]. 
11 Statistics Finland, Population according to language 1980–2012.  
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of Finland-Swedishness. However, the bilingual and cultural example of Finland-Swedish is 

illustrative in juxtaposition with Sweden-Finnishness and as a reference point. Finland-Swedishness 

has managed to survive and prosper not only in its cultural incarnation, but also as a minority language 

(itself a sign of its strength and status). How is it that the Sweden-Finnish mirror image is blurred and 

has a blind spot in its centre, or that the difference is so vast with respect to Finland-Swedishness: so 

firmly established and well-defined, with its crystal-clear reflection in the looking glass? Globally the 

more typical route in which language tends to shift is described by Nahirny and Fisherman among 

American immigrant groups: "The erosion of ethnicity and ethnic identity experienced by most (but 

not all) American ethnic groups takes place in the course of three generations . . . ethnic heritage, 

including the ethnic mother tongue, usually ceases to play any viable role in the life of the third 

generation."12 

Notes towards a History of Sweden-Finns: A Brief Outline 

Sweden-Finnishness is essentially a post-World War II phenomenon, although people have crossed 

the Bothnian Bay continuously since the Viking age. The Forest Finns of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries in central Sweden remain the best-documented ethnic group, whose heritage 

and traditions can still be experienced in Hälsingland.  In Stockholm, Heikki Finne paid more taxes 

than anyone as early as 1462. The Old Town and particularly Södermalm – the present heart of 

Stockholm – had a distinctly Finnish feel to them, both in the good and bad senses, from the fifteenth 

until the nineteenth centuries.13 In the fifteenth century, 25 % of the crimes in Stockholm were 

committed by Finns, who constituted around 10 % of the population. Some 66 % of the carpenters 

and more than half of the fishermen on Södermalm were born in Finland in the seventeenth century. 

However, it is not only the lower social classes who have had connections to Finland. Of the 66 

families regarded as the old nobility of Sweden, nearly half (i.e. 30), originate from Finland.14   

Södermalm formed the outskirts of the city back then, with its rocky turf and the water dividing it 

from the Old Town.15 Nor could the classical buildings of central Stockholm have been built without 

Finns prior to 1809. So the immense Finnish labour input in Sweden after the 1960’s has not been a 

unique or a new phenomenon. Even as far west as Gothenburg, historical Finnish influences can be 

                                                            
12 Nahirny, Vladimir and Fisheman, Joshua, in ‘American Immigrant Groups: Ethnic Identification and the problem of 

Generations’ (1966), in Rumbaut and Portes, Ethnicities: Children of Immigrants in America (New York, 2001), p. 269. 
13 Wassholm, Johanna, Finnar i Stockholm (2008). 
14 Jalamo, Taisto and Rüster, Reijo, Sverigefinnar förr och nu (Stockholm, 1983), p. 113. 
15 Korkiasaari, Jouni and Tarkiainen, Kari, Suomalaiset Ruotsissa (Turku, 2000), pp. 33, 64-66. 
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found. Perhaps the most über-gothenburgian part of the town should actually be called Kojorna, since 

the real name Majorna is simply the Swedicized plural of the Finnish word maja (= hut in English, 

koja in Swedish). Finnish and Estonian sailors and labourers lived in these huts on the southern bank 

of the Göta River in the seventeenth century when Gothenburg was built.16 

If Russian rule was the obvious great divide the nineteenth century, World War II and its aftermath 

surely qualify as the great watershed of the twentieth century. Approximately 70,000 Finnish children 

were sent to safer circumstances during the war, many of whom never returned (or returned back to 

single mothers) afterwards, some having forgotten Finnish altogether. The wife of the Swedish 

foreign minister, Maja Sandler initiated the massive campaign to bring in Finnish children from the 

feet of the war to the safety of Sweden. This effort was initiated out of Swedish compassion, and it 

came to have significant political consequences, not with respect to how it affected these 70,000 

children, who grew up on both sides of the sea, often surrounded by silence on the issue, and with 

little or no closure to their experience.  "But it was the war" was generally the only response these 

individuals were given, as if there never were any options.17 The war children, just like the Finland-

Swedes, provide several pivotal reference points to my main target group, second-generation Sweden-

Finns. Firstly, the war children were self-evidently children, with the experience of growing up in 

Sweden as children, as the majority of the second generation have done since the 60’s. The experience 

of the adult first-generation immigrants is altogether different: especially when such individuals leave 

their home country as adults, with a national identity which is more or less intact. Nationality has 

been interwoven tightly with identity, and it is not only this apparent layer within our identities that 

the second generation defies by default. Identity contains the idea of ‘being identifiable’; while ‘idem’ 

connotes sameness.18 Both qualities are problematic and illuminating for second-generation Sweden-

Finnishness. Then there is collective identity – an awareness of a shared past and a future. Group 

identity is a balancing act, which changes with time and in size. Imagological research on identity 

differentiates diachronic identity (one’s self-image) and synchronic identity (one’s sense of identity 

with the world). "However", as Leerssen insists, "in terms of chronological development, it may be 

assumed as a working hypothesis that subaltern nations tend to develop a sense of identity and a self-

image while under foreign rule, and as a result have their initial self-image thrust upon them, to be 

negotiated in the second instance by processes such as internalization, rejection, adaptation or 

avoidance. This may be peculiar to the subaltern condition, and has been analysed more deeply by 

                                                            
16 Lindroth, Våra ortnamn och vad de lära oss, (Stockholm, 1931), p. 161. 
17 Kavén, Pertti, Sotalapset (Helsinki, 2011), p. 9. 
18 Beller, Manfred and Leerssen, Joep, (eds.), Imagology (New York, 1997), p.1. 
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postcolonial theorists. Powerful nations with a longstanding history of independence may, while they 

cannot fully control the imagery they project abroad, in any case reflect upon their identity 

autonomously."19 This distinction separates Sweden and Finland, as does the distinction between first 

and second-generation identities, which remains quite overlooked, especially in Finland. One obvious 

reason for this is that the present decade is actually the first in Finland where we now have a second 

generation which may be defined in these terms: the children of immigrants reaching adulthood in 

Finland. As far as the cultural and collective identity of the war children are concerned, this provides 

a second point of interest with respect to the current study and the future of Sweden-Finnishness. The 

collective sense of being war children first arose when individuals from this cohort with severe and 

often traumatic experiences started to meet up and organised themselves in the 1990’s. Prior to that, 

being a war child was largely a highly subjective experience, which might have been a traumatic or 

joyful experience, or a combination of both. Kavén, a war child with a doctorate on the topic, wrote 

that an advert in Helsingin Sanomat in 1977 for starting an organisation for war children yielded only 

three responses, as the time was not yet ripe for the broaching of such a taboo subject, and the middle-

aged war children themselves were at the time tied up in work and family life.20 The psychological 

aftermath of the Finnish war generations surely also triggered the departure of many emigrants during 

the 60’s and 70’s – the great landslide years and the concrete foundation of present day Sweden-

Finnishness.21  

The second-generation experience still remains largely in unopened envelopes, similar to the 

experiences of the war children up until the 1990’s. These two generations of children were brought 

together in the 2015 play Fosterlandet/Isänmaa, directed by second-generation theatre director Anna 

Takanen, about the experiences of Anna and her father, who came to Sweden as a war child and never 

returned to Finland. The play was written by Lucas Svensson, who also has a Finnish grandfather. It 

should also be noted that the great Finnish wave of migration in the 60’s and 70’s was a direct 

aftershock of World War II hitting Swedish soil one generation later. 

Second-generation Sweden-Finnishness catches the public eye in Sweden and Finland from time to 

time, usually through a peritext of family backgrounds concerning individuals reaching mass media 

attention, such as in the past years, singer Miriam Bryant and discus thrower Daniel Ståhl. The 

occasions where Sweden-Finnishness is brought up spontaneously from within the so-called majority 
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20 Kavén, pp. 226-227. 
21 See e.g. Junila, Marianne, ‘Does the War Explain the Emigration during 1968–1975? A case study from Salla in 
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ranks remain extremely few. Joona Linna, the main hero of the  world-renowned Swedish crime novel 

pseudonym Lars Kepler, is a Sweden-Finn, although, typically enough, he was a Finland-Swede in 

the first edition of the first Linna novel, The Hypnotist.22 However, this typical mishap has been 

corrected by Kepler, i.e. the Ahndoril couple: "Take this with Sweden-Finns, there are almost no 

Sweden-Finnish heroes in Swedish literature although it is the the biggest minority in Sweden and 

that seems crazy to us, Alexandra Coelho Ahndoril says."23* 

Besides the personal, we need to address collective identity. Benedict Anderson originally attributed 

his idea of imagined communities to the cultural artefact of nationalism. However, with the current 

study in mind and our focus upon cultural and linguistic identities, Anderson’s thoughts in Imagined 

Communities seem no less poignant when applied to family, ethnicity and identity. This was noted 

also by Bryceson and Vuorela: 

Families, ethnicities and nations can be seen as imagined communities. One may be born into a family 

and a nation, but the sense of membership can be a matter of choice and negotiation. One can alter one’s 

nationality and citizenship just as one can alter one’s family and its membership in everyday practice. 

The inclusion of dispersed members within the family is confirmed and renewed through various 

exchanges and points of contact.24 

These subjective and collective identity processes (as described, for instance, by Stuart Hall) are, as 

often as not, conflated and put to work against larger historical – or what one could think of as political 

– backdrops. For as Beller and Leerssen contend, "imagology as a critical study" could emerge first 

after the Second World War when people abandoned the idea of "national characters as explanatory 

models."25 The Swedish self-image dates back at least to King Gustav Vasa and the sixteenth century. 

As a spiritual ground, Gothicism was seen as the basis of not only the Swedes but the whole of 

mankind. The legacy of Gothicism was never forgotten: "Gothicism was revitalized at the beginning 

of the nineteenth century when Sweden had to cede Finland to Russia in the post-Napoleonic 

settlement. This loss caused an identity crisis among the cultural elite, which was eager to emphasize 

the origin of the nation as a voluntary association of independent peasants."26 These historical notions 

and identity crises seem to stay with us a long time as, once again, Beller and Leerssen make clear: 

"In the development of historical awareness, Stanzel has argued, political conflicts and even wars 

sink into oblivion more easily than the images of others and foreigners, which apparently are locked 

                                                            
22 Sund, Lars, Den svenska brytningen (2012). 
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24 Bryceson and Vuorela (eds.), The transnational family: New European Frontiers and Global Networks (Oxford, 2002), 
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up in deeper strata of consciousness. In times of political tension, conflicts or war, these images rise 

up or are called up from an unconscious inventory of images and generalised prejudices about the 

other. This unconscious process of semi-oblivion should be brought into the clear light of day."27 In 

Kansankodin pimeämpi puoli [The Darker Side of the People’s Home], Tamminen sees the historical 

trenches of Swedish nationalism to be deep and the manifestations become apparent in connection 

with traumatic events such as losing Finland or World War II.28 Within eugenics in the period prior 

to Nazi Germany, the works of Professor Herman Lundborg and others placed Sweden as the leading 

nation within race biology in the early part of the twentieth century. The eugenicists of the time 

stressed pure Aryan Swedish descent, underlining the differences between such people and Finns and 

(even more emphatically) Sami and Roma people.29 

From the perspective of today, even the most misinformed and ideologically whimsical notions have 

without doubt affected the Swedish views on Finns and the other way around. Inevitably, the impact 

on stereotypes and negative presumptions on the Sweden-Finnish has been great, since it has very 

much been an issue of race, combined with linguistic and class disdain. As Susanna Alakoski notes 

(quoting Marilyn French), the Greek word for truth - aletheia - is not the opposite to the lie, the untrue, 

but the opposite to lethe, which is oblivion.30 The truth is what we remember.  

Drowning by Numbers – First or Second Generation? 

According to a survey carried out in 2012 by SCB (Statistics Sweden), nearly 712,000 people living 

in Sweden (7.4 % of the entire population) have at least one grandparent born in Finland. That striking 

number constitutes more than, say, the population of Helsinki or Gothenburg. Sweden differs from 

Finland in the respect that the number of people speaking Finnish, Swedish or other languages is not 

documented. Various divergent figures have been presented, but it remains clear that more than 

200,000 have Finnish as a first language.31 The number of Finnish speakers is considerably higher.  

However, the type of Sweden-Finn is changing rapidly. The number of first generation Sweden-Finns 

is now steadily declining and, thus, the standard stereotypical Sweden-Finn will soon be gone forever. 

In a sense that will be the end of Sweden-Finnishness, as we have known it.  

                                                            
27 Beller and Leerssen, p. 11. 
28 Tamminen, Tapio, Kansankodin pimeämpi puoli (Keuruu, 2015), p.19. 
29 ibid., p. 82 
30 Alakoski, Susanna, April i anhörigsverige (Stockholm, 2015), p. 365. 
31 Parkvall, Mikael, Sveriges språk – vem talar vad och var? (Stockholm, 2009), p. 58.  
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Figure 2.1. First-generation Sweden-Finns in 2012.32 

 

The number of these first-generation Sweden-Finns is 164,000, and the second generation with at 

least one parent born in Finland is 264,000. So, roughly speaking, without any fear of stretching the 

numbers it is safe to say that several hundred thousand people in Sweden speak Finnish. The diagram 

above presents yet another key to the present research: the definition of first and second- generation 

immigrants. Statistically speaking, one’s birthplace makes the distinction: having been born in 

Finland and having moved to Sweden at the age of two months would make one ‘first generation’. 

Similarly, moving to Sweden as a grandparent after retiring at the age of 65 years (as many Finnish 

seniors did, following their children and grandchildren in the 70’s) – would clearly qualify as first 

generation. However, how the identity of these two "first-generation immigrants" is constructed is at 

opposite ends of the spectrum altogether. And more significantly, the totally different conditions, 

issues and ponderings concerning what might be thought to constitute the real first generation, which 

we could define as the parents or the working age adult generation. Immigration research in various 

disciplines – for example by the sociologist Rumbaut (2004) – tackles this dilemma by introducing 

more distinct cohorts such as the 1.5 generation, which would be more precise as a means of 
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describing those emigrating at a young age.33 However, since all processes connected with integration 

and identity have a tendency to be mapped out in highly individual colours, displaying radical 

differences between siblings and even within individuals in different life phases, the main issue lies 

in acknowledging different stages and degrees of cultural identities. At any rate, the diagram above 

shows a sharp rise in first-generation Sweden-Finns aged around 40-50, elevating from about 1,000 

to 3,000 in that ten-year age difference. The birth rates in Sweden of that period, roughly 1965-1975, 

dips from an annual 120,000 to below 110,000, so the birth rate in Sweden clearly does not explain 

the increase in Sweden-Finns. 

 

Figure 2.2. Birth and death rates in Sweden 1960-2014.34 

 

Statistically speaking, first-generation Sweden-Finns born in the 60’s were the children of the great 

immigration flood of the late sixties and early seventies. They might have been in born in Posio, 

Alavus or Joutseno, but they grew up in Skinnskatteberg, Upplands Väsby and Lilla Edet. Therefore, 

their sense of identity clearly adheres to the faux-immigrant second generation rather than the first.  

For the individual the spear of destiny is in the hands of the decision-maker: did I leave the old country 

or did my parents take the decision to leave? As with all matters connected with identity, no clear-cut 

analogies exist, so moving with your parents at puberty to a new country might not only leave you 

with the lifelong trace of an accent, it might also bequeath a more heart-worn and emotional feeling 

towards the old country. From my personal experience, meeting Sweden-Finns who moved to Sweden 

with their parents when they were well into their teeny-bop years has been a curious experience. They 

                                                            
33 Rumbaut, Rubén, ‘Ages, Life Stages, and Generational Cohorts: Decomposing the Immigrant First and Second 
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seem at least as "Finnish" as any Turpeinen of their age here in Finland, regardless of their adult life 

in Sweden and although their spoken Finnish might have slightly eroded with the years. This is 

entering the sphere beyond language, the feeling that cannot be represented on the diagrams seen 

above. It lingers in how one carries oneself, places one’s elbows while sipping coffee, or makes eye 

contact. I still have not met a single Sweden-Finn from this cohort (i.e. someone having moved to 

Sweden with their parents between the ages of twelve and seventeen), who has come across to me as 

less Finnish than myself (and I moved "back" to Finland from Sweden just before turning thirteen). 

Great Escapes: Parents from Finland, Children from Finnishness 

Even today, present-day educated Finnish citizens (including Finland-Swedes) who come to Sweden 

often complain and are dumbfounded about the same thing – that because of their Finnish 

background/accent, they are automatically categorised within the typical stereotype of Finns in 

Sweden: i.e. as being working class, heavy drinking, hard working. Regardless of possible Oxbridge 

honours, Silicon Valley chairs – and in the case of the Finland-Swedes, speaking the Finnish variant 

of their native tongue Swedish – nothing (including all of the above) suffices to erase the stamp. 

Goffman defined a stigmatised person in the following manner: 

He is thus reduced in our minds from a whole and usual person to a tainted, discounted one. Such an 

attribute is a stigma, especially when its discrediting effect is very extensive; sometimes it is also called 

a failing, a shortcoming, a handicap. It constitutes a special discrepancy between virtual and actual social 

identity.35 

This discrepancy and major stigma can certainly be shrugged off more easily, if the individual does 

not feel any connection between the stereotype and the personal past. However, the old stigma cannot 

be attributed to Swedish superficiality alone, or to a disregard concerning everything Finnish. The 

great migration wave of the 60’s and 70’s was, effectively, the foundation of present-day Sweden-

Finnishness: young, uneducated, monolingual people from rural Finland. Hard working, hard 

drinking. The old stereotypical image of the Finn has its reasons. In Gothenburg in the 70’s large 

numbers of the Volvo factory workers were Finnish: "Many Yugoslavs first learned Finnish, then 

Swedish, when they started working at Volvo. The Finnish workers were a huge majority".36* 

However, discussions of stereotypes should always be conducted with caution since, as Beller put it 

(rephrasing Stanzler): "the stereotype combines minimal information with maximum meaning".37  

                                                            
35 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity, ([1963], New York, 2009), p. 3. 
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At the Gothenburg Ankaret night shelter in Hisingen, Finnish men constituted 27% of the clients in 

1989. Of these, 100% had problems with substance abuse. And this was more than a decade later than 

the heyday of Finnish onslaught. Also in Hisingen, as stated in 1979 in a survey of those admitted 

into the Lillhagen mental hospital, it turned out that 25% were Finns, of whom 64% had problems 

with alcohol. Those with Finnish descent constituted about 6% of the general population of the area.38 

Psychiatric research points towards mental health issues becoming more common among immigrants 

than native populations.39 A 2005 study concluded that a history of migration is an important risk 

factor for schizophrenia, particularly for the second generation.40 It is worthwhile to remember that 

these problems might have foundations in personal backgrounds as well as in the circumstances in 

both the country of departure and arrival. Bhugra (2004) formulated five hypotheses for these elevated 

rates: High levels of morbidity in the country of origin, difficulties, loss of social support, mis-

diagnosis and ethnic density.41  

Many second-generation Sweden-Finns have opted for an exit from their Finnish identity. And they 

have done this, both consciously and subconsciously, for a variety of reasons, since they have often 

been capable of ‘passing’ as Swedes, with possibly only their name giving away any indication that 

they have Finnish blood in them.42 

Annika: En taxichaufför som är arab blir 

ju tillfrågad hundra gånger varje dag 

varifrån han kommer. Det blev ju inte vi. 

Det var inte en jävel som var intresserad 

ett skit. 

Annika: An Arabic taxi driver gets asked 

a hundred times a day where he comes 

from. We never were. There wasn’t 

anybody who cared a shit. 

 

Today I stood next to an immigrant mother and teenage daughter on a bus stop here in Oulu, the 

mother in hijab, but with her face visible, she could not have been older than forty; her daughter stood 

next to her clad in high heels, jeans, a leather jacket and a cap with the logo of Kärpät (the local ice 

hockey team) – the picture speaks louder than any verbalisations. However, for second-generation 

Sweden-Finns, inhaling and reacting to the surrounding atmosphere, undercurrents such as 

                                                            
38 Kuosmanen, Jari, Finnkampen (Gothenburg, 2001), p. 13. 
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stigmatisation and shame have undeniably promoted their exit from ‘Finnishness’ as the identity of 

choice. 

In the spirit of the Jante Law,43 the modern voicing of Sweden-Finnishness in Sweden is often that of 

not being recognised: Why should your Finnish background, or even the Finnish language matter, 

aren’t we all just Swedish, if not world citizens? One might ask how often second-generation 

individuals with parents from, say, culturally well-established countries such as France or exotic Latin 

American countries, hear such comments. I discussed this with a second-generation Sweden-French 

man, who recognised the issue as relating to gender, but he had not encountered it in reference to 

France. I have even met Sweden-Finns who claim that they have never heard these "common" 

belittlings. There are strong bonds between reflecting majority values and various cultures. Hitchcock 

refers to Edward Said in about how the majority tend to have double standards and stereotypical 

thinking in reference to how immigrants are viewed: affluent and well-established immigrant groups 

might seem beneficial and positive whereas poorer immigrants are viewed negatively, easily assigned 

to the position of ‘the Other’: "We are sophisticated, they are uncivilized; we are diligent, they 

are lethargic; we are moral, they are criminal."44 Although this two-bit dichotomy is clearly too blunt 

to express any nation’s sentiments towards immigration, most of us have encountered this type of 

attitude. 

However, the winds may turn, as we have seen. Heise puts it thus: "Historically, a number of social 

movements, like the Civil Rights Movement and the Gay Rights Movement, have arisen specifically 

to alter social responses to and definitions of stigmatized attributes, replacing shame with pride".45 

More well-rounded individuals of the same Swedish Jante armada share grave concerns about the 

position and future of the Swedish language and the reactionary populism of the True Finns at the 

forefront (who have been placing Swedish on the whipping post), while the destiny of Finnish in 

Sweden only comes up in Sweden from Sweden-Finnish circles. In early 2013, the Finnish 

broadcasting company YLE televised Suomi on ruotsalainen, a series, which elaborated the Swedish 

past of Finland in ten episodes. The Swedish media noted the Finnish series, but simply due to the 

adverse criticism the series created in Finland, rather than the crux of the matter: 

The True Finn Party and all kinds of nationalists on Internet forums use expressions such as "compulsory 

Swedish" to describe the increasingly controversial Swedish taught in schools and "Swedish speaking 

better people" to depict Finland-Swedes as regarding themselves to be superior. The idea of "one 
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language for one people" – the nationalistic idea from the nineteenth century – is still alive in various 

locations on the other side of the Baltic Sea. However, Juhani Seppänen presents the fact that Finland has 

always been bilingual. 

But is Finnish nationalism really surprising? Possibly for a Swede. 

Modern Sweden has never been occupied. Swedishness has never been challenged, which has resulted in 

it being taken for granted so that it is nearly invisible, at least for us Swedes. 

It may not be striking that there is a need in Finland to point out your specificity. The need to do so is 

inbred in all nations. But it is very unfortunate if it is, as some wish, carried out at the expense on the 

minorities of the country. 

A nationalistic victim mentality can have destructive consequences.46* 

Media attention often seems to be a monolithic periscope, it is only capable of seeing in one direction, 

as Arpi demonstrates here in his otherwise astute argumentation: not only failing to mention the status 

of Finnish in Sweden, but also disregarding the Swedish outlook on Finland altogether. Finland has 

always been bilingual, but in fact the sense of "one language, one people" has been more prevalent in 

Sweden. Also in social situations, speaking Finnish at work or at family gatherings is often still 

deemed inappropriate. Several participants in the present study who have spoken Finnish attest that 

reactions are still adverse; hearing comments that speaking Finnish exhibits disrespect, as it leaves 

the Swedish speakers feeling excluded and awkward. 

However, no mistake should be made with regard to the undermining ideological forces at work in 

Finland. The attitude against Swedish in Finland has sharpened, with the majority opposing Swedish 

as a compulsory subject in school.47 This present radicalisation and growing sense of despair among 

the Finnish public needs to be addressed on all fronts, whether it be through the media, arts, politics, 

or research. Kaleva, the leading (and supposedly impartial) newspaper of the northern half of Finland, 

expressed the following views in its leader: 

Compulsory Swedish resembles a structural problem, which needs to be removed […] Instead of clinging 

onto the past, we should acknowledge that Swedish skills have not been a prerequisite in Finnish 

international relations in ages. There are more important languages, such as English, German, French, 

Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Chinese, Arabic and Japanese. Swedish takes its own share out of this 

palette, leaving less to other languages.48*  

Any language war is intrinsically connected to our cultural identities. The situation and status of 

Swedish in Finland and Finnish in Sweden differ vastly, but the common denominators are that 

general and media views on both sides are not only consistent in misinformation and historical 

ignorance: they also seem to express more than a healthy dose of nihilism and even misogyny. Voices 
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revealing wider perspectives of enlightenment are scarce. According to the former Finnish Prime 

Minister Paavo Lipponen, making Swedish an optional subject in school would widen the gap further 

between social classes in Finland: pupils from wealthy and educated families would study Swedish, 

and the lower social classes would not.49 At any rate, the official status and cultural significance of 

Finnish in Sweden needs more resonance and resources not only to become more widely 

acknowledged, but arguably also in order to survive. The entire national minority budget of Sweden 

in 2014 comprised 13 million euros, which is less than half of the funds granted by Finland-Swedish 

cultural foundations.50  

The Finnish diasporas in the 60’s, when there were families and villages where all those of a working 

age moved to Sweden, resulted from a number of economical and psychological factors. Among the 

49 people interviewed in Snellman’s study of the phenomenon, only one person moved alone.51 

Nearly all moved to family members who had already migrated, or the entire family left together. The 

main motivation was certainly finding work/avoiding dire straits in Finland. However, not all 

decisions to emigrate were premeditated: 

The car stopped beside me, and they asked me how I was doing. I said damn, I’m out of this job in two 

days and I have no idea about the next. The boys said they were going to Sweden to look for work. I 

asked them when, and they said they were driving there right now... Well I asked them if I could join 

them. "Sure, jump right in." I said that I only had these wellingtons on and no other clothes, so just give 

me a second to cover this shovel by the side of the road, so that I can return it later, whenever I come 

back.52* 

These types of brave-hearted and reckless, spur-of-the-moment decisions, possibly altering the life-

curves not only of the individual, but for prospective future generations as well, were mentioned by 

around half of the participants’ parents in the present study. This also signals two separate issues 

related to emigration, which seldom receive attention. Firstly, that it is the not only the brave, but also 

the foolhardy who leave. The more taciturn, reserved individuals tend to stay put. However, especially 

in the turn to the 70’s, the maelstrom towards Sweden was so massive that it swept through the entire 

population. In some northern Finnish municipalities, the population decreased by more than 5 % due 

to the migration.53 The second notion regarding this type of emigration speaks volumes concerning 

the views of the general population, who are a bigger player in minority culture statuses and attitudes 

than we usually acknowledge. Most Finns, or any other nationality for that matter, would applaud 
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and admire the pioneering spirit in which a young man jumps into a car in his working gloves and 

overalls – all fired up and ready to go conquer the world. However, what if we reverse the setting, 

and people enter our country dressed in overalls and wellingtons? Even in those rare times when there 

is an abundance of (manual) labour, the positivity turns to negativity. Similar majority negations 

protrude into most aspects of life, such as how we meet languages, religion and so on. The thesis at 

hand will explore and disclose how these inside and outside forces have affected present day Sweden-

Finnishness. 

In his thesis for the Department of Social Work in Gothenburg, Kuosmanen found eight motivating 

factors for emigration, which could be translated as follows: unemployment; the grass is greener and 

juicier; burned bridges; to get away – to run away; for a change; a small adventure; when the seas no 

longer beckon; studies – development; love. 54 Behind these self-explanatory motivations Kuosmanen 

finds three differing praxes of emigration: chain migration, group migration and emigration alone.  

Unlike the rest of Europe, Sweden’s infrastructure was largely spared the Second World War. The 

export business and industrialisation grew exorbitantly during the 60’s and there was a desperate need 

for labourers since the order books kept filling up, indicating a much greater demand than the factories 

could churn out. The urbanisation and industrialisation of Sweden in the 60’s resulted in a desperate 

shortage of housing in towns. Hence Sweden’s miljonprogram (Million Programme) initiative built 

half a million concrete flats 1965-75 in such ill-fated suburbs as Rinkeby in Stockholm, Gårdsten in 

Gothenburg, Rosengård in Malmö. 100,000 immigrants arrived in Sweden between 1969 and 1970, 

80,000 of these coming from Finland, the average age being a ripe 23. Our three-member family 

arrived in Gårdsten in late 1969. I was two years old, while my parents were 23 and 24 respectively.  

These young Finnish immigrants came from a country severely punished by war reparations and mass 

unemployment. 

Vera: Föräldragenerationen är ju barn av ett 

krig. Deras föräldrar var direkt involverade i 

kriget, dom har kanske förlorat en förälder. 

Dom är direkt drabbade av kriget. Även 

inbördeskriget kan jag känna spår av, som var 

ännu tidigare. 

Vera: The parental generation are children of 

a war. Their parents had been directly 

involved in the war, they might have lost a 

parent. They are directly affected by the war. I 

can also feel traces of the civil war, which was 

earlier on. 

 

Men and horses still powered Finnish agriculture and forestry in the 60’s and the contrast to 

neighbouring Sweden with its booming economy was stark. Electricity reached the distant areas of 
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eastern and northern Finland in the early seventies, but modern luxuries such as indoor toilets and 

telephones were still scarce in the countryside. 

 
Annika: När vi åkte till mormor i Finland, så 

hade hon trätrappor upp på dasset, utedass, så 

satt man flera stycken på rad. Det är inte 

många som har varit med om det, så gammal 

är ju inte jag. Och råttorna sprang, det var ju 

superspännande. 

K: Mina föräldrar kommer ju från Taivalkoski, 

landsbygden. 1976 fick mormor och morfar 

innedass, vilket var ganska tidigt för dom 

trakterna. Och telefon. Så minns jag att 

farmors hus inte hade el, julen 74-75 så var det 

oljelampor och ved och mörkt. Det luktade 

olja när tomten kom, om han nu gjorde det. 

Annika: When we travelled to grandmother in 

Finland, she had wooden stairs up in the toilet, 

the outhouse, where you had several people 

sitting in a row. There aren't that many who 

have experienced that, I'm not that old. And 

the rats ran, it was super exciting. 

K: My parents are from Taivalkoski, the 

countryside. In 1976 my grandmother and 

grandfather got an indoor toilet, which was 

quite early in those parts. And telephone. I 

remember that my other grandmother's house 

didn't have electricity, at Christmas 74-75 it 

was oil lamps and wood heating and dark. It 

smelled like oil when Santa came, if he did.

The difference in labourer’s wages for the same job in Sweden and Finland could be manifold. 

Various sources and first-generation recollections generally estimate that the difference was twice as 

much, even though taxes and costs for living were slightly higher in Sweden. Edgren’s study concurs, 

and also presents evidence that Finnish factory workers in Sweden managed to earn more than 

average within industrial labour.55  Regardless of this, for many the alternative in Finland would have 

spelt unemployment or moving from the countryside anyway. The Finnish baby boom generation of 

the 40’s and early 50’s created a surplus of 100,000 new working age individuals during the 60’s 

while, simultaneously, the traditional professions within forestry and agriculture went down in total 

production from 46 % in 1954 to 12 % in 1970, statistics which point to a steeper structural change 

than in any other Western European country.56 Moving to Sweden remained a potential solution to 

all Finns from the 60’s up until the 80’s, the omnipresent escape hatch, plan B or the patent solution. 

It provided a somewhat safe and less dramatic change in scenery but, nevertheless, a fresh start in 

another country, regardless of your motives for leaving. Moreover, the possibility and general wish 

to return delayed the arrival of Sweden-Finnish identities within Sweden well into the 80’s.57 In some 

studies, only 10 % intended to stay.58 

The first-generation experience and the diaspora has been depicted and covered quite extensively in 

the news media over past decades, especially in Finland. Within the arts a cannon of novels and films 

                                                            
55 Edgren, Christian, Suomalaisen siirtolaistyövoiman rakenne ja taloudellinen asema Ruotsissa (Helsinki, 1974), p.20. 
56 Suomen historia 8, Väestön elinkeino, (Helsinki, 1988). 
57 Korkiasaari and Tarkiainen, pp. 460-461. 
58 Poutanen, Riikka, Koivu ja tähti kolmen kruunun varjossa – ruotsinsuomalaisten identiteetti (Jyväskylä, 1996). 
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has come into existence. In a sense it is quite logical that these works are almost exclusively Finnish 

in their viewpoint. The language is Finnish, depicting Finnish life in Sweden. And the pendulum 

swings from Finland towards a foreign Sweden where the monolingual immigrants face all kinds of 

difficulties, quite often resulting in the swing back home to Finland on the proverbial milk train.59 It 

is noteworthy that the narrative of Sweden-Finns from the following generation differs more than the 

narratives between generations in either Finland or Sweden with respect to modernisation, 

urbanisation and language. I have noted that the generation gap between first and second-generation 

Sweden-Finns of the great immigration wave could be a Nordic all-time record. The first generation 

remains emotionally clinched to the rural past and Finland, whereas the second generation has mainly 

grown up in post-modern urban environments in Sweden. The concept of resonance clarifies the gap; 

both on collective and individual cultural levels. Identity is placed where we find resonance, our echo 

chambers. The resonance and the refusal – the lack of communication between two generations of 

Sweden-Finns has been palatable in numerous dimensions: 

♠  identity:   majority vs minority 

♠ childhood surroundings: rural vs urban 

♠ language:  Finnish vs Swedish 

♠ work:  industrial vs post-industrial 

♠ education:  no vs yes 

These differences can be found in any modern Western nation, as in Finland and Sweden, and between 

most generations. However, as presented in the simple bipolar comparison above, the contrasts 

become total as we compare the first and second generation of Sweden-Finns, especially men. And 

why men? It is illustrative not only of male hierarchy, but also with respect to the traditional role of 

men and fathers within Nordic families. A past where the wife walked three steps behind the head of 

the family, as I personally remember seeing among old couples in rural north-eastern Finland in the 

70’s. The division of majority and minority positions explains a lot about Sweden-Finnishness. The 

central concept is identity, and in relation to the second-generation experience, the following passage 

is particularly illuminating, where Hálfdanarson elaborates on the fluidity of identities and the 

connection to nationality which, to a high degree, determines our identities. 

This sense of plurality is also essential for our understanding of the term "identity". Every human being 

is, of course, bound to identify her or himself with a number of social groups at the same time, be it her 

                                                            
59 Such titles include e.g. Heikki Turunen’s novel Kivenpyörittäjien kylä, and films such as Ajolähtö by Mikko Niskanen 

and Syöksykierre by Tapio Suominen. 
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or his family, class, religious affiliation, political party, nation, etc. Identity is therefore always a 

situational concept, shaped by ‘our’ disposition towards the ‘other’. 

…that identities are neither nor primordial feelings, but rather subjected to constant (re)construction and 

redefinition. Identities are therefore never stable or easily defined phenomena. They are instead contested 

processes, which both shape personal and collective identifications, and are shaped through shifting 

policies of cultural and political inclusions, exclusions and rules of participation.60 

In summary of the past present: the current identity of the Sweden-Finns is deeply rooted in class, 

although obviously when we are talking about hundreds of thousands of people, streamlined 

generalisations never apply. Sweden-Finns come from all walks of life and all kinds of backgrounds. 

Old stigmas exist and still affect the later generations although the kniven och kosken – joppa Volvo, 

tsööppa villa [the knife and Koskenkorva vodka – work at the Volvo car factory and buy a house] 

stereotypes are no longer valid or even applicable. The circumstances and attributes of Sweden-

Finnish life are now Swedish, but the personal histories and emotional past remain largely Finnish, 

at least for those born up until the late 1970’s. One of the central strands in modern Sweden-

Finnishness is recognition or, rather, the lack thereof. Several of the participants in the current study 

spoke of their bafflement at discussing Sweden-Finnishness, which has often seemed as futile as Don 

Quixote’s battling with windmills: 

Elina: Jag själv är lite trött på frågan. Eftersom jag 

har arbetat med det sverigefinska väldigt länge. 

Jag är nu inte på en annan nivå men nyans av 

frågan. Nu vänder jag blicken mot Sverige och 

min irritation på Sverige. Förut var irritationen 

också riktat mot Sverige i sverigefinska frågan, att 

vi var en osynlig grupp och den här okunnigheten 

kring sverigefinnar. Det lilla jag känner till om det 

med sverigefinnar i Finland så verkar det ju vara 

att frågan också är osynlig där. Men jag kan inte 

bottna i frågan där eftersom jag inte verkar i 

Finland. Men det är också en källa till irritation. 

Att vara osynlig i två länder, det var en väldig 

chock till mig. Att man blir landslös helt plötsligt, 

man blir betraktad som en hurri i Finland, det har 

varit en chock. 

Elina: I am somewhat tired on the issue. Since I’ve 

been working on Sweden-Finnishness for so long. 

I’m not on another level now, but on another 

shade of the question. I’m turning my eyes 

towards Sweden and my irritation with Sweden. 

Earlier the irritation was also directed towards 

Sweden in the Sweden-Finnish question, that we 

were an invisible group and this ignorance 

concerning Sweden-Finns. The little I know about 

Sweden-Finnishness in Finland seems to suggest 

that the question is also invisible there. But I can’t 

elaborate on the issue since I don’t live in Finland. 

But it’s also causing irritation. To be invisible in 

two countries, it was a huge shock for me. That 

you become landless all of a sudden, you are 

treated as a hurri [Finnish derogative of Swedish 

speakers] in Finland, that has been a shock. 

   

Several informants spoke of the all-consuming, draining effect of tackling the Sweden-Finnish issues. 

Old stigmas might influence this: "Starting out as someone who is a little more vocal, a little better 

known, or a little better connected than his fellow-sufferers, a stigmatized person may find that the 

"movement" has absorbed his whole day, and that he has become a professional."61  

                                                            
60 Hálfdanarson, in Isaacs (ed.), Citizenships and Identities – Inclusion, Exclusion, Participation (Pisa, 2010), p. IX-X. 
61 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity, ([1963], New York, 2009), pp.25-26. 
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Definitions and Terms 

As terms, ‘Sweden-Finn’, or ‘Sweden-Finnish’, need to be defined. The Finnish compound term 

ruotsinsuomalainen was already used in the 70’s, even providing the title of one of the few Sweden-

Finnish newspapers, although spelled separately (against Finnish grammar) – Ruotsin Suomalainen 

has been published since 1964. However, it must be noted that to this day the feel of the term remains 

similar to the newspaper and the sense of its title: Ruotsin suomalainen, i.e. Finnish in Sweden. A 

large part of the second-generation Sweden-Finns, including some interviewed for this study do not 

feel comfortable with the term at all: 

Keijo: Jag vet inte, hehehe. Jag kan inget 

om det. Jag tänker aldrig så. Jag kommer 

på mig själv att jag egentligen inte vet vad 

det betyder, sverigefinsk? Jag brukar 

tänka så vad då, finsk-svensk eller 

sverige-finsk? Jag kan inte förklara det, 

jag har aldrig tänkt så, och därför förstår 

jag inte det där ordet heller, sverigefinsk. 

Keijo: I don’t know, hehehe. I know 

nothing about it. I never think that way. I 

actually notice that I don’t really know 

what it means, Sweden-Finnish? I keep 

thinking, what’s the deal, Finnish-

Swedish or Sweden-Finnish? I can’t 

explain it, I have never thought about it 

and that is why I don’t understand that 

word, Sweden-Finnish. 

One might happily admit the Finnishness, and Swedishness, but for many the compound seems to 

apply only to their parents’ generation, those who are/were Finnish in Sweden. The aversion is also 

linguistically boxed; in Swedish the term sverigefinsk has only been in use since the 90’s. This might 

be interpreted as another clear-cut sign of the Finnishness of the term and implied identity, there was 

apparently no need for a Swedish term in prior decades. Finne, finländare or finsk sufficed. Many 

second and later generation Sweden-Finns, especially those who do not speak Finnish, have now 

embraced the more open interpretation of the term, which incorporates native Swedish speakers (at 

least in the form sverigefinländare) and the term has come to encompass Sweden-Finnishness in 

Sweden as well, rather than simply being Finnish in Sweden. All of these blurred and subjective 

readings of the term indicate that the matter of sverigefinskhet/ruotsinsuomalaisuus/Sweden-

Finnishness itself is not defined or clear at all, not even to the people themselves. The constant mix-

up with the term Finland-Swedish rolls the ball of confusion even further. Totally regardless of the 

fact that Finland-Swedishness is quite clearly defined and well-established, both historically and 

culturally, these two terms are constantly confused, even among Sweden-Finns themselves. The term 

svenskfinland does not make it easier for the uninvolved; of course, even its literal translations into 

English ‘Swedishfinland’ indicates the true matter, that it is Swedish in Finland, but it is complicated. 

The Finland-Swedes are the Swedish speaking minority of Finland. All (indeed: all, rather than most), 

Finland-Swedes visiting Sweden sooner or later receive compliments about how well they speak 
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Swedish, although they are from Finland and sound like the Moomins. In Finland the distinction is 

not clear either – I get asked all the time about my Finland-Swedish background, although I grew up 

in Gothenburg and speak ‘Swedish Swedish’. However, as far as Sweden-Finnishness is concerned, 

we must also remember that around 25 % of the Finnish citizens who have moved to Sweden were 

Swedish speaking, i.e. they were Finland-Swedes. In terms of language, moving to Sweden has 

obviously been easy for the Finland-Swedes. An indication of the strong sense of Finland-

Swedishness is that if they are a prominent and influential minority in Finland, they are an active 

group and visible also within Sweden. From the viewpoint of cultural identity this position is also 

clear. If Mark Levengood, a well-known television personality in Sweden, states that he is en svensk 

finlandssvensk, anybody who can avoid confusing fictional Moomin trolls with real people, 

understands precisely what Levengood is saying: he is a Swedish Finland-Swede. The underlying 

cultural critical mass is present in the definition. But if I, on the other hand, state that I am a Finnish 

Sweden-Finn, that confuses almost everyone. Would not that make me just Finnish? How can anyone 

be Sweden-Finnish in Finland? Again, the terms reveal quite a lot of their content. Let us conclude 

with the term finne (Finn) or finländare (Finnish) – a Finn is a Finnish speaking Finnish person, i.e. 

the Sami people and the Finland-Swedes are Finnish, but not Finns. It is also quite descriptive of the 

darker past that many Sweden-Finns have come to believe that the term finne is derogatory, like the 

N-word, although it is not. Simply because the term only came up in negative contexts. 

Jukka-Pekka: Jag trodde alltid att ordet 

finne var förnedrande. Jag trodde säkert 

hur länge som helst att det rätta ordet var 

finländare, men så är det ju inte. 

Jukka-Pekka: I always thought that the 

word Finn was degrading. I must have 

believed for ages that the right word was 

Finnish, but that's not the case. 

Sweden-Finns now refer then to the Finnish speaking Swedes and their descent, regardless if they still 

speak Finnish or not. Sweden-Finnish now includes all language variations, including those with 

Finland-Swedish roots in Sweden. The national minority status in Sweden is, however, defined by 

language, so the national minority moniker is sverigefinsk and not sverigefinländsk. 

Past Research 

A great deal of research on the Sweden-Finnish minority was initiated in past decades by the Swedish 

state as a part of its immigration politics, with plenty of statistical description, quantitative 

approaches, and short time perspectives: often culminating in meagre results.62 The research 

conducted also mirrors the tides of the times. The majority of the research on Swedish-Finns has been 
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problem-centred, which is obviously very logical considering traditional governmental politics: "De 

finska invandrarnas problem" (Hormia and others, 1971) depicted two types of problematic 

immigrants: "unga lagöverträdare och asociala äventyrare", i.e. young lawbreakers and asocial 

adventurers. Academic research has been scarce on Sweden-Finnishness: again, a plain indication of 

the overlooked nature of Sweden-Finnishness in general. Research has also been problem-centred, 

which again is quite logical, in terms of its rooted new within the traditions of natural science. Real 

research has clear research problems, which yield real conclusions; there are causes and solutions. 

However, as the "Finnish problems" slowly evaporated during the 90’s, new immigrants with new 

sets of cultural backgrounds took the place in Swedish society that had previously belonged to the 

Finns.63 Thus, these began to replace the Finns position as Others – as invandrare, immigrants, and 

consequently the political, general, academic and even personal interest in all-things-Finnish in 

Sweden faded. 

Maria: Vi är inte ens invandrare längre. 

Men så är man inte sedd som helsvensk 

heller. Man är finne, men ändå känner 

många inte sig särskilt finska.  

Maria: We’re not even immigrants 

anymore. But then again, you’re not 

regarded as fully Swedish. You’re 

Finnish, but still many don’t feel 

particularly Finnish.  

The Swedish ethnology professor Daun recounts the situation of Devil’s advocate in his 1998 book 

on Swedish mentality by saying that the older generation of Swedes regards Finns in Sweden as 

immigrants, whereas the Norwegians, Germans and Dutch are not.64 The 90’s were a quiet placid 

decade on the Sweden-Finnish frontier. It seems as if even the Sweden-Finns themselves thought that 

they should keep quiet and low as nobody was pointing fingers or judging them anymore. Låt oss bli 

svenskar, för finnar äro vi längre inte, to rephrase the old proverb. The first chapter in Marja Ågren’s 

ethnological dissertation from 2006 is entitled "What is the problem?",* by which she illustrates this 

same paradox. Susanna Alakoski reflects on the issue in her biographical book Oktober i fattigsverige: 

The researchers who have wished to study Finnish migration in Sweden have been confronted with 

questions. Migration should address problems. 

Sweden does not remember Finns as problems. 

This is in stark contrast to our memories and our factual history. All Finnish speaking Finns from Finland 

have changed language. Changed country. We come from a country traumatised by war, most often from 

traumatised families. 65*  

 

During the past years that I have been working on this thesis I have grown used to defending or 
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justifying the need of research on Sweden-Finns, especially in Sweden. "Why? You all speak Swedish 

now, right?" A university lecturer within ethnology claimed to me that having a Finnish background 

in Sweden is fully comparable to moving from the countryside to the bigger cities within Sweden in 

the past decades. And one may often have to answer the question as to why the Finns or the Finnish 

language should get special privileges that no other groups could get, since you are not even 

immigrants anymore? Again, many Sweden-Finns themselves seem to have adopted general majority 

views about themselves, a strategy which is recognised as normal psychological behaviour. Besides, 

people want to make life as smooth and easy as possible: so why stick your chin out if you do not 

have to? Watching a football match in a Majorna pub in 2011, I started talking with one of the locals. 

I told him that I was born in Finland, but I never said that I had moved to Finland as a teenager. 

Vad är det med er finnar? Jag har jobbat 

med en massa finlandssvenskar, som alla 

är stolta över sin bakgrund som fan. 

Däremot känner jag flera av er som säger: 

Nej, jag är bara från Finland. Vad är det 

för något?                     

What is it with you Finns? [meaning 

Sweden-Finns] I have worked a lot with 

Finland-Swedes who are proud as hell 

about their background. Then I know 

several of you who say: No, I am only 

from Finland. What’s that all about?

This apparent self-evasiveness has personal and collective dimensions. However, besides feeling a 

certain degree of detachment and alienation from Finland and the "Finnishness" of the first 

generation, the prevailing general and official Swedish attitudes towards all things Finnish has 

contributed significantly to the self-image of second-generation Sweden-Finns. Several informants 

claimed that being Finnish is generally accepted, but saying that you are Sweden-Finnish confuses 

people. The understanding of the central term national minority reveals a great deal. After the 

intermittently heated decades of political campaigning for Finnish minority rights in Sweden in the 

70’s and 80’s had mellowed out, Finnish became a national minority language and Sweden-

Finnishness was granted the status of a national minority in 1999, together with the Sami, 

Tornedalers, Roma and Jews. The outcome was a result of Sweden receiving notifications from the 

European Council for not supporting minority languages, a neglect which breached charters of the 

minority language acts of the Council of Europe (1992) and the minorities (1994).66 This legislative 

status grants the national minorities the right to information, protection of their culture and languages 

and the rights to participation and influence. Hence, Sweden could ratify the European minority 

language acts thereafter in 2000. Initially five northern municipalities were listed as Administrative 

Areas of Finnish language (Finskt förvaltningsområde, suomen kielen hallinta-alue), which in theory 

assured that care would be given to senior citizens, education within school and public service in the 
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minority language. The administrative area has been gradually extended and, by 2015, it included 59 

municipalities. However, the practical implementations remain sketchy, regardless of how one 

chooses to evaluate the matter. Sweden has continued to receive criticism and notifications from the 

Council of Europe for its lack of support of minority language issues.67 The eighth consecutive report 

from 2014 from the Council of Europe plainly states that no improvements in minority language 

issues have taken place, and that the teaching of Finnish and Sami has in fact decreased.68 As a 

practical example, Swedish legislature for the education of minority languages fails to define how, 

for instance, the teaching of Finnish language should be carried out or even how many 

minutes/lessons should be allotted. So even the most tenuous curriculum will suffice to meet the 

requirements of the law. In fact, this official and bureaucratic negligence simply reflects the heart of 

the matter: the status or meaning of the "national minority" has not sunk in. Sweden-Finnishness has 

landed in a curious no-man’s-land, it is perceived neither as a part of the national stock, nor as an 

immigrant community in need of support. 

An interesting notion in the light of past research among Sweden-Finns is how they have (re)presented 

their own time, with images mirroring the past but also provided looking-glasses into the future. The 

first sociological doctoral dissertation on the subject was written slightly before the main immigration 

wave of the late sixties by Vilho Koiranen: Suomalaisten sulautuminen Ruotsissa (1966). Koiranen 

concludes his analysis of acculturation by pointing out that in matters concerning migration, values 

are in a central position, particularly the upbringing of children: 

The desire to raise children into being Finnish reduces with time and a clear correlation of this also exists 

in affection towards Finland. A similar tendency could be found whether the subjects of the study 

considered the economic prosperity of Sweden or Finland to be more meaningful to themselves.69 

Furthermore, Koiranen concludes that Finnish immigrants will remain marginalised due to their 

working-class status. And Palme’s social democratic cornerstones for the Swedish folkhem were just 

being cast. According to Koiranen, the second generation would rapidly become assimilated, they 

would become "Swedish" Finns. This must have sounded like a grim prediction that most likely did 

not please those who were actively working for Finnish rights in the 60’s and 70’s. At any rate, is not 

this precisely what has happened in the big picture? The only major difference being that in the late 

60’s the marginalised working-class in Sweden were becoming the driving force, leading the country 

into the 70’s, where solid factory workers could make a decent living. In the general election of 1968, 

                                                            
67 See e.g. Pikkarainen and Brodin (2008):  Council of Europe: Advisory committee on the framework convention for the 

protection of national minorities.  
68 Sveriges Radio, Europarådet: Sverige missköter sina minoritetsspråk, 15 January 2015.  
69 Koiranen, Vilho, Suomalaisten siirtolaisten sulautuminen Ruotsissa (Helsinki, 1966), pp. 206-207. 
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the Swedish Social Democratic party received 50.1 % of the votes, meaning that they could sit in 

government alone. By 1976 the situation changed, when Sweden got its first right-wing government 

since 1928-1932. 

Although I have already stressed the internal and external differences between first and later 

generation Sweden-Finns, the differences within experience require constant underlining since up to 

this day, the distinction is made very rarely. Not even within research. The Migration Institute of 

Finland published Suomalainen, ruotsalainen vai ruotsinsuomalainen? (Björklund: 2012), which in 

its 80 pages is arguably the most concise essential reading on the subject matter, particularly 

concerning the first generation. However, since the subheading of the report is Ruotsissa asuvat 

suomalaiset 2000-luvulla (The Finns living in Sweden in the 21st century), one would presume that 

the second generation would also be included. However, since the report is compiled on the basis of 

a questionnaire mailed together with the weekly Ruotsin Suomalainen newspaper, where 1,797 

Sweden-Finns returned the survey, 87 % of those who answered the survey had been born before 

1966, the majority before 1947, and 95 % had moved to Sweden at the age of ten or later.70 Hence, 

the publication reflects first-generation experience, as do the studies discussed below. 

First-Generation Experiences within Research 

Magdalena Jaakkola’s 1984 thesis explored Sweden-Finnish social networks around Västerås in the 

early 70’s and 80’s. From the perspective of today, it is interesting to note how a rather uniform image 

emerges out of Jaakkola’s vast material of 161 interviews: a hardworking and quite self-sufficient 

immigrant group in a period of economic booms and marked materialism, when ‘making it’ and 

success was more often spelled as prosperity than cultural integration. Quite often the Finnish 

organisations (Suomi-seurat) formed the epicentre of all social contacts. Many Sweden-Finnish 

families bought a new car rather than a washing machine.71 Jaakkola distinguishes three Sweden-

Finnish life-styles: those engulfed in work and consumption, the group partly open to Swedish 

language and culture, and a third group of alcoholics and other outsiders. Those Sweden-Finns who 

had acquired Swedish friends and social contacts outside their own group often had the following 

attributes: they spoke Swedish and had some sort of education; they had not been forced to emigrate; 

they had urban roots in Finland; and they were mostly women. Some 50 % of the Sweden-Finnish 

men with Swedish skills had Swedish friends, whereas the percentage of the women was a full 100 %. 
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Lukkarinen Kvist explored many similar themes in her thesis Tiden har haft sin gång (2006) [Time 

has run its course], in which elderly Sweden-Finns in the Eskilstuna region are depicted. These 

individuals had moved from Haapajärvi in the 60’s and 70’s and now most were contented seniors in 

Sweden, with strong roots in Finland, the Finnish language and Finnish organisations. Kvist points 

out that these individuals have created a home in Sweden: "It would be misleading to say that they 

have just changed home base during their life time, however. They have rather created another home 

base while retaining the old one."72 

In Salla – Göteborgin suurin kylä (2003), Hanna Snellman depicted the Finnish migration to Sweden 

through Salla, a municipality in northeastern Finland. This had been chosen as a test case because, in 

1970, more than 6 % of its population moved to Sweden: effectively making Gothenburg the biggest 

village in Salla.73 Snellman’s work provides a holistic picture with historical and sociological 

backgrounds as well as vivid personal recollections of the first generation.  

Jari Kuosmanen’s Finnkampen (2001) zooms in on the lives of thirteen marginalised Finnish men 

and fifteen others who have integrated into Sweden. Kuosmanen’s social study was not only timely, 

it is also a comprehensive analysis of the (mis)adventures of the first-generation Finnish men. The 

study clearly benefits from the fact that Kuosmanen himself had migrated as a young man in the late 

sixties and worked on the docks before pursuing his future studies. And it may be partly for this 

reason that the interviewees seem upfront and candid in their answers to him, no matter how 

precarious their life situation has been. It has already been noted how Finnish men were over-

represented in psychological hospitals and night shelters in the 70’s and 80’s. Kuosmanen conducted 

a small study in some of Gothenburg’s suburbs in 1996. There, some 10 % of the clients were Finnish 

men in the addiction unit of the social services in Backa, where inhabitants with Finnish roots 

constituted 2.8 % of the general population of the area. In Biskopsgården 16 % of the clients were 

Finnish men, as Finnish background was 4.1 % of the entire population and in Gunnared the rates 

were 30 % to 7 %.  So, in the light of these numbers the situation had not changed at all over the time 

span 1979-1996, as a large portion of the Finnish male migrants remained marginalised.  The only 

change depicted by Kuosmanen was that the men were no longer young, but now middle-aged. I must 

point out that on a trip to Gothenburg, over two weeks in the autumn of 2013, I heard Finnish spoken 

on two occasions. First in the state off-license Systembolaget, where two old men walked past me and 

the healthier looking one had two large vodka bottles in his hand, saying in Finnish that these babies 
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would carry him over the night. The second incident was on a combined tram and bus stop, where 

four senior citizens, three men and a woman staggered out of the bus on a Tuesday afternoon. One of 

them seemed to believe that it would be a good idea to cross the tram tracks on the busy Linnégatan 

right there, and the warning from the others was yelled in Finnish: "Don’t you go, you’ll get hit by 

the train." Now these people were no longer middle-aged, but clearly well into retirement age. The 

mortality rate in those circles has obviously been staggering, so it is clear that new troops joined the 

park squads up until the nineties, both from the old homeland, but also from the hardworking 

taxpaying workforce in Sweden. Kuosmanen also noted that among the twenty-eight men in his study, 

both in the two main categories of marginalised and integrated men, there was an over-representation 

of men whose lives in Sweden had initially started well but later plummeted. Among those, who were 

integrated at the time of the study, there were several who had lapsed into asocial life, but later on 

succeeded to get their lives on track, after quitting drinking. All of these misfortunes were connected 

with alcohol abuse. The social problems were not only connected to drinking, although King Alcohol 

(kuningas alkoholi, the only acknowledged royal representative in the republic of Finland) has often 

been the instigator of petty crimes, scams and black-market operations. I suspect Finland lost a 

considerable portion from one generation of its prime hellraisers to Sweden in the 60’s and 70’s. 

There is no doubt that these troopers have affected the image of Sweden-Finns and the second 

generation both directly and indirectly; several of those interviewed for the present study have had 

fathers who were known on a first name basis within the social services. About half of the Finnish 

fathers of the participants have battled with alcohol throughout their adult lives.  

Kuosmanen points out that Finnish women succeeded better, which I must say was already evident 

in my own childhood. Kuosmanen sees this as a partial result of a decrease in male social status. The 

mothers were present and sociable, whereas most fathers were absent or seemed distant, quiet in the 

background. The women quite often worked in hospitals and other more socially oriented jobs, and 

most mothers spoke Swedish.  

Vera: Det är verkligen min mammas 

förklaring också, att dels var männen 

arbetare som kom, lågutbildade, så dom 

hade inte med sig en ambition heller att bli 

akademiker. Så fort som hon kom hit, 

började hon lära sig språket. Det var 

liksom det första. Jag frågade hur hon 

gjorde det, så sade hon att hon läste 

väldigt enkla noveller, typ Mitt livs novell 

och tittade på tv. Läste sådan här 

skitlitteratur, som hon tyckte om i vuxen 

ålder. Hon började väldigt snabbt. 

Vera: That really is my mother’s 

explanation as well, that partly the men 

who came were labourers, with a low 

education, and they didn’t have an 

ambition to become academics either. As 

soon as she got here, she started to study 

the language. It was like the first thing. I 

asked her how she did that, and she said 

that she read simple short-stories, like 

romantic soap short-stories and watched 

TV. Read shitty literature, that she liked 

as an adult. She began immediately.
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Jaakkola (1984) has already noted that Sweden-Finnish women were crossing ethnic boundaries far 

more often, learned Swedish much effectively, had more Swedish friends, and were able to enjoy a 

social life outside their peer group. In her study, 11 % of the men mentioned that they would not like 

to move back to Finland, whereas the same figure among the women was 42 %.74 Jaakkola concludes 

that the traditional gender-based division of labour had, in fact, paradoxically lessened the cultural 

shock. The very same inequality which generally discriminated against women enabled them to learn 

the language and thereby, ultimately, to find peace and happiness in Sweden sooner than the men. 

The Finnish women were also more modern, not as restricted to old traditions, and more liberated 

from historical and predominantly male impairments, which openly expressed an outright antipathy 

towards Sweden. However, heavy drinking among Finnish women was still rare. Furthermore, many 

Sweden-Finnish women ended up marrying and having children with Swedish men or, later on, with 

other immigrants, such as Greeks and Iranians. 75 The opposite, for a Finnish man to marry a foreigner, 

was quite rare. So in a sense, the Finnish women in Sweden found more creative strategies in shaping 

their life narratives, by living out and also enforcing the more balanced modern equality between the 

sexes. However, we must nevertheless acknowledge than there are still very few arenas where we are 

truly equal. If we look at the almighty wages, even the latest research indicates that the gap between 

the sexes is not disappearing.76 The Finnish union Akava for the academically educated published a 

survey in November 2013 which states that women earn about 85 % compared to men in similar 

work.77 In Sweden SCB (Statistics Sweden) declared in 2004 that no change between the sexes had 

taken place in the past twenty years and that the difference in pay was 17 %.78 The Swedish National 

Mediation Office published a study in 2011, which stated that women earned 85.9 % in comparison 

to men. 

During the 70’s, Finnish men in Sweden usually worked with other Finnish men, and often thought 

it would be useless to learn Swedish, since everybody would move home anyway after that Volvo 

and house had been earned. Quite often the men were also often sons of fathers who had participated 

in World War II, and who had never recuperated from that. Very few had any education and very few 

skills, besides working hard, which one could merit from in Sweden, Kuosmanen points out that the 

men quite often experienced that their status as handy craftsmen and hard workers diminished in 
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Sweden. Moreover, they were dependent on other Finnish men, since their Swedish skills were in 

most cases non-existent. The rural forestry and agricultural surroundings of the old Finland were gone 

and had been replaced by urban Sweden with its new ideas on families, equality and modern life. All 

of these changes naturally took place in Finland as well, but many Sweden-Finns missed out on that. 

Those with Swedish skills, education and more modern circumstances within their past, even within 

agriculture, managed better in adjusting to Sweden. In addition, there were literally thousands of 

young or youngish Finnish men living together in temporary barracks close to work. And as we Finns 

know, the flipside of team spirit and power by numbers is that joukossa tyhmyys tiivistyy, stupidity 

condenses in groups. So very many men ended up following other brothers in misfortune, 

olycksbröder, as Kuosmanen puts it, possibly ending up in one of the few modernities they got around 

to, divorce.  Kuosmanen comes to the conclusion that gender, class and emigration must all be taken 

into account together when we look at those who either made it or those who did not. Those with a 

difficult childhood, with an orientation towards bachelor life, were according to Kuosmanen more 

prone to addiction. He also refers to Antonovsky, who studied the mental health of concentration 

camp survivors in the early 70’s, in which, surprisingly, he found many to be psychologically healthy. 

The term dandelion child, maskrosbarn is often mentioned. Antonovsky explains that even normal 

circumstances expose us to temptations, so-called stressors, which can be negative or positive. The 

issue is how we cope with these stressors and how we handle stress differently. Antonovsky 

concluded that individuals who have a strong sense of belonging have more successful strategies for 

dealing with stress than those with a weak sense of belonging, also known as KASAM.79 

A sense of a collective identity provides us with a shelter from mental stress. Kuosmanen 

continuously refers to R.W. Connell’s model of hegemonic masculinity. Finnish men experienced a 

social degrading when entering Sweden, thus, ending up in subgroups in which their language deficits 

and reduced social rank did not matter, i.e. among fellow Finnish immigrants. Working harder was 

certainly the commonest compensating strategy for most Finnish men. But also drinking hard. And 

the most asocial subgroup comprised the hordes of Finnish alcoholics. Walking from the Gothenburg 

railway station through Östra Nordstan (as it was called then, now Nordstan suffices) into 

Brunnsparken in the late 70´s one would sooner or later first hear the drunken humdrum in Finnish, 

the occasional shriek and the saatanaperkele. They could stand around in smaller groups or 

sometimes they would sit together, with more than 50 Finnish men and a couple of women huddled 

together, their sound resembling the Orcs in the Lord of the Rings. Again, we need to stress that nearly 
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10 % of all Finns migrated to Sweden and the majority worked hard, building up Sweden in the same 

way that the same generation has built up Finland. The stubborn old male Finnish pride is depicted 

in the anecdote where a Swedish doctor tells his Finnish patient to improve his Swedish skills. The 

Finnish man responds by saying that he has not come here to talk, but to work. In Sweden the status 

of Finland and Sweden-Finns has risen steeply since the 80’s, although even this "positive" trend 

could be put down as a strand of pluralistic ignorance, since very many Swedes still regard Sweden-

Finns simply as Finns, although the date of the move itself actually took place half a century ago. 

Petterson and Nurmela (2007) conducted a comparative study of Swedish and Finnish culture, and 

how we view each other. Quite unsurprisingly, it turned out that Swedes like Finns more than the 

other way around. This is explained partly by Swedish general values and liberalism, that the Finnish 

mentality tends to be more conservative, which, in fact, is more in line with most European nations 

than the more magnanimous Swedish outlook on life. Feelings of proximity also create more positive 

views, something neatly phrased as "a shorter subjective value distance", and the study indicated that 

the Swedes interviewed had more Finnish friends and contacts to Finland than vice versa.80 Need I 

point out that these Finnish friends and contacts must have been Sweden-Finnish? However, this 

obviously does not change the result, but it is very telling to find that the direct consequences of the 

large Sweden-Finnish minority are nearly always overlooked, regardless where one looks: lumped 

together with Finland-Finns, Sweden-Swedes or Finland-Swedes, depending on what lies closer to 

hand in the given situation. These findings were, typically enough, picked up by the media in both 

Sweden and Finland, and even the so-called quality newspapers generated thrilling headlines such as 

"Finns don’t want Swedish friends".81* 

So why scratch old scars, which have by now been nearly healed? One reason is that this is not only 

an ethnic, Finnish question. It needs to be considered in relation to class and gender as well. The 

Swedish stereotype is not the main issue, although obviously well-educated Finns still may get very 

annoyed when they are automatically denounced as alcoholic working-class heroes in Sweden. 

It is actually a positive image that Finns work hard and are honest, respected as a work force. However, 

the connection to alcohol is sometimes immediate. I often hear about "the Slussen guerrilla": one 

colleague from Stockholm said on my first day at work, that his/her grandmother hated Finns, because 

they behaved so badly around Slussen. And when I go to a party, I immediately get offered a glass of 

vodka, although I do not really drink alcohol.82*  
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Ethnicity is clearly seldom the issue to second and third-generation Sweden-Finns, since you cannot 

only pass as a Swede: rather, you can be considered and consider yourself one. It has also been a very 

good reason to distance yourself totally from everything Finnish in the past: 

I see a huge difference to the older generation Finns, I mean … I don’t have that many to refer to but I 

have those who live here, at least those who live in the suburbs. I didn’t know there were normal Finns 

before I left the suburb, I thought all of them were alcoholics or addicts in some way, or unemployed or 

crazy, or working at Volvo or as welders ... Like I did not realise there were Finns with higher education, 

who walked, were normal. And when you meet somebody like that you go: "What’s wrong here? You 

must have something in the closet?" And my relatives in Finland, they all have problems. With alcohol, 

or, well, dreadful life circumstances, only sheer misery. Whereas the Swedes you meet with Swedish 

parents, there is such a harmony, which also is reflected in the children.83* 

One point of the present study, by using the life-stories of the interviewees, is to look forward beyond 

past and present stigmas, but not to do this despite the personal or collective past. We have to 

acknowledge our past and upbringing, and the dark and less prestigious facets must be faced as well, 

like any other image in the mirror. It is not a Sweden-Finnish darkness, it is universal, and class is a 

significant factor in it.   

Kuosmanen’s work is focused entirely on the first generation, and he states that many first-generation 

Finns with problematic fathers have managed fairly well. Other male role models and strategies were 

found and those who "succeeded" have found alternative ways of engaging with the homosocial 

surroundings which Kuosmanen deems particularly harmful in becoming marginalised (i.e. a life in 

which heavy drinking is not only common but also encouraged). Kuosmanen also notes that the adult 

men were still surprisingly occupied by the cultural surroundings of their childhood.84 The same 

applies to the following generations, although the surroundings have been different. Hence, the 

majority of first-generation Sweden-Finns are second-generation war veterans. Similarly, that is why 

we also need to address another quintessentially Swedish term: klassresan, climbing the social ladder, 

and also focus in on the gender issue, also within the second generation. 

Life has not been exactly en dans på rosor [a dance through the roses] for Sweden-Finns of the second 

generation either. Although the present study focuses on cultural identity, a few facts nevertheless 

seem worthwhile to present at this stage. The second generation has been hugely over-represented in 

Swedish prisons and became a central cohort among, for example, the outlaw motorcycle clubs. Olavi 

Puhakka worked for BRÅ, the Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention in the 80’s and 90’s 

in Stockholm. The youth group that occupied them most during the 80’s comprised teenage boys with 
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a Finnish background. Then during the early 90’s they disappeared "like farts in the Sahara", as 

Puhakka put it (using the Finnish proverb). Puhakka opined that the boys either straightened out or 

ended up in a life in crime, which eventually led to prison and to numerous premature deaths.85 

Education obviously contributes towards making it, although we must also presently understand that 

having a university degree within the humanities, arts, natural science or social studies in the Nordic 

countries will most likely entail that you can never earn as much as your parents, who have had lesser 

education, but have worked within industry. Nevertheless, second-generation Sweden-Finns have had 

more education than their parents, even though they may have completed fewer academic studies than 

the general population. Currently the situation is almost balanced, which may imply that integration 

has been largely successful. In the table below, second-generation Sweden-Finns are in blue, all 

Swedes in red. The three columns represent the level of education: comprehension school, secondary 

school and university, respectively from left to right:  

 

 

Figure 2.1. Education levels among second-generation Sweden-Finns in 2012.86 

The margin is now nearly marginal, in the 1990’s the gap between Sweden-Finns and the general 

population was still clear-cut.87 Up until this millennium, there were no more than thirty PhD’s on 
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Sweden-Finnishness.88 

As Bhabha reminds us in Location of Culture, the days of "assimilation" are past us, although the 

current climate of discussion in Finland might signal otherwise: 

The time for ‘assimilating’ minorities to holistic and organic notions of cultural value has dramatically 

passed. The very language of cultural community needs to be rethought from a postcolonial perspective, 

in a move similar to the profound shift in the language of sexuality, the self and cultural community, 

effected by feminists in the 1970s and the gay community in the 1980s.89 

Hence, as women less and less need to ‘be like men’ in most areas in life in order to make it, and 

individuals representing sexual minorities can be accepted as they are, the same open horizons should 

certainly be extended to ethnic, cultural, linguistic minorities. 

Linguistic Research Perspectives 

Linguistic issues, debates and the status of Finnish in Sweden have affected research on the subject 

in varying degrees thorough the decades. Professor Tove Skutnabb-Kangas has written capaciously 

on the subject, and her work includes such titles as Om tvåspråkighet och skolframgång [On 

bilingualism and school achievement] (1975); Tvåspråkighet [Bilingualism] (1981), Bilingualism or 

not – The Education of Minorities (1984); Minority, Language and Racism (1986); Linguistic 

Genocide in Education – Or Worldwide Diversity and Human Rights? (2000). During the 70’s Skutnabb-

Kangas was together with Pertti Toukomaa at the forefront of the "language wars", which also stressed 

the importance of the mother tongue and bilingualism in achieving native levels in the second language, 

which most often was Swedish. The views of Skutnabb-Kangas will be discussed in relation to 

educational matters in Chapter 4, below: ‘Another Brick in the Wall’. Skutnabb-Kangas maintained that 

the Finnish language formed the main difference between Swedes and Finns, but also the main 

foundation for the Sweden-Finnish identity, which certainly applied up until the 90’s. 

Jarmo Lainio’s thesis Spoken Finnish in Urban Sweden (1989) focused on Finnish in Sweden, and his 

findings indicated that the first generation were not only still also linguistically connected to their native 

region, class and gender, but also interconnected linguistically in Sweden. Lainio has subsequently 

written dozens of articles on the subject (editing, for instance, and writing much of the third volume of 

the comprehensive Finnarnas historia i Sverige (1996)).   

Other linguistic research, particularly in the current millennium has typically drifted from the 
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confrontations and even radicalism of the likes of Toukomaa and Skutnabb-Kangas to more descriptive 

studies. Although Finnish received the status as official minority language in 2000, most research agrees 

in painting quite a pessimistic future for the Finnish language in Sweden. Such studies include, for 

example, works by Huss (1991), Janulf (1987) and Suikkari (2004).   

Second-Generation Evasions 

Two further dissertations cover the ground which is most conterminous with the present study. In 

2006, Marja Ågren conducted an ethnological investigation in which she interviewed fourteen second 

generation Sweden-Finns. The IMER-study (International Migration and Ethnical Relations) Är du 

finsk eller…? [Are you Finnish or…?] displays a dual ambiguity, both on behalf of the interviewer 

and the interviewees. Marja Ågren has no prior Finnish connexions, although the spelling of her first 

name might signal otherwise. She interviews fellow-Gothenburgians in Swedish about their Finnish 

background. Most of the interviewees seem quite clammed up the topic in a very "Finnish" way: it 

seems like they would rather be anywhere else than discussing something they do not have very much 

to say about. But that is where much of the strength and beauty of Ågren’s work lies. It must also be 

noted that the interviews were conducted in the early 2000’s, before Svinalängorna, Kid Svensk, Anna 

Järvinen and others. This is what the interviewees have to say about Finnish schools in Sweden: 

"It is a complete madness, I don’t think there should be completely Finnish or completely Yugoslavian 

or completely anything school classes, but the home language should be in addition." Liisa says she could 

consider putting her children in a Finnish pre-school, if she ever has any, otherwise there is no interest 

among the interviewees to place their children (factual or eventual) in Finnish school classes. Some 

informants would rather place their children in international, English classes in that case.90* 

These attitudes are outstanding examples not only of seeing your own cultural background as 

important, but also of how growing up within Sweden might have led to possibly adopting an even 

more narrow view of your own mother tongue than the general population has. The experiences of 

the interviewees’ own placement in Finnish classes during the 80’s and 90’s also surely weigh in, 

with shades of segregation and being bullied, and for many, that segregated twist surely contributes 

to this negative attitude. Eija Hetekivi Olsson’s novel Ingenbarnsland (2012) speaks of the same 

discomfort. At any rate, the difference between the first and the second generation is quite palatable 

in this respect. The proverbial Other might now be your parents.  Ågren does not really dig into this, 

but rather leaves it to the reader to see the distorted self-image of the second generation. Ågren 

concludes by saying that the informants’ stories focus on the possibilities – without dismissing "the 
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problems", that they are capable of dealing with the complexity in their backgrounds and that they 

contribute to complicate the illusion of "pure categories".91 This is not advocating very much, apart 

from underlining the notion that second-generation Sweden-Finns are beasts at ducking 

categorisations. 

Which is also one of the underlying conclusions of Maritta Soininen’s 1989 thesis on second-

generation political socialization and identification: "The overall impression is that their stance 

towards society and political life systematically differs from working class youth and there are more 

similarities towards the middle class."92 The research group consisted of more than 800 pupils aged 

15-16. Soininen’s conclusions similar present similar ambiguities to those explored by Ågren and 

Weckström, including the idea that those teenagers whose parents are both Finnish identified more 

strongly with Finnishness than those who had one Finnish parent. More astute is Soininen’s 

blanketing differentiation between second and first generation, as well as second-generation ‘Finland-

Finns’ and ‘Sweden-Finns’ in Sweden. 

Lotta Weckström’s thesis, Finnish Representations in Sweden, consists of interviews of ten second-

generation Sweden-Finns, young adults aged 21-35. Weckström’s and Ågren’s theses share a lot of 

common denominators, although Ågren’s work is within ethnology while Weckström’s delves into 

applied linguistics. The interviewees here seem haphazardly chosen, taking those who were at hand 

or who were willing to participate. No dismerits there, obviously, since scientifically speaking this 

method of snowballing is surely valid. However, just as radio vox pops often produce skewed results 

and platitudes, quite often it turns out that people who have not pondered or occupied themselves 

with certain issues – as in comparing the archetypical middle-aged male attitude towards housework 

in the early seventies to the present – may not have much to say. In other words, what we do not know 

or feel does not necessarily result in very much at all if our identity process and life narrative seem to 

be directed elsewhere. Another aspect to consider with regard to Sweden-Finnishness and these two 

dissertations is objectivity and detachment. For the Sweden-Finnish self-image and identity in these 

studies comes across as elusive, thin, evaporating, unseen, hidden, or even denied ... the list could go 

on and on. But since the shades and borders between our two nations are so subtle (if you leave out 

the language, and that to present day Sweden-Finns in particular, Swedish is generally on a fully 

native level), then you can pass as any Swede, be as svennig as Torsten från Töreboda. That is not 

possible for second or third-generation Sweden-Turks. In Subcultures, Hebdige discusses the 
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difference in white/black working-class youth:  

Thus, while white working-class youths will in all probability remain working class throughout their 

lives, they will eventually grow up and settle down to a place if not in the sun then at least in the 

consensus. Blacks, on the other hand, never lose what is, in our society, the disability of blackness. They 

seem likely, at least for the foreseeable future, to remain at the bottom of the heap.93 

Hence, the collective cohesion might be weak, the push effect from the group exceeds the pull, and 

some individuals have been able to choose to distance themselves from their background. Stuart Hall 

sees identities as processes. Thus, the process is a narrative for us and an identity is something we 

strive for rather than something we are: 

Though they seem to invoke an origin in a historical past with which they continue to correspond, actually 

identities are about questions of using the resources of history, language and culture in the process of 

becoming rather than being: not ‘who we are’ or ‘where we came from’, so much as what we might 

become, how we have been represented and how that bears on how we might represent ourselves.94 

And although there are no secret handshakes or hidden brotherhoods involved within Sweden-

Finnishness, or the possible hidden secrets are hidden to the Sweden-Finns themselves, it can be 

argued and acknowledged that Ågren (as a Swede) and Weckström (as a Finn, with decent Swedish 

skills) do not get very much out of their interviewees. Clear misinterpretations are made continuously. 

The problem, however, does not necessarily lie in a passivity of interpretation: rather concerning the 

process and hybridity of identities, where further analysis, or discussion with the informant, would 

often be beneficial. Many of the larger socio-political perspectives remain absent from the discussion. 

The interviewees provide plenty of examples, stomping ground and illustrative narratives, but these 

remain largely contextualised. Occasionally both Ågren and Weckström commendably acknowledge 

that there is something "hidden" in the discussion. In the following example, Weckström seems 

alarmed and becomes cautious, since the informant seems to express quite stereotypical views on 

Swedish and Finnish masculinity. 

Olli: Swedes are more like sissies (laughs) men, honestly, they are like women you can like bribe them. 

Buy them a bun and they are happy as anything, what a good guy you are they’ll say. Honestly. A Finn 

would be like thanks but nothing more. Swedes are really different, like they can be bribed. 

 

Lotta: With a bun? (laughs) 

Olli: It is really true! At work for example, they are really different. Buy a Swede, buy a Swede a bun 

and they’ll do anything for you. 

Lotta: Really? 

Olli: Believe me, that is how it goes, they are real sissies. These Swedes. 
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Lotta: All of them? 

Olli: Well, I guess not… 

Lotta: So there is some, mm, (talking slowly with a hesitant voice) like a difference, there is this difference 

between Finns and //Swedes 

Olli: //yes there is!! a Finn is more like a man, more like masculine devilish they are. 

Lotta: I see.95* 

Olli clearly is not only partly strutting his own "Finnish maleness" here, but his views also reflect his 

and his generation’s experience of men. And class. Who are these Finnish real men? The hard-

working first generation from the backwoods of rural Finland, all post World War II baggage on 

board. Whereas the upbringing of the same generation "sissy Swedes" in Mälardalen might have 

differed quite remarkably. This also demonstrates quite vividly how tilted the second-generation 

horizons can appear. There might be quite limited tools available at hand for straightening the 

horizons.   

The interviewees in both dissertations seem to laugh out loud curiously often, even though the 

subject-matter is deadpan serious. This is redolent of how teenagers talk about sex or alcohol, and it 

is along precisely similar lines that I interpret the main reason for their behaviour: shame, guilt, lack 

of confidence and uncertainty. 

Two examples of this pertinent ambiguity: first, about the Finnish language and second, about the 

dilemma in terms – Finnish, Swedish or Sweden-Finnish. Ågren’s and Weckström’s Finnish speaking 

interviewees all feel that having Finnish skills is an asset, an extra bonus in their life. However, when 

it gets to passing the language on to your children or your potential children, only a few had spoken 

– or were intending to speak – Finnish to their children. When it comes to Finnish classes and schools, 

none of the interviewees in the two studies thought they would place their children in Finnish schools. 

That was deemed troublesome: as something that would yield a disadvantage and possibly led to 

being bullied. Placing the children in international, English speaking schools would, however, be 

regarded as an asset.  

None of the interviewees in Ågren adhere to the term ‘Sweden-Finnish’. And only one in Weckström 

(out of twenty-four) does so. But as Weckström writes, the situation might change over the next ten 

years, so that her interviewees will begin to feel Sweden-Finnish. If the interviewees have Finnish 

names, they are Finns in the eyes of the Swedish general population. Abroad they become Swedes. 

Without dipping too deeply into the need for possible categorisations or stamps let us look at an 
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excerpt out of Weckström with Taina, in Stockholm in 2005, where the latter speaks about how she 

has had to "defend" her Finnishness in the presence of her boyfriend’s parents: 

… if my mother calls me when I’m there I speak Finnish, of course. And it doesn’t seem to be a problem, 

the mother just laughs "she changed the language just like that hahhahaha!" but I remember when we 

were at his grandmother’s birthday party and there were uncles and aunts and such there, then the mother, 

or an uncle to the grandmother, this gets complicated! [laughter] The grandmother’s uncle asks me 

something and I say that I am Finnish and his mother shouts from the other side of the table that "she’s 

not, you’re not a Finn, she is Swedish!", so are you going to start arguing about it? When the whole family 

is there? That "Yes, I am Finnish", I get that a lot. 

Lotta: Well how do they justify that you couldn’t just be Finnish? 

Taina: Because I speak Swedish so well and I was born here and I don’t have anything, but I throw in 

that what if you would move to China and have a child there, would that child be Chinese then? Like it 

would be really hard for me to imagine that my child would be Chinese just like that.96* 

 

At an early point of the present study I decided that I would not ask a single Sweden-Finn anything 

about their "Finnishness", since all that one could expect would be the thickest of all verbal smogs – 

Finnish silence combined with cold Swedish small talk known as kallprat. The complexities involved 

in the school system, in regular Swedish school or Finnish, are presented but no interpretations, 

analysis or conclusions have been made of the effect of the Swedish schools on present day Sweden-

Finns. To state that Finnish classes have had a central role for the survival of the Finnish language in 

Sweden is simply not enough. Language is not the only thing we learn at school.  Österlund-Pötzsch 

(2003) states in her study on Finland-Swedish descendants in Canada that if the children of 

immigrants are ridiculed due to their ethnic origins, they will quickly blend into the main culture. In 

light of past and also present research, it is safe to say that the Swedish school of the 70’s and 80’s is 

a central ingredient to present-day Sweden-Finnish identity. Therefore, school issues will warrant a 

full chapter in the present study.  

A second key theme seems to be the exit – the washing out of the Finnish past. Antti Jalava was ten 

years old when his family moved to Sweden in 1959. He has written several novels in Swedish, and 

I would classify his work as second generation.  In Asfaltblomman (1980) the main character Hannu 

gets bullied in school to the degree that he decides to wipe out his Finnish background totally, and 

when he finally succeeds in this he is, finally, left alone. In retrospect from real life we can say that 

the escape strategy has been quite common.  

This type of involuntary ethnic change can be harmful for the individual, since one must deny large parts 

of one’s background and identity, and not only deny, but perceive it as something negative and dangerous, 

                                                            
96 ibid., p. 107. 
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which should absolutely not be expressed. This strategy of annihilation can result in various forms of 

self-destructive behaviour, as in the case of Hannu.97* 

 

As with Hannu in Jalava’s novel, the triggering factors are strongly embedded within childhood. 

Therefore, childhood provides the logical starting point of tracing the life narratives of the informants 

and second-generation Sweden-Finns in general. 

 

                                                            
97 Kuosmanen, pp. 192-193. 
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PART II: LIFE STORIES 

 
 

The present section of the thesis will present the life-stories of the research cohort in closer detail. 

What Goethe refers to as ‘red thread’ running through the ropes of English sailors, i.e. simply the 

‘thread’ or ‘leitmotif’ in the current study and particularly this section is to present the experiences 

and narratives of an entire generation, which has been influenced heavily and subjected to powerful 

surrounding forces.  By presenting extensive quotes and ruminations from the research cohort, the 

present thesis attempts, indeed, to manifest this thread into a red thread, to present a fuller picture of 

second-generation Sweden-Finnishness. However, several of the most extensive quotes have been 

edited down, these are marked with a plus (+) following the footnote number. The lengthier extracts 

can be found in The Appendices, these are marked as follows: Appendix 3.1. refers to the first 

lengthier quote found in Chapter 3.  
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3. Childhood and Adolescence 

In the 1970’s, approximately every tenth Finnish child started school in Sweden.1 About half moved 

back to Finland with their parents during the 80’s. These are not only vast numbers as such: the 

statistic actually affects and skews the absolute tare weight of people between Finland and Sweden. 

The second generation of the largest minority in the Nordic countries is not only, however, 

statistically significant: one would assume that the group should reverberate in economical and 

political terms as well, from receiving an education while growing up and subsequently as working 

adults. In 2015, the annual costs of a year in comprehensive school were estimated to be above 90,000 

SEK in Sweden;2 and nearly € 9,000 in Finland.3 We are talking about hundreds of thousands of 

people as well as millions of crowns, old Finnish marks and euros. Is the assumed Sweden-Finnish 

invisibility a token perhaps of successful integration into Sweden and assimilation back into the 

Finnish mainstay? Lukkarinen concluded in her research on first-generation Sweden-Finns 

identifications on belonging and home, that migrant Finns in Sweden in 2006 still felt very much like 

Finns, as well as having predominantly (Sweden-)Finnish social contacts and that the new 

homesteads, towns and surroundings in Sweden provided a second home, they created a new home 

while retaining the old.4 Subjectivities aside, when we come to the second generation, would it be 

fair to consider whether the upright taxpayers of Sweden and Finland should have got more out of 

this unique group, if it is, indeed, the case that bilingualism and cultural diversity are assets? Even 

though the Sweden-Finnish parental generation has also received a certain pedigree of notoriety for 

its asocial behaviour and hellraising, all along they have been acknowledged for having literally built 

the present welfare in Sweden, as well as Finland. They have surely chipped in. We know that many 

of the second generation have undergone something of a klassresa – in our example milieu of 

Gothenburg, more than a third of the second-generation Sweden-Finns now reside in three most 

central and upmarket neighbourhoods, represented by the top three in the following graph: 

                                                           
1 Söderling, Ismo, On sitä liikuttu ennenkin – siirtolaisuuden lyhyt historia, Meno-paluu Eurooppaan (Helsinki, 2011), 

p.10.  
2 Skolverket, Kostnader för grundskolan 2015.  
3 Svartsjö, Mikko, Perusopetuksen ja lukiokoulutuksen kustannuskehitys vuonna 2015 (Helsinki, 2016), p. 9. 
4 Lukkarinen Kvist, Mirjaliisa, Tiden har haft sin gång (Linköping, 2006), pp. 258-260. 
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Figure 3.1. 5 

Laying ponderings aside for the moment about identity, one may nevertheless wonder whether, 

considering the sizeable numbers, more individuals from this group should have been more visible as 

individuals? After all, in some areas the second-generation Sweden-Finns were the predominant 

group. Jukka-Pekka, who grew up in Gothenburg, said that he must have been around ten in 1978 

when it dawned on him that he was actually living in another country. In my articulation of this 

question over the following section, I would like, as far as possible, to voice it through the childhood 

narratives of those who directly have experienced growing up in Sweden with a Finnish background. 

Up until the 90’s, there were midsize industrial towns in Sweden that were quite Finnish, although it 

should be duly noted that life in some suburbs remained segregated, or even exclusively Finnish. This 

was Mälardalen in the late 80’s: 

Markku: Vi brukade spela basket, då hade 

vi gått ut gymnasiet, då brukade vi spela 

basket på en gård. Det är morsan och dom 

som har alltid garvat åt det att det var 

hundra finnar, en kurd och sedan var det 

Milan, en jugge. 

Markku: We used to play basketball, we 

we’re out of school by then, we used to 

play basketball on a yard. My mom and 

the others have always laughed that it was 

a hundred Finns, one Kurd and then 

Milan, a Yugoslav. 

From the perspective of today, the Finnish blanketing of certain areas in Sweden seems implausible 

not only from a Swedish or Finnish perspective, but from a Sweden-Finnish stance as well. Although 

                                                           
5 De Boer, Modersmålsundervisning i finska i Göteborg (Gothenburg, 2014), p. 29. 
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the hordes of Finnish minors might seem humorous, several participants reminisced about it similarly 

as people look back on the time when there were just one or two channels on the TV. However, the 

strength in numbers did not have many positive repercussions. Paavo worked as a substitute teacher 

in Angered, Gothenburg in the early 90’s: 

Paavo: Siellä oli suomalainen luokka, se 

oli niin huonossa kunnossa, että ajattelin 

että voi helvetti, mitä näistä äijistä tulee? 

Ne oli täysin kriminaaleja, monet niistä. 

Silloin minulla kävi sääliksi kun minä 

katsoin niitä. Siellä oli kaikki 

ulkopuolelta, "Akta, nu kommer 

finnarna!" Ne vaan juoksi, niitä pelotti 

hirveästi. Ja nyt puhutaan 91, että se oli 

tämmöistä. Kaikki pelkäsi niitä, kun ne 

tuli sieltä. 

Paavo: There was a Finnish class, it was 

in such bad shape that I thought, hell, 

what will become of these guys? They 

were total criminals, many of them. I felt 

sorry for them when I looked at them. All 

the others there came from somewhere 

else, "Watch out, here come the Finns!" 

They just ran, they were so afraid. And 

we’re talking ´91, that it was like this. 

Everybody was afraid of them, when they 

came out. 

Obviously, growing up as the only one with a differing background presented altogether different 

challenges. Hanna grew up in the Swedish countryside in the 70’s, but she is, in fact, third generation, 

since both of her parents have grown up in Sweden: 

Hanna: För mig har det ju varit så att mitt 

finska arv har varit ett jävla problem för 

mig hela min barndom, jag har blivit 

otroligt hårt mobbad och misshandlad och 

slagen. Det var ju något verkligen 

negativt. "Finnjävel åk hem!" Men jag är 

ju inte finsk, jag är svensk. Jag är född 

här. Jag kunde inte alls identifiera mig 

med det, född här och vi var i Finland 

varannan sommar och min mamma är 

svensk. Och min pappa pratar perfekt 

svenska och anser sig svensk. Så jag 

kunde inte identifiera med vad som var 

problemet. Det var ju verkligen något jag 

fick lida för. Att det finska var något 

jävligt fult, skamligt och liksom – rasism. 

Kekkonen var ju president, så det var 

"Kekkonen! Åk hem!" och en hel termin, 

fyra månader i fyran, så pratade ingen 

med mig för dom låtsades att dom inte 

förstod mitt språk, för jag pratade med en 

sådan brytning. "Men jag är ju född här! 

Jag pratar precis likadan svenska som ni!" 

Jag var ju ett verbalt barn. "Å gud vad det 

låter konstigt! Förstår du vad hon säger? 

Nej, jag förstår inte ett dugg. Inte jag 

heller." Så det är ju en klassisk 

härskärteknikssituation, som byggde på 

att jag pratade så dålig svenska och så bra 

finska – som jag knappt kunde ett ord.  

Hanna: For me the Finnish heritage has 

been a damned problem all throughout my 

childhood, I have been bullied and abused 

and beaten unbelievably hard. It really 

was something negative. "Finnish bastard 

go home!" But I’m not Finnish, I am 

Swedish. I was born here. I could not 

identify myself with it all, born here and 

we were in Finland every other summer 

and my mother is Swedish. My father 

speaks perfect Swedish and considers 

himself Swedish. So I could not identify 

what the problem was. It was really 

something I had to suffer from. That 

Finnishness was something damned ugly, 

to be ashamed of and like – racism.  

Kekkonen was president, so it was 

"Kekkonen! Go home!" one whole term, 

four months in fourth grade nobody talked 

to me because they pretended that they 

didn’t understand my language, because I 

had such an accent. "But I was born here! 

My Swedish is exactly like yours!" I was 

a verbal child. "Oh God how strange that 

sounds! Do you understand what she is 

saying? No, I don’t understand anything. 

Me neither." So it was a classic master 

suppression technique situation, which 

was based on that I would speak Swedish 

so badly and Finnish so well – which I 

hardly could a word. 
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This chapter will explore how these formative years panned out, how things were in the childhood 

surroundings of the Sweden-Finns born between the 60’s and 80’s. The examples provided by the 

interviewees will arguably manifest several clear indicative strands included into the garment of 

present-day Sweden-Finnishness, everything between shame and pride, lucidity and rage. It will also 

flag up some indicators as to how the climate of opinion has gradually changed since the 70’s. 

Susanna Alakoski addresses the status and past shame in the following manner: 

We Finns have, just like other immigrants, been transcribed certain qualities, that we bring about social 

and cultural problems. The Swedish and Finnish views on each other have collided and varied from the 

most positive sentiments to the most pitch-black judgments. In the newspapers we have been reading 

about hate towards Finns and exuberant texts about within the same timeframe.6* 

Unborn SF and Family Snapshots  

Most of us have difficulties in being absolutely certain of our earliest childhood memories. Family 

legends, old snapshots, blurred timeframes and distorted memories combust into a happy porridge. 

My first definite certain memories are from Gårdsten, Gothenburg, as I was two years and four months 

when we moved. So for what it is worth, I feel no credit or discredit on having been born in Oulu, 

since I do not remember any of it. Does it make a difference if one can remember the old country? 

Keijo was three when his family moved and he was the youngest child: 

Keijo: Jag kommer ihåg något, eftersom 

morsan och farsan hade en lanthandel. Då 

var det en stor reklamkartong, en 

reklamask på Vicks halstabletter som låg 

högst upp på hyllan och den ville jag alltid 

ha för jag trodde att det var så här stora 

Vicks i den. Det är typ mitt minne av 

Finland innan vi flyttade.  

Keijo: I remember something, since mom 

and dad had a country store. And there 

was a big advertising carton, an 

advertising box of Vicks cough drops on 

the top shelf and I always wanted that 

because I thought the Vicks were going to 

be this big in it. That is my memory of 

Finland before we moved. 

 

The difference is in fact quite extensive to Keijo’s older siblings, who not only still speak better 

Finnish, but they still remember places, people, and even conversations from early childhood: 

Keijo: Syskonen har verkligen ett helt 

annat perspektiv. Jag kommer också ihåg 

en liten stig som gick genom skogen.  Att 

dom alltid retade mig och sprang ifrån 

mig. På den där stigen upp till Timo så vet 

jag att dom lurade mig, dom hade tagit 

bajs på en pinne och så sa dom: Keijo du 

ska smaka det här, det är choklad. Dom 

                                                           
6 Alakoski, Susanna, Oktober i fattigsverige (Stockholm, 2012), p. 218. 

lyckades med det. (Skratt) 

K: Hur smakade det? 

Keijo: Jag kommer inte ihåg, jag skrek ju 

och började tjura direkt. 
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K: Smakade skit då, förmodligen. 

Keijo: Det smakade skit. Men senare 

märkte man ju att syskonen var kända där 

bland grannarna och tanterna: var är dom, 

dom sprang ju alltid här. Jag var ju litet 

för ung för det. 

Keijo: My siblings have a completely 

different perspective. I also remember a 

small path that went through the forest. 

They were always teasing me and running 

away from me. On that path to Timo I 

know that they tricked me, they had put 

poo on a stick and then they said: Keijo 

taste this, it is chocolate. They succeeded. 

(laughter) 

K: How did it taste? 

Keijo: I don’t remember, I yelled and 

started crying immediately. 

K: Tasted like shit then, probably. 

Keijo: It tasted shit. But later you learned 

that the siblings were known among the 

neighbours and the old ladies: where are 

they, they always ran around here. I was 

slightly too young for that. 

 

Without trying to penetrate too deeply into cognitive or developmental psychology, we should note 

how these early experiences must bear significance in how we gradually conceptualise the world and 

our surroundings. "During the earliest stages the child perceives things like a solipsist who is unaware 

of himself as subject and is familiar only with his own actions."7 Gradually, and intuitively, children 

tend to expand the horizons out of their previous experiences. If the immediate surroundings (such as 

language and atmosphere) change, even three-four-year olds will take note of this and, consequently, 

adjust behaviour and adapt, whilst awareness of their environs increases. I might have done it as well, 

but it clearly is more apparent in the case of Keijo, as he has tangible memories of the land the family 

left behind. The language development in these early ‘1.5 generation’ Sweden-Finns differs critically 

from that witnessed in the "true" second generation, who were born in Sweden. Simply because the 

mother language had developed its walking skills before the acquisition of a second language. In the 

light of the adult Finnish skills of these individuals in the present study, 1.5 generation individuals 

appear to have maintained their Finnish skills far more successfully than the "true" second generation. 

However, the inferred lower status of Finnish in the 70’s and the more Finnish surroundings, if not 

necessarily segregated circumstances, cannot be disregarded. The full maintenance language support 

prescribed by Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) seems for most individuals as required in developing a full 

bilingualism, specifically with regard to having the other tongue as a minority language with weak 

status and limited applicability in adult, everyday life. 

These sensations, like most of our early memories, fade with age. As teens we already tend to shrug 

off and distance ourselves from the toddling pre-school days with detached laughter, as if we were 

discussing somebody else’s life. But these early years are telling: I remember nothing, Keijo a few 

                                                           
7 Piaget, Jean, The Construction of Reality in the Child (New York, 1955), p. 352. 
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details, Paavo also moved at the age of nearly three and he remembers one black dog, nothing else. 

Johanna moved at the age of four, and she seems to have carried plenty with her, up to this day. She 

remembers the Saturday saunas, playgrounds, sodas and sausages8+: 

Johanna: Minä luulen, että sillä on ollut 

vaikutusta, sen vuoksi että ensimmäiset 

neljä vuotta, kyllähän silloin on vielä 

pieni, mutta siihen liittyy jonkinlainen, ei 

pelkästään muistot vaan että olet 

fyysisesti siinä maassa ja olet 

leikkipuistossa ja leikit suomalaisten 

lasten kanssa. Syöt suomalaista ruokaa ja 

kaikki on suomalaista, nelivuotiaalla on 

kumminkin, en nyt sano identiteetti, vaan 

joku taju on ehtinyt kypsyä. Kyllä minä 

väittäisin, että sillä on ollut vaikutusta ja 

vaikutusta minun kieleen. En minä nyt 

sano että minulla olisi hyvä suomen kieli. 

K: Onhan se. 

Johanna: No on se ok, ainakin.  

Johanna: I think it has had some effect, 

because those first four years, although 

you’re small, but there is something, not 

only your memories but that you are 

physically in that country and in the 

playground and you play with Finnish 

children. You eat Finnish food and 

everything is Finnish, a four-year-old has, 

I wouldn’t say an identity, but some sort 

of understanding is there. I would say that 

it has had an effect, and an effect on my 

language. But I wouldn’t say that my 

Finnish is good. 

K: But it is. 

Johanna: Well it’s ok, at least.  

Those born in Sweden seem to have a more static view of their early childhood. Even extreme cases 

of numbness, detachment, freeze-framing and erasure of one’s childhood memories pop up. One 

interviewee said that she did not really remember anything from her pre-school years, or could not 

set the time puzzle straight at all. 

Outi: Jag kommer inte ihåg någonting 

före tredje klass, det är helt borta. Jag har 

verkligen försökt komma ihåg innan. 

Mina första minnen är när jag har gått i 

trean. 

K: Nej. 

Outi: Jo, det är sant. De enda minnen 

innan det, det är när jag tittar på foton som 

farsan har tagit. Men jag har inte dom 

minnena själv. Det är faktiskt det första 

jag minns att jag, vad hette det, att jag 

slogs. Då gick jag i trean. 

K: Men man är ju nio år gammal då. Nio 

eller tio. 

Outi: Jag kommer inte ens ihåg att jag har 

börjat första klass. Jag kommer inte ihåg 

att jag har gått i andra klassen. Är inte det 

helt fascinerande? Efter det så har jag 

jätte... väldigt detaljminnen, och lukter 

och jag kommer ihåg vad folk har sagt, 

                                                           
8+ For a more extensive extract of this passage, please refer to Appendix 3.1. 

långa meningar, det är en väldig 

vändning. Innan det har jag inte ens 

fragment av minnen. Det är skitkonstigt. 

K: Du har inte, heh, hållit på mycket med 

narkotika eller? 

Outi: Nej (skrattar). 

K: Eller har något hänt som har... på 

riktigt? 

Outi: Ingen aning. Jag hör bara andra 

berätta att dom har så jävla mycket 

minnen. Och jag har inte det. Det gick vilt 

till när jag var nio-tio. Jag kommer ihåg 

skitmycket, sedan liksom det bara 

exploderar, hela... sedan kommer jag ihåg 

resten av livet liksom. 

Outi: I don’t remember anything before 

the third grade, it’s all gone. I have really 

tried to remember earlier stuff. My first 

memories come from third grade. 
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K: No. 

Outi: Yes, it is true. The only memories 

before that are from when I look at 

pictures taken by my dad. But I don’t have 

those memories myself. The first thing I 

remember is when I, well, was in a fight. 

I was in third grade then. 

K: But you’re nine years old then. Nine or 

ten.  

Outi: I can’t even remember starting first 

grade. Or attending second. Isn’t that 

fascinating? After that I have loads, very 

detailed memories, I remember smells 

and what people have said, long 

sentences, the change is drastic. Before 

that I don’t even fragments of memories. 

That’s weird as shit. 

K: You haven’t, heh, been heavily 

involved with narcotics or? 

Outi: No. (laughter) 

K: Or has something happened, which 

has... for real? 

Outi: No idea. I only hear others saying 

how much memories they have. It was 

wild when I was nine-ten. I remember so 

damned much, it just explodes, the 

whole... then I just remember the rest of 

my life. 

 

In many of these recollections, the summer holiday memories from Finland could have been from 

any year, and the "true" second-generation individuals have difficulties pinpointing the year. The 

grim suburban concrete remained identical year in, year out. Later, this informant has told me that 

some earlier memories began oozing out, perhaps as a result of discussing these issues in detail for 

the first time ever. However, about half an hour further into this particular meeting (which was the 

fourth time we met), some sort of conclusion might have surfaced about her childhood amnesia:

Outi: Men jag vet att det absolut inte är 

före trean, jag kanske borde gå i en sådan 

här hemsk hypnosskit liksom. Ta reda på 

allting, fast det vill jag inte heller, jag lider 

inte av att jag inte kommer ihåg någonting 

innan det. 

K: Men när du är typ 16-17-18 år gammal, 

då minns du saker från barndomen, 

tidigare barndomen, skulle man kunna 

tro? 

Outi: Ja, vet du, det konstiga är, grejen är 

så här att jag alltid, jag har alltid varit på 

väg ifrån, så jag har inte tänkt på 

barndomen. Första gången jag började 

tänka bakåt var så här... 

K: Nu tror jag att jag fattar. Du har 

aktivt… du har velat glömma. 

Outi: Det kan hända. Första gången jag 

verkligen kände att jag stannade, utan och 

springa ifrån hela tiden var, utan att punka 

framåt var, det var nuet och framåt, och 

jag har inte snackat med någon om det, 

jag har inte tänkt på det, jag har bara rusat 

bort. Första gången jag stannade var i 

2006. Då kom ju alla minnen, allting. Som 

dominobrickor, i oordning, fragmenterat, 

bakåt. Det liksom ingick inte... hemma 

snackade vi aldrig om någonting som 

hade hänt. Med vänner i tonåren var det 

"öö, fan va ball de va på helgen och festa", 

sådana saker var ju tillbakablickar men 

väldigt korta perspektiv. Det var ju inget 

att snacka om barndom. Det var mer som 

det var, det var många som var tvungna att 

överleva just i nuet. Varför ska man börja 

älta i det som har hänt? Då blir det väldigt 

jobbigt allting. Så när jag var 17-18 så 

tänkte jag verkligen inte bakåt. 

Outi: But I absolutely know that it isn’t 

before third grade, perhaps I should go 

into those horrible hypnosis craps. Find 

out about everything, but actually I don’t 

want that either, I don’t suffer from not 

remembering anything before that 

K: But when you are like16-17-18 years 

old, you remember things from your 

childhood then, one would suspect? 

Outi: Yeah you know, the strange thing is 
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that I have always, always been on my 

way out, so I haven’t thought about the 

childhood. The first time I started looking 

back was… 

K: Now I think that I get it. You have 

actively… you have wanted to forget. 

Outi: It might be. The first time I felt that 

I stopped, without running away all the 

time was, without pushing forwards, it 

was now and from now on, and I haven’t 

talked to anybody about it, I haven’t 

thought about it, I have only rushed away. 

The first time I stopped was in 2006. All 

the memories and everything came back. 

Like domino bricks, in disorder, in 

fragments, backwards. It was never a part 

of … at home we never spoke of what had 

happened. With teenage friends it was 

"aww, shit how fun it was to party last 

weekend", stuff like that were looking 

back with very short perspectives. There 

was no talking about your childhood. 

More like it is what it is, there were many 

who were forced to just survive in the 

present. Why should you need to dwell in 

the past? Everything gets complicated 

then. So when I was 17-18 I really didn’t 

think back. 

 

There Is No Language in Our Lungs – Bi-Polar Bears 

When it comes to languages, it is clear that one’s psychological development and life, as we know it, 

is affected if one can not remember being able to use the second language: 

Annika: Jag var helt finsktalande när vi 

kom till Sverige, jag kunde inte ett ord 

svenska. Sedan hade ju inte jag några 

vänner, jag kunde inte svenska, jag gick 

inte i skolan. Det fanns inga dagis. Så jag 

levde i en helt finsk miljö. Tills jag 

började skolan. Jag minns den perioden 

som tyst. Att jag liksom ungefär står och 

tittar ut genom fönstret. Att jag 

registrerar, det är nog därför jag är 

författare också, jag lyssnade så mycket 

och iakttog, jag fick inte någon 

undervisning. Jag skulle börja skolan och 

jag minns fortfarande hur det var. Att jag 

nästan lärde mig språket själv, att jag 

frågade mamma vad heter "jag vill leka 

med dig" på svenska? Att jag lång tid stod 

och tvekade innan jag vågade gå ut och 

fråga någon. Så lekte vi under tystnad, 

liksom. Så det var en väldigt tyst period, 

minns jag. Men sedan så minns jag att jag 

började ettan och kunde prata svenska. 

Och hur det gick till, det vet inte jag. 

Annika: I spoke only Finnish when we 

came to Sweden, I didn’t know a word of 

Swedish. Also I didn’t have any friends, 

didn’t know any Swedish, didn’t go to 

school. There were no kindergartens. So I 

lived in a completely Finnish 

environment. Until I started school. I 

remember that time as silent. That I kind 

of stand and look out the window. That I 

register, it is probably why I am a writer 

also, I listened so much and observed, I 

didn’t receive any education. I was about 

to start school and I still remember what 

it was like. That I almost learned the 

language on my own, that I asked mom 

how you asked "I want to play with you" 

in Swedish. That I stood hesitating a long 

time before I dared go outside and ask 

somebody. Then we played in silence, 

kind of. So it was a very silent time, I 

remember. But then I remember starting 

school, and I could speak Swedish. And 

how did that happen, I have no idea. 

 

The curious and admittedly, on all accounts, sad phenomenon among many second-generation 

Sweden-Finns is that they might have started out as monolinguals in Finnish and ended up speaking 

only Swedish. However, having a completely bilingual childhood will be a different experience: 
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K: Olet puhunut ruotsia ilmeisesti aina, 

onko sinulla muistikuvia, ettet osaisi 

ruotsia? 

Markku: Olen saanut kuulla että 

ensimmäiset sanat olivat ruotsalaisia. 

Sanoin jotain vänster ja nej vissiin. Ne 

olivat vissiin ensimmäiset sanat. 

K: Mistä ne tuli? Miksi ne tuli ruotsiksi? 

Markku: En tiedä, varmaan siitä että minä 

olin vissiin hoito, mikä se on, dagmamma, 

se oli ruotsalainen vissiin. 

K: Och sedan är det ju klart att du kan gå 

fram och tillbaka mellan språken precis 

som du vill. 

Markku: Absolut, absolut. Siksi varmaan 

ensimmäiset sanat oli ruotsalaisia. 

Perkele! Ännu en dolkstöt i lejonet. 

K: You have apparently always spoken 

Swedish, do you have any memories of 

not knowing Swedish? 

Markku: I have heard that the first words 

were Swedish. I think I said left and no 

maybe. These were probably the first 

words.  

K: Where did they come from? Why did 

they come in Swedish? 

Markku: I don’t know, probably that I was 

in day-care, what is it, the nanny, she was 

Swedish I suppose. 

K: And then it’s clear that you can go 

back and forth between the languages 

precisely as you wish. 

Markku: Absolutely, absolutely. That’s 

why the first words were in Swedish. 

Perkele! Another stab of the dagger into 

the [Finnish] lion. 

 

Codeswitching such as this was commonly regarded as a language deficit up until the 90’s. The view 

on it has changed from "possibly a somewhat peculiar... act"9 into a subject matter, which may shed 

more light on issues such as universal grammar to the formation of group identities and ethnic 

boundaries.10 Markku uses the language which works best. The learning of a new language is a 

childhood memory in concrete to those who remember the transit. I do not remember the feeling of 

not having Swedish as well, although I remember two twin girls in the playground who I could not 

really understand and who were giving me a hard time. Since my mother still reminisces about these 

Danish twins, it must have been that their Danish was too gruesome for me: it was not the Gothenburg 

accent I was inhaling alongside Finnish. In fact, as a vivid manifestation of the remarkable ability of 

children to pick up languages, accents and registers even within the second language, several people 

have mentioned that they opted to use standard Swedish, rikssvenska, already as children rather than 

any local accent, which for Ismo and Pertti was the Gothenburg accent:

Ismo: Ensimmäisen kerran reagoin 

ruotsinsuomalaisuuteen kun Tuvessa 

asuvat kaverit puhuivat 

göteborgilaisittain. Minä en puhunut kuin 

Göteborgissa, puhuin aika neutraalia 

kirjakieliruotsia. Kuuntelin näitä ja sanoin 

joskus äidillekin, että sen huomaa Petristä 

                                                           
9 Luckman, Thomas, Life-World and Social Realities (London, 1983), p. 87. 
10 Auer, Peter, Code-Switching in Conversation (London, New York 1999), p. 1. 

ja näistä, että ne on oikeasti Suomesta 

kotoisin, ne puhuu niin suomalaisittain 

ruotsia. Ja se oli sitä Göteborgin murretta. 

Se selvisi minulle vasta monta vuotta 

myöhemmin, minä ajattelin monta vuotta, 

että ne puhui niin surkeata ruotsia. 

Ismo: The first time I reacted to Sweden-
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Finnishness was when my friends living 

in Tuve used the Gothenburg dialect. I 

didn’t speak like people in Gothenburg, I 

used a more neutral Swedish. I listened to 

them and even told my mom, that you can 

hear it in Petri and the others that they 

come from Finland, since they speak 

Swedish in such a Finnish way. And it 

was the Gothenburg dialect. It first 

dawned on me several years later, I had 

been thinking for several years that their 

Swedish was simply so lousy.

 

Similarly, Pertti has always spoken quite neutral standard Swedish, because he wanted to sound like 

the people on TV rather than the yobs out on the street. As language, codes and dialects are closely 

intertwined with our identity and they often define our belonging to a group through perceived 

samenesses and differences which shape our view of identity: "The first of these allows for individuals 

to imagine themselves as a group, while the second produces social distance between those who 

perceive themselves as unlike."11 There is one enigmatic feature typifying second-generation 

Sweden-Finnishness: losing or not reaching a level of the mother tongue, which could be regarded as 

satisfactory. Furthermore, the research of Skutnabb-Kangas already clearly manifested in the 70’s 

that the deficits in the learning of your mother tongue (Finnish in Sweden) resulted also in difficulties 

in reaching native level skills in the second language (Swedish).12 The terms subtractive and additive 

bilingualism were first used by Lambert (1975), where the point is that with subtractive bilingualism 

the second language displaces the first within most walks of life for the child. This may be witnessed 

within immigrant communities where the status of the mother language is low, as with Finnish for 

Sweden-Finns. Additive bilingualism is achieved through maintaining the development of the mother 

tongue and adding the second language, although this might be the majority language, as with 

Swedish for Finland-Swedes. 

Perceptions of bilingualism among the parent generation of Sweden-Finns tended to be two-fold. On 

one hand there was a strong desire to maintain Finnish, while on the other hand it was widely 

recognised that the next generation should master Swedish, the political and official language of the 

nation, without having the same linguistic handicap that the parent generation were struggling with 

every day. The submissively obedient minority mentality and blind faith in authorities, who openly 

flagged monolingualism, accelerated the abandonment of Finnish. 

Language minorities have an interest in their children’s mastery but typically they also have a concern, 

rooted in the connection between language and identity, that their children should master their "own" 

language, too. The availability of the minority language is to a great degree a condition for the exercise 

of one possible identity option, namely, to live a life in which one’s experience as a member of the group 

                                                           
11 Bucholtz and Hall, in Duranti (ed.), A Companion to Linguistic Anthropology, (Oxford, 2008), p. 369. 
12 Skutnabb-Kangas, in Munter, Arja (ed.), Ruotsiin muuton ongelmat (Turku, 1978), pp. 130-135. 
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is shaped, interpreted, mediated by its language.13 

Obviously the goal in the Sweden of the 70’s was to assimilate rather than to integrate. And it still is. 

Even more so in Finland, where the support of any other mother language besides Finnish and 

Swedish is virtually non-existent. Consequently, many Finnish parents in Sweden often put and have 

put their children into a Swedish speaking school, although there might have been alternatives. The 

family language might have been changed to Swedish, resulting in monolingual children talking 

Swedish to their parents. The mother might in many cases respond and be proficient in Swedish, but 

typically the father would be monolingual, with only Finnish. A man in his late sixties confessed to 

me in Gothenburg in 2011, that his children had become completely Swedish – they did not speak 

Finnish at all anymore and the man had never learned Swedish. However, the more typical scenarios 

are that the parents have more or less broken or limited Swedish, and the second generation uses their 

deflated and impaired Finnish with their parents only; or the parents speak Finnish, the children 

answer in Swedish. Regardless, communication to your own parents is hindered and there is, 

furthermore, no common language between oneself and not only the relatives, but the entire 

background in Finland. You might speak English with your cousins or younger aunt at your 

grandmother’s funeral. In Sweden, the connections between the Finnish language and history, status, 

hegemony and class are clear. The impact of Sweden’s past as a historical empire, the grandiosity 

and top dog inclinations can still today be felt around various attitudes and platforms in Sweden, and 

not only in regard to Finland or Finnishness. The Norwegian author Knausgård caused quite a lot of 

uproar in 2015 within the Swedish cultural circles by calling Sweden the land of the cyclops and the 

debate climate as narrow-minded, silent and fearful.14 The tender spot lies in Knausgård’s critique of 

Sweden and Swedishness as such, as a Norwegian, although he has lived in Sweden since 2001. 

Regardless of the possible "justification" of Knausgård’s article, which was fuelled by the adverse 

criticism towards him – being compared to mass-murderer Breivik, but also labelled as a misogynist, 

a Nazi and a literary paedophile.  

Of the cohort of informants in the current study, four have grown up monolingual with Swedish. In 

fact, this is one of the constituent reasons why these individuals have wrestled with their identities 

and actually embraced Sweden-Finnishness later on. Not having the language might be a key to 

identity: becoming a personal Atlantis. The case of Hanna is the most straightforward of these. 

Neither of Hanna’s parents spoke Finnish. So for many Sweden-Finns such as Hanna, the absence of 

                                                           
13 Appiah, The Ethics of Identity, p. 102. 
14 Karl Ove Knausgårds rasande attack på Sverige, Dagens Nyheter, 19 May 2015.  
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Finnish has been natural.  

Mikael grew up with a Finnish mother in Gothenburg. His brothers are 10-15 years older and their 

Finnish father evaporated during the 70’s. The mother remarried a Swedish man, they had Mikael 

who never learned Finnish, and was not eligible to take it in school either in the 90’s. However, 

growing up with not having it made him learn it as a young adult, first through elementary courses 

and later at university. 

A similar "logic" follows the story of Emil. His father was a Finland-Swede and his mother a Finnish 

speaking Finn, who had left her native land and was never going to return. 

Emil: Min mamma lyckades upprätthålla 

tvåspråkigheten med min storsyrra, som 

kan finska, men hon gav upp med oss 

småsyskon. Det här var på 80-talet, och 

min mamma påstod att hon blev påkörd 

av shoppingvagnar när hon pratade finska 

på ICA, så då är klart att hon sket i det. 

Det är absolut ett giltigt skäl, jag fattar 

verkligen vad grejen är. Samtidigt är det 

synd att hon inte uppmuntrade oss mer i 

att känna oss stolta över det finska. Jag vet 

tyvärr för lite om min mormor och morfar, 

och deras släktband bakåt. För min 

mamma var det viktigare att bli 

assimilerad, och bli bättre på svenska än 

genomsnittet. Hon har inte haft lust eller 

intresse av att föra vidare någon 

idealiserad bild av Finland till sina barn. 

Emil: My mother managed to keep the 

bilingualism with my older sister, who 

speaks Finnish, but she gave up with us 

others. This was in the 80’s and mother 

claims that people drove into her with 

shopping carts in the ICA-supermarket 

because she spoke Finnish, so it’s clear 

she let it go. It’s a quite acceptable reason, 

I fully get it. At the same time it’s a shame 

that she didn’t encourage us to be proud 

of the Finnishness. Sad but true, I know 

too little about my grandparents and the 

family relations further back. It was more 

important for mother to become 

assimilated, and better in Swedish than 

most. She hasn’t had any desire or interest 

to pass on an idealised image of Finland 

to her children. 

 

Emil’s mother still spoke Finnish with the firstborn. However, as she kept feeling a slight and constant 

negative pressure on her Finnishness throughout the 70’s and 80’s in white-collar Stockholm, she 

simply decided to get rid of the excess baggage, the Finnish language. This soft negation might not 

become apparent at all among the working class, if you lived and worked predominantly among other 

Finnish immigrants. However, anyone who actively tried to integrate; individuals who lived within 

Swedish circles and had a Finnish accent, there was no way you would not be reminded about it 

continuously. Like Vera’s mother, although she was a single parent, raising half a dozen children in 

an enormous Stockholm suburb. Vera’s monolingual Finnish father left in the mid 70’s. Her mother 

had already focused on learning Swedish as a teenager in Finland and spoke decent Swedish by the 

time the father left. The three children who were already teenagers remained somewhat bilingual, 

although two of them refuse to use Finnish now. The two youngest children lost Finnish in due course 

of time: 
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K: Har du minnen av att kunna finska? 

Vera: Nej. Det har jag inte. Jag blev så 

förvånad när mamma sade att jag har 

pratat finska. Jag inser att jag måste ha 

kunnat prata finska, genom att pappa 

pratade bara finska. Mamma påstod att 

jag pratade som en normal 3-4 åring, 

alltså flytande finska och flytande 

svenska. Barnomsorgen börjades byggas 

ut i Sverige, jag var säkert inte på dagis 

första åren heller utan var hemma ganska 

länge. Men jag har inga minnen av det. 

Jag har inga minnen av svenska heller. 

K: Do you have memories of speaking 

Finnish? 

Vera: No. I don’t. I was so amazed when 

mom said I had spoken Finnish. I realise 

that I must have been able to speak 

Finnish, since dad only spoke Finnish. 

Mom claimed that I spoke like a normal 

3-4 year old, that is with fluent Finnish 

and fluent Swedish. It was when child 

care was being built up in Sweden, I was 

surely not in kindergarten the first years 

either, I stayed at home quite long. But I 

don’t have any memories of that. I don’t 

have memories of Swedish either. 

 

The single mother’s reasoning in the Stockholm suburbs was quite similar to Emil’s mother amid the 

more mid/upper-class life half an hour away on Östermalm. So the family language changed 

overnight:

K: Din morsa beslöt att ni inte skulle 

snacka finska? 

Vera: Det har att göra med hela det här 

med finnarna på 70-talet. Att dom hade 

hunnit bli en spottkopp höll jag på att 

säga. Men det var ju lite så. Det var helt 

tillåtet och prata illa om finnar och säga 

att den där jävla finnkäringen får väl 

tvätta trappor, man hade redan uttryck 

som var förminskande för finnar. 

Finnjävel och finne, alltså bara ordet finne 

var sagt med ton som betydde att det inte 

var något fint. 

K: Your mom decided that you weren’t 

going to speak Finnish? 

Vera: It has to do with all of that with the 

Finns in the 70’s. I was about to say that 

they had already become a spittoon. But it 

was like that. It was fully accepted to 

speak ill about the Finns and say that that 

the damned Finnish hag can keep cleaning 

the stairways, there were already 

expressions which diminished the Finns. 

Finnish bastard and Finn, actually the 

word Finn was said in a tone which 

indicated that it wasn’t anything nice. 

 

The first leopards among the lions will always be reminded of their spots. Sweden in the 1970’s was 

very much at the beginning of the learning curve of mass immigration, the new society of the people’s 

home was only crossing the threshold into the modern multicultural, global age. For Finland, the 

process had not even begun, it was simply an issue of an enormous drainage with the mass emigration 

to Sweden. On individual and family planes, however, we had several hundred thousand Sweden-

Finns (or Finns living in Sweden, as they would have been dubbed back then) trying to come to terms 

with their leopards’ spots. The parent generation lived it out their way (see e.g. Kuosmanen 2001; 

Lukkarinen Kvist 2006; Jaakkola 1984), but how did the second-generation kids realise that they had 

a Finnish background and how might these early experiences have affected them later on in life? 
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Look at Yourself. Slayed? How Does It Feel?  

"Every acquisition of accommodation becomes material for assimilation, 

but assimilation always resists new accommodations." 

(Piaget, The Construction of Reality in the Child, 1955) 

 

The pivotal revelation to a child, that one is different, not quite like the others, is also very much a 

process, which has its beginnings. 

 
K: När märkte du att ni är, eh, finnar, i 

barndomen? 

Keijo: (Skrattar). Nej, jag tänker på det 

när du säger så. Då hade vi flyttat in till 

stan, det som sedermera blev min första 

svenska kompis, på andra sidan staketet. 

Han hade sett mig oss på vår gård, när vi 

typ sitter i sandlådan och lajar.  Vi hade 

lila träningsoveraller på oss, jag var rakad 

i håret verkligen, en sådan här chop-chop 

sommarklippning. Och då hade dom tänkt 

att vi var ryssar. Vad är det där för ryssar 

som har kommit hit? Som pratar så där 

konstigt? Då insåg jag också att vi inte är 

som svennarna, vi är ju finnar, vi. 

K: Var det Terinit-overaller? 

Keijo: Det var det säkert! Precis då 

flyttade det in en jugoslav, Vajos också, 

på den gården. Då började man inse att 

okej, han är jugoslav, alla andra är 

svenskar, vi är finnar. 

K: When did you notice that you were, eh, 

Finns, during your childhood? 

Keijo: (laughter). No, I am thinking about 

it when you are saying it like that. We had 

moved into town, that with the child who 

became my first Swedish friend, from the 

other side of the fence. He had seen us 

sitting in the sandbox playing. We had 

purple tracksuits on us and I had a shaved 

head really, a chop-chop summer haircut. 

And they had thought we were Russian. 

Who are those Russians who have moved 

in here? Who speak so strangely? Then I 

also realised that we are not like the 

Swedes, we are Finns, we. 

K: Was it Terinit tracksuits? 

Keijo: I’m sure it was! At the same time a 

Yugoslav, Vajos also, moved into the 

same yard. You started to realise okay, 

he’s Yugoslav, the rest are Swedish, we 

are Finnish. 

 

Sooner or later, value judgements are injected into the process. Children will reflect the views of the 

surrounding society on other children. For Paavo, acknowledging his Finnishness was a curious 

experience:

Paavo: Ykkösellä tai kakkosella, kolmosella 

se ei ollut. Huudettiin pihalla, että finnjävlar, 

finnjävlar! Minä seisoin ja katsoin että mitä, 

kuka, missä? Sitten joku sanoo men du är 

också en finnjävel! Minä että ahaa, olenko 

minäkin semmoinen? Minä en ymmärtänyt 

mitään, että mitä helvettiä tämä on. Se oli 

ensimmäinen kerta kun minä muistan sen, tai 

että koin sellaista, että se oli niinkö… silloin 

sitä sai kuulla, että oli erilainen. 

Paavo: It was in the first or second grade, it 

wasn’t the third. There was shouting in the 

yard: Finnish bastards, Finnish bastards! I 

stood there watching, what, who and where? 

Then somebody said but you are a Finnish 

bastard too! I was like uhum, am I also like 

that? I didn’t understand anything what the 

hell was going on. It’s the first memory I have 

about that, that I experienced it as... that was 

when I heard that I was different. 
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In time, these public reactions might change, as we have seen in present decades through the Sweden-

Finnish rise in status. Elina connects the background also to class and the strengths within minorities. 

Elina: Det finns flera svar på den frågan. 

Dels så får man från födseln och 

bröstmjölken en helt annan syn på 

utanförskap, att man är invandrare eller 

vad man nu vill kalla det. Så, man föds in 

i arbetarklassen. Man lär sig 

klassamhället från bröstmjölken, man lär 

sig etniciteter redan från början. Det är en 

fördel. Jag tror jag har varit uppväxt i ett 

lyckat område vad det gäller min 

personliga historia. Vi var… jag har 

aldrig upplevt finskheten som något dåligt 

i grupp, liksom. Varken i klassen eller 

som finskt barn i det sociala 

sammanhanget. Där var vi starka. Det var 

ingen skam. Jag har aldrig skämts för min 

finskhet, alltid varit okej med det att det 

är två identiteter. Även om det inte var 

uttalat då. Fast på något sätt så strävar 

man, jag tror jag strävade att bli så normal 

som möjligt i kontexten att smälta in, 

givetvis, så som dom flesta barnen vill. 

Ha H&M-kläder, Impuls-kläder och prata 

utan brytning. 

Elina: There are many answers to that 

question. Partly you get a completely 

different view on exclusion from birth and 

with the mother’s milk, that you are an 

immigrant or what you like to call it. Then 

you are born into the working class. You 

learn the class society with your mother’s 

milk, you learn about ethnicities already 

from the very beginning. That is a benefit. 

I think I have grown up in a positive 

environment concerning my personal 

history. We were... I have never perceived 

that Finnishness as something negative 

within a group. Not in class or as a Finnish 

child in the social surroundings. We were 

strong there. There was no shame. I have 

never been ashamed of my Finnishness, 

I’ve always been okay with two identities. 

Although it wasn’t pronounced that way. 

Although in some ways you strive to, I 

think I strove to be as normal as possible 

within the context to melt in, naturally, as 

most children want. To have H&M 

clothes, Impuls clothes and talk without 

an accent.

 

If you grew up without a niche, like Hanna, as having "nothing" but a Finnish name, there might have 

been no positive projections of Finnishness whatsoever: 

Hanna: Jag tycker då att appropå 

beroende på perspektiv, redan innan jag 

började skolan, så var det nog så på gatan 

och på fritids och så där, jag tänker att 

barn alltid speglar vuxna åsikter. Alltså 

dom barnen som hade fått höra att finnar 

super och "finne på pinne luktar inge" och 

finnar är liksom... dom åsikterna kom ju 

emot en. Så jag tror att varenda fördom 

om finnar hade jag nog fått höra när jag 

var typ sex. Av jämnåriga. 

Hanna: I think that depending on the 

perspective, already before I started 

school, it was really on the street and the 

youth club and so forth, I think that 

children are always mirroring the 

opinions of adults. These children who 

had heard that Finns drink and sayings 

like "a Finn on a stick smells" and that 

Finns were... those opinions were 

expressed to me. So I think I heard every 

single prejudice about Finns by the time I 

was six. From my own age-group. 

 

Again, middle-sized industrial towns with massive Finnish settlements, such as Eskilstuna, 

Huskvarna or Trollhättan provided an altogether different environment, where children could often 

grow up speaking Finnish only, without any Swedish. 
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K: Missä vaiheessa huomasitte, että te 

olette suomalaisia? 

Paavo: Kun aloitettiin koulu. 

K: Miten pystyt sen niin selkeästi 

sanomaan, yleensä ihmiset joutuu 

miettimään? 

Paavo: Koska menin sinne äidin kanssa, 

ennen koulua oli introduction, mentiin 

sinne ja kuuntelin, että mitä se sanoo. 

Kysyin äidiltä, että mitä se sanoo ja äiti 

sanoi, että en minä tiedä, sinun täytyy 

ottaa selvää siitä. Ajattelin, että jaaha, 

pitää vain äkkiä oppia tämä kieli, että 

oppii ymmärtämään. 

K: Et siis osannut ruotsia siinä vaiheessa? 

Paavo: En osannut, joitain sanoja lasten 

kesken, siis koulun alkaessa. Meidän 

pihassa asui vain suomalaisia, ei siellä 

asunut ketään muita. Se oli finnehusen, 

siellä asui muutamia ruotsalaisia, mutta ei 

niitä kyllä montaa ollut. Tämä oli 69 tai 

70. 

K: When did you realise that you were 

Finnish? 

Paavo: When school started. 

K: How can you say that so directly, 

usually people have to think? 

Paavo: Because I went there with mother, 

there was introduction, we went there and 

I listened to what they were saying. I 

asked mother what they were saying, and 

she said she didn’t know, that I would 

need to find out. I thought, well then, I 

need to learn this language quickly, that I 

can understand. 

Paavo: So you didn’t know any Swedish 

at that point? 

Paavo: I didn’t, just some words among 

children, when school started. There were 

only Finns living in our yard, there were 

no others. It was the Finn houses, there 

were a few Swedes, but not many. This 

was in 69 or 70. 

Those children who moved from Finland obviously encountered the same language barrier, but when 

this became interwoven with class and status with the historical and cultural inferior/superior-

dilemma between Sweden and Finland, the ransoms have for many been demanding. The cartoonist 

Annukka Leppänen published Terapian tarpeessa [In need of therapy] in 2013, which recounts her 

personal experience of having lived five years in Sweden as a child, between the ages of 8 and 13. 

This is how Annukka recounts her school experiences in the comic: 
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Figure 3.2.15* 

The predominant mixture of feelings which consistently come up in these childhood encounters, is 

that having a Finnish background for most of those born in the 60’s and early 70’s, it remained that 

it was on one hand uninteresting and never mentioned – Finnishness was not intriguing in any way, 

it was not like having, for example, a Mediterranean or South American background. So if the general 

public of Sweden looked for the exotic Other in the 70’s, they looked right through you. 

Annika: Det var aldrig någon i skolan som 

frågade något på den tiden. Jag har sagt 

många gånger om jag jämför mig med 

andra invandrare, jag tänker på invandrare 

idag, om man är taxichaufför i Stockholm 

och kommer från Irak eller Iran, så kanske 

                                                           
15 Leppänen, Annukka, Terapian tarpeessa (Helsinki, 2012), pp. 54-56. 

man har hundra kunder. Och alla kliver in 

i bilen och frågar "Var kommer du ifrån"? 

Det är den enda frågan du får, du är helt 

reducerad till din etnicitet. Jag önskar som 

finne att jag hade fått den frågan en enda 

gång, var kommer du ifrån? Så att jag 
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kunde berättat om att vi inte åker till 

Frankrike för att titta på kyrkogårdar, det 

gör vi i Finland. Att någon i skolan skulle 

ha frågat "Kan du räkna till tio på finska"? 

Alltså någonting som hade med min 

etnicitet att göra, men det var väldigt tyst 

om det. Det var det. Man möttes mycket 

mer av en tystnad, också av att det här 

"jobbar bra". Man är duktig, man är flitig, 

allt det där. Din pappa dricker, men han är 

jävla bra och jobba, liksom. Det var 

småsaker, och när man möttes av det där, 

tycker jag själv att det var väl så man 

upptäckte etniciteten på något sätt. Att det 

fanns, det som du säger, jag har ju haft det 

på samma sätt att jag har ägnats många år 

att inte tänka på det, till det att tänka mer 

och mer på det. 

Annika: There was never anybody in 

school who asked anything back then. I 

have often said that if I compare myself to 

other immigrants, I am thinking today’s 

immigrants, if you are a taxi driver in 

Stockholm and you come from Iraq or 

Iran, you might have a hundred 

customers. And everybody steps into the 

car and asks "Where are you from?" That 

is the only question you’ll get, you’re 

completely reduced to your ethnicity. I 

wish as a Finn that I would have gotten 

that question one single time, where are 

you from? So I could have told that we 

don’t travel to France to look around 

graveyards, we do that in Finland. That 

somebody in school would have asked 

"Can you count to ten in Finnish?" 

Something to do with my ethnicity, but it 

was awfully quiet. It really was. You 

encountered silence, also this with 

"working hard". You are skilful, diligent, 

all of that. Your dad drinks, but he is one 

hell of a worker. It was small things, and 

when you encountered that, I personally 

feel that that was how one discovered 

ethnicity oneself. That there were, and as 

you say, I have been the same way for 

many years, that I have thought very little 

about it, to think about it more and more.

 

The informants born in the 1960’s and 70 are, at the same time, clear in the expression that they had 

not been regarded as Swedish children. It is interesting to note how some Swedish cultural icons such 

as Cornelis Vreeswijk, who was twelve when moving from the Netherlands to Sweden in 1949, are 

perceived as 100 % Swedish. Still, many families, as immigrants often do, tried their "best" to 

integrate and become as Swedish as possible: 

Emil: Det som jag upplevde när jag var 

liten är att jag aldrig blivit uppmuntrad till 

att på något sätt känna något finskt. När 

jag och mina syskon larvade oss pratade 

vi finlandssvenska, det var vårat fulspråk. 

 

Emil: I experienced as a child that I was 

never encouraged to feel anything 

Finnish. When we horsed around with my 

siblings, we spoke Finland-Swedish, 

which was our ugly language.  

On the other hand, if one’s background came up, it was mainly on negative terms that it was 

mentioned, Finnishness was only brought up to be rubbed in one’s face for derogatory jokes. Not 

only the tiresome stereotypes of alcohol and violence, which one might even brush off easily, 

disregard and even joke about oneself, because these stereotypes might bear no resemblance 

whatsoever to daily existence. It was more painful when something you did or said yourself, caught 

you in a hurricane of ridicule. You were reminded that you were a Finn after all, not that you Finns 

or those Finns were this or that. 
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Jari: Nyt muistan kun tästä puhutaan niin 

lapsuudessa tuli aina välillä ylläreitä, että 

puhuu kavereiden kanssa sellaisesta, mikä 

on täysin luonnollinen asia omassa 

elämässä ja jonka kokee, että kaikilla on. 

Sitten ne katsoo sinua, että mitä sinä 

sanoit? Sitten ne rupeaa nauramaan, sitten 

seisot siinä naama punaisena että nyt minä 

sanoin jotain tyhmää, mutta en ymmärrä 

miksi. Yhtenä esimerkkinä, pienenä 

minun suosikkiruokani oli makkarakeitto. 

Ja sitähän meillä tehtiin. Muissa perheissä 

ehkä paistettiin falukorvia. Kavereiden 

kanssa puhuttiin suosikkiruuista pihalla, 

minä että makkarakeitto! "Mikä helvetti, 

ei sellaista olekaan!" Taas koko porukka 

nauroi. 

Jari: Now I remember since we are talking 

about childhood that surprises would 

constantly come up, you talk about 

something which is simply normal in your 

life and you might think that it is the same 

for everybody. Then they look at you, and 

go what did you say? Then they start 

laughing, you stand there with a red face 

knowing that you have said something 

stupid, but you don’t know what. An 

example, my favourite food as a child was 

sausage soup. And we had it often. In 

other families they might have fried the 

falukorv sausages. We talked about 

favourite foods in the yard with my 

friends and I said sausage soup! "What the 

hell, that doesn’t even exist!" And the 

whole gang laughed again. 

 

Similarly as we have to discuss the social issues and alcohol in relation to Sweden-Finnishness, we 

must address shame as a real constituent in Sweden-Finnish collective identity. As Elina articulated 

it, our generation has been taught to be ashamed of the background. Shame will be explored in detail 

later, but from a child’s viewpoint, especially in the 70’s one learned to deal with it and you made the 

best of it. You stand up and shout, or you keep it all in. These childhood experiences, even 

encountering hateful reactions, have been built into positive forces for most participants:

Vera: Även om jag beskriver min barndom att 

den är ljus och så där, så var det väldigt tydligt 

att är man finne så är man andra klassens 

medborgare. Framför allt föräldrarna. Med 

mina kompisar var det inga problem - det var 

föräldrarna som var jävligt taskiga. Dom hade 

dålig attityd och dålig inställning. Det som 

dom utsatte mig och mina syskon för är helt 

oförlåtligt. Det var väldigt mycket jämtemot 

svenska vuxenvärlden, som hela tiden satte 

låga förväntningar på mig och såg ner på mig, 

från uppifrån. Att återerövra, det klassiska, att 

jag ska visa dom. Alla dom där drivkrafterna 

är väldigt bra, för konstnärer. 

Vera: Although I’m describing my childhood 

as happy and such, it was nevertheless very 

clear that we Finns were second-generation 

citizens. Particularly the parents. With my 

friends there were no problems – it was the 

parents who were really offensive. They had a 

bad attitude and a bad disposition. The things 

they subjected me and my siblings to are 

totally unforgivable. There was very much 

against the Swedish adult world, which 

constantly laid low expectations on me and 

looked down upon me, from above. To 

reconquer, the classical, that I am going to 

show them. All of those driving forces are 

really good, for artists. 

 

With regard to those Finnish kids I remember from the 70’s who were very upfront about their 

Finnishness, they all seemed to have relatives and big families in Sweden, spoke better Finnish than 

Swedish, the whole package seemed more comprehensively Finnish. Like the fierce Sioux, oblivious 

to the massive cowboy settlements rising all around, as if they really were the indigenous population 

of the area. Having received first-generation self-images of being Finns, which was derived into being 
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Finns in Sweden, this could be difficult. The adaption process could be easier for the offspring, who 

were more within the ranks of majority culture.  

Also, it seems possible for an individual to fail to live up to what we effectively demand of him and yet 

be relatively untouched by this failure; insulated by his alienation, protected by identity beliefs of his 

own, he feels that he is a full-fledged normal human being and that we are the ones who are not quite 

human. He bears a stigma but does not seem to be impressed or repentant about doing so. This possibility 

is celebrated in exemplary tales about Mennonites, Gypsies, shameless scoundrels, and very orthodox 

Jews.16 

 

Although Goffman here in his 60’s categorisations is less astute than in his analysis of stigmas, 

especially in connection with stereotypes, this difference in responding to the stigma was mentioned 

repeatedly by the informants, as seen above. Most women in the present study say that they were 

never ashamed of their Finnishness. I somehow also get the distant feeling that many of the girls 

might have been more outspoken about their Finnishness. The men in this research were generally 

more ambiguous and shuffled their feet about their possible childhood shame. Mika Ronkainen 

interviewed me in front of the camera for background material when the documentary film was kicked 

off in 2009. He asked me whether I had been ashamed of my Finnishness in my childhood. Absolutely 

no, I answered, that it was a more complex question than that. Mika said later that he could see me 

squirming in the seat. That I was holding something back. Well, that might have been the case, 

possibly, but for all it is worth and, in my defence, I was also holding something from myself, in what 

had amounted to a lifelong denial. Susanna Alakoski addresses the difficulties of addressing and 

confessing a troubled past in April i anhörigsverige (2015): 

"I have also denied my life history by trying to be something else, somebody else, but I have not 

succeeded in that / ... / As a child to alcoholised parents of the Finnish working class in Sweden, growing 

up was shaped by keeping quiet, covering up and lying to maintain a façade about that everything was 

better than it really was. As a result of this I have never practised in telling how it has been for me. 

Stemming from my childhood I can still today have difficulties for it, although I have been attending 

family support groups."17* 

 

However, as stated, the women have been clearer in maintaining that, perhaps against the grain, they 

managed to be proud of their Finnishness. The younger the individual, the clearer and, evidently, less 

problematic the pride has been, since Sweden has also changed. Not only did other nationalities arrive 

in Sweden, precipitating a climate change in opinion; the Sweden-Finns themselves had also become 

less of a homogenised group. 

                                                           
16 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity, (New York, 2009), p.6. 
17 Alakoski, Susanna, April i anhörigsverige (Stockholm, 2015), pp. 276-277. 
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Emma: Mutta ne lapsuuden kaverit oli 

kreikkalaista, turkkilaista, syyrialaista ja 

ruotsalaista. Kaikenlaista. 

Emma: But those childhood friends were 

Greeks, Turks, Syrian and Swedish. All 

kinds. 

After the mid-70’s, it became increasingly common especially for the Finnish women to marry men 

from other immigrant groups: 

K: Ruotsalainen, arabi ja afrikkalainen? 

Emma: Joo, meillä on aika hauska perhe. 

Ajattele kun me tultiin kadulla, yksi 

mulatti, yksi tällainen keskivärinen ja 

yksi blondi. 

K: A Swede, an Arab and an African? 

Emma: Yes, we had a funny family. 

Imagine us walking down the street, one 

mulatto, one medium coloured and one 

blond. 

Mikael connects this to a change in time, with other immigrant groups coming in. 

Mikael: Jag kan känna en skillnad i 

brorsan och mig, för på 70-talet när han 

växte upp i Bergsjön, det är klart att det 

bodde en massa andra invandrare men det 

var inte på samma sätt. Då var man mer 

finsk. Medan vi flyttade ett annat 

miljonprogramsområde när jag var 14 så 

bodde jag där till var ända till jag var 21. 

Då träffade man så mycket andra, annat, 

för det var från folk från Jugoslavien, 

finnar, någon turk, greker, några 

italienare. Men i Biskopsgården var det 

alla dessa grupper fast mycket mer. Det 

som är sverigefinskt, det är nog skillnaden 

mellan brorsan och mig, hans 

sverigefinskt är mer mot det 

finlandsfinska, medans min 

sverigefinskhet är, mina kompisar var, ja 

kanske farsan var turk, morsan var finne. 

Mycket halvfinnar, halvgreker, alltså 

sådana. Det var det som var det 

sverigefinska för mig, mer 

mångkulturella. 

Mikael: I can feel a certain difference 

between me and my older brother when 

he grew up in Bergsjön during the 70’s, of 

course there were loads of immigrants, 

but not in the same way. You were more 

Finnish back then. Compared to this other 

Million Programme suburb, where we 

moved when I was 14 and lived there until 

I was 21. You met so many others, and 

other things there, people from 

Yugoslavia, Finns, some Turks, Greeks, 

some Italians. But in Biskopsgården it 

was all of these groups and much more. 

The Sweden-Finnish thing, the difference 

between me and my brother is that his 

Sweden-Finnishness is more towards the 

Finland-Finnish, whereas my Sweden-

Finnishness, my friends were, the dad 

might by Turkish, the mom was Finnish. 

A lot of half-Finns, half-Greeks, that kind. 

That was more Sweden-Finnish to me, the 

more multicultural. 

 

All changes within society also obviously affect children and, thus, each new generation. While we 

grow up and, even as adults and elderly citizens, we remain exposed and moulded not only by our 

personal footings, but the surrounding society at large, and it is nothing we walk around thinking 

about or usually contemplate. In the case of growing up with a Sweden-Finnish background, vast 

differences can be found within just a few years in the early 70’s. 

Vera: När man bor i ett problemområde, som 

kallas Lilla Chicago, där det var mycket 

droger, vapen, mycket bråk, mycket fylla, 

mycket, tyvärr, finska alkoholister på bänken. 

Mina syskons generation, alltså som kom som 

barn till Sverige. Dom tycker jag, fick det 

värst. Dom upplever jag att dom klarade sig 

sämst. Dom kom under mellanölsperioden, 

när man kunde köpa mellanöl i vilken butik 

som helst och dom satt på bänken och började 

kröka... hasch, LSD. Det kom så mycket 

droger. Så blev allt fyllt med alkoholister och 
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knarkare. Så hade man dom här svenskana 

som tyckte att dom var finare än det här fyllis- 

och knarkarpacket, som drog runt. Men det är 

precis samma sak som händer nu med 

svenskarna som tycker att dom är finare än 

invandrarna och som nu röstar på 

Sverigedemokraterna. Dom måste ha en yttre 

fiende att projicera sitt eget misslyckande på. 

Vera: When you are living in a problem area 

called Little Chicago, where there was loads 

of drugs, weapons, lots of fighting, lots of 

drinking, lots of, unfortunately, Finnish 

alcoholics on the bench. My siblings’ 

generation, who came to Sweden as children, 

had it worst, I think. I feel that they ended up 

worst. They came in the mellanöl-era, when 

you still could buy beer in any cornerstore and 

they sat on the benches getting drunk... 

hashish, LSD. There was so much drugs 

coming in. So there were alcoholics and drug 

addicts everywhere. Then you had these 

Swedes who thought they were above these 

drunkards and druggies trudging around. But 

it’s precisely the same thing happening now 

with the Swedes thinking that they are above 

the immigrants and they are voting on the 

Sweden Democrats. They need an outside 

enemy to project their own failures on. 

 

The Silver Lining 

Trying to encapsulate a Sweden-Finnish childhood in a condensed, encyclopaedic form is obviously 

an impossible feat, although there are certain clear-cut deviations from having a "pure" Swedish or 

Finnish background or having an immigrant background, on a more global plane. At any rate, 

throughout discussions with the informants from 2011 to 2013, it was striking how candidly people 

depicted their childhood experiences. The feelings and sensations of specific incidents remain very 

vivid and alive, decades later. Not only the bad and the ugly are voiced out, but most people tapped 

directly into a stream of the good. The positive aspects attributed to a Finnish childhood background, 

which appeared in the hundreds of pages of interviews for this study are mainly connected to family 

life, domesticity, and happy summer memories among family, relatives and rural dwellings in 

Finland. Keijo reminisces about the mid 70’s: 

Keijo: Jag stod verkligen och hoppade 

och stampade på gatan när vi skulle åka 

till Finland, för att dom skulle bara packa 

det där bara sista. Sedan var det bara den 

saken och den.  Jag hann alltid ruttna, jag 

var förbannad innan vi ens kom iväg. Det 

var grymt med kusinerna i Finland, vi åkte 

alltid till mormor och så bodde vi där. Då 

kunde man sticka ner till ån och fiska och 

bada. Man fick låna mormors cykel och 

åka in till byn och handla mjölk åt henne 

och hämta posten. Jag tyckte det var 

grymt att åka cykel på grusvägarna och 

vara ute på landet. Att åka in till Esso-

macken och köpa en apelsin Jaffa och en 

munkki och spela lite pajatso. Det var 

schysst, det var jäkligt schysst. Man 

hjälpte till med heinätyöt. 

Keijo: I really stood jumping and 

stomping on the street when we were 

going to Finland, because they still had to 

pack the very last things. And this still and 

that. I always got frustrated, I was angry 

before we even got going. It was great 

with the cousins in Finland, we always 

drove to grandmother and stayed there. 

You’d go down to the river to fish or to 

swim. You’d borrow grandmother’s bike 

and cycle down to the village and buy her 

milk and get the mail. I thought it was 

great to ride the bike on the gravel roads 

and be out there in the country. To go 

down to the Esso service station and buy 

an orange Jaffa soft drink and a doughnut 

and play some pajatso. It was all right, it 

was damned all right. You helped with the 

haymaking. 
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Not very much seems to have changed in ten years, this is how Johanna remembers Finland in the 

mid 80’s: 

Johanna: Minä olin ihan että ihanaa 

Eskimoa, tuuttia, ihanaa HK:n sininen. 

Siellä on niin hyvää ruokaa ja mahtavaa ja 

siellä on niin hienot metsät. Voi että mää 

tykkään Dingosta, ajatella että saa 

kuunnella Dingoa radiosta. Se oli koko se 

kulttuurijuttu, minulla oli ikävä sitä, ehkä 

minulla oli ikävä mettään kanssa? Ei nyt 

mettään ehkä? Joku minulla oli todella, 

joka minua sinne… 

Johanna: I was always like how 

wonderful the Eskimo and cone 

icecreams are, the wonderful HK blue 

sausage. The food is so good and great 

and the forests are so nice there. Oh how 

I really like the band Dingo, imagine that 

you can hear Dingo on the radio. It was 

the whole cultural thing, I missed it, 

maybe I missed the forest too? Not maybe 

the forest? But there was something there, 

which really drew me... 

Many recollections depict how the general dynamics and temperature also within the family climate 

changed during the summer holidays in Finland. The parents seemed to lighten up, there was a joy in 

family life. There was a difference. 

Elina: Dom här resorna till Finland var 

väldigt lustfyllda. För en viss ålder 

givetvis. Dels att jag fick en kompis där, 

eftersom jag inte har syskon och även 

liksom att jag såg att mamma levde upp. 

Att hon har vänner och kan prata finska 

och babbla, dom var ute och dansade och 

vi sov i bilen, som man gjorde på den 

tiden. 

 

Elina: These trips to Finland were filled 

with joy. In a particular age certainly. 

Partly because I got a friend, since I don’t 

have any siblings and also because I saw 

mom living out. That she has friends, she 

can speak Finnish and chit-chat, they 

were out dancing and we slept in the car, 

as people did back then. 

Markku: Niin aina minä olen lähtenyt 

sinne, ei se ole ollut niin kuin campingille 

lähtö, että sitä ei enää halunnut lähteä 

mukaan kun täytti 13. Siellä on aina 

saanut tehdä, ikää on tullut lisää niin on 

aina saanut isompaa puukkoa käteen. 

Hauskaahan se on. 

Markku: I have always wanted to go 

there, it hasn’t been like going to the 

camping, that you didn’t want to go after 

turning 13. You were always allowed to 

do stuff, with age you just got a bigger 

knife in your hand. It really is fun. 

 

These positive charms were often not really transferable to one’s daily environment in Sweden. Many 

in the parent generation struggled with urban life, which they shared with their siblings and others 

who had migrated south in the same years. The Sweden-Finnish aspect only amplified the alienation, 

it was as if falling deeper into space, as the life at weekends at camping sites in the 70’s and 80’s, as 

mentioned by Markku above. All around Swedish camping sites and on islands on lakes hordes of 

Finnish families gathered on weekends, in caravans, boats and tents. The children tried to think of 

things to do, as the parents, especially the men, felt the call of the wild, (or the genie in the bottle), 

the need to get out of the block of flats and the urban environment after a hard week of work at the 

factory. 
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Ismo: Sen muistan että äijät pörräsi siellä 

tosi seilissään. Myöhään yöhön, kun 

kaikki muut oli nukkumassa niin ne vielä 

jatkoi siellä nuotion ääressä. Jälkeenpäin 

olen miettinyt, että se on ollut heille… 

isällekin, henkilö joka on tottunut 

hirveästi koko ajan tekemään jotain. Asua 

betoniviidakossa, neljän seinän sisällä 

jossa ei pääse halkoja tekemään tai jotain 

muuta. Miten se sitten purkautuu, tosi 

helpollahan tuonne sitten lähtee ja sitten 

se seura, että otahan tuosta tömpsyt. 

Minullehan isä muodostui aika etäiseksi 

hahmoksi, että äiti oli se turvasatama aina. 

Isä ei koskaan voinut olla se turvasatama. 

Ismo: I remember that the men were 

really liquored up. Until late at night, 

when everybody else was asleep they 

were still going at it by the campfire. 

Afterwards I have thought what it must 

have been for them... for father as well, a 

person who is used to doing a lot all the 

time. To live in a concrete jungle, within 

four walls, and you can’t chop wood or 

whatever. How does it burst out then, it is 

easy to go there and the company, go 

ahead and have a slug. Father became a 

quite distant character to me, it was 

mother who always was the safe haven. 

Father could never be the safe haven. 

 

However, even before puberty, with its first steps of independence and taking distance from parents 

and childhood, even the most positively proud pro-Finnish individuals remember resistance and 

bigotry with respect to their Swedishness in Finland. Coming to Finland had on some levels offered 

to be able to be pass as a regular child, but as the teenage years approached, not only the Swedishness, 

but in many cases the (sub)urban background, began to play in to such a degree, that it started to clash 

with the normative Finnish rural environment. The most tangible starting point is once again 

language, i.e. not speaking Finnish: 

Vera: Då började man upptäcka att man 

satt på kaffekalas, man skulle gå hem och 

fika hos folk så hade dom bullat upp så 

enormt mycket med blåbärspaj och massa 

kakor. Så skulle dom vuxna sitta och 

dricka kaffe och prata timme ut och 

timme in. Då ska man som barn sitta tyst. 

Man kunde inte gå ut och bara vara, man 

skulle sitta helt tyst. Där satt man och om 

någon frågade någonting, så kunde man 

också känna att vi blev dom konstiga 

svenska barnen som kom. Som satt där 

som två spöken. Mina äldre syskon, det är 

ju ett glapp där, så det var jag och en till 

där mest. Även med min morbror så 

kände man att det inte var poppis, att vi 

inte kunde finska. Det blev väldigt fel. 

Dom förstod ju aldrig varför, jag 

upplevde att dom inte ens har frågat 

varandra "Varför pratar dina barn inte 

finska?". Utan det står en elefant i 

vardagsrummet som ingen nämner. 

Vera: Then you realise that you were 

sitting in on coffee parties, you were 

supposed to go have coffee at people’s 

houses and they had caked it up big time 

with blueberry pies and other baked 

goods. Then the adults were to sit down 

and have coffee and talk, hour after hour. 

And as a child, you were expected to sit 

still. You couldn’t go out and just be, you 

were to sit in total silence. You just sat 

there, and if anybody asked anything, you 

could feel that we were the weird Swedish 

children who had come. Who sat there 

like two ghosts. My older siblings, there 

is a gap there, so it was mostly me and one 

more. Even with my uncle you could 

sense that it wasn’t cool that we didn’t 

speak Finnish. It became really awkward. 

They never understood why, I sensed that 

they hadn’t asked each other: "Why can’t 

your children speak Finnish?" Rather, 

there is an elephant in the living room that 

nobody mentions.

 

To bring even bigger elephants and monsters into the picture, something which made situations even 
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more difficult – one major Finnish trauma has obviously been the war. Hanna recalls how these 

summers were a bewildering mixture of joy of being with her cousins but also extreme sorrow: 

Hanna: Min farmor grät och grät och grät. 

Vi var där tre veckor och hon grät 

oavbrutet. Det var en sådan sorg att hon 

hade lämnat bort det här barnet. Det var 

någonting som man kände att var så här 

[gråter], det var ledsamt och det var 

jobbigt och pappa blev annorlunda när vi 

var i Finland. Han var glad i 

sommarstugan och man kände att det var 

väldigt väldigt sårat hos honom och hos 

henne. 

Hanna: My grandmother cried and cried 

and cried. We were there for three weeks 

and she cried relentlessly. It was such a 

sorrow for having given this child away. 

It was something you felt was like this 

[weeping], it was sad and gruesome and 

dad became different when we were in 

Finland. He was happy at the cabin and 

you could feel that both he and her shared 

deep, deep wounds. 

 

Many of those who were bilingual as children, came to experience resentment also in Finland, even 

though you might have been fighting and proud of your Finnishness in Sweden: 

Johanna: Ruotsalaiset ja kaiken muun 

maalaiset ryhmässä mobbasi meitä, se oli 

ryhmämobbausta: me oltiin finneklassen. 

Mutta minulla oli hirveän vahva, puhuin 

aina suomea, en välittänyt yhtään. Siis 

oikeasti olin aika kovapäinen ja 

kovaluonteinen. Mutta se mikä minua 

niin… jonka muistan, joka iski oikein 

jonain kesänä kun me mentiin Suomeen. 

Olin jotain 12-13 ja minun serkku sanoi 

"Saatanan hurri". Se loukkasi minua ihan 

hirveästi. Ajattelin, että voi paska, tämä 

on ihan turhaa ollut. Nyt minä olen sitten 

hurri! Olen siellä jävla finnjävel ja täällä 

olen sitten hurri. Minä ajattelin sitä, että 

jos te vaan tietäisitte, että kuinka 

suomalainen minä loppujen lopuksi olen, 

niin kyllähän se on helppoa täältä ilkkua 

ja huutaa. Mutta yritäpä mennä muualle ja 

olla suomalainen. Ja sitten vielä olla 

suomalainen. Se on ainoa juttu joka 

tosissaan rupesi ärsyttämään. 

Johanna: The Swedes and all the other 

nationalities bullied us as one group, it 

was group bullying: we were the Finnish 

class. But I had a real strong, I always 

spoke Finnish, I didn’t care at all. I was 

hardheaded and hardboiled by nature. But 

the thing which really... that I remember, 

which really struck me one summer in 

Finland. I was something like 12-13 and 

my cousin called me a "damned hurri". It 

really insulted me terribly. I thought, oh 

shit, all of this has been totally in vain. So 

now I am a hurri! There I am a damned 

Finnish bastard and here I am a hurri. I 

thought, if you’d only know how Finnish 

I am, that sure it was easy for you to say 

and jeer from here. But you try to go 

someplace else and be Finnish. And then 

to really be Finnish. It’s the only thing 

which really started to annoy me. 

 

 

One key ingredient of being a child is that you get tangled up in circumstances, family baggage and, 

as third culture kids, cultural spasms that you are not even aware of. 

Elina: Det fanns en inneboende konflikt 

bland några släktingar, så jag blev en 

svikare eftersom jag inte kände till 

konflikten, om jag umgicks med fel kusin, 

så var det liksom skitsnack. Så var det ren 

mobbing av en äldre kusin, så det 

handlade inte om svenskheten. Men jag 

stötte ju på det där, fast jag inte fattade var 

det var, hurriheten. Jag kunde känna att 

det var något lurigt att vi kom därifrån 

västvärlden. Och det var uppenbart att vi 

kom till ett land som låg tio år efteråt. 

Även för ett barn var det tydligt. 
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Elina: There was an intrinsic conflict 

among some relatives, so I became a 

traitor since I wasn’t aware of the conflict, 

and if I spent time with the wrong cousin, 

it resulted in talking shit. And there was 

outright bullying from an older cousin, so 

it wasn’t about the Swedishness. But I 

encountered it, although I didn’t 

understand it, the hurri thing. I could feel 

it was something tricky that we came 

from the western world. It was evident 

that we came to a country, which was ten 

years behind. That was clear even to a 

child. 

 

These inferred differences, the feelings of detachment from Finland have clearly staked the claim for 

many second-generation Sweden-Finns. Without painting it too black, only one participant has 

maintained and felt that from early childhood onwards, Finland has remained as much as the home-

country and family domain as Sweden. 

Emma: Minä koin suomalaisuuden 

rikkautena. Tiesin ja äiti oli aina sanonut, 

että minulla on aina paikka jonne mennä. 

Jos ei toimi täällä tai en pärjää täällä, iso 

suku minne olen tervetullut. Toiset 

menestyneitä, toiset ei. 

 

Emma: I felt that Finnishness was an 

asset. I knew it and my mother had always 

said that I always have a place to go. If it 

doesn’t work out here or I don’t manage 

here, there is a big family where I am 

always welcome. Some successful, some 

not. 

 

The socialization process, which Goffman calls a ‘moral career’, can vary significantly, according to 

how one encounters and is treated by the wider society: 

One phase of this socialization process is that through which the stigmatized person learns and 

incorporates the stand-point of the normal, acquiring thereby the identity belief of the wider society and 

a general idea of what it would be like to possess a particular stigma. Another phase is that through which 

he learns that he possesses a particular stigma and, this time in detail, the consequence of possessing it.18 

Even in the ‘70s and massive immigration, the years of Sweden-Finnish summer holidays in Finland, 

the emotional and actual ties to Finland could also have been virtually non-existent, depending on 

family circumstances. For some, the distances were long, the family had no car and trips to Finland 

were rare: 

Annika: Jag var kanske en eller två gånger 

i Finland som barn. Det var jättelite. Vi 

hade ingen bil, så hur skulle vi kunna 

betala hotell i Stockholm när vi kom med 

tåget, det var jättesvårt. Sorgligt, det fanns 

alltid den där längtan, vi ville ju. Jag 

tillhör dom där miljonprogramsungarna, 

vi åkte aldrig någonstans. Jag var på 

gården, det var min semester. 

                                                           
18 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity, ([1963], New York, 2009), p. 32. 

Annika: I might have been in Finland 

once or twice as a child. It wasn’t much. 

We didn’t have a car, so how were we 

supposed to pay for a hotel in Stockholm, 

it was really difficult. And sad, the 

longing was always there, we would have 

wanted. I’m one of those million 

programme kids, we never travelled 

anywhere. I was out in the yard, that was 

my holiday. 
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There also seems to be a great difference for those been born during the seventies, as Sweden was 

clearly already on a different page on the multicultural ABC-book by the 80’s: if your background 

was not ridiculed and a tool in the hand of bullies, you might have managed to be proud of it.

Maria: Den här skammen, som man kände 

– eller som man förväntades känna, 

snarare – för jag var oerhört stolt över 

språket och mitt ursprung och allting. Jag 

bemöttes bara med respekt, fast dom dör 

kommentarerna kom ju med kniven 

blabla, men eftersom jag var så ensam i 

det blev det ingen flock och jag var stolt 

och jag lämnades i fred.  Det är klart att 

det inte gick och undgå att folk såg ner på 

en. För det gjorde dom ju. Det var ett fult 

språk och ett fult folk och dom kan inte 

ens engelska och allt är åt helvete. Dom 

förlorar allt i alla stora sammanhang. 

Sådant sporrar ju – ni ska fan få se, 

liksom! Men det är en nedsättande ton 

som man bara får leva med. 

Maria: This shame that you felt – or, 

rather, were expected to feel – I was 

immensely proud of the language and my 

origins and everything. I was met only 

with respect, although the comments 

about the knife came and blahblah, but 

since I was so lonely in it, there was no 

herd and I was proud and left alone. Of 

course one couldn’t miss the fact that 

people were looking down on you. 

Because they really did. It is an ugly 

language and ugly people and they can’t 

even speak English and everything is 

fucked. They lose everything in all major 

circumstances. Things like that spur you 

– like damn, you just wait and see! But the 

tone is derogatory and you just have to 

learn to live with it. 

 

One possible explanation of this might relate to a point we have already established, namely that the 

women tended to acclimatise better than the men, who struggled with male hierarchies and social 

acceptance as "Finnish men". It might have also been easier for girls than boys to be different. 

Research among third culture children indicate that females are generally more accepting of different 

cultures and less prone to issuing stereotypical views.19 Again, we need to remember that the second 

generation learn and constantly adjust their whole existence and behaviour as they grow up, compared 

to the first generation, who arrive with what, to some degree, is more of an intact set of values and 

beliefs.  Fermentation is a different process. Stress on the last word: process. Growing up is nothing 

else but a myriad of different processes, so for the second-generation, change and processing i.e. your 

identity, is innate. Facilitated by interior and exterior changes. The proposed feelings of a double 

exclusion certainly add frustration and also direct possible identity quests away from the old 

homeland. Osmond concurs that identities express power relations, which can be political, sexual, 

national, civic, societal: invoking or dispelling loyalty.  We need to remember that "loyalties and 

identities are certainly not fixed, however; they shift and even reverse over historical time."20 

                                                           
19 Gerner, M.E., Perry, ‘Gender Differences in Cultural Acceptance and Career Orientation among Internationally Mobile 

and Non-internationally Mobile Adolescents’, School Psychology Review, 29 (2000), p. 2.  
20  Osmond, in Isaacs, Ann (ed.), Citizenships and Identities: Inclusion, Exclusion, Participation (Pisa, 2010), p. 51. 
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Regardless, children in any decade are beasts when it comes to learning. And to become a third-

culture kid (term first used and coined by American researchers John and Ruth Useem in the 50’s) is 

also something you learn. This is how Annika recalls having a Finnish background in the 70’s and 

growing up between Sweden and Finland: 

Annika: Det var som att vara svart.  

K: Det fanns ju inga på den tiden. 

Annika: Det fanns en, han jobbade på en 

restaurang. Han hade raggsockor på 

händerna som tumvantar. Det var väldigt 

exotiskt. 

K: Hur kände du det? 

Annika: Jag kan inte förklara det på något 

annat sätt än att säga att jag var utomlands 

hemma och i Sverige, i skolan, och på 

gården. Vi var så annorlunda, man var 

fullständigt splittad, att man levde ett liv i 

skolan och ett liv hemma. Man var två 

olika människor, man hade olika sorts 

humor, olika sorts allvar. Man blev 

superbra på att vara dom här olika 

människorna, och blev superduktig på att 

liksom inte ens notera skillnaden själv, 

när man gick mellan världarna. Det var 

naturligt att det var så, det var ingenting 

man tänkte på. 

Annika: It was like being black. 

K: But there weren’t any then. 

Annika: There was one, he worked in a 

restaurant. He had woolly socks on his 

hands as mittens. It was very exotic. 

K: How did you feel that? 

Annika: I can’t explain it in any other way 

than saying that I was abroad at home and 

in Sweden, at school, and on the yard. We 

were so different, you were totally split, 

you lived one life at school and another 

life at home. You were two different 

people, you had different senses of 

humour, different senses of serious. You 

became supergood in being these 

different two persons, and you became 

supergood in not noticing the difference 

yourself, when you moved between these 

worlds. It was natural that it was like this, 

it was nothing you thought about.

 

Hence, for many it became as natural and endogenous to shut up about Finnishness, as it involved 

spending every summer in Finland, in this other country. Why stick your head up if you would only 

suffer from it? And this has been if not a survival strategy, a life strategy or a trick of the trade of 

being, at least for great many second-generation Sweden-Finns. It has also been a natural privilege 

that no other major immigrant group into Sweden has had, since your physical appearance would not 

give you away. 

All in the Family 

The most important environment for children remains the home, although gården, being out in the 

yard, certainly became the main arena for many of us growing up in the laissez fairez-parenting of 

the 70’s. Many Swedish and Finnish children of the 70’s had complete liberty to do whatever they 

wanted and roam freely around town by the age of ten. 
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Pertti: Inga gränser. Blev du förvånad när 

någon kompis sade att han ska hem och 

äta när klockan var fem eller när det blev 

mörkt ute? 

K: Ja, absolut. 

Pertti: Så tyckte man alltid det var mesigt, 

man fick vara ute så länge man ville – 

genomgående, t.o.m då när man var tio. 

Mina barn har helt andra grejer, dom har 

haft regler, det hade inte vi. 

Pertti: No limits. Were you amazed if a 

friend said that he was going home to eat 

when it was five o’clock or it became dark 

outside? 

K: Yes, absolutely. 

Pertti: I thought it was always sissy, we 

were allowed to be out as long as we 

wanted – throughout, even when we were 

ten. My choldren have had it differently, 

they have had rules, which we never had. 

 

But did these young Sweden-Finns pick up on any kind of difference between the Sweden-Finnish 

and Swedish family life? 

Keijo: Det var oftast lite finare i svenska 

familjer. Typ på mamman i familjen, lite 

finare kläder, vardagsrummet var liksom 

bara fint. Man fick inte vara så mycket i 

vardagsrummet hos kompisar, utan man 

fick vara i rummet, sedan gick man in i 

köket och fick bulle och saft. Sedan var 

man inne på hans rum. Men hemma hos 

oss kändes det som vi alltid var överallt. 

Där fick man vara i vardagsrummet och 

hänga. Det var heltäckningsmattor hos 

dom och så där. Shit vad lyxigt, dom har 

heltäckningsmatta i hela hallen, det har 

inte vi, vi har bara trasmattor. Shit hemma 

hos en fick vi inte sätta oss i sofforna. Jo, 

vi satt oss, då var vi punkare, kanske vi 

var 14-15 bast och hade skinnpaj och 

trasiga jeans. Då kom jag hem till honom, 

och vi slog oss ner i soffan,"Nej nej nej, 

ställ er upp!", så gick han och hämtade ett 

lakan och lade ut det. "Är vi så skitiga, 

eller vad fan är det frågan om?" 

Keijo: It was usually nicer in the Swedish 

families. Like in the mom of the family, 

slightly nicer clothes, the living room was 

kind of, just nice. You weren’t allowed to 

be in the living room at your friend’s, you 

were to be in their room, you went to the 

kitchen and got juice and buns. Then you 

were in his room. But at our house you felt 

that you were all around the place. You 

were allowed to hang out in the living 

room. They had fitted carpets and so on. 

Shit that’s luxurious, they’ve got fitted 

carpets in the hall, we don’t, we just have 

rugs. Shit at one friend’s house we 

weren’t allowed to sit on the sofas. Well 

we sat down, we were punks then, we 

must have been around 14-15, with 

leather jackets and torn jeans. I went to his 

home, we sat on the sofa "No no no, stand 

up!", he goes to get a sheet which he lays 

out. "Are we so filthy, or what the hell is 

this about?" 

 

Another stereotypical view of Finnishness is that it engenders introversion and silence. Most 

informants assert the absolute opposite. This is my personal recollection also, if you heard loud voices 

and yelling far in the distance, they would almost always turn out to be Finnish.

Vera: Jag fick alltid en chock när jag kom 

in ett svenskt hem att någonting har hänt. 

Det har hänt något förfärligt här, för det är 

helt tyst. Helt stilla och sansat. Jag tänkte 

att någon har dött. Det var inte den 

energin vi levde i. Vi levde mycket mer 

snabbt, i rappa käftar, råhumor, mycket 

skratt, mycket bråk, mycket av allting. 

Vera: I was always shocked when I came 

into a Swedish home, I thought something 

had happened. Something terrible has 

happened, because it is all so quiet. I 

thought somebody had died. The energy 

we lived in wasn’t there. We lived faster, 

with quick mouths, raw humour, lots of 

laughter, lots of fights, lots of everything. 
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This was a combination of several things. One was that most of the Finns came from the countryside 

and they had never perhaps been in a block of flats before moving to Sweden. They might have 

inferred that you were supposed to keep it down, but they simply did not care. The temper was hotter. 

Annika: När jag var liten så tänkte jag inte 

på det. Men det kom ju i sådana här 

bifraser som att vad din mamma och 

pappa är roliga. Och konstiga. Eller vad 

konstigt bröd ni har hemma hos er. Och 

konstiga kommentarer, positivt många 

gånger: vad roligt det är hemma hos er, 

där pratar man. Fast finnar är tysta, men 

vi skällde ju på varandra. Det var 

svordomar, och mina föräldrar grälade, så 

min mamma skulle öppna balkongdörren 

i stället för att stänga den. Saatana, koko 

talo saa tämän kuulla kuinka saatanan 

tyhmä sinä olet. Så det fanns 

temperament. 

Annika: When I was little I didn’t think 

about it. But it came out in sayings here 

and there, like your mom and dad are 

funny. And strange. Or that you eat 

strange bread at your house. And strange 

comments, often positive: it is fun at your 

house, you talk a lot. Although Finns are 

silent, but we yelled at each other. There 

were profanities, and my parents argued 

and my mom would open the balcony 

door rather than close it. Shit, the whole 

house will get to hear how damned stupid 

you are. So there was temperament.  

 

Obviously, those who have decided to leave their home country are by nature often also daredevils 

and extrovert, rather than reserved. There often was a difference in having Finnish parents, as many 

Swedish children enjoyed the direct parents of their Finnish friends: 

Vera: Killarna tyckte det var så kul att 

prata med mamma, dom har alltid gillat 

henne, dom var nästan chockade över att 

det fanns någon som inte var inställsam 

mot barn. Utan någon som var sig själv 

och kunde vara ganska hård med att 

skämta. Man kunde skämta med henne 

och hon tyckte det var jätteroligt. 

Vera: The boys thought it was such fun 

talking with mom, they have always liked 

her, they were almost shocked that there 

was somebody who didn’t have an 

attitude towards children. Rather that 

someone was being herself and could 

draw harsh jokes. You could joke with her 

and she thought it was very funny.

There were also differences in the housing environments: 

Mikael: Det kan vara det också, inte bara 

språk eller etnicitet. Också den grejen, att 

svenskarna bodde ju i radhusen och 

finnarna i hyreshusen eller lägenheterna. 

Mikael: It can also be that, not only the 

language or ethnicity. That thing too, that 

the Swedes lived in the terraced houses 

and the Finns on rent or in the flats. 

Most children are extremely sensitive and reactive to value judgements, picking them up from the 

environment in which they lived through other children, preschool staff, or senior citizens making the 

odd remark. One’s parents would most likely have been oblivious and totally unaware of these 

differences. Rather, it was just nice new modern Swedish houses with very nice people.

Vera: Men när jag tänker tillbaka nu som vuxen, var det små saker när man kom 
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hem till [svenska] kompisar, så sättet man 

pratade utifrån att man var vanartig, man 

tog med deras barn till farliga saker. Som 

en liten ond ande som drog ner deras barn 

i skiten. Fast inte alls på riktigt. Deras 

barn var redan på väg ner i skiten pga 

deras familjeförhållanden. Hade jag då 

bott 400 meter bort i ett radhus, så hade 

jag inte alls upplevt det så. 

Vera: But if I look back now as an adult, 

it was small things when you came to the 

homes of [Swedish] friends, the manner 

which they talked was assuming that you 

were vicious, that you tool their children 

to dangerous things. Like a small evil 

spirit who dragged their children down in 

the shit. But not for real. Their children 

were on their way down in the shit as a 

result of their family circumstances. If I 

had lived 400 metres away in a terraced 

house, I would not have felt this at all. 

Mikael: Det var nog torftigare när man 

kom hem till en finne. Dom hade ingen 

mat i kylen, men dom hade en Mercedes 

på gården. Fast dom här finska gubbarna 

kunde gå i nätlinne och träningsbyxor på 

sig ute men det fanns ändå en sådan, vissa 

statussymboler var väldigt viktiga. Jag är 

inte säker på om det var i dom som 

flyttade, eller blev det så efter dom hade 

flyttat, att dom hävdade sig mot dom 

övriga i Sverige eller majoritetssamhället. 

Mikael: It was probably more barren 

when you came to a Finn’s home. They 

didn’t have any food in the fridge, but 

they had a Mercedes on the yard. 

Although these Finnish geezers could 

walk out in tank tops and tracksuits, there 

were some status symbols which were 

very important. I am not sure if it was in 

those who moved, or was it that after 

moving they asserted themselves towards 

the others in Sweden or the majority 

society. 

 

These differences are not necessarily rooted only in class, language, ethnicity but also the tide of the 

times in which one was raised. The parent generation grew up in post-war rural Finland, which was 

quite different from urban Sweden. My parents never starved, but it was not that far away. And 

although I grew up on Donald Duck comics, Coca-Cola, Kiss and Sweet, like many urban kids in the 

70’s in the western hemisphere, the past was always present. There was no way one could put on 

more than one slice of ham on the bread. Keijo asked his father if you could have five crowns for a 

hamburger. His father just did not understand the reasonings: "What for? There is plenty of food in 

the fridge." 

In the book Children of the Holocaust (1980), Helen Epstein met and interviewed fellow children of 

Nazi concentration camp survivors. This is how she remembers growing up in New York: 

I ran during recess and sang songs from Broadway musicals during show-and-tell. I was Peter Pan and 

Cinderella and a Mickey Mouse Club mouseketeer. In school, we learned about government and science, 

things which had reasons and unshakeable order. In arithmetic, grammar and gym, it was easy to push 

away the things I saw and heard and imagined the night before. I must have imagined it all, I thought. No 

one else talked about such things. They were not in the books I read or in the world I lived in. They had 

not happened. I refused to believe they had happened at all.21 

Although the Finnish homes in Sweden are described as more congenial, lively, real and fun to be in, 

there were also gaps at home and in the households, shadows that were strikingly similar in tone to 

                                                           
21 Epstein, Helen, Children of the Holocaust ([1979]; London and New York, 1988), p. 65. 
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the excerpt above. However, to say this is not in the least to insist on an analogy between the aftermath 

of holocaust survivors and Sweden-Finnish emigrants. Rather, the connection and point are to see 

that the mechanics, the machines of misery and war keep churning and producing foul offspring for 

several generations. The children of holocaust survivors also provide a prime example of passing, of 

how one’s family background might not be visible at all: "She had kept the Spanish surname of the 

South American she had married and divorced but her fine features and mysterious accent often led 

strangers to assume that she was Scandinavian. None had ever divined that her grandfather had been 

a rabbi in Hungary."22 Another common factor is that the sentiments of not recognising or talking 

about the possible entrance points of pain from your background. "Eli had not only articulated some 

of his own feelings for the first time, but some of mine as well. A stranger in a strange city had 

confirmed the reality of my own experience."23 These muted emotions and responsive chords are 

universal, and these shadows are specifically recognisable within second-generation experiences. "All 

I felt was a numbness, a cold, deadening blanket that covered me like a fog. I felt it creeping over me 

again as I sat in Rochelle’s living room. But beneath it, deep down, I felt something give way, like a 

bank of sand crumbling under an ocean wave."24 That blanket might not even have to be cast on the 

shoulders of the horrors connected with alcoholism, alienation or poverty, but the sense of the past, a 

difference. Quite often this entailed a harder, unforgiving past in the upbringing of children. For many 

Sweden-Finnish children up until the 90’s the Finnish upbringing was double-tapered: exteriorly, 

your background is brought up only in negative connotations, and interiorly, within the family the 

only upbringing and parental light is dark light: 

Annika: Jag är uppvuxen i en tid då man 

trodde att barn tog skada av att få beröm. 

Jag fick aldrig beröm precis. Jag förstod 

aldrig att jag var egentligen så bra som jag 

kunde vara eller var. Inte ens när jag vann 

tävlingar i friidrott. Jag hade ett rekord. 

Det fattade jag typ när jag var tjugo att jag 

hade haft det rekordet. Tänk om någon 

hade sagt att fan Annika, du är ett ämne. 

Istället fick jag en örfil för jag blev 

diskvalificerad, så rekordet blev aldrig 

känt. 

Annika: I have grown up in a time when 

you thought it would hurt children to be 

praised. I never got any real praise. I never 

understood that I was as good as I could 

be or was. Not even when I won 

competitions in athletics. I had a record. I 

realised that I had that record when I was 

like twenty. Imagine if somebody would 

have said damn Annika, you have got 

talent. Instead I received a cuff on the ear 

for being disqualified, so the record was 

never acknowledged. 

 

Most informants have been physically punished a few times, with Koivuniemen herra, i.e. a birch-

                                                           
22 ibid., p. 129. 
23 ibid., p. 33. 
24 ibid., p. 45. 
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twig, or the belt. A couple have been punished repeatedly. 

Outi: Sedan var det många som fick stryk 

hemma. 

K: Hur många? 

Outi: Nästan alla i min klass. Som hade 

fått eller fick. 

K: Fick du stryk? 

Outi: Jag fick ända tills jag sade ifrån. 

Fick jag remmiä. 

K: Några gånger eller regelbundet? 

Outi: Jag minns inte det så jävla tydligt. 

Jag minns först när jag sade ifrån. Då gick 

jag i trean. Innan det kan jag tänka mig att 

det var hela tiden, det var liksom 

läderbälte och sedan var det gå ut och 

hämta piska från busken liksom… och det 

var ingen som snackade om det, det var en 

sådan jävla skam över det. Så det var inte 

före jag blev vuxen som jag har fått andras 

berättelser. Att helvete liksom, hade du 

det så? Och jag hade ingen aning om det. 

Att människor har nästan dött, med knivar 

och så. Likadant med mina kusiner, det 

har varit riktigt fruktansvärt våldsamt mot 

kvinnor och barn. Och att det är mina 

kompisar som ändå har fan gått i skolan 

efter dom våldsamma nätterna och dom 

våldsamma händelserna. Jo, några har 

försökt ta livet av sig, men det är helt 

galet. Nu i efterhand. Ingen snackade om 

det då. Det var ingen som kom och 

berättade hur dom har det hemma liksom. 

Men om jag jämför det våldet som jag vet 

faktiskt fanns i t.ex. min klass, då hade jag 

det inte våldsamt hemma, om man så 

säger. Om man gör en sådan jämförelse 

över hela grundskoleåren. Inte bara 

fysiskt våld, också det här psykiska 

fucking trakasserierna. Riktiga grova 

äckeltrakasserier, som är så grovt som det 

var, i min upplevelse som finnarna hade. 

Grovt psykiskt trakasseri, äckligt som fan. 

Kombinerat i de flesta fallen med fylla, 

alkohol, periodare. 

Outi: Then there were many who got 

beaten up at home. 

K: How many? 

Outi: Almost everybody in my class. Who 

had been or were. 

K: Were you beaten? 

Outi: Until I said no. I got the belt. 

K: A few times or regularly? 

Outi: I can’t remember exactly. I 

remember it first when I refused to accept 

it. I was in the third grade then. Before 

that I can think it was all the time, it was 

like the leather belt and go get the twig 

from the bush yourself... and nobody 

talked about it, there was such a damned 

shame over it. So I have heard other 

people’s stories first as an adult. Like hell, 

was it like that for you? And I had no idea. 

That people have almost died, with knives 

and all that. Like with my cousins, it’s 

been terribly violent against women and 

children. And that it is my friends who 

still have gone to school after these 

violent nights and violent events. Yes, a 

few have attempted suicide, but it is really 

crazy. Now afterwards. Nobody talked 

about it back then. There wasn’t anybody 

who like came and talked about what life 

at home was like. But if I compare the 

violence that went on for example in my 

class, then I didn’t have it violent at home, 

so to speak. If you might make a 

comparison over the school years. Not 

only the physical violence, but also these 

fucking psychic harassments. Really 

severe disgusting harassments, which 

were in my experience so severe as they 

were, that the Finns went through. Severe 

psychic harassments, disgusting like hell. 

Combined in most cases with being 

drunk, alcohol, periodic alcoholism. 

 

These harsher types of experiences of growing up come mainly from the harsher environments, the 

concrete jungle and barren suburbia. However, physical and psychological violence is not a working-

class monopoly, but pained upbringings and dire circumstances penetrate all social classes – again, 
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the severed family strains at home might have been the prime motivators for the individuals to 

emigrate in the first place. Emil’s parents were educated and worked within "writing desk jobs": 

 

Emil: Det var mycket bråk hemma, jag 

kommer från det man skulle kalla en 

dysfunktionell familj. När jag såg filmen 

"Svinalängorna" kändes det som hämtat 

ur min uppväxt, mitt i prick. Så var det 

hemma hos oss, vi var den galna finska 

familjen i trappuppgången. Man skämdes 

inför grannar och så där, som knackade på 

och undrade "vad fan är det som händer?". 

Det eskalerade dessutom när jag blev 

äldre. Min brorsa försvarade min morsa 

och så där. Han har inte mått bra av det. 

Det slutade med att farsan blev tagen av 

snuten. Familjen kraschade någonstans 

när jag var sexton år. Då förändrades 

också förutsättningarna för hur vi åkte 

över till Finland och vårt landställe där på 

somrarna. Såna typ av grejer fick vi 

fundera en del på. 

Emil: There was lots of fighting at home, 

I come from what you might call a 

dysfunctional family. Kind of what I saw 

in the film Svinalängorna, it was spot on. 

It was like that at home for us, we were 

the crazy Finnish family in the house. You 

were ashamed in front of the neighbours, 

who came around knocking "What the 

hell is going on". That escalated as I got 

older. My brother defended my mother 

and so on. That hasn’t been good for him. 

It ended with my dad being taken by the 

police. My family crashed in a way when 

I was around sixteen. The circumstances 

of visiting Finland and our summer trips 

to our place in the countryside changed. 

All kinds of things needed to be thought 

over somewhat. 

 

The main thread here is the heritage of pain from one severed generation to the next. However, the 

more prevalent in the tone of rearing children has been loose parenting, total freedom, which could 

branch out both to independence and negligence: 

Markku: Han var inte med och stötte, inte 

morsan heller, det är ju inget fel så liksom. 

Jag fick ju göra vad jag ville, men det var 

aldrig liksom… nuförtiden är det så jävla 

viktigt att föräldrarna är med i allting 

ungarna gör, jag tycker det är lite 

överdrivet åt andra hållet. Jag tror inte 

morsan såg en enda bordtennismatch jag 

spelade, jag höll på ganska länge med det. 

Ett par brottningsskor kommer jag ihåg att 

jag fick, resten har man fått förtjäna. 

Markku: He wasn’t there to support, mom 

neither, nothing in that really. I got to do 

whatever I wanted, but it was never like... 

nowadays it is so damned important that 

the parents are involved with everything 

the kids are doing, I feel it’s slightly 

exaggerated the other way around. I don’t 

think my mom saw a single table tennis 

match I played, I was doing that quite a 

while. I remember getting a pair of 

wrestling shoes, the rest one has had to 

earn. 

 

This lack of positive reinforcement can be traced directly from the harsher experiences Finnish 

history. Parenting… Never easy, but parents are always also children of their own times. 

Not being able to settle down, the not-here, not-there, was for some Sweden-Finnish children also 

constantly present. Most parents and first-generation immigrants were planning to return to Finland 
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at some point. In Jaakkola’s study25, 58 % of the women and 89 % of the men wanted to return. The 

staggering male percentage is a vivid indication of the male maladjustment. The daydream of moving 

back was for many men what kept them getting by, the move to Finland could be next summer:  

Vera: Mina syskon sade att det var så 

fruktansvärt att leva med det, vi hade bott 

här redan i tio år och han sade att vi inte 

ska bo här. Vi är bara på besök. Att man 

inte vågar rota sig, fast man är född och 

uppvuxen i landet. Man är tio, elva, tolv 

år och man fortfarande lever under ett hot 

att man när som helst ska flytta hem. Hem 

till något som var ett främmande land.  

 

Vera: My siblings have said that it was 

terrible living with that, we had been 

living here for ten years already and he 

was saying that we are not to live here. 

We are only visiting. And you don’t dare 

to become rooted, although you are born 

and raised in this country. You are ten, 

eleven, twelve years and you still live 

under a threat that you are moving home 

any moment now. Home to something, 

which was a foreign land. 

 

All in all, the general sense of these early encounters and culture clashes, if you will, seem highly 

homogenous. Regardless of whether we are in industrial towns in Sweden in the late 60’s, the 

Stockholm suburbs in the 70’s, or Gothenburg in the late 80’s. There is also a consensus among the 

informants that the parents and the upbringing were good or at least the parents did the best they 

could. But if parenting in general was undergoing drastic changes in the Nordic countries in those 

decades, there were a plenitude of additional forces affecting life for the immigrant families, making 

it slightly like trying to master the existence in a parallel universe. There is a sense of segregation, 

isolation, the finneballebubblan versus growing up as the only one sticking out, somewhere in the 

countryside or in a more middle-class environment, which I would imagine seem to be the major 

difference. It has been an ultra-rare combination, to be Sweden-Finnish and upper class, i. e. the 

capital income was 1/10 of the Swedish average in 1974. Academic education is not an umbical cord 

to class, but still:  0.7 % of the Sweden-Finns in 1974 had an academic degree compared to 5.1 % of 

the Swedes.26 In Finland the percentage was 7.5 % in 197427 and rising rapidly. 

I am a Child  

When children notice very early on that their omnipotent parents are not as omnipotent as the rest, 

this will bear upon their development fundamentally, regardless of how "happy" or "good" their 

family life may be. Again, noting the language deficits are often a starting point, which is often soon 

                                                           
25 Jaakkola, p. 53. 
26 Leiniö, in Munter, Arja (ed.), Ruotsiin muuton ongelmat (Turku, 1978), pp. 158, 165. 
27 Kalenius, Aleksi, Suomalaisten koulutusrakenne ja sen kehittyminen kansainvälisessä vertailussa (Helsinki, 2014), 

p.46.   
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followed by the realisation that one’s parents’ broken Swedish defined their place in class society. 

All of the interviewees with parents who did not speak good Swedish reminisced about having been 

translating at the age of five at the doctor, and, in many cases, running the show. This not only rocked 

the natural balance in the family: many of the participants have described how this also affected their 

views not only of their parents, but also of Finnishness in general, for years to come: 

Elina: Men föraktet, problemet med 

finskheten var när jag såg hur min 

mamma blev behandlad. Eftersom hon 

inte kunde svenska fick jag tidigt ta en 

vuxenroll och hjälpa henne. Tolka helt 

enkelt, i alla olika situationer. Fysiskt när 

det skulle pratas, och brevväg, 

pappersväg. Och telefonsamtal. Jag var 

periodvis väldigt väldigt blyg, och väldigt 

ledsen, tyckte det var rena övergreppen att 

bli framputtad och tolka. Från 

lågstadieåldern och framåt. Det var 

vedervärdigt. Sedan kunde jag också se 

hur mamma blev behandlad, det är att bli 

behandlad dåligt för att vara invandrare 

och inte kunna svenska och jobba också 

som städerska. Hon har aldrig skämts för 

att vara städerska, tack och lov, men att 

statusen blev låg-låg-låg och synen på 

finnarna var ju annorlunda då. 

Elina: But the contempt, the problem with 

Finnishness was when I saw how my 

mom was treated. Since she didn’t speak 

Swedish, I had to take the role of an adult 

early and help her. Simply interpret, in all 

kinds of situations. Physically when 

talking was required, and letters, papers. 

And phone calls. I was periodically very 

very shy, and very sad, I thought it was 

pure abuse to be forced to interpret. Ever 

since the first years of school. It was 

hideous. Then I could also see how mom 

was treated, it is to be treated badly for 

one is an immigrant and doesn’t speak 

Swedish and also has to work as a 

cleaning woman. She has never been 

ashamed of being a cleaning woman, 

thankfully, but the status became low-

low-low and the outlook on Finns was 

really different back then. 

 

The divisions could still be extremely rigid and tangible in working class environments in Sweden in 

the 70’s, where vast areas of new tower blocks were raised on the outskirts of the industrial towns in 

order to alleviate the constant need of inexpensive living for the workforce. Most of these ill-fated 

Million Programme areas were during the 80’s emptied of the Swedes, then later, the Finns and 

southern Europeans were replaced by new immigrant groups from other parts of the world. In the 

70’s, however, these suburbs housed also all kinds of Swedish people, who needed cheaper housing, 

such as students, people moving from other parts of Sweden, single and elderly citizens. 

Vera: Jag bodde på en gård med ett gäng 

svenska kärringar som höll ihop och 

tyckte väldigt illa om finnar. Och dom 

pyste ut det hela tiden. Dom mobbade min 

mamma, dom hotade mig med 

barnavårdsnämnden hela tiden. Dom 

hotade oss barn. För vi var många, vi hade 

kanske inte varma kläder och varma skor. 

Vi sprang runt, vi hade inga tider. Vi var 

lite mera, det var ingen ordning och reda 

så klart. Men vi var faktiskt ganska 

fungerande, vi var fungerande i skolan. 

Alla utom en som hade ett drogproblem, 

vilket var klart, hon drog hem sina 

knarkarpolare till oss hela tiden. Det 

hängde liksom missbrukare i vår 

lägenhet. Men vår lägenhet var ren och 

städad. 

Vera: I lived in a yard with a gang of 

Swedish hags who stuck together and 

disliked Finns very much. And they let it 

leak out all the time. They bullied my 

mom, they were threatening me with the 

Child Welfare services constantly. They 

threatened us children. Because we were 
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many, we might not have had warm 

clothes and warm shoes. We ran around, 

we didn’t have any curfews. We were a 

bit more, there obviously wasn’t any 

orderliness. But we were actually quite 

functional, we were functioning in school. 

All of us except one, who had a drug 

problem, she dragged home her drug 

buddies all the time. So there were addicts 

hanging around our flat. But our flat was 

clean and tidy. 

 

As these experiences coming from the outside are blunt and stark – not because of school bullies and 

mean old hags, but also taking in slightly more refined put-downs from shop salespersons, bus drivers 

and teachers – it is nevertheless undeniable that many of the experiences from within the families, 

such as having a constant flux of drug addicts in your home as above, should not be something that 

children should have to endure. 

Jari: Herään keskellä yötä johonkin 

ääneen ja mutsi makaa pitkin pituuttaan. 

Se on ilmeisesti napsinut jotain 

rauhoittavia tai unilääkettä siinä. Se hyvin 

sekavana ja tokkuraisena komentaa minut 

siskoni viereen nukkumaan, ettei se herää, 

tai hän lähtee. Minä säikähdin siitä, sain 

työnnettyä kylpyhuoneeseen ja siellä se 

sitten kaatui kylpyammeeseen eikä 

päässyt sieltä ylös. Muistan että seisoin ja 

painoin kylpyhuoneen ovea kiinni ettei se 

pääse sieltä veke, mutta sitten tajusin että 

ei se pääse sieltä ammeesta ylös. Ja 

kurkkasin, ja siellä se oli. Sitten soitin 

kaverin, josta tuli pankkiryöstäjä, kaverin 

mutsille joka oli myös mutsin hyvä 

ystävä. Kerroin hädissäni että mitä oli 

tapahtunut. "Mene nukkuun vaan, kyllä se 

siitä on aamuun mennessä rauhoittunut." 

Jari: I wake up in the middle of the night 

to some sound and mom is lying out flat 

on the floor. Apparently she’s popped 

some tranquilisers or sleeping pills. She is 

very groogy and dizzy and she orders me 

going sleep to sleep beside my sister, so 

she won’t wake up or else she leaves. I get 

frightened, I manage to push her into the 

bathroom and she falls into the bath tub 

and can’t get up. I remember standing 

holding the door closed so she couldn’t 

get out, but then I realised that she 

couldn’t get out of the bathtub. I peaked 

in, and there she was. Then I called my 

friend’s, who later became a bank robber, 

my friend’s mom who was also a good 

friend of my mother. I told her in panic 

what had happened. "Just go to bed, she 

will be alright in the morning."

 

Growing up in more balanced circumstances, less turmoil or constant crises obviously would be 

beneficial for any child. Clashes with social class hierarchies and having a differing background in 

your teens or early adulthood often presented difficulties to those with more harmonious domestic 

surroundings. This will be dealt with in the section about school, Another Brick in the Wall. These 

later culture shocks and contradictions might have rocked the boat and perhaps hindered, or directed 

one’s studies or choice of profession in certain manners, but the boat might not have keeled over 

totally, which unfortunately is the result of most extreme and traumatic childhood experiences.  

The informants of the current study could all be classified as responsible, decent and functioning 

adults, most of them with families and children and regular work. Several in the current thesis could 

be dubbed maskrosbarn "dandelion children", a term which came into Swedish in the 90’s (Cöster: 
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2001), describing resilient children who manage to pull through like dandelions through concrete. 

Regardless of these saving graces, the clear majority have either siblings or parents who have had 

substance abuse problems in life. Not only those who we could say grew up in dire circumstances 

maintain that having good and tight relations with friends were cardinal aspects of growing up. In 

fact, the importance and impetus of comradeship, your peers and early friendships turned out to be a 

dear topic and a central constituent to a surprising degree in my discussions with these informants. 

Are not friends important to everybody, what can be said of the social relationships that these Sweden-

Finnish individuals grew up with? 

With a Little Help from My Friends 

All of the informants express the common view that their upbringing was not strict, although it could 

range through anything from no barriers and total limitlessness to medium density of 70’s/80’s/90’s 

parenting. Those born in the 60’s have had less parental control, a contingency, which once again, 

signals the change in times. An early observation that I made in the very first meetings was the focus 

and stress that these people gave to discussing their childhood and teenage friendships. And, indeed, 

the emotional investment and importance of friendships seemed critical and tangible. 

Annika: Mina närmaste vänner var det 

[finska]. Men dom jag umgicks med var 

svenskar. Det har alltid varit en tudelning 

där också, att jag alltid har varit närmast 

mina finska vänner, men vi har inte alltid 

setts mest. Utan där har jag alltid haft min 

vila och min trygghet. Med min allra bästa 

gamla kompis hade vi ett uppehåll på tio 

år, du vet, barn i olika perioder, jag 

flyttade, hon utomlands, allt sådant där. 

Under alla dom åren var hon ändå min 

närmaste vän, hela tiden. För vi kände till 

varandras historia och vi var finska. Och 

så där är det fortfarande, den där känslan 

med mina riktiga gamla finska vänner. 

Det är där som man kan bara sätta sig ner 

och så vet man att man pratar samma 

språk, fast man pratar svenska, så pratar 

man samma… det finns en otrolig 

trygghet och vila i det. Man behöver inte 

förställa sig ett skit. 

 

 

Annika: My nearest friends were 

[Finnish]. But I spent time with Swedes. 

There has always been a division there as 

well, I have always been closest to my 

Finnish friends, but we haven’t always 

met most often. I have rather always had 

my rest and safety there. With my very 

best friend we had a pause on nearly ten 

years, you know, had children in different 

times, I moved, she abroad, that kind of 

thing. Through all those years she still 

remained my closest friend, the whole 

time. Because we knew each other’s 

history and we were Finnish. And it still 

is like that, the feeling with my really old 

Finnish friends. It is there where you can 

just sit down and you know that you are 

speaking the same language, although 

you speak Swedish, you speak the same... 

there is an unbelievable sense of safety 

and rest in that. You don’t have to give a 

shit about appearances. 

 

Since maintaining "normal" family bonds might have been difficult due to sheer distances, not to 

mention cultural and even lingual differences, or because problematic family relations might have 
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even fuelled the family migration,  many informants talked about their friends more like family:

Jukka-Pekka: Det är något som jag inte tänkt 

på personligen. Jag har haft det svårt med 

familj och släktingar, aldrig känt någon 

tillhörighet åt det hållet. Men däremot vänner, 

kompisar har alltid varit det som har varit 

viktigt för mig. Även som barn, även som ung 

och vuxen. Det är dom jag tänker på. 

Jukka-Pekka: It’s something that I haven’t 

personally thought about. I’ve had difficulties 

with family and relatives, never felt a 

belonging there. But on the other hand friends, 

pals have always been really important to me. 

Even as a child, even as a young person and 

adult. It is them who I am thinking of. 

 

In particular, the friendships between many of the Sweden-Finnish girls seem to have been maintained 

and developed throughout life. Elina met her best friend at the age of five and they hit it off instantly. 

Elina: Sedan när vi flyttade till Bergsjön, 

så första dagen träffade jag min bästis, 

Mari [uttalar svenskt, med långt a] en 

finsk tjej, vi ser likadana ut. Vi tog, vi 

växte upp tillsammans, hon blev som en 

syster. Dom tog oss för tvillingar, vi såg 

likadana ut. Ett starkt systerskap och 

vänskap, typiskt tjejbästis.  Men från 

första stund så pratade vi svenska. Och så 

också med dom andra kompisarna 

omkring, som var finnar. Vi pratade bara 

svenska, det var helt naturligt. 

Elina: On the first day when we moved to 

Bergsjön, I met my best friend, Mari 

[Swedish pronounciation, with a long a], 

a Finnish girl, we look the same. We took, 

we grew up together, she became like a 

sister. They thought we were twins, we 

looked the same. A strong sisterhood and 

friendship, typical of girls’ best friends. 

But from the first moment on we spoke 

Swedish. Also with other friends around, 

who were Finnish. We just spoke 

Swedish, it was fully natural. 

 

The warmth, affection and sense of security of these early friendships that many of the women in the 

present depict, often in contrast to family life, have noticeably influenced these individuals up to the 

present. Those women, with lasting personal Sweden-Finnish friendships have embraced some sort 

of modern, public or personal Sweden-Finnishness, which does not need to be externally evident, or 

manifested in traditional Finnishness, such as food or even language. Interestingly, the individuals 

who have not maintained lifelong Sweden-Finnish friendships, often still squirm at the term ‘Sweden-

Finnish’ itself. At any rate, many men born in the 60’s and early 70’s had no Finnish childhood friend, 

or just the odd one, the rate being four out of six, considering that all of these six individuals grew up 

among dense Finnish dwellings. Although this is not statistically expandable and says little on the 

greater scheme as such, at least some indications of a general pattern can perhaps be seen in how 

these early relationships were manifested. 

K: Före skolan, på gården och så, var det 

finska polare, eller? 

Keijo: Bara svenska. Redan före 

skoltiden. Samma sak för syskonen, dom 

var lite äldre så klart. Finnpolare, det var 

dom som gick i ens klass sedan, jag hade 

inga finska polare på gården. Dom bodde 

och fanns i området, men det vara bara… 

det är konstigt, det har jag inte tänkt på 

faktiskt. 

K: Before school, around the yard and so, 

was it Finnish friends, or? 
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Keijo: Only Swedish. Already before 

school. The same for the siblings, but they 

were of course slightly older. Finnish 

mates, it was those you later on went to 

school with, I had no Finnish mates in the 

yard. They lived and existed in the area, 

but it was only... it is weird, I haven’t 

really thought about it. 

 

Just as Markku cannot recall whether he used Swedish or Finnish as a child, a similar disregard to 

Swedishness or Finnishness is expressed. He had Finnish and Swedish friends. When it was time to 

enter högstadiet, grades 7-9, he ‘switched’ to the Swedish side28+: 

K: Samalla kuin vaihtui luokka, vaihtui 

myös kaveripiiri ruotsalaiseksi? 

Markku: Joo, ja siksi se vaihtui kun sen 

vanhemmaksi kuin minä tulin, sen 

enemmän ja enemmän minä olin niitten 

piirissä. 

K: Vaihtuiko se koulu automaattisesti vai 

oliko se valinta? 

Markku: Minä valikoin sen. Halusin sen. 

K: Miksi? 

Markku: Se oli enemmän minun 

kaveripiiri se ruotsalainen puoli niistä 

pihoista. Minä olin enemmän niitten 

kanssa tekemisissä vapaa-aikana. 

K: Halusit totta kai käydä myös koulua 

kavereiden kanssa? 

Markku: Joo, ja vain sen takia että tein 

sen, olin kahden hirveän ison jengin yhtä 

iso jäsen. 

K: Kahdessa hirressä yhtä aikaa? 

Markku: Sitä oppi tuntemaan suomalaiset 

ja ruotsalaiset hullut. Ei siinä ikinä 

tarvinnut pelätä mitään. 

K: So when you changed class, the friends 

also changed? 

Markku: Yes and it changed, because I 

was more with them as I got older. 

K: Did the school change automatically or 

was it your choice? 

Markku: It was my choice. I wanted that. 

K: Why? 

Markku: The Swedish side had more of 

my friends. I spent more time with in my 

free time.  

K: So you wanted of course to go to 

school with your friends? 

Markku: Yes and because I did it, I was as 

big a member of two terribly big gangs. 

K: Hanging from two gallows 

simultaneously? 

Markku: You learned to know the Finnish 

and the Swedish nutters. You never had to 

be afraid of anything. 

  

 

Several of the informants are quite adamant that their position was in-between, between the more 

Finnish companions and the Swedish children. 

Markku: Men jag var aldrig finne. Jag var 

aldrig finnjävel på något konstigt sätt. Det 

var väldigt många andra som var det och 

blev retade för det. Jag försökte ju, när det 

var snöbollskrig var jag ju på finnarnas 

sida, men det hade man ju glömt när 

                                                           
28+ See Appendix 3.2. 

skolan var slut och jag hängde med 

Patrick och Magnus, dom som var ledare 

för svenska laget, hehe. 

Markku: But I was never a Finn. I was 

never the Finnish bastard in a strange 
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way. There were a whole lot of others 

who were and they were teased for it. I 

tried, when it was snowball war I was on 

the Finnish side, but that was forgotten 

when school was finished and I hung out 

with Patrick and Magnus, those who were 

the leaders on the Swedish team, hehe. 

 

Finnishness had absolutely nothing to do with whether you got along or not. The language, however, 

defined for the young whether you could feel that you were a part of the Finnish group or not. 

Similarly, the language defined you as a Finn. 

Mikael: Men känslomässigt kände jag 

mig finsk en dag, så nästa dag ville jag 

inte vara det. Det fanns ju dom som var 

mer finska, på skolgården fanns det dom 

som bara pratade finska. Så fanns det 

sådana som jag som inte kunde så mycket 

finska. För mig var det svårt att hitta min 

roll där. Vilken grupp tillhör jag? 

Svenskarna eller finnarna? Så fanns det 

grekfinnarna och så. Men just på 

skolgården, i skolan och bland 

kompisarna var det verkligen språket som 

avgjorde om man var finne eller inte. Man 

kunde se ut hur som helst. Man kunde ha 

mellanöstern utseende, men om man 

pratade finska så var man det. 

 

Mikael: But emotionally I could feel that 

I was Finnish one day, then on the next 

day I didn’t want to. There were those 

who were more Finnish, those who spoke 

only Finnish in the schoolyard. Then there 

were my kind, who didn’t know that much 

Finnish. It was difficult for me to find my 

role there. Which group do I belong to? 

The Swedes or the Finns? Then there 

were the Greek-Finns and so on. But 

particularly in the schoolyard, in school 

and among friends it was really the 

language, which defined if you were 

Finnish or not. You could look like 

anything. You could look Middle Eastern, 

but if you spoke Finnish you were 

Finnish. 

 

The language shift among Sweden-Finnish children was actually a quite straightforward process, 

which usually took place during the first years of school, in such circumstances which were not 

exclusively Finnish: 

K: Ni snackade svenska tillsammans? 

Annika: Ja, började det i ettan. Och det 

handlar om att inte skämmas. Ingenting 

annat. 

K: Vi började snacka svenska i tvåan. I 

ettan tror jag det var finska, sedan bytte vi 

språk. 

Annika: Så var det. 

K: You spoke Swedish together? 

Annika: Yes, we started in first grade. 

And it was in order not to be ashamed. 

Nothing else. 

K: We started speaking Swedish in 

second grade. In first grade I think it was 

Finnish, then we changed language. 

Annika: That’s how it was. 

 

Several of the informants point out that Finnish was spoken with some friends, most often with 

children of family friends and with those whose Swedish was less fluent than Finnish. To those who 

did not have such strong social contacts, which might be developed into lifelong friendships, the 

comradeships and interaction to other children might be far more volatile. Jari reflects over how 
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devastating some of the things are that he has experienced before turning ten: 

Jari: Ei kyllä ole kivaa, ja sitä minä olen 

joskus ihmetellytkin että tuo on tavallaan 

se henkinen maisema, jossa minä olen 

kasvanut. Minä olin aika ujo ja arka, se 

klassinen kiltti lukutoukka kakarana plus 

se, että olin vielä suomalainen. Minuahan 

oli helppo kiusata, ja ajoittain olinkin aika 

paljon kiusattavana. Se lapsuudenmuisto, 

että koko ajan arasteli, kun ei tiennyt 

mistä seuraava hyökkäys tuli, koska minä 

olin se helppo kohde. Enkä osannut oikein 

tapellakaan siihen aikaan. Semmoinen 

tietty arkuus, luottamuksen pula. Lapsuus 

oli aika pitkälti sitä, että oli sellainen 

tunne, ettei voi kenenkään luottaa. Että 

silloinkin kun kaverilla on huono päivä, 

niin se tarvii jonkun johon purkautua. En 

minä tietenkään näin sitä osannut 

analysoida silloin, tämä on 

jälkikonstruktio, mutta että sieltä voi tulla 

mitä tahansa. 

 

Jari: It is not really nice, and I have often 

wondered that that is in a sense the 

emotional landscape, where I have grown 

up. I was quite shy and timid, the classic 

kind bookworm kid, plus that I was also 

Finnish. It was easy to tease me, and I was 

periodically bullied quite a lot. It is my 

memory from childhood, that I was at bay 

all the time, because you never knew 

where the next attack might be coming 

from, because I was the easy target. And I 

didn’t know how to really fight back then. 

A certain timidity, a lack of confidence. 

Childhood was in essence a lot of the 

feeling, that you can’t trust anybody. 

Even then when your friend is having a 

bad day, he needs somebody to take it out 

on. Of course I couldn’t analyse it like this 

back then, this is constructed in 

retrospect, but that anything can just pop 

up.  

Those who were born after the mid-70’s, were in general able to grow up in a more varied, 

multicultural camaraderie, which extended beyond having just Finnish and/or Swedish friends.

Johanna: Suomalaisia joo, ruotsalaisia ei 

ollut pahemmin jostain syystä, mutta ex-

Jugoslaviasta, muitakin jotka eivät 

osanneet kieltä kovin hyvin, silleen että 

vähän niin kuin yhdessä opittiin. Minä 

kävin suomalaista esikoulua, se oli sitten 

Pärisöössä. 

K: Joo, Pärisöössä [Bergsjön]. 

Johanna: Finnish yeah, there were for 

some reasons hardly any Swedish, but 

from ex-Yugoslavia, others who didn’t 

know the language that well, so we kind 

of learned together. I went to Finnish 

preschool, this was in Pärisöö. 

K: Yeah, in Pärisöö [Finnish 

pronounciation of Swedish Bergsjön].

 

A second distinction comes from the individuals born after 1975, who not only distance themselves 

from the parent generation, but also from elder siblings and "the early Sweden-Finnish kids", born in 

the 60’s. They are described as more Finnish, since many of them had been born and had possibly a 

personal background from Finland, they spoke better Finnish, and might have had only Finnish 

friends: 

Vera: Det var värre för dom som kom, 

som var uppvuxna någonting i Finland, 

som drogs med, bröts upp ur ett 

sammanhang. Jag tror att det var ännu 

svårare för dom. 

Vera: It was worse for them, who had 

grown up somewhat in Finland, who were 

dragged along, pulled out from a context. 

I believe it was harder for them.
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Is Vera contradicting what we have been saying about having memories, language and identity? Vera 

and several others, including many early Finnish kids themselves, are, in fact, talking about 

segregation and isolation. Although the Finnish roots and culture were more tangible and present if 

you were born in 1965 compared to 1975, the "mutual agreement" of those interviewed for this study 

(born 1962-1984) suggests that if you remained exclusively within the Finnish-only context (family, 

friends, school), you were walking down a rocky road. 

Mikael: Äldsta brorsan är ju född i 

Finland, han var väl två, tre år när dom 

flyttade i 69. Jag tror, för hans del, när han 

växte upp i Bergsjön… Om man kollar på 

dom som gick i hans klass, vad hände med 

dom, hans kompisar, det gick inte så jävla 

bra för dom. På det sättet. 

K: Är du säker på det, eller är det en 

känsla? 

Mikael: När man pratat med honom är det 

så. När man träffar, man ser ju dom på 

torget, hans gamla kompisar. Det är klart 

vilka man umgicks med och vilka kretsar 

och så men… Enligt hans berättelser är 

det så. Dom har växt upp där på gården, 

det är bara… hehehee, kaos med dom. 

 

Mikael: My oldest brother was born in 

Finland, he was like two, three years old 

when they moved in 69. I think for him, 

when he grew up in Bergsjön... If you 

look at those he went to school with, what 

happened to them, his friends, it didn’t go 

that damned well for them. In that way. 

K: Are you sure about that, or is it a 

feeling? 

Mikael: When you talk with him it is like 

that. When you meet, you see them 

around the place, his old friends. Of 

course it is who you spend time with and 

what circles but still... According to his 

stories it is like that. They grew up right 

there in the yard, it is only... hehehe, chaos 

with them.

The sense of segregation, with possible adult misfortunes, was according to several interviewees more 

or less a result of the segregated life, which was maintained by school, attending the Finnish classes. 

Markku: Onhan siellä vielä arit ja reijot, 

ne asuu vielä samalla alueella, mutta 

jotkut siellä vieläkin on. Ja ne rajat on 

vieläkin, ei ne puhu sen parempaa 

ruotsinkieltä kuin me puhuttiin silloin. Se 

on semmoista omaa ruotsin kieltä. Ihan 

keksittyä. Sehän oli se koulunkäynti. 

Nehän ne veti rajat, eihän sitä, vaikka 

miten halusi tehdä toisinpäin, ne rajat 

kasvoi mukana iässä. 

Markku: The aris and reijos are still there, 

they still live in the same area, some are 

still there. And the borders are still there, 

their Swedish isn’t any better than it was 

back then for us. It is like its own kind of 

Swedish. Just made up. And it was the 

school. They drew up the borders, you 

couldn’t, no matter how different you 

wanted it, the borders grew with you with 

age. 

 

This educational and school aspect of this is crucial, and it will be discussed below. Vera did not have 

Finnish friends, but the sibling tie was very strong, and she mentioned having a Finnish family power, 

although she had no Finnish friends: 

Vera: Vi umgicks inte alls med andra 

finnar, jag hade bara svenska kompisar. 

Ja, hela tiden, jag hade en tjej i min klass 

som hette Anne som hade helfinska 

föräldrar. Men hennes mamma hade stora 

alkoholproblem, sjukskriven och gick i 
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morgonrock. Henne ville jag inte alls 

umgås med. Jag tror att det var känsligt 

för mig. 

Vera: We didn’t spend time at all with 

other Finns, I only had Swedish friends. 

Yes, the whole time, there was a girl in 

my class called Anne and she had Finnish 

parents. But her mother had big alcohol 

problems, on sick leave and wearing a 

bathrobe. I didn’t want anything to do 

with her. I believe it was sensitive for me. 

 

Although a child or teenager might not consciously decide that it is not cool to have Finnish friends, 

this might have been subconscious or simply an easier route of action, if one felt that one’s Finnish 

background and existence was negative, with no positive connotations. You might still long for and 

love the summer holidays in Finland and playing 10 tikkua laudalla [a Finnish version of hide-and-

seek involving ten sticks] with your cousins. To Markku and many others of us, Finnishness was not 

a criterion for becoming friends with someone. Two of my four best childhood friends were Finnish, 

but it was not their ethnic origin that made the connection. We lived in the same house, got into music 

very early on, played football and also developed a keen interest for fishing as ten-year-olds. The 

fishing could be attributed to Finnishness in the sense that it was the most fun thing to do during our 

separate summer holidays in rural Finland. However, when I started 5th grade in a Swedish class in a 

new school, I remember consciously avoiding all contacts and interaction with other Finns. Similarly, 

two years later when we moved to Finland, I did not even approach those few teenagers who had 

moved to Finland from Sweden. Now, several decades later in retrospect, the only explanation I can 

think of concerning my behaviour is that I avoided the possibility of becoming made out, bracketed 

and a target at school. The combustion created by your school experiences within the framework of 

your personal background very much form the gases that teenagers grow up on. The uncanny 

perceptions of school for the second generation deserve a full chapter on their own.29 

 

                                                           
29 In actuality in 2014, I considered writing the current thesis entirely on educational matters, which would undoubtedly 

have pertained to a clearer focal point and perhaps even a more coherent thesis. However, I came to the conclusion that 

attempting a wider, eagle-eyed view would not only make more moles and molehills visible, but also present a more 

complete image. Simultaneously I felt that the identity ponderings of the participants concerning adult life needed to be 

presented as well. Regardless, it is evident that there is plenty within the educational mores of the Sweden-Finns that 

needs further analysis, particularly concerning the present day and the future of the youngsters with immigrant background 

today. 
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4. Another Brick in the Wall 

It was always at school. By a far margin, that is the commonest answer among the informants as to 

where and when they realised about their "ethnic" background (or were subsequently reminded about 

it). "Thus, public school entrance is often reported as the occasion of stigma learning, the experience 

sometimes coming very precipitously on the first day of school, with taunts, teasing, ostracism, and 

fights."1 While growing up, one does not tend to think about going back and forth between languages; 

or that one’s family routines might differ from most. It is all a part of a natural process of growing 

up. Your sense of estrangement might be just as invisible as your grief.  You might take the summer 

month in Finland as having been completely normal although your depressed grandmother rarely got 

out of bed and your grandfather hardly spoke a word, because he had been traumatised by war, as 

was the case with one informant. You might think it is normal that your mother spoon-feeds you until 

you are twelve. Your family life might consist of constant uproar and four different stepfathers, but 

you did not think twice about it. Whether you ran around the suburbs playing gårdskrig – in which 

8-year-olds have been known to take prisoners from the opposing yard, lock them in the basement in 

total darkness and leave them there overnight – you might think that this was business as usual. But, 

as most of my informants maintain, it was always the school where you would first realise the 

difference. 

Paavo: Sehän sanoi, että minä olen 

suomalainen, mutta… niinhän minä 

olenkin, mutta what’s the big deal? Se tuli 

aina ulkopuolelta, minä en itse koskaan 

ajatellut sitä. 

Paavo: He just said that I was Finnish, 

but… that’s what I am, but what’s the big 

deal? It always came from the outside, I 

never thought about it myself. 

The school experiences depicted below occurred over a time span of more than twenty years. 

However, the changes within emigration politics, attitudes, school policies and pedagogics seem to 

have affected the experiences of individual pupils less than life elsewhere in society. The noble 

thought of having Finnish classes resulted quite often in pure suburban segregation: 

Outi: Jag var den enda i min klass som 

umgicks så mycket med svenska 

kompisar. Vi snackar om alla i dom 

parallellklasserna, dom umgicks bara med 

varandra. Också av praktiska skäl, man 

har rast samtidigt, går i samma klass 

blabla. Men också efter skolan, jag 

upplevde det själv att det var bara jag som 

drogs ifrån och umgicks med andra. 

                                                           
1 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (New York, 2009), p. 46. 

Outi: I was the only one in my class who 

spent so much time with Swedish friends. 

We are talking about all of them in the 

parallel classes, but they only hung out 

together. For practical reasons, too: you 

have breaks simultaneously, you go the 

same class blahblah. But also after school, 

I feel that it was only me who wanted out 

and who hung out with others. 
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Rather, it seems that the school experiences and the surroundings of the informants were quite 

arbitrary in their impact, and that the implementation of governmental policies remained random. 

Although the legislature, as represented in the Swedish immigration program of 1975, specified that 

the state had to secure the rights of the minorities to preserve and develop their languages and cultures 

on equal terms with the majority,2 the reality has been a different matter. Indeed, not all the laws, let 

alone the regulations, were carried out in practice. 

 

K: Så du började skolan i en 

svenskspråkig klass? 

Annika: Ja, det fanns ingen finskspråkig 

undervisning. Inte en timme. 

K: Inte ens senare? 

Annika: Nej, aldrig. 1975 när språklagen 

kom, när dom fattade beslutet i riksdagen 

så går det ut över landet som ringar på 

vattnet, så språklagen kom aldrig till oss. 

K: När jag började skolan i 1974 så var 

det i en finskspråkig klass. 

Annika: Vi borde ha fått det ja, men vi 

fick inte det. Jag är dubbelt inför det, å 

andra sidan är jag ju glad för vi blev ju 

väldigt svenska, det var enkelt för oss. Vi 

blev inte utpekade i skolan. Men det är 

klart, språkligt sätt så hade vi ju tjänat 

väldigt mycket på att finskan hade blivit 

bättre. Så är det ju. 

K: So you started school in a Swedish 

speaking class? 

Annika: Yes, there was no Finnish 

education. Not one lesson. 

K: Not even later on? 

Annika: No, never. 1975 when the 

language law came, when they made the 

decision in parliament it went over the 

country like rings on the water, so the 

language law never reached us. 

K: When I started school in 1974 it was in 

a Finnish speaking class. 

Annika: We should have gotten it, but 

didn’t. I have double feelings about it, on 

one hand I am happy because we became 

very Swedish, it was easy for us. We 

didn’t get singled out in school. But of 

course, in terms of the language we would 

have benefited very much with better 

Finnish. That’s the way it is.  

 

There might have been Finnish classes and lessons in the mother tongue, but the practical 

implementations were often stranger than fiction. One example is depicted in Finnish Blood Swedish 

Heart, where I share the experience of going to school in the basement of a block of flats with Harri 

Mänty, several kilometres from the school itself. It is a setting quite at odds with the basic concept of 

the comprehensive school. Hence, in the light of the school experiences marshalled within the present 

study, it seems to confirm the idea that at any given time between the late 60’s and 90’s, the reality 

of going to school and having the Finnish language fell short of the prescribed regulations and even 

school laws. In that respect, modernity in Sweden has not brought great improvements. The general 

                                                           
2 SOU, Invandrarutredningar 3 (1974), p. 69. 
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election of 2014 in Sweden school and education became the most important theme to the voters,3 as 

a result of Sweden’s free-falling downward spiral in international PISA evaluations and the apparent 

crisis in the Swedish educational system.4 In relation to the status of the Finnish language in the 

country, the European Council has repeatedly reprimanded Sweden for its shortfalls in providing for 

education with respect to the official minority languages. Before the Swedish general election in 

September 2014, Stefan Löfven – head of the Social Democrats and the Prime Minister to be – said 

that the special language school system should not be expanded, forwarding the slogan that school 

should contribute to integration, not segregation.5 

Hence, by 2014, in spite of the official status of Finnish as a national minority language since 2000, 

the possibilities of receiving Finnish teaching had actually decreased.6 Prime Minister Löfven’s 

comments reflect that the status and view on the national minorities and Finnish language in Sweden 

have a long way to go. The Sweden-Finnish educational set-up is obviously only a part in a larger 

entity, yet it one hand clearly typifies the haphazardness of the Swedish educational system and how 

Sweden continues to deal with the biggest minority in the Nordic countries. Several informants for 

the present study feel that segregation was, indeed, a possible outcome of the isolated Finnish classes 

of the 70’s and 80’s, but we must remember that the situation today is different. The days of corporal 

punishment in school (although corporal punishment was officially abandoned much earlier) are 

equally far back in time. All the same, it does seem emblematic that so many individuals interviewed 

in the present study maintained that the combination of a Finnish background and school, in whatever 

form it was realised, made them shy away from Finnishness. As in the case of Hanna. Consider, for 

instance, her account of the very first day of school: 

Hanna: Barndomen är att härma, att vara 

i gruppen, vad är normen, vad ska jag göra 

nu? Jag har haft några stora brytpunkter 

med det finska, som första dagen i ettan 

på västkusten. Då hade vi varit i Finland 

ganska länge den sommaren. Jag älskade 

att resa till Finland. Ingen kunde prata 

språk och för mig var det ju mystiskt och 

liksom laddat. Jag hade dessutom härliga 

kusiner, en härlig familj där och det var en 

sjö. Den sommaren hade jag lärt mig 

simma, vilket jag var superstolt över, det 

gjorde jag i Finland och jag hade lärt mig 

massa finska ord och också att sjunga 

                                                           
3 Dagens Nyheter, Skolan blir valets hetaste fråga, 10 February 2014.  
4 Skolvärlden, Kraftig försämring i PISA, 3 December 2013.  
5 Sveriges Radio, Stefan Löfven (S) vill inte se fler språkskolor, 19 August 2014. 
6 Sveriges Radio, Europarådet: Minoritetsspråkens skolsituation nu ännu värre, 20 August 2014.  

Broder Jakob på finska. Och en massa 

andra sånger som gjorde att jag tyckte att 

jag var lite coolare, lite bättre. Så frågade 

den där fröken på uppropet om det var 

någon som hade gjort något speciellt på 

det där uppropet, alla föräldrar och barn är 

där. Och om det är någon som vill sjunga 

något och jag var ju redan då liksom en 

uppträdande person, det är därför jag blev 

konstnär. Jag går fram och ställer och 

sjunger Broder Jakob på finska, för det 

var ju det jag var mest stolt över! Jag ville 

visa att jag kunde något som ingen annan 

kunde. Det var ju att gå rakt på en 
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käftsmäll. Sju år och kaxig över att man 

kan sjunga en sång på finska. Det var 

något man skulle skämmas för. Jag 

fattade inte det för jag var ju jättestolt. Det 

var ju det första mottagandet på finska. 

Hanna: To participate in childhood is to 

mimic, to be in the group, what is the 

norm, what should I do now? I have had a 

number of great breaking points with the 

Finnish, like the first day of school on the 

west coast. We had been in Finland quite 

a long time that summer. I loved 

travelling to Finland. Nobody could speak 

languages and for me it was mystical and 

kind of loaded. I had wonderful cousins, a 

wonderful family over there and there was 

a lake. I had learned to swim that summer, 

I was super proud over it, I did that in 

Finland and I had learned a lot of Finnish 

words: also to sing Brother John in 

Finnish. And a whole lot of other songs, 

which made me think I was slightly 

cooler, slightly better. And the teacher 

asks if anybody has done anything special 

there on the first day of the roll call, with 

all parents and children there. And if 

anybody wanted to sing something and I 

was already a performer back then, that is 

why I became an actress. I walk up and 

stand there and sing Brother John in 

Finnish, because it was the thing I was the 

most proud of! I wanted to show that I 

could do something that nobody else 

could do. It was like walking straight into 

a punch in the face. Seven years old and 

cocky over being able to sing a song in 

Finnish. It was something you should 

have been ashamed about. I didn’t 

understand that because I was really 

proud. It was the first response to 

Finnishness. 

 

Examples such as this could easily fill volumes on their own, and perhaps they should. More than 

twenty years after this example, the wind in the willows is still ill, the same as it ever was. Several 

informants who are now in their thirties and forties tell of how their teachers, neighbours, or Swedish 

adults in the vicinity had said that Finnish is an ugly language which should not be spoken out loud. 

School’s Out: Sweden-Finnish Education 

The first objectives for the education of immigrant children in Sweden were set up at the end of the 

60’s. Prior to that, the focus was to learn Swedish as soon as possible and to be able to attend school 

in the regular classes. If the pupil had difficulties, one might be placed in a special education class.7 

However, as early as 1962, Finnish had been included as an optional subject in the curriculum for the 

new comprehensive school for grades 7-9 in municipalities with a Finnish speaking population. In 

the present study, grade refers to the year you are in school and class to your home group in school 

(a unit which usually comprises 20-30 pupils). Sweden and Finland basically have the same 

comprehensive school system for the duration of the compulsory education, i.e. grades 1-9. As for 

secondary schools, all students in Sweden attend gymnasiet, which includes both theoretically and 

practically oriented programs. In Finland, lukio/gymnasiet is responsible for the theoretical programs, 

and ammattikoulu/yrkesskolan is the vocational school, and is accordingly focused on the practical. I 

                                                           
7 Korkiasaari, Jouni, Paluuoppilaiden sopeutuminen (Turku, 1986) refers to SOU (1983), p. 57, Lidbaum, Marja (1984). 
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will use secondary school as an umbrella term for all of these. 

The history of Finnish education in Sweden is documented elsewhere,8 but some pivotal landmarks, 

crossroads and dead-ends which have made a difference are worth noting here. As I have already 

stated, the overall sensation registered by the informants concerning these decisions and official 

doctrines is that they have been implemented ineffectively throughout the past four decades, so that 

it would appear to be fruitless to let them resonate too resoundingly here. The ambiguities and fork-

tongued proclamations of the slickest politicians and bureaucrats need no echo chambers. We should 

rather take a constructive perspective and utilise the possibilities enabled by the current minority 

language status of Finnish in Sweden, fuelled by the incipient spark within Sweden-Finnishness, 

which will only come into bloom through its increasing acknowledgement and recognition as an 

integral part and positive branch of Swedishness itself. In other words, reciprocity and recognition 

form the apex with respect to developing both identity and education. Minority language activism 

will remain as futile as fighting windmills in Finnish snowbanks as long as the ideological climate of 

the general majority – including the self-image of the second and next generations – is unable to 

accommodate the idea that there might be more pros than cons in maintaining and cultivating Finnish 

in Sweden. (Concomitant with this, for instance, could be the view that putting the children into 

Finnish schools is an asset rather than a drawback.) The case study Premises for Minority School 

Leadership in Sweden, Finland and Spain (2014), by Lahdenperä, professor of pedagogics, presents 

the claim that Sweden-Finnish schools have the lowest status of those in the study and that the 

principals felt discriminated and excluded by many of their peers.9 The value of having an education 

in second or third languages such as English, French or Spanish is widely recognised but not, even 

among Sweden-Finns themselves, is not generally extended to cover the case of Finnish. In the current 

Swedish PISA discussion of the crisis in education, Finland and the proficiency of the Finnish 

educational system continuously comes up.10 Incredibly, in Sweden no voices or even ideas have 

been raised about actually developing Finnish school systems, or Finnish education, except by asking 

"Vad är det som dom gör bättre i Finland?" (What are they doing better in Finland) and concluding 

that the education of teachers and throughout the system is organised better.  

In the SOU-report from 1968 the term home language (hemspråk) was introduced to replace the 

globally coined term mother tongue. The schools made the decision as to what the home language 

                                                           
8 See, e.g., Vuonokari and Pelkonen (1993), Korkiasaari and Tarkiainen (2000), pp. 261-305, Lainio and Wande (1996). 
9 Lahdenperä, Pirjo, Premises for Minority School Leadership in Sweden, Finland and Spain (2014), p. 71. 
10 See, e.g. columns such as Svenska Dagbladet, Det finska skolexemplet, 21 August 2013.  
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was, with the consequence that if your Swedish skills were good, your home language was adjudged 

to be Swedish, even if your mother tongue was Finnish, Italian, or Greek. However, even if this 

enabled the assimilation of non-Swedish children into the classrooms, the curriculum from 1969 

introduced the term bilingual teaching, which enabled the foundation of the Finnish education in 

Swedish schools.11 Reality, however, intervened with the maelstrom of Finnish emigration wave by 

the turn of the decade. Many municipalities and cities were forced to establish separate Finnish 

classes, since you might have 95 % Finnish kids in one class in certain schools. According to 

Vuonokari and Pelkonen, this epoch also had the consequences that the Finnish children in Swedish 

classes tended to become ashamed of their background at the same time as they began to lose their 

mother tongue.12  That the Finnish skills of these individuals are inferior to those who have attended 

Finnish classes is also clear among the informants in the present study, while the link between Finnish 

skills and comprehensive school in Finnish is undeniable. But we must also take into consideration 

how these assimilated kids were exposed to an alternating existence, with sheer disdain and 

discrimination popping up here and there. As far as the Finnish comprehensive school classes are 

concerned, it would be interesting to study whether there are real connections between 

hemspråksklasserna and segregation. Skills in one’s mother tongue might have nothing to do with it, 

apart from the fact that that, obviously, individuals would probably shut up about their Finnishness if 

they suffered from problems in that language. The other option in these black-and-white 

configurations might be for pupils to remain segregated in a home language class, where they might 

be able to remain proud of their Finnishness: but possibly hit a brick wall, or glass roof, later on in 

life. 

Blame It on the Boogie 

The home language reform was accepted by the Swedish parliament in 1975. From 1977 onwards, 

Finnish children could start in a Swedish class and receive 1-2 lessons of home language per week, 

or enrol in a mixed class with half Swedish, half other language groups (an alternative that soon 

disappeared) or a Finnish class. In 1974/75 there were 104 Finnish classes (I started in one of these 

that year) and, as a result of the implementation of the home language reform, there were 741 Finnish 

classes by 1981.13 Although these facilities were extensive and pioneering even on a global scale, the 

                                                           
11 Korkiasaari (1986), p. 269. 
12 Vuonokari, Erkki and Pelkonen, Juhamatti, Luokan kynnyksen yli: ruotsinsuomalaiset kirjoittavat kouluhistoriaa 

(Stockholm, 1993), pp. 14-15. 
13 Lainio (1996), p. 342. 
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practical situation in the following decades has been a totally different matter. For the majority of 

pupils with a Finnish background in Sweden, there have been no Finnish lessons whatsoever. After 

1975, the numbers of those receiving Finnish teaching in Swedish appear to be as follows:14 

Year Entitled Received Percentage 

1975 28,204 11,551 41% 

1979 40,300 21,779 54% 

1985 28,500 ... ... 

1991 22,914 13,520 59% 

1998 14,362 6,101 42% 

2003 10,830 4,651 43% 

2007 8,229 3,033 37% 

2013 8,235 3,644 44% 

 

The number of those entitled to Finnish has fluctuated according to the criteria. It is also quite clear 

that many of the statistical figures are quite misleading. In 1979, I suspect that I must have been 

included in the 21,779, although I did not attend. Following the continuing decrease since the 80’s 

where 3,644 pupils are receiving Finnish, the number of Finnish teachers is presently below two 

hundred;15 while the Sweden-Finnish teachers’ organisation had 101 members in 2014.16 In the early 

80’s, there were 1,400 teachers in Finnish.17 Again, let us focus in on Gothenburg. A report on the 

situation of Finnish language teaching instigated by the city of Gothenburg18 displays that in state 

statistics (SCB), the number of the pupils entitled to Finnish teaching and the number of those who 

have Finnish as a mother tongue are identical. As is clear, only a small minority of young Sweden-

Finns still have Finnish as their mother tongue. The Language Centre in Gothenburg has established 

that, in 2013, 518 pupils were entitled to Finnish teaching and 222 received it. Gothenburg at this 

time had more than 5,000 children at comprehensive school age who had a Sweden-Finnish 

background.19 The practical implementation of the language teaching is another matter. Most of the 

teaching takes place after regular school. There were 2.5 teacher posts in Finnish in Gothenburg, 

meaning that one teacher might visit a dozen schools each week. Pupils come from 61 schools to the 

22 schools where the lessons are held. A large number of pupils are thus excluded on practical grounds 

in the first place. Reports such as these are clear indications that progress is being made, the report 

summarises the past decades and statistics proficiently. However, although the report is critical in 

tone, it says nothing substantial concerning how and what the Finnish lessons are in reality, and 

                                                           
14 Korkiasaari, p. 274. 
15 Silfsten, Jemina, Minäkin haluan oppia suomea! Ruotsin peruskoulun suomen opetuksen kartoitus (Eskilstuna, 2010). 
16 Number from email from RSO, the union for Sweden-Finnish teachers. 
17 Vuonokari, Pelkonen, p. 123. 
18 De Boer, Modersmålsundervisning i finska i Göteborg (Gothenburg, 2014), pp. 14-15. 
19 ibid., p. 17. 
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certainly nothing from the pupils’ perspective. One interview with a teacher has been conducted, 

which presents the nearly insurmountable difficulties in scheduling and arranging the lessons. The 

developments within pedagogical structures, social services and school infrastructure are nowhere to 

been seen when it comes to the teaching of Finnish since the 70’s, and the age and language skills of 

the pupils may be from opposite ends of the scale. The big difference lies in sheer volume: there were 

more than a hundred Finnish teachers in Gothenburg in the 1980’s. The pupils in Gothenburg receive 

80-90 minutes of Finnish per week.20 Then, as is the case elsewhere in Sweden, if a pupil receives 40 

minutes, or even as little as 20 minutes of Finnish per week (as was noted by Brohy on behalf of the 

European Council),21 it is clear that the language skill will not become very proficient, if the language 

is not used elsewhere. 

In July 2015, the previous requirements of preliminary skills in minority languages or the ruling that 

one guardian should have the minority language as a mother tongue ceased to exist.22 As a result, 

interest in learning Finnish could most likely rise. Yet the actualities within scheduling, teacher and 

study material resources may present challenges which turn out be insurmountable for single teachers 

or schools. Pupils with good or decent Finnish skills should also be entitled to develop their language 

proficiency. And with sound reason, distance learning and differentiation must be allotted even within 

the present strict economic budgets.23 With the re-established education of teachers in Finnish in 

Sweden at Stockholm University since 2014, there were five students (!) currently in the process of 

becoming Finnish teachers in Sweden. A new group, comprising a few students, was admitted in 

2015.24 The gap between the teacher resources (less than 200) and the numbers of pupils having the 

option to receive Finnish within the coming years (above 100,000) seems exorbitant. At this point, 

one might point out that "Stockholm, we have a problem", but the problem is, in fact, more complex 

than simply a matter of a nonchalant Swedish state not providing Finnish teaching for the browbeaten 

Sweden-Finns. Rather, it is clear that the majority of those 100,000 pupils and their parents do not 

see it as necessary or beneficial to reclaim the Finnish language. If the present Sweden-Finns would 

tackle the issue with the same vehemence as the previous parent generation, i.e. the first generation, 

did in the 1970’s and 80’s, then at least the discussion and political pressure on the powers-that-be 

would be different. Therefore, dear Stockholm, instead of asking which came first, the hen or the 

                                                           
20 ibid., pp. 18-19. 
21 Sveriges Radio, Europarådet: Minoritetsspråkens skolsituation nu ännu värre, 20 August 2014. 
22 Skolverket, Uppdrag att utarbeta förslag till kursplaner och stödja utveckling och produktion av lärverktyg på de 

nationella minoritetsspråken, 24 August 2014.  
23 See, e.g., Tomlinson, Brimijoin and Narvaez (2008). 
24 source: email from Finnish department, Stockholm University, November 2014. 
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chicken in this respect, we need to examine what forces have in the past half century have capacitated 

the present development. This question brings us back to one the initial starting points of the current 

study: the linguistic dimensions simply do not yield adequate stomping ground for us to understand 

present Sweden-Finnishness.  

Although recent initiatives are a clear improvement to the minority languages in Sweden, the reality 

will not be any more euphoric than in the 1980’s, when the Finnish classes had a somewhat 

established position. There were school "wars" and strikes, with teachers and parents disillusioned 

with the bureaucracy. Attending these home language classes throughout comprehensive school was 

seldom beneficial for a sound development of the identity of these pupils themselves, as the 

informants in the current study demonstrate.  

Language might be the key to the lock of the identity chest, but within the chest we also have the 

heart. And no keys can open a heart. They have arteries going in and veins coming out, pulsing back 

and forth and through some ridiculously complicated system: while the oxygen absorbed from the 

surrounding air journeys through our blood like words in a crowd, making us the living bodies that 

we are. Language is the easiest and most straightforward key, but there are other ways of accessing 

identity. Hinges. Instrumental in the Sweden-Finnish issue is also the business of affecting the forces 

that affect you – the general public and political forces, especially those protected by the gatekeepers 

at the intersections in the corridors of power. 

The parents, teachers and the pioneers of Finnish speaking education in Sweden have obviously been 

concerned that the children should be entitled to Finnish teaching, to remain as Finnish as possible in 

a sense, from the first-generation standpoint. And it is all very natural, since there was no in-between 

horizon in sight between Swedishness and Finnishness. Isolation, marginalisation and segregation 

were not considered to be problematic. The other option was obviously full-on assimilation. 

This means that children of the minority group for whom this option is to remain open must acquire their 

language, which might best be accomplished as part of their schooling: and, provided they are also 

learning the political language, they can thus retain the option without being trapped in a minority identity 

they cannot escape.25 

As far as the bilingual discussion with its relation to school is concerned, the linguistic foundation 

has been there ever since the seventies – as well as, intermittently, the educational means – but 

consistent support from the Swedish school system has never been available. How the machinery of 

the Swedish educational system has dealt with the education of Sweden-Finns and the Finnish 
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language in general has been instrumental in the fading not only of the language, but also of the 

Sweden-Finnish identity as well. "Swedish school political practices have contributed strongly to the 

difficulties Finnish is having and will have surviving beyond the coming two or three generations."26  

This boils down to the responsibility of the state, which should be the vanguard for the educational 

and lingual human rights of its citizens. "So in a country with language minorities, the state should 

make such options available to parents and children who seek them, if it can."27 The term national 

minority in Sweden has still some distance to go before it gains full acknowledgement. The Swedish 

government has threatened sanctions against the municipalities who fail to comply with the law,28 

since there have been considerable shortcomings in some municipalities with respect to securing the 

three basic prerequisites of the national minorities: the rights to use one’s language in dealing with 

the municipality, preschool and eldercare. Obviously the availability of these rights remains one basic 

presumption that we as citizens should have about the forces that be, but within the corridors of power 

not all doors are open to everyone. However, we need to understand that this reluctance to see and 

value a major European national minority has been rubbing off both ways, especially affecting the 

second generation. Most Sweden-Finns will regard their background as a plus no sooner than the 

majority, both in Sweden and Finland, acknowledge them as such. The gatekeepers at state and 

municipal posts need to be educated in national minority issues. There have been reports and research 

data gathered throughout the decades, but the practical implementations and school organisations still 

halt, if they move at all, or the movement goes backwards. By the seventies, Tove Skutnabb-Kangas 

had already dubbed much of the research on immigrant children "squirrel science": 

A considerable portion of the present research on the educational and language issues among immigrant 

children is, in fact, more like unplanned collecting and registering easily measurable concrete superficial, 

irrelevant facts rather than real research. Squirrel science, unplanned collecting of pine cones and looking 

beneath the scales, without any chances to see the trees, let alone the forest. Many seem to the follow the 

worst positivistic tradition in disassembling the area of research into increasingly tiny, atomistic parts, 

which are registered with no connections to any social and theoretical contexts. This type of research is 

also characterised by making the means, the instruments, e.g. language tests, into an end in itself.29* 

In Sweden, already Nils Erik Hansegård (1968) concluded in Tvåspråkighet eller halvspråkighet 

(Bilingualism or halflingualism) that mastering and receiving education in one’s first language, i.e. 

the minority language, in fact, enabled a quicker and better command in the majority language.30 This 

also seems to be validated by the participants in the current research. 

                                                           
26 Janulf, Pirjo, Kommer finskan i Sveriga att fortleva? (Stockholm, 1998), abstract. 
27 Appiah, p. 102. 
28 Sveriges Radio, Ministeri Alice Bah Kuhnke: Takaamme lasten oikeuden kieleen, 2 December 2014.  
29 Skutnabb-Kangas, in Munter, p. 137. 
30 Hansegård, Nils Erik, Tvåspråkighet eller halvspråkighet (Stockholm, 1968). 
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Fight for Your Right 

 

The strife and battle for Finnish-speaking classes which began in the 70’s escalated into the school 

wars of the 80’s, with school strikes and fierce political campaigning especially by Finnish parents.31  

 

Outi: Å andra sidan var det ju föräldrarna 

som kämpade för hemspråksklasserna. 

Det var ju dom som demonstrerade och 

slogs för det. Och politikerna vågade inte 

göra någonting, för dom hade högafflarna 

i händerna. 

Outi: On the other hand it was the parents 

who fought for the home language 

classes. It was they who demonstrated and 

fought for it. And the politicians didn’t 

dare to do anything, because they had the 

pitchforks in their hands. 

 

Finnish classes were first established by law for the earliest school years in 1986. Up to then, the 

decisions and the resources had undergone annual arbitration, allowing a baffling space for local 

headroom.32 However, the countdown had already begun with increased municipal enforcement 

power concerning schools.  

The establishment of the new Swedish National Agency for Education in 1991 with diminishing state 

control quickly led to the practice that the municipalities laid down the Finnish classes. During the 

90’s, another decade of battles for Finnish education in Sweden, a number of Finnish independent 

schools were established. By 2014, there were a dozen Finnish independent schools, friskolor, in 

Sweden. 

The Finnish classes were a prime example of the double-barrelled shotguns within second generation 

Sweden-Finnishness. At face level and superficially, it might be difficult to fathom any drawbacks 

with it, apart from monolingual educational politics, streamlining and cost-effectiveness, by offering 

fewer options. In light of preserving one’s mother tongue, the hemspråksklasserna, which were up 

and running between the 70’s and 90’s, have been mainly beneficial. However, it is illuminating that 

the results were far from satisfactory with respect to the students’ mastery of Finnish, as was 

demonstrated in a dissertation by Janulf (1998), which examined 560 Botkyrka pupils in both Swedish 

and Finnish classes over a two-decade period. For it turned out that that none of the former Sweden-

Finnish pupils who had attended Swedish classes and had children 15 years later spoke Finnish to 
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their children. On the other hand, 40% of those who had attended Finnish classes spoke Finnish to 

their children. Compared to the monolingual Swedish cohort in Sweden, a Finland-Swedish bilingual 

comparison group from Turku displayed a higher level of mother-tongue proficient skills in their 

Swedish mother tongue. Their spoken skills in Finnish were on the same level as with the Sweden-

Finns in Finnish classes although, however, they appeared to be slightly less proficient in writing. 

With reference to bilingualism, Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) describes the Finland-Swedes as recipients 

of a full maintenance programme.33 The contrast in status, support, identity and language between 

the suburbs of Botkyrka and Swedish speaking Turku cannot be over-emphasised. 

It seems that we have enough evidence, worldwide, to be able to claim that, for minorities and probably 

also most indigenous peoples, only proper full maintenance programmes lead to high levels of 

bilingualism at a group level. Submersion and transitional programmes, at least early-exit transition, lead 

to language shift. This is something that the states organising the education know, and often applaud.34 

However, a high level of bilingualism guarantees nothing. Identity needs more cornerstones. Even 

the most bilingually proficient education might end up in the total erosion of one’s mother tongue 

and a consequent language shift. It is difficult to fathom that the situation today would be significantly 

different even if the bilingual teaching programmes had been more successful. If the mother tongue, 

the minority language of Finnish in Sweden, has had no resonance or use in people’s daily adult life, 

they will still tend to take the full exit. Therefore, the connections between language and identity need 

to be addressed and revitalised on wider cultural plateaus. The mother language might be the bone, 

but we need flesh around the bones as well. If the majority view nonchalantly dismisses that of the 

minority, the second generation will gradually abandon Finnishness and the Finnish language. And 

indeed, as far as the Sweden-Finnish national minority is concerned, it has already done so. The 

underlying criticism still frequently encountered among majority voices often stresses that Sweden, 

in fact, provided Finnish teaching in line with requirements issued by both Finland and Sweden-Finns 

in the 70’s and 80’s, and that more resources can, furthermore, presently be granted based on 

providing data concerning increases in the sheer number of participants, metrics and activity. In other 

words, requirements and challenges have a tendency to land in the hands of the minority than the 

majority.35 

Disregarding the structural and continuous passive-aggressive monolingual tendency within the 

                                                           
33 A maintenance programme entails children with a minority language as a mother tongue to enrol voluntarily in school 

with fellow minority language students, taught by bilingual teachers, and the majority language is taught as a second 

language. See Skutnabb-Kangas (2000), pp. 600-610. 
34 Skutnabb-Kangas (2000), p. 652. 
35 Rekola, Satu, En kyrka – många språk (Gothenburg, 2016), p. 20. 
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Swedish school system, the only critical voices I have come across towards the Finnish classes in the 

past decades have come from those who have attended these Finnish classes, or went to regular 

Swedish parallel classes, adjacent to the Finnish classes. The following excerpts will clarify the reality 

and facts of these experiences, which in typical fashion to the second-generation experience is a 

baffling mixture of pros and cons. As we know, most people tend to bitch and complain about school 

and, hopefully, the examples here will clarify whether there really was something to complain about. 

Furthermore, and more importantly on a larger scale, these tangible experiences will provide insights 

as to how bilingual and multicultural education in the twenty-first century might avoid the most 

obvious pitfalls. In fact, about half a dozen of the informants in the present study (including the 

undersigned) ended up studying pedagogics and have worked as teachers. The onus of responsibility 

for becoming proficiently bilingual, or for upbringing in general, cannot stand on the shoulders of the 

school or the home alone. Learning and cultivating one’s mother tongue should be natural and a 

fundamental human right – but whether that will result in bilingualism, yield better academic skills, 

or end up in segregated marginalisation are different questions altogether. 

Pertti: Det jag kan tänka mig i form av 

minnen, det är jävligt mycket skola. Jag 

minns ingenting hemifrån, det har inte 

med föräldrarna att göra, dom 

känslominnena jag har på det sättet innan. 

Men det är skola, eftersom det är samma 

skola, ettan, tvåan och trean. Så är det 

skolgårdsminnen och liksom känslor 

jämtemot någon lärare och sådant som 

kan geggas upp. Ständig kris på 

skolgården. Det var bara jävligt tråkigt 

och jävligt bråkigt. Det var mycket 

maktkamp. Att markera, jag slogs jävligt 

mycket. Ständigt, jag bankade ner dom. 

Sedan så var det mycket strul med lärare, 

dom här hemspråksklasserna hade jävligt 

stränga lärare. Och jag har alltid hamnat i 

konflikt med dom. Inte velat bli bestämd 

över, så det var jävligt mycket sådant. Jag 

ville inte att någon skulle tala om för mig 

vad jag skulle göra. Det var kvarsittningar 

och straff och du vet. Verkligen ett sätt att 

skapa skolhat på. Det skapade det hos 

mig, motreaktioner och konflikter hela 

tiden. 

 

Pertti: When it comes to my memories, a 

hell of a lot of school. I don’t remember 

anything from home, it doesn’t have 

anything to do with my parents, those 

emotional memories I have from earlier 

on. But it’s the school, the same school, 

first, second and third grade. It’s 

memories from the schoolyard and 

feelings towards a teacher that can be 

clumped together. Constant crises on the 

schoolyard. It was just so damned boring 

and damned troublesome. A lot of power 

struggles. To mark one’s place, I fought a 

lot. Constantly, I knocked them down. 

There was a lot of hassle with the 

teachers, these home language classes had 

damned strict teachers. And I have always 

ended up in conflicts with them. I haven’t 

wanted to be ruled over, so there was a 

hell of a lot of that. I didn’t want that 

anybody could tell me what to do. It was 

detentions and punishments and you 

know. Really a way to create hate towards 

the school. That’s what it did to me, 

counter-reactions and conflicts all the 

time. 

In most cases (as that of Pertti suggests), the Finnish home language classes of the 70s and 80s were 

quite segregated. Furthermore, as Paavo’s recollections depict, when the segregation became tangible 

on several levels, such as school, housing and language, the reality came a-knocking. Paavo’s father 
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made the decision for the son to enrol in a Swedish class, which meant that the contacts to "fellow" 

Finns were remarkably scarce36+: 

K: Oliko ruotsinkielisten luokkien 

suomalaisilla lapsilla kavereita 

suomenkielisillä luokilla? 

Paavo: Ei. En minä muista. Ehkä jollakin 

tytöllä joku. Mutta me pojat oltiin aina 

futiksessa mukana ja se oli ruotsiksi. Se 

oli ihan erilainen kulttuuri. Ne tuntui aina 

oudolta, ne jotka kävi suomalaista 

luokkaa. Jostain syystä. Erilaisia. Minun 

pihalta ei varmaan kukaan lähtenyt 

suomalaiseen luokkaan. […] 

Paavo: Muistan kun niiden kanssa yritti 

jutella, ne oli niin erilaisia. Ne puhui 

huonommin ruotsia, ne ei ehkä 

ymmärtänyt yhtä nopeasti, minä koin sen 

niin, että ne ei pysynyt mukana samalla 

tavalla. Että siinä oli joku esteenä, kun 

yritti jutella niiden kanssa. Ei 

aavistustakaan mistä aiheesta, ehkä että 

osaatko tapella tai jotain. Siitä on niin 

kauan. Ehkä puhuin vain yhden tai parin 

kanssa, mutta se riitti minulle. 

 

K: Did the Finnish children in the 

Swedish classes have friends in the 

Finnish speaking classes? 

Paavo: No. I don’t remember. Maybe 

some girl did. But we boys always played 

football and it was in Swedish. It was a 

different culture. They always seemed 

strange, those in the Finnish class. For 

some reason. Different. I don’t think 

anybody from my yard went to a Finnish 

class. […] 

Paavo: I remember trying to talk to them, 

they were so different. Their Swedish was 

not as good, they might have understood 

less quickly. I experienced it like they 

didn’t get the hang of it in the same way. 

That there was something standing in the 

way, when you tried speaking to them. I 

have no idea what about, maybe that can 

you fight, or something. It was so long 

ago. Maybe I spoke to just one or two, but 

it was enough for me. 

 

Many of the participants experienced the distinction between "us and them" as quite rigid and clear. 

The dividing gap was one’s school class, rather than issues relating purely to Finnishness. 

 

Vera: På ett plan då så kunde jag vara 

glad, att jag inte gick i dom här finska 

klasserna. Det blev ju också så att dom 

aldrig kom in i vår gemenskap. Även om 

vi bodde på samma gård. Det var en tydlig 

skillnad mellan dom och oss. Då hade jag 

ju hamnat på oss-sidan. 

 

Vera: On one plane I could be happy that 

I didn’t go in these Finnish classes. It 

turned out the way that they never came 

into our community. Although we lived in 

the same yard. There was a clear 

difference between them and us. And I 

had ended up on the us-side. 

 

Besides the Finnish classes, there were other minority classes in some parts of Sweden in the 70’s. 

The gap between the children from former Yugoslavia, Greece or Turkey and the "gen pop" was 

wider.  

Jukka-Pekka: Finska, grekiska och 

turkiska klasser. Dom var ju verkligen, 

om vi var annorlunda och utanför, men 

                                                           
36+ See Appendix 4.1. 

dom var ju helt väck. Grekerna och 

turkarna. Dom hade ju inte bara det att 

komma från en annan social bakgrund, 
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deras utseende var ju så pass annorlunda, 

att dom hade ju ingen chans att leka med 

dom svenska pojkarna. Det hade ju vi. 

Jukka-Pekka: There were at least Finnish, 

Greek and Turkish classes. And they 

really were, if we were different and 

outside, but they were totally gone. The 

Greeks and the Turks. They didn’t just 

come from a different social background, 

but they looked that much different, that 

they didn’t have a chance to play with the 

Swedish boys. But we did. 

 

When the winds were ill and the blows took you by surprise, you might carry these pockmarks with 

you for the rest of your life. 

Paavo: Se tulee siitä, muistan kun oltiin 

koulussa, varsinkin siellä maalla 

välitunnilla, kun tuli tappelu, eikä 

aiemmin ollut kuullut mitään, niin nyt 

Kom igen, slå ner finnjäveln nu. Silloin 

sitä tunsi, oh yeah, nyt se tulee esille 

täällä. Sen takia, sellaisten kokemusten 

takia sitä tietää, että kyllä minä tiedän 

mitä sinä siellä ajattelet oikein siellä 

längst in liksom, så finns det där. Sitä kun 

on kuullut, riittää kun on pari-kolme 

kertaa kuullut niitä juttuja, niin se jää 

tänne, tavallaan tänne sisälle. Ja sitten sitä 

tulee samanlaiseksi itsekin: svennarna, 

det är ingenting och lita på. Det har vi sett, 

andra världskriget… niinkö tämmöisiä. 

Ne tulee sieltä, ne on syviä tankegångar 

jotka pyörii siellä. Ne on tavallaan 

sellaista itsepuolustautumista myös. 

Paavo: It comes from that, I remember 

when we were in school, particularly 

during recess in the countryside, when 

there was a fight, and you’d heard nothing 

before, now it was Come on, beat down 

the Finnish bastard now. Then you felt, oh 

yeah, now it reveals itself. Therefore, 

because of these kinds of experience you 

know, that I really know what you are 

thinking really deep down, it exists there. 

When you have heard stories like this, and 

two-three times is enough, it stays here, 

kind of here within you. And then you 

become just similar yourself: Swedes, 

that’s nothing you can trust. We’ve seen 

that, the second world war... stuff like 

this. That comes from there, these are 

deep thoughts that circle around there. In 

a sense it is also a kind of self-defence. 

 

Accordingly, behaviour and the compass of one’s identity will adjust itself. One’s identity looks 

forward, but the old can seldom be totally erased: "Identity is such a concept – operating ‘under 

erasure’ in the interval between reversal and emergence; an idea which cannot be thought in the old 

way, but without which certain key questions cannot be thought at all."37 Finnishness was in many 

cases a real stigma for Sweden-Finnish children and teenagers in the 70’s. 

Hanna: Det blev ju surrealistiskt, det där 

finska som var någonting man skulle få 

stigma för. Bli stämplad för. Jag tycker 

det fanns många sådana stationer. 

K: Hela den aspekten, den diskussionen 

har inte ens börjat på sätt och vis. Det har 

ju att göra med det varför folk kanske inte 

känner sig sverigefinska. 

Hanna: Säkert, men varför var det fult? 

Jag tänker att barnen tar upp föräldrarnas 

                                                           
37 Hall, Stuart, Questions of Cultural Identity (London, 1996), p. 2. 

åsikter. Varför var det så att man tittade 

på finnarna på 70- och 80-talet som 

någonting sämre och lägre? Det är 

klassfrågor. Som gick rakt in till barnen. 

Hanna: It became surreal, that 

Finnishness was something you’d get 

stigmatized by. Be stamped by. I feel that 

there were plenty of those situations. 

K: That aspect, that discussion has not 

even started in a way. It has to do with 
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why people might not feel that they are 

Sweden-Finnish. 

Hanna: Surely, but why was it ugly? I 

believe that children pick up opinions 

from their parents. Why was it so, that 

people in the 70s’ and 80’s looked down 

on Finns as something inferior and lower? 

These are class issues. Which went 

straight to the children. 

According to De Boer, this is a result of a monolingual bias in Sweden after the war: "After the war 

there was a monolingual norm in Sweden: if an emigrant wanted to integrate into the Swedish society 

you were expected to learn Swedish as fast as possible. Speaking Finnish was considered ugly and it 

was associated with having a low status."38* 

The voices of those who attended these Finnish classes in the present study remain quite critical. 

However, as far as the Finnish language is concerned, all of those who have gone to a Finnish class 

confirm that their Finnish has been preserved thanks to that. 

Mikko: Minä luulen että se että me oltiin 

suomalaisessa luokassa, se on pelastanut 

sen suomen kielen jokaiselle meistä, 

jollekin tasolle. 

 

Mikko: I believe that since we were in a 

Finnish class, that has saved the Finnish 

language for each and every one of us, on 

some level. 

All of those in the present study who have had at least the four first years in Finnish classes still speak 

good Finnish. However, the language might still have been eroded after one’s teenage years. The 

opposite is also possible, as in the case of Mikael, who after learning the language as a young adult 

now speaks better Finnish than his Finnish-speaking childhood friends. Many remarks concerning 

the possible misfortunes and non-futures of those who remained in these Finnish classes have already 

been presented. The attributes of language, class and pride/shame seem central. In many cases, the 

Finnish classes might have helped preserve the language and (in attitudinal terms) been "more 

Finnish" – i.e. more structured, disciplined and more orientated towards the transmission of cultural 

knowledge – but not always: 

Emma: Minä aloitin sitten suomalaisella 

luokalla ykkösellä, olin ollut suomalaisessa 

leikkikoulussa, mutta sitten minä vaihdoin. En 

viihtynyt suomalaisessa luokassa. Siellä oli 

tosi paljon kiusaamista ja paljon semmoisia 

tyttöjä, joilla oli aika huonot koti, tuota, 

hemförhållanden. Yksi Minna kiusasi toista 

tyttöä, joka oli minun kaveri. Se oli aika 

raakaa, niin minä muutin sellaiseen kouluun, 

joka oli meidän lähellä. 

                                                           
38 De Boer, Modersmålsundervisning i finska i Göteborg (Gothenburg, 2014), p. 8. 

Emma: I started school in a Finnish class, I had 

been in a Finnish nursery, but then I changed. 

I didn’t like the Finnish class. There was lots 

of bullying and lots of girls who had quite bad 

domestic situations. One Minna bullied this 

other girl, who was my friend. It was quite 

raw, so I moved to a school which was close 

to us. 
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Ismo moved to Finland after his fourth year of school and, in his recollections, he has nothing but 

pride with regard to his Finnishness. 

Ismo: Ellei ole tapahtunut alitajuista 

kieltämistä, en muista häpeää. Minulla oli 

enempi ylpeyttä, että suomalaiset on aina 

sata kertaa parempia. Että jos pitää tapella 

suomalaista vastaan, teitä pitää olla 

kymmenen yhtä suomalaista vastaan. Se 

oli ylpeyttä, että Suomessa oli kaikki 

paremmin ja suomalaiset olivat aina 

parempia. Enempi häpeää oli se kun 

tultiin Suomeen ja olin asunut Ruotsissa. 

Se aiheutti häpeää, tai kanssaihmiset 

saivat tuntemaan sitä. Että en ole oikea 

suomalainen. 

Ismo: Unless there has been any 

subconscious denial, I don’t remember 

shame. For me it was more pride, that 

Finns are a hundred times better. That if 

you have to fight against a Finn, there 

must be ten of you against one Finn. It 

was pride, that everything was better in 

Finland and the Finns were always better. 

There was more shame in coming to 

Finland and I had lived in Sweden. That 

caused shame, or other people made me 

feel it. That I wasn’t a real Finn.

 

Similar manifestations of Finnish "pride", for want of a better word, can be found in many other pre-

pubertal recollections, the difference being that the inner clashing of swords and the identity quest 

within adolescence changed the perspective for most between the tender ages of ten to fifteen. In 

relation to being a bully, or being bullied, the segregated ones might have even been a majority or at 

least a very strong minority, who could run amok and obliterate any obstacles. Like Asterix and his 

fellow Gauls among the Roman Empire. 

Markku: Det är alltid någon finne som är 

slagskämpe, som ska slåss. Han slog ju 

inte mig för jag var finne, men han kunde 

slå min polare i klassen för att han var 

svenne. Man klarar sig alltid. Jag hade det 

skitbra i skolan. 

Markku: There is always a Finn who is a 

fighter, who would fight. He wouldn’t 

beat me because I was a Finn, but he could 

beat my classmate because he was 

Swedish. You would always manage. For 

me it was good as shit in school. 

 

At the other end, being among very few Others of any kind most likely meant that you had a very 

hard time growing up in Sweden. The majority of us were somewhere in between, I could certainly 

confirm that our Finnish class in Tuve, Hisingen around 1976 was a force to be reckoned with, but as 

soon as one walked out on other avenues, left the Gaul village so to speak, other forces came into 

play. 

The striking similitude of these early experiences mirrors both the similitude of Swedish society and 

the background of our parents. Identical suburban conditions a thousand kilometres and fifteen years 

from each other, the same comprehensive school system, hardworking parents from similar Finnish 

circumstances, the same national TV and radio broadcasts in all homes, and quite slight differences 

in their nuances and political climates. The situations seemed similar for children who had no 
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Sweden-Finnish connections, like in the case of Jari, who had no Finnish playmates: 

Jari: Oli sellainen voimakas 

työläisidentiteetti jo lapsena, osittain 

sieltä lähiöstä. Kaikki oli duunareita, 

yhden kaverin isä oli upseeri Ruotsin 

merivoimissa, jälkikäteen olen ihmetellyt, 

että kuinka ne asui siellä 

miljonprogramissa. Paitsi jos se oli 

sellainen ruotsalainen kummajainen kun 

sosialidemokraattinen upseeri, ei kyllä 

tainnut olla. 

Jari: A strong working-class 

environment already as a child, partly 

from the suburb. Everybody was 

working class, the father of one friend 

was an officer in the Swedish navy, 

afterwards I have wondered how come 

they lived in the Million Programme. 

Except if he was such a Swedish freak 

as a social democratic officer, but I 

doubt that. 

 

It should also be noted that only two of the grand total of above 20 went through all of the 

comprehensive school in a Finnish class.  Their experience of it also reflects both sides of the coin. 

Being born in the late 70’s, Johanna does not see this as a drawback, she maintains that her Finnish 

absolutely benefitted from it, although it was not easy, and she never wanted to transfer to a Swedish 

class. She claims it was her fighting spirit, love for Finland and also camaraderie that kept the 

Finnishness strong39+: 

Johanna: Mutta kaverit jotka minulla oli 

murrosiässä ja sen jälkeen ainakin, niin 

suomalaiset kaverit, ne oli tosi 

suomalaisia. Ei siinä minun mielessä 

ollenkaan hävetty. Kyllä me saatiin kuulla 

juttuja, kuulla finnjävel ja kaikkea. Mutta 

minä luulen, että en minä ottanut siitä 

koskaan nokkiini. Ei siitä tullut koskaan 

paha mieli, minua suututti vaan. Ja 

riidanhalu heräsi. 

K: Sitähän pidetään suomalaisena 

luonteenpiirteenä, että ei pelkää 

konflikteja, vaan pikemminkin voi jopa 

tykätä siitä. 

Johanna: Että saa jotain actionia, että 

jotain tapahtuu. Ehkä se on niin, mutta ei 

minua ole koskaan huolestuttanut, minua 

ei ole koskaan pelottanut, minä en ole 

koskaan tuntenut itseäni aliarvoiseksi tai 

millään tavalla uhatuksi, tai pienemmäksi 

ihmiseksi. Olen ollut aikalailla siinä 

mielessä vahva. Ei se vaikuttanut. 

Johanna: But those friends I had during 

puberty and at least after that, the Finnish 

friends, they were really Finnish.  In my 

mind we were never ashamed. We heard 

stuff, heard Finnish bastard and 

everything. But I think I never got upset 

by it. I never felt bad about it, I just got 

angry. The fighting spirit awoke.  

Johanna: It is considered a Finnish 

characteristic not to be afraid of conflicts, 

but you might actually enjoy it. 

Johanna: To get some action, that 

something happens. It might be, but I 

have never been worried, I have never 

been afraid, I have never felt undervalued 

or threatened in any sense, or as a smaller 

person. I have been quite strong in that 

sense. It didn’t affect me.  

 

 

Johanna did well in school and had no linguistic or academic difficulties later on in secondary school 

or university. However, there are plenty of comments suggesting that going through all of the 

                                                           
39+ Appendix 4.2. 
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comprehensive school in a Finnish class was not beneficial. In fact, all of the informants made the 

point that, beyond language, social class needs to be accounted for as well: 

Pertti: Om man tar med klassfrågan i 

sammanhanget och isolerar barn i en 

finsk, eller vilket jävla språk som helst, i 

en hemspråksklass där barnen får lära sig 

sämre svenska och blir isolerade och 

segregerade i en fattig förort med 

arbetarföräldrar. En jävla skillnad ifall det 

är tvåspråkigt eller flerspråkigt i något 

område där föräldrarna har akademisk 

utbildning. Det är inte medräknat i något 

sammanhang. 

Det är det jag menar också, att när man 

inte använder språket. Går man i finsk 

hemspråksklass och pratar finska, så lär 

man sig ju saker på finska. Man använder 

ju det finska språket, man kan ju fan inte 

samtidigt, om man inte använder det 

svenska språket i något ämne kan man ju 

fan inte lära sig det ämnet på svenska? Jag 

menar att det tar stryp. Har man inte 

begreppen, vad ska man få dom ifrån? 

K: Jag har inte det svenska akademiska 

språket, det är för sent att jag skulle kunna 

få det. Vad var det som jag skulle säga 

idag: avslag, anslag, samlag? Övergrepp? 

Pertti: Så där håller jag också på. Det har 

jag gjort hela mitt liv, det är det folk inte 

fattar. Både det här med etnicitet och 

klass. Man får kämpa dubbelt så mycket, 

det tar dubbelt så mycket tid, om inte ännu 

längre. Man får kämpa häcken av sig. Så 

ser mitt liv ut fortfarande, jag får liksom: 

vad heter det där, vad heter det där som 

jag gjorde? Så håller jag på så där, ord ord 

ord. Hur fan skulle jag kunna veta det? 

 

Pertti: If you include the question of class 

in the context and isolate the children in a 

Finnish, or whatever damned language 

else, home language class where the 

children learn inferior Swedish and 

become isolated and segregated in a poor 

suburb with working class parents. There 

is a hell of a difference whether it is 

bilingual or multilingual in an area where 

the parents have an academic education. 

This isn’t included in any contexts. 

That’s what I mean also, when you don’t 

use the language. If you attend school in 

Finnish home language classes and speak 

Finnish, you learn things in Finnish. You 

use Finnish, hell you can’t 

simultaneously, if you are not using 

Swedish in a subject, how the hell are you 

supposed to learn that subject in Swedish. 

I am saying that it strangles you. If you 

don’t have the terms, where are going to 

get them from? 

K: I don’t have the Swedish academic 

language, it’s too late for me to get that. 

What was it that I needed to say today: 

discourse, concourse, intercourse? 

Harassment? 

Pertti: I do that all the time too. I’ve done 

it all of my life, and people don’t get it. 

Both this with ethnicity and class. You 

have to fight twice as much, it takes twice 

as much time, if not even longer. You 

need to work your ass off. That’s what my 

life still looks like, I have to go: what’s 

that, what’s the name of that I did? So I 

keep going like that, word word word. 

How the hell should I know that?

 

Markku switched over to a Swedish class for the 7th grade. His reactions when speaking about the 

school years were as fierce as the density of profanities suggests. These comments not only reflect 

the pros and cons of attending school in Finnish classes, but also how most parents did not question 

or reflect upon the practical terms of going to school: not unlike some Finnish working-class parents, 

who thought their children would be better off without Finnish altogether. We discussed the criticism 

of home language classes. 
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Markku: Se oli perseestä. Ei se tänä 

päivänä, ei se ole tiellä ollut minun 

elämässä koskaan, se on ollut sellainen 

kysymysmerkki. Isompi ja isompi 

suurennuslasi siinä koko ajan. Se vaan 

kasvaa se kysymysmerkki, en minä 

uskalla vittu äidiltä kysyä, että miten 

vitussa te pystyitte pistämään kouluun 

tuolla saatana? Mikä minulla siihen on, 

vittu sitten sillä jää se päähän 

jankkaamaan, olisiko siinä pitänyt jotain 

tehdä? Vittu niillä on ollut tarpeeksi, niin 

kuin siinä on ollut. Mutta siihen minä 

kirjoitan vittu joka päivä viikossa alle, 

että vitun kummallinen homma se oli. 

Että se oli niin eristettyä, jos se sitä 

jotenkin meinaa. Sitähän oli suomalainen, 

ja jos ei ollut niin ne pakotti. Siellähän oli 

kaikenlaiset, sellaiset jotka ei melkein 

osanneet suomen kieltä, ne joutui siihen 

samaan saatanan paskaluokkaan. Eihän 

sitä kaikki valikoinut sillä tavalla. 

Mutta sitä vaan meinaan, että se 

suomalainen koulunkäynti oli vitun 

tärkeää. Mutta se missä muodossa se oli, 

sitä olen vastaan. Siitä minä voin puhua 

vaikka kenen kanssa ja voin selittää 

minkälaista se oli. Se oli ihan päin vittua, 

just se asia, siitä me varmaan ollaan… 

siinähän eristyi jotenkin. Ei kaikki ollut 

yhtä paljon ruotsalaisia sen koulun 

jälkeen kuin minä olin. Ei varmaan ollut. 

Markku: It sucked. But not today, it hasn’t 

hindered my life whatsoever, it has been 

a question mark. With a bigger and bigger 

magnifying glass above it all the time. 

The question mark just keeps growing, 

and I don’t fucking dare to ask mother, 

how the fuck could you put us in that 

damned school? What right do I have, 

fuck! Then it starts bugging her, that – 

should we have done something? Fuck 

they have had it hard enough, with what 

they had. But I can confirm that any 

fucking day of the week, it was fucking 

weird. That it was so isolated, if that’s the 

point. You were Finnish, and if you 

weren’t, they forced you. There were all 

kinds, also those who hardly knew any 

Finnish, they were put in the same Finnish 

shit class. 

So I am saying that the Finnish school was 

fucking important. But the way it was 

arranged, I am against that. I could talk 

about that with anybody and explain what 

it was like. It was totally fucked, precisely 

that, there we most likely... you were 

isolated in a way. Not all of us were as 

Swedish after school as I was. Absolutely 

not. 

 

 

In the present day this should be taken into consideration, as we now have a tendency to have whole 

language schools rather than classes. Although the dangers and levels of segregation face different 

challenges as in actuality, for example, pupils attending the inadequate number of Finnish schools in 

Sweden are, for the most part, not proficient at all in Finnish (see e.g. Silfsten 2010, Tuononen 2002). 

Similarly (as in the case of the most extremely segregated situations of the 70s and 80s), because 

having Finnish at home, school and mono-socially tended to end in trouble, today’s scenario of 

promoting partial Finnish teaching in the Finnish free schools is not enough to service functioning 

bilingualism. 

Jukka-Pekka: Se, että ruotsinsuomalaiset 

koulut käyttää ruotsalaisia kirjoja, että 

oppilailla olisi samat käsitteet ja asiat kuin 

ruotsinkielisilläkin, se tuntuu jotenkin… 

kaukaa haetulta. Tai perseestä olevalta 

idealta. 

Jukka-Pekka: But the fact that the 

Sweden-Finnish schools use Swedish 

books, so that the pupils would have the 

same terms and contents as the Swedish 

pupils, seems somehow... farfetched. Or a 

shitty idea. 
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Not to mention those pupils who receive at most one lesson: which can be as little as twenty minutes 

of Finnish per week. On behalf of the European Council, the minority language researcher Brohy 

pointed out that Sweden must improve its minority language politics as this is not only in the interests 

of the minority; it also enriches the heritage of the entire nation.40 In 2013-2014, some 8,235 pupils 

were entitled to Finnish lessons, with 44 %, 3,644 receiving it.41 Hence, out of the nearly 20,000 

children in comprehensive school in Sweden who have at least one parent born in Finland (SCB 

2012), less than 20 % pupils receive any teaching in Finnish. 

The majority of the informants of the present study moved over to Swedish classes between 5th and 

7th grade in school. Of those in the present study, only Markku made the decision himself. For the 

rest, the process was automated: 

K: Men på den tiden var det ju så att det 

inte var en jävel som blev tillfrågad 

någonting. 

Outi: Det är ju det jag menar. 

K: Inte föräldrarna, inte ungarna. Kouluun 

vaan, hep, sinne vaan! Fick man inte gå 

över? 

Outi: Jag kände ingen som gick över. 

Dom var solida, dom här stråken. Och det 

var parallellklasser också. Det var flera 

parallellklasser också, det var jävligt 

många finneballar. För varje årskurs 

fanns det parallellklasser, i varje fall på 

högstadiet så var vi väldigt många. När 

jag gick i nian så var det väldigt många, 

det var både parallellklasser och dom som 

gick i åttan, sjuan. Jag kände ingen som 

gick över. 

K: Ingen? Inte en jävel? 

Outi: Inte en jävel. Däremot så vet jag att 

det var några, väldigt få, vad jag kände 

till, tre-fyra stycken som gick i svenska 

klasser från början. Som hade typ en finsk 

förälder, men dom hade gjort det från 

början. Vi andra forslades in, det fanns 

ingen valmöjlighet liksom. Det fanns inte 

i min föreställningsvärld. Det var där vi 

skulle gå, det var ingen som… På 

högstadiet tänkte jag på det, för jag ville 

verkligen inte gå där, jag kände att det var 

fel hela tiden. Men då var det ju kört. Då, 

vad heter det, då hade jag aldrig funkat. 

                                                           
40 SVT, Forskare kräver att Sverige satsar mer på minoritetsspråk, 19 December 2013.  
41 Sveriges Radio, Äidinkielenopetukseen oikeutettuja lapsia yhä enemmän, 18 August 2014.  

Jag var ett ufo, jag var på en annan planet, 

jag hade inte funkat längre att gå över när 

jag hade gått från ettan till högstadiet. På 

många olika plan, både socialt, du vet, och 

språkligt. Då hade jag inte kunnat flytta 

över till en svensk klass i åttan. 

K: But back then there wasn’t anybody, 

who was asked anything. 

Outi: That’s what I mean. 

K: Not the parents, not the kids. Go to 

school, yep, off you go! Weren’t you 

allowed to switch over? 

Outi: I didn’t know anybody who did. 

They were solid, these veins. And there 

were parallel classes. Several parallel 

classes, a whole lot of Finnish bastards. In 

each year there were several parallel 

classes, at least in the end of primary 

school we were very many. When I was 

in the 9th grade there were very many, 

there were parallel classes and those in 

grades seven, eight. I didn’t know 

anybody who would have crossed over. 

K: None? Not one soul? 

Outi: Not one soul. Although I know that 

there were a couple, a very few, of what I 

knew, three-four who attended Swedish 

classes from the beginning. Who had like 

one Finnish parent, but who had gone 

there from the start. The rest of us were 

hauled in, there wasn’t like any 
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alternative. It didn’t exist in my 

imagination. We were supposed to go 

there, there was nobody who… After 7th 

grade I thought about it, because I didn’t 

really want to go there, I felt that it was 

wrong all the time. But it was too late 

already. Then, how would I say, it 

wouldn’t have worked for me. I was a 

UFO, I was on another planet, it wouldn’t 

have worked for me after having gone 

from first grade to seventh. On many 

levels, socially and, you know, 

linguistically. I wouldn’t have been able 

to go over into a Swedish class in eighth 

grade. 

 

As is recurrent with regard to the second-generation experience, the image and texture conjured up 

by these school experiences are blurred, rough and multi-layered. A few general remarks and 

conclusions about the class in school can, however, be outlined. A holistically Finnish or regular 

Swedish class for Sweden-Finnish pupils was bound to end up in knots. The noble idea of having 

Finnish classes seemed to many to be almost paving an asocial pathway, especially in one’s pubertal 

years and in contexts of segregation and isolation, social class, and grim suburbia. To push through, 

you might have needed to be that rare combination of being an academically talented good student 

and a hardboiled roughneck. 

If the pupil went through comprehensive school in a regular Swedish class, not only the Finnish 

language but also other aspects of day to day intercultural life, such as the gap between particular 

children and their parents were bound to expand beyond proportion. Several interviewees used quite 

similar wordings regarding this feeling: "Finland är en sådan djävulsk gåta i mitt liv", Finnishness 

having become for them not only a large question mark, but also a devilish mystery. Family and social 

life outside school are instrumental in all of this, the low status of Finnish and lack of positive 

connotations to Finnishness in many cases being only too apparent. Having one or two Finnish lessons 

(modersmålsundervisning) per week seems, astonishingly enough, to have done nothing but make the 

situation feel worse and, as we shall see below, these Finnish lessons were more uniformly axed by 

the interviewees. 

As far as going from childhood to adulthood, for the individuals in the present study, including the 

undersigned, the experience has been a metamorphosis of evolving and revolving processes, within 

and without Finnishness and Swedishness – bearing a hybrid identity, which Bhabha sees through 

Fanon as a prerequisite for all "liberatory people who initiate the productive instability of 

revolutionary cultural change".42 

The formative school years have perhaps panned out most successfully, at least according to how 

                                                           
42 Bhabha, Homi K., The Location of Culture, ([1994], London and New York, 2004), p. 55. 
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these grownups now look back on their school years, after similar hybrid, in-between, circumstances 

and even school changes have come about, although bilingualism itself might have suffered. Change, 

and the desire to change, is a natural and inevitable part of growing up. Certainly, when a pupil feels 

that a change is warranted, it should be taken seriously. Otherwise we end up creating a forced 

displacement of cultural identity, and imprisoning developing souls. We should also be careful not to 

confuse change and development with the overkill afforded by current trends: a wealth of choice early 

on in life which can result in pupils unwittingly failing to opt for certain subjects which would have 

been beneficial for their development. Not all pupils, let alone parents and teachers, know what school 

subjects will benefit us most. I meet people all the time who regret not studying more Swedish in 

Finland, and not learning Finnish in Sweden. Not learning the language of your parents would require 

special justifications. How is it possible then – with respect to those accorded the privilege of home 

language lessons between the 70´s and 90´s (an initiative they tended to regard as having been the 

utmost value) – that when they discussed it, the air hung heavy: the discussion being accompanied by 

a lot of huffing and puffing, the shaking of heads, and visible frustration? 

Let’s Go Native 

Some twenty years after the language law of 1974, Mikael was not entitled to Finnish in school, since 

there was a prerequisite in the law, stating that the language had to be in use at home and that the 

pupil had sufficient skills in Finnish. This is how Mikael thought about having Finnish in school in 

Gothenburg in the 90’s: 

Mikael: Då ville man ju, eller först vill 

man inte det. Det var skämmigt. Att jag 

inte ville ha något med det att göra. Sedan 

tänkte jag efter lite övertalningar, ville 

man lära sig prata med släktingar som inte 

kunde prata svenska, eller i huvudtaget 

när det bodde så mycket finnar som bodde 

i det där området, så hamnade man ju 

utanför hyfsat ofta i olika situationer, 

kompisgäng och så. 

K: Var det så på riktigt, på 90-talet då? 

Mikael: Ja 96, 97 när man gick i sexan, 

sjuan. På vissa ställen var det så, där jag 

bodde var det mycket finnar. Det är ju 

intressant för jag har pratat med dom nu 

som man växte upp med, som gick i 

samma klass på mellanstadiet, finnarna, 

och nu har jag lärt mig finska och nu kan 

ju inte dom finska längre, eller dom har 

tappat det så mycket. Det är ingen garanti 

att man behåller finskan bara för att man 

har fått hemspråksundervisning. Det 

krävs mer än så. Jag fattar inte hur dom 

tänkte då.  

Mikael: And I wanted, or first I didn’t. It 

was shameful. Didn’t want anything to do 

with it. Then I reconsidered after some 

persuasions, if you wanted to learn to talk 

to relatives who didn’t speak Swedish, or 

in general when there were so many Finns 

living in the area, you ended up on the 

outside often in various situations, like in 

circles of friends. 

K: Was it really like that, in the 90’s? 

Mikael: Yes in 96, 97 in the sixth, seventh 

grade. In certain areas it was like that, 

there were lots of Finns in the area where 

I lived. It is interesting since I now have 

talked with them I grew up with, who 
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were in the same class in between fourth 

and sixth, the Finns, and now I have 

learned Finnish and they don’t anymore, 

or they have lost much of it. It is no 

guarantee that your Finnish will survive 

although you’ve received mother 

language teaching. It requires more. I 

don’t get how they thought back then. 

 

Those in Mikael’s school who were entitled to Finnish, had it as the last lesson of the week, so most 

pupils simply went home. Again, this was not an isolated example, although the implementations of 

Finnish language teaching varied extensively even within the same areas and years. This was the 

previous decade, and Eskilstuna in the late 80’s: 

Mikko: Meille tuli yläasteella että sitä oli 

se tunti viikossa. Sekin oli tyyliin että sen 

jälkeen kun kaikki muut lähti kotia, meillä 

oli suomen kieltä. 

K: Sehän oli yläasteella mahtavaa? 

Mikko: Muut lähti imppaan liimaa ja 

mopolla rällästeleen niin me jäätiin 

suomen tunnille. 

Mikko: When we went to grades 7-9 it 

was like a lesson each week. And that was 

like after everybody else had gone home, 

we had Finnish. 

K: That must have been great in grades 7-

9? 

Mikko: The others went sniffing glue and 

horsing around on mopeds and we stayed 

for the Finnish. 

 

Although scheduling like this might be regarded as a minor detail and a necessity, it clearly 

demonstrates how careless practical implementation demolishes any good thought behind it. 

Furthermore, attending these Finnish lessons for those who felt the stigma, or at least discomfort, 

could have been an obstacle. 

Outi: Jag hade inte gått på 

hemspråksundervisningen. Om jag hade 

haft valmöjligheten. Jag hade aldrig 

någonsin gått dit, jag hade bara khhh! 

K: Jag gick inte heller. I femman var det 

på en annan skola när dom andra hade 

gympa, mitt favoritämne och dom andra 

fick spela fotboll. Det var finska elever i 

alla åldrar i ett uteförråd, vissa kunde 

ingen finska alls. Mig gav läraren Aleksis 

Kivis Seitsemän veljestä: "Lue Kai sinä 

tätä", eftersom jag kunde lika bra finska 

som svenska. Jag gick dit några gånger, 

sedan stannade jag bara kvar på 

gympalektionerna. Det var ingen som 

kom och frågade efter mig. 

Outi: I would never have gone on the 

home language lessons. If I had had the 

choice. I would never have gone, I would 

just have khhh! 

K: I didn’t go either. In the fifth grade it 

was in another school when the others had 

PE, my favourite subject and the others 

got to play football. And here there were 

Finnish pupils of all ages in an outside 

storage building, and some didn’t speak 

any Finnish. The teacher gave me Seven 

Brothers by Aleksis Kivi: "Kai, you read 

this", since my Finnish was as good as my 

Swedish. I went there a few times, then I 

just stayed on the PE lessons. Nobody 

came asking after me. 

 

The recollections of the informants also mirror another interesting clash of cultures. For the Sweden-

Finnish kids attending regular Swedish school, having Finnish lessons could entail facing Finnish 
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teachers from Finland who came from a different school culture, with more stress on authority, 

discipline and (grrr), grammar: 

Keijo: Skolan var alltid grym. Det enda 

som var jobbigt var finska, hemspråk, 

som morsan ville. Det var sjukt jobbigt, 

jag fick alltid gå dit på gympan, jag 

älskade gymnastik. Nej, då skulle jag gå 

på hemspråk, tillsammans med någon 

annan som man inte kände så bra, Mirja 

och jag, vi två och sedan var det någon 

från en annan klass. Och det var så 

långsamt och tråkigt, det kommer jag 

ihåg, språket. Det bara var så här segt. Jag 

tyckte inte att det var roligt. Vi fick ju inte 

vara i något klassrum, vi satt i 

kartrummet. Där satt det ett bord, det var 

läraren och vi var två-tre stycken och så 

satt man så här. Och sedan skriva och läsa 

finska, jag tyckte det var sjukt svårt och 

tråkigt. För dom här finnarna jag gick 

med, dom var inte polare. Jag ville ju ha 

roligt i skolan. Hade jag fått bestämma 

hade jag skitit i det helt. Men nu var 

mamma, morsan och farsan sade att det är 

klart att du ska ha det. Och det är nog bra, 

jag har säkert liksom nytta av det. 

Keijo: School was always awesome. The 

only boring part was Finnish, which mom 

wanted. It was dreadfully boring, I had to 

go there on PE, and I loved PE. No, that’s 

when I had to go and have home 

language, with somebody I didn’t know 

that well. Mirja and me, us two and then 

somebody from another class. And it was 

so slow and tedious, I remember that, the 

language. It was just so lame. I didn’t 

think it was any fun. We didn’t get to be 

in a classroom, we sat in the map room. 

There was a table, the teacher and then 

two-three of us, sitting like this. And then 

writing and reading in Finnish, I thought 

it was terribly difficult and boring. 

Because these Finns I was there with, they 

weren’t my friends. I wanted to have fun 

in school. If I would had the choice, I 

would have just dropped it. But now 

mother, mom and dad said that of course 

I would have it. Which is good, because I 

surely benefit from it. 

 

Although the social aspects might have been less of an obstacle, there seems to be a fair consonant 

resistance among second-generation Sweden-Finns concerning Finnish lessons in school in the 70’s 

and 80’s, as the following examples demonstrate: 

Elina: Ja, vi var ungefär tredjedelen, rätt 

många finnar i klassen, även i skolan. 

Hälften var väl svenskar och resten andra 

nationaliteter. Arbetarklassområde, 

givetvis. Sedan fick vi hemspråk 

oregelbundet, det var något som jag 

avskydde. Det var så jävla dålig låg nivå. 

Det var liksom någon akademikertyp, 

kändes det då. Dom pratade grammatik på 

ett sätt som inte svenska lärarna pratade 

på. Det var bara rent avtändande. 

 

Elina: Yes, we were about a third, plenty 

of Finns in the class, even in school. There 

was about half Swedish, and the rest were 

other nationalities. Working class area, 

obviously. Then we had home language 

lessons irregularly, it was something 

which I hated. The level was just so 

damned bad and low. The teacher was like 

an academic type, it felt like. They spoke 

about grammar in a way the Swedish 

teachers didn’t. It was just a total turn-off. 

Markku started 7th grade and having Finnish one lesson per week, but he only went a few times. The 

teacher seemed so ‘old’ and ‘strange’. In retrospect, it is easy to acknowledge that it might have been 

beneficial.   
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Markku: Mutta sen jos olisin käynyt sen 

kolme vuotta tunnin viikossa, niin 

silloinhan minä olisin vieläkin 

kirjoittanut, ihan varmasti, suomen kieltä. 

Markku: If I would have had it for a 

lesson each week those three years, then I 

still would be able to write, absolutely 

surely, Finnish. 

*** 

Jari: Minulla oli toiselle tai kolmannelle 

luokalle kotikielenopetusta, mutta se oli 

jotenkin... minä kävin niillä tunneilla, 

varmaan jotain niihin tehtäväkirjoihin 

teinkin, mutta en kyllä koskaan pannut 

minkäänlaista efforttia siihen, miten sen 

nyt sanoisi? Se ei silloin 70-luvun 

alkupuolella ollut kovin kova hitti toi 

suomalaisuus ja suomen kieli. Se oli 

äärimmäisen uncool. Meillä oli vielä 

sellainen suomenruotsalainen, nimestä 

päätellen. Puoliksi kalju, lyhyt, 

suomalaisukko jolla oli valtavan 

kokoinen karvareuhka päässä. Sellainen 

venäläinen, melkein sombreron kokoinen 

karvalakki aina päässä talvella, joka heti 

teki siitä valtavan epäcoolin henkilön. En 

muista missä se oli se kotikielenopetus, 

mutta se ei ollut edes koulun rakennus. 

Jossain muualla minne piti mennä. Se oli 

vähän niin kuin, ja en itse asiassa ole 

koskaan tätä jäsentänyt tai analysoinut, 

mutta se oli vähän niin kuin epäcoolien 

ihmisten kerho, jonne minun piti jostain 

syystä mennä ja oli vastustusta, että ei 

mua kiinnosta, en mä haluu. Se jäi sitten 

jossain vaiheessa pois ja kyllä minun 

suomen kieli alkoi näivettyä aika äkkiä. 

 

Jari: I had home language lessons until 

second or third grade, but it was 

somehow… I attended the lessons, and 

surely did something into those exercise 

books, but I never put any effort into it, 

how would one put it? In the beginning of 

the 70’s Finnishness and the Finnish 

language wasn’t a big hit. It was 

extremely uncool. We also had a Finland-

Swedish, judging from the name. A half-

bald, short Finnish geezer with a huge fur 

hat. The Russian kind, almost the size of 

a sombrero fur hat on his head in the 

winter, which immediately made him into 

a very uncool character. I can’t remember 

where the home language lessons were, 

but it wasn’t a school building. You had 

to go somewhere else. Actually it was, 

and I have never figured this out or 

analysed this, but it was like a club for 

uncool people, which I had to go to for 

some reason and there was resistance, I 

am not interested, I don’t want to. At 

some stage it disappeared and yes, my 

Finnish started to dry up quite fast.

 

Then, once again, there was the alienating sensation of inferiority and being labelled, which certainly 

cannot be disregarded in how the Sweden-Finnish teenagers came to feel about the home language 

lessons: 

Elina: Så blev man ju utpekad: "Mikko! 

Mari! Elina! Stick! Pthitsu!", så fick man 

inte vara med på den vanliga klassen. Jag 

vet inte hur man kan lösa det bättre att 

slippa det där. Nu som vuxen och 

föräldrar är det ju viktigt att man har 

hemspråksundervisning på något sätt. 

Men att man i alla fall kan lägga in det i 

läroplanen på något vettigare sätt. Och 

mer psykologi bakom. Idag är man ju mer 

medveten om det, men det är fortfarande 

väldig låg nivå har jag märkt. 

Elina: Then you were singled out. 

"Mikko! Mari! Elina! Get out! Shoo!", 

and you weren’t allowed to be in the 

regular class. I don’t know how you could 

solve it to in a better way to avoid that. 

Now as an adult and parent it is important 

to have home language teaching. But you 

should be able to include it in the 

curriculum more sensibly. And have more 

psychology behind it. There is more 

awareness about it today, but the level is 

still really low, I have noticed. 

In numerous recollections, other examples emerge, exemplifying structural differentiation within the 

educational system: 
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Markku: Sitten me saatiin Marianne 

Teronen, Pakanen ja minä 

specialundervisning, ruotsinkieltä. 

Ensimmäiset tunnit, yläasteella. Siihen 

asti kun tajusi, että nehän oli nimen 

perusteella laittaneet meidät sinne. 

Yhtäkkiä siinä oli Patrick Andersson, 

Lennart, Magnus Petterson – kaikki 

tämmöiset tavalliset nimet oli sitten ne 

jotka sai sitä apu… tukiopetusta. Että ne 

oli niin väärässä vielä silloin, vittu kuinka 

monta vuotta meitä oli ollut täällä silloin? 

Eikö ne ollut vittu vieläkään oppinut, 

niillä oli vittu en generation på sig, för 

fan. Siinä oli kymmenkunta vuotta tullut 

näitä vitun suomalaisia pentuja, eikö ne 

kerennyt paremmaksi saamaan? Så länge 

gick det, så naivt och blåögt på något sätt.  

Markku: Then we got, Marianne Teronen, 

Pakanen and me, special education, in 

Swedish. The first lessons in the new 

school in seventh grade. Until one 

realised that they had put us there because 

of our names. Suddenly there were names 

like Patrick Andersson, Lennart, Magnus 

Petterson – these kind of regular names 

that got the aid, the special education. 

That they were so wrong still then, fuck 

how many years had we been here 

already? Hadn’t they fucking learned 

anything, they had a fucking whole 

generation’s time to themselves, damn it. 

These fucking Finnish kids had been 

coming over ten years, weren’t they 

capable of making it any better? That’s 

how long it took, and it was so naive and 

blue-eyed in a sense.  

 

The informants all recognise that the mother language lessons might still have been beneficial for 

their Finnish skills, but the negative connotations seem still in many instances to be totally 

overwhelming. On a wider plane, most of these practical implementations of minority language 

teaching could arguably still today be seen as manifestations and direct consequences of similar 

monolinguistic assimilation tactics that prevailed up until the 90’s – tactics which did not yield, or 

result in, a fully functioning bilingualism but something less.  

In fact, the only outright positive recollection comes from Mikko, remembering his years in upper 

secondary school when Finnish was optional: 

Mikko: Mä muistan että lukiossa minä 

valitsin kotikieliopetuksen, sekin oli taas 

niin kuin kerran viikossa. Hehe, sen minä 

otin ihan sen takia että keskiarvo nousee, 

lopputodistukseen. Ihan taktisista syistä. 

Vaikka se oli ihan hauskaa, me katsottiin 

vanhoja suomalaisia klassikkoelokuvia, 

ja luettiin kirjasta mitä klassikkoja nyt oli, 

Seitsemää veljestä ja tällaista. Se oli 

enemmän sellaista sosiaalista puuhaa, sai 

puhua suomea oman, sellaisten 

suomalaisten kanssa jotka kävivät sitä 

isoa lukiota. Ne jotka halusi nostaa 

keskiarvoa, me istuttiin siellä ja hihistiin, 

vähän fuulattiin systeemiä. 

Mikko: I remember taking the home 

language in upper secondary school, it 

was also like once in a week. Haha, I took 

it just to raise the grade point average, for 

the final diploma. Just for tactical reasons. 

But it was quite fun, we watched old 

Finnish classical films, and read classic 

books like Seven Brothers and such. It 

was more a social activity, you got to talk 

Finnish with your own, those Finns who 

attended that big upper secondary school. 

Those who wanted to raise the grade point 

average, we sat there and giggled, fooled 

the system a little.

 

And as Mikko himself pointed out, it was actually the system (or the good Finnish teacher) that fooled 

them – how could anything fun and enlightening AND Finnish be useful? Embedding cultural 
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activities and social interaction worked miracles – being able to read the nineteenth-century Finnish 

of Aleksis Kivi is a clear sign that the Finnish skills of these Sweden-Finnish students must have been 

at a very good level.  

A Sort of Homecoming? Sweden-Finnish Returning Pupils in Finland 

Paluuoppilaiden sopeutuminen (Korkiasaari, 1986) is a detailed report by the Finnish Migration 

Institute which delves into the adaptative and educational questions among these returning pupils. 

The term paluuoppilas (‘returning pupil’), is aggravatingly misleading since very few of the pupils 

were in fact returning to Finland. However, in this the term is a good representative example of how 

misleading and categorising terms can be. Further, this is another instance of how the second-

generation experience is tied to the parent generation, as paluumuuttaja/återflyttare/ i.e ‘returning 

immigrant’ becomes paluuoppilas/återflyttande elev/ ‘returning pupil’. In fact, 38,000 minors moved 

from Sweden to Finland between 1971 and 1984, which indicates that we have at least 50,000 Finns 

who have a background in Swedish schools as well.43 The report includes analyses of the questioners’ 

findings with respect to nearly 400 ‘returning pupils’ and their parents and teachers, as well as 

comparison groups consisting of 540 pupils. The report also sums ups the findings of more than a 

dozen earlier master’s and doctoral theses. Altogether, it constitutes a clear embodiment of the view 

that an interest in Sweden-Finnishness (including the maturing second generation), existed in the 

80’s. But as the rash of visible Sweden-Finnish problems largely disappeared and the face of 

immigration changed in the 90’s, the interest in Sweden-Finnishness waned. Furthermore, the aspect 

of second-generation Sweden-Finnishness ‘returning’ to Finland proves beneficial in filling in some 

voids and provides insights into the research question about how the research cohort has tackled 

invisibility, as a careful reading of past research indicates. Similarly, a comparison to second-

generation Irishness reflects further light on the issue.  

In these early studies on the second generation there are indications of an identity which defies strict 

categorisations and does not, in fact, fit in smoothly between Swedishness and Finnishness, as the 

researchers seem to have expected. There is a third ply involved, a layer that may be identified as 

Sweden-Finnishness, as well as sharing a number of issues with wider minority positions. This is how 

a girl in the 4th grade summarises her thought on Finnishness and Sweden: 

"I am never ashamed of being a Finn, because a Finn is a quite good human being. I would rather live in 

Sweden, because I also had Swedish friends. I think it would be nice, if more people would live here who 

                                                           
43 SOS, Be, (Stockholm, 1971), p. 84. 
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come from Sweden, so that I could speak Swedish with them and we could form a Swedish speaking 

club." (Girl, 4th grade, grade point average 7.4)44* 

It is all here: a ten-year-old in the mid-80’s simultaneously expresses pride for her Finnish background 

and Swedish life and language. Yet there were no facilities, or arena, in which she could present, 

contextualise or live out her cultural background; there were no "Swedish speaking clubs". Many of 

the double-voiced (or ‘two-tone’) answers emergent in research, such as Osgood’s semantic 

differential adjectives – discussed in the doctoral theses of Rönnholm (1982) and Lasonen (1981) – 

actually reflect and tell us more about the current times and the comparison groups, of the "regular" 

kids in Sweden and Finland, than they do about ‘returning pupils’.  All questions concerning self-

image, identity and general sense of being paint a painstakingly clear-cut picture – that the Finnish 

pupils in Finland tended to be more pessimistic, self-depreciating, and lacking in self-confidence than 

those in Sweden. For instance, 17% of the Finnish pupils regarded themselves as "stupid" rather than 

"smart", whereas the Swedish number was 4%.45 Korkiasaari suggests that there might be semantic 

differences explaining the Finnish self-depreciation, i.e. that the Finnish tyhmä would be weaker than 

the Swedish dum, but in fact, it is the opposite, as tyhmä would be more likely to carry the connotation 

of ‘stupid’, and dum ‘dumb’. The Sweden-Finnish pupils come in-between with a self-depreciation 

rate of 11%. Korkiasaari criticises most of the studies for not taking account of socio-economical 

background factors in deciphering their findings, and he is surprised by the outcome that Sweden-

Finnish pupils seem to have a better self-image than regular Finnish pupils, who come from more 

intact networks, a wider spectrum of socio-economic backgrounds and, as one might expect, share 

brighter horizons. This is a reminder that the Finnish educational system, which was knowledge-

orientated and perhaps academically more proficient, tended to yield constant disappointment and 

supply negative feedback to those with difficulties. Rönnholm (1982) also suggests that the notion of 

a national Finnish minority complex had its foundations, as 15% percent of the återflyttande pupils 

were placed a year behind their age in school when they "returned" to Finnish schools, to allow them 

to catch up.46 When Ismo started 5th grade in Finland, his teacher said that he would need to receive 

plenty of tutoring and extra work in order to even pass. Regardless, he received top marks from the 

outset.  

The self-image of the Sweden-Finnish kids very much deserves to be interpreted against that of the 

Swedish pupils and, in such a context, the horrid bipolarisation of stupid/smart, the self-assessment 
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of 17% against 11% makes some sort of sense. Inevitably, many ‘returning pupils’ also carried within 

them a Swedish as well as a minority positionality, although they most certainly proclaimed and felt 

that they were Finnish. It should be noted that in Korkiasaari’s report, only 26% answered that they 

regarded themselves as being solely Finnish. A further 10% felt more Swedish than Finnish (these, 

for the most part comprising Swedish speaking children in Finland-Swedish schools). In retrospect, 

we could now clearly label all of these returning pupils as Sweden-Finnish, and I find it quite 

illuminating that it did not cross anybody’s mind – not that of the parents, teachers, researchers or 

these returning pupils themselves – that the bipolarity between Sweden and Finland as identity 

choices was inadequate in reference to these pupils. The term ‘Sweden-Finnish’ was no longer 

applicable, since these pupils no longer lived in Sweden. It is as if, to invoke a close parallel, Finland-

Swedish pupils could not be categorised as Finland-Swedish regardless of the country in which they 

lived. Or as if the children of Irish emigrants who returned to Cork after fifteen years in Manchester 

could not have felt that they were also Mancunians?  Johnny Marr concurs with the following 

comment: "I feel absolutely nothing when I see the Union Jack, except repulsion . . . and I don’t feel 

Irish either. I’m Mancunian-Irish."47 

Johnny Marr and Stephen Morrissey from The Smiths are not the only second-generation Irish-

Englishman, or Hi-Brits, Hiberno-Brits, as they are dubbed in The Generation Game, a book by 

McWilliams on the influence on children of Irish emigrants on British culture. These Hi-Brits include 

such household British names as John Lennon, Paul McCartney, Kate Bush, Noel and Liam 

Gallagher, David Bowie, Kevin Keegan, Dusty Springfield, Tony Blair, John Lydon, Shane 

McGowan, Kevin Rowland, Elvis Costello. "When you look at English popular culture – not high 

culture – comedy, music, that sort of stuff, the Irish impact really is phenomenal," McWilliams writes. 

"The effect second and third-generation Irish have had on English popular culture has been 

extraordinary."48 Similarly in Irish Blood, English Heart (2011), Campbell regards the second 

generation as a central and utterly creative presence in at the forefront of British culture. 

That those of Irish parentage should be influential in England is not entirely surprising, based on the 

fact that 500,000 Irish migrated in the 1950s in search of the greater wealth they thought England 

offered. "Although these people are Brits, they are not true Brits," observed McWilliams, who 

believed that the sense of "being foreign, though white" – and during the IRA bombing campaign 

                                                           
47 Campbell, p. 102. 
48 McWilliams, David, ‘From Morrissey to Tony Blair: How Ireland's children are at the heart of English culture’, 
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being persona non grata – might have fuelled their creativity.49  

All of this sounds quite similar to the Sweden-Finnish experience. Rather like second-generation 

Sweden-Finns, these (derogatively termed) plastic paddies can decide subjectively how much, if at 

all, they want to make out of their Irishness. David Bowie’s public stance towards his background is 

emblematic; as a highly talented and multifaceted artist, who always worked from a highly subjective 

starting point, he for one never made a point out of it. Then again, being the chameleonic pioneer that 

he has been, taking on different guises, roles, influences and techniques from other art forms can 

arguably have something to do with his innate foreignness. Yet there are differences as well between 

the Hi-Brits and the Sweden-Finns, the most important obviously being language. However, amid the 

Irish parental generation’s struggle in Kilburn, London, or Toxteth, Liverpool, language surely 

remained something of an issue, even if having a brogue was not always deemed a clear handicap. 

McWilliams also finds other positive attributes to Irishness, arguing that if many of the second 

generation 

… had grown up in what was then culturally conservative Ireland, the cultural output might not have 

been the same [… .] England, with its tolerance and multiculturalism gave them the platform. It has 

helped that Irishness has now become something romantic, which people want to know about.50 

Sweden, similarly, can be seen as being more liberal and multicultural than Finland. Finnishness, 

however, has rarely been culturally romanticised or interesting in Sweden, apart from within the 

higher left-wing end of the Swedish cultural establishment, where individuals might salute Finnish 

design, photography, architecture and Finnish filmmakers such as Aki Kaurismäki. 

This is how Noel Gallagher reasoned why he and Oasis refused to record Three Lions for the English 

national football team in 2000: "When push comes to shove, I'm in the Ireland end," he said. "If I'd 

done the England song and gone on at Wembley my uncles would have killed me."51 

The key perhaps lies in the acknowledgement of one’s background. Second-generation immigrants 

of colour have not had the advantage of blending into most avenues of northern societies as Swedes 

or Finns, like the Sweden-Finns have. As we know, a horse does not grow up to become a car even 

if it is born in a garage. I have modified this analogy from second-generation Irish musician Kevin 

Rowland of the Dexys Midnight Runners, who voiced it thus in a Melody Maker interview from 

1985: 
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MM: Are you British or Irish? 

Rowland: I am an Irish citizen. I am an Irish passport holder. 

MM: But you were born in England. 

Rowland: Just because you were born in a stable doesn’t make you a horse.52 

 

Effectively, the objective of all, including the returning Sweden-Finnish pupils themselves was 

without doubt to integrate as holistically and quickly as possible, since no other option existed. 

Weirdly enough, for those in Swedish speaking parts and schools it often meant identifying with 

Finland-Swedishness. The psychological position became quite isolated. I, for one, had absolutely no 

sensation whatsoever about my schoolmates’ self-image during my first three years in Finland. I 

regarded everybody else as just happy-go-lucky, attending Friday night discos and getting girlfriends, 

whereas I had to focus 100% on holding my shit together. The findings of Korkiasaari and others 

indicate that the majority of the returning pupils expressed that they were quite content with living in 

Finland. The ‘returning pupils’ in grades 7-9 were in fact better adjusted to school than the 

comparison group, the regular Finnish kids, and had a more positive attitude towards school and 

classmates (which the researchers found surprising).53 Korkiasaari showed that the difficulties 

experienced in school remained generally on the same level, regardless of the country. According to 

parental evaluation, timidity and isolation had decreased for 12% and increased for 4% of the group 

surveyed. Being bullied had decreased for 12% and increased for 8%. Out of the cohort, 60% of the 

pupils themselves would have chosen going to school in Finland, although going to school in Sweden 

had been more enjoyable. More than a third felt that their activity in school had decreased, although 

teachers found the great majority of returning pupils to be more active, outspoken and positive than 

the rest. The ‘returning pupils’ themselves clearly expressed the view that going to school was more 

difficult for them than for the comparison group. The contradictions between interior and exterior 

processes, normative and subjective adaptation are quite evident. 

If going to school in Finland entails less bullying and fewer direct negative experiences (especially if 

one finds new functioning and rewarding friendships), the individual is almost invariably bound to 

feel more content. Korkiasaari calls these processional or reciprocal factors, rather than construal 

factors, such as the direct attributes of school. In 1979 Heikki moved into a small municipality in 

northern Finland from Gothenburg and felt quite content immediately, the main reason being that he 

was embraced by an exceptionally tight circle of relatives (by Nordic standards), where three 

                                                           
52 ibid., p. 48. 
53 Korkiasaari, (p. 54) cites Sipilä and Vehniäinen, Ruotsista Suomeen palanneiden oppilaiden koulumenestys ja 

sopeutuminen sekä opetuksen järjestäminen (Jyväskylä, 1985). 
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generations would sit around and, astonishingly, since this was the 80’s and not the 1800’s, play 

music together. 

Less than Zero? – The Self-Image of Returning Pupils 

One of many sharp observations Korkiasaari makes is that this group of returnees cannot be directly 

compared to the Sweden-Finns remaining in Sweden, as their connections to Finland might have been 

stronger, the children had usually been put in Finnish classes, and the idea of return had been 

somehow imminent. For the children this was yet another layer of outsiderness. 

Vera: Pappa var så inställd på att dom när 

som helst skulle åka hem. Mina syskon 

sade att det var så fruktansvärt att leva 

med det, vi hade bott här redan i tio år och 

han sade att vi inte ska bo här. Vi är bara 

på besök. Att man inte vågar rota sig, fast 

man är född och uppvuxen i landet. Man 

är tio, elva, tolv år och man fortfarande 

lever under ett hot att man när som helst 

ska flytta hem. Hem till något som var ett 

främmande land. 

Vera: Dad was really determined that they 

would at any given moment move back 

home. My siblings said it was horrible 

living with that, we’d been living here for 

ten years already and he said that we 

aren’t going to live here. We’re only 

visiting. That you don’t dare to develop 

roots here, although you were born and 

raised here. You are ten, eleven, twelve 

and you still live under a threat that you 

are moving home soon. Home to 

something which was a foreign land.

Before we left Sweden in 1980, I had known for a year that we would move to Finland. After the 

initial shell-shock, I began daydreaming that once we were in Finland my teenage angst would 

disappear and that perhaps a new life would open up, although it pained me that I would have to leave 

my friends and actually all of my personal life behind me.  

This is how Jari experienced the move to Finland: 

Jari: Siinä vaiheessa kun oltiin lähdössä 

niin toisaalta tietenkin jännitti, mutta 

toisaalta tuntui hyvältä. Että täällä minä 

olen ollut vieras, suomalainen finnjävel, 

eli aina kun tarvii on se heti, millä lyödä. 

Että Suomessahan minä en ole, siellä 

minä olen osa tätä enemmistöä. Minä olen 

niin kuin kaikki muutkin. 

Ehkä se on se erilaisuuden tunne, mikä 

tietenkään ei ole ruotsinsuomalaisten 

yksinomaisuutta. Ei sellaista teiniä 

olekaan joka ei jossain vaiheessa ajattele, 

ettei kukaan voi minua ymmärtää. Mutta 

minulla se pohjautuu siihen. Sitten kun 

muutin Suomeen, se ylläri olikin että 

enhän minä täälläkään kuuluu, täälläkin 

olen se odd-one-out. Väärä 

muotikoodisto, väärä ulkonäkö, väärä 

intonaatio.  

Jari: At the stage when we were actually 

leaving, I felt anxious, naturally. On the 

other hand, it felt good. That I have been 

a stranger here, a Finnish bastard, always 

there and available when somebody needs 

to get punched. That in Finland I won’t, I 

will become a part of this majority there. 

I will be like everybody else. 

Maybe it has to do with the sense of 

feeling that you’re different, which 

naturally isn’t exclusively Sweden-

Finnish. There is no such teenager who 

doesn’t at some point think that nobody 

understands you. But for me it was based 

on that. Then when I moved to Finland, 

the surprise was that I didn’t belong here 

either, I’m the odd-one-out here as well. 

The wrong fashion code, the wrong looks, 

the wrong intonation. 
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Most returning parents opined that concern for the future of the children was the main reason for their 

‘homecoming’. Again, if there were linguistic deficiencies, these were the most tangible inflictors of 

pain. However, as the figures from 1986 attest, that these issues were in fact, quite marginal. More 

than half of the returning pupils were below average in Finnish skills, but the difference was less than 

a mark, e.g. Laukkanen and Salmi (1983) concluded that the average mark in Finnish for returning 

pupils was 7.2 and 7.9 for the rest. According to the teachers, the proficiency level of Finnish among 

the returning pupils generally reached the level of the "natives" within two years.54 The Swedish skills 

were evaluated to be on native level for roughly 25 %, good for 50 % and poor for 25 %. Another 

strong indication that life in Sweden had been quite Finnish for the majority of these returning pupils. 

To say this is to invoke linguistic or external matters. But, of course, questions regarding the 

subjective level and inner turmoil are another matter, with quite differing processes and associations. 

Korkiasaari refers to the first study of the returning pupils by Väätäjä (1973), which states that 14% 

of the returnees were maladjusted in relation to other pupils. The interesting notion was that these 

problems had not disappeared after two or three years. Also Kinnunen (1982) did not find 

improvements in the adaptation with time. In Korkiasaari’s report, teachers estimated that 5 % had 

severe problems in school. This fits in the general view that the 80’s were less stressful than the 70’s 

had been. Korkiasaari summarises that the common denominators of those who had adjusted the best 

on return to Finland could be found among individuals who had undergone the least changes in life, 

had already adjusted well in Sweden, and had well-educated parents. Happy circumstances, in other 

words – no surprises there. Similarly, if there had already been problems in school or family life in 

Sweden, there was a danger that these might escalate in Finland, once the cogwheels started turning.  

This tendency within identities to see ourselves in the future, to look forward rather than at the present 

resulted in planning to return (this time in the real meaning of the word) for many ‘returning pupils’. 

Here the first-generation active, self-conscious emigrant identity is awakened.  

Obviously, there were difficulties in adjusting. Ismo thought that he was on a regular summer holiday 

in Finland, when his parents told him that they would be staying in Finland, at home. "No! I want 

back home!" Home comprised two totally different places, as far geographically from each other as 

the northernmost tip of Africa is from the southern Sweden. If the family and social circumstances 

were functioning, the children and teenagers would adapt more easily. However, the most conflicting 

dimensions were often caused by the environment, which were beyond one’s own reach. Ouvinen-

                                                           
54 Korkiasaari (1986), pp. 48-50. 
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Birgerstam affirms that the self-image of the pupils mirrors general attitudes and behavioural patterns 

towards the minority group rather than the minority or emigrant status itself. Consequently, even the 

most banal, ill-willed and ungrounded stereotypes and clichés must be addressed, because they 

ultimately affect and mould us just like real punches. The following passage, presented here also in 

original Swedish form by a 9th grader, displays a beautifully conflicting two-toned narrative voice in 

which the writer is not proud to be a Finn, yet not ashamed of it either. The critique towards the 

intolerance he has been meeting in Finland is also evident. That there is "nothing going on" also 

depicts the difference in living surroundings between Sweden and Finland, most likely a Swedish city 

and rural Finland: 

En vanlig finländare är väl inte på något 

sätt annorlunda. Om man t.e.x. jämför 

finländaren med svensken tror jag att dom 

båda är lite inåt riktade, dom vill inte prata 

om sina problem, dom vill bara ha allt 

inom sig. Det dåliga hos finländarna är att 

de är så aggressiva. Dom ska bara slåss 

och retas m.m. Jag känner mig inte så 

värst stolt över att vara finländare. Jag 

skulle hellre vara svensk p.g.a. att jag 

bodde där i 13 år och det blev som mitt 

hemland under den tiden. Jag skäms 

aldrig över att vara finländare. Jag tycker 

att det är lite en falldigt att bo i finland. 

Allt går efter sin egna bana, så som en 

grammofonskiva. Det händer inget 

särskilt. Sverige är det landet jag vill flytta 

till och orsakerna nämnde jag redan. Jag 

tycker att det skulle vara "jätte" bra om 

det bodde mera utlänningar i Finland. På 

så sätt skulle finnarna lära känna andra 

kulturer och framför allt skulle finnarna 

lära sig acceptera andra människor från 

olika länder. (poika 9. luokka, todistuksen 

keskiarvo 7,0)  

An ordinary Finn is surely not different in 

any way. If you compare the Finn with a 

Swede, I believe that both are slightly 

introverted, they don’t want to talk about 

their problems, they want to keep 

everything inside. The bad thing about 

Finns is that they are so aggressive. They 

just want to fight and tease etc. I don’t feel 

particularly proud about being Finnish. I 

would rather be Swedish, because I lived 

there for 13 years and it became like my 

home country during that time. I am never 

ashamed about being Finnish. I feel that 

it’s slightly boring to be living in Finland. 

Everything goes on its own course, like a 

gramophone record. Nothing really 

happens. Sweden is the country where I 

want to move and I already mentioned the 

reasons. I think it would be "super" great 

if more foreigners lived in Finland. That 

way the Finns would learn to know 

different cultures and most of all, Finns 

would learn to accept other people from 

other countries. (Boy, 9th grade, grade 

point average 7.0)55 

 

The most astonishing fact raised by a thoughtful reading Korkiasaari’s study along with the earlier 

research involves the self-image of the ‘returning pupils’. If the self-image of the Finnish pupils was 

staggeringly low compared to that of Swedish pupils, as we have already noted, the Sweden-Finnish 

self-image also hung (logically enough) below the Swedish level. Further, among the Sweden-Finnish 

families there was plenty of pioneer spirit and an endeavour to make it: factors which might have 

instigated the move in the first place. A certain optimism, often coloured by a false sense of 

                                                           
55 ibid., p. 143. 
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omnipotence or, rather, a conscious tendency to disregard "Swedish" tendencies and cultural 

practises. (Call it sisu, if you will.) Yet Korkiasaari plainly came to the conclusion that the self-image 

of the returning pupils was below the Finnish level, although normatively and from the viewpoint of 

the school and parents, there seemed to be fewer problems than earlier on in Sweden. The ‘returning 

pupils’ themselves stated that they were more content in Finland now than in Sweden, while 27% 

would have preferred living in Sweden.56 So what explanations and what consequences does this 

puncturing of the self-image have, even if the pupils claimed that life had actually improved? This 

anomaly is precisely why I am bringing up these figures in greater detail than elsewhere in the present 

study: to illustrate not only the apparent gap between the interior and exterior, the normative and 

subjective making-its, first and second-generation experience, but also to lay bare the fundamental 

contradictions that defy and defer from the most fastidious and meticulous questionnaires, with 

crosstabs, regression analysis, et al. The link is also strong-armed by class, status and power as 

elsewhere within Sweden-Finnishness – the identity and self-image of the ‘returning pupils’ were 

placed exactly on the same level as in Sweden, that is, slightly below par. Normatively and externally, 

this deficit could for many be erased perhaps more easily than in Sweden, since once one could master 

the local dialect in Finnish, or Finland-Swedish, and if one managed to find rewarding social contacts 

and activities, people might even forget or disregard the fact that one was, in fact, from what my piers 

referred to as "gay" Sweden. In Sweden, on the other hand, one’s connection to the knife and 

Koskenkorva vodka never vanished – and it seems that it has not even until this day, regardless of 

one’s personal lifeline. Essentially, individuals’ self-images and feelings towards their personal 

ethnicity is more directly connected to how those in their immediate surroundings value their personal 

"deviations": 

Paavo: Se tulee aina ulkopuolelta tämä, että on 

suomalainen. "Ja men vilken bra svenska du 

pratar! Du bryter inte alls." Nej, just det, jag 

har bott här i hela mitt liv. "Ja, men ska du inte 

supa?" Nej du. "Men du är ju finne!" Nej, men 

jag är nykterist.  "Va? En nykterist finne, det 

har jag aldrig hört talas om! En nykter finne är 

som en…" Tuommoset asiat, paljon tuota saa 

kuulla. Eikä se oikeastaan sinänsä häiritse, 

siihen on tottunut. Jopa monesti tuntuu, että 

siitä on ylpeäkin. Että on tällaisia 

ennakkoluuloja meitä kohti. Så länge dom 

finns, så finns det en osäkerhetsfaktor som 

man kanske kan utnyttja. 

 

                                                           
56 ibid., p. 136. 

Paavo: It always comes from outside, this that 

you are Finnish. "Yes but how good your 

Swedish is! You have no accent." No that's 

right, I’ve lived here all my life. "Yeah, but 

aren’t you going to get drunk?" Nope. "But 

you are Finnish!" No, I am a teetotaller. 

"What? A teetotaller Finn, I never heard such 

a thing! A Finn who doesn’t drink is like a..." 

Those kinds of things, you hear plenty of that. 

And it doesn’t really bother me, I have gotten 

used to it. It often even feels like I am proud 

of it. That such prejudices exist towards us. As 

long as they exist, there is a factor of 

uncertainty involved that one might be able to 

exploit. 
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Quite remarkably, and in line with the surprising number of studies on the ‘returning pupils’ in the 

late 70’s and early 80’s, there were resources and guidelines to help the adaptation processes in 

Finland. Irja Junes wrote instructions for the benefit of teachers of these individuals. Her post at the 

Finnish National Board of Education required travelling around the northern half of Finland. I had 

the privilege to meet the 88-year old Irja at her home in 2013, and she was not only sharp as a 

razorblade and fit as a fiddle: it also became evident after listening to her for a minute that she was 

profoundly aware of what these returning pupils were struggling with. She had met a considerable 

number of them, along with their teachers and parents between the 70’s and 90’s and her main 

experience could be summed up as follows: 

 the difficulties almost always had psychological and emotional causes rather than learning and 

cognitive problems. 

 many situations stemmed from authorial, "old-school" teachers who had no skills or desire to deal 

with these pupils from Sweden who might have been livelier, or prone to talkativeness, action and 

debate. This was often deemed unruly behaviour and, especially if there were difficulties in Finnish, 

the solution was often to place them in special education classes. 

 placing the Sweden-Finnish pupils a year behind their age was common, particularly if there were 

notable deficiencies in Finnish.  

 after a year or two in Finland many of these outspoken and problematic teens managed to become 

valued and socially respected individuals among their Finnish classmates, active within sports, culture 

and music. This was especially so during the 80’s; according to Irja the 70’s were altogether tougher.  

 

Both Korkiasaari’s report, other studies on immigrant children (e.g. Ouvinen-Birgerstam 1984) and 

the interviewees in the present study confirm that language skills as such, or at school, very seldom 

conjured up difficulties, since children of immigrants tend by the essential nature of second-

generation immigration to grow up bilingual. The language difficulties and policies have been prone 

to create problems when both languages, Swedish and Finnish in the present case, are not realised 

and implemented intermittently and adjacently, which is the natural order for second-generation 

immigrants. One extreme example that I heard about in a RSKL (National Association of Finns in 

Sweden) meeting in 2013 comes from the late 60’s when a young girl was forced to start speaking 

Swedish, and this woman has remained mute since childhood, incapable of speaking altogether, be it 

Finnish or Swedish. 
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As far as second-generation Sweden-Finnish identity is concerned, including the ‘returning pupils’, 

the present study sheds additional light on the whole image, since the apparent tendency to lean 

towards the majority was often more "doable" than in Sweden, since you were "Finnish". As we have 

noted, if the language barrier was not there, Sweden-Finns have had the exceptional possibility not to 

stand out externally from the majority. The same obviously applies to many other 

neighbour/emigration-relations, but there are always numerous differing case and culture specific 

variables, which need to be accounted for. Furthermore, the findings in the research of Korkiasaari 

and others research also illustrate clearly that these returning pupils "suffered", if at all, more 

internally and subjectively. There was no resonating space, one’s voice would remain silent since 

there was nothing to articulate. For a future study, it would be interesting to see how, in cold absolute 

figures (education, occupation, family), individual lives have panned out between second-generation 

Sweden-Finns in Finnish; Swedish and mixed school classes in Sweden; and for the ‘returning pupils’ 

in Finland. Another interesting dimension would be to calibrate such changes across generations 

according to the year of birth (say, 1966-1976-1986). If many of the second-generation Sweden-Finns 

opted to lead quite Swedish lives, we ‘returning pupils’ tried in many cases to wash out our 

Swedishness with gusto. "Children are as a rule considered to choose the ethnic identity that affords 

them the optimum satisfaction under the prevailing circumstances."57 This becomes even more 

apparent when individuals enter adolescence and the focus on individual identity formation pulls 

them out from their immediate family.  

Teenage Rampage  

As the first six years of the comprehensive school  in Sweden changed to grades 7-9, i.e. högstadiet, 

the relatively homogenous life stories of the interviewees begin to bleed into a wider palette of 

colours. Some of those who attended Finnish classes were enrolled in "regular" classes, whereas 

others continued in Finnish classes, and some attended mixed classes. Surprisingly, very few people 

mentioned that Sweden-Finnishness was a major issue during the years of teenage turmoil and 

formation, despite puberty. The majority state that they simply headed towards Swedishness:

Keijo: Jag blev nog ganska svennig. Jag 

tänkte mig aldrig som en finne, såg mig 

aldrig som en finne – jag pratade lika bra 

svenska som alla andra. Jag tänkte aldrig 

så, jag var nog ganska svensk. Jag tänkte 

inte alls på min finska del. Det är ju på 

                                                           
57 Ouvinen-Birgerstam, Pirjo, Identitetsutveckling hos barn (Lund, 1984), p. 178. 

 

äldre dagar det har kommit tillbaka, att 

man är stolt, hela det där. 

Keijo: I suppose I became quite Swedish. 

I never considered myself as a Finn, never 

viewed myself as a Finn – I spoke 
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Swedish just as well as everybody. I never 

thought that way, I was quite Swedish. I 

didn’t think about my Finnish part at all. 

It’s first with later days it has returned, 

that you are proud, all of that.

 

For it is as we start to develop our autonomy and find our own paths in life that most teenagers 

embrace the majority culture: obviously enough, because they you do not want to stand out. 

K: Tonåren då? 

Annika: Ja, det var ett rent helvete. Men 

vad gäller finskheten, så var det en 

förnekelseperiod. En total 

förnekelseperiod, då tror jag att jag aldrig 

har varit så litet finsk som jag var den 

perioden. Jag reflekterade inte ens över 

mitt namn, att alla stavar fel alltid, 

"kommer du från Polen", sade dom till 

mig, det är faktiskt den vanligaste frågan 

jag har fått, om jag kommer från Polen. 

Fattar du vad sur man blev? Polen? Zle, 

dobre? [bra, dåligt?] Det är så avlägset så 

det inte är klokt. 

K: What about the teen years? 

Annika: Yes, it was pure hell. But when it 

comes to Finnishness, it was a period of 

denial. A period of total denial, I don’t 

think I have ever been as little Finnish as 

I was back then. I didn’t even reflect over 

having a Finnish surname, that everybody 

always spells it wrong, "Are you from 

Poland", they said to me, that is the 

question I have been asked most, if I come 

from Poland. Do you understand how 

infuriating that was? Poland? Zle, dobre? 

[good, bad?] It is so distant that it doesn’t 

make sense.  

*** 

Mikko: Yläasteella kun me saatiin ne 

ruotsalaiset jätkät se oli helvetin hyvä, 

jumppatunneilla aina oli maaottelut. 

Salibandyt, koripallot, aina oli. Heti kun 

saatiin tietää jumppatunnin alussa mitä 

me tehdään, sekunti sen jälkeen kun 

opettaja oli sanonut että tänään pelataan 

koripalloa, niin kaikki jätkät: landskamp! 

Että tuota siinä mielessä jos ajattelee 

mahdollisia traumoja, se oli isompi 

trauma näille ruotsalaisille, jotka joutu, 

siis niitten luokka hajotettiin ja puolet 

joutui tyyliin meidän suomalaisten kanssa 

päivät pitkät. Minulla on sellaisia 

muistikuvia että ne oli aika katkeria siitä 

että ne ei saanut olla niitten 

originaalikavereiden kanssa koulussa. 

Mikko: In seventh grade when we got the 

Swedish guys into the class it was really 

good, in PE we always had national 

matches. Floorball, basketball, always. 

As soon as we heard what we were 

supposed to do in PE, a second after the 

teacher said we were playing basketball, 

all the guys would go: national match! So, 

well, if you think about possible traumas, 

it was a bigger trauma for these Swedes, 

who had to, their class was broken up and 

half of them were forced to spend every 

day with us Finns. I seem to remember 

that they were quite bitter because they 

could not be with their original friends in 

school.

 

Subcultures, youth and popular culture thus appear to have influenced the identity quests of the past 

decades more than ethnicity. Or even language, since English has become the lingua franca of popular 

culture. Coincidentally, the Sweden-Finnishness collective youth identities were frequently found in 

musical contexts: 

Paavo: Ei sillä lailla, mutta oli niitä 

samoja tyyppejä, minä tulin takaisin, niin 

se oli – the same people, ymmärrätkö? 

Sen tunsi heti. Ja silloin se oli punk, 

kaikki oli punkkareita. Punkkareista oli 

ehkä 70% suomalaisia, 30% prosenttia 

ruotsalaisia. Silloinhan sen tunsi heti, että 

tässä on minun lauma. Se meni niin kuin 

punkin kautta takaisin. 
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Paavo: Not in that way, but it was the 

same types, I came back, so it was – the 

same people, you know? You felt it right 

away. And it was punk back then, all the 

people were punks. Of the punks there 

might have been 70% Finns, 30% 

Swedes. You felt it right away, that this is 

my flock. So it went back through punk.

 

The upheaval of punk and new wave in the late 70’s and early 80’s was strongly rooted in the working 

class, so the Sweden-Finnish working-class background provided fertile soil. In addition, the fact that 

one’s own parents were equally horrified by the punk ethos was an extra bonus, since autonomy from 

the parent garment is essential to youth culture and subcultures. 

In order to define ‘subcultures’, Hebdige defines culture. On one hand it is: "The best that has been 

taught and said in the world" (Arnold, 1868), against the Wasteland of modern rubbish, but also a 

utopian dream rooted in the anthropology life within an organic society. For Hebdige, ideology is 

embedded in unconscious codes. Subcultures challenge hegemonies at a "profoundly superficial level 

of appearances: that is, at the level of signs," which are cut through by class.58 A subculture can be 

the ‘fundamental bearer of significance’ and it achieves this by action. 

No subculture has sought with more grim determination than the punks to detach itself from the taken-

for-granted landscape of normalized forms, nor to bring down upon itself such vehement disapproval.59 

Alienation from the majority became one of the cornerstones of punk ideology, in a politically 

outspoken form: 

In punk, alienation assumed an almost tangible quality. It could almost be grasped. It gave itself up to the 

cameras in ‘blankness’, the removal of expression (see any photograph of any punk group), the refusal 

to speak and be positioned.60 

 

From a personal viewpoint this might be one of the main reasons a 10-year-old Sweden-Finnish boy 

could identify himself immediately with the music and image of the Sex Pistols, The Clash and 

particularly The Ramones. Previous musical heroes such as Sweet and Kiss seemed to have been 

appropriated by childhood, along with toys and cartoon figures. The punk movement provided a clear 

cut "alternative" to the domestic lifestyle and a touching pad for the sense of alienation, whereas all 

previous music and youth cultures were pure fantasy. 

This is also where the roots of the so-called Sweden-Finnish music ‘miracle’ lies.61 As an example, 

                                                           
58 Hebdige, p. 17. 
59 ibid., p. 19. 
60 ibid., p. 28. 
61 In 2009, SVT’s program Sverige! had the following contents:  
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the Balsta musikslott in Kent’s hometown of Eskilstuna had more than a hundred bands practising in 

the early 80’s. More than half of the young musicians seemed to be Finnish. Punk, and later on other 

bullpens of rock music suited the Sweden-Finnish minority perfectly. It is not only working class, but 

also non-verbal, and centred around alcohol as well. I met one Swedish Gothenburgian born in the 

70’s who said that he had never had anything but Finnish friends. When I asked why he thought that 

had happened, he said that it has been "krumelurfritt": free of fidgeting, where one could simply sit 

around in a rehearsal room and drink beer. His father had moved to Gothenburg from northern 

Sweden, and his family background certainly sounded more Finnish than Swedish (to revert to the 

old reductionist stereotype). Again, language had no part in it.  Similarly, the musical collective 

identity could alleviate or wipe out the clang of internal national conflict, of being Swedish or Finnish, 

all the way from these early teen years as far as the brink of adulthood62+: 

Paavo: Minä en edes ajatellut ylipäätänsä 

olenko minä ruotsalainen vai 

suomalainen, se oli vaan musiikkia. 

Minusta piti tulla maailman paras 

kitaristi, that’s it. Se oli ainoa.  

Paavo: I didn’t even think about if I was 

Swedish or Finnish, it was just music. I 

was going to be the best guitarist in the 

world, that’s it. It was the only thing. 

 

Belonging to a cultural group or subscribing to a collective identity with shared social denominators 

can, and perhaps should, often cross-cultural borders. "It is in the interest of every person to be fully 

integrated in a cultural group.63 The identity of a music freak and musician certainly displaced and 

overshadowed any other identities for me between the ages of 15 to 35; it was liberating and self-

sufficient. It was only when I eased up on musicianship that these notions of Sweden-Finnishness 

began to sprout. Music and identity are intertwined. Pekka Suutari states that music and dancing has 

had a very central role for the first-generation Sweden-Finns: 

It is clear that the function of Swedish-Finnish music is to "relocate" the group as well as individuals. It 

raises a collective feeling of Swedish-Finnishness, which is somewhat extraordinary in a foreign 

environment where the Swedish majority culture dominates. To relocate and define the Swedish-Finnish 

identity through music means that people recognise their history and their origins. Music can thus be 

even more important than language in building identities since central values and boundaries are 

presented there without dependence on the ability to speak many languages. Music does not only 

reflect but also reconstructs the identity of a minority group.64 

                                                           
Del 11 av 17. Hela programmet ägnas åt Finland i Sverige. Gäst är Mark Levengood som just nu turnerar i hela landet 

med sin föreställning "Mark och hans värld". Reportage om "det sverigefinska musikundret" med en hel generation 

sverigefinnar som gör lysande musikkarriärer, Frida Hyvönen, Timo Räisänen, Anna Järvinen m fl. Vet ni vad en 

sverigefinne eller en skogsfinne är? Sverige! reder ut begreppen. Från 15/11 i SVT2. 
62+ See Appendix 4.3.  
63 Raz, Joseph, Ethics in the Public Domain (Oxford, 1994), p. 177. 
64 Suutari, Pekka, ‘Cultural dynamics and minority identity in music’, Elektroloristi 2/1996 (Joensuu, 1996).  
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Although several informants talk about their great relations to cousins and relatives, or the lack 

thereof, it is an interesting notion that no one in the present study, or no one I have met elsewhere has 

ever mentioned having developed any lasting friendships in Finland during these teenage years. 

Similarly, Finnish people in Finland talk about their relatives in Sweden, but nobody has ever 

mentioned having a Sweden-Finnish friend all the way from adolescence or childhood. A few teenage 

romances, flings and even the odd couplings leading to marriages have occurred, but no friendships. 

Although again, this is certainly not a statistically valid observation, I am certain that it is not a fluke 

in numbers either. Rather it fits as another symptom or cause of the second generation. Although most 

second-generation Sweden-Finns are more comfortable to call themselves Finns rather than Sweden-

Finns, the umbilical cord connection to Finland had to give with the teenage years. People simply did 

not look for friendships or social contacts in Finland in their teens. This can also be seen in connection 

to the general second-generation invisibility, lack of recognition and resonance. The general 

perception of second-generation Irish musicians in England asserting an Irish difference is 

summarised by Campbell in the following manner: "This point was, however, routinely ignored in 

contemporary accounts, which viewed the musicians as unequivocally English. Whilst this view was 

most conspicuous in mainstream media discourses, it was also evident in academic accounts."65 This 

pattern of thought is the outcome of the process. "Thus, the increasing visibility of the second 

generation in the realm of British pop coincided with a conspicuous silence about their ethnicity in 

popular and scholarly accounts. This silence was informed by a certain assumption that the second 

generation were an indistinguishable part of the white host populace, who instantly assimilated, and 

identified unambiguously, with their host country. This view has been evidenced on both sides of the 

Irish Sea."66 

As has already been made evident above, the late childhood summers could turn quite awkward even 

for those of us who spoke fluent Finnish. There was also more of the city mouse, country mouse 

situation going on. Inevitably most teenagers refused to travel to Finland at a certain age. Keijo 

remembers the first summer alone in Sweden with jollity, at 15 he simply played pinball all summer: 

Keijo: Sedan flipprade vi, tog frispel och 

typ en timme före det stänge sålde vi igen. 

Så vi gick plusminusnoll hela tiden, det 

var hela sommaren. Sen var det en 

fritidsledare som jobbade in i city som 

gick och kollade vad ungdomen håller på 

med. Han kom och sade till oss: fan 

                                                           
65 Campbell, p.4. 
66 ibid. 

grabbar, Keijo och Micke, kom igen nu, 

kom över till oss och spela pingis någon 

dag i stället. Vi kan väl åka ut och paddla 

kanot. En dag gjorde vi det, han tog oss ut 

och paddla kanot. Vi bara: Boring! Vi vill 

flippra, och vara i stan. 
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Keijo: Then we played pinball, got credits 

and sold like an hour before they closed. 

So it went plus minus nothing all the time, 

that was the whole summer. Then there 

was a youth worker who worked in the 

city who went around to see what the 

youth were doing. He came and told us: 

damn, boys, Keijo and Micke, come on 

now, come to our place and play some 

ping pong instead. Or we could canoeing. 

One day we did that, he took us out 

paddling a canoe. We just went: Boring! 

We want to play pinball, and be in town. 

 

He happily admitted that his behaviour did not exactly warrant the month alone. Many others testify 

to living solely on boiled macaroni and potatoes for the month the parents were in Finland, not to 

waste good beer and cigarette money on such mundanities as decent food, as your parents had 

intended when they left money as a food allowance. 

Mikko: Olisikohan ollut 89, olin 15 tai 16, 

ensimmäinen kesä kun minun ei tarvinnut 

lähteä mukaan. Se tuntui ihan jees, että ei 

ollut pakko lähteä, se oli kuitenkin niin 

vierasta. Serkkuja näkee kerran vuodessa, 

siinä iässä kerkiää tapahtua niin helvetisti. 

Mun paras serkku kerkesi yhden vuoden 

aikana tässä yläteini-iässä mennä 

kihloihin ja kerkesi erotakin. Siinä alkoi 

tapahtumaan niin paljon asiaa, että se 

alkoi tuntumaan vaan niin raskaalta 

lähteä, ei ollut mitään hinkua. 

Mikko: Was it 89, I was 15 or 16, the first 

summer that I didn’t need to come along, 

It felt alright that I didn’t have to travel, 

because it was quite distant. You see the 

cousins once a year, and at that age there’s 

hell of a lot happening. My best cousin 

managed in the late teens to get engaged 

and split up within one year. There was so 

much stuff going on that it started to feel 

so heavy to leave, there just wasn’t any 

desire. 

 

 

Those who gladly returned every summer until their coming of age had exceptionally tight and warm 

relations to Finland. It is noteworthy how, to the informants born in the 60’s and 70’s, Sweden-

Finnishness is still perceived as practically identical to being Finnish. 

Johanna: Kävin minun parhaan kaverin 

kanssa ja kävin kerran tyttöjengillä 17-18 

vuotiaana, otin ihan ruotsalaisia 

kavereitakin täältä mukaan. Mentiin sinne 

verstaalle, siellä ilmastointiverstaalla 

asuttiin ja juotiin kaljaa. Kyllä minä siellä, 

minulla ei koskaan ole oikeasti ollut sitä, 

minä en ole pudottanut sitä. 

Johanna: I went with my best friend and 

once we were a gang of girls when we 

were 17-18, I even brought some Swedish 

friends with me. We went to this 

workshop, we lived at the ventilation 

workshop and drank beer. Yes I there, I 

have never had that, I haven’t dropped 

that.

 

The themes that come up from the informants do not differ greatly from other teenagers in Sweden 

or Finland: it is cigarettes, music, clothes, pinball, sports and youth culture: 

Elina: Jag var ett ganska osynligt barn och 

lite halvmobbad på mellanstadiet, men 

jag hade Mari, som ständig följeslagare. 

Jag var ibland med i grupper, ibland 

utanför. Men sedan på högstadiet 

förändrades min status, då var jag och 

Mari med i ett starkt tjejgäng. Folk 

utanför betraktade mig och alla andra som 

tuffa gänget, medans jag själv var en jävla 

slemhög liksom. Den där självbilden som 
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inte hänger ihop liksom. Men så hängde 

vi på fritidsgården. Fritidsgården blev 

våran räddning, min räddning i alla fall. 

Elina: I was a semi-invisible child and to 

some extent half-bullied in grades 4-6, but 

I had Mari as a constant companion. 

Sometimes I was in groups, sometimes I 

was outside. But after 7th grade my status 

changed, me and Mari were in a strong 

girl gang. People outside viewed me and 

us as the tough gang, while I was a kind 

of pile of slime. That self-image which 

doesn’t really fit. But we hung out in the 

youth centre. The youth centre became 

our saviour, my saviour at least. 

 

At this age, identities also began to dissolve. One feels more Swedish, the other Finnish. This was 

also in part regardless of having attended Finnish classes, although those who attended Swedish 

classes during puberty appear to have felt less compulsion to dwell upon their "ethnicity" in the teen 

turmoil. The choice of diverse identities from similar backgrounds raises its head. Many claim that 

they have never felt like immigrants, but Elina felt that quite strongly, although she was born in 

Sweden and always attended a Swedish class.  

Elina: Jo, invandraridentiteten, det blev så 

att jag inte kämpade med sverigefinsk, 

svensk eller finsk. Det var liksom bara att 

jag är blandras, att jag är mittemellan och 

språkligt frustrerad. Också språkligt 

frustrerad med svenskan, för jag ville vara 

bättre än jag var. Det har med 

klassbakgrund och sådana grejer och 

göra. Men identiteten om invandrare var 

väldigt stark, jag är invandrare. Det var 

min identitet. En dag på högstadiet när det 

kom fram att en finnekille hade blivit 

nynazist, det tyckte jag var väldigt väldigt 

konstigt. Då var man ju inte så beläst 

heller. För min vy var att nassarna, dom 

hatade invandrare, jag var inte så insatt i 

den ariska läran. Men dom hatade 

invandrare, hur fan kan han bli nasse? 

Han är ju invandrare! Jag blev upprörd, 

hur tänker han? 

Elina: Yes, the immigrant identity, it 

turned out that I didn’t struggle with being 

Sweden-Finnish, Swedish or Finnish. It 

just was that I was crossbreed, that I was 

in-between and linguistically frustrated. 

Also with Swedish, because I wanted to 

be better than I was. It has to do with class 

backgrounds and stuff like that to do. But 

the identity of being an immigrant was 

very strong, I am an immigrant. That was 

my identity. One day late in 

comprehensive school it turned out that a 

Finnish guy had become a neo-Nazi, I 

thought that was very very strange. I 

wasn’t so well-read then either. My 

viewpoint was that the Nazis, they hated 

immigrants, I wasn’t so familiar with the 

Aryan teachings. But they hated 

immigrants, how the hell can he become 

a Nazi? He was an immigrant himself! I 

was upset, what’s he thinking? 

Teendreams 

 

One of the biggest stormtroopers of adolescence is reaching sexual maturity. For many, Sweden-

Finnish boy/girlfriends were unthinkable. 

Elina: Så här tänkte jag om finska pojkar. Före 

puberteten så tänkte jag att jag ska gifta mig 

med en finsk man. Jag vill bara ha en finsk 

man. Men i tonåren var det bara: en finne, 

aldrig i livet! Helt klart. Jag tände inte på 

finnar. 

 

Elina: This is what I thought about Finnish 

boys. Before puberty I thought I would marry 

a Finnish man. I will only have a Finnish man. 

But in the teen years it was just like: a Finn, 

never in my life! Plain and simple. Finns 
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didn’t turn me on. 

The enhanced internal struggles within puberty prior to reaching adulthood were affected by the 

awareness of Sweden-Finnishness within and without you. These teen dreams are another lucid token 

of how complex the Sweden-Finnish second-generation attitude towards itself has been. No "regular" 

Swedish or Finnish teen in the 80’s or 90’s could perhaps even fathom similar thoughts. 

 

Annika: Jag tror att det var ungefär så här: 

vad fan ska jag träffa dom för? Sedan 

flyttade jag till Göteborg och började 

plugga. Jag sprang inte på några finnar 

där. Jag tror också att det var för bekant. 

Jag har alltid trott att jag är släkt med alla 

finnar. På något perverst plan har jag 

alltid känt att vi är nog släkt, vi kommer 

ju från Finland. Finland blev ju så gåtfullt 

och exotiskt, att kom man från Finland 

och bröt på finska – men vi är väl familj, 

liksom. Man kan ju inte kyssa sin familj. 

Det ligger något väldigt konstigt i det. 

Annika: I think it went somewhat like 

this: why the hell should I date them? 

Then I moved to Gothenburg and started 

studying, I didn’t run into any Finns there. 

I also believe it was too familiar. I have 

always believed that I am related to all 

Finns. On some perverted level I have felt 

that we are probably related, we come 

from Finland. Finland became so 

enigmatic and exotic that if you came 

from Finland and had a Finnish accent – 

but we must be family, kind of. And you 

can’t be kissing with your family. There 

is something very strange in that.

 

Markku said it would have been insane to get a Finnish girlfriend. That would have instantly meant 

that she would have become more like your mother’s girlfriend. Mikael experienced this, and in 

combination with the language issues, it become even more awkward: 

Mikael: Men det känns som om finska 

killar ville hellre ha finska tjejer. Fast 

finska tjejer ville aldrig ha finska killar. 

Fast då var man ju i tonåren också i allt 

tänk. Men jag var hemskt stolt när jag tog 

hem en finsk tjej för morsan: Kolla nu! 

Blir du glad nu? Tills dom började pratade 

prata finska med varandra och som man 

inte kunde så bra då. Dom baggade ihop 

sig där. 

Mikael: It feels like Finnish boys would 

have rather had Finnish girls. Although 

Finnish girls never wanted Finnish boys. 

Although of course it was all teenage 

thinking back then. But I was terribly 

proud when I took a Finnish girl home to 

show mother: Look now! Are you happy 

now? Until they started speaking Finnish 

together, which I wasn’t so good at back 

then. They teamed up there.

In these attitudes, there seems to be a disparity not only between teenage boys and girls, but also 

between individuals, siblings even, which would seem connected to the self-image.  

Keijo: Nej, absolut svenska tjejer. Dom 

var mycket snyggare. Jag har nog 

aldrig… kysst… en finska. Jo, det har jag 

nog gjort, fan med. Men då fanns det 

liksom inte i min värld att jag skulle 

kunna tycka att en finsk tjej var snygg. Jag 

tyckte inte det. Det var svenska, svenska 

lyxbrudar – dom är fina! 

Keijo: No, absolutely Swedish girls. They 

were so much prettier. I have never... 

kissed... a Finnish one. Yes, I’ve done 

that, damn it. But it didn’t exist in my 

world that I could have thought that a 

Finnish girl was pretty. I didn’t think that. 

It was Swedish, Swedish luxury girls – 

they are nice! 
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How "luxurious" these Swedish teenage girls in a harsh suburb in the early 80’s is obviously another 

matter, but the traces of exit-evasion are evident. 

However, there are obviously those who have had only Sweden-Finnish partners, and not only within 

so-called segregated circles. There are also those who have done that "naturally", but of those in the 

present study there are two individuals who have even been in a relationship with a Sweden-Finn. 

How these reflections on ethnicity conflict with identity or collective identity is clear. Appiah reminds 

us that the personal dimensions of identity work differently from the collective ones.67 As we shall 

see in the section on Sweden-Finnish cultural identity, many testified that there were no role models, 

moulds, imaginable avenues that were appealing and Sweden-Finnish up until quite recently. For a 

teenager growing up from the 70’s to the 90’s, the situation was even blunter. Although the story 

supplied by Mikko, dating from the end of comprehensive school, was partly fuelled by teenage jest, 

the moral is quite clear: 

Mikko: Me tehtiin ysillä sellainen 

luokkakirja, kaikki sai siihen oman sivun 

ja siihen piti kirjoittaa nimet, 

toiveammatit ja missä on kymmenen 

vuoden päästä. Luulen, että olen hukannut 

sen tahallani kun löysin sen 10-15 vuoden 

jälkeen. Kyllä se oli hävettävää luettavaa. 

Meidän luokan kaikilla suomalaisilla 

jätkillä oli harrastuksena kaljanjuonti ja 

saunominen. Haaveammatista en muista 

mitä itse kirjoitin, mutta sen minä muistan 

että ruotsalaisilla kavereilla oli 

insinöörityyppisiä haaveammatteja. Niillä 

oli se fokus, ne pystyi näkemään sen että 

se on mahdollisuuksien, että ne pystyy 

tavoittamaan sen. Varsinkin kun nämä 

ruotsalaiset oli omakotitaloalueelta ja 

kaikki suomalaiset oli 

kerrostaloporukkaa. Suomalaiset jätkät 

kirjoitti haaveammateiksi juoppo ja 

rikollinen. 

Mikko: In the final year of comprehensive 

school we did a kind of class book, 

everybody got their own page and you 

were to write down names, dream 

occupations and where you would be in 

ten years. I think I lost the book on 

purpose, then I found it after 10-15 years. 

It was really shameful reading. All the 

Finnish boys in our class had put down 

going to the sauna and drinking beer as 

hobbies. I don’t remember what I wrote 

down as a dream occupation, but the 

Swedish boys wrote down occupations 

like engineer. They had the focus, they 

could see that it was within the 

possibilities, that they can reach it. 

Particularly when the Swedes came from 

private housing areas and all the Finns 

lived in blocks of flats. The Finnish boys 

wrote that their dream occupation was to 

become drunkards and criminals.

 

These types of example demonstrate how strongly the social class in connection with a lower minority 

status, in fact, constituted and enhanced the social order. This would have been stronger on the 

Sweden-Finnish side, as opposed to the Swedish classmates of the boys or, say, the social class 

                                                           
67 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, The Ethics of Identity ([2005]; Princeton 2007), p. 108. 
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confinements experienced by the boys’ cousins in Finland.68 The informants mostly concur that the 

years 13 to 16 formed a non-reflective phase for Sweden-Finnishness identity ponderings, when one 

was otherwise very much engulfed in existential matters. However, if one sensed that one was sticking 

out in a negative way, the natural solution and desire was obviously not to do that: 

Annika: Jag ville därifrån så fort som 

möjligt. Jag ville bara vara vanlig. Jag 

ville bara vara vanlig. Jag ville bara 

smälta in. Att vara som vem som helst. 

Jag ville inte sticka ut. Jag blev som en 

jävla tapetblomma, jag ville inte synas. 

Man hade synts så mycket, direkt och 

indirekt, att man var udda. 

Annika: I wanted to get away as fast as 

possible. I just wanted to be ordinary. I 

just wanted to be ordinary. I just wanted 

to melt in. To be just like anybody. I 

didn’t want to stick out. I became like a 

damned wallflower, I didn’t want to be 

seen. One had been so visible, directly and 

indirectly, that you were odd.

 The experiences did not have to be as extreme as in the following passage, which demonstrates not 

only how the direst family surroundings may lead inevitably to the desire to depart as soon as soon 

as possible, but also how even the most traumatic experiences or home environments were sometimes 

never discussed. 

Outi: Så var det med min bästa kompis i 

klassen i större delen av högstadiet, sjuan 

och åttan. Det var "Var ses vi, vi ses där 

ute nånstans". Vi hade börjat sminka och 

så här. Så tänker jag i efterhand när jag har 

hört hennes berättelse – då har hon 

kommit precis från hemma innan, morsan 

har blivit grovt misshandlad, våldtagen, 

släpad i håret genom lägenheten. Hon 

trängde väldigt mycket du vet. Farsan 

hade varit på henne, inte våldtagit men 

slagit och hon har försökt gå och skydda 

sin morsa, farsan hade jagat med kniv och 

det var – "Var ska vi ses? Vi går ut". 

Alltså jag hade ingen aning om det, ingen 

aning om det. Hon var sjuk en vecka, kom 

tillbaka till skolan och var så här blek, och 

hon sade att hon hade varit sjuk. Hon hade 

försökt ta självmord. Hon hade inte pallat 

mer. Och det var ingen som snackade om 

det. Helt sjukt. 

Om man tar bort våldet, så är det hårt 

arbetande föräldrar, det var det ju, Volvo 

och städare, kommer hem och är helt 

fucking slut. Mår inte så bra. Vem vill ha 

det arvet? Det behöver inte vara något 

våld i det. Ungarna vill bort, man vill ha 

något annat. 

 

                                                           
68 For similar patterns in reproductions of social hierarchies, see e.g. Willis, Learning to Labor – How Working-class Kids 

Get Working-class Jobs (Aldershot, 1977). 

Outi: It was like that with my best friend 

in the class during most of the seventh and 

eighth grade. It was "Where should we 

meet, let’s meet out there somewhere". 

We had started wearing make-up and so 

on. I am thinking now afterwards after 

hearing her story – she had just been 

coming from home, the mother had been 

brutally beaten, raped, dragged by her hair 

through the flat. She suppressed so much, 

you know. The dad had been on her, not 

raped but beaten her and she had tried to 

protect her mother, the dad had been 

chasing them with a knife and it was like 

– "Where should we meet? Let's go out". 

I mean I had no idea about it. She was sick 

for a week, she came back to school and 

was pale like this, and she said that she 

had been sick. She had tried to commit 

suicide. She had not been able to take it 

anymore. And nobody mentioned it. Just 

sick. 

If you take away the violence, it was hard-

working parents, it really was, at Volvo 

and as cleaners, they come home and they 

are just totally fucking done in. They 

don’t feel so well. Who wants that 

heritage? There doesn’t have to be any 

violence in it. The kids want to get away, 

they want something else. 
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The sensations that most of the participants, fortunately, received as teens from their own cultural 

niche, and on the other hand, from the surrounding Swedish, or Finnish, society at large were painted 

in more nebulous colours. Again, it is essential to differentiate a background in Sweden-Finnishness 

from a background in social and psychological problems. It still remains essential to discuss and focus 

in on the socio-economic and psychological appendages, which constitute these monstrous processes.  

Next we will examine teenage life after finishing comprehensive school, when people generally start 

to pay more attention to the exterior surroundings after the most fervent interior turbulence has evened 

out. 

Shock the Monkey 

If the högstadiet (7th-9th grade) signified for most the first steps of independence, towards a more 

general young life and popular culture, then gymnasiet (the secondary/6th form/high school) provided 

plenty of new hurdles, but these new obstacles were for many subtler, more subdued and more like 

glass roofs. There are several informants who managed to get into quite exclusive and swanky study 

programs. There are also several who quit gymnasiet, and completed it later on. 

Outi: Jag tror t.o.m. dom flesta droppade 

av, om dom började gymnasiet så 

droppade dom av gymnasiet. Jag känner 

en som gick färdigt hotell och restaurang. 

Sedan känner jag för många som har gått 

ner sig. I våran ålder, i min ålder, jag vet 

fan inte, hur gammal är jag? Jag känner 

mig inte så jävla gammal, jag känner mig 

rätt sliten men inte så gammal. Men jag 

tycker att det är så absurt och se det här 

mönstret gå igen, jag ser mina gamla 

klasskompisar, som det har gått värre förr 

än för min farsas polare som söp ihjäl sig. 

Vad fan i helvete sysslar dom med 

liksom? Helt jävla nerknarkade, eller du 

vet. Eller råalkoholiserade. Fan, vi har 

inte ens fyllt 40, liksom. Sinnesjukt. 

Outi: I think that the majority dropped 

out, if they began secondary school they 

dropped out. I know one who completed 

the hotel and restaurant program. Then I 

know far too many who have gone under. 

In our age, in my age, hell I don’t know, 

how old am I? I don’t feel really old, I feel 

that I am worn down, but not that old. But 

I think it so absurd to see the pattern 

repeating itself, I see my old classmates, 

who have ended up worse than my dad’s 

pals, who drank themselves to death. Like 

what the hell are they doing? They are 

totally strung out on drugs, or you know. 

Or hardcore alcoholics. Damn, and we’re 

not even 40. It’s mental.

 

One basic dilemma for many of these Sweden-Finns from the suburbs was that they were now faced 

with totally new social situations and classmates from the upper classes. These shocks were often 

quite drastic at that gentle age. Most experienced quite severe existential crises, obviously an essential 

part of being 17, but as these novel circumstances were united with class and ethnicity, the challenge 

was depicted by many to have been overwhelming and exhausting. And it often included the 
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realization that your suburban background would only constitute a social handicap, which would be 

amplified a further notch by your Finnish roots. This evasion of one’s Finnish background was also 

tangible among those who attended secondary school with others of predominantly the same social 

class.  

Outi: Man måste ju kolla vad som har hänt 

efteråt i livet. Har man jobbat på Volvo 

hela livet kanske man inte har känt av 

dom negativa konsekvenserna alls. Dom 

blir ju starkare ju längre ifrån jag kommer, 

ju längre jag utbildade mig. Dom 

smällarna som kom med mötet med 

gymnasiet, med mötet med universitet. 

Det är där som det känns som fan. Jag 

hade ju inte känt så skitmycket över det 

om jag hade fortsatt att jobba som 

trappstädare, som diskare. För att jag hade 

inte behövt. 

Outi: You must also consider what has 

happened afterwards in life. If you have 

worked in Volvo all your life you might 

have not felt the negative consequences at 

all. They became stronger as I got further 

away, the more I educated myself. The 

hits I got with the meetings with 

secondary school, the meetings with 

university. It’s there where it becomes 

palatable as hell. I hadn’t felt that much if 

I would have continued cleaning block-

of-flats, or as a dishwasher. Because I 

wouldn’t have needed to.

 

Even from the perspective of education in Finland after comprehensive school, the gap between 

general schools and the more "prestigious" secondary schools in Sweden seems baffling. The 

following types of story, to which all of those attending flashier secondary school programs bore 

witness, clearly reflect how the educational system and differences between Sweden and Finland are 

also manifestations of a more rigid and tangible class system. 

Johanna: Menin tekemään ne 

sisäänpääsykokeet ja pääsin sinne. Ne otti 

sinne vain 30 per lukuvuosi. Se oli 

keskustassa, aivan hirveä snobikoulu. 

Siinä niin kuin heräsi se, menin bussilla 

ratikkaan Angerediin ja sieltä keskustaan. 

Ja minä tunsin, suomalainen lähiöstä, 

tiedätkö, ja vähän niin kuin 

rokkimentaliteetti muutenkin. Siinä minä 

huomasin, tämä vaikeus, siis ne vaikeudet 

jotka minulla oli. Tämä juttu mikä heräsi 

oli enemmän luokkakysymys. Koska 

minun luokkatoverit oli ruotsalaisia ja 

niillä oli omat flyygelit ja niitten isät oli 

pappeja ja tirehtöörejä sun muita. Minä 

niin kuin tupsahdan sinne, Angeredista.  

Minulta kysyttiin heti ensimmäisenä, että 

sinun täytyy osata soittaa hyvin viulua, 

että olet päässyt tänne, koska eihän sinulla 

ole voinut olla hyvää todistusta. Minä 

pääsin sinne niitten kahden 

kombinaatiolla ja niillä oli 

yksityisopettajia ja Sveitsissä kursseja ja 

viimeisen päälle kaikki. Muistan kun 

meillä oli ackordlära, enhän minä 

viululla ollut voinut soittaa mitään hiton 

ackordeja, siis sointuja. Kävin Bellevuen 

markkinoilta hakemassa sellaisen pikku, 

muovisen pianon. Sillä harjoittelin sitten 

kotona, eihän siitä tullut ne eri soinnut, 

mutta pystyin ainakin harjoittelemaan 

miten. En ollut koskaan sointuja soittanut, 

kyllä minä nyt nuotteja osasin lukea. Siinä 

minä tajusin, sain ensimmäisen 

herätyksen, että tämmönen on se Ruotsi 

mitä minä en ole nähnyt. Koska 

Angeredissa et näe yhtään mihinkään. 

Siinä heräsi jonkinlainen eka kertaa, että 

minua vituttaa Ruotsi. Jouduin siihen 

kontekstiin, minulla ei ollut oikea kieli, 

minulla ei ollut oikea mitään. Mutta se oli 

hirveän opettavaa myös. 

 

Johanna: I took the entrance exams there 

and I got in. They only took in 30 each 

year. It was in the town centre, a 

completely terribly snob. And I felt, a 

Finn from the suburb, you know, and a 

rock and roller mentality otherwise as 

well. Then I got to realise, the difficulty, 
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the difficulties that I had. And the 

question which arose was more a class 

question. Because my classmates were 

Swedish and they had their own grand 

pianos and their fathers were priests and 

governors and such. And I just land there, 

from Angered. The first thing they ask me 

is that I must be really good on the violin, 

because your diploma can’t be that good. 

I got in on the combination of the two and 

they had private teachers, courses in 

Switzerland and everything was top 

notch. I remember that we had chord 

formation, and I hadn’t been able to play 

any damned chords on the violin. I went 

to the Bellevue flea market and bought a 

small plastic toy piano. I practised on that 

at home, you couldn’t actually play the 

chords on it, but at least I could practise 

how. I had never played chords, but I 

could read music. Then I realised, I got 

the first awakening, that this is the 

Sweden that I have never seen. Because in 

Angered, you see absolutely nowhere. It 

was the first time that it felt like that I am 

pissed off by Sweden. I ended up in that 

context, I didn’t have the right language, 

I didn’t have the right anything. But it was 

terribly educating as well. 

*** 

Emma: Sitten kun menin lukioon, sain 

täyden shokin, kun menin esteettiselle 

linjalle ja siellä oli kaupungista 

ruotsalaisia. Enhän minä ollut liikkunut 

ruotsalaisten medelklass…  minä 

ihmettelin kun niillä on kaikki niin 

helppoa, ne vaan teki ne tehtävät ja teki 

mitä kuuluu tehdä ja sai hyvät todistukset 

ja jatkoi matkaa. Minä hämmästyin ja 

tunsin aina itseni oudoksi linnuksi siinä 

luokassa, kun siinä oli niitä. Ne kysyi 

minulta, että tiedätkö sinä, etkö sinä tiedä 

ketä Jim Morrison on? Minä että en tiedä. 

No entä Morrissey? En tiedä. Minä en 

ollut kuullutkaan. Tiesin ketä Olavi Virta 

on, mutta en tiennyt ketä Morrissey on, 

niillä oli ollut indieryhmätouhut täällä 

kaupungissa. Kaupunki oli minulle niin 

kaukana, että joku asuu Fridhemsplanilla, 

se oli minulle niin kuin niin hienoa. Enhän 

minä tiennyt sellaisesta mitään, eihän 

meillä ollut mitään verkkoa. Ei minun 

äidillä ollut minkäänlaista. 

Emma: Then I went to secondary school, 

I got a full shock, when I went on the 

aesthetic program and there were Swedes 

from town there. I hadn’t moved in 

Swedish middle class... I wondered how 

everything was so easy for them, they just 

did the assignments and what they were 

supposed to do and got good marks and 

continued forward. I was amazed and felt 

like the odd bird out in that class with 

them. They asked me, that don’t you 

know who Jim Morrison is? I said that I 

didn’t. What about Morrissey? I don’t 

know. Never heard of him. I knew who 

Olavi Virta was, but I didn’t know 

Morrissey, they had their own indiegroup 

things here in town. The town was so far 

away from me, that if somebody lived on 

Fridhemsplan, I thought that was like 

fancy. I didn’t know anything about that, 

we had no network. My mother had none. 

*** 

Elina: Men föraktet är extremt sårande, 

för det tar man med sig i livet liksom. Att 

vissa bara ser ner på en. Det går inte att 

förklara eller bevisa så, om man inte 

minns extremt bra vissa saker, men det 

gör jävligt ont. Och det hjälper inte ens 

självkänsla, på köpet när man är redan 

lågt på stegen liksom. 

Elina: But the contempt is extremely 

hurtful, because you kind of bring it along 

all your life. That certain people look 

down on you. You can’t explain it, or 

prove it, unless you remember some 

things extremely well, but it hurts like 

hell. And it doesn’t help your sense of self 

esteem, especially when you are already 

low on ladder. 

 

The contradictions between the suburban working-class background and the middle classes could 

have quite tangible outcomes in secondary school. Again, the stories of the informants arguably paint 

clearer social differences and bigger cultural clashes than the stories of their Swedish classmates or 

Finnish comparison groups with similar social backgrounds. 
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Elina: Jag gjorde en sådan här 

medelklassgrej, eftersom det var några 

medelklassungar i våran klass. Man 

skulle åka skidor i Frankrike, så jag 

tvingade min mamma samla ihop pengar 

så där och jag hade sommarjobbat som 

städerska. Åka på skidsemester till 

Chamonix, jag har ju fan knappt stått på 

skidor. Men jag skulle fan göra den jävla 

resan. Det var jag, Mikko, resten svennar. 

Nej, en av mina livs lyckligaste dagar, 

fantastiska, mest lyckade, euforiska dagar 

är när jag tog studenten. Den 

frihetskänslan att nu fan är det över. Nu 

jävlar! Men min mamma visste inte vad 

studenten var, så jag fick ju liksom fixa 

och trixa med koderna som skulle vara. 

Man skulle ha ett fotografi med en pinne, 

grattis Elina, en barndomsbild på mig. 

K: Va? Är det så? Där ser man, jag hade 

ingen aning om allt detta.  

Elina: I did a middle-class thing, since we 

had a few middle-class kids in our class. 

We were to go skiing in France, so I 

forced my mom to save money like that 

and I had worked as a cleaner in the 

summer. To take a skiing holiday in 

Chamonix, I had hardly stood on skis in 

my life. But I was going on that damned 

trip. It was me, Mikko and the rest were 

Swedes. No, one of the happiest days in 

my life, the most fantastic, lucky, 

euphoric days was when I graduated. The 

sense of freedom that the shit is over. 

Now, damn it! But my mom didn’t know 

what graduating was, so I had to fix and 

do tricks to manage the codes which exist. 

You were to have a picture on a stick, 

congratulations Elina, a childhood picture 

on me. 

K: What? Is it so? There you go, I had no 

clue about any of this.

 

Suddenly you were sitting at dinner parties with several forks on the table. Or you might be standing 

with a thumb in your mouth, not knowing what to order when you were invited to go out for a coffee 

with your new classmates. Of these experiences from between the age of 16-19, it is easy to see how 

the connection to the Finnish background starts to fade. Especially if you were harassed and bullied, 

and the main motivation was your Finnishness: 

Laura: Jag kommer aldrig att glömma hur 

jag blev behandlad och mobbad på 

gymnasiet. Jag var tyst i princip i helt år 

bara för dom påstod att jag inte kan 

svenska. Fast jag är född här. För jag 

använde ju verben sätta och lägga fel, och 

fick verkligen lida för det. Jag kan 

fortfarande ha problem med det. 

Laura: I will never forget how I was 

treated and bullied in secondary school. I 

was silent practically a full year because 

they claimed that I didn’t know Swedish. 

Although I was born here. Since I used the 

verbs put and lay wrong, and really had to 

suffer for it. I can still have problems with 

that. 

 

For some, strong relations to cousins and grandparents keep the interaction with Finland going, but 

as is often the case, childhood friendships give way to new friends and social spheres with 

adolescence. In the present study, there are only two informants who developed new friendships with 

other Sweden-Finns in their late teens or early adulthood. Again, this is a combination of many 

factors. Reaching adulthood, connecting the generation gap to the first generation to Finnishness 

itself, not seeing any value in Finnishness or the Finnish language, as subjective considerations in 

values tend to track objective ones: "And with such desires or goals or ambitions, the basic question 
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is what sort of life one wants to make, which is also to say what sort of person one wants to be."69 

There are personal connections, as the case of Vera, who, through her entire life, has felt connected 

to her grandmother’s old house in Finland. Her relation to Finland has always been synonymous with 

that house, a permanent factor in her life that relationship, which has metamorphosed with the decades 

from childhood via youth and adulthood to the gardening of middle age: 

Vera: Ja, jag har alltid velat åka dit. Men 

mina syskon, vissa har inte varit där på 

flera år. Vissa är där i princip varje år, 

men kan missa något år, men jag har inte 

missat något år. Än. Jag har aldrig haft en 

sommar då jag inte har varit där. 

Yes, I have always wanted to travel there. 

But my siblings, some haven’t been there 

in years. Some are there practically each 

year, but they can miss a year, but I 

haven’t missed a single year. Yet. I have 

never had a summer when I haven’t been 

there.

 

Also, the change with time can be seen in that Mikael, who was born in the late 80’s, started reviving 

his Finnish skills and digging into his cultural background when he came of age in the early 2000’s. 

Coincidentally, numerous other individuals began reclaiming and redefining Sweden-Finnishness for 

themselves in the early years of the new millennium. It should also be noted that the pioneering 

cultural products of second-generation Sweden-Finnishness sprung out within these years. "On or 

about December, 1910, human character changed", Virginia Woolf wrote, noting that relations also 

shifted between masters and servants, husbands and wives, parents and children. Consequently, 

"when human relations change there is at the same time a change in religion, conduct, politics and 

literature."70 A shift within and towards Sweden-Finnishness took place nearly a hundred years later. 

Alakoski’s Svinalängorna was published in 2006, Anna Järvinen’s debut album Jag fick feeling came 

out in 2007 and Nanna Huolman’s first film Kid Svensk came out in 2007. Particularly on subjective 

planes, numerous second-generation individuals have said that they began their personal identity 

processes a few years into the new millennium. Surprisingly many of these have not read Alakoski 

or heard Järvinen to this day. There was something in the times. The following chapters will proceed 

to examine what Sweden-Finnishness itself has now come to present and represent for these 

individuals. The next chapter will kick off in literature, and it will continue to discuss more 

fundamental, or hidden, or subconscious levels within our identities, whereas Chapter 6 will focus on 

concrete manifestations and visible turns, such as names, parenthood and deaths, within the identity 

pedal board. 

                                                           
69Appiah, p. 180. 
70 Woolf, Virginia, Collected Essays, I (London, 1966), p. 320. 
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5. Spectral Presences and Ghosted Identities 

 

On April 25th 2012, Kai Latvalehto wrote: 

And thanks thanks for everything, particularly for yesterday. I went out for a run afterwards, felt that my 

head was boiling and the steam needed to come out. I ran over the Älvsborgsbron bridge, around the 

pleasant Färjenäs park (yet another nice area here at "home" on Hisingen where I have never been) and 

Eriksberg. With the scents of the ocean and wet asphalt in my nose. The sea does not smell like salt back 

home and even the wet asphalt smells different. I ran up on Ramberget and gazed towards the city – with 

very split feelings. An experience I will remember the rest of my life. And started to daydream. Happy, 

optimistic, unlikely daydreams, exactly as one did when one was young. Of course one is allowed to 

dream. Sent a picture home. Felt that, damn, this evening requires a Gothenburgian shrimp sandwich. 

Called a childhood friend and asked where they served the best shrimp sandwich in town. "Well they 

claim it should be up there in Gothia Towers." "They claim? So you haven’t been up there yourself? There 

you go, the old working-class background raises its head?" "Oh no, the guys are up there all the time 

before going to football matches and so on, but I have never felt like it." 

I ran back to Majorna over the Götaälvsbron bridge, went for a shower and took the tram to Korsvägen. 

But up there in the Gothia Towers hotel restaurant it was not only really crowded, there were loads of 

congress people standing around with bubble glasses. I did not hear anything, but many of them looked 

really Finnish. So naturally: I got out of there. Got the hell out fast. I felt like having a half special at 

Heden, but opted instead of having that shrimp sandwich in a pub. A clear mistake. Should have had that 

half special sausage meal. 

(Personal email, translated from Swedish) 

The Ghost in the Machine: Literature 

Antti Jalava was born in 1949 in Finland and he moved to Sweden with his parents at the age of ten. 

He debuted as a novelist in the 1970’s and his breakthrough came in 1980 with Asfaltblomman. 

Jalava’s early work focuses on the juvenile bends and his work makes it assiduously clear that his 

integration process into the Sweden of the sixties was cruel. It is also noteworthy that Jalava became 

a novelist in Swedish, a language he learned in his teens. This also makes him a prime example of 

both the importance for some migrants of the language shift, and of the fact that, for some purposes, 

first- and second-generation immigrants should not be divided according to their birth country.  The 

title of Jalava’s youth novel, Jag har inte bett för att komma [I haven’t asked to come], and the original 

cover from 1976 (see Figure 5.1. below) are acerbic but poignant depictions of the issue. The main 

character and Jalava’s alter-ego has been reluctant to move to Sweden, he suffers but still manages to 

master the language. 
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Figure 5.1. Cover (1976) 

We are reminded that for children the psychological process of integration in a "foreign" land is 

completely different than for adults. For many in Jalava’s generation, the dire straits of the Sweden-

Finnish experience along with its repercussions and aftermath have been more than evident. And their 

mental health as well as, in some cases, their entire sense of being has been compromised by the toxic 

cocktail brought about their troubles: 

Annika: Det är också så att man kan 

utveckla psykisk sjukdom av 

livsomständigheterna. Man kan t.o.m bli 

schizofren av det att man har det för 

dåligt. Det kan utlösas.  Det kan utlösas att 

du blir deprimerad.  Det kan utlösas allt 

möjligt, att du blir alkoholist. Allt möjligt 

av livet. Det är egentligen det enda jag 

menar när jag höjer ett vaket öga mot 

diagnostiseringen, att jag tror att många 

av arbetarklassens barn lider av att 

komma från en fruktansvärd, av den råa 

arbetsklassen, den undre, den lägre 

arbetarklassen. Man har sådana 

livsomständigheter så att det tvingar fram 

beteenden. 

Annika: You can also develop psychic 

disease from the living surroundings. You 

can even become schizophrenic because 

of you have it so bad. It can instigate it. It 

can instigate your depression. It can 

instigate all kinds of things, that you 

become an alcoholic. All kinds of things 

in life. Actually the only thing which I 

mean by raising an attentive eye towards 

diagnosis is that I believe that many 

working-class children suffer from a 

terrible, of the raw working class, the 

deep, lower working class. You have such 

living conditions, which force out 

behaviours. 

 

In his later novels (Sprickan, 1993 and Känslan, 1996) the teenage and existential angst of youth have 

developed into a discomforting, forlorn and fragmented depiction of a deteriorating mental health and 

existence. Regardless of these substantial autobiographical marks, Jalava has claimed that the level 

of estrangement he has grown up with is such a trauma that it cannot be expressed in any other way 
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than artistically.1 Therefore, literature and art in general provide a very solid and fundamental 

reflection into the requisite identity issues, a snow angel of identity itself. Likewise, Susanna Alakoski 

quotes a Swedish musician/actor who tries to reclaim his Moroccan roots in the Swedish version of 

the genealogy documentary series Who Do You Think You Are?: 

"The really deep feelings have no expressions", Thorsten Flinck says to the camera. I note the words as 

if they were my own.  

"The really deep feelings have no expressions." 

Therefore art exists.2* 

These ponderings concerning the limitations of language have occupied much of the work of 

twentieth-century philosophers and psychiatrists such as Heidegger, Lacan and Foucault. For as 

Shepherdson has remarked: "Lacan brought to light many aspects of human existence that are 

irreducible to language".3 The view that language and telling the story "as it is" simply does not 

suffice seems quintessential to the identity of the second generation. This notion of the meagre range 

of language, even of two languages, as being a potent transmitter of experience and the linguistic 

connections to artistic expression is worth delving into in greater detail, as this provides yet another 

wall of bricks between the first and second generation. In the same way as the second-generation 

narratives do not follow the logic of your typical immigrant song: arrival and confusion, gradual 

adaptation and language learning, settling down or returning. Similarly, the language escapes the 

second-generation. These deficits within languages were expressed by several of my informants: 

Vera: Att orden, när man pratar så här, det 

blir inte form av det, som konst som 

fångar och destillerar ögonblicken. Som 

dom bränner till. För du kan ha massa ord 

för någonting men det blir liksom, det 

känns så futtigt igen. Om jag är på något 

bibliotek, sverigefinskt på finska 

nationaldagen något, så blir orden så... så 

fort jag läser en bit, då händer det 

någonting. När jag pratar fritt så är det 

ingenting. 

Vera: That the words, when I speak like 

this, no shape comes out of it, like art 

does, which captures and distils the 

moments. Which burns. You can have 

loads of words for something, but still, it 

feels so futile. If I am in a library, 

Sweden-Finnish on the national day of 

Finland, words are so ... but as soon as I 

read something, something happens. 

When I speak freely it is nothing.

Perhaps one reason and reading of this is that in plain text, the experience easily becomes one-

dimensional – the second layer, the ghost and the machine are never present simultaneously as in 

reality. The present chapter will focus on identity through the life-stories of my informants and their 

choices. Bilingualism and bilingual thought are difficult to convey in discourse and even within 

fiction. Despite its relative abundance, first-generation emigrant fiction seems less concerned with 

                                                            
1 Helander, Helena, Främlingsskap (Gothenburg, 1994), p. 1.  
2 Alakoski, Susanna, Oktober i fattigsverige (Stockholm, 2012), p. 271.   
3 Shepherdson, Charles, Lacan and the Limits of Language (Chicago, 2009), p. xiv.  
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this. A contrasting pair among authors is Antti Jalava and Asko Sahlberg, who moved to Gothenburg 

at the age of 32 in 1996. Whereas Jalava’s first novels might come across as crude and his later works 

disturbed and delusional, Sahlberg represents a more classical and arguably a more accomplished 

novelist, who has received a fair amount of recognition in Finland. Yet the descriptions of the 

purgatories encountered as part of the identity quests explored within his novels are a totally different 

bowl of pebbles to the hellfire of the more "flawed" novels of Jalava. 

The first-generation emotional experience of emigration is marked by a division and, thus, a conflict 

between the subject and the circumstances. Present in fiction through wider global and historical 

perspectives, as in Marlow’s journey in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (another borderline 

example of a first/second-generation emigrant novelist) this clash between the protagonist and the 

strange land becomes tangible and vivid even to modern readers who are well-versed in neither 

African or European cultures. For the proverbial heart of darkness lies within one’s mind, be it that 

of Kurtz or Marlow, and the immediate foreign surroundings always remain foreign. Asko Sahlberg’s 

main character in Pimeän ääni (2000) portrays his first trip to the Hisingen side of Gothenburg as 

follows:  

The bus wobbled, swayed and bent, but my movements mauling the autumn darkness were now 

meaningless to me. When I came around, the bus stood still and empty. I got up and stepped out on the 

deserted final bus stop. The bus crawled away again. I walked out on a low ridge, with scarcely placed 

stone houses rising on the grass field in front of me. Leafless trees rose in the bluish spheres from the 

light poles, and others, whose yellow bunches of leaves shivered in the wincing wind. Behind me a woody 

slope curled, full of shadows rising upwards. It ended in a clearing full of sports fields, with people in 

outdoor clothing walking around it. 

Following the joggers, walking past two football pitches I ended up by an outdoor area, where illuminated 

paths went into the forest. Black trees rose around me, the shadows were hanging on the ground. The 

path circled a small pond, clinging to the wooden hill, where a few running figures could be glimpsed 

among the trunks. I turned uphill at a crossing, I went past the stone pillars which had been placed there 

as road blocks and I came to an asphalt road. It descended to a quiet single-family house area. 

The street lights drew out discrete, well attended gardens. The lights were on in most of the smug houses. 

Suddenly I longed to be inside there. I longed to be in their carefully constructed apathy, the skilfully 

protected solace. I wanted to be in the blue living rooms lit by TV screens, in the kitchens smelling of 

evening coffee, in the bedrooms where the cotton sheets awaited the hasty excretions of laboriously 

wallowing carcasses. I wanted that the houses would reveal their secrets: the musty little secrets of the 

attics, the dampness in the cellar, the washing bins smelling of foot sweat. It was as if this unexpected 

desire would have sunken into me straight from the low stone fences, the neatly barbered lawns, from the 

dusk of the past summer on the terraces. The insipid life beckoned me, the neat facades of the houses 

sheltered lecherous temptations. I descended a steep hill and turned by a small home bakery. The wind 

touched my face, the lights painted the wet asphalt in the colours of milk blotting into the ground. 

I ended up on a bigger road. The orgastic stream of cars swished by in two directions. The single-family 

houses turned to blocks of flats, the scenery had a strong sense of suburbia. The cars coming towards me 

seemed to slow down by me. They were obviously observing me, then calling who knows where, with 

their mobile phones. I decided to ignore the dim spots of the faces, which were turning towards me. I felt 

each limb of my body clearly and bitterly, my thighs were growing straight out of my back.  
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I turned into the direction where the city barely notably but still inevitably thickened. The name of the 

street was Wieselgrensgatan. After crossing a few streets, a library and a school I came to the shopping 

centre, which I remembered from my bus ride here. I crossed the street and followed the pedestrian route 

into a tunnel leading to a tram stop. In the drizzling rain waiting figures were huddling, a pretty girl leaned 

into the stop, hugging herself. Her face looked like it would have been carved with a knife. When the 

tram came I let the others rush in first and I went in last. Inside the tram the smell of wet animals was 

hanging in the air.4* 

It is an odd coincidence, but Sahlberg’s main character moves through the area where I grew up. We 

lived in those "scarcely placed stone houses" and this is how I reflected on visiting the houses for the 

first time in nearly 30 years in 2011: 

Date and time: November 25th, 1430-1500 

Place: Hisingen, Tuve, Arvesgärde 19-20 – a residential area from the 60’s with four-storey houses of 

yellow brick. 

I am sitting on the brick wall in front of the house where I lived as a child. It is really similar to the end 

of the 70’s, with a few new green areas, new doors, windows and balconies, but the same playground, 

walkways, the feeling remains the same. Everything seems well kept and comfortable. There is plenty of 

grass, a good environment to run around, play hide-and-seek, play yard-hockey. The football pitch lurks 

behind the corner. A few people walk past, older people carrying groceries from the store. No children. 

I scan the surroundings for signs of children or teenagers, the paths around the houses have disappeared, 

no bellowing mopeds in earshot. 

I approach the door. Obviously it is locked, I do not remember if it used to be. I peek through the glass 

in the door. The name plate is new, the old one with loose plastic letters has surely been gone several 

decades. I laugh out loud when I remember that we used to switch the letters on the name plate, so that 

we had people named Gene Simmons, Phantom the Wandering Ghost, Cocktrouser and others in the 

house. The janitor put a screw in the frame, but it did not help since we also had access to screwdrivers. 

None of the names seem familiar, there is one Finnish name, Oikarinen, but that is new. In my time there 

were four-five names, the odd Mediterranean name, the rest were Swedish. I try to remember what real 

name of "The Hag" was, this old woman that lived downstairs. She was not downright evil, it was more 

that she did not think it was a bright idea to play football with a tennis ball in the hallway. 

A man in his late 50’s comes out. I do not hesitate, I enter as he opens the door. The smell inside is 

familiar, although it is not particularly strong. Wet stone, I think. It is probably the stone floor. As you 

enter, there are two staircases leading up, one to the left and one to the right. First I think that the iron 

bars by the stairs are new, but then I remember them. Dark brown, rectangular iron bars. I do not dare to 

swing or hang on the iron bars as we did: maybe The Hag would come out and yell at me. I walk up the 

stairs, it is considerably smaller in scale and narrower than I remember. On our door on the third floor 

there is a sign saying "Advertisements kindly declined" and the name is Bergfors. I check the rubbish 

chute, because you do not ever see them in Finland. There was a restless boy in our Finnish class who 

jumped into the rubbish chute: "Look boys, what a brilliant slide". 

It seems that there is not much more to get here, so I walk down. On the way down I remember what my 

childhood friend’s mother said the other week, when we met. She said that she had in a sense liked this 

house here in Tuve, but she had also felt that the parents were like monkeys in their cages, whereas we 

children run back and forth between the flats. And that is what we did, you felt at home with your friends’ 

families. I note that although Swedish suburbs and the architecture is mostly dull and monotonous, as 

everywhere tends to look the same … there are exceptions, examples of smart city planning. To have 

stairs inside, only four storeys and enough space in between the houses contributes to making each house 

a functioning entity on its own, and not just a bunch of flats under the same ceiling.  

If we disregard the facts that the first passage is a real depiction from a fictional novel and the second 

                                                            
4 Sahlberg, Asko, Pimeys (Helsinki, 2014), pp. 24-25. 
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is not – and, for the purposes of the present discussion, that the quality of writing is altogether 

irrelevant – we can note the differences in experience. For Sahlberg, and for the first generation, the 

connection with the surroundings comes with time, through labour and interaction, if it does. For the 

main character here there is none. The second generation cannot escape the connection. You can’t 

forget where you are from, in the words of the dim main character in Finnish Blood Swedish Heart.  

The verisimilitude and the emotional velcro of these experiences are analogous to real life. In Hanna 

Snellman’s account of Finnish immigrants from the north-eastern Salla who moved to Gothenburg, 

an informant recollects how he thought there was a fire loose somewhere when he stepped off the 

train on the Gothenburg railway station. Simply because the pace of life was so different.  "People 

running back and forth, all around and the noise is terrible."5* 

As one tries to convey a second-generation experience, the puzzle becomes abstract as the supposed 

foreign country is in fact home turf. Alongside a permanent sense of acknowledgement with respect 

to one’s difference, one may also bond: feeling a sameness and belonging in surroundings, and 

through a process which starts in childhood, encountering a myriad of reactions to the experience of 

belonging. This double-edged abstractness, this type of self-reflection, can be witnessed in Jalava’s 

description in Asfaltblomman (1980) of teenage angst or, if you will, ‘Otherness’: 

He has learned that the more he manages to hide of himself, the more easily he harmonises with his 

surroundings. Falseness is taken for genuineness since it is the face of the surroundings which is his 

falseness. The foreign people come to expression in him because he has learned to imitate them so well 

and made their attitudes into his own; he himself does not come to express anything in anybody since 

nobody asks after him.6* 

The alienation and possible conflict become more, or even totally, internal and personal processes, 

since the success of assimilation/integration might not be noticeable neither by representatives of 

one’s passport country (such as your parents and relatives) or the new home-country (such as your 

friends, school- and workmates, neighbours). Susanna Alakoski writes:  

I often say that I am abroad every day in my head. It is an absolutely internal history. It feels weird. How 

can so much go on within us people that you cannot see from the outside? Besides, when I speak Swedish 

I have the rolling r from Skåne. When I speak Finnish, I use the regular Swedish r. Nobody else notices 

this.7* 

However, such precious moments and interesting stories, be they in fiction or in plain storytelling, 

are often focused on visiting the home country of your ancestry. There, the contrast might become 

                                                            
5 Snellman, Hanna, Sallan suurin kylä – Göteborg (Tampere, 2003), p.117. 
6 Jalava, Antti, Asfaltblomman (Stockholm, 1980), p.78. 
7 Alakoski, p. 21. 
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visible again, or feel very real again. The novelist V.S. Naipaul enters India, the homeland of his 

family in the autobiographical An Area of Darkness:8 

And for the first time in my life I was one of the crowd. There was nothing in my appearance or dress to 

distinguish me from the crowd eternally hurrying into Churchgate Station. In Trinidad to be an Indian 

was to be distinctive. To be anything there was distinctive: difference was each man’s attribute. To be an 

Indian in England was distinctive; in Egypt it was more so. Now in Bombay, I entered a shop or a 

restaurant and awaited a special quality of response. And there was nothing. It was like being denied part 

of my reality. Again and again, I was caught. I was faceless. I might sink without a trace into the Indian 

crowd. I had been made by Trinidad and England; recognition of my difference was necessary to me. I 

felt the need to impose myself; and didn’t know how. 

Naipaul’s nauseating experience of his visit to India registers a significant gap between the internal 

India of Naipaul and the reality of his experiences. The Indian odyssey becomes a deep probe into 

the emotional bowels of Naipaul, a journey into the heart of his own areas of darkness: areas which 

ultimately lie within Naipaul himself. 

The Philippine born American author Jessica Hagedorn provides her character Rio with the following 

closure in her novel Dogeaters, when she returns to the Philippines after several decades:  

My Lola Narcisa lives to be a very old woman. She is the main reason for my frequent visits to Manila; 

I dread not being there when she dies. 

    * * * 

I return to North America. I save all Raul’s letters, along with my father’s cordial birthday telegrams and 

Pucha’s gossipy notes, in a large shopping bag labeled FAMILY. I move to another city, approximately 

five thousand miles away from where my mother lives and paints. We talk on the phone once a week. I 

am anxious and restless, at home only in airports. I travel whenever I can. My belief in God remains 

tentative. I have long ago stopped going to church. I never marry. 

In my recurring dream, my brother and I inhabit the translucent bodies of nocturnal moths with curved, 

fragile wings. We are pale green, with luminous celadon eyes, fantastic and beautiful. In dream after 

dream, we are drawn to the same silent tableau: a mysterious light glowing from the window of a deserted, 

ramshackle house. The house is sometimes perched on a rocky abyss, or on a dangerous cliff overlooking 

a turbulent sea. The meaning is simple and clear, I think. Raul and I embrace our destiny: we fly around 

in circles, we swoop and dive in effortless arcs against a barren sky, we flap and beat our wings in our 

futile attempts to reach what surely must be heaven. 9  

The passage provides several second-generation clews and claws: the generation gap and warped 

family relations, the unresolved and unfulfilled personal odyssey where neither home, belonging, 

faith, or personal relationships provide solace. Interestingly, both Naipaul (whose travelogue was 

immediately banned in India in the 60’s due to its negative portrayal of his ancestral country) and 

Hagedorn serve the reader more than a healthy slice of criticism towards the old country, and very 

little compassion (simultaneously signifying, perhaps, a convulsed self-image and good old self-

                                                            
8 Naipaul,V.S., An Area of Darkness, ([1964], London, 1982), p. 43. 
9 Hagedorn, Jessica, Dogeaters ([1990]; New York, 1991), p. 246-247. 
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loathing: all provided by the awkwardness of the "return").  In Return to my Native Land, the 

Martinique poet, Aimé Césaire, also addresses this difficulty:10 

Once more this limping life before me, no not this life, this death, this death without sense or piety, this 

death where there is no majesty, this death which limps from pettiness to pettiness; little greeds heaped 

on top of the conquistador; little flunkeys heaped on top of the great savage; little souls shovelled on top 

of the three-souled 

Caribbean 

and all those pointless deaths 

absurd beneath the spatter of my ripped conscience 

tragically pointless, lit by just one phosphorescent 

                noctiluca 

and myself alone with the apocalypse of monsters 

who suddenly strut across the stage of the small hours 

only to capsize and fall silent 

 

In the foreword to the English edition of Return to my Native Land, the South African poet Mazisi 

Kunene writes: "Because French education alienated the average black Martiniquan from his earlier 

cultural experiences, he inevitably developed an aversion to his family and consequently to 

himself."11 

Similar descriptions of real returns to the native land among second-generation Sweden-Finns have 

been extremely rare, which once again may be perceived as something of a clarion call regarding the 

thinness and opacity of identity itself. Descriptions of childhood summer holiday visits can be found, 

as for Eija Hetekivi Olsson’s Miira in Ingenbarnsland (2012), who grows up in the hard Gothenburg 

suburbs of the 80’s, but the pastoral Finland resembles Naipaul’s India and Hagendorn’s Philippines 

more than a true Paradise Lost:  

They were to stay here in dad’s childhood village for four weeks. She went on an exploration trip. Time 

had stopped here two hundred years ago. Everybody lived here like people did in the old days when it 

did not matter what they looked like or what they wore, how they smelled or if they had toilet paper or 

not, because newspapers and tree sticks worked just as well. They did nothing but ate porridge and lost 

their teeth, when they were not working in the fields, the barns, or out in the woods. 

There was nothing else besides a big bicycle for her to move around on. And tractor trailers and milk 

carriages she could hitch rides on. Not even other children or things for children. 

She jumped on the bike and cycled away on the gravel road circling hither and dither through the village. 

The road was wavy and she got the worst yoik: »A-a-a-a-a-a-a!« 

She liked the ramshackle cottages. In the light blue one ykshammasmummo, onetoothgranny lived, who 

was a metre tall since her back was round, although she was not her mummo. Other rusties lived in the 

rest of the cottages.12* 

 

                                                            
10 Cesairé, Aimé, Return to my Native Land ([1956]; London, 1970), p. 50. 
11 ibid., p. 18. 
12 Hetekivi Olsson, Eija, Ingenbarnsland (Stockholm, 2012), p. 42. 
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Vallenius’ dissertation, from 1998, examines how Sweden-Finnishness has been portrayed in post-

war literature. He lists more than 60 works as the corpus of his study. It is no surprise that the second 

generation is mentioned only in passing, but Vallenius’ off-hand comment on crossing the borders of 

ethnicity is worth highlighting: "In Sweden-Finnish literature there have been practically no others 

crossing the ethnic threshold besides Antti Jalava. Of those writing in Finnish, Hannu Ylitalo’s works 

have been translated into Swedish."13 This was still true in the era of mobile phones and the dawn of 

the Internet, when the majority of my generation of the second-generation Sweden-Finns were well 

into adulthood. In short, very Finnish, very standard immigrant literature. To this day, the literature 

written in Finnish remains in a similar position in Sweden, it has not crossed over – as in Asko 

Sahlberg’s case, whose Sweden-Finnish novels still remain untranslated into Swedish and his work 

does not exist, in a sense, in the country where he has been living for twenty years. Yet the emergence 

of two novelists writing in Swedish – Susanna Alakoski in the last decade and Eija Hetekivi Olsson 

during this – has signalled, once again, the limitation of current perceptions concerning the second 

generation and its identity. For, compared with all their predecessors, these female writers have 

received critical and commercial acclaim on an exponential level in Sweden. Yet their significance 

has been hardly registered within the spheres of so-called Sweden-Finnish culture. In the wake of the 

publishing of Hetekivi Olsson’s Ingenbarnsland, for example, a cultural programme on Sisuradio 

was named "Where is the Sweden-Finnish success story hiding?":14* 

Eija Hetekivi Olsson’s novel Ingenbarnsland has been reviewed today both in the magazine Liekki and 

Ruotsin Suomalainen. Booze and misery as a brand is the subheading in Satu Gröndahl’s review. 

Hetekivi Olsson’s description is sharp, but are the conclusions that as well, asks Matti Pilhjerta in Ruotsin 

Suomalainen. The reviewers begin by describing the main character in the novel, Miira, and her rebellion 

against the injustices she is subjected to. Both reviews wonder why novels published by major Swedish 

publishing houses about Sweden-Finnishness do nothing to improve the image of us.  

The vagueness within definitions of Sweden-Finnish literature mirrors other aspects of Sweden-

Finnishness in the 21st century. "The position of Sweden-Finnish literature among other Swedish 

"immigrant literature" has not always been clear. The Norwegian Ingeborg Kongslien published an 

article, which has been referred to as probably the first research paper in which "multicultural or 

immigrant literature" in Scandinavia is introduced as its own literary form among research topics. In 

it Kongslien does not mention Sweden-Finnish authors at all (Löytty 2015). Sweden-Finnish 

literature has not been considered Swedish or Finnish literature, rather it has remained in between 

                                                            
13 Vallenius, Erkki, Kansankodin kuokkavieraat - II maailmansodan jälkeen Ruotsiin muuttaneet suomalaiset 

kaunokirjallisuuden kuvaamina (Helsinki, 1998), p. 44. 
14 Sveriges Radio, Missä viipyy ruotsinsuomalaisten menestystarina?, 15 March 2012. 
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two literary regions."15* 

When Svinalängorna was published in 2006, it received the main Swedish literary award (August-

priset) and sold a staggering half a million copies.16 It was also nominated for the Sweden-Finnish 

Kaisa Vilhuinen prize and ended up receiving an honorary mention: "In connection to the 2007 prize 

nominations, a fierce debate concerning language arose. The nomination of Susanna Alakoski as a 

candidate for the Sweden-Finnish Kaisa Vilhuinen literary award raised bad blood. Two members of 

the Sweden-Finnish Writers Union resigned, because they deemed it ethically wrong that the award 

does not ever seem to encourage and support Sweden-Finnish writers and authors."17* 

According to the rules applicable after 2007: "the prize can be awarded to writers/authors living in 

Sweden, writing primarily in Finnish."* 

The committee redefined its rules in 2010 and now only novels written in Finnish receive the Kaisa 

Vilhuinen award. The logic behind this was obviously to acknowledge and strengthen the status of 

the Finnish language, the minority language status and all the rest of it. The inevitable practical 

consequence of this remains that it banishes every generation but the first from being a contender for 

the prize. Göran Schildt had already noted in the review of Jalava’s Asfaltblomman, that Jalava differs 

from previous Finnish immigrant authors, whose work manifest an "introverted solidarity".18*  

Warped 

As discussed in the previous chapters, these childhood images and emotional landscapes have warped 

the image of Finland, families, and inevitably the self-image of those with experience of a life 

straddling the two cultures. This may be seen in the case of Kid Svensk, made by the Gothenburgian 

film director Nanna Huolman in 2007, which for the most part portrayed one summer in eastern 

Finland in 1984. The pastiched, strongly romanticised description of her childhood’s Finland did not 

impress the Finnish critics;19 and also the audiences failed to find little of the merit in the film that 

the response in Sweden might have suggested. The critic Rosenqvist compares Huolman’s depiction 

of Sweden-Finnishness to north Carelian native Markku Pölönen’s filmatisation of Heikki Turunen’s 

70’s novel Kivenpyörittäjien kylä, which renders a very domestic and standardised view of what 

eastern Finland and even Sweden-Finnishness might entail. The soul-searching and desolation of 

                                                            
15 Melkas, Kukku and Löytty, Olli, in Grönstrand, Heidi (et al), Kansallisen katveesta (Helsinki, 2016), p. 126. 
16 Dagens Nyheter, Augustnominering inte given bästsäljare, 21 November 2009. 
17 Sveriges Radio, Kaisa Vilhuinen -palkinnon ehdokasasettelu on alkanut, 18 January 2011.  
18 Schildt, Göran, Andra generationen, Svenska Dagbladet, 14 November 1980. 
19 e.g. Rosenqvist, Juha, Köyhästi kahdesta kulttuurista, 9 March 2007.  
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Kirsi Ruotsalainen, Huolman’s twelve-year-old main character, who prefers to call herself Kid 

Svensk, remains out of reach as the entire focus is on how rural Finland is portrayed in Huolman’s 

film.   

One reason for this is the echo from the past. From as early as 1986, Hujanen’s dissertation already 

sketched a pessimistic view with respect to manifestations of the first-generation Sweden-Finnish 

identity: grounding it on the argument that, on one hand, the Swedish majority did not recognise the 

minority and that, on the other hand, there very few social structures to support such identities.20 

Hujanen provided three options for the identity of Sweden-Finns: 

a) to adapt a Swedish identity 

b) to transform the Finnish identity to a Sweden-Finnish identity 

c) to return to or maintain a Finnish identity.21* 

The third option had all along been the intention of most, but for the second generation this has seldom 

been easy to sustain as adults, for reasons which will be discussed shortly. For my own cohort on 

returning to our mother country, however, this third option became the only one which was tenable 

in Finnish-speaking parts of the land. In the Swedish-speaking parts of Finland, many Sweden-

Finnish adolescents found themselves within Finland-Swedish spheres. Whether the first option has 

really ever been a credible option for the first generation remains debatable: in the eyes of the majority 

in both Sweden and Finland, having the slightest of an accent automatically prevents you acceptance 

as a native (i.e. renders you a foreigner). 

However, Hujanen’s trichotomy is clearly too individualistic as we are never capable of choosing our 

identity holistically on our own and as there are other forces involved. Moreover, the division into 

three is rather crude, and possibly little more rewarding than the measuring of skulls.22 But 

nevertheless, Hujanen’s model can illustrate the identity processes and differences not only between 

generations, but also between individuals and even single life-stories. I have been on all three trains 

in my life. Several of the informants have had two, or even all three, of these options from the start. 

Second-generation Sweden-Finns travelling the world or living abroad become Swedish. One second-

generation Sweden-Finn living in the US said it would be dumb to say anything else – it did not 

matter anyhow, people do not care one way or the other. Which actually seems only right and a 

reflection in the golden bullseye of our identity: the hows, whys and ifs that other people place on 

                                                            
20 Hujanen, Taisto, Kultamaa ja kotimaa: tutkimus Ruotsin ensimmäisen polven suomalaissiirtolaisten Suomi ja Ruotsi -

kuvasta (Tampere, 1986), p. 673.   
21 ibid., pp. 40-41. 
22 On Swedish eugenics, see e.g. Tamminen: Kansankodin pimeämpi puoli (2015), pp. 51-62. 
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our ethnicity/nationality/identity always matter to us, regardless of how global and emancipated from 

the old paradigms we might imagine that we are: 

The point of this whole discussion has been to argue that we must think of cultural identities in the context 

of cultural relationships. What would an identity mean in isolation? Isn’t it only through the others that 

we become aware of who we are and what we stand for? We must consider identities in terms of the 

experience of relationships: what can happen through relationships, and what happens to relationships. 

In this way, we can take up again the question of dynamism versus closure in identity. 23 

 

In southern Finland it becomes pointless for me to stress that I am from the old municipality of 

Haukipudas rather than Oulu. Whereas here, out and about Oulu town, being from Haukipudas tells 

the locals something, it bears meaning to them, be that positive or negative or neutral. Abroad it 

becomes irrelevant in passing conversations to state that I am even from northern Finland, and even 

more confusing if I would insist on elaborating that the north is actually in the middle of the country. 

What is the big issue here? If our homestead is only acknowledged by us, is not that enough? This 

seemingly shallow, mundane and often discernible question is in fact quite central. The weight lies 

in the interlocutor’s response to, and assessment of, oneself. There are direct connecting wires to 

prejudices, pedestals, notions of ‘the Other’ – or, indeed, anything which enables particular qualities 

or values to adhere to their image of the person they are speaking to. We must also be able to 

distinguish ignorance from recognition, or the lack of thereof. In the words of Hans Rosling, a 

Swedish professor in world health, there is a difference concerning when to debate and when to read 

on and educate oneself. Kwame Anthony Appiah offers the first amendment of the American 

constitution in its view on religious freedom as a guideline towards identities – the aim of neutrality 

as equal respect. The labellings of identities are natural, unavoidable features of our psyche, giving 

rise to what Hacking calls a dynamic nominalism: "numerous kinds of human beings and human acts 

come into being hand in hand with our invention of categories labelling them."24  We understand why 

we find white people with Jamaican accents funny, as this does not fit into our preconceptions of 

what a Jamaican person sounds like. Our fundamental tendency to categorise needs resetting from 

time to time. Or the readjustments may become unbroken and continuous processes if we pay 

attention and interact. In past decades, having tattoos had three possible explanations: you were a 

sailor, had been imprisoned, or were a member of a motorcycle club. One acquaintance cut off his 

long, ZZ Top-style beard because he simply got fed up about the questions about his presumed 

motorcycling activities. Just a few years back a former colleague finally caved in to buying a mobile 

                                                            
23 Robins in Hall (ed.), Questions of Cultural Identity, p. 79. 
24 Hacking, Ian, ‘Making Up People’, London Review of Books Vol. 28 No. 16 (2006), p. 236. 
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phone, since nobody believed that he did not have one. To follow this line of thought further from 

the Sweden-Finnish second-generation viewpoint, the tendency to head for the exit is fully 

understandable. The general, pre-dominantly dismissive or even negative attitudes towards Sweden-

Finnishness have slowly pushed many second-generation Sweden-Finns towards the exit, like the 

slowest of eruptions pushing lava out of a volcano. 

Hanna: Och hon är ute på jobb och träffar 

sjuksköterskor och det är någon kvinna som 

säger "Tänk att du pratar så bra svenska, man 

hör bara din brytning då och då." Hon är ju 

också helt svensk, men med ett finskt 

efternamn. Alltså glasögonen, blicken, att man 

söker det finska och att jag uppfattar det att det 

aldrig är något positivt. I samhället. 

Hanna: And she’s out and about working and 

meeting nurses and there’s a woman who says 

"Can’t believe that you speak Swedish so well, 

your accent can only be heard from time to 

time." She is completely Swedish, but with a 

Finnish surname. I mean the spectacles, the 

look, that you seek the Finnishness and I 

perceive it as it never being anything positive. 

In society. 

Furthermore, the generational and cultural gap between the first and second generation remains 

palpable. A first-generation musician in Suutari’s dissertation speaks about the generation gap as the 

first generation always will remain as Finns, although one can become a Swedish citizen. It is different 

for the second generation, whom he classifies as "vararuotsalaiset" (‘spare’ Swedes) – a moniker 

which is clearly not intended as a eulogy: 

J.V. Doesn’t matter how Swedish you are or are trying to be, you get the citizenship and, you still 

remain a Finn. It doesn’t change. 

P.S: Yes. At least those who have moved here themselves. 

J.V.: Right. Then of course you have these second-generation Finns – the spare Swedes – that’s another 

matter. 25* 

So neither the first nor the second generation themselves have in the past seen the second generation 

as "Sweden-Finnish". Most Swedes still pause and deliberate at the question as to whether somebody 

born in Sweden and speaking fluent Swedish could, or should, be dubbed Sweden-Finnish. The desire 

for a singular, one-nation common culture is almost innate, although that need not to be case, as 

Appiah has pointed out: "I associate cultures with social groups not with nations because I want to 

insist again that a group of persons living together in a common state, under common authorities, 

need not have a common culture."26 Without falling into essentialism or determinism, this insistence 

on a singular culture is worn on the sleeves of right-wing political populists, such as the Sweden 

Democrats. This is what group leader Björn Söder had to say about the Swedish national minorities: 

"They are national minorities because they are not a part of the Swedish nation. If they would be a part 

of the Swedish nation, they wouldn’t have needed any minority status whatsoever. The national minority 

                                                            
25 Suutari, Pekka, Götajoen jenkka (Helsinki, 2000), p. 199. 
26 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, Identity against Culture, edited by Gillis, online edn. (1994), p. 9.           
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status exists because they have a religious, linguistic or cultural belonging and a will to keep their identity.  

– Are they Swedish, then?  

– They are not Swedish. Their identity is not Swedish since they have chosen to have... It is a national 

minority that is based in its own identity. Then they are not a part of the national or Swedish nation. 

However, they are most probably Swedish citizens and Swedish in that sense. On an ideological plane 

you have to make a difference between citizenship and nationality."27* 

The void of identity of the second generation becomes even bigger if we re-enter Finnish soil. The 

stirring and shaking up of the definition of Sweden-Finnish has to a certain degree occurred within 

the group itself in Sweden, but not in Finland. The Irish sometimes half-jokingly refer to descendants 

of children of Irish emigrants as "plastic paddies", which is not only mildly offensive, but also a witty 

and crude pun, which, however, sketches out a wanna-be-paddy dimension, evidently stemming from 

a desire to be proud of the Irish background. Even hypothetical parallels, in jest or earnest, between 

Finland and the children of emigrants from anywhere are rendered meaningless by such discourse. 

These people are not Finnish, the logic goes, and that makes them simply Swedish, American or 

Australian. Finland, or the Finnish mentality has not yet developed the tools – or even the jeering 

derogations – to verbalise such encounters with these people. Meetings might be as awkward as 

shaking hands with a person with two left hands. As Foucault argues in The Order of Things (1970), 

our human tendency, even within human sciences, to classify is too stifling. The anecdotes and stories 

that many informants narrated might be viewed as hilarious – in Finland you might be constantly 

addressed in English, even in Swedish speaking parts in Finland, since your Finnish sounds funny. 

However, these stories of return are more stained with awkwardness and sheer hostility than they are 

with humorous culture clashes.  

A further example illustrating the virtual non-existence of this discourse register is the twin anthology, 

consisting of the volumes: Så bra svenska du talar!; and Enkel biljett? Från Sverige till Finland med 

kärlek, längtan och vemod (2011). The first book recounts the experiences of fourteen Finland-

Swedes living in Sweden. The second has eleven Swedes writing about their relation to Finland after 

living here. One cannot criticise the Finland-Swedish publishing house Söderströms for not including 

"regular" Sweden-Finnish accounts in the first volume, but it can be noted that the second volume 

has two second-generation Sweden-Finns, two Finland-Swedes and the rest are Swedish. Although 

this twin anthology does not, surely, need to be more statistically grounded than the present study, 

the disposition of accounts is telling. The twin anthology, which sets out to stress the common ground 

and history between the two countries mentions Sweden-Finnishness, the biggest emigration wave 
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between the two neighbours, only in passing. 

Julia Wiraeus, a journalist born in Uppsala to a Finnish mother and Swedish father in 1983, has been 

living in Finland in several bouts since her twenties. She writes as follows about her second summer 

in Finland as an adult: 

I also bumped into the language barrier this time. My personality adjusted itself according to the language 

I was speaking. I could not draw the same jokes or have the same references. I often felt like a fly on the 

wall. Everything was familiar, but still foreign. I could not decide where I felt most at home. One half of 

me was more Swedish than the princesses Vickan and Madde. The other half was hiding behind a stone 

in Carelia. The summer went by fast and Sweden won the national match within me. I had my life in 

Stockholm, with my Swedish friends. We had grown up watching the same TV programmes, jargon and 

celebrities. We were moulded in the same mould and most things floated along on a predictable model 

with jobs, school and relations.28*  

Wiraeus’ discontent with her Finnish skills is also emblematic – it is curious how many bilingual 

people punish themselves for miniscule linguistic deficits, although their language skills are way 

beyond reach of any first-generation immigrant. I suspect we are additionally dealing with a sensation 

of being limited by language itself. Wiraeus also writes about feeling like a foreigner in Finland 

particularly in the company of people her age, with differing cultural references such as television 

programmes, celebrities and music. The generation-specific dimension of cultural identities is worth 

stressing, besides the usual ethnic, linguistic and social aspects.  Sevänen refers to the dimensions of 

people’s cultural identity by Segers and Vichoff: 

(a) A national, ethnic, religious and linguistic dimension.  

(b) A dimension that is characterised by people’s sexual behaviour and self-definition and their roles in   

social life.  

(c) A generation-specific dimension. Members of a single generation have same sort of basic experiences 

of the world.  

(d) People’s social positions. Family and kinship ties and their places in wider social hierarchies.  

(e) An organisational-corporative dimension. This dimension is determined by people’s place in working 

life and by the co-operation network of their workplace.29 

   

These generational, collective experiences are fundamental for our identity. Julia Wiraeus realised 

she was not a Finnish twenty-something. However, after several bouts between Finland and Sweden 

she concludes her experience later, in her thirties, as follows: 

There is something really familiar with being a Sweden-Finn in Finland. It becomes like visiting an 

                                                            
28 Wiraeus, in Almer and Larsdotter (eds.), Enkel biljett? Från Sverige till Finland med kärlek, längtan och vemod 

(Helsinki, 2011), p. 31. 
29 Sevänen in Kupiainen, Sevänen, Stotesbury (eds.) Cultural Identity in Transition (Delhi, 2004), p. 8. 
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annoying relative, whom you still cannot let go of.30*  

Peers of one’s own age do not constitute the only common stomping ground in the country where you 

grow up. The analogy to the other country as a relative is astute also in the sense that one’s relatives 

of the previous and the generation following you will differ significantly in cultural terms, very much 

in the same manner as a second-generation emigrant feels differentiated from the motherland. You 

might have an entire lifetime behind you without the faintest idea of differing national customs, 

cultural references and basically everything everybody your age knows. In this respect, the second 

generation is always rooted in the new country, in general sync and part of the general population. 

The other option would be spelled out as segregation. The other day I had to look up Sean Banan (a 

Swedish Iranian born comedian, very popular in the last decade and known by "everybody" in 

Sweden), and what the Swedish word for RV (recreational vehicle) was: husbil, house car. How very 

logical.  

Tina Räihä, a second-generation Sweden-Finn living in Finland contributes by reinforcing a positive 

view of this kind of background.31 As we know, speculations about identity tend to come up in times 

of crisis, change and reflection. Rönnholm and Pylsy write that the questions about identity become 

actualised when individuals drift away from their roots.32 The self is adrift or without a keel. When 

one cannot see the structures connected with the past, there is no vision into the future. 

Hence migration and family history remain connected like Siamese twins to issues of identity. When 

one’s identity and being are firmly rooted and more or less set, there is less to address. To rephrase 

the Finnish rock lyricist Juice Leskinen, the crow flies over the field and it doesn’t cry at all. When 

there is a sense of natural wholeness, there is less friction: 

Many discussions about identity, ethnicity and emigration have been grounded in the idea that mixed 

origins and ethnicities are something problematic and troublesome. "Do you feel torn?" people often ask. 

But it is not anything that we with several ethnic identities necessarily problematise. Although one might 

have done that during a phase in life, the majority have still managed to affirm the positivity embedded 

in the mixed origins. I personally refuse to be constructed out of the halves and quarters that are often 

offered. No, I am definitely a whole Swede and a real Finn, but my heart also beats warmly for the 

Sweden-Finnish minority. To be able to shift between the differing entities when the situation so 

demands, and also the ability to sometimes remain standing outside, give a sense of wholeness.33*  

The positivity echoing in Räihä’s words reminds me of the words of a large number of Finland-

Swedes and even some Sweden-Finns, who have stated that their background has never been an issue. 

                                                            
30 in Almer, Larsdotter, p. 35. 
31 ibid., pp. 102-103. 
32 Rönnholm, Raimo and Pylsy, Eero, Kulttuuri-identiteetti ja henkinen hyvinvointi (Tampere, 2000), p. 10. 
33 in Almer, Larsdotter (eds.), pp. 102-103. 
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Or the minority position has never felt as a minus. Many of the participants in the present study, 

however, are keen to stress that the class clash and negative impressions have been substantial.

Jukka-Pekka: Jag tror att jag fattade det 

när jag var liten att min finskhet, eller 

snarare föräldrarnas finskhet inte var 

något att komma med. Jag tror faktiskt att 

mina föräldrar, tack och lov, aldrig fattade 

detta. 

Jukka-Pekka: I think I understood it when 

I was little that my Finnishness, or rather, 

my parents’ Finnishness, wasn’t a merit at 

all. I don’t think my parents, lo and 

behold, ever got this. 

 

I am not advocating the thought that perhaps Tina Räihä and many happy-go-lucky Finland-Swedes 

have managed to become positively attuned to their identities, because they have not been bullied at 

school and experienced atrocities like Antti Jalava or several of the participants in this study. Rather, 

it is quite natural that you exit from one identity, or open the escape hatch, if you feel that can alleviate 

your passage in another culture. Rather like the majority of the passengers in a car on the Stockholm 

tube, who took off at lightning speed when a rowdy gang of drunken skinheads stepped in on a Friday 

night. 

Nevertheless, for the majority of my informants, especially the older ones, it could be argued that 

their background has, rather, appeared as a double-minus, while the emergence of a plus has only 

surfaced quite late. And that has come through troubles, crisis and soul searching – through 

personality and identity crisis. The psychologist Erik Erikson, raised as a Jew in the US, pioneered 

plenty of his identity research on the dichotomy between identity and confusion. The works of his 

heir, James Marcia (1976, 1980), also examine ways in which the balance between identity and 

confusion may be redressed by making a commitment to an identity. In later years, an ethnic identity 

development model within psychology has been elaborated by Phinney, who concluded in a review 

of 62 empirical studies of ethnic identity that "These conceptualizations of ethnic identity 

development share with Erikson (1968) the idea that an achieved identity is the result of an identity 

crisis, which involves a period of exploration and experimentation, leading to a decision or 

commitment".34 Confusion and conflict, chaos and crisis are all similar eggs in the same bag. And 

without a communal, collective and positive padding to Sweden-Finnish identity, the negative crises 

and denials have often been the triggering catalyst to catharsis.  The slight uprising and phoenix of 

second-generation Sweden-Finnishness have inevitably risen out of the dark, the negative instead of 

the positivity, which is a quite northern tendency in quite traditional Jante-protestant attire. The 

positive light might have been there, but nothing has reflected it, and it has remained as visible as a 

                                                            
34 Phinney, ‘Ethnic Identity in Adolescents and Adults’, A Review of Research (1990): 108(3), p. 28. 
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subterranean welder. Furthermore, another point that Erikson makes with regard to the establishment 

of our identity is how our teenage years, our reaching for adulthood, is elemental in the formation of 

our identity. Hence, the generational spectres, pier group majority views cannot be over-emphasised. 

Erikson described identity as: 

...a subjective sense as well as an observable quality of personal sameness and continuity, paired with 

some belief in the sameness and continuity of some shared world image. As a quality of unself-conscious 

living, this can be gloriously obvious in a young person who has found himself as he has found his 

communality. In him we see emerge a unique unification of what is irreversibly given – that is, body type 

and temperament, giftedness and vulnerability, infantile models and acquired ideals – with the open 

choices provided in available roles, occupational possibilities, values offered, mentors met, friendships 

made, and first sexual encounters.35 

The connection between age and identity is strong and vividly stressed by Erikson. Our identity wallet 

will always carry a snapshot of our teenage surroundings within it. It is like those silly supernatural 

tricks on second-rate TV-series, where a person keeps discarding a picture, but it keeps coming back. 

Many of the stories from early adulthood offered by the participants in the present study echo these 

same sentiments, concerning language, class, education. Elina explains that she has spoken Finnish 

all the time with her mother, that although her Finnish is very limited, mundane and faulty, she has 

also struggled with her stronger language Swedish, particularly in connection with class36+: 

 

Elina: Jag kämpade med ordet patetisk, det 

kommer jag ihåg när jag var tjugo år. Vad fan 

betyder det? I ordböckerna står det lidelsefullt, 

men folk ironiserar begreppet, jag fattar det 

inte. Jag var i ingenmansland igen. Jag var 

ledsen och frustrerad. Dels att jag kom från 

arbetarklassen och kom från förorten. Alla 

liksom väldigt accentuerade, jag var hela 

tiden… när någon frågade var kommer du 

ifrån, så var jag liksom obstinatstolt. Jag 

kommer från Bergsjön, jag är finne och jag är 

från arbetarklassen. Väldigt tydlig med det. 

Och folk bara, aha… aha… men det hörs inte 

på dig.  

Elina: I had a hard time with the word pathetic, 

I remember that from being twenty. What the 

hell does it mean? The dictionary says 

mournful, but people are using it with irony, so 

I don't get it. I was in no man's land again. I 

was sad and frustrated. Partly because I came 

from the working class and the suburbs. All of 

these accentuated, I was always... when people 

asked me where I was from, I was obstinately 

proud. I am from Bergsjön, I am Finnish and 

from the working class. Very clear about that. 

And people just a-ha, a-ha... you don't sound 

like that.

 

Elina felt she was battling class, social situations and language and that she developed social phobias 

when she entered the middle-class world. She feels she was saved by reading, a supportive spouse 

and managing to be proud of her background:  

Elina: Min enda räddning var en stenhård 

stolthet över min bakgrund, det har varit min 

                                                            
35 Erikson, Erik, Life History and the Historical Moment: Diverse Presentations (New York, 1975), pp. 18-19. 
36+ See Appendix 5.1. 

räddning. Jag har aldrig tvingats skämmas för 

det, jag har aldrig skämts för det men alltid 
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vänt det till en fördel. Fast jag innerst inne har 

kämpat med det så in i helvete, så gör jag 

fortfarande.  Jag blir arg [tårar]. 

Elina: The only thing which saved me was a 

rock-hard pride over my past, that has saved 

me. I have never been forced to be ashamed of 

it, I’ve never been ashamed of it, but always 

turned it into an asset. Although deep deep 

inside I have struggled with it hard as hell, and 

I still do. It makes me angry [weeping]. 

 

There is also a sense of how identity issues actually precede cultural differences, as Appiah points 

out: "We often treat cultural differentia as if they give rise to collective identities; what happened at 

Robbers Cave suggests we might think of it the other way around."37 In the Robbers Cave38 

experiment, two groups of 11-year-old American white protestant boys were taken into separate 

camps into the woods in the summer of 1953. After a few days both groups learned that a similar 

group were in the proximity, and the groups soon named themselves, developed internal codes and, 

ultimately, collective identities, leading to animosity and literal stone-throwing between the groups. 

All within four days, very much in the spirit of The Lord of the Flies. Appiah explains further that the 

Malay came to recognise themselves first after the arrival of the Chinese, while the Hindu first became 

the Hindu after the British created the class system, and their identity arose first as an opposition to 

South Asian Muslims. Similarly, second-generation Sweden-Finnish identity has certainly had the 

cultural differentia, especially up until the 1980’s, to mark it: but not an established identity. 

Interestingly the collective identity has smouldered in recent years, after the cultural palette of our 

Nordic societies has actually exploded. Appiah elaborates: 

 

Among the things we may take from the story of the Robbers Cave experiment is that identity allegiances 

can be easily conjured into being; and that (if we needed reminding) the Other may not be very other at 

all. We also know that identity as a social form is no less powerful for all that. Though we may be a 

society of individuals, in classical liberal terms, the abstraction of that term omits a great deal that matters 

to us, as individuals and as members of identity groups. Does the liberal goal of equal concern rule out, 

or require, the acknowledgment of people as the bearers of identities? If identity may be acknowledged, 

what sort of political demands can we validly make as members of a collective identity, as opposed to 

members of a polity?39 

 

The political demands within Swede-Finnish issues have almost exclusively focused on the rights and 

revitalization of the Finnish language, warranted by the national minority status. However, 

illuminating, enabling, and working out the positive scripts within identity issues – such as literature, 

music and theatre – would also benefit to reinforce collective identities, as well as helping to clarify 

                                                            
37 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, The Ethics of Identity ([2005]; Princeton, 2007), p. 64. 
38 See Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, Intergroup conflict and cooperation: The Robbers Cave experiment (Vol. 

10), (Norman, 1961). 
39 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, p. 64. 
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and explain Sweden-Finnishness not only to the group itself, but also to the Swedish and Finnish 

populace at large (not to mention the powers that be).  

Second Skin 

Another point worth making is that the transition and development of second-generation Sweden-

Finnish experiences can be seen in the difference between the generation of authors which includes 

Antti Jalava and Susanna Alakoski, and the likes of Månskensorketern’s Darya Pakarinen or Viktor 

Littmarck, who were born in the early 80’s. Viktor condensed his thoughts on his identity as follows 

in translation from Finnish from a scene, which was cut out of Finnish Blood Swedish Heart: 

V: If you compare to when I was 17 or 18. We spoke Swedish although we could have spoken Finnish 

with my Finnish friends. It probably was the more natural language, but look now, if I am in a pub. I like 

Finnish. I can be loud in Finnish. We speak Finnish, although it might be easier to speak Swedish. 

K: I wouldn’t dare, although I am brave otherwise, to be loud in Finnish. No, dear God. 

V: What we have done with our club, Mokoma, Anna [Järvinen] and everything. We have tried to elevate 

it, to be proud. If I hear somebody with a Finnish accent, I change to Finnish. I like it. Although you don’t 

see it in me, or my name. We also stress that we are not Finns, but Sweden-Finns.  

K: But can you choose? How Swedish, or Finnish, do you feel in different situations? 

V: It is easier to be a Finnish speaker in Sweden than speaking Swedish in Finland. There I become 

Finnish, and people might not know that I am Swedish. But I feel absolutely no shame, which might have 

been your experience.*  

The similarities in background between Alakoski (born 1962), and Jalava (born 1949), should also 

be noted.40 

Although Svinalängorna and Asfaltsblomman were published 26 years apart, the events portrayed 

occur roughly during the same time-frame. Writing about her upbringing in Ystad in the early 70’s 

in Oktober i fattigsverige. Alakoski observes that: 

My life is divided into silences. When I changed language at the age of four, five I was silent, I do not 

remember how long that period was, my memory can play a trick on me there. And there is nothing about 

this silent time in the medical records, which lay at my feet. But it must be a couple of years. Maybe 

three. I am three, four when we come to Sweden. I am not in any nursery or preschool. The world moves 

within the home or just outside, on the street out of the window. Sometimes I sneak up on the second 

floor, to the smoking ladies in the hair salon, I sit there and look at legs, shoes, nails and hairdos and 

eavesdrop. The ladies offer me sweets and I get to sit in their laps. Sometimes I am on the street level, 

my brother and I are playing with the berries and stones in the alley just round the corner to the cross 

street. Our parents speak Finnish, we have no Swedish friends. How I tuned into the rhythm, words, tones 

in order to open my mouth one day and speak Swedish. Did it really happen like that? In that case I have 

learned Swedish in a hair salon among a gang of smoking ladies with large breasts. Memory tells me that 

I could speak Swedish when I started school. Before that, did I speak Swedish with a single child? The 

                                                            
40 For an examination of the critical reaction to their debut novels, see the pro gradu thesis of Liimatainen, Tuire, Muuttuva 

ruotsinsuomalaisuus (Helsinki, 2013). 
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teen years were also silent, but it was another kind of silence. Memory tells me that I lived here and there, 

worked, rode occasionally in 50’s cars, tried biker parties, spent time and occasionally lived with the 

thirty-year-old woman, slept with different boys, longed after my lost boyfriend, went on adult dances 

and that I was offered banana liqueur.41*  

The silence is for Alakoski directly connected to shame: 

The memory is fragmented, but the Finnish language had a low status. It was probably the reason why I 

intuitively understood not to speak Finnish. As a child I seldom heard Finnish being spoken on the streets, 

it might have been whispered. We were ashamed.42* 

In Alakoski and Jalava shame is present like a blanket of darkness in the night. Before we address 

this topic in closer detail, we need to put up a few more warning signs with respect to the 

categorization of identities. We should proceed with extreme caution if we aim to classify or define 

various identity types. The powers that be, be they subjective, collective, communal, political, 

trendsetting, or global, can transform our palette concerning identity. The colours of identity are not 

placed in separate plastic bags: rather they are like precious water colour buttons in the same plastic 

bag. Orange can indeed become the new black. For the Sweden-Finns, perhaps some rudimentary 

qualities can be distinguished, such as language skills, educational and family backgrounds. For the 

first-generation Sweden-Finns, some researchers – i.e. Hujanen (1986: 405-529) and Kuosmanen 

(1999) – managed to distinguish various types and categories. But as we have seen, the premises for 

the second generation have been more varied, even for the 100,000 of us who fit the most typical 

background (with young, uneducated parents from rural Finland who emigrated in the late sixties and 

early seventies). At face value the life paths of all of these would seem highly subjective and arbitrary. 

However, like modern identities, the identity of the Sweden-Finnish second generation is not totally 

deterministic but, rather, is in sync with its surroundings. As Appiah puts it:  

… when the criteria for ascribing a certain identity include things over which you have no control—as is 

the case with gender, race, and sexual orientation—then whether you identify with that identity, whether, 

for example, you think of yourself as gay and act sometimes as a gay person, is not only up to you.43  

Appiah stresses the importance of the state in the manifestation and enabling of identities: "State 

actions can never achieve anything like neutrality of consequences; but states can strive toward 

neutrality of rationale".44  The demand of neutrality obviously is preceded by recognition. And we 

are now talking about recognition in a social dimension rather than as an individualistic project. 

Appiah sees collective identity as having the following structure: 

 

                                                            
41 Alakoski, p. 183. 
42 ibid., p. 218. 
43 Appiah, p. 70. 
44 ibid., p. 82. 
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It requires the availability of terms in public discourse that are used to pick out the bearers of the identity 

by way of criteria of ascription, so that some people are recognized as members of the group—women, 

men; blacks, whites; straights, gays. 

The internalization of those labels as parts of the individual identities of at least some of those who bear 

the label. If the label in question is, once more, "L," we can call this identification as an L. 

The existence of patterns of behavior toward Ls, such that Ls are sometimes treated as Ls.45 

 

This entails the understanding that stereotypes, labels and preconceptions are not only unavoidable 

but perhaps necessary. The appropriateness of these remains for us to live out. In the Sweden-Finnish 

case, we can clearly see that both the internal and external dimensions have frequently been in 

conflict, especially in regard to the second generation. The terms and the patterns of behaviour have 

been mainly applicable to the first generation, yielding an aversion for the second generation. Having 

the term sverigefinne replace the term finne has actually paved the way for the introduction of a 

collective identity suiting the second generation. For the first generation, both terms would suffice 

and apply. As patterns of behaviour have been going into the green section as well, the internalization 

of the term has increased and the logical desire to exit from the double-bind of identity has decreased. 

"For those who seek to reconcile group and individual autonomy—who seek to exalt the freedom of 

association without utterly scanting conventional autonomist considerations—the right of exit has 

become a veritable workhorse."46 Having the liberty and the means for a full exit will not necessarily 

make it a psychologically gratifying choice. For as Appiah points out, quoting Leslie Green: "It is 

risky, wrenching, and disorienting to have to tear oneself from one’s religion or culture; the fact that 

it is possible to do so does not suffice to show that those who do not manage to achieve the task have 

stayed voluntarily, at least not in any sense strong enough to undercut any rights they might otherwise 

have."47 

Following Appiah there are further factors involved, of which I will bring up two, the Medusa 

Syndrome and ultimately, what can be named as the key concept in all of this: equal respect.  

We know that acts of recognition, and the civil apparatus of such recognition, can sometimes ossify the 

identities that are their object. Because here a gaze can turn to stone, we can call this the Medusa 

Syndrome. The politics of recognition, if pursued with excessive zeal, can seem to require that one’s skin 

color, one’s sexual body, should be politically acknowledged in ways that make it hard for those who 

want to treat their skin and their sexual body as personal dimensions of the self. And personal, here, does 

not mean secret or (per impossible) wholly unscripted or innocent of social meanings; it means, rather, 

something that is not too tightly scripted, not too resistant to our individual vagaries.48 
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47 ibid., p. 78. 
48 ibid., p. 110. 
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This Medusa Complex can work two ways: extremists and fanatics can feel that their central identity 

must pave all avenues of their life. A Finnish fan of the English national football team might wear 

only English colours and name his daughter Elisabeth, all patently after the Queen of England. 

Individuals can also be stifled by being reduced to particular identities. There are numerous examples 

of this: the admiring exotification, the all-encompassing approach.  

K: Jag träffade Peter Al-Fakir faktiskt i 

Uleåborg, kusin till Salem Al-Fakir. Han 

gjorde, eller var med i en dokumentärfilm 

som heter Kusin Al-Fakir. Han har spelat 

hårdrock med sina kusiner i 20 år och inte 

haft en enda spelning, så finns kusinen där 

som är skitstor och den andra kusinen som 

är på det där barnprogrammet. Han sade 

det att han inte fattade vad som plötsligt 

hände, dom har ju hetat Al-Fakir i all 

evighet, och det var "Oj, farligt, 

terroristgrejer". Helt plötsligt sitter 

kusinen i varenda soffa på TV och alla vill 

krama ihjäl mig, vad är det som hände? 

Outi: Gud, vad skruvat. 

K: Att man plötsligt vill krama ihjäl vissa 

minoriteter, och inget har hänt. Det är 

samma sak där, man ser det från utanför. 

Det kommer utanför alltid, trycket, 

positivt eller negativt. Om det nu är coolt 

att vara sverigefinne, det vet jag inte om 

det kommer någonsin att kunna bli det. 

Outi: Jag känner några som håller på så 

där. Så som jag tolkar romantisering. Som 

skryter, att det ska vara någonting bra? 

Jag fajtar med nävar och klor för att inte 

bli kategoriserad. 

 

 

K: I actually met Peter Al-Fakir in Oulu, 

cousin to Salem Al-Fakir [a famous 

musician in Sweden]. He did, or 

participated in a documentary film called 

Cousin Al-Fakir. He has been playing 

hard rock with his cousins for 20 years 

and they have not had a single gig. Then 

there is the cousin, who is really huge and 

the other cousin, who is in that TV 

programme for Swedish children. He said 

that he didn’t understand what suddenly 

happened, their name had been Al-Fakir 

forever, and it was "Wow, dangerous, 

terrorist stuff". All of a sudden his cousin 

is on every single TV show and 

everybody wants to hug him to death, 

what happened? 

Outi: God, that’s twisted. 

K: That you suddenly want to hug some 

minorities to death, and nothing has 

happened. It is the same thing there, you 

see it from the outside. It always comes 

from the outside, the pressure, be that 

negative or positive. If it now is cool to be 

Sweden-Finnish, I don’t know if it ever is 

going to be that. 

Outi: I know some who are like that. 

Which I interpret as romanticising. Those 

who brag, as if it should be something 

good? I fight with my fists and claws not 

to be categorised. 

 

In summary, what Appiah manages to put forward is that individuals and collectives deserve to be 

met with respect for their identities: 

An African American after the Black Power movement takes the old script of self-hatred, the script in 

which he or she is a nigger, and works, in community with others, to construct a series of positive black 

life-scripts. In these life-scripts, being a Negro is recoded as being black: and for some this may entrain, 

among other things, refusing to assimilate to white norms of speech and behavior. And if one is to be 

black in a society that is racist, then one has constantly to deal with assaults on one’s dignity. In this 

context, insisting on the right to live a dignified life will not be enough. It will not even be enough to 
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require that one be treated with equal dignity despite being black: for that would suggest that being black 

counts to some degree against one’s dignity. And so one will end up asking to be respected as a black. 

Let me rewrite this paragraph as a paragraph about gay identity: An American homosexual after 

Stonewall and gay liberation takes the old script of self-hatred, the script of the closet, and works, in 

community with others, to construct a series of positive gay life-scripts. In these life-scripts, being a 

faggot is recoded as being gay: and this requires, among other things, refusing to stay in the closet. And 

if one is to be out of the closet in a society that deprives homosexuals of equal dignity and respect, then 

one has constantly to deal with assaults on one’s dignity. In this context* the right to live as an "open 

homosexual" will not be enough. It will not even be enough to be treated with equal dignity despite being 

homosexual: for that would suggest that being homosexual counts to some degree against one's dignity. 

And so one will end up asking to be respected as a homosexual.49 

Why not? Let me rephrase these paragraphs as a stance about Sweden-Finnishness. A Sweden-Finn 

after being acknowledged the national minority status in Sweden takes the old script of shame and 

self-hatred, the script in which he or she is a finnjävel (Finnish bastard), and works, in community 

with others, to construct a series of positive Sweden-Finnish life-scripts. In these life-scripts, being a 

finne or a hurri is recoded as being Sweden-Finnish: and for some this may entrain, among other 

things, refusing to remain quiet about one’s Finnish roots and using Finnish. And if one is to be out 

of the closet in a society that does not acknowledge the equal rights and dignity of national minorities, 

then one has constantly to deal with assaults on one’s dignity. In this context, insisting on the right to 

live a dignified life as a Sweden-Finn will not be enough. It will not even be enough to require that 

one be treated with equal dignity on both sides of the Gulf of Bothnia despite being Sweden-Finnish: 

for that would suggest that being Sweden-Finnish counts to some degree against one’s dignity. And 

so one will end up asking to be respected as a Sweden-Finn. 

Our identity is not a smorgasbord, a global buffet, like these modern rolling sushi belts from which 

we simply pick up the dishes that tickle our fancy the most and are free to paint with all colours, 

because the canvas is never clean. And we always bring our baggage with us to the table. Not only 

visible and audible characteristics like slang, mullets and turbans, but also centuries of cases full of 

the unseen. Like the family language, rural and mental landscapes we no longer have in more than a 

ghosted form. Some traits and traditions are bound to disappear with time, especially in exile, amid 

new and differing cultural settings. In this respect, Appiah also stresses that the state should have a 

responsibility: "Furthermore, as children develop and come to have identities whose autonomy we 

should respect, the liberal state has a role in protecting the autonomy of children against their parents, 

churches and communities."50 It does not have to be arranged marriages, foot bindings, genital 

mutilation, or clear violations of Western law or cultural traditions that we clearly can call out, but 
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rather issues on the level of upbringing and education. And in this respect, the role of the Swedish 

state has been instrumental in the situation where we are today, when the largest national minority of 

the Nordic countries continuously fails in securing its legal rights. Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) uses the 

term ‘linguistic genocide’, not necessarily in reference to the Sweden-Finnish case, but it could be 

argued that the passive action of the liberal Swedish state deserves attention.  

A way to improve this besides the necessary political and attitude churning is to present and illuminate 

cases where new forms and manifestations of Sweden-Finnish identity emerge: forms which do not 

alienate people born after the 1940’s, or leave them wriggling in discomfort. For the most part these 

have been individual odysseys rather than plural efforts, as is apparent in the current study. However, 

the significance of loose collectives such as the cultural organisation, Mokoma, in Stockholm and 

Sheriffi magazine in Gothenburg must be acknowledged, as these promote conditions where 

individuals may subconsciously and consciously take note of other individuals and end up 

establishing kindred expressions of identity through social interaction. Sheriffi was a glossy high-end 

cultural magazine about Sweden-Finnish, Finnish and Finland-Swedish culture with identical content 

in both Swedish and Finnish. Led by the second-generation Sweden-Finn editor Sanna Posti Sjöman, 

it was published in print on a semi-regular basis between 2010 and 2013. 

 

Figure 5.2. Cover (#3, 2010) 
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Within our innate desire for categorizations, it is more fruitful to look at life stories and paths of life, 

as these personal manifestations of identity might provide insights into larger collective formations. 

As Appiah puts it, talking about scripts: 

 
These notions provide loose norms or models, which play a role in shaping the ground projects of those 

for whom these collective identities are central to their individual identities. Collective identities, again, 

provide what I have been calling scripts: narratives that people use in shaping their pursuits and in telling 

their life stories. And that is why, as we’ve seen, the personal dimensions of identity work differently 

from the collective ones.51 

  

The informants of the present study cannot be placed in pens such as in the model below, although 

many second-generation Sweden-Finns could be strong-armed into the ‘Hidden Immigrant’ or 

‘Mirror’ squares. The problem is that the think different/alike dichotomy does not work between 

Sweden and Finland, and, on a wider plane, the notion of the existence of one way of thinking and 

looking in a country (this does not even apply to Finland).  

 

Figure 5.3. "Third culture kids: Growing up among worlds", Pollock, D. C., & Van Reken, R. E. 

 

Pollock and Van Reken stress that TCK (Third Culture Kids) constantly move between the boxes, 

whereas the Sweden-Finnish background has a key ingredient and simultaneous pro and con in the 

capacity to pass, even holistically and objectively. To quote the entire acceptance speech of Tom 

Waits on his acceptance of the Grammy award for Best Alternative Album in 1992: "Alternative to 

what?"52 

We must also remember that people are beasts when it comes to picking up signals and making you 

out based on exterior details, especially when it comes to your "own": 

                                                            
51 ibid., p. 108. 
52 Christensen, Jan, ‘Alternative to what?’ The Countering of Mainstream America in the Lyrics of Tom Waits – from Beat 

to Carnivalesque (Aarhus, 2010), p.7.  
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Mikael: Min kompis och jag brukar ha sådana 

tävlingar när vi går på stan. Lätt, han är finne, 

100%, säger jag. "Hur fan kan du veta det", 

frågar en svensk kompis. Men det gör man. 

Jag vet inte om det är kläderna eller vad det är, 

men det ser man. Jag är grym på det. Sedan 

finns det dom man inte ser det på. Men 

Karelen och norra Finland, det ser jag på en 

gång. 

Mikael: My friend and me often have these 

competitions when we're out on the town. 

Easy, he is a Finn, 100%, I say. "How the hell 

can you see that", a Swedish friend asks. But 

you do. I don’t know if it’s the clothes or what 

it is, but you can tell. I’m brilliant at it. Then 

there are those who you can’t make out. But 

Carelia and northern Finland, I can tell that 

right away. 

 

Also the following categorisations might change not only according to age but situationally as well: 

1. Chameleons – "those who seek a ‘same as’ identity", the blenders. 

2. Screamers – "those who seek a ‘different from’ identity", the rebellious. 

3. Wallflowers – "those who seek a ‘nonidentity’", the passive observers.53 

The point worth noting in these identity quests is whether we stand active or passive in the process. 

We all know that during certain phases in our lifespan, we are more open for adapting to change, 

rewriting the scripts for our future lives and recreating our identities. Youth and adolescence, midlife 

and other crises. However, at those turning points, facing the fork in the road where we stand 

vulnerable and perceptive, we are facing the music in two ways. We are dependent, and tend to rely 

on what the radio is playing, how different and diverse the stations are – and that’s it. Simultaneously 

and adjacently to the possibilities of the ether, we are mirroring, altering and freeze-framing how, on 

one hand, others are viewing us and how, on the other hand, the others in our identity frames are 

behaving. And this might work in a number of ways, as even negation and disdain might strengthen 

internal solidarity. Supporters of the southeast London football club Millwall remain perhaps the most 

disliked in England, but still their infamous slogan is "No one likes us – we don’t care". 

Categorizations exist, and obviously we can set up parameters and criteria that can encompass most 

second-generation Sweden-Finns. Johanna spoke of three different types of Sweden-Finns: as 

Swedish or Finnish as possible and the third group: 

Johanna: Onhan ne kaikki, 

ruotsinsuomalaisuuden koukut, mitkä 

ruotsinsuomalaisuutta definierar, mikä se 

oli? 

K: Määrittelee. 

Johanna: Niin määrittelee, minulla on 

ehdottomasti kaikki. Samalla minusta 

tuntuu, että identiteetti on liejuva, (sic) se 

                                                            
53 Pollock, David and Van Reken, Ruth, Third Culture Kids: Growing Up Among Worlds (Boston, 2009), p. 57. 

on vaikeaa sanoa että on tyypillinen 

ruotsinsuomalainen, että tunnen itseni 

hyvin ruotsinsuomalaiseksi. Kyllä 

varmasti olen, mutta en osaa määritellä 

ihan tarkasti että mikä se on kumminkaan. 

Uskon, että on ruotsinsuomalainen 

identiteetti olemassa, se mitä me ollaan 

täällä ja miten meidän kieli on kehittynyt 

ja mitä me ajatellaan Suomesta ja 

Ruotsista. Kaikkihan perustuu kuitenkin 
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loppujen lopuksi yksilöön ja miltä asiat 

tuntuu. Monelle ruotsinsuomalaiselle on 

helpotus, että on integroitunut totaalisesti 

Ruotsin yhteiskuntaan. Ne ei ehkä puhu 

suomea lapsille ja ne ehkä muuttaa 

sukunimen. Se on yhdenlainen 

ruotsinsuomalaisuus, jossa haluat 

integroitua totaalisesti. Sitten on niitä, 

joilla on Suomen leijona kaulan 

ympärillä, siis kaksikymppiset, jotka 

kuuntelee vanhaa Popedaa ja kaikkea 

tällaista. Siis: hei Suomi, Suomi, Suomi! 

Hulluna Suomen jääkiekko-otteluita ja 

puhuu talvisodasta ja ei ehkä tiedäkään 

niin paljoa. Sitten on ne 

ruotsinsuomalaiset, monia erilaisia. Ja ne 

tietenkin, jotka ovat tehneet sosiaalisen tai 

luokkamatkan. Jotka on lukenut ja sillä 

ehkä hankkineet itsellensä eri 

mahdollisuuksia. Tai erilaisen 

vaikutusvallan. Meitä on monenlaisia, 

minusta on vaikea sanoa, se on ihan sama 

kuin sanoisit mikä on ruotsalainen. Tai 

suomalainen, ruotsinsuomalaisuuskin on 

monipiippuinen juttu. Ne määritelmät on 

minussa ehdottomasti, mutta en minä 

itsekään tiedä loppujen lopuksi, tasan 

tarkkaan, että mikä minä olen. Tai että 

mitä se on. 

Johanna: I have all the Sweden-Finnish 

hooks, which define Sweden-Finnishness, 

what was it? 

K: Defines. 

Johanna: Yes, defines, I have absolutely 

all. At the same time I can feel that 

identity is hovering, it is hard to say that 

you are a typical Sweden-Finn, that you 

feel very Sweden-Finnish. I am most 

certainly, but I cannot define it exactly 

what it is. I believe there is a Sweden-

Finnish identity, of what we are here and 

how our language has evolved and what 

we think about Finland and Sweden. In 

the end everything is based on the 

individual and how things feel. For many 

Sweden-Finns it is a relief, being totally 

integrated into Swedish society. They 

might not speak Finnish to their children 

and they might change their surname. 

That is one kind of Sweden-Finnishness, 

where you want to integrate totally. Then 

there are those, who have the Finnish lion 

around their necks, these twenty-year 

olds, who listen to old Popeda [Finnish 

80’s band] and such. Just like: hey 

Finland, Finland, Finland! Who are crazy 

about Finnish hockey matches and who 

talk about the Winter War and might not 

know so much. Then there are those 

Sweden-Finns, many different kinds. And 

those of course, who have made a social 

or class journey. Who have studied and 

possibly gotten different alternatives to 

themselves. Or a different influence. We 

are so many different kinds, it is difficult 

to say, just like it would be to say what is 

Swedish. Or Finnish, Sweden-

Finnishness is a multi-barrelled thing. 

Those definitions are all absolutely within 

me, but in the end I don’t even know it 

myself, ultimately, what I am. Or what it 

is. 

 

 

These observations are as poignant and sharp as any. There are at least a hundred thousand "Swedes" 

walking around with "Finnish blood" in their veins, thinking nothing of it. However, very few 

Sweden-Finns would place themselves in any other category than the third. All the same, many would 

even refuse the appellation: ‘Sweden-Finns’. And even compound and multiple second-generation 

identities may remain intact for particular occasions, in the sense that the chameleon shades cannot 

be separated: 

Markku: Man vaknar ju inte på morgonen 

och tänker på hur svensk eller finsk man 

är, det får du fråga någon annan som 

känner mig. Men det förändras ju hela 

tiden. 

Markku: You don’t wake up in the 

morning and think about how Swedish or 

Finnish you are, you have to ask 

somebody else who knows me. But it 

changes all the time. 
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The same holism was noted by Tatum: "Though we each have multiple identities based on our 

membership in various social groups, as Vicki Spelman, author of Inessential Woman (1988), has 

pointed out, these identities cannot be separated like pop beads. For instance, we Black women cannot 

isolate our Blackness from our femaleness. We are always both simultaneously. Yet little research is 

being done on the combination."54 The conclusion is that simple bracketing does not apply, and the 

point made by Johanna was certainly that one should voice the diversity of identity:

Johanna: Onhan tietenkin suomalaisia 

ollut Ruotsissa monta sataa vuotta, mutta 

tämä suuri ryhmä joka tuli 50- ja 60-ja 70-

luvulla. Suomenruotsalaisuushan on ihan 

eri-ikäinenkin. Siinä on sosioekonomisia, 

sosiaalisia että aikajuttuja, jotka yhdistää. 

Tämä on hirveän nuori kumminkin tämä 

määritelmä ja identiteetti. Luulen, että 

nuoremmat karttaa sitä 

"ruotsinsuomalainen", koska se liittyy 

vanhemman polven erilaiseen, siitä saa 

erilaisen mielikuvan, johon ei halua niin 

kuin, vähän tolppamaista, 

vanhanaikaista[…] En ole koskaan 

pelännyt sen jälkeen kun rupesin 

opiskelemaan ja aloin ymmärtämään, 

miten yhteiskunta toimii ja miten eri 

luokat ovat toistensa kanssa. Miten tämä 

systeemi toimii. En ole koskaan ollut 

minkäänlaisessa 

ruotsinsuomalaisuuskaapissa. Tai 

luokkakaapissa. Olen ollut vilpittömästi 

rehellinen alusta saakka siitä, kuka minä 

olen, mikä minä olen ja mistä minä tulen, 

niin pitkälle kuin mahdollista. Mitä minä 

nyt itse tiedän ja koen itseni. Sitten enhän 

itse ole perillä aina omista jutuista. 

K: Mitä tarkoitat sillä? 

Johanna: Tämä identiteettijuttu. Että 

enhän minä voi sanoa suoraan, että olen 

tyypillinen ruotsinsuomalainen. Niin 

pitkälle kuin tiedän mitä minä tunnen tai 

mitä olen, niin olen aina ollut siitä hirveän 

suora ja rehellinen. En ole koskaan 

piilottanut sitä millään tavalla, tai 

yrittänyt myöskään… mitä minä sanoisin 

– siis ohjata omaa käyttäytymistä, että 

olisin kuin joku muu. Siis 

hienomassakaan seurassa, en ole 

yrittänyt, tietenkin onhan se vaikeata olla 

uudessa yhteydessä, sammanhangissa, 

että olet erilaisilla päivällisillä, jossa on 

ihmisiä jotka eivät tiedä luokkaeroista 

                                                            
54 Tatum, Beverly Daniel, in Jordan, Judith. V. (ed.) Women’s Growth in Diversity (New York, 1997), p. 91.   

mitään, tai tiedä siitä tai tästä yhtään 

mitään. Kyllä siinä on aina, minullakin on 

aina ollut se pieni pieni alemmuuden 

hiukkanen, tunne. Mutta olen yrittänyt 

välttää sitä, että en ole yrittänyt muuttaa 

käytöstäni tai puhetyyliäni. 

Johanna: Of course there have been Finns 

in Sweden several hundred years now, but 

this big group that came in the 50’s and 

60’s. Finland-Swedishness has a 

completely different time span. There are 

socioeconomic, social and time issues that 

predominate. This definition and identity 

is so terribly young still. I think that 

younger people avoid "Sweden-

Finnishness" because it is connected to 

the older generation, a different, it gives a 

different image that you don’t want to, it 

is slightly stale, old fashioned [...] I have 

never been afraid after I started studying 

and understood how this system works 

and different classes are with each other. 

How this system works. I have never been 

in a Sweden-Finnish closet. Or class 

closet. I have been sincerely honest from 

the start, who I am, what I am and where 

I come from, as long as possible as I have 

been able to. Of what I know and feel that 

I am. But then again, I am not always 

aware of my own things.  

K: What do you mean by that? 

Johanna: This identity thing. That I can’t 

say straight out, that I am a typical 

Sweden-Finn. As far as I know what I feel 

and what I am, I have always been terribly 

straight and honest about it. I have never 

tried to hide it in any way, or tried to... 

what could I say – direct my own 

behaviour, that I would be something else. 

Not even in finer circles, I haven’t tried, 

of course it is difficult to be in a new 

situation, context, that you are at different 

dinners, where there are people who know 
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nothing about class differences, or this or 

that about anything. Yet there always is, I 

too feel that tiny tiny particle of 

inferiority, the feeling. But I have tried to 

disregard it, I haven’t tried to change my 

behaviour or the way I speak. 

 

The future, what the real Blade Runner age of mixed backgrounds, languages and the flea market of 

identities will become the norm in the coming decades even within our most isolated parts of northern 

Finland and among the Finland-Swedes. Regardless of current trends in which identities may be 

fractured at the speed of data transfer, we must acknowledge the basic fundamentals. A horse will not 

become a car even if it has been born in a garage. We inherit not only our appearance, but also way 

more than most of us care to admit. Alcoholism may run in the family. Divorce. Education (see e.g. 

Kivinen, Hedman and Kaipainen, 2012). Wealth. Or poverty. We not only end up supporting the same 

Millwalls as our parents: we may also end up voting for the same political parties. 

Nevertheless, if the modern invisible Sweden-Finnish identity defies categories, it cannot escape and 

shed its skin completely, be rebuilt from scratch. Most manifestations of identity and black holes have 

clear venture points and foundations in personal, communal, national and even international histories. 

Therefore, the path and the brushes surrounding our path are vital. We have already examined 

childhood and education, now we dismember the factors in adult life that have caused certain second-

generation Sweden-Finns to face the Finnish background rather than exit. Since writing and literature, 

on a more general plane, provide quite solid reference points and a looking glass into the identity and 

it, furthermore, could be argued that in the redefinition and building of a new 21st century Sweden-

Finnishness, the arts are as elemental as the ties of family and language. The literature of Sweden-

Finns has changed, and it will have to change. Otherwise there will be no image in the Sweden-

Finnish mirror, no reflection on the pond. Vallenius wrote the following in the English summary of 

his dissertation: 

On the community level the emigration literature shows that Swedish Finns have power and qualification 

to struggle for their own Swedish Finnish cultural indentity (sic). The literature itself is part of the system 

of activities forming the society and the culture.55 

 

"Exit Stage Left": It’s a Shame about Reijo 

From total silence to the outspoken, or even from an across-the-rooftops acknowledgement of shame 

to no-shame, or pride. I certainly felt the shame, but in the generation born in the 70’s and 80’s it may 

                                                            
55 Vallenius, p. 267. 
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be perceptible to a lesser degree. Perhaps these processes of pride/shame could be compared to the 

acknowledgements or presence of poverty and misery for the people in my generation compared to 

the parent generation? Although misery and even hunger in our affluent Nordic countries are present 

today, what we have witnessed is a gradual shift towards affluence for the majority. Several 

informants attest to classmates having had to eat two servings at school lunches, or even having been 

given the opportunity to go and have a second lunch after school, courtesy of the kind staff of the 

school kitchen. Even in the nineties.  

One doctoral dissertation on a related topic which drew my attention was Ullaliina Lehtinen’s 

Underdog Shame – Philosophical Essays on Women’s Internalization of Inferiority (1998, University 

of Gothenburg). Curiously, regardless of the possible philosophical merits of the thesis, Lehtinen 

makes no note whatsoever on Sweden-Finnish aspects on the matter, although she delivers the 

connection implicitly: "I now claim that much of the underdog’s shame is to be understood as 

emanating from ‘low-grade discrimination’; the low-grade, often imperceptible and but seldom 

consciously ‘intended’, low-grade racism, sexism, heterosexism and classism that permeates public 

life."56 She uses a couple of Finnish references, but the only mention of how, possibly, her Sweden-

Finnishness might have a part in (as well as in the wider Sweden-Finnish dimension of the topic) 

comes merely in a footnote to being "treated as exceptional, as tolerated aberrations, and asked, at 

times, to tell of their exotic backgrounds’ ... I myself, as a child of Finnish immigrant parents growing 

up in Sweden, was often, already as a young child, asked to tell of the ‘exotic habits and customs’ of 

Finns. Or some Swedish adults told me, in surprise, that they didn’t ‘understand a word of Finnish!’ 

My mother sarcastically taught me (a five year old child) to counter their surprise by telling them that 

their reaction was strange, ‘as in Finland even small children understand Finnish!’". Lehtinen’s story 

of Sweden-Finnishness: as on one hand being passed over by the Swedish general public and, on the 

other hand, as not addressing one’s own Sweden-Finnishness, is quite curious in this context. Her 

discussion on shame, however, is quite useful and meticulous and it is that which I would like to turn 

to next. 

Lehtinen’s basic defintion of shame relies on Gabriela Taylor,57 who defines shame as self-directed 

adverse judgment; and Bernard Williams,58 who also includes the reciprocity of the matter by stating 

that shame embodies conceptions of what one is and how one is related to others. The underdog’s 

                                                            
56 Lehtinen, Ullaliina, Underdog Shame – Philosophical Essays on Women’s Internalization of Inferiority (Gothenburg, 

1998), p. 191. 
57 Taylor, Gabrielle, Pride, Shame, and Guilt (Oxford, 1985), p. 151. 
58 Williams, Bernard, Shame and Necessity (Berkeley, 1993), p. 94. 
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shame, to be more precise, is open-textured, allowing feelings of inferiority regarding social 

situations, and affecting one’s workday and everyday existence. Aristocratic shame can be 

exemplified with the first world’s feeling towards the third world. Is shame an emotion? Lehtinen 

offers the term ‘implosion’. Much earlier, Lewis (1921) had opined that patients did not usually want 

to talk about it but that, like pain and panic attacks, it is generally episodic in nature. The peritexts of 

shame are similar to those surrounding identity: it is a social construction, similar to classes and ideas.  

Lehtinen makes the following points that are worth consideration: there is no shame without words 

or linguistic attributions. There are also moral dimensions like, for instance, the shame involved in 

stealing vs non-moral attributors to shame, such as sex, race, or sexual orientation. Shame, like 

identity is the product of social interaction. And as Ikonen and Rechard conclude, shame is not only 

the result of failure: rather, the failure to attain reciprocity is a central element.59 This aspect, in 

reference to Sweden-Finnishness, needs to be underlined. 

If we consider such every-day activities as cooking and child upbringing, it is plain to see how even 

the most basic fundaments of our lives have changed within our lifetime. We have journeyed from 

the aristocratic, elitist and often male hierarchic notions of disdain; reflecting shame towards all things 

domestic, mundane and "female" to present times when actually almost oppositional positions have 

surfaced, as it might now be almost shameful for not being able to cook? Or failing to be an active 

parent? 

Lehtinen names anger as an umbrella term enclosing shame. Furthermore, she concludes that the 

social distribution of self-respect and self-esteem are accumulative, and that the significance of 

parental praise and education are instrumental in the process.60 For Lehtinen, too, shame is the 

inversion of self-respect. As already discussed, the informants for the present study expressed 

themselves eloquently on the subject of having been ashamed of their Finnish pedigree (roots). 

Having been born in the early part of the 60’s, being male and growing up in a predominantly 

"Swedish" area would be likely to contribute towards feelings of shame. However, being the only 

odd one out might have either spared one from the feeling, depending on circumstances, luck, or 

personality. Even among siblings: 

Hanna: Min bror t.ex. har inte alls inte alls 

haft problem med sin finska bakgrund, 

han har aldrig blivit mobbad eller 

någonting, han har i överhuvudtaget inte, 

                                                            
59 Ikonen, Pentti and Rechardt, Eero, ‘The Origin of Shame and its Vicissitudes’, Scand.Psychoanal.Rev.,(1993) 

16: 100 – 124), p. 106. 
60 Lehtinen, pp. V-VII. 

när vi har pratat om dom här grejerna. Och 

vi är väldigt nära varandra, så är våra 

upplevelser väsensskilda och det är ju för 
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att jag fick lida för det. Det fick aldrig han. 

Hanna: My brother has, for example, not 

had any problems whatsoever with his 

Finnish background, he has never been 

bullied or anything, he hasn’t at all, when 

we have talked about these things. And 

we are really close, but our experiences 

were worlds apart and that’s because I had 

to suffer for it. He never had to. 

 

I would argue that one indication of the male dilemma is that almost no second-generation Sweden-

Finnish men (born in the late 50’s and 60’s) have emerged who have palpably succeeded as avatars 

of a Sweden-Finnish identity. (With the exception of Antti Jalava, and I do not need to be sarcastic 

to mention success in reference to his novels.) Exits have been common, and surely for the great 

majority, integration, getting a decent job, house and family. Education, for all it is worth, is still not 

on the same level as for the general population among Sweden-Finns although the stigmas faded 

decades ago.61 As Swedish law prohibits ethnic finger pointing, we nevertheless know that second-

generation Sweden-Finnish men have been well represented in Swedish prisons and have even 

succeeded (and I withdraw my reluctance to use the sarcasm card at this point) in rising in rank within 

e.g. outlaw biker gangs. A report from the The Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention from 

2001 clearly stated that the two biggest single risk factors causing youth crime were having a single 

parent and an immigrant background.62 And from today’s perspective, we must remember that 

Sweden-Finnishness was not an exception to this.  

I stress again that caution is advised at this point, to avoid the tar pits of stereotype and generalisation. 

Kuosmanen points out: "The Finnish male immigrants are not a homogenous group, but have been 

socialized in different cultural and material environments. An interesting point is that in these separate 

environments different types of capacities and attitudes toward a number of questions were 

encouraged, which later on have been of considerable importance for the men’s ability to control and 

handle their lives as emigrants and immigrants."63 Kuosmanen writes about class-masculinity, and in 

reference to the second generation, we can similarly see how these ‘encouraged qualities’ were 

transmitted to second-generation Sweden-Finns. Which might have been inferred or dismissed, but 

nevertheless, these qualities have had some impact. Similarly, stereotypical images of the male 

Sweden-Finn need to be viewed not only as result of the Finnish male silences and work-ethics, but, 

also as consequence of Swedish male culture. Which is not at all as soft, congenial and sissy as 

particularly most ‘hard men’ in Finland tend to think. It is the Jante-drenched flipside of the positive 

                                                            
61 Sveriges Radio, Ruotsin suomalaistaustaisten koulutustaso nousussa, 22 May 2013.  
62 Puhakka, Olavi, Den våldsrelaterade ungdomskriminaliteten i Stockholm, (Stockholm, 2001), p. 56. 
63 Kuosmanen, Jari, Finnkampen (Gothenburg, 2001), p. 219. 
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sociality and Swedish team spirit – you cannot stand out. My own sketching of this image is of the 

soldier. If the epitome of the Finnish hero soldier is Väinö Linna’s private Rokka, who single-

handedly takes out an entire Soviet troop, but is ultimately insubordinate and incapable of accepting 

orders from his superiors and, therefore, remains a private.  The Swedish correspondence would be 

the Unknown Soldier himself, a faceless and merciless cogwheel in a war machine, as one of the 

boys. The combination of strong, predominantly negative stereotypes, relative isolation from the 

parent home country and generational gap have arguably amplified the sense of shame. The 

connection between stereotypes and self-fulfilling prophecies has been widely researched among 

social psychologists, starting with R.F. Merton (1948), The Self-fulfilling Prophecy, and the 

connection between the two has played within second-generation Sweden-Finnishness. The 

ambivalence towards shame and jealousy was eloquently expressed by Keijo: 

Keijo: Jag tror vi ville vara svenskar, eller 

jag kände så. Det kan jag få en sådan liten 

flash av att man, shit, varför är vi inte 

svenska på något sätt… Det kan man få en 

bild av, aha, just det, vi är finnar, men… 

Det är litet konstigt där på något sätt. 

K: Vad menar du med flashen? 

Keijo: Man kan få en förnimmelse av det, 

att man tänkte lite så någon gång. Att man 

var lite avundsjuk. 

K: Var är du när du tänker så? Hemma, 

ute, skolan? 

Keijo: Ute på gården. Eller hemma hos 

någon polare. Va fan, så här skulle vi 

också kunna ha det! Den känslan. Lite 

flashbacks kan jag få av det. 

K: Avundsjuka då? 

Keijo: Ja, jag tror det. 

K: Till vad? 

Keijo: Till det andra bara, liksom. Till det 

svenska. Det kändes lite lättare, lite 

enklare och leva så, än och leva så som vi 

gjorde. För vi var ju finnar. Något sådant 

kan jag tänka mig. 

Keijo: I think we wanted to be Swedish, 

or that’s what I felt. I can get a little flash 

of that, shit, we aren’t we Swedish in a 

sense... You can get an image of, aha, 

right we’re Finns, but... It becomes 

slightly weird there. 

K: What do you mean by that flash? 

Keijo: There is an impression of it, that I 

sometimes thought a bit like that. That I 

was slightly jealous. 

K: Where are you when you are having 

these thoughts? At home, out, the school? 

Keijo: Out in the yard. Or home at a 

friend’s. Damn, we could also have it like 

this! That feeling. I can get little 

flashbacks of that. 

K: Of jealousy? 

Keijo: Yes, I think so. 

K: Of what? 

Keijo: Only of the other, kind of. Of the 

Swedish. It felt a little easier, a little 

simpler to live like that rather to live like 

we did. Because we were Finns. I can 

think a little along those lines. 

 

Mikael was born in the 80’s and recognises the traces of shame during growing up, but he connects 

it to class: 
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Mikael: Det finska har alltid varit 

försummat. Under hela uppväxten. Det 

har alltid hamnat på andra plats eller sista 

plats, snarare. Dels i skolan då, det fanns 

inget status i det överhuvudtaget. Sedan 

om man inte själv tyckte att det var något 

man ville förknippa sig med det, det 

finska. Med allt vad det har att göra med: 

dom hade skitjobben, dom var alkisarna 

och dom pratade fult, du vet hela den 

grejen. Det är någon form att man har 

försökt vända det, hela den här, ja, med 

skammen. Det finska har alltid varit 

kopplat också till förorten, det är där vi 

har bott, så samtidigt när man gick och 

skämdes att man var finsk, betydde det 

också att man skämdes att man bodde i 

miljonprogramsförorten. Till exempel när 

jag börjar gymnasieskolan där på den fina 

skolan, när det kom folk från Örgryte och 

Askim och dom litet finare områdena. 

Barnen till direktörerna. Så blev det att 

man… det var då i trean, jag tror det var 

någon våg som gick, det var inte bara för 

mig det hände, utan det var några andra 

också. Helt plötsligt kunde man se folk 

som gick med T-shirtar upptryckta det 

stod GÅRDSTEN eller 

BISKOPSGÅRDEN på. Så det var 

mycket att göra med det att det var 

kopplat till det här med klassgrejen, tror 

jag. Social status, eller vad ska man säga, 

ja, klass. Det går ju också i vågor, när man 

ska använda det ordet och inte använda 

det. En del av det här med problemen som 

uppstod tror jag, med finnarna i Sverige, 

inbyggd i det var att det var också en 

urbanisering för dom. Eller hur? Att man 

kanske flyttade från landsbygd och klart 

det fanns industrier och så i Finland, men 

det var nästan att det blev någon form av 

industrialisering, det blev ju stora 

problem. Om man läser typ Dan 

Andersson dikter och böcker, när han 

berättar om folket som flyttade från 

Dalarna in till storstäderna och blev 

proletärer eller fabriksarbetare. Alla dom 

problemen som uppstod där, när man 

drogs upp ifrån rötter och sociala 

sammanhang, släkt och familj, hur viktigt 

det var där och by, gemenskap på olika 

sätt. Så hamnar man ensam då kanske som 

ungkarl i storstaden. Om det har varit 

problematiskt för svenskar då inom 

Sverige, måste det än bli ännu mer 

påtagligt på något sätt om man dessutom 

kommer och har ett helt annat språk. 

Mikael: Finnishness has always been 

neglected. During the whole time I grew 

up. It has always received second place, 

or rather, the last place. Partly in school, 

there was no status there whatsoever. 

Then if you didn’t feel yourself that you 

wanted to be associated with it, the 

Finnishness. With all that comes with it: 

they had the shitty jobs, they were the 

alcoholics and the language was ugly, you 

know all of that. In a way it is also a thing 

that one has tried to turn it around, all of 

this with, yes, the shame. Finnishness has 

also always been connected to the 

suburbs, it’s there where we have lived, so 

simultaneously you walked around 

ashamed of being Finnish, it also meant 

that you were ashamed of living in the 

Million Programme suburbs. For example 

when I started the nice secondary school, 

when people came from Örgryte and 

Askim and the slightly nicer areas. The 

children to the chiefs. So it meant that 

you … it was in the third year, I think it 

was a wave, and this didn’t happen only 

to me, there were several others. Suddenly 

you could see people walking around with 

T-shirts with GÅRDSTEN or 

BISKOPSGÅRDEN printed on them. So 

it had a lot to do with this class thing, I 

think. Social nation, or what should you 

call it, yes, class. That also goes in waves, 

that when should you use that word and 

when you shouldn’t. I think that a part of 

the problems that came about for the 

Finns in Sweden was imbedded in the fact 

that it was an urbanisation for them. 

Right? That perhaps you came from the 

countryside, and of course there were 

industries in Finland, but that it was 

almost a form of industrialization, there 

were big problems. If you read like Dan 

Andersson’s poems and books, when he 

writes about the people from Dalarna who 

moved to the big cities and became 

proletarians or factory workers. All the 

problems that came out of that, when you 

were torn away from your roots and social 

contexts, relatives and family, how 

important it was there with villages, 

communion in different ways. If it has 

been problematic for Swedes within 

Sweden, it must have been more tangible 

in a sense if you come from and have a 

completely different language. 
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Susanna Alakoski writes about the same connection between shame and Sweden-Finnishness: 

Yarden [Kristian Lundberg’s book about personal poverty] opened the abyss, a gap appeared, a return 

into what I’d rather not remember, or tell, or can tell that which I want to embellish and that I think that 

I have told. That is why I am writing this. I am a bearer of shame. 

  

                                                                         *** 

Biographies change, there was a time when I could get people on their knees in laughter through stories 

in my past, delivering appropriate anecdotes. Like that when my parents got married for the second time. 

Or when my grandmother bought aphid spray instead of deodorant in the corner shop, there was a big red 

rose on the spray can. But all of these stories have changed into something different now. The silence 

cannot go on.64*  

Another linguistic attribute is the ugliness of how the Finnish language sounds to Swedish people (a 

contingency which is often mentioned). This cannot be dismissed as merely trivial as a simple result 

of the linguistic Otherness of Finnish and ignorance. Rather, as contributor of shame, and as the 

language connects with the second generation, this must be also regarded as influential, especially 

when it is directly connected with class: 

Pertti: För min del var det att jag hade 

svenska kompisar. Den första som ringde 

på dörrklockan vid 5 års ålder var svensk. 

Kompisgrejen. Men även jag och brorsan 

snackade svenska tillsammans, tidigt som 

fan. Finska med föräldrarna, det var det 

för mig. Brorsan hade alltid mer 

finskspråkiga kompisar, för han gick 

längre i finneklassen. Det var bara 

naturligt. Skamgrejen kom senare när 

man började förstå att t.ex på ett 

föräldramöte förstår farsan inte ett skit, 

om man skulle kunna inbilla sig att farsan 

skulle gå på något sånt, och morsan 

förstår väldigt lite. Tänk om dom skulle få 

för sig att öppna käften! 

 

Pertti: For my part it was that I had 

Swedish friends. The first one ringing the 

doorbell when I was five was Swedish. 

The friend thing. But we also talked 

Swedish with my brother, early as hell. 

Finnish with the parents, that was it for 

me. My brother always had more Finnish 

mates, because he attended the Finnish 

class longer. It was only natural. The 

shame thing came later on, when I 

understood that at a parents’ meeting at 

school dad wouldn’t understand shit, if 

one could imagine that he would go on 

something like that, and that mom would 

understand very little. Imagine if it would 

occur to them that they would open their 

mouths! 

 

The motivation for the language exit was obviously also an exit from shame. The interconnections 

between shame and language, identity, social class and education all merge into one another. 

Lehtinen’s definition of shame as the antithesis of self-respect is illustrative. The large majority of 

my informants maintain that there is no shame, but the connections with language, class and not 

feeling proud – i.e. the vicissitudes of sense of being comfortable within the confinements of one’s 

identity – has resulted in exits and possible re-entries such as the following: 

                                                            
64 Alakoski, pp. 22-23. 
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Outi: Idag är jag jätteglad att jag har en 

bakgrund, jag är inte glad för 

hemspråksklasserna, jag är inte glad för 

klassklyftorna eller för någonting sådant, 

det är ingenting jag förskönar på något 

sätt, men jag förkastar inte. Jag skäms 

inte, jag känner ingen skam för det. Det 

har berikat väldigt mycket, jag hade ju 

inte kunnat skriva boken utan det. På 

många olika sätt så ger ju det väldigt 

mycket, men än sedan då? Det tillhör det 

förflutna, vad ska jag göra med det, mitt 

barn kan ingen finska i överhuvudtaget. 

Det är komplext, det är ingenting som jag 

lätt medvetet har valt bort, bara för att jag 

vill välja bort det. Jag hade varit jätteglad 

ifall mina, det ger ju så mycket, precis 

som du säger, det handlar inte om språk 

som du säger, det är så jävla mycket mer, 

det är ju allting. Det ger ju så mycket. Jag 

hade jättegärna velat ge mitt barn det 

också, men jag har inte kunnat göra det. 

Inga vänner pratar finska, min man kan 

ingen finska, inga utav mina kompisar kan 

finska. Valet var, stanna kvar i den 

bubblan, i förorten, med lågbetalda 

skitarbete, eller inte. Och där rök språket, 

där rök det. Det fanns ingen, det är först 

nu, dom senaste åren som jag har märkt, 

oj, det finns kulturfinfolk, som kallar sig 

för sverigefinländare. Det ordet lärde jag 

mig nyligen. Men det finns ingen 

koppling mellan. Och jag känner ingen i 

den gruppen. 

Outi: Today I am very happy that I have a 

background, I am not happy for the home 

language classes, I am not happy for the 

class gaps or anything like that, it is 

nothing that I try to beautify in any way, 

but I don’t denounce it. I am not ashamed, 

I feel no shame for it. It has enriched me 

a lot, I hadn’t been able to write the book 

about it. In a lot of ways it gives me a lot, 

but so what? It belongs to the past, what 

should I do with it, my child doesn’t speak 

any Finnish at all. It is complex, it isn’t 

something that I have not chosen lightly 

and on purpose, because I have wanted to 

not choose it. I would have been very 

happy if, it gives so much, exactly just 

like you say, it isn’t about language like 

you say, it is so damned much more, it is 

in fact everything. It gives so much. I 

would very much have wanted to give my 

child that as well, but I haven’t been able 

to do that. No friends speak Finnish, my 

husband doesn’t speak any Finnish, none 

of my friends speak Finnish. The choice 

was to remain in that bubble, in the 

suburb, with low paying shit jobs, or not. 

And that’s where the language went up in 

smoke, that’s where it smoked. There was 

nobody, it is first now, in these recent 

years that I have discovered, hey, there are 

high culture people, who call themselves 

Sweden-Finns. I learned that word 

recently. But there is no connection in 

between. And I know nobody in that 

group. 

 

As the second generation of Sweden-Finns has had the exterior and linguistic access to the escape 

hatch, the exit has been understandable for their case. However, as Appiah talks about the absurdity 

of exiting your language, it would, similarly, be over-reductive to imagine that our cultural 

background has no meaning: 

More to the point, if the unencumbered self is a myth, how can you extricate yourself from the context 

that confers meaning? After all, it would make little sense to speak of ‘exiting’ your language, especially 

when it is the only one you have.65 

 

Through the course of various processes and phases, most of the participants in the present study have 

managed to make a positive tale out of their personal script, narrative, identity. If not, what would 

                                                            
65 Appiah, p. 78. 
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have been the point in participating? Which leads to a simple token of explanation why many second-

generation Sweden-Finns have distanced themselves from their background. For although this has 

not necessarily been out of direct shame, nevertheless, the background has not been felt as an asset: 

 
Outi: Den sverigefinska gruppen existerar 

och är mindre värda. Jag ifrågasätter inte 

det. Det är jätteviktigt. Och klass finns. 

Dom här olika hierarkierna, dom finns, 

dom är jätteallvarliga. Det är därför jag 

tycker att man inte ska romantisera det. 

Vad är det för romantiskt i att slita häcken 

av sig som en jävla trasad trappstädare, 

och ännu inte få pengarna att gå runt, att 

drabbas av psykisk ohälsa och dö i förtid? 

Vad är det för fucking romantiskt med 

det? Det är det jag menar litet grann. Vad 

är det för romantiskt att tillhöra en grupp 

som på många olika sätt kämpar, som 

ändå är mindre värd, som ändå får ut… 

vad är det för romantiskt med det? Varför 

ska man romantisera det? Varför kan man 

inte snacka om dom problemen som finns 

och hålla sig till det? Varför ska det vara 

eftersträvansvärt att tillhöra något? Att 

göra något fint av det som faktiskt inte är 

fint? Som är jävligt allvarligt, så tänker 

jag. Det är därför jag reagerar så 

aggressivt när människor skryter om det. 

Det är det jag menar med romantisering, 

man förfinar något som inte är fint. 

K: Det behöver ju inte vara så, 

romantiserat eller förfinat. 

Hundratusentals av människor, som… 

Outi: Nej, men det som jag uppfattar som 

att ha det behovet att framhäva sig själv, 

för att i finare kretsar ska det vara häftigt 

att komma, det är precis det jag råkar ut 

för nu, det här med exotiseringen. Du vet, 

att komma från förorten, man ska vara på 

ett visst sätt, att det ska vara 

eftersträvansvärt. 

 

Outi: The Sweden-Finnish group exists 

and it is less worthy. I don’t challenge 

that. It is very important. And class exists. 

These different hierarchies, they exist, 

and they are really serious. That’s the 

reason why I think it shouldn’t be 

romanticised. What is there to be 

romanticized about drudging your arse off 

as a ragged cleaner and still not have 

enough money to make it, to be affected 

by mental problems and die an early 

death? What’s so fucking romantic about 

that? That’s kind of what I mean. What’s 

so romantic to belong to a group, which 

fights in a number of ways, which still is 

less worth, which still receive … what’s 

so romantic about that? Why should it be 

romanticised? Why can’t the existing 

problems be addressed and stick to that? 

Why should it be so desirable to belong to 

something? To make nice out of 

something, which really isn’t nice? Which 

really is damned serious, in my thoughts. 

That’s why I react so aggressively when 

people brag about it. That’s what I mean 

by romanticizing, you beautify something 

that isn’t beautiful. 

K: It doesn’t have to be like that, 

romanticised or beautified. Hundreds of 

thousands of people, who… 

Outi: No, but the impression I get from the 

desire to highlight yourself, because in 

nicer circles it should be more hip to come 

from, it is exactly this I encounter now 

with the exotification. You know, to come 

from the suburbs, that you are to behave 

in a certain way, that it should be 

something to strive for. 

 

The option of not necessarily exiting, but blurring out your background has been amplified by the 

connections to class and the status of language. We should also note that there might be another 

shame-pusher connected to language, as already mentioned: that those with a bilingual or 

multicultural upbringing might be overtly self-judgemental over your language skills. The connection 

to the status of the language and language education outside home language teaching is evident. The 
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use of Finnish has for most been a diminishing circle of not using Finnish outside the home or school.  

 
Elina: Det är sådana ärr som skaver, med 

språket. Jag skäms ju också röven ur mig 

när jag säger fel på finska, varenda 

mening är nästan felaktig. Vissa rättar 

mig, vissa låter det vara. Men den där 

språkskammen är ständig, fast… 

Those are the scars that burn, with 

language. I am also ashamed shitless 

when I say something wrong in Finnish, 

almost every sentence is wrong. Some 

correct me, some let it be. But that 

language shame is constant, although… 

 

Although the public and social handicap of speaking Finnish have mostly been demolished, the shame 

of using Finnish language still persists among today’s youth, whose speaking of Finnish is brought 

up by Paavo. The Finnish is impaired, restrained and limited to domestic life:

Paavo: Sehän on vähän sama täällä, että 

ne ei ole oikein tottuneet puhumaan 

suomea, joskus jopa huomaa, että niitä 

hävettää kun pitää puhua suomea, tai ne 

on epävarmoja. Se oli vähän semmoista 

meille myös, ei häpeämistä mutta 

epävarmuutta. Että miten sitä puhutaan 

sitä kieltä. Kyllä sitä vanhempien kanssa 

pystyi puhumaan, mutta kavereitten 

kanssa? Ungdomsnack, miten se tehdään 

suomeksi? 

Paavo: It’s the same here, that they aren’t 

used to speaking Finnish, sometimes you 

notice that they are ashamed when you 

have to speak Finnish, or that they are 

insecure. It’s a little bit like that for us too, 

not shame but insecurity. That how was 

this language spoken? Speaking with the 

parents was no problem, but what about 

your friends? Youth talk, how do you do 

that in Finnish? 

 

Quite often the strata of using Finnish has been if not directly shame-ridden, at least highly confined 

to domestics and school for those who were in Finnish classes: 

Mikko: En minä kelannut mitään 

häpeäjuttuja, mun mielestä. Jotenkin se 

tuntui vaan niin normaalilta että puhui 

suomea, ja kun oppi ruotsia, puhui sitten 

ruotsia. Mutta se oli siihen aikaan, 

pienenä niin kuin ala-asteiässä 

kielenkäyttö oli segregoitua: 

suomalaisten kanssa puhuttiin suomea, 

ruotsalaisten kanssa ruotsia. Se oli sillä 

tavalla. Olen kyllä kuullut itseäni 

vanhemmilta että oikeasti sai turpiin jos 

puhui suomea, mutta minä en ole ikinä 

henkilökohtaisesti. 

Mikko: I didn’t dwell on any shame 

business, in my opinion. Somehow it just 

felt normal to speak Finnish, and when 

you learned Swedish, you spoke Swedish. 

But at that age, as a child in the first years 

of school the language was segregated: 

you spoke Finnish with the Finns, 

Swedish with the Swedes. It was like that. 

But I have heard from people older than 

me that you got beaten up for real if you 

spoke Finnish, but I haven’t personally 

never seen that. 

 

And the exit becomes inevitable if the consequences were dire:  

Mikko: Minulla on tuttu pienemmästä 

kaupungista Sörmlannista, se kertoi että ei 

pystynyt puhumaan suomea koulussa, 

silloin tuli pataan, ihan oikeasti. Silloin se 

lopetti suomen kielen puhumisen. Se oli 

sitten vaan niin kuin kotona. 
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Mikko: I know somebody from a smaller 

town in Sörmland, he said that he couldn’t 

speak Finnish in school, you got punched 

in the face, for real. Then he also stopped 

speaking Finnish. After that it was only 

like at home. 

 

The revitalizing of Finnish, or lifting the status of Finnish language above the point of being a minus, 

respecting the legal rights and official recognition of the language rights of a national minority is a 

starting point for removing the blanket of shame. And shame is often not only silent in its historical, 

social, linguistic and psychological dimensions, but it can also be highly subconscious. We do not 

always acknowledge what we carry with us, but creating opportunities to express these feelings, 

verbalising this shame, is a stepping stone on the way. 

Annika: Jag kan bara konstatera att det verkar 

vara intressant, att det verkar vara ett uppdämt 

behov att prata sociala frågor och 

levnadsbakgrund och dom här skamgrejerna, 

som vi människor går och bär på som vi tror 

vi är ensamma om. Som alstrar bara djupare 

och djupare skamkänslor som generar i 

ätstörningar eller vad fan som helst till slut, 

om man inte hanterar dom. Det finns något fint 

citat från La Salle "att säga som det är". Att 

göra det, det finns ju en kraft i det. Och vi är 

inte samma sak som vi tror. Vi är många, det 

är tystnad, vi bär vår historia som tystnad. 

Olika sorters tystnader, en del handlar om 

skammen att t. ex vara fattig.  

Annika: I can only state that there seems to be 

an interest, there seems to be a bottled up need 

to discuss social questions and living 

backgrounds and these shame things, that we 

people carry within us, which we think that 

nobody else is having. Which breed only 

deeper and deeper feelings of shame that 

generate eating disorders or what the hell not, 

if you don't deal with them. There is a nice 

quote from La Salle "to tell it like it is". To do 

that, there is a power in that. And we are not 

the same thing that we think we are. We are 

many, it’s silence, we carry our history as 

silence. Different kinds of silences, some can 

be about the shame of being poor. 

 

Neutral respect does not reside in courteous acknowledgements and gestures of goodwill in speech; 

it is also implemented through political and administrational policies. Along with social interaction 

which renders the possibility for individuals to feel that their personal and collective identities might 

simply be a plus. For second-generation Sweden-Finns, this has been made difficult by relatively 

fixed Swedish and Finnish identities, and also problematic in relation to first-generation Sweden-

Finnishness. As Appiah and Gates conclude: "In negotiating the myriad complex dimensions of our 

human identities, we surely need all the tools we can borrow or invent".66 The best tools are 

sometimes as delicate as hammers, and with regard to the myriad of Sweden-Finnish self-images, I 

am convinced that we need to focus on the very rudiments of life itself: names, lives, and deaths, in 

order to avoid hollow and ambiguous formulations. 
 

                                                            
66 Appiah, Kwame Anthony and Gates, Henry (eds.), Identities (Chicago, 1995), p. 6. 
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6. Ciphers of Identity 

Give Me Back My Name 

A wife should no more take her husband’s name than he should hers. 

 My name is my identity and must not be lost. 

Lucy Stone, American nineteenth-century suffragist 

 

It was partly understandable in the days of handwriting and dictation that lengthy Finnish names with 

absurd consonant combinations, double vowels and diphthongs caused spelling challenges to Swedish 

people. Similarly to most confrontations stemming from the lack of recognition and, ultimately, 

respect, these culture clashes provide plenty of silliness and humour. With respect to present day 

spell- and language- checking possibilities, one would assume the writing of Finnish names would 

have improved in Sweden. However, although my own experiences of Sweden, and of Swedish 

people writing my name, was disrupted by thirty-year hiatus, nothing much appears to have changed 

in the interim. My surname has been spelled in a bewildering variety of ways: ranging from one which 

would have identified me as the eponymous hero of the (then) recently established African state, 

Lesotho, in 1979, to the Italianization Lavatello in 2015. One Sweden-Finn I have met with a surname 

that could be mistaken for Italian, changed her first name into a form which could actually be Italian. 

Now she is privately amused every time she is asked whether she is Italian. Furthermore, having a 

Finnish name has been one of the few – or even, perhaps, the only – clear significations of one’s 

Finnish background, a marker of Otherness which still brands second-generation Sweden-Finns. 

Despite the changes within Swedishness itself as the mirror of a modern multicultural society – the 

country itself including ministers with roots and names from far and wide, while the best known 

Swedish people overall number personalities such as Queen Silvia and Zlatan Ibrahimović – attitudes 

towards Finnish names remain a sturdy indication of Swedish nescience towards Finnishness. 

- I have met my Finnish colleague, the director of a Swedish bureau said recently. - What was the name? 

I asked. - I don’t know. Something like Jukka Kokkonen, I think. - I see, was his name Jukka Kokkonen? 

- No, but something like that. Kukka-Pekka something, he said laughing. When I asked him the name of 

his French colleague, he answered directly without any hesitation, probably with the right name. (Kaa 

Eneberg, journalist, Dagens Nyheter.) 

"Finnish names are written wrong almost by default in Sweden… You can often make out of the spelling 

what the real name is, but not always. Dagens Nyheter, the sponsor of a cycling competition, invented 

two Finns and their names were written ‘Kusimäki’ and ‘Kusivirta’ [which would translate into ‘Pisshill’ 

and ‘Pissriver’]. I guessed that the right names would have been ‘Kuusimäki’ and ‘Kuusivirta’. However, 
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the right names were ‘Uusimäki’ and ‘Uusivirta’. (Erik Bagerstam, journalist.)1* 

 

A name is an omen, and presenting a Finnish name simply often results in Swedes drawing down the 

blinds: their interest diminishes, at least in your personal background. This observation could be 

zoomed out to include reactions towards the Finnish language, Sweden-Finns and Finland. Several 

of the participants shared the response I often got as a child when I uttered my name out loud: 

K: Silloin saattoi kuitenkin olla niin kuin 

muut pihalla, tai jalkapalloa pelatessa. 

Sitten jos joku setä kysyi mikä nimi oli, 

sitä vastasi "Kaij", "efternamn då?" ja kun 

vastasi "Latvalehto", silloin näki että nyt 

tapahtui jotain. 

Johanna: Joo, muutos. 

K: Niin, katseessa. 

K: You could be out in the yard just like 

anybody, or playing football. Then if an 

older person asked what the name was, 

you answered ‘Kaij’, "what’s the 

surname?" and when you said 

"Latvalehto", you noticed that something 

happened. 

Johanna: Yeah, the change. 

K: Right, in the look. 

Susanna Alakoski writes about how her odd surname failed to raise interest in Ystad in the 70’s, and 

how the disinterest in the name might bear more substantial consequences. 

Can’t remember a single time from school that I would have been asked "where do you come from?", 

although my name was Alakoski. Not once did I get to tell about Kekkonen, the president of home, or 

the thousand swimming lakes of my mother. Curious that such a self-evident little question, which should 

have opened interesting discussions, was never asked. Shame. Did not we all miss out on exciting 

conversations, while I missed out on verbalising my history? Did my Polish pals get the question? 

Probably not.2* 

 

Reversing the screw by looking at Swedish names in Finland provides for once the odd notion that 

Finland is, for once, several generations ahead of Sweden. Having a Swedish surname in Finland does 

not necessarily bear any connection to Finland-Swedishness, although historically the names are 

obviously of Swedish origin and are for many Finns the only remaining link to Swedish ancestry. The 

likes of Karlsson, Nyman, Granlund, Ekfors, Andersson are among the most common surnames in 

Finland.3 Again, we need to stay clear of generalisations and of picketing value fences around 

people’s names as identity bearers. But all the same, because a name can become the sole 

differentiator in the eyes of other people, it can, from childhood onwards, establish your own 

connection to your background, including the old country and its languages. Hanna’s father grew up 

as an adoptee in a Swedish family: 

                                                            
1 Ekwall, Anita and Karlsson, Svenolof, Mötet – svenskt och finskt (Stockholm, 1999), p. 47. 
2 Alakoski, Susanna, Oktober i fattigsverige (Stockholm, 2012), p. 222. 
3 Avoindata.fi, Väestötietojärjestelmän suomalaisten nimiaineistot. 
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Hanna: När han blev adopterad ville dom 

att han skulle byta namn, till ett svenskt 

namn. Då har han tagit och ristat in sitt 

namn på sin hud, som en slags 

manifestation. Ändå att ingen skulle se 

det, att han inte förstörde något men det 

ändå fanns där. Han fick slåss för det, han 

fick stryk för det men han fick behålla sitt 

finska namn – men dom ville verkligen att 

han skulle heta Gustafsson. 

 

Hanna: When he was adopted they 

wanted him to change name, to a Swedish 

name. He had taken and carved his name 

on his skin, like a manifestation. So that 

nobody would see it, that he wasn’t 

destroying anything but that it still was 

there. He had to fight for it, he got beaten 

up because of it, but he was allowed to 

keep his Finnish name – but they really 

wanted his name to be Gustafsson. 

Nearly all informants talked about family members and childhood friends having changed names. For 

married women this has traditionally been natural, often also enabling and signalling a shift in identity 

for mixed marriages and first-generation emigrants towards the general population culture and 

identity, be that the traditional male or majority culture. 

Vera: Utifrån hennes perspektiv så förstår 

jag hennes val så klart, man är van att 

lyssna på auktoriteter och vad auktoriteter 

sedan drog paralleller till 

tornedalsfinnarna som inte fick prata 

finska på rasten och dom fick stryk med 

linjal. Väldigt mycket med detta att det 

var dåligt att visa sin finska bakgrund. Så 

hon gjorde det för vår skull och hon tog 

bort det här finska namnet som kunde 

förlöjligas, så det blev ett svenskt 

efternamn... hon beslöt verkligen rycka 

upp rötterna ordentligt. 

Vera: Out of her perspective I understand 

her choice obviously, you listen to 

authorities and the authorities drew 

parallels to the Tornedalian Finns who 

weren’t allowed to speak Finnish during 

recess and got beat up with rulers. A 

whole lot of all this that it was bad to show 

your Finnish background. So she did it on 

our behalf and she got rid of this Finnish 

which could be ridiculed, so it became a 

Swedish surname… she really decided to 

jerk up the roots once and for all. 

 

Exiting from one’s name is often the ultimate cutting of the tubes. For many it has also been, if not 

forced by the disdain of the general public, at least a relief. Hanna considered it in her teen years, 

simply to avoid being bullied: 

Hanna: Så kommer jag upp på högstadiet 

och då börjar det, då kom jag till en skola 

i stan där det fanns en någonslags mix. Då 

kom det finnar, jugoslaver, alla möjliga. 

Då upphörde all mobbning, allt, det var 

över. För att det inte var en Johansson 

som var dominant längre. Och allt det 

andra var över, allt ifrågasättande var 

över. Det var en chock. Jag var alltid 

beredd. Jag vet att jag tänkte att jag skulle 

byta efternamn, när jag skulle börja i stan, 

då tänkte jag att jag inte orkar med detta. 

Då var jag tolv eller tretton, så går jag till 

min pappa och säger att jag ska göra det 

och han blev ju lite ledsen på det, att jag 

funderade på det. Sedan var jag beredd att 

göra det. Men så försvann det. Jag 

behövde aldrig göra det, då började 

liksom identiteten växa till något positivt. 

Hanna: I start seventh grade and that’s 

when it begins, I start in a school in town 

where there was a kind of mix. Finns 

came there, Yugoslavs, all kinds. That’s 

when all bullying ceased, everything, it 

was over. Because that’s where a 

Johansson wasn’t dominating any longer. 

And all the other stuff was over, all 

questioning was over. It was a shock. I 

was always prepared. I knew that I was 

going to change surname when I began in 
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town, I thought that I couldn’t take it 

anymore. I was twelve or thirteen, I go to 

my dad and told him that I was doing it, 

he of course got a bit sad, that I was 

thinking about it. I was prepared to do it. 

But then it disappeared. I never needed to 

do it, and that’s when the identity started 

to grow into something positive. 

 

Most second-generation Sweden-Finnish women who have become public figures, such as Nanna 

Huolman and Susanna Alakoski, have opted to keep their Finnish names. The actress Tanja Lorenzon 

brought out the changes in name in her monologue Mormors svarta ögon, in which she riffed on her 

personal Sweden-Finnish background. She lists all the surnames she has had, signalling also changes 

in her identity process: 

Annika: Jag kan gå långa perioder och tro 

att jag är svensk. Har du sett Tanja 

Lorenzons föreställning? 

K: Nej, men jag tänker se den i morgon. 

Annika: Hon skriver upp sitt namn, vilka 

namn hon har använt för att prova sin 

identitet. En sådan lång jävla rad, så där 

har jag också hållit på, för att vara helt 

svensk, för att slippa det finska jucket.  

 

Annika: I can go on long periods 

believing that I am Swedish. Have you 

seen Tanja Lorenzon’s play? 

K: No, but I am going tomorrow. 

Annika: She writes down her name, the 

names she has had to prove her identity. 

It’s such a damned long list, and I have 

done that too. My name has been 

completely Swedish, to avoid the Finnish 

bump and grinding. 

Christening or giving your own children names displayed for most a combination between the rational 

and emotional. Although the spouse might be Swedish, and the family language Swedish, and the 

children never learned Swedish, their names are typically neutral, not pointing towards Finland, but 

"doable" within Finnish as well: 

Vera: Jag vill inte bli helt avvisad, jag vill 

hänga mig fast så mycket jag kan. Sedan 

är det när man får egna barn, och dom... 

att dom har en finsk mormor, och jag ser 

att dom är helt svenska... Elina fick ett 

finskt familjenamn som fanns. Jag kunde 

inte ge henne ett svenskt namn. Så pass 

finsk kände jag mig. 

 

Vera: I don’t want to be totally dismissed, 

I want to cling onto it as much as I can. 

Then when you have children on your 

own, and they… that they had a Finnish 

grandmother, and I see that they are 

totally Swedish… Elina got a Finnish 

name from family history. I couldn’t give 

her a Swedish name. I felt that much 

Finnish.  

The same applies to surnames. This clearly demonstrates that having a Finnish surname is no longer 

anything inflicting shame:  

Keijo: Och jag är så stolt att mina barn har 

ett finskt efternamn. Dom har svenska 

förnamn, men dom har fan ett finskt 

efternamn. 

Keijo: And I am so proud that my children 

have a Finnish surname. They have 

Swedish first names but, damn, they have 

a Finnish surname. 
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Having a Finnish name in Sweden might be considered an asset in some circles. Nearly all musicians 

with Sweden-Finnish roots that I have encountered have now opted to keep the Finnish names, 

although the Finnish connexion has not been very pronounced. Frida Hyvönen’s grandfather was 

Finnish. Mikael Bengtsson’s mother’s surname was Järvi and his artistic name is Juni Järvi. One of 

Sweden’s most prominent rock vocalists is Ola Salo, who has no Finnish background but picked his 

artist’s moniker as a palindrome of his second name, Ola, his full name being Rolf Ola Anders 

Svensson. The reality, however, in the trenches of everyday existence and dealing with state officials 

as well as, quite often, with respect to language and class issues rendered a different experience: 

Markku: Heitetään vaan jotain tuonne 

sekaan. Kyllä se vähän semmoista on 

ollut. Vittu isännälläkin oli saatana Arto, 

luki kaikissa vitun papereissa, kun katsoin 

sen papereita kun se oli kuollut. 

Uurnaankin luki Arto, se oli Arvo saatana, 

ei se ikinä vaihtanut sitä. Puolet papereista 

oli väärillä… se on vittu ihan eri nimi. 

Minun nimi on Markku, minulla on vittu 

kaikissa papereissa aina Mark. Sehän on 

ihan eri nimi. 

K: Minä olin K-a-j, tai jopa C-a-j. Kaj. 

Markku: Ei ole saanut olla edes oma nimi! 

Ollaan me surkeaa porukkaa, eikä olla 

vaadittu sitä. Vaikka kuka kysyy. Eikä 

ikinä sanota Markku med två k och ett u, 

vaan sanoo Markku, sitten vittu antaa olla. 

Sanoo sukunimenkin, niin ääntää sen 

ruotsiksi ja väärin, vaan että helpottaa. 

Sitten ne kirjoittaa monta ylimääräistä t-

kirjainta, koska suomessa niitä on.   

K: Yksi sinun one-linereita oli skriv vad 

du vill, men jag säger mitt namn bara en 

gång. 

Markku: Niinhän se on, eihän sitä välitä 

enää. Eikö se ole aika pahasti mennyt 

silloin, kun ei enää välitä minkä niminen 

on? Vittu laita mitä haluat, kunhan kirje 

tulee tänne. Ei haittaa. Terjo Pirttu luki 

kerran minun äidin kirjeessä, se sai 

kunnalta kirjeen. Se oli vissiin siellä 

töissä, Pirjo Terttu sen nimi oli. Terjo 

Pirttu. Ei haittaa, joo. 

Markku: Let’s just throw in something 

there. It has been a bit like that. Fuck the 

old man had fucking Arto written on 

every damn paper, when I looked at his 

papers after his death. Even on the urn it 

said Arto, shit when it was Arvo for real. 

Half of the papers had the wrong name… 

fuck it’s a completely different name. My 

name is Markku, still all the papers have 

Mark on them. That’s a different name 

altogether. 

K: I was K-a-j, or even C-a-j. 

Kaj.[Swedish pronounciation] 

Markku: Haven’t even had our own 

names! We are such lousy people, and we 

haven’t demanded it. No matter who 

would ask. You never say Markku with 

two k’s and a u, you just say Markku, then 

you just let the shit be. With the surname, 

you pronounce it in Swedish and wrong, 

just to make it easier. Then they put in 

many extra t’s,   because it is Finnish. 

K: One of your one-liners was write what 

you want, but I’ll only say my name once. 

Markku: That’s the way it goes, you just 

don’t care any more. Isn’t it quite bad 

when you don’t even care what your name 

is? Fuck write what you want, as long as 

the letter gets here. No matter. Terjo Pirttu 

it said once in a letter to my mother from 

the municipality. She worked there, and 

Pirjo Terttu was her name. Terjo Pirttu. 

Doesn’t matter, no. 

 

Markku mentioned that he had received a letter himself under the name Ramsan Nizza Medin, which 

is in its Arabic/French form is so far off that the original is totally obliterated. The rights to one’s 
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language might be a tall order in a society (or attitude climate), which fails to respect individuals on 

a first and surname basis. The significance of names as identity markers within multicultural societies 

and minorities is widely acknowledged, but quite often the focus remains on the individuals 

themselves naming places and people, as in how the newcomers adapt to, and transform, the majority 

language and culture.4 This majority perspective is symptomatic, mirroring the status of the language 

and culture. 

Research, the supposed ‘common good’, and also (ultimately) minority identities themselves would 

benefit more if the language and coded uses of the majority were to be scrutinised more thoroughly 

in this respect. In other words, it would be helpful to have a discussion and assessment of how Nizza 

Medin exists in its particular context, rather than looking solely at Nizza’s take on Swedish. I cannot 

help myself, but much of this brings to mind a village idiot in the Finnish municipality of Pihtipudas, 

who during a summer swim in the lake last century discovered that some loose herding pigs had eaten 

his food and soiled the clothes that he had left on the shore. The village idiot promptly marched to 

the nearest house, where he started to kick and beat the farm pigs penned calmly within the fences. 

When the farmer heard the ruckus from the pig fence, he naturally demanded to know why the village 

idiot was going berserk in the pig fence. "The pigs ate my food and ruined my clothes", was the reply. 

"But surely", the farmer explained, "it couldn’t have been our pigs, they have been fenced in all 

summer". "I don’t care. Let them sort it out among themselves." The point is here not drawing 

analogies about majority individuals being simpletons or minorities as farm animals, but it is often 

more effective to challenge the powers-that-be and forces-at-work in order to promote change, as 

opposed to demanding that these individuals and groups rally among themselves. Obviously, all 

minorities and collectives bear responsivities themselves, but the train of progress will always come 

to a standstill at each station if the prevailing climate of attitudes will not allow people to recognise 

and facilitate change. We have seen this in the civil right movements for the causes of women and 

sexual minorities. Therefore, the comments of, for instance, the leader of the Liberal People’s Party 

in Sweden Jan Björklund should be taken seriously. From within the Swedish government, prior to 

the election in 2014, Björklund stated that it was easy to set up Finnish schools in Sweden and stressed 

the responsibility of the minority itself to establish the means for their own education.5 This indicates 

not only lack of equal respect but also, let us say, a certain degree of ‘village’ idiosyncrasy. Along 

similar lines, in 2014 the prime minister to be, Stefan Löfven of the social democrats, commented 

                                                            
4 See, for example, the Swedish Institute for Language and Folklore research project Det mångkulturella Sveriges 

onomastikon eller Nya svenskars namn.  
5 Sveriges Radio, Jan Björklund (FP): Minoriteterna måste ta ansvar för lärarutbildningen, 21 August 2014. 
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that schools should facilitate integration, not segregation. The argument ran that Sweden needed no 

more language schools and that the municipalities should be allowed to decide for themselves whether 

new schools were necessary. As it happens, Löfven needed to clarify his position the very same day, 

commenting: "But obviously our national minorities should be allowed to conduct education in their 

respective minority languages."6 In an interview with the Swedish radio, the senior linguist, Tove 

Skutnabb-Kangas responded to this suggestion as follows: 

"It would seem that Löfven hardly knows anything about these things. He should be informed and we should hope 

that information helps. But information does not always help, it is about the use of power."7* 

 

A Different Class 

The concept of seeing Sweden-Finns as manual labourers and, consequently, of regarding the second 

generation as having a working-class background is obviously an oversimplification, especially in so 

far as it accounts for Finnish immigrants over the past four decades. Presently the younger Sweden-

Finns are (statistically speaking) highly educated, though not to the level of the general population, 

which is hardly a surprise since we know that education and class tend to run in the family.8 However, 

the sizeable immigration wave up until the mid-70’s meant that more than 5 % of the Finnish 

workforce at the time were working and living in Sweden.9 The bulk of this immigrant group was 

young, uneducated and proletarian. In 1979, Altti Majava of the Finnish Employment Ministry 

described the phenomenon as follows: 

When depicting the emigrants it can noted that they have received less than average education and 

professional training. Additionally, they seem more often than average to have been raised in incomplete 

families and in homes with economic difficulties. Estrangement is very common among those who have 

already moved to Sweden, which might have already existed prior to the emigration. All in all, the 

information on the characteristics and surroundings of the emigrants provide a portrait of a so-called less 

privileged group – at least when it comes to details concerning material well-being. Individual 

background factors resulting in emigration might be resulted from individually feeling as having received 

a lesser share in one or several respects than your otherwise comparable piers.  This disadvantage cannot 

be corrected on your own in the home region. To move into an environment where the circumstances 

seem brighter anyhow, is a sign of entrepreneurship – a quality which is not as such included in the 

portrait of the less privileged.10* 

 

                                                            
6 Sveriges Radio, Stefan Löfven (S) vill inte se fler språkskolor, 19 August 2014. 
7 Sveriges Radio, Tutkija lyttää Löfvenin puheet segregaatiosta, 2 October 2014.  
8 Kivinen, Hedman and Kaipainen, Koulutusmahdollisuuksien yhdenvertaisuus Suomessa, Yhteiskuntapolitiikka 77 

(2012), pp. 559-566. 
9 Finnish minister of employment Aalto in Munter, Arja (ed.), Ruotsiin muuton ongelmat (Turku, 1978), p. 4. 
10 in Munter, pp. 32-33. 
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In 1972-1973, two thirds of the Sweden-Finns worked within industry or machinery and 13 % were 

employed within the domains of maintenance and service.11 Among those labelled "adventurer" 

emigrants in many studies (e.g. Kuosmanen 2001), the number of early pensioners who were 

unemployed and incapable of work was twice as high for the Sweden-Finnish cohort as it was for the 

general population in the early 70’s.12 These would add up to another ten percent of the migrants from 

Finland. In 1970, ten percent of the Sweden-Finns worked within administration, finances, technical 

fields, natural sciences. The number of Swedes in the same fields was 56 %.13 Leiniö (1974) 

differentiated three social and professional categories: the first includes directors and higher-ranking 

officials; the second, professions such as farmers, entrepreneurs, office workers and civil servants; 

and the third category the rest, such as manual labourers and factory workers.14 

                Sweden-Finns                  Swedes 

Social group I 3.6    9.4 

Social group II 18.8   41.3 

Social group III 77.5   49.3 

Most "adult" Sweden-Finns in the 70’s were in their early twenties, had no Swedish skills, and came 

from rural surroundings with a maximum of eight years of elementary school behind them. Sweden-

Finnishness is clearly then, connected to class. Nielsen and Alakoski wrote the following on the issue: 

"Class facilitates differences in power, status, wages, living conditions, working conditions and 

environments. But still, there are some who deny the existence of class."15 Nielsen and Alakoski stress 

on the importance of gender in the issue: "The question is who will write their history? That is why 

we must discuss class."16 Marx defined class in relation to production, and many later sociologists to 

economic positions, but for our purposes it remains elemental to see the connection and combination 

of ethnicity and class. While we were discussing the issue, Johanna contrasted this industrial and 

proletarian past quite directly against the following decades, in terms of both internal and external 

views of Sweden-Finnishness: 

  

                                                            
11 Jaakkola, Magdalena, Siirtolaiselämää – Tutkimus ruotsinsuomalaisista siirtolaisyhteisönä (Vammala, 1984), p. 2. 
12 Leiniö, in Munter, p. 146. 
13 Korkiasaari, Jouni, Ruotsista Suomeen vuosina 1980 – 81 palanneet (Turku, 1983), p. 175. 
14 in Munter, p. 146. 
15 Alakoski, Susanna and Nielsen, Karin, Tala om klass (Stockholm, 2007), p. 7.  
16 ibid. 
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Johanna: Eikä olla mitään herroja ja 

narreja, kyllä se minussa elää vahvasti. 

Minua suoraan sanoen vitutti, kun luin 

LO:n kirjan ja siinä yksi nainen kertoi kun 

oli Volvon tehtailla, niin tinnerillä pyyhki 

Volvon auton alaosia. Kun se oli 7:llä 

kuulla raskaana, ne joutui antamaan sille 

pienen pallin, että se pystyi siinä istumaan 

sen mahansa kanssa. Eikä minkäänlaisia 

suojajuttuja eikä hengitysmaskia. Nämä 

samat aineet pidetään nyt bensa-asemalla 

tuuletuskaapeissa, niitä ei saa edes pitää 

liikkeessä, vaikka ne on purkeissa. Tästä 

ei ole kuin 40 vuotta aikaa, se oli 70-

luvulla. Näin ruotsinsuomalaiset teki. 

Miten Ruotsi on esimerkiksi näitä 

romaneja väkisin tehnyt abortteja ja 

kastroinut, kyllähän tämä on aika vulgaari 

maa ollut vähemmistöille. Tässä on sekin 

juttu mikä on tärkeää, että näistä jutuista 

ei puhuta. Eikä vähemmistöistä, eikä 

niistä jotka ovat tehneet kaikki paskatyöt 

ja vaaralliset työt. Nyt minä vähän 

pudotin langan tässä nyt. 

K: Ei ollenkaan, päinvastoin pääset 

asiaan. 

 

Johanna: And we are not masters or 

jesters, this lives strongly in me. I was 

frankly speaking pissed off, after I read 

the LO Union book, and one woman told 

that she had been pregnant and working at 

the Volvo car factory, wiping off the 

lower parts of the Volvo cars with thinner. 

When she was six months pregnant, they 

had to give her a small stool, that she 

could sit with her belly. And no protection 

gear or breathing masks. The same 

substances are now kept in ventilated 

lockers at petrol stations, you can’t even 

have them indoors, although they are in 

containers. This is only forty years ago, in 

the 70’s. This is what the Sweden-Finns 

did. How Sweden has for example forced 

abortions on the Romani people and 

castrated them, this has been a quite 

vulgar country for the minorities. There is 

also the important thing, that these things 

are not discussed. Nor the minorities, nor 

those who have done all the shitty and 

dangerous work. Now I dropped the 

thread here a bit. 

K: Not at all, on the contrary you’re 

getting to the point. 

 

Johanna continued to discuss how this has led to self-blame and self-betrayal for the second 

generation, when the choices were made when you were a child. And that the parent generation mostly 

followed official instructions when, for example, it came to language and school issues. 

Johanna: Kaikkeenhan on aina syy ja liian 

usein etsitään itsestä syytä ja omasta 

perheestä ja vanhemmista. Luulen kanssa, 

että jos tunnet ja tiedät, että olet 

menettänyt jotain suurta, mutta et tiedä 

tasan tarkkaan mitä olet menettänyt, niin 

se epätietoisuus herättää hirveästi 

ristiriitaisia tunteita. Kuka minä olisin 

voinut olla, miten minä olisin voinut 

pärjätä, mitä minä olisin voinut tehdä jos 

minulla olisi ollut se? Miten minun elämä 

olisi voinut olla erilainen? Siihen herää 

sellainen hirveän vahva jossittelu, joka 

minun mielestä voi häiritä elämistä ja 

realiteettia vahvasti. Minulla on ollut 

vahvasti ympärillä muita 

ruotsinsuomalaisia, joilla on aika 

itsestään selvästi selvää tämä 

suomalaisuus itsessään. Minun puoleeni 

on kääntynyt paljon ihmisiä, olen saanut 

paljon meiliä, palautetta ja paljon käsin 

kirjoitettuja kirjeitä, ihan sotalapsista 

saakka. Paljon palautetta ja kuullut paljon 

surullisia kertomuksia. Minua harmittaa 

niiden puolesta. Se on tosi harmillista. 

Lähiöelämä täällä on samanlaista kuin 

muualla, mutta sen näkee, että tänne on 

tultu tehdastöihin ja se on ollut 

kolmivuorotyötä ja kovaa. On pitänyt 

oppia kieli ja asiat ei mennytkään niin 

kuin luuli. Että tämä on jokin unelmien 

maa, jossa saat hienon auton ja kaikkea. 

Se katkeruus ja ulkopuolisuus johtaa 

alkoholismiin ja sitten se johtaa siihen, 

että lapset ei ehkä… kyllähän siitä näkee 

tämän koko kuvan, että mitä se on ollut 

monelle – ei kaikille. 

Johanna: There is always a reason for 

everything and too often people are 

accusing themselves and their family and 

parents. I also think that if you feel and 

acknowledge that you have lost 

something big, but you don’t precisely 

know what it is, then that uncertainty will 
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evoke plenty of conflicting thoughts. Who 

could I have been, how would I have 

managed, what could I have done if I 

would have had it? How could my life 

have been different? The speculation that 

arises is so strong, and I feel that it can 

disturb your life and reality a great deal. I 

have been strongly surrounded by other 

Sweden-Finns, for whom this Finnishness 

is self-evidently clear in them. Lots of 

people have turned to me, I have received 

lots of email, response and lots of 

handwritten letters, all the way from war 

children. Lots of response and lots of sad 

stories. I feel so sad for them. It’s really 

sad. 

Life in the suburbs has been the same as 

elsewhere, but you can see that people 

came here to work in the factories and it’s 

been in three shifts and tough. You have 

had to learn the language and things didn’t 

turn out the way you had expected. That 

this would be a dream country, where you 

would get a nice car and everything. That 

bitterness and exclusion lead to 

alcoholism and this leads to that your 

children might not… you can see the big 

picture here, what it has been for many – 

but not for everybody.  

Although education is no indicator of human greatness, it is interesting to compare Sweden-Finnish 

education levels to those of both Sweden and Finland, particularly in the defining times of the 70’s. 

These statistics are from Leiniö’s summaries of the Swedish Institute of Social Research (1973) and 

the search engine of Statistics Finland (for the year 1975): 

   Sweden-Finns Swedes Finns  

max. 6 years of school  23.9  11.4 

Secondary (lukio/gymnasiet) 7.2  10.4 above 10  

University   0.7  5.1 5.117 

 

Although comparing the figures between the two countries is not straightforward, the unquestionable 

beef of the matter lies in the simple observation that the education level of Sweden-Finns was clearly 

below average in both countries. Alakoski wrote the following of the studies among working-class 

Swedes. 

When I was a child, four-five percent of the working-class children proceeded to higher studies. The 

number went up to seven percent, to reach the staggering heights of almost ten percent. The number has 

descended since then. I do not how it is today, but to make an educational journey in Sweden is not a 

simple thing. How many university students do five, six percent make out of the young university 

population? These few people are not very likely to apply to the same institutions, or the same cities, so 

if you calculate a little further, it becomes apparent that the class journeyer is probably quite a lonely 

person, within the institution, study group and the city.18*  

 

This certainly applies not only to the bildnings- or klassresa (the Swedish term klassresa, class 

journey, depicts one’s climb on the social ladder) for the general population, but particularly well for 

                                                            
17 In the Finnish statistics, people above 15 are included and the number includes all primary education. Statistics Finland, 

Koulutus Suomessa: yhä enemmän ja yhä useammalle, 12 November 2007.   
18 Alakoski, p. 182. 
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present-day Sweden-Finns: the participants in the current study have mainly started their own races, 

and their quests from personal motivations and perhaps found the collective dimensions later on.  

Outi: Hela universitetstiden, jag bara går 

in, kör mitt race, kör järnet, så där mega 

på att plugga och sedan bara sticka 

därifrån. Jag kan liksom inte stanna kvar 

eller tillhöra, du vet. För jag tillhör inte, 

utan det krävs att man bygger upp någon 

slags, att det finns drivkraft så att man 

håller i gång. Men också att man bygger 

upp en styrka i sig själv. Eller att man 

pallar den ensamheten som det ändå 

innebär. Även om man är med andra så är 

det en ensamhet, liksom. Men den har 

blivit så normal liksom, det är ingenting 

jag egentligen… det bara är så. Det är 

ingenting som jag ser som ett problem, 

egentligen, fast det är det på många sätt. 

Det är ingenting som jag vill ifrån, heller. 

Jag vet inte. Det är skitsvårt. Men det är 

stort, det är säkert en himla kompass. Det 

har styrt väldigt mycket, fast man tror att 

man själv kan styra över det, men det har 

säkert styrt och bestämt mycket i livet. 

Handlingar, vad man gör, inte gör. Hur 

man beter sig, personlighet, allt i olika 

sammanhang. 

Outi: The whole time at university, I only 

get in, run my race, really hard, megahard 

studying and then just get out of there. I 

just can’t stay put or belong, you know. 

Because I don’t belong, it’s more like 

something is required, that there is a 

driving force which keeps you going. But 

also that you build a strength within 

yourself. Or that you can bear that 

loneliness, which inevitably comes with 

it. Although you are with others, it is still 

a kind of loneliness. But it has become so 

normal, it’s nothing I really... that’s just 

the way it is. It’s not a problem for me, 

really, although it is in many different 

ways. It’s not anything I want away from, 

either. I don’t know. It’s hard as hell. But 

it is big, it surely is a huge compass. It has 

steered a lot, although you think that you 

steer yourself, but it surely has steered and 

decided a lot in life. Your actions, what 

you do and don’t do. How you act, 

personality, everything in different 

situations. 

 

The comments of Outi here exemplify the strengths and merits in feeling excluded, having a differing 

sense of the self and identity. This loneliness has more or less defined the nineties and early noughties 

for the class-voyaging Sweden-Finns, the loneliness of long-distance runners. In Finland, the situation 

has been different. The number of university students grew exponentially after the 1960’s: 

 

Figure 6.1. Finns with academic education by 2005.19 

                                                            
19 Statistics Finland, Koulutus Suomessa: yhä enemmän ja yhä useammalle, 12 November 2007.  
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If we more closely look at the statistics of academic studies in Finland, we note that with regard to, 

for instance, the age group born in 1976 compromising 67,000, more than half had the matriculation 

examination and 16.7 % participated in academic studies before the age 24. The odds ratio of having 

(or not having) academic parents had more than halved in comparison with the age group born in 

1946, and it was 8.2 for those born in 1966. That ratio sank also in Finland, and it has risen slightly 

in the last studied age group of those born in 1986 to 6.8.20 Although having 5-10 times less likelihood 

of advancing to academic studies remains an absolute figure, because the openings within further 

studies expanded exponentially within the later twentieth century, during that period there were plenty 

of university students with a working class and rural background.  

This split signals a shift in Finnish society where the academic becomes the norm. Without tapping 

into socio-economics and the distribution of wealth, we must still note that having an academic 

education is no longer "the same" – especially in terms of social lift – as it was in the last century. It 

is also noteworthy that the academic choices of the children of the working class tend to be directed 

towards lesser lucrative and white collared spheres such as, for instance, the humanities and natural 

sciences. The differences in earnings between the highly educated present workforce and the previous 

workforce are in this respect insignificant. Jukka-Pekka noted that our parents’ generation often lived 

in new houses, owned summer houses, new cars and the rest of it by the time they were thirty, whereas 

his generation of cultural workers and teachers cannot afford even to dream of that. With regard to 

the Sweden-Finnish second generation and those pupils returning to Finland, I would suspect the 

academic education within this group would be as astonishing in a positive fashion as the dire self-

image had been as its negative mirror in earlier times (Birgerstam-Ouvinen, 1984). Bilingualism, 

having family ties that bind, valuing education, the more evaporative class system in Finland have 

contributed to this. 

Desolation Boulevard 

One aspect of the life stories in the current study, which at first seemed like a curiosity, turned out to 

pop up in nearly all conversations. The informants mentioned how some basic choices during their 

life-trajectories, and particularly decisions concerning studies and work, were almost taken in their 

stride, as if by chance. The outcome is that they outlined a number of factors which appeared to be 

directly linked to Sweden-Finnishness:  

                                                            
20 Kivinen, Hedman, Kaipainen, p. 561. 
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 From today’s perspective, parental guidance was negligibly represented (if not non-

existent). 

 There was a lack of knowledge of the possibilities within education and a tendency to 

emphasise work.  

 In the latter part of the last century, post-war Swedish society, with its folkhem mentality, 

also encouraged, valued and provided competitive salaries through physical work. 

 The Sweden-Finnish collective remained very work oriented. 

 In many Sweden-Finnish families, the children had been largely taking care of the dealings 

with officials and paperwork, due to the limited Swedish skills of the parents. 

 Immigrant statuses, class, and segregation all exerted considerable influence on the cohort. 

Alakoski writes about the klassresa, luck and coincidence: 

But where should I find that other class voyager, if there was one, right there at the department of social 

work at Gothenburg University in the early 80’s? 

. . .  

When I got the question what has enabled my authorship, I answered: study loans and luck. Actually I 

have written since I was a child. Since childhood I have known that I am drawn to words, to the stories, 

like others are drawn into music, images, but also that this formed a silence within me. Instead I helplessly 

collected material, and the silence has reminded itself as diffused crustling, sometimes brain clatter, 

bodily noises, sometimes pistol shots through the brain. 

I got a travel typewriter. 

Later on I got a stolen IBM, with typeball and built in correction fluid. 

And I wrote and I wrote. 

Still, when I started a writing course in Skurup 1988 I did not show anybody what I wrote.  We got 

assignments and I wrote the assignments to avoid writing.21* 

 

Positive reinforcement can expurgate monsters. In many cases, a few encouraging comments from 

youth centre workers and teachers, friends and partners later on in adult life, have taken individuals 

way beyond their own limited horizons.  

Paavo: Minä ajattelin että vaihdan nimen. 

Se oli tavallaan myös identiteetin 

vaihtaminen myös, jätin tavallaan sen 

rokkariäijän, aloin uutta elämää Lindan 

kanssa. Linda on enemmän strukturerad, 

se sai minut ylipäätänsä opiskelemaan. 

K: Missä järjestyksessä ja miten nämä 

tapahtui vai samaan aikaan? 

 

                                                            
21 Alakoski, pp. 184-185. 

Paavo: Poika syntyi, nimenvaihto jne. 

[…] 

Tein töitä siivojana ja opiskelin samaan 

aikaan. Luin sen treårig humanistisk 

samhällsvetenskaplig linje että pääsen 

jonnekin yliopistoon. Sen kautta sitten, ei 

minulla ollut mitään suunnitelmaa, 

halusin vain tehdä jotakin. Sitten Lindan 

kautta se tuli paljon, plugga vidare, 

plugga vidare. Ei minulla ollut 
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itseluottamusta että olisin voinut lähteä 

opettajaksi. 

Paavo: I thought that I would change my 

name. In a sense it was also changing 

identity, I kind of left the rocker geezer, I 

started a new life with Linda. Linda is 

more structured, she is the one who got 

me studying in the first place. 

K: In what order did these things happen 

or was it simultaneously? 

Paavo: My son was born, the name 

change and so on. […] I worked as a 

cleaner and studied at the same time. I 

took the three-year humanistic and social 

sciences programme so that I could apply 

to universities. Through that, I didn’t have 

a plan, I just wanted to do something. A 

lot of it came through Linda, keep 

studying, keep studying. I didn’t have the 

self-confidence that I could have become 

a teacher. 

*** 

Mikko: Keväällä 99 oli ilmoitus 

paikallislehdessä että haetaan 

kaksikielisiä nuoria, nuorempia henkilöitä 

tällaiseen toimittajakoulutukseen. Se oli 

tarkoitettu kaksikielisille tyypeille joilla 

ei välttämättä ole työpaikkaa tällä 

hetkellä. Silloinen tyttöystäväni, 

nykyinen vaimoni sanoi, että haepa tuota. 

Minä olin että vitut. 

K: Miksi? 

Mikko: Vittu, minä että vittu mitä minä 

jonnekin mediaan pelleilleen? Se oli 

jotenkin ajatusmaailma niin rajoittunut, 

että en minä pystynyt edes ajatteleen, että 

minä olisin niin kuin muualla kuin jossain 

koulumaailmassa tai rakennus… että se 

maailma oli tosi pieni. Sitten minä 

kuitenkin laitoin hakemuksen meneen 

sinne ja pääsin haastatteluun. Meitä oli 

siellä jotain parikymmentä tyyppiä ja 

koulutukseen oli viisi paikkaa. Jotenkin 

tällainen kilpailuvietti siinä syntyi kun 

oltiin siellä lukaalissa parikymmentä 

henkeä ja viisi paikkaa oli jaossa. Sitten 

minä katsoin sitä ryhmää siinä huoneessa 

ja minä että vittu kyllä minä nyt näistä 

olen ylivoimaisesti se, kenen pitää saada 

yksi paikka tästä. Jos tämä on se jengi, 

niin kyllä minulle yksi paikka tulee siitä. 

Ja sitten siinä kävi niin että sain yhden 

näistä paikoista. 

Mikko: In the spring of ’99 there was an 

advert in the local newspaper that they are 

seeking bilingual young, younger people 

for a journalistic education. It was meant 

for bilingual people, who didn’t 

necessarily have a job at the time. My 

girlfriend back then, my present wife, told 

me to apply. I said fuck that. 

K: Why? 

Mikko: Fuck, I was like why the fuck 

should I go mess around in media? 

Somehow the borders of imagination 

were so narrow, that I couldn’t even 

imagine being anywhere else besides 

schools or construction... that world was 

so small. I still put in the application and 

got to the interview. There were around 

twenty of us and there were five openings. 

Somehow a competitive streak awoke, 

with twenty there and five openings. I 

looked at the group in the room and I 

thought, fuck if there’s anybody in here 

that should get the place, that would be 

me. If this is the gang, I should get one of 

the places. And that’s what happened, I 

got one place. 

*** 

Emma: Välillä oli vaikeaa, oli sellaisia 

aikoja, että olin masentunut. Luulen, että 

se johtui tulevaisuudesta, että se oli 

tyhjää, ei ollut ketään, mitään esikuvia, 

että minne tästä lähtisi. Silloin minä 

muistan, että tykkäsin kuvaamataidosta ja 

että ne opettajat tykkäsi minusta. Se oli 

minun paikka, missä sain suunnan. Ne 

niinkö uppmuntrade, ne sanoi että sinulla 

on talang. Se oli se, ei missään muualla 

sanottu mitään. Ei ruotsin tunnilla, ei 

ranskan tunnilla. Siellä sain suunnan, 

tämä on jotain mitä voisi tehdä. Enemmän 

en tiennyt, se oli masentavaa, ei ollut 

aikuisia tai esikuvia Tenstassa, jota voisi 

katsoa että tuonne minä voisin haluta tai 

tuonne voisi pyrkiä. 

Emma: It was sometimes difficult, there 

were times that I was depressed. I think it 

was because of the future, it was empty, 

there was no body, no role models, 

nothing where to continue. Then I 

remember, that I liked arts and the 

teachers liked me. That was my place, 

where I got the direction. They 

encouraged, they said I had talent. That 

was it, nobody said anything elsewhere. 

Not in Swedish class, not in French class. 
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I got the direction there, this is something 

I could do. That was all I knew, it was 

depressing, there were no adults or role 

models in Tensta you could have looked 

at and think that you’d like to go there or 

apply there. 

 

It is noteworthy that nobody mentions taking an example, receiving a push from the collective since, 

as we have established, within the Sweden-Finnish community, which would have provided the 

second generation with fitting goggles, applicable tools, the role models and pathways did for these 

activities did not exist. Again, taking the exit provides a whole set of alternatives unfathomable to 

being Finnish in Sweden. Similarly in Finland, becoming fully Finnish rendered similar options to 

one’s peers. It would provide an interesting future study to compare the education level of second 

generation Sweden-Finns who have remained in Sweden to pupils, like myself, who returned to 

Finland.  I suspect the results would indicate that the returning pupils have gone on to even a higher 

level of education (regardless of the absolute value of education) than the general Finnish age-group. 

This is because education among the middle and working classes has had more intrinsic value in 

Finland, and the returning pupils have thus managed to utilise their bilingual background, possibly 

helped, too, by the boost it gives in the facilitation of ones learning abilities, and the opportunities 

provided by the new situation to integrate more fully with one’s peers. Not to exit, but to re-enter. 

Despite being Sweden-Finnish, but without having to address the psychological and identity 

aftermaths. In Sweden, it seems that for many second-generation Sweden-Finns, who were born in 

the 60’s and the earlier part of the 70’s, the combination of the ethnic background and concrete 

suburban jungle were factually sustained, reverberated and even amplified, thus the lower status has 

prevailed, hindering opportunities to take the educational road. 

Annika: Jag hade inga tankar om ’till’, jag 

hade bara tankar om ’bort’. Det var det 

enda jag kunde formulera, det var 

ordet ’bort’. Vart jag skulle till hade jag 

ingen aning om. 

K: Så är det när man är ung. 

Annika: Så är det när man är ung. Jag ville 

bara bort. När man kommer från lägre 

arbetarklassen är det också så att det finns 

ju inga drömmar. Det finns inte något att 

man ska bli något, aldrig så frågar någon 

om man ska bli något. Av syokonsulenter 

blir man hänvisad till dom kortaste 

utbildningarna. Dom säger aldrig att man 

ska bli läkare, psykolog eller att man ska 

få en akademisk utbildning, utan dom styr 

in på… dom styrde in mig också på en 

tvåårig linje. Det kunde inte vara mer fel, 

jag hoppade av efter två månader. Det var 

så fel, det var inget som angick mig. Jag 

hade så mycket kraft i mig, jag blommade 

inte liksom. 

Annika: I had no thoughts about ‘where’, 

I only had thoughts about ‘away’. That 

was the only word I could formulate, that 

was the word ‘away’. Where to, I had no 

idea about that. 

K: That’s what it’s like when you’re 

young. 

Annika: That’s what it’s like when you’re 

young. I just wanted away. When you 

come from the lower working class it is 

also so that there are no dreams. There is 

nothing that you can be something. The 
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career officers point you towards the 

shortest educations. They never say that 

you should be a doctor, psychologist or 

that you should get an academic 

education, rather, they guide you 

towards... they directed me too into a two-

year programme. It couldn’t have been 

more wrong, I dropped out after two 

months. It was so wrong, nothing which 

had with me to do. I had so much power 

in me, I just did not blossom out. 

 

The "way out" was a road to nowhere. The sense of desolation in these trajectories would seem alien 

to most Finns growing up in the late twentieth century, indicating a difference in perspectives. 

However, the same would certainly apply to middle class Swedes, in some degree even to Sweden-

Finns with a higher social background. 

Emma: Minulla oli sellainen tunne, että ei 

ole minkäänlaista tulevaisuuden toivoa. 

Uskon että sen takia että vanhemmilla, 

kaikki oli just tullut sinne, 

arbetsinvandring. Meillä ei ollut ketään, 

ketä ohjasi meitä tai näytti meille teitä. 

Olen syntynyt 76. Ketään ei näyttänyt 

meille, minne pitäisi lähteä ja miten. En 

edes tiennyt, että missä yliopisto oli, en 

edes tiennyt, että semmoista on. En 

tiennyt mitä se on, olin kuullut joskus sen 

sanan. Muistan, että tulevaisuus oli 

tyhjää. Kaikilla. 

Emma: I had a feeling that there was no 

kind of hope for the future. I believe it was 

because of the parents, everybody had 

moved there, labour migration. We had 

nobody, nobody to guide us or show us 

the way. I was born in ’76. Nobody 

showed us where to go or how. I didn’t 

know where the university was, or that it 

even existed. I didn’t know what it was, I 

had heard the word sometime. I remember 

that the future was empty. For everybody.  

 

University studies may have been picked up just as easily as taking a job at the local factory: 

Jukka-Pekka: Universitet var en 

tioårsplan för mig, som i Sovjetunionen. 

Jag behövde inte jobba eller bekymra mig 

för något i tio år. Jag tänkte inte alls att jag 

skulle få en akademisk utbildning. 

Jukka-Pekka: The university was a ten-

year-plan for me, just like in the Soviet 

Union. I didn’t need to work or worry 

about anything for ten years. I didn’t think 

at all that I was getting an academic 

education. 

 

For several participants, the road out was, indeed, education. However, there were siblings who 

ventured into other avenues. Mikael’s brother has been in and out of jail since the 80’s, he has 

previously been a "real mafia member". His cousins also have lived a life of crime, one cousin got an 

eight to ten-year sentence for smuggling in sixty kilos of methamphetamine into Sweden. Mikael 

recalls how his mother’s two-room flat was shared by him, three siblings, one girlfriend and three 

children. Six adults and three children. 
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Mikael: Jag var den enda som jobbade. 

Jag gick och städade. Det var precis efter 

gymnasiet. Jag har samma utgångspunkt, 

jag och brorsan. Jag har kollat på morsan 

och hon pajade sin rygg och sina armar 

och skit på Volvo. Sedan hamnade hon i 

en jävla arbetslöshet, städat också litet där 

emellanåt. Så har hon bara gått där 

arbetslös. Och hon kan inte ens ta på sig 

sina skor, du vet. Händerna är förstörda. 

Enda gången jag har snackat med brorsan 

på riktigt, satt vi i köket hos morsan. Då 

hade jag Nationalteatern på där. Jag vet 

inte vad det var, "tinnertrasan vandrade 

genom husen", något sådant. Så började 

han: shit dom här lyssnade vi på, vi hade 

det exakt så. Så frågade jag rakt på hur 

kom det sig att du valde och bli kriminell? 

"Jag kollade på mina föräldrar och jag ska 

inte bli så. Ska inte bli någon jävla 

knegare som går och förstör sin rygg åt 

någon annan." Jag har också haft exakt 

samma utgångspunkt. Jag ska fan inte bli 

den. Men han valde den vägen och jag 

tänkte man kan gå och plugga i stället. Jag 

är inte färdigpluggad, men jag har ju valt 

att hänga på universitet i stället. Även om 

man var ett jävla ufo där. Med sina jävla 

mjukisbyxor och så.  

 

Mikael: I was the only one working. I 

went and cleaned. It was right after 

school. I’ve got the same starting point, 

me and my brother. I’ve looked at my 

mom and she destroyed her back and arms 

and shit at Volvo. Then she ended up 

unemployed, she has been cleaning from 

time to time. But she’s been mostly 

unemployed. And she can hardly put her 

shoes on, you know. The hands are 

destroyed. The only time I have really 

talked with my brother, we sat in my 

mother’s kitchen. I had Nationalteatern 

[Swedish political progressive 70’s rock] 

on there. I don’t know what it was, "the 

thinner rag wandered from house to 

house", maybe. Then he said: shit, we 

used to listen to this, this is exactly how it 

was for us. I asked him straight out, how 

did it come about that you choose to 

become a criminal? "I looked at my 

parents and I wasn’t going to be that way. 

I’m not going to be a damned labourer, 

breaking my back for somebody else." 

I’ve had exactly the same starting point. 

Damn, I’m not going to be that way. But 

he chose that way and I thought that I 

could study instead. I’m not done 

studying yet, but I have chosen to hang at 

the university instead. Even though I was 

a damned UFO there. With those damned 

sweatpants on. 

 

Susanna Alakoski has written extensively about the Swedish klassresa, e.g. edited the anthology Tala 

om klass (2006) with Karin Nielsen, which focuses on rising social mobility for women. We are 

accustomed to reading predominantly male stories of climbing steadily upwards on the ladder of 

success, typified by Ingvar Kamprad, a bicyclist from rural Sweden who built the empire of IKEA 

with his own hands and buys recycled clothes in order to save money. The stories of women have 

been more reminiscent of Cinderella, as Maria Jansson22 points out, which entails that you have to 

adapt and not protrude. Most probably this is true for all underdogs or minority positions, but a 

Sweden-Finnish background most often not only included the social class, status, language, less 

infrastructures enabling social mobility but also the cultural "handicap" of coming from more direct, 

in-your-face and communication less anxious to conflicts. 

 

 

                                                            
22 Alakoski, Susanna and Nielsen, Karin (eds.), Tala om klass (Stockholm, 2007), pp. 68-69. 
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Elina: Givetvis är jag försvenskad på 

många sätt, men när jag behöver det så tar 

jag fram det där, rakheten. Jag har det nog 

mycket inom mig, för ibland reagerar folk 

på att jag är så rak. Då studsar dom till, då 

är det liksom kulturkrockar. 

Elina: Obviously I’m Swedified in many 

ways, but when I need it, I’ll take it out, 

the directness. I think I have plenty of it 

within me, because sometimes people 

react because I am so direct. They flinch, 

it’s like culture clashes. 

This not only underlines the underlying cultural differences between Sweden and Finland and 

different social classes; it also emphasises the differences in the times. Over the course of my frequent 

plummeting into Sweden-Finnishness in recent years, I have repeatedly found myself amazed at the 

direct and unvarnished rapport among first-generation Sweden-Finns, in particular. It often seems as 

if it comes from another time, and actually it does: it is a representation and preservation of what the 

(Finnish) working class was in the 70’s.  

Furthermore, as Alakoski points out, for the working class, social mobility is seldom premeditated: 

The class journey often has no plan. In my case there was only one word in my head as a child. Away. 

Away led me to overgrown paths in impenetrable woods, which all lead into walls. That is where the 

choice was made, right or left. Intuition was my only friend. And luck. And like I have said, that which 

we now call the National Board of Student Aid.23* 

 

The road to nowhere was within the school, sports, hobbies, the arts and several individuals spoke 

warmly about the youth centres: 

Elina: Vi fick ju massa ansvar, 

fritidsgården var en av dom största med 

resurser och engagerad personal, en stor 

lokal, fysiskt. Där fick vi sitta i en 

styrelse, för Rockcafét som var en annan 

lokal ute i skogen, ett litet hus. Och där 

bedrevs rockklubb, ansvarig för scen och 

disco, givetvis. Vi arrangerade disco och 

konserter med artister, Attentat var och 

spelade, den största artisten och cafe’-

verksamheten och sälja drickor och 

sådant. 

 

Elina: We got lots of responsibility, the 

youth centre was one of the biggest, with 

resources and an engaged staff, a big 

place, physically. We got to sit on a board, 

for the Rockcafé, which was another place 

out in the woods, a small house. And there 

was a rock club, with responsibilities for 

the stage and discos, naturally. We 

arranged discos and concerts with artists, 

Attentat was there to play as the biggest 

artist and the running of the café and 

selling beverages and so on. 

 

Although the school arrangements deserve more than a hefty serving of criticism, the significance of 

single teachers as beacons and positive feedback as a motivator has been significant: 

Annika: Sedan är det liksom en lärare som 

sade att du borde bli lärare. Från att tänka 

att man inte kan bli någonting, till att 

någon säger att du kan bli det som du 

                                                            
23 Alakoski, p. 185. 

avgudar just då. Sedan när jag blev äldre 

så blev det, det fanns en känd terapeut när 

jag var utexaminerad från högskolan 23, 

så hade vi handledningssituation, då var 
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hon inbjuden. Vi var så stolta för hon hade 

varit i TV och skrivit böcker. Vi 

presenterade oss och sitter i ring, då säger 

hon så här: "Jag heter", jag minns inte vad 

hon hette, hon är fortfarande rätt känd. 

Och hon pekar ut mig, och säger "att i det 

här rummet kan jag känna igen dig, för du 

har en sådan naturlig auktoritet." 

K: Oj! 

Annika: Och jag tycker inte jag sagt eller 

gjort något, så sade hon att du har 

någonting. En sådan sak, det lever jag på 

i tio år. Att hon, av alla människor, och 

mina arbetskamrater är mycket mer 

etablerade än mig. 

 

Annika: Then it’s like a teacher in the 4th-

6th grade who said that I should become a 

teacher. Going from thinking that you 

can’t be anything to being told that you 

can be the thing that you are worshipping 

right then. When I became older there was 

a well-known therapist when I had 

graduated from university at 23, she was 

invited to our counselling session. We 

were so proud because she had been on 

TV and written books. We presented 

ourselves and sat in a circle, and she says 

like this: "My name is", I forget her name 

now, she is still quite famous. And she 

points at me, saying "in this room I can 

recognise you, because you have such a 

natural authority." 

K: Gosh! 

Annika: And I don’t think I have said or 

done anything, and she said that you have 

something. Such a thing, I live ten years 

on that. That she, out of all people, and my 

workmates are far more established than 

me. 

 

Personally, I remain grateful to both the supportive positive outlook of my Swedish 5th and 6th grade 

teacher and the challenging and ‘taking-no-bull’ attitude of the teachers in Finnish secondary school. 

All attest, however, that Finnish education and Finnish teachers were more knowledge-orientated 

than their Swedish counterparts. I attribute this to the generation gap (the teachers were all ‘proper’ 

first-generation Finns), along with the cultural gap (the Swedish teachers and the second generation 

shared the same culture). An observation made in research among Sweden-Finnish children was that 

many Sweden-Finnish children misread the kindness expressed to them by their Swedish teachers as 

a sign of friendship and mutual affection. This could be noted as nearly funny, if it did not 

simultaneously portray a differing mode of encountering children and pupils. Not so much only in 

Finland or Sweden-Finnish families, but rather within the working classes. However, there are 

differences in discourse between nations and classes; Suikkari found that Sweden-Finnish young 

people were more inclined to also use direct "Finnish" conversational approaches in Swedish 

contexts: "That the young Sweden-Finns in the present research still differ in their Swedish behaviour 

in comparison with Swedish youth can however be a result of that they do not comprehend or they 

misinterpret particularly the adult Swedes Swedish manner of speaking, that they are not aware of 

(the relative) difference between the Finnish and Swedish discussion styles whatsoever."24 

                                                            
24 Suikkari, Kristiina, Sverigefinsk samtalsstil (Oulu, 2004), p. 139. 
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The role of the parents cannot be dismissed or shrugged off. In the following excerpt, Annika places 

parents, teachers, luck, and class in an interesting perspective with regard to the Sweden-Finnish 

background, but she concludes that the journey never has had a plan:  

Annika: Jag tycker att jag aldrig har fått 

någon som har sagt att jag är begåvad, 

eller att jag borde satsa på ditten eller 

datten. Det är planlöst, det är en mycket 

planlös resa. 

Annika: I don’t think anybody has ever 

told me that I was gifted, or that I should 

focus on this or that. It’s unplanned, it’s a 

very unplanned journey. 

After discussing the most influential persons and events in her life25, I asked her whether there had 

ever been Sweden-Finnish or Finnish people, beside her mother, who had egged her on:  

Annika: Aldrig. Aldrig. Jag känner mig 

helt övergiven av den finska världen och 

det finska. Det var ingen i den världen 

som kunde ta hand om andra på ett enda 

sätt. Kanske finska föreningen, men den 

har ju jag aldrig varit i. Aldrig någonsin.  

 

Annika: Never. Never. I feel totally 

abandoned by the Finnish world and 

Finnishness. There was nobody in that 

world who could take care of others in any 

way. Maybe in the Finnish organisation, 

but I have never been there. Never ever. 

Outi also talked about the difference in not only parental control between the decades and generations, 

but also expressing feelings and verbalisation: 

Outi: Ja, det gick fort undan som fan. Jag 

jämför med mitt och mina syskons barn 

vilka gränser vi har haft och hur mycket 

jag har pratat, så där. Snacka om 

kompensation, liksom! Från språklöshet 

till megaspråkbehandling av känslor och 

situationer och lägen och allting. Men när 

jag växte upp fanns det ju inga gränser, 

det var ingenting som var förbjudet. Vi 

var fan frigående hönor, liksom. Från så 

länge jag kan minnas, så var jag frigående. 

Jag gjorde vad fan jag ville. 

K: Precis, precis. 

Outi: Och då var det åtminstone 

klistermärken och inte cigg! Hehe. Men 

bara det, jag skulle aldrig tillåta min 

nioåriga åka till stan själv, bara den 

grejen. Vilken skillnad. 

K: Aldrig i livet. Men det var ju 

annorlunda tider då. 

Outi: Yes, things went fast by as hell. 

When I think about it, compare with my 

own and the children of my siblings and 

the limits we have had and how much I 

have talked. Talk about compensation, 

really! Going from non-verbalization to 

mega-verbalizing of feelings and 

situations and positions and everything. 

But when I grew up, there were no limits, 

nothing was forbidden. We were free 

range chickens, kind of. From as far back 

as I can remember, I was free range. I did 

whatever the hell I wanted.  

K: Right, right. 

Outi: But then it was at least more about 

stickers than cigarettes! Hehe. But only 

that, I would never allow my nine-year-

old to go into town on her own, only that 

thing. What a difference.  

K: Never ever. But the times were 

different back then. 

 

                                                            
25 See Appendix 6.1. 
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This is obviously not a phenomenon endemic to Sweden-Finns, but the contrasts are stark, amplified 

by the same determinators as other blobs within identity. Kathleen Hall stressed the political 

dimension within identities in her study on young British Sikhs: "Identity formation is not simply a 

matter of preserving a cultural tradition handed down by one’s parents. For ethnic minorities 

marginalized by the forces of racism and nationalism as well as forms of class and gender inequality, 

cultural-identity formation, I will argue, is an inherently political process."26 Hence, the more 

marginalised and distant one is from the powers-that-see-you, the more political and often difficult 

the adaptations can be. An analogy within Finland makes the difference clearer than, say, comparing 

a 13-year old Finland-Swede moving to Stockholm in 1980 to a 13-year-old Sweden-Finn to Helsinki. 

I have met two men born within a year of each other, one in Oulu and the second in Helsinki. Their 

families exchanged hometowns when the boys were thirteen. However, adaptations are not only 

personal processes, but a mixture of all things conscious, subconscious and unconscious. Apparently, 

the teenager moving from Helsinki to Oulu, from the big capital to the north, had it easier since he 

confessed, now as a middle-aged family father, that deep deep inside, he imagined that he still was 

better than the country bumpkins in the smaller northern town of Oulu. 

The majority of the stories display a combination of experiences which range from between going 

solo to having had the need for some sort of support or example in order to push forward: 

Annika: Jag har ju varit helt ensam, jag 

har gått ett solo, mitt utgångsläge har varit 

individen. Vilket egentligen talar emot 

hela mitt sätt att tänka. Men jag har bara 

haft en individuell syn på min egen 

förmåga att ta mig fram. Jag har aldrig 

tänkt att jag kunde be om hjälp eller att 

någon skulle hjälpa mig. Att någon skulle 

erbjuda något. Totalt soloresa, och totalt 

skadad av livet som jag hade. Varje gång 

så har jag dragit, att jag sett till och sabba. 

Jag har haft svårt att relatera, så är det ju. 

K: Så har det varit för väldigt många, 

nästan alla som jag har intervjuat. 

Annika: Ja, det är så. Finns det ingen så, 

jag menar att adeln tar hand om varandra. 

Man kan inte bli sviken av adeln, dom 

säger ju ingenting sånt som att du gjort 

någonting dumt. Dom säger att du åker på 

den här resan och när du kommer tillbaka 

så är allting ordnat. Sviker man i 

arbetarkulturen kan du dra åt helvete. Vi 

                                                            
26 Hall, Kathleen, ‘Theres a Time to Act English and a Time to Act Indian - Politics of Identity Among British-Sikh 

Teenagers’, Stevens (ed.), Children and the Politics of Culture (Princeton, 1995), p. 244.  

kan inte hjälpa varandra. Det fattas både 

pengar, kunskap, bildning och allt. Vi 

förmår inte. Man blir bokstavligt talat 

utkastad. Det är en otroligt sorglig 

historia. Många som har varit ensamma så 

har vi inte kunnat hjälpa varandra. 

Annika: I have been completely alone, I 

have done a solo, my starting point has 

been the individual. Which really speaks 

against the whole way I think. But I have 

only had an individual view on my own 

capability to get forward. I have never 

thought I could ask for help or that 

somebody might help me. That somebody 

would offer anything. A total solo 

journey, and totally injured by the life I 

had. I have left every single time, I have 

made sure to destroy. I have had 

difficulties in relating, that’s a fact. 

K: It’s been the same for very many, 

almost for all that I have interviewed. 
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Annika: It is like that. If there’s nobody 

then, I mean that the nobility takes care of 

each other. You can’t be let down by the 

nobility, they never say that you’ve done 

something stupid. They say that you are to 

take this trip, and when you come back 

everything has been taken care of. If you 

let someone down in the working-class 

culture you can go to hell. We can’t help 

each other. There is no money, 

knowledge, education or anything. We are 

not capable. You literally become an 

outcast. It’s an incredibly sad story. So 

many who have been lonely and we 

haven’t been able to help each other.  

 

The story of Elina is quite illustrative and is also worth noting: it has the necessary peer example that 

most of the informants now adamantly stress, as the future seemed bleak. Suddenly the horizons have 

widened when Elina has become a young adult: her friend has Bosnian roots, so the war and conflict 

in former Yugoslavia, Europe and even the Soviet Union become familiar, literary and academic 

ambitions present themselves. Her best friend’s parents were educated and Elina started dating her 

friend’s brother, so their family became her ticket into the middle class, "medelklassbiljetten". Her 

friend wanted to be a writer, so the girls started hanging around young university students and joined 

the peace movement.  

Elina: Den politiska världen och den 

akademiska världen, jag fick väldigt tidigt 

tillgång till, och självklart ett enormt 

komplex, ett bildningskomplex och 

språkligt komplex. Jag slukade himla 

mycket, fast jag inte gick på universitet. 

Jag ville vara mer, men jag vågade inte. 

Jag kom i kontakt med politisk analys, 

intuitivt genom våra samtal. Det blev en 

stor akademisk nivå på våra samtal och 

analyser av samhället. Analyser av våran 

bakgrund väldigt tidigt i tjugoårsåldern. 

 

Elina: The political world and the 

academic world, I gained early access to, 

and naturally an enormous complex, an 

educational complex and a linguistic 

complex. I read a lot, although I didn’t go 

to university. I wanted to be more, but 

didn’t have the courage. I encountered 

political analysis, through their, our 

conversations, simply. The academic 

level of our conversations and analyses of 

the society was high. Analyses of our 

background very early in our twenties. 

 

However, the most obvious and natural choice for a career seems to have been to become a bus driver: 

Elina: Jag visste inte vad jag skulle välja, 

jag skulle kunna välja busschaufför och få 

jobb med en gång. Jag hade jobbat som 

chaufför också innan. Men det var också 

teaterdrömmen, att ha en egen teater med 

en turnerande teater, vi kan köra en buss 

liksom. Det var väldigt starkt. Men sedan 

valde jag informationsteknik, tack och 

lov, det var min första bildningsresa. Det 

var ett halvår bara. Men det var all sorts 

kommunikation och information. Att 

skriva, layout, grafisk design, retorik, data 

och layout på dator. Det var fantastiskt. Så 

lustfullt lärandet kunde vara, och kreativt. 

Ett vägval där. Men jag funderade nog 

inte på finskhet, det var bara naturligt. 

Vara finnejävel, eller finsk. 

Elina: I didn’t know at all what I wanted, 

I could have chosen bus driving and got a 

job immediately. I also worked as a driver 

earlier on. But there also was the theatre 

dream, to have our own theatre and 

touring, we could drive a bus. It was very 

strong. But I chose information 

technology, lo and behold, it was my first 

educational journey. It was only six 

months. But with all kinds of 

communication and information. To 

write, layout, graphic design, rhetoric, 

computing, layout on the computer. It was 
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fantastic. So joyful that learning could be, 

and creative. A crossroads there. But I 

didn’t ponder on Finnishness, it was just 

natural. To be a Finnish bastard, or 

Finnish.  

 

The life story of Outi elucidates the connection between the underlying cultural structural support (or 

the lack thereof) and the ‘no’-choice: she maintains that she did not choose to exit for a steady twenty 

years, but that it came about as follows: 

Outi: Jag har inte gjort något val. Det är 

just det jag menar. Någon annan har gjort 

valet att jag ska gå en hemspråksklass, 

eller man gör ju inte det som barn. 

Föräldrarna har satt mig i en 

hemspråksklass, systemet har sett ut som 

det har gjort, situation, position och 

allting. Hade jag inte tagit mig därifrån, 

till en jävla kamp, hur många år som helst, 

droppa av skolan och allting. Börja på 

komvux och fick börja läsa upp sjuan igen 

i matte, fattar du eller, fick gå tillbaka till 

sjuan för att börja läsa igen. Där fick jag 

vara fyra år heltid, nästan dubbel heltid 

fick jag läsa där. Men var får det finska 

språket plats, jag hade ingen användning 

av det. Mitt val har ju varit att utbilda mig, 

bilda mig, att läsa, att lära mig. Det har 

varit mitt val. Finskan har inte haft någon 

plats. Det har varit en bubbla, jag är född 

här i Sverige, där vuxna människor har 

försökt bevara det. Men utanför det, det 

bara fejdar bort. För det finns ingen och 

prata med. Det finns inget att använda det 

till. Det har inte varit mitt val, det har bara 

– antingen så stannar jag kvar i den här 

bubblan och blir Volvo-arbetare och 

umgås med gruppen av andra 

generationens finländare som är i samma 

position och samma situation och 

upprepar mina föräldrars konstruerade 

kultur. Det vill jag inte, det har varit mitt 

val. Utan jag vill något annat. Valet var 

inte för mig att lämna finskan, utan den 

droppar av. Det finns inga vägar, den 

följer inte med. Jag har ingen användning 

av det. Jag kan inte börja prata finska med 

svenska lärare på komvux, liksom. Eller 

prata finska på en restaurang på en 

restaurang i centrala Göteborg där jag 

jobbar. För ingen annan pratar finska. Det 

försvinner automatiskt. Ska jag då, jag har 

varit där också när jag var på universitetet 

och bläddrade i en massa kataloger, läste 

en massa extrakurser så där hysteriskt. 

Utbredhetssirener bara ringer, så där är 

underskott av någonting, att försöka ta 

igen hela tiden. Det var en termin, så såg 

jag att det var finska, stod det. Finska? 

Kanske ska… nej! Det är det enda jag 

stött på, efter jag lämnade förorterna, 

Kortedala, där bodde jag. Det är det enda 

jag faktiskt har stött på det. Sedan har jag 

träffat svenska killar, varför ska jag prata 

finska med dom? Vad ska jag säga till 

dom på finska? Så har jag träffat mina 

föräldrar, dom enda som kan finska, men 

då pratar vi inte finska eftersom min 

sambo är med, som inte kan finska. Det är 

ju inte ett något sådant val att jag inte har 

sett något… 

Outi: I haven’t made a choice. That’s 

what I mean. Somebody else has made the 

choice that I should attend a home 

language class, or you don’t do that as a 

child. The parents have put me in a home 

language class, the system has been what 

it has been, situation, position and 

everything. If I hadn’t left that, to a 

damned struggle, with endless years, drop 

out of school and everything. Start at the 

adult education centre, and I had to start 

from seventh grade maths, do you get it, I 

had to go back all the way to seventh 

grade to study again. I had to be there four 

years full-time, and I almost studied 

double the full-time. But where does the 

Finnish language take place, I had no use 

for it. My choice has been to study, get an 

education, to read, to learn. That has been 

my choice. The Finnish has had no place. 

It has been a bubble, I was born here in 

Sweden, where grown-ups have tried to 

preserve it. But outside of that, it just 

fades away. Because there is nobody to 

talk to. There is nothing to use it for. It 

hasn’t been my choice, it has just – either 

I stay in this bubble and work at the Volvo 

factory and spend time with the group of 

second generation Finns who are in the 

same position and situation and repeat my 

parents’ constructed culture. I don’t want 

that, that has been my choice. I want 
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something different. My choice wasn’t to 

leave the Finnish language, but it drops 

off. There are no roads, it doesn’t follow. 

I have no use for it. I can’t start speaking 

Finnish with Swedish teachers at the adult 

education centre. Or speak Finnish on the 

restaurant in central Gothenburg where I 

work. Because nobody else speaks 

Finnish. It disappears automatically. 

Should I then, I have also been there at the 

university, skimming through loads of 

catalogues, took a lot of extra courses 

hysterically. The sirens for expansion are 

just ringing, so there is a deficit of 

something, to try to catch up all the time. 

There was one term, and I saw it said 

Finnish, there. Finnish? Maybe I 

should… no! That’s the only time I 

encountered it, since I left the suburbs, 

Kortedala, I lived there. Really the only 

time I have encountered it. I have met 

Swedish guys, why should I speak Finnish 

with them? What should I tell them in 

Finnish? I have met my parents, the only 

ones who speak Finnish, but we don’t talk 

Finnish because my spouse is with me and 

he doesn’t speak Finnish. It’s not a choice 

that I haven’t seen any… 

 

As seen in these narratives, the majority stress the individual and personal choices outside the ethnic 

boundaries. The roles of the adjacent teachers, friends, spouses and family members as instigators or 

supporters are nevertheless vital, since we individuals bounce our values and actions off those around 

us. Even later on in life it remains absolutely necessary that within the second generation there might 

pop up individual quirks and abnormalities (choice of questionably flavoured words on purpose) 

within which identity issues must not only be tolerated, but actually, respected and encouraged. This 

was exemplified by the personal odyssey of Markku, when he decided that he had to travel to Finland 

to witness the rivers’ ice drift up north and the spring flood for the first time ever one spring, shortly 

before his wife gave birth and during an otherwise extremely busy period. I pointed out that this 

surely was his personal thing: 

Markku: Det är helt. Det är t.o.m. privat. 

Det är inte ens så att det är någon mer än 

Elin som behöver fatta vad jag gör. Hon 

sade ingenting. Folk tyckte jag var knäpp 

som drog, eftersom det var så tajt schema, 

det var inte jag som bestämde hur det 

skulle se ut i naturen. Folk tycker man är 

lite knäpp, men Elin förstod från början, 

hon bara "Stick med en gång. Det där har 

ju du snackat om sedan vi blev ihop." 

K: Det känner jag igen från det när jag ska 

över till Sverige. Så säger Päivi "älä jaksa 

jankuttaa, siitä vaan". 

Markku: Mene, perkele, äläkä huuda 

siinä. Men det är bara en människa som 

gör det. 

K: Men det räcker ju med en. 

Markku: Det räcker. Snart är vi kanske 

tre, då behövs det ännu färre röster.  

Markku: Completely. It is even private. 

It’s like there’s nobody besides Elin, who 

need to understand what I’m doing. She 

said nothing. People thought I was dumb 

to leave, since the schedule was so tight, 

it wasn’t me who decided what the nature 

would look like. People think I’m dumb, 

but Elin got it right away, "You should 

just leave now. You have been talking 

about it as long as we’ve been together." 

K: I recognise that from travels to 

Sweden. Päivi says "don’t be such a pain 

about it, just go." 

Markku: Go, damn it, and don’t shout 

about it. But there is only one person who 

does that. 

K: But one is enough. 

Markku: It is enough. Soon we might be 

three, then there is need for even fewer 

voices.  
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Markku refers to the older generation, his older relatives and the old ways he has learned to respect 

in recent years. In summary of the identity processes emergent in the present study we can underscore 

the observation that the process has been personal, and that the possible collective or cultural 

dimensions have emerged either during the process itself, or afterwards. What were the triggering 

factors involved that constituted these quests for identity and, ultimately, explorations of the Sweden-

Finnish past? What gives? 

The Crux of the Biscuit 

I am sitting in the sofa the first time it happens. A pipe shoots up through the chest, it sucks itself in and 

it continues through the body, out of the back. I am hyperventilating, death is near and I see myself being 

sucked into the pipe, simply on my way in through my own chest and out through my own back. [Ett rör 

skjuts genom bröstet, det sugs in i sig självt och fortsätter genom kroppen, ut ur ryggen.] It is all very 

real. 

   My weight is fifty-two kilos and I live in a collective and I work for the Swedish parliament. It is 

Saturday, or Sunday, I do not know. It is evening, because the children are asleep. Or is it day, the children 

are out playing? I do not know. I have not slept in ages, we have been back and forth to the hospital with 

our youngest. We have met countless doctors and we have been scared to death. 

   When the psych calls on the doorbell it is all over. I am no longer dead and I can explain in my own 

words what has happened. I try to describe the pipe that went through my body.  

"I sat here in the sofa." 

"Yes." 

"It was like a pipe." 

"Yes."  

"The pipe went in through the chest, it was sucked into itself and it continued through the body, out of 

the back." 

"Has something happened recently, which you think might..." 

"No." 

"You haven’t experienced anything, which..." 

"No, I work full time, in the parliament." 

"Nothing has happened earlier, in your life, which might." 

"My mom died a couple of years ago." 

"Your mom died a couple of years ago?"  

"Yes." 

"How old are your children?"  

"They are six, five and nine months." 

"How old are you?"  

"Thirty-six."  

"Did anything special happen today, which might have triggered this when you felt that you were going     

to die?" 

"I sat in the sofa. I was tired. I lay down." 

"Yes." 

"My mother died a few years ago. I have been doing well." 

"Yes." 

"But just today, for whatever reason, the word mother came to in Finnish."  

"Yes, and then?"  

"I think it was then that it happened."27* 

 

                                                            
27 Alakoski, pp. 299-301. 
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The description of the personal crisis and recuperation process in Alakoski’s Oktober i Fattigsverige 

bears witness and reflects the point-of-no-return, the initiative of the reclaiming of the past, the 

ultimate realisation of the hair that broke the camel’s back. The writings on the wall are almost all 

here: approaching middle age, the two-barrel shotgun of parental ponderings about one’s own 

children and parents, and the linguistic dimension. However, very few Sweden-Finns have actually 

endured such extremities as those described by Susanna Alakoski, and we must remember in gratitude 

that the lower hardcore working-class moniker never prevailed, not even in 1974, of extreme misery, 

poverty, alcoholism, violence. Yet all the same, since these "Sweden-Finnish problems" had actual 

foundations and the repercussions are still discernible, we need to bring all of this baggage to the 

table. Even in that very same year of 1974, official Swedish statistics confirmed that 6.2 % of the 

Sweden-Finns interviewed claimed that they had suffered from states of depression, whereas the 

percentage within the same age group and sex of Swedes was 2.3 %.28 Having been subjected to 

violence that a level where it was reported to the police was five times more common among Sweden-

Finns. Besides taking these statistical and historical facts in objectively, it is of utmost importance to 

acknowledge and address these issues subjectively. 

Markku: Någonstans måste man ju själv 

ändra och inse att… det låter så jävla 

klischeartat att man inte själv kan göra bot 

och bättring eller ändring, men det är fan 

bara en själv som kan göra det. Vad fan 

om jag inte kan göra det, vem ska jag 

lämna det till? Man behöver inte lämna 

allt finskt bara för att man har gått på den 

där jävla finten med alkohol. Det gäller ju 

inte bara finnar. 

K: Hehe, finten med alkohol. 

Markku: Vad fan, det är ju så att det gäller 

bara finnar! Det är det ju inte, kolla 

juggarna, kolla italienarna. Det är en flykt, 

det är en självmedicinering. 

K: Om man tittar på statistiken, jag känner 

inte Tjeckien, men tjeckerna dricker mest 

i världen. Vad är det, om dom dricker två 

gånger så mycket öl som danskarna gör. 

Danskarna dricker ju en öl före dom åker 

till jobbet, när dom sitter och väntar på 

bussen. Vad gör dom i Tjeckien? 

Markku: Precis, det är ju en så dum 

koppling. 

                                                            
28 Leiniö, in Munter (ed.), pp. 162, 168. 

K: Den kopplingen känner man ju igen 

sedan barndomen, och man gick med på 

det själv. Man började tro på den finten 

själv också. 

Markku: Till slut var det inte spritens fel, 

eller alkoholen. Man såg att det var folk 

som gjorde allt i deras makt under veckan, 

sedan söp dom bort allting under helgen. 

Sedan byggde dom upp allting igen under 

fem dagar igen. Sedan söp dom bort det. 

Det är inte så långt borta från sådana här 

irländska berättelser, där familjen 

Guinness fick all lön. 

Markku: Somewhere along the line one 

has to change and realise that… it sounds 

so cliché-like that one can’t heal or 

improve or change alone, but damn, you 

can only do it yourself. What the hell then 

if I can’t make it on my own, who am I to 

leave it to? You don’t have to leave 

everything that’s Finnish just because 

you’ve swallowed that feint about 

alcohol. It isn’t just a Finnish thing. 

K: Haha, the feint with alcohol. 
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Markku: But shit, it’s like that it only 

applies to Finns! But it isn’t, check the 

Yugoslavs, check the Italians. It’s an 

escape, it’s self-medication. 

K: If you look at the statistics, I don’t 

know the Czech Republic, but the Czechs 

drink the most in the world. What’s that, 

if they drink twice as much beer as the 

Danes. The Danes are having a beer 

before they’re going to work, while 

they’re sitting waiting for the bus. What 

are the Czechs doing? 

Markku: Exactly, it’s such a stupid 

connection. 

K: One is aware of that connection since 

childhood, and you started to believe it 

too. You started to believe in that feint 

yourself too. 

Markku: In the end liquor, or alcohol, 

wasn’t to blame. You saw that there were 

people doing everything in their power 

during the week, then they drank away 

everything during the weekend. Then they 

tried to build everything up during five 

days. Then they drank it up. It’s not that 

far away from these Irish stories, where 

the Guinness family received all the 

wages.  

 

Not only speaking of the Guinness family, but universally as well: the situation of the second-

generation Irish in England brings out numerous other examples where Irish/English could be 

replaced by Finnish/Swedish. For instance, ill health and mental issues, reciting medical research 

from the 90’s: "the mortality of the second generation Irish in every social class … was higher than 

that of all men and all women in the corresponding categories".29 Without advocating the populism 

of present dark forces, we must acknowledge that emigration inherently also spells difficulties, be 

they the causes of the emigration in the first place, adaptation problems, or other difficulties in the 

new country. In the 1930’s, Ödegaard had already noted that the rates of schizophrenia among 

Norwegians who had migrated to the USA were higher when compared with Norwegians who had 

stayed back in Norway.30 Goffman also discusses how individuals find personal groundings for their 

stigmatisation: 

The central feature of the stigmatized individual’s situation in life can now be stated. It is a question of 

what is often, if vaguely, called "acceptance." Those who have dealings with him fail to accord him the 

respect and regard which the uncontaminated aspects of his social identity have led them to anticipate 

extending, and have led him to anticipate receiving; he echoes this denial by finding that some of his own 

attributes warrant it.31 

The personal quests of the individuals in the present study have emerged primarily out of their 

troubles. Not necessarily the grimmest childhood traumas, or "jalavian" existential problems. Or, for 

that matter, inherited mental diseases. But crises, nevertheless. Not through joy, or cultural pride, but 

rather through pain, grief, or anger, with chance or luck as the most positive starting point. Joy or 

pride might have been found along the way, or, rather, as an outcome of ‘outings’ and the discovery 

                                                            
29 Campbell, Sean, Irish Blood, English Heart: Second Generation Irish Musicians in England (Cork, 2011), p. 5. 
30 Ödegaard O. ‘Emigration and insanity’, Acta Psychiatr Neurol 1935; Suppl 4. 
31 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (New York, 2009), pp. 8-9. 
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of ways of dealing with the personal or family issues which started the processes. Regardless, the 

roots of the identity ponderings are firmly within the black. Or red. Death or blood, or quite primal, 

regardless. For most there also seem to be plenty of interconnections, where one occurrence, event, 

crisis or experience leads to another. A window or a door to a hallway might be ajar, suddenly the 

whole house blows down or closed off spaces and rooms reveal themselves. Or you close yourself 

down, halt and pause, and literature or the other language, music, turns you inside out. 

Outi: Jag bara, whoa, värsta stupet, bara 

rasar tillbaka till 1980. Jag är inte en 

människa som brukar gräva, jag tänker 

inte, jag går inte och ältar. Jag har inte ens 

tänkt på att jag har finska fucking 

föräldrar. Jag har inte ens tänkt på att jag 

kommer från en förort, det är 

jättekonstigt. Då började den här 

processen med du vet, med fragment, 

minnen, minnesfragment i okronologisk 

ordning bara. Nerslag här och där. Så min 

uppgift var ju i princip bara och sätta det i 

en kronologisk ordning i huvudet på mig 

själv. Det var min uppgift, 1980, okej, jag 

gick i trean. Så vilken jävla svettig 

process. Jag bara svettades, det bara 

sprutade, jag storlipade och lyssnade – där 

kom finska låtarna, för första gången. Jag 

har inte lyssnat på finska låtar sedan jag 

sprang från förorten, plötsligt så började 

det på Youtube, vad fan hette den låten? 

Och så kom det minnen, du vet, jag har 

inte lyssnat på finska låtar alls, så kom alla 

föräldragenerationens låtar och så bara, 

alla jävla känslorna med dom. Det gick 

inte att prata med mig på flera veckor. Jag 

bara låste in mig i rummet, bara låt mig 

vara, liksom. Alla som jag har kunnat ha 

roligt med, alla dom här låtarna som har 

gått om och om igen på alla fester, som 

föräldragenerationen har lyssnat på. Jag 

var tvungen på att jobba igenom dom. 

Bara lyssna på dom, om och om igen. Det 

var så jävla häftigt, det var så starkt och 

höra dom. Det är inga bra låtar, men det är 

så mycket känslor kopplat till det finska 

språket och dom finska låtarna och… så 

där börjar den processen liksom och sätta 

allting i en kronologisk ordning…Sedan 

spydde jag på det att jag inte kan lyssna på 

dom fucking låtarna längre. Jag mår illa 

av det. Stängde jag av dom, sedan så 

kommer nästa… det är dom här 

perioderna, utmattande perioder. Varför 

är det så då? Varför är det så fucking jävla 

utmattande? 

Outi: I just, whoa, the worst free fall, I 

crash back to 1980. I’m not a person who 

usually digs, I don’t walk around 

brooding. I haven’t even thought about 

having Finnish fucking parents. I haven’t 

even thought about coming from a suburb, 

it is really strange. Then that process starts 

you know, with fragments, memories, 

memory fragments in unchronological 

order. Landings here and there. So my 

task was actually simple: to set everything 

in chronological order in my head. 1980, 

okay, I was in third grade then. So what a 

damned sweaty process. The sweat just 

ran, it just sprayed, I was bawling and 

listened – that’s where the Finnish songs 

came, for the first time. I hadn’t listened 

to Finnish songs since I ran from the 

suburb, suddenly it started on Youtube, 

what the hell was the name of that song? 

And memories came, you know, I haven’t 

listened to Finnish songs at all, all the 

songs from the parent generation and with 

the, all the damned memories with them. 

You couldn’t speak with me for several 

weeks. I just locked myself into the room, 

just let me be, kind of. Songs that I have 

been able to have fun with later on, all of 

these songs, which were played over and 

over again at parties, which the parent 

generation has listened to. I had to work 

myself through them. Just listen to them, 

over and over again. It was so damned 

powerful, it was so mighty to hear them. 

The songs are no good, but there are so 

many emotions connected to the Finnish 

language and the songs and... so that’s 

where the process starts to set everything 

in chronological order... Then it made me 

puke and I couldn’t listen to those fucking 

songs any more. It makes me feel ill. If I 

put them off, then the next came... there 

are these periods, exhausting periods. 

Why is it like that? Why is it so fucking 

exhausting? 
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Here we have music, and lyrics, which might stir it up, both positively and negatively, in the sense 

that it might help out therapeutically but also drag you down and tear you to pieces. Johnny Marr of 

The Smiths noted the same, when digging into the Irish music he grew up with as a second-generation 

Irishman in Manchester: "‘I had to get away from that for a while’, he explains; ‘it was just too heavy. 

It was too emotional for me to deal with.’"32 

It is powerful poison, when your primal emotions forces are addressed in music. Mika Ronkainen 

often says that music is a shortcut to our emotional memory. And Leonard Bernstein: "Music can 

name the unnameable and communicate the unknowable."33 

Becoming a parent was mentioned by all of those with children as a major contributor, and quite 

typically the first door to open, or to use a slightly more precise, but nevertheless equally cheesy 

metaphor, becoming a parent has been the initial key that has enabled opening the door back. 

Mother and Child Reunion (In the Name of the Father) 

Vera: Det var första barnet. Det är 

existentiellt när man får barn. Det är där 

man går tillbaka till sin egen barndom. 

Detta var 03. Då funderar man på sina 

egna föräldrars val. Då började jag förstå 

att det inte var så lätt för mina föräldrar. 

Det är inte lätt att vara förälder, det är inte 

lätt och göra rätt. Det kommer alltid 

något. Mina barn kommer att bearbeta 

något annat trauma som har med mig att 

göra. Vi får se vad det blir, men någonting 

blir det. 

Vera: It was the first child. It’s existential 

when you get children. It’s then when you 

return to your own childhood. This 

was ’03. You ponder the choices your 

parents made. Then I started to realise that 

it wasn’t so easy for my parents. Being a 

parent isn’t easy, it isn’t easy doing right. 

Something will always come up. My 

children will have to process some other 

trauma which has to do with me. We’ll see 

what that will be, but something will turn 

up. 

 

Several individuals made a distinction between the musings associated with becoming a parent and 

the existential problematics of adolescence and the transition to adulthood. The perspective changes 

from that singular and justifiably self-centred point of view to encompass several generations: 

Vera: Man måste få någon distans till det 

innan man kan börja se det från alla olika 

håll. 

Vera: You need to get some distance to it 

before you’re able to see it from all the 

different perspectives. 

 

                                                            
32 Campbell, p. 131. 
33 Bernstein, Leonard, The Unanswered Question (Cambridge and London, 1976), p. 140. 
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However, if your education and work orbit around the creative, human fields and the psyche, these 

existential ponderings may pop up earlier in life. By 1954 Piaget had already concluded that cognition 

and emotion become intertwined in identity issues and that they should not be separated. 

Hanna: Så kom vi till ett stort jättegräl 

julen 93. Då var jag 25 och blev 

fruktansvärt osams. Jag har ett minne att 

vi står på en övervåning där dom bodde 

då, och jag står och skriker på honom och 

snoret hänger ut en meter från näsan. "Du 

är skyldig mig och berätta! Jag är uppväxt 

med dig och du har varit traumatiserad i 

hela ditt liv! Tror du inte det har påverkat 

mig?" Han ville inte och det blev ett stort 

bråk. Våren 94 skulle jag gå ut 

konsthögskolan, då var jag klar, då ringde 

han mig och så sade han att han hade 

bokat två biljetter och vi skulle åka till 

Finland. Då hade vi inte haft kontakt på 

flera månader. Då åkte vi båten till 

Finland. Jag tror att det var helt 

avgörande, för det där finska och för 

honom och mig. Det är första gången vi 

åkte själv till Finland. Vi åkte en turné helt 

enkelt. Vi åkte till grånsen, dit farfar blivit 

skjuten, vi åkte dit prästen kom med 

dödsbudet. Grusvägar grusvägar, granar 

granar. Och det är så laddat och det är 

fuktigt i bilen för det är så mycket sorg 

och känslor i bilen och jag sitter och 

frågar och gråter lite, och han sitter och 

kör. Jag tycker det är väldigt fint av 

honom att han gjorde det. Att han tog det 

och att han valde ju mig. Han hade ju inte 

en chans. 

K: Detta har ju varit en ganska unik 23-24 

åring. 

Hanna: Ja, kanske, men jag var i en 

konstnärlig utbildning och gick i terapi. 

Jag höll på. Jag var ju någonting. I det var 

den där finska pusselbiten stor och den 

fick inte plats, den passade inte. 

Hanna: Then we came to a huge argument 

at Christmas ’93. I was 25 then and we fell 

out bad. I remember us standing on the 

upper floor where they lived then and I 

stand shouting at him and the snot dangles 

a meter from my nose. "You owe it to me 

to tell me! I have grown up with you and 

you’ve been traumatised all your life! 

Don’t you think it has influenced me?" He 

didn’t want to and it was a huge argument. 

In the spring of ’94 I graduated from art 

school, I was an artist and he called me 

and said that he had booked two tickets 

and that we were going to Finland. We 

hadn’t had any contact in several months. 

We took the ferry to Finland. I think that 

was absolutely crucial, for the Finnish 

thing for him and for me. It was the first 

time we travelled to Finland on our own. 

We simply took a tour. We travelled to the 

border, where grandfather had been shot, 

we travelled to the place the priest came 

to with the news of the death. Gravel 

roads gravel roads, spruces spruces. And 

it is so loaded and damp in the car and I 

am sitting and asking and crying a little, 

and he sits and drives. I think it was really 

wonderful of him to do that. That he took 

it and he did choose me. He didn’t have a 

chance. 

K: This has been a quite unique 23-24 

year-old. 

Hanna: Yes, maybe, but I had an artistic 

education and was in therapy. I was on my 

way. I was something. In all of that the 

Finnish puzzle piece was big and there 

was no place for it, it didn’t fit in. 

  

When most discussions turned to family matters, Finland as a country immediately turned up, 

reflecting how, for most of the second generation, Sweden-Finnishness is still tied by an umbilical 

cord to Finland. Without the acknowledgement of these cultural foundations and anchors, everything 

remains a struggle.
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K: När du fick barn, hur tänkte du på 

finska bakgrunden, språket osv? 

Annika: Då började det egentligen väldigt 

mycket. Då kände jag att jag ville ju lära 

dom finska, det var också tack för dom att 

Finland blev väldigt viktigt, min historia 

blev viktigare. Men jag har ju varit så 

obegriplig för alla. Också inom min 

närmaste familj, min mans släkt och så 

där va. Jag har varit så ensam eftersom 

människor har dött, vi har varit en så liten 

släkt så det har varit svårt att förmedla 

Finland, tycker jag. Jag har kämpat 

jättemycket med att förmedla Finland till 

barnen. 

K: Gjorde du det redan då, innan du fick 

ett bättre jobb?  

Annika: Inte mycket. Det var den 

perioden jag använde min makes 

efternamn. Jag höll på och laborera med 

mitt svenska på något sätt. Ibland under 

den perioden var det så att jag gav upp 

den. Jag insåg att det är ingen ide, jag 

kommer aldrig kunna lära dom finska, vi 

kommer aldrig och komma till Finland, nu 

dör folk och nu är Finland slut. Nu är 

Finland slut. Nu är det slut och nu måste 

vi bygga på det här spåret i stället och min 

mans släkt. Och det har ändå inte gått. 

Och det har ändå aldrig gått! Det är som 

att jag hela tiden har ljugit för mig själv. 

Att kapa den delen har aldrig gått. Trots 

att jag har försökt under så stora delar av 

mitt liv och på så många olika sätt. Att 

verkligen, khh!, bort med det. Det där 

finska jävla oket, låt mig vara svensk och 

så får det vara så. Men så sitter det ändå 

[sjunger] hämä hämähäkki, kiipes 

langalle, sade tuli rankka, så där sitter jag 

bara. Ändå så kommer det in sådant där 

som pyser in Finland på något sätt. Att jag 

kilar in det, och har gjort det genom åren. 

K: When you had children, what did you 

think about the Finnish background, the 

language etc? 

Annika: That’s when it started very much. 

I felt that I wanted to teach them Finnish, 

it was also thanks to them that Finland 

became important, my history became 

more important. But I’ve been so 

incomprehensible to others. Also to my 

nearest family, my husband’s family and 

so on. I have been so lonely because 

people have died, we have been such a 

small family that it has been difficult to 

convey, I feel. I have really struggled with 

conveying Finland to the children.  

K: Did you do that already then, before 

you got a better job? 

Annika: Not so much. It was during that 

period I used my husband’s surname. I 

was in a sense tinkering around with my 

Swedishness. Once in a while during that 

time I could give it up. I realised that it 

was pointless, I was never going to be able 

to teach them Finnish, we were never 

going to get to Finland, people are dying 

now and now Finland is over. Now 

Finland is over. Now it’s over and now we 

how to build on this track instead and my 

husband’s family. And it still hasn’t 

worked. And it has still never worked! It’s 

like I’ve been lying to myself the whole 

time. To cut off that part has never 

succeeded. Although I’ve been trying for 

large parts of my life and in so many 

ways. To really khh!, away with it. That 

damned Finnish yoke, let me be Swedish 

and let it be that way. But it’s still in there 

[singing] The itsy-bitsy spider, climbed up 

the water spout, down came the rain, I sit 

around like that.   Still something fizzles 

in from Finland somehow. I wedge it in, 

and have done that throughout the years. 

 

The absence of satisfying relationships (or the severance of relations) with one’s parents – without 

over-dramatization and interpretation, less than one in five in the cohort are from an unfragmented 

family background – has inevitably impacted the Swedish families of the spouses. This has not been 

as straightforward and smooth a process as ongoing family life for the same age group in Sweden or 

Finland – or for the spouses of the informants: 
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Markku: Jag har alltid löst allting själv 

och till slut inte ens själv utan ensam. Och 

hon löser allting genom att hennes familj 

kommer eller så åker hon till dom. Jag 

fick inte ihop det, hur fan ska vi göra? Jag 

vill lösa allting runt mig, liksom. Med 

mig. Men hon bjuder in sin familj när det 

är som sämst hemma. Jag kan ju inte gå 

där och må dåligt bland andra, synligt. 

Fast det börjar jag bli bättre på. Jag vågar 

säga saker till Elins farsa som jag inte har 

sagt till någon annan appiukko. Och som 

vanligt när det gäller samtal så måste 

man… ibland får man till formuleringar 

som låter bra men det är aldrig i närheten 

av… har man tur så kan man skratta lite åt 

någonting man säger. Man får till en 

formulering, men det är alltid så jävla 

långt ifrån vad man egentligen menar eller 

känner. 

Markku: I have always solved everything 

myself and eventually not even myself but 

alone. And she solves everything by her 

family coming or she travels to them. I 

didn’t get a grip on it, what the hell are we 

to do? Like I want to solve everything 

around me. With me. But she invites her 

family when things are at their worst at 

home. I can’t walk around there feeling 

bad among others, visibly. But I’m getting 

better at it. I dare to tell Elin’s dad things 

that I have told no other father-in-law. 

And as usual, when it comes to 

discussions you have to... sometimes you 

can formulate something that sounds 

good, but you aren’t even close to... if 

you’re lucky you can laugh a little at 

something you say. You formulate 

something, but it’s always so damned far 

away from what you really mean or feel. 

 

Interestingly, the limitations of language are repeatedly brought up by the bilingual Sweden-Finns, 

and not in terms of linguistic deficits in the weaker language, but within language itself.   

Parents are People: Language and Children 

One typical itinerary for reclaiming a Finnish background or Sweden-Finnishness starts with 

becoming a parent and the change in perspectives that this encounter necessarily involves. The 

question of language, to begin with.  

Paavo: Sehän tuli takaisin vasta kun 

minun ensimmäinen poika syntyi, minä 

olin jo 31 silloin. Piti tehdä se päätös, että 

mitä minä tälle miehelle puhun. Tuli ihan 

yllättäen. 

K: Mistä se päätös sitten tuli? 

Paavo: Se tuntui ihan luonnolliselta, minä 

olen aina kuitenkin tuntenut, että olen niin 

paljon suomalainen, että en minä sitä 

niinkö, kieltä tai kulttuuria halua 

luovuttaa, tai luopua siitä. Se oli kanssa se 

nainen, jonka kanssa olin naimisissa, se 

oli hyvin kannustava, se sanoi että tietysti 

pitää puhua suomea, opettaa suomea. 

Paavo: It came back first when my first 

son was born, I was already 31 then. I had 

to decide, what to speak to this man. It 

came all of a sudden. 

K: Where did the decision come from? 

Paavo: It felt completely natural, I have 

still always felt that I am so Finnish that I 

don’t want to let give away or let go of the 

language or culture. It was also that the 

woman I was married to was very 

supportive, she said that of course you 

have to speak Finnish, teach Finnish. 

 

Language, obviously needs to be on a quite proficient level in order for a parent to undertake using it 

with your child. Several informants seemed shattered when they discussed the probability that their 
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children would not speak Finnish.  

Annika: Jag tänker så här att man kan 

förmedla, jag har förmedlat Finland till 

mina barn utan att dom kan finska. Det 

har jag verkligen gjort, dom har alla 

varit i Finland och har en känsla för 

Finland och det finska. På ett eller ett 

annat sätt kommer dom kunna använda 

det i framtiden för sig själva. Jag tänker 

på det så, för jag orkar inte belasta mig 

själv för det att jag inte lyckades 

förmedla finska språket då. Jag orkar 

inte, jag har nog med belastning. Det är 

klart det är synd. För jag håller med om 

det att det skulle vara artificiellt för mig 

att prata finska, hade min man pratat så 

skulle det ha varit en annan sak. Men 

ändå är vårt gemensamma språk 

svenska. Det är svårt. 

Annika: I think that you can convey, I 

have conveyed Finland to my children 

although they can’t speak Finnish. I’ve 

really done that, they have all been to 

Finland and they have a feeling for 

Finland and Finnishness. In one way or 

the other, they’ll be able to use that for 

themselves in the future. That’s how I 

see it, it’s too much to burden myself for 

not succeeding in conveying the 

language to them. It’s too much, I have 

had enough of burden as it has been. Of 

course it is a shame. But I agree in that 

it would have been artificial for me to 

speak Finnish, if my husband would 

have spoken Finnish it would have been 

another matter. But our common 

language is still Swedish. It is difficult. 

 

However, even if the language level were to be judged sufficient, the cultural resonance would need 

to feel as substantial for the parent to pass it on. 

Elina: Den sverigefinska frågan brukar ju 

komma upp när folk får barn, men det 

kom upp innan jag fick barn. I samband 

med det kreativa som jag gjorde, det var 

mitt första barn. 

Elina: The Sweden-Finnish question 

usually comes up when people have 

children, but it came up before I had 

children. In connection to the creative 

thing I did, which was my first child. 

 

Quite simply: if the individual feels the plus, the support and the cultural background as an asset, the 

language might be passed on, although it presents continuous challenges. The prerequisite is naturally 

that the language, Finnish in Sweden in this case, is still there. Hence, the connectors to minority 

language status, class, shame and educational implementations are pivotal. That Sweden-Finnish 

parents – as Weckström has shown – are apprehensive about putting their children in Finnish schools, 

whereas English speaking schools provides an obvious asset is telling. 34 It is also a matter of 

subjective assessments. Second-generation individuals tend to be over-critical about their language 

skills, as e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas writes, that in her profession as a linguist she has asked seemingly 

bilingual individuals if they thought they had equal skills in both languages. In two decades she had 

encountered two, of whom one wrote poetry in both languages. "Once one has moved away from a 

state of "monolingual naivety", it is likely that one will be more severe in judging one’s own linguistic 

                                                            
34 Weckström, Representations of Finnishness in Sweden (Helsinki, 2011), pp. 98-100. 
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competence, since one will know many different ways of saying the same thing."35 

As these subjective doubts, precisely as most other themes connected specifically to second-

generation Sweden-Finnishness, have had no collective arena to be wheel-barrowed into, the result 

has often been to abandon Finnish. Markku, as one of the informants, has wrestled his demons prior 

to becoming a parent: 

Markku: Varmaan jos omia penskoja 

kouluun, niin ihan varmasti saa 

suomalaiseen kouluun mennä. Tai saa, 

minä pakotan ne, tai eihän se mitään 

pakotusta ole, sitä valikoi sen tien. Eihän 

se lapsi itse sitä valikoi. 

K: Ei, ja eikä lapset ajattele semmoisia, 

eikä saa ajatella. 

Markku: Ei niin. Ja sitten kun itse 

ajattelee, valikoi pois sen vaan. Silloin on 

ainakin se runko siinä jossain. 

Markku: Surely if my own children go to 

school, surely they can go to a Finnish 

school. ‘Can’, I will force them: or, rather, 

it’s not forcing, it is choosing. The child 

doesn’t choose that itself. 

K: No, and children don’t think that way, 

and shouldn’t either. 

Markku: That’s right. And when they do, 

they can decide not to choose it. The 

ground will still be there somewhere. 

 

My personal background differs in the matter since I was deep in hibernation. It did not even cross 

my mind that I would speak Swedish to my son, as I have no blood (…these loaded words) connection 

to the Swedish language or Sweden. However, if I became a father now I would most certainly speak 

Swedish with the child. The disposition is similar to what Markoolio, the Sweden-Finnish rapper 

expressed in a tweet regarding the Sweden-Finnish campaign Våga tala finska in 2013: 

Marko Lehtosalo @markoolio123 

Fick precis dåligt samvete för att jag inte 

talar finska med mina barn för att jag inte 

orkar. Skärpning Marko Lehtosalo 

#vågafinska 

Just got guilty conscience for not 

speaking Finnish to my children because 

I can’t be bothered to. Pull your socks up 

Marko Lehtosalo  #vågafinska 

The disposition of Maria clarifies this. However, with the small rise within Sweden-Finnish second-

generation identity, it is possible that present day parents may keep the language, but it is also a fact 

that there are fewer young parents with sufficient (though not necessarily native) Finnish skills than 

there were 10-15 years ago. Maria began speaking Finnish to her child, but gradually she gave up: 

K: Ja, det är ju inte bara språket, att du är 

en språkmamma. Du är ju mor. Det är ju 

                                                            
35 Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove, Bilingualism Or Not: The Education of Minorities (Clevedon, 1981), p. 38. 

bra om man gör det, på alla möjliga sätt. 

Men om man inte gör det… vad ska jag 
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säga? Det kan vara mer naturligt att inte 

göra det? 

Maria: Det blir ju så. Särskilt när man 

behärskar svenskan. Det var annorlunda 

för min mamma, fast dom sade att man 

inte skulle prata finska med barnen, hålla 

på och blanda språken. Så kom dom 

inflyttade finnarna som inte kunde prata 

svenska, men en del gjorde det. Barnen 

kunde ju det, då blir det en konstig balans. 

Jag är ju svenskspråkig så det är inga 

problem. Däremot måste jag prata finska 

med mina föräldrar. 

K: Yes, it isn’t just the language, that 

you’re a language mom. You are a 

mother. It’s good, if you do it, in every 

possible way. But if you don’t... what 

should I say? It can be more natural if you 

don’t do it? 

Maria: It turns out that way. Especially 

when you master Swedish. It was 

different for my mother, although they 

said that you shouldn’t speak Finnish with 

the children, to keep mixing the 

languages. Then the immigrated Finns 

came who couldn’t speak Swedish, but 

some of them still did. The children could 

[speak Swedish], and it becomes a strange 

balance. I’m Swedish speaking so it’s not 

a problem. But I still have to speak 

Finnish with my parents. 

 

Markku manages to verbalise and clarify a part of the second-generation dilemma. For most of the 

thousands of second-generation Sweden-Finns, the conscious and subconscious choices and paths 

have been individually staked.  

Markku: Det finns inga vägvisare, ingen 

som har gjort det och det är det jag menar 

med barnet, jag kan åtminstone visa det 

här har du tillgång till. Även om farsans 

syskon kommer att gå bort, och bli 

jättegamla, men deras barn finns kvar. 

Och deras barnbarn finns kvar. Det 

kommer alltid vara öppet. Du heter lite 

Pekkanen i efternamn, oavsett vad du 

kommer att heta i efternamn där och då. 

Det är ingen som kommer att gömma sig 

bakom dörren om du bara plingar på och 

säger vad du heter och vad din farsas farsa 

hette. 

Markku: Nobody has shown the way, 

nobody has done that and that’s what I 

mean with the child, I can at least show 

that you have access to this. Although 

dad’s siblings will pass away, and be 

really old, but their children will remain. 

And their grandchildren will remain. It 

will always remain open. Your surname 

will also be Pekkanen somewhat, 

regardless of what your surname will be 

there and then. Nobody will hide behind 

the door if you ring the bell and say what 

your name is and what the name of your 

father’s father was.  

 

It should also be remembered that for the second-generation Sweden-Finns, language has spelled 

negations and trouble in more ways than with issues concerning language status. Although it was 

easy and natural for the children to learn two languages, it was difficult for the parents, a problem 

which several participants cite as the great divider between the generations – we speak perfect 

Swedish, the parents do not: 

Elina: Jag var så jäkla förundrad: morsan, 

varför kan du inte prata svenska, härma 

mig! Så sade jag något ord, "flaska" eller 

någonting. Prata svenska, varför går det 

inte? Så säger hon "laska" eller så 

kommer det finska ord i 80% av 

meningarna. Och jag var helt… jag kan ju 

svenska, varför kan inte du det? Det var 

jättekonstigt som barn, att inte förstå 
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varför hon inte kan låta som jag. Det är 

säkert en vanlig barnförundran. 

K: Jag trodde det var en vuxengrej. Jag 

kommer ihåg en finsk man, det var ingen 

lärare men ändå någon vuxen som kunde 

svenska på riktigt, och han var inte 

finlandsvensk heller, att vem fan är det? 

Han får inte plats i mitt huvud, jag trodde 

det var bara vi ungar som kan svenska. 

Elina: I was so damned amazed: mom, 

why can’t you speak Swedish, just imitate 

me! Then I said a word "flaska" or 

something. Speak Swedish, why can’t 

you just do it? Then she says "laska" or 

80 % of the words in the sentences are 

Finnish. And I was just... I can speak 

Swedish, why can’t you? It was really 

strange as a child, to understand that why 

she can’t sound like me. It must be surely 

be a common question among children. 

 

K: I thought it was a thing with grown-

ups. I remember a Finnish man, it wasn’t 

a teacher but still an adult who could 

speak Swedish for real, and he wasn’t 

Finland-Swedish either, that who the hell 

is that? I couldn’t figure it out in my head, 

I thought it was just us kids who could 

speak Swedish. 

 

Another prime example of a double minus, which might even result in a plus in another identity 

column, is the loss or erosion of the language, which we will look into next. 

Random Access Memories 

Losing your mother language or second language can be a natural, smooth process or an abrupt, over-

the-night decision. Regardless, it is nothing the child bellows about. The repercussions come later in 

life, if at all. Mikael started working as a caretaker around the ‘Finnish suburbs’ in his twenties and 

he met first-generation Finns daily: 

Mikael: Då hade man tänkt, mer privat, 

för en själv, med familjen, ska man prata 

finska med morfar, ska jag lära mig finska 

för att göra det då? Men när man kom ut 

och så såg man att det inte bara var en 

identitetsgrej, som det var innan bara, 

men att det fanns ett annat värde i det 

också, i ett större… ett större perspektiv. 

Så såg man att om jag hade kunnat finska 

i den lägenheten, hade jag kunnat fatta 

vad det var som var felet. Då var det merit 

liksom på det sättet att man kunde se ett 

värde av att kunna det. Sedan på 

äldreboendet låg det folk som inte kunde, 

det fanns inte tillräckligt med finsk 

personal. Då låg det finska tanter som 

hade glömt bort svenska, som bara kunde 

finska. Dom var helt isolerade och så där. 

Det var jävligt upprörande och se. Så 

börjar man tänka: nu kan inte jag finska så 

bra, kanske när morsan blir gammal, så 

glömmer hon svenskan. Kommer jag sitta 

där då, så som jag såg ibland när det kom 

släktingar dit, barn till dom, eller barnbarn 

som inte kunde kommunicera med sin 

morsa eller farmor eller mormor. Sedan så 

började jag då, jag läste lite böcker, 

hittade Antti Jalava och Hannu Ylitalo, 

sådana sverigefinska författare som skrev 

om finnarna i Sverige, proletärförfattare. 

Då fick man sin egen bit i hela finskheten 

i Sverige. Då skrev dom ju om dom här 

skolstrejkarna på 80-talet, dom skrev om 

Volvo och våra föräldrar, varför dom 

flyttade. T.ex. han Antti Jalava som är 

andra generation, han kunde ju man 

verkligen relatera till på många sätt. 

Mycket sådana tankar man har haft, med 

finska alkisarna och skam, man ska kunna 

peka på det. Då började jag läsa finska. 

Mikael: I had also wondered, more 

privately for myself and the family, 

Whether I should speak Finnish with 

granddad, should I learn Finnish just to do 

that? But also when I got out and saw that 

it wasn’t just an identity thing like it had 

been before, but there was more value in 
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it in a bigger... bigger perspective. I 

realised that if I had known Finnish in that 

flat, I would have been able to understand 

what the problem was. It was like a merit 

to be able to see that there was a value in 

it. Then in the retirement home there were 

people who couldn’t, there weren’t 

enough Finns on the staff. There were 

Finnish ladies lying there who had 

forgotten Swedish, who only spoke 

Finnish. They were like totally isolated. It 

was really devastating to see that. Then I 

started to think: now my Finnish isn’t all 

that great, maybe when mom gets old, she 

might forget Swedish. Will I be sitting 

here then, like I sometime saw relatives 

doing who came there, children or 

grandchildren who couldn’t communicate 

with their mother or grandmother. Then I 

started reading books, found Antti Jalava 

and Hannu Ylitalo, such Sweden-Finnish 

authors who wrote about the Finns in 

Sweden, proletarian writers. Then I got 

my own part of the whole of the 

Finnishness in Sweden. They wrote about 

the school strikes in the 80’s. They wrote 

about Volvo and our parents, why they 

had moved. For example, Antti Jalava 

who is second generation, you could 

really relate to him in many ways. Lots of 

the thoughts that you have had, 

concerning the Finnish alcoholics and 

shame, you should be able to point your 

finger at that. That’s when I started 

studying Finnish. 

  

The language was not the only limitation, Elina’s experience of language deficits is connected with 

severed family issues and emotions on a larger scale. Again, language is not the entire ball. Or chain.  

Elina: Jag kunde uppleva från det sena 

mellanstadiet och högstadiet, när jag tittar 

tillbaka och förstår mig själv som 

tonåring. Så frågade jag också mamma 

om en massa saker. Men så upplevde jag 

också en extrem frustration att inte kunna 

finska ordentligt då, för jag kunde inte få 

fram det jag ville fråga, om det jag kände. 

Jag ville verkligen prata om hur det 

kändes, för hon pratade inte om känslor 

och jag ville det. Då blir det dubbel 

bestraffning av sorgen, sorgen av en död 

pappa, sorgen av en mamma som inte 

klarar av att hantera känslor. Och sorgen 

av ett jävla språk, det var jävligt 

frustrerande och i tonåren, 14-15, var jag 

extremt aggressiv. Hade jag varit kille, då 

hade jag mördat henne. Så starka känslor 

var det. Jag är helt övertygad att jag hade 

slått ihjäl henne. Just den ilskan försöker 

jag nu jobba in, så jag håller på och gräver 

i den jävla ilskan. Det är en språklig 

frustration, att vara språkfattig. Hon 

förstår ingen svenska i princip. Hon kan 

läsa en kvällstidning, alltså läsa är lättare 

än att prata och höra. Alltså man vill ju 

liksom bara nita, alltså man vill mörda 

någon, man blir så jävla arg. Alla blir väl 

arga, många blir väl arga, dom flesta får 

någon slags reaktion under tonåren, men 

när det kombineras med språk, frustration. 

Jag förstår exakt varför man bränner ner 

skolor, varför man slår ner folk, varför 

man gör mycket som beror på 

identitetsfrågor och språkfrågor. För alla 

människor vill kommunicera, för kan man 

inte kommunicera, då hittar man andra 

sätt att kommunicera på. Då tar man till 

knytnävarna, man tar man till spriten, man 

tar till något annat. 

K: Vad som helst. 

Elina: Precis. Vad som helst i 

kommunikationsväg, hehe. Min 

tonårsperiod var väldigt våldsam mot 

mamma, verbalt och mot väggar, hehe. 

Jag var så jävla elak. Och utåt i 

tonårsvärlden visade jag aldrig känslorna, 

dom aggressionerna, jag var en vanlig 

tonåring. Det är bara min mamma som har 

mött på den aggressionen. Jag tror även 

utan dessa dödsfall så hade det sipprat 

fram något åt det hållet. Kanske inte lika 

starkt, men… […] 

Nu när jag har barn så försöker jag detta 

med hemspråk och modersmål, att jag 

pratar finska med henne. Det hade jag inte 

gjort om jag inte hade… så som din resa, 

att se sin bakgrund. Fast du från den 

finska horisonten. Eller andra sidan 

Bottenviken. Men att jag måste ge det 

finska åt min dotter, även om det blir på 

en väldigt låg nivå, så är det någonting, en 

liten nyckel. Hon får själv sedan… 

K: Bestämma hur hon använder det. 
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Elina: Jag kan ge det lilla jag kan. Men 

eftersom man är perfektionist i det 

svenska, så är det så jävla frustrerande att 

ha så jävla dålig finska [gråter]. Den 

sorgen är så jävla stor, språksorgen. 

Elina: I can recall the experience from my 

teen years in school, when I look back and 

understand myself as a teenager. I also 

asked mother about lots of things. But I 

also experienced an extreme frustration 

that I couldn’t speak Finnish properly 

then, I couldn’t formulate the questions 

like I wanted, about how I felt. I really 

wanted to talk about how I felt, she didn’t 

talk about feelings and I wanted to. Then 

it became a double punishment in sorrow, 

the sorrow of a dead father and the sorrow 

of a mother who couldn’t handle her 

emotions. And the sorrow over a damned 

language, it was frustrating as hell and in 

the later teen years of 14-15, I was 

extremely aggressive. If I had been a boy 

I would have murdered her. The feelings 

were so strong. I am totally convinced that 

I would have beaten her to death. It is 

precisely that anger which I am trying to 

channel now, so I am now digging into 

that anger. It’s a linguistic frustration, to 

lack language. She doesn’t understand 

any Swedish in principle. She can read an 

evening newspaper, reading is easier than 

speaking and listening. Really, you want 

to beat somebody, you want to murder 

somebody, you get so angry. I suppose 

everybody gets angry, most people get 

angry, the most get some sort of reaction 

in their teens, but when it gets combined 

with language, frustration. I understand 

exactly why schools are burned down, 

why people are beaten up, why you do lots 

of things that are based on identity issues 

and language issues. Because everybody 

wants to communicate, and if you can’t 

communicate, you find other ways to 

communicate. That’s when you start 

using your fists, use alcohol, use 

something else.  

K: Use whatever you can. 

Elina: Precisely. Whatever form of 

communication, hehe. My teenage period 

was extremely violent towards mother, 

verbally and towards walls, hehe. I was so 

damned mean. And outwards in the 

teenage world I never showed my 

feelings, these aggressions, I was a 

normal teenager. It is only my mother 

who encountered this aggression. I think 

that even without these deaths something 

would have oozed out in that direction. 

Maybe not as strongly, but... […] 

Now when I have children I am trying this 

with home language and mother tongue, 

that I speak Finnish with her. I wouldn’t 

have done this if I hadn’t... like your 

journey, to see your background. 

Although you do it from the Finnish 

horizon. Or the other side of the Gulf of 

Bothnia. But that I must give Finnishness 

to my daughter, although it’s on a very 

low level, it is still something, a little key. 

She can then... 

K: Decide for herself how to use it. 

Elina: I can give the little I can. But since 

I am a perfectionist in Swedish, it’s so 

damned frustrating to have such lousy 

Finnish [crying]. That sorrow is so huge, 

the language sorrow.  

 

The complexities of not having the Finnish language, or later on in life, addressing the differences in 

your upbringing that you are realise first later on, can be a part of the process. My informants 

repeatedly delved back into their childhood in their reflections, as is no doubt partly is natural for a 

situation in which the overall theme and the umbrella in the discussions was a Finnish background 

where the root canal goes to childhood. This tendency to access the formative years also led me to 

structure this study accordingly: on the grounds that the connection not only to Finnishness, but 

Sweden-Finnishness cannot exclude one’s childhood. Vera maintains that Finnish as a language 

would have fit her persona better than Swedish, especially as a lively child, that there would have 
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been one more persona there: "en person till". She explains that she was wild, fun-loving child but 

also more than a handful. That she must have appeared frightening to some and funny to others36:  

Vera: Den där ivrigheten och 

explosiviteten, det finska språket hade 

matchat det så mycket bättre än det här 

svenska språket. På svenska gjorde att 

folk tyckte det att jag tryckte på, det 

beteendet stämmer inte med svenska 

språket och svenska kulturen hos 

svenskarna, för dom är ju...  

 

Vera: That eagerness and explosiveness, 

the Finnish language would have suited 

that so much better than this Swedish 

language. In Swedish it made people feel 

that I was pushy: that behaviour doesn’t 

fit the Swedish language and the Swedish 

culture among the Swedes, because they 

are really…  

Having one’s nose to the groundstone, the vulnerability and also pain connected to the struggles of 

growing up in an immigrant family must be addressed in light of shame, self-denial, exits, as well as, 

quite often, simply leaving it all behind. Time, in itself, is a complex dimension for the second 

generation and not does not progress in a linear way at all:  

Annika: Man minns inte kronologiskt, 

man minns associativt och 

fragmentariskt. En del saker minns 

hjärnan, andra saker minns kroppen. En 

del saker blir du påmind när du läser. Det 

beror på. Det här med framtiden, min 

mormor satt inte och tänkte att få ett 

barnbarn som blev akademiker. Jag sitter 

inte och tänker på att mina barn ska forska 

om Finland när dom blir stora, men det 

kan mycket väl bli så. För vi har osynliga 

stafettpinnar, som vi skickar mellan oss. 

Sedan vet man inte när någon tar dom, 

man vet inte ens när man räcker dom 

alltid. Man vet inte vad man snappar upp 

av det som mamma eller pappa sade, vad 

mormor sade. Vad var det som fastnade 

och hur det kommer ut i ny mån och 

transformeras. På det sättet kan jag inte 

förhålla mig till någon rak berättelse, att i 

början träder dom här arbetarna in, som 

blir någon slags kollektiv sverigefinsk 

grupp, som blir osynliggjorda och som 

förklarar något om mitt liv. Samtidigt som 

det förklarar mycket om andra arbetares 

liv. Det hänger ihop. Det är så svårt att se 

det sakligt, jag kan inte ens tänka sakligt 

och kronologiskt. Jag tänker på skapande 

mycket mer som framtid. Då finns det för 

andra att göra något av, individuellt eller 

kollektivt, att dom används i skolor och 

du vet. På det sättet blir ju allt skapande 

en framtid. Jag hörde igår att någon 

hoppade av att skriva en avhandling bara 

                                                            
36+ See Appendix 6.2. 

för att hon inte ville bli en fotnot i någon 

annans avhandling. Det är så lätt att 

sympatisera med den tanken, men efteråt 

tänkte jag att jag ska ringa henne och säga 

att jag hoppas du gör den avhandlingen, 

för det är viktigt. När man ska skildra 

någon tabu, det här osynliga. Jag vet inte 

om det är svar på din fråga, men att hela 

tiden se sig själv i alla delar. 

Annika: You don’t remember 

chronologically, you remember 

associatively and fragmentally. Some 

things are remembered by the brain, 

others are remembered by the body. You 

are reminded of some things when you 

read. It varies. This with the future, my 

grandmother didn’t sit around thinking 

that she would have a grandchild with ab 

academic education. I don’t sit around 

thinking that my children are going to do 

research on Finland when they grow up, 

but it very well might be. Because there 

are invisible relay batons, which we pass 

onto each other. Then we don’t know 

when they are picked up, or we don’t even 

always know that we are passing them on. 

You don’t know what you pick up from 

the words of your mother or father, of 

what your grandmother said. What stuck 

on you and how that comes out in a new 

form and transformed. In that sense I can’t 

position myself to a straight story, that in 

the beginning these factory workers 
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appear, who become a kind of Sweden-

Finnish collective, who are ignored and 

this would explain something out of my 

life. Simultaneously it tells a lot about the 

lives of other factory workers. It’s 

connected. It’s so difficult to see it 

factually, I can’t even think factually and 

chronologically. I think of being creative 

much more as the future. Then it’s for 

others to make something of, individually 

or collectively, that they are used in 

schools and you know. In that sense 

everything creative becomes a future. I 

heard yesterday that somebody had quit 

writing a thesis because she didn’t want to 

end up as footnote in somebody else’s 

thesis. It’s easy to sympathise with that 

thought, but afterwards I thought: damn, I 

should call her and tell her that I hope you 

write that thesis, because it’s important. 

When you are to depict a taboo, the 

invisible. I don’t know if this answers 

your question: but see yourself the whole 

time in all parts. 

 

Bhabha writes rather of the hybridity of culture than cultural diversity, of how meaning is conferred 

through a Third Space: 

"The linguistic difference that informs any cultural performance is dramatized in the common semiotic 

account of the disjuncture between the subject of a proposition (énoncé) and the subject of enunciation, 

which is not represented in the statement but which is the acknowledgment of its discursive 

embeddedness and address, its cultural positionality, its reference to a present time and a specific space. 

The pact of interpretation is never simply an act of communication between the I and the You designated 

in the statement".37 
"The splitting of the subject of enunciation destroys the logics of synchronicity and evolution which 

traditionally authorize the subject of cultural knowledge".38  

 

Bhabha argues that cultural knowledge is not an open, integrated and expanding code, but that cultural 

statements and systems are constructed in the ambivalent and contradictory space of enunciation. 

This contradiction is described vividly by Natasha Lvovich, born in the Soviet Union. She calls "this 

‘third space’ a hateful place. ‘As the past and present Me-s live on different planets and speak different 

languages, both are utterly confused to be and not to be recognizable.’ (Lvovich 2007, 292) The 

culture which develops in this third space is both ‘bafflingly alike, and different from the parent 

culture’."39 

This arguably stems closer to second-generation experiences, which are not representable as clearly 

in terms of chronologically linear time as they are for the the experiences of the first generation. 

Throughout a lifetime changes also occur, and the self-image and subjective perceptions towards the 

individual as a Sweden-Finn have changed not only according to their birth year and immediate 

                                                            
37 Homi K. Bhabha, ‘Cultural Diversity and Cultural Differences’, in Ashcroft, Griffiths, Tiffin (eds.), The Post-Colonial 

Studies Reader, (New York, 2006), pp. 155-157. 
38 Bhabha, Homi K., The Location of Culture, ([1994], London and New York, 2004), p. 53. 
39 Nic Craith, Máiréad, Narratives of Place, Belonging and Language: an Intercultural Perspective (New York, 2012), 

p. 19. 
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surroundings, but also with respect to changes within individuals. In terms of mnemonics the process 

could, in fact be figured more as being ‘digital’ rather than ‘analog’ in nature, in the sense that you 

can fetch and also be fetched freely between time and space: you do not have to rewind and play back 

the entire cassette, but tend to skip back and forth. 

K: Jag kom att tänka på att jag blivit trött 

på Uleåborg och Haukipudas, när jag 

cyklar på samma väg som jag gjorde när 

jag var 16. Man vill bort från det att man 

bemöts av sina gamla minnen, något 

kommer upp när man var 23. Det är 

jobbigt att gå fram och tillbaka. 

Annika: Nu när jag kommer hit till 

Göteborg så hamnar jag i min 

ungdomstid, där gick jag och sedan något 

annat idag. Det är rotlösheten, man är 

många platser. Ibland när man tröttnar på 

platser så är man trött på sig själv. Man 

vill ha något annat, nytt blod, nya 

utmaningar. Man vill inte stagnera, man 

vill inte bli bemött stereotypt, det är 

mycket som man har hela tiden längtan till 

att leva. Du vill vara nära livet, där du 

ifrågasätts, där du utmanas. Allt det där, 

och det är inte lätt att göra på samma plats. 

 

K: I came to think that I’ve gotten tired of 

Oulu and Haukipudas, when I’m cycling 

on the same road as I did when I was 16. 

You want away from encountering your 

old memories, something comes up from 

when you were 23. It’s tiresome to go 

back and forth. 

Annika: Now when I come to Gothenburg 

I end up in my youth again, that’s where I 

walked and something else today. It’s the 

rootlessness, you are so many places. 

Sometimes when you tire with a place you 

tire with yourself. You want something 

else, new blood, new challenges. You 

don’t want to stagnate, you don’t want to 

be treated like a stereotype, you have so 

much longing to live for. You want to be 

near life, where you get questioned, where 

you get challenged. All of that, and it’s 

not easy to do that in one place. 

Again, we must take the revolving bodies of an entire system into consideration and cannot isolate 

singular cultural ball bearings such as preserving a minority language within a family. The internal 

and subjective struggles with having no Finnish, or Finnish at a depleted level, has not ultimately for 

most keeled the boat over, but rather resulted in fundamental soul-searching and, eventually resulted 

in facing another sun. What has happened for a great number of second-generation Sweden-Finns is 

that you have partly or completely exited not only the language, possibly halted at the birth of your 

children or deaths of your grandparents or parents, but continued onwards. As most attest now as 

adults, this was the family way.  

Elina: Det har väl med hennes fostran 

att göra, i den familjen kanske man inte 

pratar, man går vidare. Okej, i det 

drabbar ju kulturen, en viss del mig, det 

går i arv. Man borstar av sig, går vidare. 

Man borstar av sig krigsminnen, man 

går vidare. 

Elina: I think it has to do with her 

upbringing, perhaps in that family you 

don’t talk, you go on. Okay, that will 

damage the culture, me in some 

respects, you inherit that. You brush it 

off, you go on. You brush off war 

memories, you go on. 

 

Beyond their personal strides, the informants display the fact that our generation has grown up in a 
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different time: the children of a different past. That differentiates the majority of second generation 

of Sweden-Finns from the general population of Sweden as well, too, as many Finns. 

Annika: Det har ju med tidsandan också 

att göra, att man inte pratade. Man måste 

förstå också tidsandan man levde i. Man 

kan inte belasta, det var ju så. Man löste 

problem genom att glömma dom. Och det 

har ju visat sig att det är ungefär det 

sämsta man kan göra. För då blir man 

sjuk. 

K: Det har Finland varit väldigt bra på. 

Annika: Finland kanske har varit tvungen. 

För att det var ett sådant megatrauma. För 

att klara och bygga och göra dom där 

talkogrejerna, så var man tvungen att 

lägga locket på för husen måste stå på 

plats innan vi gråter. Jag tänker så. 

K: Tvungen och jobba och tvungen och 

käka för man blev hungrig och tvungen 

och sova. Samma härva nästa dag. 

Annika: Det går att förklara på det sättet. 

 

Annika: It has also do with the zeitgeist, 

that you didn’t talk. You must also 

understand the zeitgeist people lived in. 

You can’t burden, it was like that. 

Problems were solved by forgetting. And 

that has proven to be just about the worst 

thing you can do. Because that will make 

you sick. 

K: Finland has been very good in that. 

Annika: Finland might have been forced 

into that. Because it was such a mega-

trauma. In order to be able to build and do 

everything through the collective talkoo 

work, people had to put a lid on it, the 

houses had to be built before we could 

cry. I think that way. 

K: Have to work and have to eat because 

you get hungry and have to sleep. And the 

same mess over again tomorrow. 

Annika: It can be explained that way. 

The realisation among the informants that their roots and definition go deeper than our generation 

carries meaning and understanding, forgiveness and, ultimately, closure.  

Jukka-Pekka: Man har ju fattat att detta 

inte gäller endast mig, eller våran 

generation. Men att man ser så annorlunda 

på det, om man jämför med farsan och 

dom. Ju mer man gräver och tänker på det, 

desto större blir frågetecknen. Och på 

farsans farsa och hans äventyr i Ryssland. 

Att Sverige och Finland är helt 

annorlunda platser för mig, för man har 

vuxit upp med helt andra förutsättningar. 

Man börjar fatta att det handlar mer och 

mer om Sverige och Finland och hela 

generationer och inte en själv. 

Jukka-Pekka: I have understood that this 

isn’t just concerning me or our generation. 

But that we see it so differently, compared 

to dad and them. The more you dig into it 

and think about, the bigger the question 

marks become. And my granddad and his 

adventures in Russia. That Sweden and 

Finland are different places to me, 

because one has grown up under totally 

different premises. One begins to 

understand that its more and more about 

Sweden and Finland and whole 

generations and not oneself.  

 

Most individuals need to be more firmly rooted, and the sense of belonging must go deeper than one 

generation. Otherwise you are an island. But before we come to the sense of resolution and the 

personal insights that these narratives suggest, that rather than becoming a more complete half one 

might become two, the night calls for more darkness. The ocean beckons for more water and sufficient 

amounts of tears to become a roaring sea.  
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Death at One’s Elbow 

‘Vem är du?’ ‘Jag är döden.’ 

Ingmar Bergman. Det sjunde inseglet (1957).  

 

Roughly two out of three informants in the current study state that the death of a close family member 

or friend formed a major triggering key to processing and delving into their Sweden-Finnish identity. 

The decease of close ones, especially untimely passings, loss and grief, are inevitably prone to bring 

about fundamental ponderings. However, that for many this has brought about and substantiated the 

Sweden-Finnish colours in the identity palette has been startling. Possible explanations and 

verbalisations for this will be taken after we have headed for death’s door itself.  

Elina lists several consecutive deaths early in life as instigating inner turmoil and later depressions 

which ultimately, she has dealt with in her work: 

Elina: Något år senare så dog han, när jag 

var tio år. Under en tvåmånadsperiod så 

dog tre nära familjemedlemmar: pappa, 

mormor av ålderdom. Pappa hade väl 

supit för mycket så hans kropp pallade 

inte, han dog på en parkeringsplats. Och 

sen tog gudfar livet av sig. Tre 

begravningar på två månader var ganska 

övermäktigt, för en tioåring. 

K: Ja, särskilt i den åldern. 

Elina: Då, lillgammalt, så tog jag rollen att 

jag ska skydda min mamma. Jag får inte 

gråta på begravningen, jag får inte gråta. 

Min mamma gråter, jag får inte gråta. Jag 

grät inte. Och jag har fortfarande inte 

gråtit. Tyvärr. Jag har inte sörjt, men… nu 

i efterhand har jag förstått att tidens anda 

var, i skolvärlden, då ska man skydda 

barnen, man ska inte prata om det här, 

sorgen eller dödsfall. 

Elina: A few years later he died, when I 

was ten. Within a two-month period three 

close family members died: dad, 

grandmother of old age. Dad had probably 

drunk so much that his body didn’t take it 

anymore, he died on a parking lot. And 

then my godfather committed suicide. 

Three funerals in two months was quite 

overpowering, for a ten-year-old. 

K: Yes, especially at that age. 

Elina: Then, prematurely, I took the role 

to protect my mother. I can’t cry at the 

funeral, I can’t cry. My mother cries, I 

can’t cry. I didn’t cry. And I still haven’t 

cried. Sadly. I haven’t grieved, but... now 

in retrospect I have understood that that 

was the zeitgeist, in the school world, that 

you were to protect the children, you were 

not to talk about it, the sorrow or deaths.  

 

Elina’s recollections not only have the central Sweden-Finnish child perspective, they also articulate 

the role of the child taking on the role and burden out of its natural limits. Combined with austere 

Nordic silence and not addressing the issues at the time. The final drop came with the death through 

a childhood friend through drugs, when Elina was approaching thirty, which forced her to look back 

into her own upbringing while she was studying at university: 
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Elina: Det handlar om en 

försoningsprocess. 

K: Klart det inte bara är sverigefinskhet. 

Elina: Nej, det är en kombination av allt 

bagage. Jag kände på högstadiet att jag 

ville gå och prata med någon, typ 

psykolog eller något. Jag visste inte vad 

jag gjorde. Inga vuxna såg mig. Jag har 

haft ganska svåra depressioner sedan 

vuxen ålder. Sedan jag upplevde sorg för 

första gången, alltså levde ut en sorg. När 

jag och min pojkvän gjorde slut och jag 

upplevde den där jävla sorgen, som var så 

jävla jobbig. Det var när jag gick på 

universitetet och hade nya 

medelklasskompisar, som gick i terapi. 

Jag kunde fråga dom hur dom gjorde. Då 

visste jag att jag måste ta tag i mitt liv. Jag 

går värsta elitutbildningen, att jag måste 

bli hel. Helare inuti. Jag har gått i terapi i 

fem år, med många uppehåll under en 

längre period. Det har fan räddat mitt liv. 

Man blir vän med det förflutna. Förståelse 

givetvis. Att inte bara hat som drivkraft. 

 

Elina: It’s a process of reconciliation. 

K: Of course it’s not only about Sweden-

Finnishness. 

Elina: No, it’s a combination of all the 

baggage. I felt in between grades 7-9 that 

I wanted to go talk to somebody, like a 

psychologist or something. I didn’t know 

what I was doing. No adults saw me. I 

have had quite difficult depressions since 

I’ve been an adult. From when I first 

experienced sorrow, I mean lived out a 

sorrow. When my boyfriend and me broke 

up and I went through that damned 

sorrow, which was so damn arduous. This 

was when I was at university and had new 

middle-class friends, who were in 

therapy. I could ask them what they did. 

Then I knew that I had to get a grip on my 

life. I’m in the worst elitist education, I 

must become whole. More whole within 

me. I have been in therapy for five years, 

with many interceptions for a longer time. 

It has saved my life. You become friends 

with the past. Understanding obviously. 

Not to have hate alone as a driving force.  

As the stories and conclusions in the present study repeatedly bring forth, the connections between 

the Finnish minority, class, language, past shame and hegemony are palatable. Johanna also brings 

out the connections between the social troubles, death and Sweden-Finns even in the present age of 

cool:  

Johanna: Minä olen yli 30-vuotias ja 

minulla on ainakin kymmenen kuollutta 

ystävää. Sehän kertoo jotain. Siis nuorena 

kuollutta ystävää. Siis kymmenen 

kuollutta ystävää. Se kertoo kanssa aika 

paljon siitä, mitä elämä voi olla. 

K: Minulla ei edes ole kymmentä 

ystävää... no on.  

Johanna: Haha. Se kertoo siitä, mitä 

elämä voi olla täällä lähiöissä. Sosiaalinen 

ulkopuolisuus, että olet suuren kuvan 

ulkopuolella ja että sinulla ei ole 

mahdollisuuksia. Niin kuin me puhuttiin 

näistä Göteborgin kravalleista ja minähän 

olen hyvin vasemmistolainen, mutta minä 

tiedän kanssa sen, että työväen pennut ei 

heitä tiiliskiviä. Silloin kun sinä teet sen, 

niin tiedät ettei sinulla ole lääkäri-isää,  

 

 

 

joka kirjoittaa mielipideartikkeleita 

Göteborgin Postiin ja puolustaa minun 

tekoja. Kun minä heitän tiiliskiven tuon 

ikkunan läpi, joudun putkaan ja sitten 

minä joudun ehkä linnaan. Sitten minä en 

pääse kouluun, sitten minä en saa 

työpaikkaa. Mehän eletään ihan eri 

realiteetissa kuin ehkä moni muu elää. 

Sekin minulla on aina jäänyt mieleen, että 

kyllähän sinun on helppo heittää tiiliskivi, 

mutta tiedätkö miten minun käy, jos minä 

heitän tiiliskiviä? Ei minun vanhemmat 

osaa kirjoittaa ja överklagata. Minä 

tunnen niin monta ruotsinsuomalaista, 

jotka on minun ikäisiä. Me ollaan käyty 

samaa luokkaa, jotka on siis pultsareita, 

ne istuu siis… ne on täyspultsareita tässä 

iässä. Eikä tiedä kuoleeko ne huomenna 

vai kuoleeko ne seuraavalla viikolla. 

Nämä jutut vaikuttaa hirveän vahvasti ja 

valitettavasti paljon ruotsinsuomalaisiin.  
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Johanna: I am over 30 years old and I have 

at least ten dead friends. That tells 

something. Ten friends who have died 

young. Ten dead friends. That tells you 

something, what life can be like. 

K: I don’t even have ten friends... but I do. 

Johanna: Haha. It tells you what life can 

be like here in the suburbs. Social 

exclusion, that you’re out of the big 

picture and that you have no 

opportunities. Like we talked about the 

Gothenburg riots and I am very leftist, but 

I also know that working-class kids don’t 

throw any bricks. When you do that, you 

know that you have no doctor father, who 

writes opinion articles to Göteborgs-

Posten and defends my doings. When I 

throw a brick through that window, I end 

up arrested and possibly in prison. Then I 

can’t get into school, I can’t get a job. We 

do live in another reality than many others 

possibly do. It has always remained in my 

mind, that it’s easy for you to throw the 

brick, but do you know what will happen 

to me, if I throw that brick? My parents 

can’t write and appeal. I know so many 

Sweden-Finns my age. We’ve been in the 

same class, and they are alcoholics, they 

are sitting... they are complete alcoholics 

at this age. You don’t know if they are 

dying tomorrow or next week. These 

things have a strong effect and 

unfortunately, a lot of impact on the 

Sweden-Finns. 

 

Several informants spoke about the abundance of premature deaths and severe problems among peers 

of the same age, several individuals had quit going to funerals altogether, since it had simply become 

too draining. Again, this is no general truth, but nevertheless, the existing research from the 70’s (e.g. 

Jaakkola 1984) through later decades (Kuosmanen 2001) indicates clear over-representations of 

Sweden-Finnish "problems", which make sense if we take background and social factors into account. 

Sometimes accidents, such as the death of Johanna’s best friend, when she was in her twenties, will 

not only be a wake-up call to the harsh realities in life, but also provide a first step into a new life. 

Johanna: Sitten se kuoli, siellä 

rokkifestareilla. Ja tuota niin… silloin 

minä tyhjennin sen asunnon. Siitä alkoi 

sitten aikuisuus. Nyt tiedetään. Nyt. Okei, 

nyt minä tiedän mitä tässä on 

odotettavissa ja missä mennään. Että 

siihen loppui eräs elämänvaihe, tämä 

forever young, ja tämä oli niin kuin tätä 

elämää. Aika paha juttuhan se oli 

tietenkin. Sen takia olin myös konttorissa 

hirveän kauan, olin vähän niin kuin 

juurtunut ja juuttunut. Siinä meni hirveän 

monta vuotta työstää se juttu, semmoisia 

vähemmän hauskoja vuosia. Mutta siitä 

sitten kun minä heräsin, söin 

masennuslääkkeitä monta vuotta, oli 

depressiota ja paniikkihäiriötä. Kävin 

sitten hyvän kognitiivisen terapian, se 

terapeutti oli ihan huippu, se tuota sanoi, 

että "Minusta tuntuu että voisit 

opiskellakin, oletko miettinyt sitä?" "No 

en, mitä minä nyt…" "Alat mennä vaan, 

onhan sinulla lopputodistus lukiosta". 

Siitä minä menin yliopistoon. 

Johanna: Then she died, at that rock 

festival. And then so... I emptied her flat. 

That was when adulthood started. Now I 

know. Now. Okay, now I know what 

we’re in for and what’s going on. That’s 

when a certain phase in life ended, this 

forever young, and it was like this life. It 

was a quite bad thing of course. That’s 

also why I worked in the office for so 

long, I was also rooted and stuck 

somewhat. It took several years to work 

through it, years of less fun. But after I 

woke up after that, I ate anti-depressants 

for several years, with  depressions and 

panic attacks. I went through a good 

cognitive therapy, the therapist was 

absolutely great, and the therapist said "I 

feel like you could study, have you 

thought about that?" "Oh no, what 

would..." "Just go on, you’ve got a 

secondary school diploma". That’s when 

I went to university. 
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Inevitably, when individuals are forced to go through the rudiments of their lives, possibly even 

experiencing counselling and therapy in the process, identity issues are bound to be examined as well. 

Nevertheless, as the general atmosphere and partially also a re-definition of Sweden-Finnishness has 

occurred, especially within the active Sweden-Finnish circles, there has been an understandable drive 

to set the past behind and not dwell on the old baggage. However, the bigger issue is not to see  

Sweden-Finnishness as an isolated or self-fulfilling phenomenon. But if the individual is in a tight 

spot and with a background and collective which do not offer reasonable options, the situation can be 

rough. 

K: När dog din farsa? 

Markku: När fan var den krisen? Måste ha 

varit sex år sedan. 

K: Aha, just det. 

Markku: Det sprack helt då. Jag hade 

nycklar till fyra lägenheter. Det hade 

spruckit på hemmaplan, det hade spruckit 

precis överallt. Och snuten jagade mig, 

jag höll ju på med allt möjligt, men inte 

något kriminellt, men man var ju 

inblandad med en massa fishy people på 

något sätt. Snuten jagade mig i flera 

dagar, och jag fattade fan inte vad det var. 

Jag ringde fan inte tillbaka. Jag höll mig 

hemmifrån, det var en granne som hade 

sett att det var två män som var och 

knackade på. Då kom jag ihåg, vi satt i 

studion faktiskt, så sade jag fan, undra om 

farsan har dött? Sedan så ringde, så 

garvade jag lite grann. Och så ringde det, 

och det råkade vara Södertörns-polisen, 

tror jag. Så frågade jag om jag hade gjort 

någonting. "Nej, du har inte gjort 

någonting". Har någon jag känner gjort 

någonting? "Nej det är det inte". Har 

farsan dött? Då sade hon "Ja," det var en 

hon. "Han har gått bort. Det är det som 

ärendet gäller", men det bar dom väldigt 

mycket om ursäkt för, för dom får 

tydligen inte göra det via telefon, utan 

dom söker upp en. Det ska vara ett privat, 

att dom ska vara med när man reagerar, då 

ska dom vara med. Då satte jag mig i 

bilen, där sprack allt. Sedan kunde jag inte 

vara bland folk på något sätt. Jag vet inte 

vad det var som gjorde det där, det var 

konstiga reaktioner från folk 

runtomkring, att vad fan, du hade ändå 

ingen kontakt med honom. Men testa och 

ryck en sådan rot själv. Eftersom det var 

hela tiden att man sökte ju liksom fram, 

jag ville ju ha kontakt med honom, men 

det gick ju inte. Jag hade ju kontakt med 

alla här, men då hade han tappat all 

kontakt hit, eftersom han hade inga 

supapolare kvar här. […] 

K: Det var vägskälet, att din farsa dog? 

Markku: Det var det slutgiltiga. Jag 

förstod att jag kommer vara och bli finne. 

[…] 

Markku: Det gjorde min farsa när han låg 

där i bingen när jag kom och hälsade på. 

Det var bara några timmar innan när jag 

hade pratat med honom. Då var han ju 

nykter fortfarande, en bussresa och lite 

tunnelbana, då var han ju dygnrak. Han 

hade inte rört sig en meter, men ja, jävla 

självmedicineringen. Hehehe. Så gick 

man i exakt samma vitun loukku, så där 

[klappar med händerna]. 

K: Det har du ju inte gjort. 

Markku: Nej, men man var ju på väg. Den 

slog ju liksom igen [klappar med 

händerna igen]. Det hade det gjort. Det 

var inte mycket som var värdefullt. Jag 

försökte ju bara göra slut på allting, att det 

inte skulle finnas något kvar i fall man 

skulle dö. Det kanske du inte behöver… 

det brukar jag inte prata om så mycket. 

Det var ett konstigt påhitt bara. Det var 

inte så att jag försökte ta livet av mig, men 

det var jävligt betydelselöst. 

[…] 

K: Det var en ganska mörk period i ditt 

liv? 

Markku: Det var det. Då var det på riktigt, 

det var det. Det fanns inga… tja. 
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K: Hur mycket av det hade med din farsa 

att göra? 

Markku: Ingen aning. Jag skyllde aldrig 

på det, men det… allt gick åt helvete, jag 

fick inte ihop någonting till slut. Jag 

flydde allting, jag såg till att min tjej 

försvann. Jag såg till att folk slutade bry 

sig, jag vet inte vad jag… jag gick i en 

massa terapi och det hjälpte och så där, 

men det hjälpte aldrig på riktigt innan jag 

liksom skrev in mig på ett 

behandlingshem. Det var något som låg… 

även var man skraj för att bli likadan. Att 

det var det som… fast det är ju lätt och 

sitta här och säga när man har fått tänka 

på det i flera års tid. Men jag har ju haft 

två bryt nu under den här graviteten som 

Elin har. Det får inte bli likadant. Oavsett 

hur min och Elins relation är så får det 

aldrig, det får inte ens likna det. 

K: Vad menar du med två bryt? 

Markku: Att man blir så osäker och att 

man slutar funka. Att man bölar och man 

vet inte hur man ska förklara det, hon är 

från en familj och det är inte jag. 

K: When did your father die? 

Markku: When the hell was that crisis? 

Must have been six years ago. 

K: A-ha, right. 

Markku: It collapsed totally then. I had 

keys to four flats. It had collapsed at 

home, it had collapsed absolutely 

everywhere. And the cops were chasing 

me, I was doing all kinds of stuff, not 

anything criminal, but I was involved with 

a lot of fishy people in a way. The cops 

were after me for days, and I didn’t know 

what the hell it was. I didn’t call them 

back. I avoided home, it was a neighbour 

who had seen there had been two men 

knocking at the door. That’s when I 

remembered, we were in the studio 

actually, and I said shit, wonder if dad has 

died? And it rang, and I laughed a little. It 

rang, and it happened to be the police 

from Södertörn. Then I asked if I had done 

something. "No, you haven’t done 

anything". Has somebody I know done 

something? "No, that’s not it". Has dad 

died? And she said "Yes", as it was a she. 

"He has passed away, that was the issue", 

but they apologised a lot about this, 

because apparently they shouldn’t do this 

on the phone, they come to meet you in 

person. It should be private, they are 

supposed to be with you and see you react, 

they should be there. I sat down in the car 

then, and everything collapsed then. I 

couldn’t be around people in any way. I 

don’t know what did that, there were 

strange reactions from people around 

then, like what, you didn’t have any 

contact with him. But try digging up a root 

like that yourself. Because it was always 

that you tried to reach out, I wanted to be 

in contact with him, but it wasn’t possible. 

I had contact with everybody here, but he 

had lost all contacts, since he didn’t have 

any drinking buddies left here. […] 

K: That was the crossroads, that your 

father died? 

Markku: That was the final. I understood 

that I will always remain and be a Finn. 

[…] 

Markku: That’s what my father did when 

he was in the binge when I came to see 

him. It had been only a few hours earlier 

that I had talked to him. And he had been 

still sober, a bus trip and some metro and 

he was totally wasted. He hadn’t moved at 

all, but yes, the self-medication. Hehehe. 

Then you walk into the same fucking trap, 

like this [claps with hands]. 

K: You haven’t done that. 

Markku: No, but I was on my way. The 

jaws of the trap snapped shut [claps hands 

again]. It would have happened. There 

wasn’t much which was valuable. I just 

tried to end everything, that there 

wouldn’t be anything left in case one 

would die. Perhaps you don’t need to... I 

usually don’t talk about this much. It was 

just a weird idea. It wasn’t that I tried to 

kill myself, but it was damned 

meaningless.  

[…] 

K: It was quite a dark period in your life? 

Markku: It was. It was that for real, it was. 

There were no... well. 

K: How much of this had to do with your 

dad? 

Markku: No idea. I never blamed it, but it 

it it... everything went to hell, I couldn’t 

hold anything together. I fled everything, 
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I made sure my girlfriend disappeared. I 

ensured that people no longer cared, I 

don’t know what... I went to loads of 

therapy and it helped and so on, but it 

never helped for real before I checked into 

a rehab clinic. There was something lying 

there... although you were afraid of 

ending up the same way. That that was the 

thing... although it’s easy to say that now, 

when there has been several years to think 

about it. But I have had two breaks now 

when Elin has been pregnant. It can’t be 

that way. Regardless of how my relation 

to Elin is, it can never, it can’t even 

resemble that. 

K: What do you mean by two breaks? 

Markku: That you become insecure and 

you stop functioning. That you are 

bawling and you don’t know how to 

explain that, she is from a family and I am 

not. 

 

These fundamental family relations come up repeatedly. For Vera the wake-up call was not so much 

the death of her father, but the whole ordeal of the funeral and reflecting on the family bonds, also 

those that never have existed. Again, there are several connecting strands, but Vera has had no 

connection to her father or the Finnish language, which possibly made the situation even more 

awkward. 

Vera: Den yttersta konsekvensen var min 

pappas begravning i ett land och man först 

inte ens är välkommen att komma på 

begravningen. Den nyaste frun har aldrig 

inte ens träffat dig och han flyttade ju 

tillbaka till Finland som pensionär. Då 

först flyttade han tillbaka. Han som hade 

sagt att han flyttar tillbaka under hela sitt 

liv. Vad gjorde han här? Varför var han 

kvar så länge? 

Det är det ultimata priset som jag har 

betalat, tycker jag, att sitta och känna sig 

förnedrad på min fars begravning. Det var 

det som gjorde mig så arg, jag var så 

fruktansvärt arg, jag kände hela 

barndomskammen komma tillbaka igen. 

Att ha suttit i Finland på dom här 

kafferepen som en jävla idiot och folk 

pratar till en och man försöker vara artig 

och säga kiitos och man känner sig bara 

som en jävla idiot, när man faktiskt kan 

uttrycka sig på svenska, säga vad man 

tycker och känner. Att man inte har några 

ord för att säga vad man tycker och känner 

och vad man vill säga. 

Vera: The terminal consequence was my 

father’s funeral in a land and when you 

first are not even welcome to come to the 

funeral. The newest wife hasn’t even met 

you and he had moved back to Finland 

when he was retired. First then he moved 

back. He had been saying that he is going 

to move back all of his life. What did he 

do here? Why did he stay so long? 

That’s the ultimate price I’ve had to pay, 

I think, to sit and feel humiliated at my 

father’s funeral. That was the thing which 

really made me angry, I was so terribly 

angry, I felt the whole childhood shame 

coming back again. Having sat at these 

coffee parties like a damned idiot and 

people talk to you and you are trying to be 

polite and say thank you and you just feel 

like a damned idiot, when you in fact can 

express yourself in Swedish, say what you 

think and feel. That you don’t have any 

words for saying what you think and feel 

and what you want to say. 

 

The absence of a connection with your mother tongue, parents and family comes across several of 

the stories so gracefully put forward by these informants. Family ties, sense of belonging and actual 

roots that most first world citizens actually take for granted. Keijo had a fairly balanced upbringing, 
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but the suicide of a family member made him reflect on his Finnish background: 

Keijo: Att farsan hängdes, det var nog 

bara, han ville i hans värld underlätta det 

för oss. Men det gjorde han ju inte. Han 

sade det ju så här, innan det så sade han: 

ser ni inte hur sjuk jag är, ser ni inte 

vilken… vad var det för ord som han 

kallade sig själv, typ, idiot eller galning. 

Att ställ mig där borta pellon laidassa, 

tuonne mehtään päin, pankaa sinne 

niinku minut seisomaan että saatte olla 

rauhassa. Man bara, hallå, tvärtom, vi vill 

ju hjälpa dig, ta hand om dig. Men så såg 

du ut för honom, snälla ställ mig i 

skogskanten så ni kan ta det lugnt. Och 

där kommer den finskheten, liksom hur 

kan jag säga, alltså min farsa hängde sig, 

tog livet av sig. Men sedan när ryktet går 

i Finland, och det kommer till mina fastrar 

och mostrar och släkt. Då bygger dom om 

det. "Taisto har gått bort." "Han dog en 

lugn och fin död." Då lägger man locket 

på, sådant snackar man inte om. Och det 

tycker jag är så jävla finskt att det är en 

sådan här liten galen grej. Sådant pratar 

man inte om, det håller man åt sidan. Det 

gör man säkert här också, men jag blev så 

jävla förbannad på det. 

Ja, jag tänker mest på att min 

favoritfarbror hängde sig också. Så gjorde 

farsan det också. Då börjar man tänka så 

här – kommer jag också att göra det? Hur 

hänger det ihop? Är det någonting vi har i 

våran släkt? Är det våran finska Perkele, 

nyt tähän se loppuu? Och så gör man det. 

Ja, man har sjuka tankar om det, kan jag 

säga. Men då blir det jävligt finskt i mig 

också. Hela grejen är väldigt finsk. 

K: Samtidigt så går du och blir stolt över 

din finskhet under samma period i livet. 

Keijo: Mer och mer. 

K: Hur fan är det möjligt? 

Keijo: Jag vet inte, man inser sina rötter… 

att man verkligen är finsk. 

Keijo: That dad hanged himself, it 

probably was, in his world he wanted to 

make it easier on us. But he didn’t do that. 

He said it like this, before that he told me 

this: don’t you see how sick I am, don’t 

you see what a... what was the word he 

used to call himself, like idiot or crazy. 

That put me there by the side of the field, 

facing the forest, leave me standing there 

so you don’t need to worry. But you just, 

hello, the opposite, we want to help you, 

we want to take care of you. But that’s 

what it looked like for him, please leave 

me at the edge of the forest so that you can 

take it easy. And that’s where the 

Finnishness comes, like how should I put 

it, that my father hanged himself, took his 

own life. But then when the rumour goes 

in Finland, it reaches my aunts and uncles 

and relatives. Then they revise it. "Taisto 

has passed away". "His death was calm 

and nice". Then you put a lid on it, you 

don’t talk about such things. And I think 

that’s so damned Finnish that it’s such a 

crazy little thing. Probably here too, but it 

made me so damned angry.  

Yes, I mostly think that my favourite 

uncle also hanged himself. And dad did it 

too. Then you start thinking – am I going 

to do that too? What’s the connection? Is 

it something we have in the family? Is it 

our Finnish shit, this is where it ends? And 

then you do it. Yes, you have sick 

thoughts about it, I can say that. But then 

it becomes damned Finnish in me too. The 

whole thing is very Finnish.  

K: At the same time you go and become 

proud of your Finnishness during the 

same period in life. 

Keijo: More and more. 

K: How the hell is that possible? 

Keijo: I don’t know, you realise your 

roots… that you really are Finnish. 

 

Hearing, going through and having these anvils of stories dropped on me was also personally tough, 

and the verbal exchanges or the analysis at these precious moments were perhaps not always at their 

most eloquent:  
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K: Ja. Ganska jobbigt att höra alla dessa 

berättelser under en vecka [rörd]. 

Elina: Men du behöver ju inte vara 

terapeut, men du får ta emot all skit, heh 

heh. 

K: Ja, men vad fan ska man göra. Det 

känns väldigt svårt att… Men det är ju 

häftigt också. 

Elina: Men det är ju det som gör det så 

häftigt och läskigt är ju att alla vi har 

berättelser. Och inte så ljusa heller. 

K: Jag vet ju själv det. Men det är helt 

andra situationer, för dom människorna 

som jag snackat med, och kommer att 

snacka med. Det är inte samma skit, men 

det är olika skitar. 

 

K: Yes. Quite difficult to be hearing 

stories like this during one week 

[emotional]. 

Elina: But you don’t need to be a 

therapist, but you get to receive all shit, 

heh heh. 

K: Yes, but what the hell can you do. It 

feels so very difficult to... But it’s exciting 

as well. 

Elina: But that’s what it makes so exciting 

and scary, that we all have stories. And 

they aren’t really very light. 

K: I know that personally too. But the 

situations are completely different, for 

those people that I have talked too, and 

will talk too. It isn’t the same shit, it’s 

different shits.

However, I had several lighthouses in sight. One was absolutely that I had in a sense already gone 

through, or was going through, a similar process: the documentary film had been filmed, but the film 

was not out yet. Secondly, the absolute weight in these stories made me realise that these stories must 

come out, not only as the story of my generation of Sweden-Finns and meaningful only to these 

individuals, the Sweden-Finnish collective if you will. But also because of their relation to the present 

state of Sweden and Finland, and any other nation for that matter, currently facing challenges within 

immigration, identity, class and social movement. Lastly, and wonderfully empoweringly, for lack of 

a better term, it was clear that the outcome and the yield of these dark existentialistic ponderings and 

personal crises had eventually turned out to be extremely positive to these people. How is this paradox 

explained, that the infliction of pain and grief made Sweden-Finnishness stronger, and more positive, 

although the triggering factors and surrounding atmosphere would suggest the opposite?  

Red Sails in the Sunset - Redemption Song 

One angle to look at the ‘embrace, not exit’ pattern of behaviour is through social righteousness and 

reacting towards it. 

Emil: Det finska har alltid försummats. 

Jag hade faktiskt hemspråksundervisning 

upp till sjätteklass, men jag var 

omotiverad och droppade till slut av den. 

När jag i nian ville börja läsa finska igen 

hade hemspråksundervisningen dragits in, 

och jag blev hänvisad till att söka 

kvällskurser. Och då gav jag tyvärr upp. 

Jag fick ingen uppmuntran hemifrån, och 

det fanns inget status i det 

överhuvudtaget. Så hur skulle jag bli 

motiverad då? 

Emil: The Finnishness has always been 

neglected. In fact, I had home language 

teaching until the sixth grade, but I wasn’t 

motivated and eventually dropped out. 
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When I tried to start Finnish again in the 

ninth grade they had withdrawn it, and I 

was instructed to seek evening courses. 

And that was when I unfortunately gave 

up. There was no encouragement from 

home and there was no status in it 

whatsoever. How could I have been 

motivated? 

 

However, as Elina states, the possible collective dimensions came after the internal struggles: 

Elina: Det politiska, om jag kallar det 

sverigefinskheten, det kom efterhand. 

Som du säger, det är livsnödvändigt att 

berätta berättelserna. Det föddes av 

dödsfallet. 

Elina: The political, if I call Sweden-

Finnishness that, that came afterwards. As 

you say, it is a vital necessity to tell the 

stories. That was born out of the death. 

 

The reflections here differ in tone to similar processes as the rights for equal rights between the sexes, 

sexual minorities, and even for the struggle for linguistic national minority rights of Finnish in 

Sweden. Or from being bullied at school. It is more to realise that you are, in fact, gay and first after 

you have come to terms with it, you decide whether you are simply glad to be gay or gaying it up full 

on. 

"Identity is never a priori, nor a finished product; it is only ever the problematic process of access to 

an image of totality."40 In the politicizing of the social psychology of identities, Howard summarises 

the ideas of Wolf as follows: 

Wolf (1994) explores this theme, theorizing that people in subordinate social positions attempt in a sort 

of reality-construction process to translate coercive relationships into dependency relationships, through 

maneuvering their oppressors into accepting obligations toward them. Her empirical analyses of 

responses of Japanese Americans during the Relocation, African- American slaves, and nineteenth 

century European-American women, show that the more successful they are, ironically, the more 

entrenched they become in these dependent relationships. 41 

 

This observation from the past actually is quite telling for present understandings of Sweden-

Finnishness. Sweden-Finnishness must work within the confinements of Swedish house rules. For 

most second and later generation Sweden-Finns it would be quite absurd and actually delusional to 

"gay it up" in a hardcore Finnish style within a family relation, study or work environment or night 

out, where the people are Swedish, or not Sweden-Finnish. Also for the individual ‘henself’ (‘hen’, 

of course, referring here to the new Swedish gender neutral personal pronoun). (The English 

language, despite having a vocabulary with a tenfold richness to that of Swedish or Finnish also lacks 

                                                            
40 Bhabha, p. 51. 
41 Howard, Judith A., ‘Social Psycholgy of Identities’, Annu. Rev. Sociol. (2000), p. 385. 
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this politically correct term, which Finnish has indigenously.) In summary, these individuals have 

moulded identities and meanings that work for themselves: as Sweden-Finns, as Swedes with Finnish 

roots, or by ducking all categorisations. In fact, several of the interviewees have already gone on to 

contradict or shift ideas they expressed in our discussions between 2011-2012. 

Howard concludes that in the majority of research literature on social psychology of identities: "When 

identity struggles arise, they generally take the form of redefining negative images as positive, or of 

deciphering the "authentic" identity." 42 

 Let us look on a few explanations of this process.  

K: Är inte det lite konstigt att det som 

hände med din farsa och ditt personliga 

liv, att i stället för att glömma eller att 

spärra in det finska i din själ för alla tider 

framöver, som man kanske skulle tänka 

sig att göra. Att nu liksom, ska jag gå 

vidare och nu glömmer jag detta med 

finskheten. Men du gör ju precis tvärtom. 

Markku: Det blir krångligare. 

K: Att du tar ett jobb där du måste snacka 

finska, att du börjar bearbeta skiten på ett 

aktivt sätt i stället för att glömma det? Är 

inte det lite konstigt? 

Markku: Jag har aldrig tänkt på det. Jo, 

det är säkert lite konstigt. 

K: Skulle det inte ha varit mer naturligt att 

du blev ännu mindre finsk än du var? 

Markku: Jo, det hade varit det naturliga. 

Att man hela tiden löser problemet själv 

och till slut ensam. Det lättaste hade ju 

varit och kapa bort det bara. Inte börja 

återuppta kontakten med den här delen av 

släkten, det hade jag inte behövt göra. 

Absolut inte. Men jag vet inte fan vad det 

är. Jag har alltid blivit så jävla förbannad 

när folk ifrågasätter. "Fan ska du dit och 

göra, är du knäpp?" Håll käften! Jag har 

inget, jag har aldrig reflekterat över det att 

det är jävligt konstigt att det är där 

vändningen blir, och det är långt innan jag 

ska bli förälder eller någonting, det är ju 

bara… hela den där radiogrejen var ju 

bara för att prata finska, jag kunde fan inte 

prata finska, jag kan det fortfarande inte. 

Undra vad, det tänker jag aldrig ta reda på 

                                                            
42 ibid., pp. 385-386. 

varför det blev så. Men du har nog rätt i 

det att det är lite konstigt. 

K: Isn’t it slightly strange that the thing 

with your dad and your personal life, that 

instead of forgetting or incarcerating the 

Finnishness in your soul for all time to 

come, which you think one might do. Like 

now I am going forward and forgetting all 

about Finnishness. But you do exactly the 

opposite. 

Markku: It becomes more complex. 

K: That you take a job where you have to 

speak Finnish, that you start processing 

the shit actively instead of forgetting it? 

Isn’t that strange? 

Markku: I have never thought about that. 

Yes, it is a little strange. 

K: Wouldn’t it have been more natural to 

become even less Finnish than you were? 

Markku: Yes, that would have been the 

natural. That you all the time solve the 

problem yourself and eventually alone. 

The easiest thing would have been to 

simply cut it off. Not reconnecting the 

contacts with this part of the relatives, I 

didn’t have to do that. Absolutely not. But 

I don’t know what the hell it is. I have 

always become so damned angry when 

people are questioning. "Why the hell are 

you going there, are you stupid?" Shut up! 

I have nothing, I have never reflected how 

damned strange it that the turning point 

comes, it’s long before I became a parent 

or anything, the whole radio thing was 

only in order to speak Finnish, I couldn’t 
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speak Finnish, still can’t. Wonder what, I 

am never going to try to find out why it 

turned out that way. But you are probably 

right that it is slightly strange. 

 

However, Markku half-earnestly does not see it as necessary to rationalise or verbalise the change, 

because he feels that the redemption now simply feels satisfactory. Nevertheless, after a while 

discussing the same issues in relation to other people, he sees the threads leading to harder times and 

the harder Finnish history: 

Markku: Precis som dom här båtarna, jag 

brukar tänka på det om två båtar gungar 

lite för nära varandra, helt fysikaliskt sett 

så tänker man att dom borde gunga isär, 

men dom åker ihop till slut. Det är ju 

skitkonstigt. Det är lite samma sak. Fråga 

dina svenska polare, om deras pappors 

öde. Det är helt andra alternativ som har 

fullföljts. Men som min morbror… jag 

orkar inte ens. Men dom alternativen som 

har blivit lösningar för många släktingar – 

det finns inte på kartan, det är då man blir 

svettig över att bara tänka på det. Vad fan 

var alternativet? Vad fan valde dom bort 

för att göra det där? Så där hopplöst 

inträngd ska man inte vara. Fast det där 

har jag aldrig tänkt mer på. Det där är en 

del av det där arvet, en del kallar ju det där 

hårt, att det är liksom brutalt. Men jag 

tycker mest att det är ganska talande, det 

är ju bara direkt. Det är något som, som 

han eller hon, det finns inget mer att säga. 

Och så var det kanske det sista man själv 

kunde välja. Man ska ju lösa allting själv 

och ensam. 

K: Allt det har ju inte enbart med 

sverigefinskheten och göra men även med 

klass. 

Markku: Framför allt klass. 

 

Markku: Just like these boats, I often think 

about if two boats are floating slightly too 

close to each other, thinking about it 

physically you would think they’d float 

from each other, but they will eventually 

end up side by side. That’s strange. It’s 

kind of the same. Ask your Swedish mates 

about the destinies of their Swedish dads. 

The alternatives that have been pursued 

are totally different. Like with my uncle... 

I don’t even have the strength to go into it. 

But the alternatives that became solutions 

for many relatives – they are not even on 

the map, it’s then when you break out in 

sweat by only thinking about it. What the 

hell was the alternative? What the hell did 

they choose not to do, instead of this? You 

shouldn’t have to be so hopelessly 

cornered. Although I haven’t thought 

about this more than this. It’s a part of that 

heritage, and some call that heavy, that it 

would be brutal. But it’s also quite telling, 

it is only so direct. It’s something, which 

he or she, here is nothing more to say. And 

then it could also be the last thing you 

could choose yourself. You are to solve 

everything yourself and alone. 

K: All of that doesn’t have only to do with 

Sweden-Finnishness, but also class. 

Markku: Particularly class. 

Markku speaks of suicide as the final solution. Several people brought up the necessity to tell the tale 

and how one’s personal family background, education and occupation enabled by the good in the 

modern welfare state all pushed the individuals forward. The perspective provided by having a decent 

background, education and actually also being in reciprocal dialogue and integrated into Swedish 

society empowered these individuals with tools to push forward. Johanna emphasises that those who 

still "live to tell", also do that. That in spite of coming from a slightly dysfunctional family, she has 

always felt warmth and love in the family, in contrast to what she has seen others go through:  
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Johanna: Se on ihan totaalista. Ja ne 

henkilöt, ne ei voi kertoa. Ne ei tule sinun 

juttusille, koska niitä ei huomaa missään 

tai ne on deekiksellä tai puiston penkeillä. 

Ne on oikeasti se särmäporukka, mutta 

niillä ei ole edes omaa ääntä. Eikä niillä 

ole mitään mahdollisuutta kertoa, koska 

ne ei edes tiedä mitään muuta. Ne ei edes 

tiedä, miten voisi kertoa. Minä olen 

miettinyt paljon sitä, että kuinka hyvä 

tuuri minulla on ollut elämässä kaiken 

tämän suhteen. Olen tosi onnekas ja 

minulla on käynyt hyvä tuuri syntyä 

hyvään ja kasvaa hyvässä perheessä. 

Sitten ehkä muiden silmissä se on ollut 

ihan täysi duunariperhe, jossa on 

alkoholiongelmia ja muuta. Kuitenkin 

turvallinen ja rakastavainen perhe, suurin 

osin. Sitähän luksusta ei hyvin monella 

ole. En koe missään nimessä, että olisin 

itse elänyt hirveän kovaa elämää. Kyllä 

minä olen nähnyt ja kokenut jonkin 

verran, mutta sen takiahan olen tässä 

kertomassa, että minä en ole kokenut 

tarpeeksi, onneksi. 

K: Kaikkea ei tarvitsekaan kokea. 

Johanna: Ei ei, ja toivon etten koskaan 

koekaan. Kyllähän näistäkin pitää pystyä 

puhumaan. Minä en halua vetää 

minkäänlaisia paralleeleja siihen kuvaan 

tästä ruotsinsuomalaisesta kännikalasta, 

joka kaatuu ojaan ja heiluttelee puukkoa 

ja kaikkea tämmöistä. Kyllä näistä 

jutuista pitää puhua, tämmöistähän se on 

monella ollut, eri syistä. Eihän kukaan 

halua olla juoppo ja jahdata lapsia 

lumihankeen jouluaattona. Näistäkin 

pitää pystyä puhumaan ilman että sitä 

rupeaa mollaamaan omaa taustaa. 

Johanna: That is total. And these persons, 

they can’t tell. They won’t come talk to 

you, because you can’t see them 

anywhere or they are boozed up or on the 

park benches. They are the hardcore 

people, but they have no voice of their 

own. And they don’t even have a chance 

to tell, because they know nothing else. 

They don’t even know how they could 

tell. I’ve been thinking a lot about how 

lucky I’ve been in life with regard to all of 

this. I’ve been really lucky to be born and 

raised in a good family. Then in the eyes 

of others we might have been a full-on 

working-class family, with alcohol 

problems and so on. Still a safe and loving 

family, in most parts. That’s a luxury that 

not everybody has had. I absolutely don’t 

feel that I’ve lived a terribly hard life, I 

haven’t done that. I’ve seen and 

experienced somewhat, but that’s how 

I’m here to tell, because I haven’t 

experienced enough, fortunately. 

K: You don’t need to experience 

everything. 

Johanna: No no, and I hope I never will. 

You still need to be able to talk about 

these things. I don’t want to draw any 

parallels to the image of this Sweden-

Finnish drunkard, who falls into the ditch 

and waves a knife and all of this. You still 

need to talk about these things, it has been 

like that for many, for different reasons. 

Nobody wants to be a drunk and chase the 

children into the snowbanks on Christmas 

Eve. You have to be able to talk about this 

without scorning your own background.  

    

The a posteriori tokens of the out-of-closet, public and possibly even professional dimension have 

enhanced and deepened the process. Personally, that was surely the case with the initiative of the 

documentary film. Realising that the subjective was not only orbiting around me, myself and that 

third guy, but something concerning hundreds of thousands of people. Also in Finland, as Jari noted: 

Jari: Tämä on aivan järkyttävän iso tarina 

tässä maassa. Se on niin monella tapaa 

tärkeä tarina. 

Jari: This is a shockingly big story in this 

country. It’s such an important story in 

many ways. 

Seeing the void and that Sweden-Finnish immigration had not been addressed also pushed Vera 

further: 
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Vera: Jag kände att det var nödvändigt att 

berätta. Jag tyckte också att berättelserna 

var så få. Det var det som var så kontigt. 

Att det var så få och att det var 

dubbelförnedring, den finska 

jätteinvandringen var nästan bortglömd. 

Det är så konstigt när den fortfarande 

lever så stark i så många människor och 

det har så mycket konsekvenser. 

Vera: I felt that it was necessary to tell. I 

also felt that there were so few of these 

stories. That was the weird thing. That 

there were so few and it was a double 

humiliation, the massive Finnish 

immigration had been almost forgotten. 

It’s so strange, when it’s still living so 

strongly in so many people and it has so 

many consequences.

 

It was not only the apparent ‘non-existence’ of the second-generation stories, but also the general 

level of ignorance on the issue that nudged Elina onwards. These observations of inattentiveness 

towards all things Finnish is well established in surveys which have been carried out in Sweden 

regarding national minorities. The Sweden-Finns are the third best-known national minority after the 

Sami and Roma, yet only one in four Swedes know that Sweden-Finns are a national minority. Less 

than 30 % of the Swedes know that Finnish is a national minority language in Sweden.43 Although 

40 % deemed it "very important" to support minority languages and cultures, the Sweden-Finnish 

point of doom is that of repudiation, of this never being realised. It is also telling that 13 % of the 

population in northern Sweden did not see these issues relevant at all, although the Finnish language, 

the Torne Valley meänkieli and the Sami have always had a prominent cultural and historical position 

in the area.44 The 2015 survey from which this information has been taken makes no point of Finland-

Swedishness. 

Elina: Då märkte jag att alla sa att detta 

är en finlandssvensk historia. Jag tänkte 

vad är detta? Detta är 2000-talet. Folk 

kan inte skilja på finlandssvenskar och 

finnar, vad är problemet? Det har 

funnits finnar här sedan 1400-talet 

liksom. Finland har varit en del av 

Sverige, svenska riket och den största 

invandrargruppen är finnar. Man blir så 

trött på det. 

Elina: Then I noticed that everybody 

said this was a Finland-Swedish story. I 

thought, what’s this? This is the 21st 

century. People can’t tell the difference 

between Finland-Swedes and Finns, 

what’s the problem? Finns have been 

here since the 15th century. Finland has 

been a part of Sweden, the Swedish 

nation and the largest immigrant group 

is the Finns. You get so tired of it. 

 

Simultaneously, there has been sufficient interest, platforms, mediums and means to transform the 

stereotypes. The production of the documentary film and also the present study attest this. The work 

itself, the factual processes themselves, be they art or journalism, studies, teaching or anything else 

orbiting around identity issues tend to densify the autobiographical aspects. The title of the main book 

                                                            
43 Spetz, Popovic, Negga, De nationella minoriteterna 2015 (Stockholm, 2015), pp. 9-10.  
44 ibid: p. 15. 
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of the Swedish activist movement in the 70’s and 80’s, which focused on the working class was Gräv 

där du står (Lindqvist, 1978). Dig where you stand.  

K: Visste du att du att din bakgrund skulle 

bli så viktig?   

Annika: Nej, det är en väldigt bra fråga. 

Jag trodde att jag var en svensk berättelse. 

När jag berättar säger många, oj vad finsk 

du är. För mig var det en chock, jag var 

fan inte medveten om det. Att det var så 

mycket finskt i mig. Att den tematiken är 

så stark inom mig.  

K: Did you know that your background 

would become so important? 

Annika: No, it’s a very good question. I 

thought I was a Swedish story. When I 

speak of it, everybody is saying how 

Finnish I am. For me it was a shock, I 

wasn’t aware of that at all. That there was 

so much Finnishness in me. That it was so 

much, that these themes are so strong 

within me. 

 

Similarly as the present decades have opened up the personal lives of regular people, celebrities and 

politicians alike, these subjective and public, or political, projects within life stories also tend to 

loosen up the gates of your personal lives. 

Annika: Det vet väl du att det förändras 

ju, i takt med sina kliv i sin egen biografi. 

Det förändras vad man skäms för. Nu har 

jag skämts färdigt. 

Annika: You know it yourself that it 

changes, in pace with your strides in your 

own biography. The things you are 

ashamed of change. Now I am done with 

being ashamed. 
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PART III: OUTCOMES 
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7. Positive Outcomes: Sweden-Finnishness in 2016 

 

It has taken a long time also for me. To understand that which is now called ‘Sweden-Finnishness’. A 

term that I originally disliked. I felt I was a hundred percent Finnish, a hundred percent Swedish. Perhaps 

the feeling was close to my actual experience, to come equally much from two countries. Speaking 

Finnish at home, Swedish at school. That is, two worlds in one – always. Later on the word "Sweden-

Finnish" has become important. Undeniably, it tells something about the doubleness, something about 

similarities, dissimilarities. Perhaps other people can now understand something more about me than that 

my dialect is from Skåne, and my mother tongue is Finnish? But above all the word Sweden-Finnish 

unites a group, a history: the Swedish history of the Sweden-Finns. Perhaps it makes something of us for 

each other as well? It is also a term for minority politics. Nowadays Finnish is one of the protected five 

minority languages in Sweden.1* 

 

Alakoski touches on a significant detail here. As the monikers connected with Sweden-Finnishness 

have in past decades either been on one hand manifestations of being from Finland and/or derogatory 

diminishers and identifiers indicating class, often assuming inferiority on the part of the other, the 

common denominator after the first-generation experience has not tied or unified the identity of the 

collective. Perhaps the term can make something for the collective aspect of Sweden-Finnishness as 

well? Most definitely it could. Alakoski's underlining of the Swedish history and scope of Sweden-

Finnishness is also illuminating; something very few first-generation Sweden-Finns would stress. 

However, for most of the informants in the present study the Sweden-Finnish quest has been, or at 

least started out, mainly as a personal project. Indeed, although their personal biographies have been 

quite different, somewhere along the line, these individuals have taken note of other comrades of 

destiny; several mention having read Alakoski’s debut novel Svinalängorna (2006) and beginning, in 

its wake, to reflect on their own Sweden-Finnish background. Consequently, the evaluative 

demarcations and underpinnings of Sweden-Finnishness that the individuals have ploughed for 

themselves have differed significantly. However, having a broader, more collective sense of a revived 

and reclaimed cultural identity would undoubtedly strengthen these processes. In this, the significance 

of culture – be it via the high arts, low arts, sports, or trout fishing in Lapland – cannot be stressed 

enough. It is a connection which it is important to establish, whether it be through the finding of 

subjective meaning or collective sharing: 

Annika: Det som är så spännande att det 

bygger hela A-rörelsen och 

anhörigrörelsen på. Bara genom att dela 

sina erfarenheter så läker man. Det är 

väldigt fantastiskt. Det är inte sällan 

kulturen är uppöppnaren. Att man pratar 

om en film och det väcker. 

                                                           
1 Alakoski, Susanna, Oktober i fattigsverige (Stockholm, 2012), p. 217. 

Annika: It’s exciting that the whole labour 

and carers movements are built on this. 

Simply by sharing your experiences it 

becomes healing. It’s really fantastic. It’s 

not seldom when culture is the opener. 

You talk about a film and it awakens. 
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In the following narrative, Outi remembers going to the cinema to see the film adaptation of 

Alakoski’s Svinalängorna (2010), a work which was entitled Beyond in English. The film was 

Sweden’s nomination for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film in 2011 and it was 

directed by Pernilla August.  

Jukka-Pekka: Känn inte så mycket nu 

bara, det är en film, du ska gå på bio. Så 

gick jag tillsammans med min dotter, 

kusin och kusinens son. Vi har blivit rätt 

så nära med kusinen och har liknande 

bakgrund så klart. Så sitter jag på 

biosalongen, herrejävlar alla sitter här på 

helspänn, bara sverigefinnar, väldigt 

många sitter ensamma och håller i liksom 

så här. Jag känner, jävla. Jag brukar aldrig 

känna att jag inte fixar någonting, och var 

fan är mitt stenansikte nu, liksom? Jag 

känner att jag inte kommer att klara av det 

här. Jag sitter och biter ihop så att jag får 

tinnitus, får värsta 

spänningshuvudvärken. Innan filmen 

börjar, det är helt sinnesjukt! Jag andas 

jätteytligt. För jag har inte sett någonting 

liknande, men jag vet ju vad det handlar 

om. Jag sitter och andas skitytligt och det 

räcker att… det är sådana små grejer, det 

är gester, det är miner – jag fattar ju att det 

är en film, det är så långt från verkligheten 

men ändå är det så jävla nära. Så hör jag 

ett enda finskt ord och så bara… så bara… 

jag får bara panik. Jag måste bara, jag 

paniktänker på allting annat och kollar in 

i hörnet på bioduken och det hjälper inte! 

Tårarna bara forsar ner, liksom. Det är så 

jävla starkt, och jag bara svettas, jag blir 

helt genomsvettig. Jag tar min dotter i 

handen liksom, jag är helt blöt. Helt blöt, 

och det har gått en liten bit av filmen. Det 

är helt sanslöst. En film liksom, på bio! Så 

märker jag efter filmen att allihopa sitter 

så. Hela biosalongen. Det är helt otroligt. 

Men så sitter min dotter, som inte har 

bagaget, och hon tycker ju filmen är en 

jättebra film, du vet. Och jag och min 

kusin sitter helt förstörda, jag kan inte ens 

prata med honom efteråt, liksom. 

 

 

 

Jukka-Pekka: Don’t feel so much now, 

it’s a film, you’re going to the cinema. I 

went together with my daughter, my 

cousin and the cousin’s son. We’ve 

become quite close with the cousin and 

we have similar backgrounds obviously. I 

am sitting in the cinema theatre, and 

damn, everybody is here all uptight, only 

Sweden-Finns, many are sitting alone and 

holding on like this. I feel, damn. I usually 

never feel that I can’t deal with 

something, and where the hell is my stone 

face now? I feel that I’m not going to be 

able to make this. I am sitting there, biting 

my teeth so that I get tinnitus, the worst 

anxiety headache. Before the film starts, 

it’s completely mental! I breathe very 

shallowly. Because I haven’t seen 

anything like this, but I know what it’s 

about. I am sitting there with my shallow 

breathing and it’s enough that… it’s the 

small things, it’s gestures, facial 

expressions – I understand that it’s a film, 

it’s so far away from reality, but it’s still 

so damned close. Then I hear just one 

word in Finnish and so I just… I just… I 

just panic. I only have to, I think in panic 

about everything but the film and look at 

the corner of the silver screen but it 

doesn’t help! The tears are just pouring 

down. It’s so damn strong, and I sweat, I 

become totally soaked in sweat. I grab the 

hand of my daughter, I’m completely 

soaked. Completely soaked, and the film 

has only just started. It’s completely 

absurd. Like it’s a film, on cinema! And I 

notice that everybody is sitting like that. 

The entire cinema. It’s just unbelievable. 

But then my daughter sits there, and she 

doesn’t have this baggage, and she thinks 

it’s just a very good film, you know. And 

I and my cousin just sit there completely 

destroyed, I can’t even talk with him 

afterwards. 
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The present chapter will firstly explore how these individuals have gone through Sweden-

Finnishness, the term itself and its content will be readdressed in the light of the information gathered 

thus far in the present study, rendering the sub-chapter Name of the Game. Various routes to an 

outcome will be discussed.  Secondly, within the remit of the present thesis, it will attempt to close 

the discussion on cultural identity by looking at a number of clear manifestations, representations and 

interpretations of what Sweden-Finnishness has come to embody for these informants. Debaser 

Finland: Slicing up Eyeballs zooms down on specific and divergent key factors within the participants 

(re)claiming of Sweden-Finnishness: it might be a place or relatives in Finland or the founding of a 

collective, modern Sweden-Finnishness. What Difference Does It Make? summarises the personal 

and wider implications of Sweden-Finnishness.  

As a name reflects back on one’s background so, too, should the hyphenated term Sweden-

Finnishness gesticulate towards at least some of the elements comprising that identity. However, as 

we have established, these monikers need redefining and reinterpreting at regular intervals in order 

to remain current. A vivid manifestation of this is the use of symbols and logos, avatars, dress-codes 

and even language. Flags are a classic representation of mainly national identities. The twenty-three-

year-old Andreas Jonasson, a second-generation Sweden-Finn, designed a Sweden-Finnish flag in 

2007: 

 

"We Sweden-Finns of the second and third generation don't feel particularly Finnish anymore. It can 

feel quite ridiculous to use the Finnish flag in all official circumstances. 

Do you feel that you are more Swedish? 

- Yes, but perhaps still more as Sweden-Finns. Then it's good if we have our own symbol."2*  

 

 

 

Jonasson’s flag was made official in 2014 by the RSKL, the National Association of Finns in Sweden. 

That the need and desire to first establish the flag seven years later is again illustrative: many active 

and driving forces within Sweden-Finnish having maintained that there was no need for a specifically 

Sweden-Finnish flag since the Finnish flag sufficed, i.e. being Finnish in Sweden was the nucleus. 

                                                           
2 Castelius, Olle, in Aftonbladet, unknown date, (2007), p. 35. 
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That the debate has continued was reflected by Antti Yliselä, the Planning Officer of National 

Minorities at Gothenburg city, in 2015: 

Opinions differ when it comes to choosing a flag. The identity of some is coloured mainly by Finland, 

Finnishness and the Finnish flag, whereas others feel that Sweden, Sweden-Finnishness and the Swedish 

flag are closer to heart. Also in the future, the city celebrates the Sweden-Finnish day with the minority 

flag, and the Finnish flag will be hoisted on the Finnish Independence Day on the 6th of December. Let 

us enjoy the diversity in these different perspectives and interpretations in our Sweden-Finnish everyday 

life.3*  

It has also become quite common among later generation Sweden-Finns to wear Finnish clothes or 

otherwise mark their background – for instance, by having the Finnish lion as a tattoo: 

Mikko: Jos katsoo toisen, kolmannen ja 

miksei neljännenkin polven 

ruotsinsuomalaisten kohdalla, jos näkee 

vaikka Facebookista että joku on taas laittanut 

suomileijonatatskan olkapäähän, niin minua 

vähän huvittaa. Onhan se toisaalta vähän 

fantastista, että ihminen kokee sen 

suomalaisuuden niin tärkeänä, että se pitää 

leimata kroppaan. Ja se ei ole kielestä kiinni, 

nämä tyypit voivat olla sellaisia että ne ei edes 

puhu suomea, ne tuntee sen suomalaisuuden 

niin vahvana. Minulla itsellä on ainakin nyt 

sellainen kausi menossa, että minä en 

välttämättä jaksa kuunnella niitä puukko-

viina-sauna -juttuja, niin kuin heti 

ensimmäisellä tapaamisella ruotsalaisten 

kanssa. Että niitä vitsejä pitää kuunnella. 

Mikko: If you look at second, third or even 

fourth-generation Sweden-Finns, and you see 

on, say, Facebook that somebody has again 

gotten a Finnish lion tattoo on the shoulder, I 

find that a bit funny. On one hand it is slightly 

fantastic, that somebody feels that Finnishness 

is so important, that you need to print it on 

your body. And it’s not even because of the 

language, these people might not even speak 

Finnish, but still they feel the Finnishness so 

strongly. But at least for now I am now in a 

phase where I can’t be bothered to listen to all 

of these knife-alcohol-sauna stories on first 

meetings with the Swedes. To have to listen to 

these jokes. 

 

 

 

The interpretations of sporting the very same lion in Finland are quite different. These interpretations 

and symbolic values – not to mention "humorous" remarks – must be confronted and taken seriously 

in our barren times. Consequently, signalling cultural diversity and hybridity (say, by wearing the 

Finnish lion in Sweden) changes its meaning from Finland, displacing the restricted connotations 

there of being a ‘true patriot’ and ‘nationalistically-oriented’ in favour of something else: something 

which shatters those mirrors and accommodates different feelings of fragmentation. For as Howard 

has observed, coming to terms with fragmentation is a central factor in the negotiation of modern 

identities: 

Fragmentation emphasizes the multiplicity of identities and of positions within any identity. Hybridity is 

also key, evoking images of liminality and border-crossings in which a subaltern identity is defined as 

different from either of several competing identities. Diaspora is another key idea, resonant with the 

discussion above of geography and identity.4  

                                                           
3  Yliselä, Antti, Ungas röst ljuder allt starkare, Minä olen ruotsinsuomalainen, 10/2015.  
4 Howard, Judith, ‘Social Psycholgy of Identities’, Annual Review of Sociology (Vol 26, 2000), p. 386. 
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We could also consider what the national flags entail, be they the Finnish or Swedish flag – or the 

Union Jack. Morrissey, a second-generation Irishman in England, ended up in a blizzard of criticism 

for appearing to be far right and racist after he had draped himself in the Union Jack during a concert 

in Finsbury Park in 1992. Looking into the great emigration cauldron of the U.S.A, the flag might 

carry different connotations. During the height of the anti-Vietnam, love and peace movement in the 

60’s, we note that Dennis Hopper in Easy Rider (to take just one example) wears the Star-Spangled 

Banner on his leather vest. Obviously, this points towards the integral ideology of personal freedom 

within America. Flags and symbols can carry different meanings and interpretations in our fractured 

times, and within the framework of modern Sweden-Finnishness it would be worthwhile to examine 

not only the abstract imagological symbols and context, but also the concrete symbols: if Sweden-

Finnishness is predominantly subjective, silent and even unnoticeable, what gives the individual away 

in everyday circumstances? Beyond the standard banter about enjoying sauna and having had 

differing Christmas dishes. Or nesting a cabinet full of Moomin mugs. Howard writes about the same 

connection, with a remark of caution: 

In anticipating the next century’s approaches to identities, then, we might look to analyses that bring 

together both the structures of everyday lives and the sociocultural and sociopolitical realities in which 

those lives are lived, but without imposing a false coherence on that synthesis.5 

 

The majority of informants within the present study have managed to combine their background into 

their twenty-first century life, where (Sweden-)Finnishness is alive and present in an expansive 

variety of ways. But there is also apprehension among many, especially among those who have a 

strong connection to Finland, especially those for whom the combination Swedish and Finnish feels 

more appropriate: 

Emma: Just nyt se on jotenkin mennyt liian 

pitkälle tuo, että kaiken maailman minifinn-

festareita ja Mokomaa, että haetaan jotain. 

Minun mielestä sen pitäisi olla luonnollista, se 

pitäisi vaan olla. Miksi pitää olla jonkun 

tittelin alla, että on jotkut Finnfestarit? Onko 

se se, että haetaan rahaa? Just nyt minä tunnen 

sellaista, jotenkin, motstånd. Koko tätä, että 

jotenkin pakotetaan tätä Suomen kulttuuria 

Tukholmassa. Minun mielestä se ei kuulu olla 

niin, minun mielestä se pitää olla, että jos 

tekee mielii tehdä suomeksi, ruotsiksi, millä 

kielellä vaan. Se on vaan taidetta, tai 

musiikkia. Että siitä on tehty semmoinen juttu. 

Minun mielestä se vain kategorisoi minua 

vielä enemmän. Minulle tulee taas sellainen 

                                                           
5 ibid., p. 388. 

tunne, että joko sinä kuulut meidän ryhmään ja 

olet mukana näissä finnfestareissa tai et ole 

mukana. Minulle tulee tunne, että jään 

paitsioon jos en ole mukana niitten pienessä 

ryhmässä. Minulla on toisia puolia kanssa, 

minulla on etelä kanssa. Jos minä liityn tähän 

suomifestarifinnsuomi-juttuun, minä jätän sen 

toisen puolen pois. Enkä minä halua jättää 

sitäkään. Se tuntuu, että joudun jättämään sen 

pois, jos menen tähän in i den här symbiosen, 

det finska, det representerade finska, jag 

representerar bara inte det finska, minulla on 

eri kokemuksia. Ruotsista ja vielä muutakin, 

minulla tulee se vielä mieleen usein. Taas 

kategoria, mihin jos minä liittyisin, niin ehkä 

minä tunnen että minun täytyy jättää jotain 
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pois – minkä olen nyt sanonut viisi kertaa. 

Tuliko selväksi? 

Emma: Right now it has gone too far with all 

kinds of Minifinn festivals and Mokoma, in 

that you are trying to be something. I think it 

should be just natural, just let it be. Why 

should there be a title underneath, that it’s a 

Finnfestival? Is it there for applying money? 

Right now feel a sense of, resistance. To all of 

this, that somehow Finnish culture is forced on 

you in Stockholm. I feel that it shouldn’t be 

like that, if it feels like Finnish, Swedish, 

whatever language. It’s just art or music. That 

it has become just a thing. I feel it only 

categorises me more. I get this feeling again, 

that either you are a part of our group and you 

are involved in these Finnfestivals or you’re 

not. I get the feeling that I am left out, if I’m 

not with their little group. There are other sides 

to me, I’ve got the south. And I don’t want to 

leave that out either. It feels like I would have 

to leave it, if I join this symbiosis, the  Finnish, 

the represented Finnish, I don’t just represent 

the Finnish, I have different experiences. 

From Sweden and more still, I still remember 

that often. Another category; if I joined, then I 

would possibly feel that I would have to leave 

something out – which I’ve said five times 

now. Are we clear? 

    

Several informants expressed the idea that Sweden-Finnishness, or Finnishness for some, did not fit 

any longer or find its right place. Similarly, the notion of Sweden-Finnishness itself, as a term 

signalling both personal and collective identity, has not yet succeeded in gathering a consensus. 

  

The Name of the Game 

 

One interesting contradiction seems to pop up in how the second-generation position themselves with 

respect to the term Sweden-Finnish. In Weckström’s thesis (2011) only one of the ten second-

generation informants felt comfortable with the term. None did so in Ågren: "They acknowledge 

Sweden-Finnishness neither as something they might transcribe to or feel pressured by".6 Keijo 

verbalises the stance one is most likely to hear, particularly among such second-generation Sweden-

Finns, who speak Finnish: 

K: Det som kommer för våran generation, och 

följande generationer, kommer det att finnas, 

något sverigefinskt som överlever i 

huvudtaget? 

Keijo: Det gör det säkert, det finns dom där 

klickarna som inte förblandar sig, så som jag 

tycker jag till exempel har gjort, men det finns 

alltid dom där gängen som behåller, håller hårt 

i det finska, här. Och inte går över så mycket 

på något sätt. Men för mig, sverigefinskt, nej, 

vad är det? Antingen är det finskt eller svenskt, 

                                                           
6 Ågren, Marja, "Är du finsk, eller…?" (Gothenburg, 2006), p. 223. 

på något sätt. Och det är inget konstigt med 

det. Så är det i mitt huvud i alla fall. 

K: En grej är ju att det inte har funnits något 

sverigefinskt efter, som inte är det där med 

Sisuradio eller Suomi-seurat att det ska vara 

finskt. Det har inte funnits andra modeller, sätt 

att vara, som inte har med Finland att göra. 

Keijo: Nej, jag är så dålig på det där, jag är inte 

med i den matchen. Jag skiter i det. Jag skiter 

i det. För mig behövs det inte. Jag är jag och 

jag lever här som finne, det är inget konstigt. 

Jag behöver liksom inte hävda mig i det 
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svenska samhället som att vi måste ha en finsk 

radio, vi måste ha våra egna klubbar och 

föreningar, det skiter jag fullständigt i. Det 

finns säkert många finnar som blir 

skitförbannade för mig för att jag säger så, om 

dom skulle höra mig. "Vadå, tycker du inte om 

Finland?" Jo! 

K: With respect to our generation, and coming 

generations, will there be anything, anything 

Sweden-Finnish that is to survive at all? 

 

Keijo: Sure it will, there will be those clicks 

that don’t mix, as I feel that I have for example 

done, but those gangs will always exist which 

maintain, hold on tightly to Finnishness, here.  

And don’t cross over in any way. But for me, 

Sweden-Finnishness, no, what is that? Either 

it’s Finnish or Swedish, in a way. And there’s 

nothing strange about that. That’s how it is in 

my head anyhow. 

K: One thing is that there hasn’t been much 

Sweden-Finnish after the claims of Sisu-Radio 

or the Finnish-societies that things should be 

Finnish. There haven’t been other models, 

ways to be, that don’t have anything to do with 

Finland. 

 

Keijo: No, I’m so bad at that, I’m not in that 

match. I don’t give a shit. I don’t give a shit. I 

don’t need any of that. I am I and I live here as 

a Finn, nothing strange there. I don’t need to 

assert myself that we have to have a Finnish 

radio, or that we have to have our own clubs 

and societies, I don’t give a shit about any of 

that. There must be plenty of Finns who would 

get really upset at me for saying this, if they 

could hear me. "What, don’t you like 

Finland?" Yeah!

 

H’s choice of wording is illuminating: the ‘match’. There are two aversive factors: firstly, Sweden-

Finnishness still widely bears the meaning Ruotsin suomalainen (i.e. ‘Finnish in Sweden’), which fits 

very few second-generation gloves. Secondly, Keijo infers that subscribing to the term ‘Sweden-

Finnish’ indicates that one is a protagonist in the game itself – the cause, the political struggle for 

minority and language rights – an engagement which does not necessarily seem enticing. The 100 % 

Swedish /100 % Finnish that Alakoski also brought up gathers votes as much as the term ‘Sweden-

Finnish’: 

Paavo: Se ei oikeastaan kiinnosta minua 

hirveän paljon. Minä olen aina ollut 

enemmän suomalainen. 

Ruotsinsuomalaisuus on… kyllähän meillä 

on tietysti monilla samat kokemukset ja sillä 

lailla, mutta en minä ole 

ruotsinsuomalainen. Minä olen 

suomalainen. Se on niinkö minulla, en halua 

olla ruotsinsuomalainen, vaan suomalainen. 

Paavo: That doesn’t really interest me that 

much. I have always been more Finnish. 

Sweden-Finnishness is... many of us share 

of course the same experiences and so on, 

but I’m not Sweden-Finnish. I am Finnish. 

That’s how I feel, I don’t want to be 

Sweden-Finnish, but Finnish. 

 

 

Although the informants very clearly voiced the worthiness of "the cause" – especially in terms of 

minority status and the language question – several expressed their wariness with regard to how 

engulfing and suffocating it can be if one has only a Sweden-Finnish viewpoint: 

Elina: Skitsamma, dom har fortfarande 

sitt perspektiv kvar som är väldigt… det 

är ju bara att höra på Sisu-radio, den äldre 

Sisu-radion: det är bara finska tangolåtar 

och rallyhistorier. Nyt tässä taas on 

suomalainen ryhmä Trollhättanissa ja 

sitten se juu juu. Öh, kan man inte komma 

vidare liksom? Om man nu ska berätta om 
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kultur, att Ritva har ställt ut nya tavlor 

igen om sitt gamla… och inte sin danska 

förälskelse om det är det liksom? Kan det 

inte vara det? Måste man älta det jävla 

finska hela tiden? Kan inte en få vara en 

konstnär bara? Eller kan inte Petri få vara 

en Volvo-arbetare och berätta sina 

historier från fotbollen eller vad det än nu 

är? Kan man inte få vara sig själv liksom? 

Det är liksom hela tiden… jag lyssnar på 

Sisu-radio för att få höra lite finska, minst 

en gång i minuten nämns ordet finsk, 

suomalainen tai ruotsinsuomalainen. Jag 

blir spyfärdig. Kan man inte bara ha ett 

flamsradio? Kan man inte vara ett radio 

med filosofi eller vad som helst? Det ältas 

och ältas med jävla finneheten.  

Elina: No matter, they have still their 

perspective left which is very… you only 

need to listen to Sisu-radio, the older Sisu-

radio: it is only Finnish tango and rally 

stories. Now we have this group of Finns 

in Trollhättan and then it’s yes yes. Eh, 

can’t you go on somehow? If you are to 

discuss culture, that Ritva has put up her 

new paintings about her old… and not her 

Danish love, if that’s what it’s about? 

Can’t it be about that? Do you have to 

dwell upon the damned Finnishness all 

the time? Can’t you just be an artist? Or 

can’t Petri be a Volvo worker and tell his 

stories from football or whatever it is? 

Can’t you just be yourself? 

It’s like constant… I listen to Sisu-radio 

to hear a little Finnish, and at least once 

every minute the word Finnish, or 

Sweden-Finnish is mentioned. It makes 

me ready to vomit. Can’t you just have a 

babble radio? Can’t you just be a radio 

with philosophy or whatever. The damned 

Finnishness is dwelt and dwelt upon.  

 

 

Elina sees a first-generation connection with the Finns moving into Sweden in recent decades who 

seldom have a working-class – so much as an academic – background: 

Elina: Dom har en högre utbildning, på 

det sättet märks det. Dom driver 

finnefrågan. Nästan på samma sätt. Det är 

finnigheten och finnigheten och 

finnigheten. En jävla finne på näsan. Det 

är väldigt avtändande liksom. 

 

Elina: They have a higher education, you 

can tell that. They are driving the Finn 

issue. Almost in the same way. It’s the 

Finnishness and. A damned pimple 

[literal translation of the other meaning of 

finne in Swedish] on the nose. It’s just 

such a turnoff. 

 

Many informants stressed that Sweden-Finnishness was a versatile umbrella term, and that there was 

no way or even need to define it comprehensively. To most it seemed applicable in some references, 

but totally unfit in others – unthinkable in the past, perhaps, but more acceptable and applicable in 

the past decade as Emil articulates it. However, if you do not speak Finnish, it might still be difficult 

to see yourself as a Sweden-Finn: 

Emil: Sedan tror jag också att en annan 

grej som jag aldrig tänkt på är att det 

aldrig har funnits något status med att 

kunna finska som andra språk. Men det 

har kanske förändrat sig kulturellt, det har 

kanske kommit en annan syn på finskan 

senare, ganska nyligen? Kanske i och med 

att man har erkänt sverigefinskheten som 

en minoritet eller så. 

Jag tror jag är ett dåligt exempel på en 

sverigefinne, i och med att jag inte har 

språket. Jag har inte det här. 

Emil: Then I also believe that another 

thing which I’ve never thought about is 

that there has never been any status in 

having Finnish as a second language. But 

that has perhaps changed culturally, 

perhaps another view of Finnishness has 

come lately, quite recently? Perhaps that 
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Sweden-Finnishness has been 

acknowledged as a minority or so. 

I think that I’m a bad example of a 

Sweden-Finn, since I don’t have the 

language. I don’t have this. 

 

Such a narrative implicitly invokes the ‘hybridity’ elaborated in, for example, Bhabha, for whom the 

term connotes a discourse which mimics and reflects the authoritarian colonial forces, and thus forms 

a third position.7 This third dimension is typical of – and a determinant of – second-generation 

identities. Bhabha also stresses that "[t]his interstitial passage between fixed identifications opens up 

the possibility of a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without an assumed or imposed 

hierarchy".8 However, since second-generation Sweden-Finnishness is such a recent and vague 

formation, which also needs to establish its hybrid position not only to Finnishness and Swedishness 

but also in relation to first-generation Sweden-Finnishness – this entails that the term ‘Sweden-

Finnishness’ often feels misplaced. 

 

Pertti: Jag tror att många i vår generation 

inte tycker om termen. Men för mig är det 

bara ett ord, och delvis är det 

föräldragenerationsgrejen, men inte 

enbart det nödvändigtvis. Men det finns 

ingen vikt i det ordet, varken positivt eller 

negativt. Det har inte hunnit uppstå något 

innehåll i det ordet. Jag fastnar inte för ord 

eller kategoriseringar angående detta i alla 

fall. 

Pertti: I think that many in our generation 

don’t like the term. But for me it’s just a 

word, and partly it’s because of the parent 

generation thing, but that’s not 

necessarily all of it. But there is no weight 

in the word, be that positive or negative. 

There hasn’t been time for any content to 

be established in that word. I won’t take 

in words or categorisations regarding this 

anyhow.

 

The language discussion has protruded so far that it has also kept many second-generation individuals 

at bay, which is another counter-intuitive point to check in on the column for contradiction and illogic. 

This is partly the case, however, because – not least, from subjective perspectives – the language 

struggle has by no means been a sweeping success story: 

Pertti: Jag vet inte om jag ens är en 

sverigefinne längre för min finska är så 

kass nuförtiden, och svensk blir jag aldrig 

helt och hållet. Och jag är ingen riktig 

finne. 

Pertti: I don’t even know if I even am a 

Sweden-Finn any longer because my 

Finnish is so lousy these days, and I won’t 

ever become completely Swedish. And 

I’m not a real Finn. 

 

However, there are also many second-generation individuals who have embraced the term ‘Sweden-

                                                           
7 Bhabha, Homi K., The Location of Culture, ([1994], London and New York, 2004), pp. 112–114. 
8 ibid., p. 5. 
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Finn’ from the start: most specifically through the Swedish term sverigefinne, which became more 

commonplace first around the turn of the present century. Hybridity, resulting – as Kraidy has noted 

– from the interaction between people of different cultures, is in part a communication issue and 

phenomenon of a local experience.9 But the term has also figured difference, a longing for cultural 

content which may be experienced more specifically by those without direct connections to Finland: 

Hanna: Vad är den djupaste beteckningen av 

barndomen, hur identifierar man sig med 

identitet? Jo, mamma, pappa, syskon, dom 

man känner. På andra språk, lekar, kulturella 

koder. Om man inte är med i kulturkrocken. 

Det är i krocken man börjar förstå att man är 

någon annan. Om du jobbar med den 

kulturbevarande iden, då behöver man aldrig 

identifiera sig själv som annorlunda, eller sitt 

annorlundaskap. 

K: Och har man haft med sig det hela livet, 

kanske man inte reflekterar över det heller. 

Alla gör inte det. 

Hanna: Det är också med konsten. Har man 

identifierat sig själv att man har fått problem 

med att man har något annat. Det är då man 

håller på med det, det blir ens hemsko. Man 

måste gå i terapi och fatta och reda ut, men det 

som med min bror där - inte alls. 

Hanna: What is the deepest designation of 

childhood, how do you identify your identity? 

Yes, it is mom, dad, siblings, those you know. 

In other languages, cultural codes. If you are 

not exposed to the culture clash. It is in the 

clash that you start to realise you are 

somebody else. If you work within that idea of 

cultural maintenance, you never have identify 

yourself as different, or your otherness. 

K: And if you have had that all of your life, 

you might not reflect on it at all. Not 

everybody does that. 

Hanna: It’s also the same with art. If you’ve 

recognised in yourself that you have had 

problems with having something else. It’s 

there where you keep doing it, it becomes 

one’s stumbling block. You have to go into 

therapy and understand and sort out, but like 

that with my brother – not at all.  

   

The contrasts between Finland-Swedishness and Sweden-Finnishness always come up sooner or later. 

The general ignorance in seeing the difference between Finns, Sweden-Finns and Finland-Swedes is 

obviously frustrating for the individual: if, for instance, you find yourself having to answer questions 

about how fluent you sound in a language which is actually your native tongue. The Finland-Swedish 

social anthropologist Lars Sund has worked and lived in Sweden more than thirty years and he writes 

as follows: 

Most Finland-Swedes in Sweden have surely received "compliments" of having managed to learn such 

good Swedish, but for security measures the eulogies are usually followed by the addition: But it can still 

be heard that your Swedish is still broken, or something similar. (No Swede has been able to explain how 

your mother tongue can sound broken, although I have made the question countless times. Similarly, they 

cannot explain why they do not think that the Swedish of the people from Skåne sounds broken due to 

the Danish influence.) All Finland-Swedes who have spent some time in Sweden have stories of 

misunderstandings, stupid questions and startled expressions when you undertake the nearly impossible 

mission to clarify the language situation in Finland for a Swede. It is something you need to endure – like 

that the Swedes will be dragging the age-old Moomintrolls along and they think it is so funny trying to 

imitate the Finland-Swedish intonation.10* 

                                                           
9 Kraidy: Hybridity, or The Cultural Logic of Globalization (Philadelphia, 2005), p. 14. 
10 Sund, Lars in Gyllingberg, Lelitha Verghese (ed.), "Så bra svenska du talar!" (Helsinki, 2011), p. 31. 
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At any rate, for Elina this "unfortunate misunderstanding" among the Swedes, as Sund puts it, led to 

discovering the term sverigefinne: 

Elina: Då hittade jag begreppet "sverigefinne" 

på nätet. Jag ville definiera, sätta punkt på den 

här jävla mumindiskussionen. Då var det här 

ett ganska nytt begrepp, det var för tio år sedan 

jag började jobba med detta. Och det var nytt, 

ah! Ett begrepp, sverigefinne! Äntligen ett 

begrepp, jag slipper förklara att jag är svensk, 

är född i Sverige, har finska föräldrar, finska 

rötter blablablaa, alltså det där omständiga, då 

att det fanns sverigefinne, alltså en etikett på 

det hela. Då upptäckte jag också att det var en 

minoritet sedan 2000, aha, det visste jag inte. 

Rätten till språket, okej. 

Elina: Then I found the term ‘Sweden-Finn’ 

on the net. I wanted to define, to put a full stop 

to these damned moomin talks. It was quite a 

new term then, this was ten years ago that I 

started working on this. And it was new, ah! A 

term, Sweden-Finn! Finally there was a term, 

I no longer need to explain that I was Swedish, 

born in Sweden, had Finnish parents, Finnish 

roots blahblahblah, I mean that is the case, and 

now there was Sweden-Finnish, I mean a label 

for the whole thing. I also discovered that it 

had been a minority since 2000, aha, I didn't 

know that. The right to the language, okay. 

 

The present elevated status of Sweden-Finnish and the "hipness" of all things connected to Finland 

cannot be discounted as an enabling factor for people to grasp their identity. Laura’s comments, 

however, vividly illustrate the fact that the foundations are on thin ground. Here, she is talking about 

the term ‘Sweden-Finnish’: 

Laura: Jag gillar det. Men dom flesta vet ju 

inte, som inte är insatta. Vi blir ju 

finlandssvenskar, eller så säger dom att vi kan 

ju inte kalla er finnar, för det är fult att säga 

finne. Nej, jag är ju finne. Jag är inte 

finländare. Jag tycker om det, men det är att 

bearbeta in det lite mer. För jag kommer alltid 

vara finne, även om jag är född här och aldrig 

bott i Finland en enda sekund. Det är så fräsigt 

att det har blivit så fräckt nu helt plötsligt. Men 

jag kan inte allvarligt sagt inte riktigt ta det på 

allvar. Det är som en hipstergrej nästan, att nu 

är sverigefinnarna fräcka och språket är så 

vackert och det kommer så mycket fin kultur 

från Finland och så. Jag bara slås av det, för vi 

var ju längst ner i skalan, på stegen. Och att så 

många sverigefinnar är sådana jävla rasister 

nuförtiden. När dom nya 

invandrargrupperingarna är längst ner, och vill 

liksom få ut dom. Minns man då inte hur vi 

blev behandlade när vi var typ somalierna? För 

vi var ju skiten. Vi var dom som var nere i 

avgrunden och som skulle ta skitjobben och 

pratade fula språket och var kriminella 

alkoholister. Och i stället för att röka khat så 

sniffade vi lim. Har alla glömt det? 

Laura: I like it. But most don’t know, who 

aren’t familiar with it. We become Finland-

Swedish, or they say that we can’t call you 

Finns, because it’s bad to say Finn. No, but I 

am a Finn. Yet I’m not from Finland. I like it, 

but it needs to be processed a bit. Because I’ll 

always remain a Finn, although I was born 

here and I haven’t lived in Finland for one 

second. It’s so snazzy that it has now become 

so cool all of a sudden. But seriously, I can’t 

take it all that seriously. It’s almost like a 

hipster thing, that the Sweden-Finns would 

now be cool and the language is so beautiful 

and there’s so much great culture coming from 

Finland and so on. I just get stunned about it, 

because we were at the lowest end of the scale, 

on the ladder. And now when so many 

Sweden-Finns are such damned racists these 

days. When the new immigrants are at the 

bottom, and they want them out. Don’t people 

remember how we were treated, when we 

were like the Somalians? Because we were the 

shit. We were the ones in the abyss that would 

take the shit jobs and spoke the ugly language 

and were criminal alcoholics. Instead of 

smoking khat we sniffed glue. Has everybody 

forgotten about that? 

From the exclusive ringside seats, several participants stressed the similarities between the two 

supposed boxers in the ring rather than focusing on the differences or stressing Sweden-Finnishness: 
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Markku: Mehän ollaan vittu ruotsalaisia, 

ollaan oltu jo monta sataa vuotta. Sehän se 

kummallista on, sehän se vitun 

kysymysmerkki on, että milloin vitussa me 

ollaan niitä samanlaisia sitten, kuka sen 

päättää? Milloin se lähtee menemään että me 

ollaan? Vi är ju samma, se on niin kuin se 

saatanan, vittu minulla on se vissiin seinällä 

tuolla. 

Markku: We are fucking Swedish, have been 

that for centuries. That’s the strange thing, the 

fucking question mark, that when the fuck are 

we the same then, who decides that? When did 

it start going that we were? We are the same, 

it’s like that damned shit I think I have it on 

the wall here [goes on to fetch Horace 

Engdahl’s speech for the bicentennial year 

1809]. 

 

It has been quite a common story that many had lost (or had never spoken) Finnish, which in past 

decades would have made them ineligible for the Sweden-Finnish team by automation: if you don’t 

speak Finnish, you are not a ‘real’ (Sweden-)Finn. 

Vera: När jag hörde ordet "sverigefinne", det 

gjorde jag först när jag började skriva, jag hade 

inte hört det - det ordet är ganska nytt, så här 

som begrepp. Och jag tror att det var en stor 

del av att föra ut det offentligt i TV-soffan, att 

man använde det begreppet väldigt mycket. 

K: Och på svenska. 

Vera: Det var inte så etablerat. Jag googlade ju 

på innebörden av begreppet, att det hade börjat 

användas men inte det begreppet. T.ex. det 

användes inte när Anna Järvinen slog igenom, 

så skrev man inte att här kommer en 

sverigefinne. Utan hon beskrevs ju mer som en 

tjej med finsk bakgrund. Bara det att jag fick 

ett ord på det, sverigefinne, det gör att jag blir 

befriad, att jag inte behöver förklara vad jag är. 

Jag känner mig också mer bekväm att hoppa 

ner i dom sammanhangen, i den pölen. Jag har 

fått mer tillgång till Finland i Sverige, det 

finska i Sverige. Jag har fått en tillhörighet, 

vilket verkligen är det jag har saknat. Jag har 

inte haft en svensk eller finsk tillhörighet. Jag 

har varit i ett mellanland, där jag inte får kalla 

mig någonting. Nu fick jag en tillhörighet som 

gjorde att jag kunde lugna ner mig lite, det är 

nog den stora skillnaden. Jag kan komma till 

dom här sverigefinska sammanhangen och 

känna en tillhörighet. 

Vera: When I heard the word ‘Sweden-Finn’, 

it was first when I started writing, I hadn’t 

heard it – the word is quite new, as a term. And 

I think it was a big part getting it out in public 

on the TV sofas, that the term was used a lot. 

K: And in Swedish. 

Vera: It wasn’t so established. I googled the 

implications of the term, that it was now used 

but not that term. For example, when Anna 

Järvinen broke it wasn’t used, they didn’t 

write that here comes a Sweden-Finn. Rather, 

she was described more as having a Finnish 

background. Only that I got a word for it, 

Sweden-Finn; it liberates me, that I don’t need 

to explain of what I am. I also feel more 

comfortable jumping into those 

circumstances, into that pond. I have gotten 

more access to Finland in Sweden, the 

Finnishness in Sweden. I have gotten an 

affiliation, which I have really missed. I 

haven’t had a Swedish or Finnish affiliation. I 

have been in-between nations, where I haven’t 

been able to call myself anything. Now I got 

an affiliation, which meant that I could calm 

down a little, that is probably the big 

difference. I can come to these Sweden-

Finnish circumstances and feel an affiliation.

 

That the term itself, embracing the stamp of identity, could be liberating as such, was mentioned in 

several discussions. Many informants stressed further that finding a sort of equilibrium within this 

background factor had also enabled them to set the pieces in the Swedish puzzle more squarely. 

Susanna Alakoski writes directly about this same notion: 
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My position is not conservative. But these days I jump with joy when something is the same way it has 

always been. The human being longs, returns, re-encounters. We seek roots, meaning, we try to 

understand history. When Anna Järvinen sings in the song "Helsinki": "Och jag längtar redan har redan 

hemlängtan/Helsinki tule mut hakemaan tule, nyt mennään", [And I miss already miss home 

already/Helsinki come and get me come, let’s go] my Finnish longing for home is weeping. Yes, it was a 

long time that I missed Finland. The land where my relatives had lived and existed, but where I had not 

really lived myself. Finland became the enigma in my life, that needed to be cracked. And now, when I 

have gotten Finland back, I am finally at home also in Ystad, and in Skåne 

That is what I write, that is what I wrote.11* 

 

Several informants specifically applaud such events, where Sweden-Finnishness is mentioned and 

discussed in Swedish only, without any reference to the language question: 

Markku: Jag blir så glad när någon med finskt 

namn inte säger ett ord på finska i 

sammanhang. Det är bara på svenska. Och det 

handlar om vad det nu handlar om. 

 

Markku: I become so happy when somebody 

with a Finnish name doesn’t say a word in 

Finnish in [particular] circumstances. It’s all 

in Swedish. And it can be about whatever it 

now is about. 

 

This signals the desire the define Sweden-Finnishness as being also an identity beyond language. The 

limitations of the term ‘collective identity’ need to be recollected here. Social psychologists, such as 

Polletta and Jasper, define collective identity is "an individual’s cognitive, moral, and emotional 

connections with a broader community, category, practice, or institution. It is a perception of a shared 

status or relation, which may be imagined rather than experienced directly, and it is distinct from 

personal identities, although it may form part of a personal identity".12 The sociologist Mellucci 

defines collective identity as "an interactive and shared definition produced by several individuals (or 

groups at a more complex level) and concerned with the orientations of action and the field of 

opportunities and constraints in which the action takes place".13  The emphasis on the social and 

reciprocal factors is evident. I find that Mellucci’s wording of "opportunities and constraints" 

illustrates candidly why Sweden-Finnishness as a collective identity has not largely appealed to the 

second generation. The opportunities – the positive social connotations – have been scarce, and the 

constraints – the limiting factors – have been blowing in from all windows and doors. Collective 

identities will always include exteriorities beyond our control. Appiah states that collective identities 

are responses and products of history and our engagement with them "invokes capacities that are not 

                                                           
11 Alakoski, pp. 170-171. 
12 Polletta and Jasper, ‘Collective Identity and Social Movements’, Annu. Rev. Sociol. (2001. 27), p. 284.  
13 Melucci, Alberto, ‘The Process of Collective Identity’, Johnston and Klandermans (eds.), Social Movements in Culture 

(Minneapolis, 1995), p. 44. 
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under our control".14 Again, the majority (in this case the general Swedish) view will affect the 

sympathy of individuals to being placed within these brackets, no matter how liberated they might 

feel about peer pressure and public image. Therefore, if the individual feels even ever so slightly, that 

these outside views, forces that we cannot control, have negative connotations, or lackadaisically 

throw curtains on collective identity, one might refrain from the concept and term ‘Sweden-

Finnishness’. ‘Finnishness’, on the other hand is more subjective, and less "coloured" as a term than 

Sweden-Finnishness. 

By comparison, the process by which – as presented by Beverly Tatum – ideas of racial identity have 

sometimes found their moorings among African-American women growing up in a predominantly 

white community proves quite illuminating. 15 To do this, she uses the model of black racial identity 

development by Cross (1971, 1978, 1991), invoking it as a five-stage process, comprising the 

following phases: 

♠ Preencounter: absorbing and hearing stereotypes, the individual tries to assimilate and may 

actively or passively distance oneself from other Blacks. 

♠ Encounter: preceded by examples of racism and events, where the individual realises that 

she will not truly become white or accepted on the same level. 

♠ Immersion/Emersion: the Blackness stage, in which the individual simultaneously 

surrounds oneself with visible symbols of one’s racial identity and avoids symbols connected 

with whiteness. 

♠ Internalization: opening up and establishing meaningful contacts with whites and other 

ethnic or oppressed groups. 

♠ Internalization/Commitment: Cross suggests that there are a number of psychological 

processes between the fourth and the fifth phase: However, those at the fifth stage have found 

ways to translate their "personal sense of Blackness into a plan of action or a general sense of 

commitment" to the concerns of Blacks as a group, which is sustained over time (Cross, 1991, 

p. 220). Whether at the fourth or fifth stage, the process of Internalization allows the 

individual, anchored in a positive sense of racial identity, to both proactively perceive and 

transcend race.16 

 

                                                           
14 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, The Ethics of Identity ([2005]; Princeton 2007), p. 21. 
15 Tatum, Beverly in Jordan, Judith. V. (ed.), Women’s Growth in Diversity (New York, 1997), pp. 93-94. 
16 ibid., p. 94 
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From the Sweden-Finnish perspective, it is apparent that the process cannot be Xeroxed as such. The 

second and third levels of encountering and immersion might not occur at all, as one has, in fact, the 

exit as an option. It might be possible (by analogy) to become "white" (i.e. Swedish), and also to 

receive full mutual respect. The stark beauty of the powerful forces and also the bilateral reactions 

that influence us along the way, as we are conceptualising ethnic identities is something to be 

reckoned with. However, this does not mean that the attitude climate experienced in the pre-encounter 

stage does not exist. Western societies are still not equal between the sexes, and homophobia still 

emerges. Similarly, we can look at the rioting second and third-generation immigrant youth in the 

suburbs of Sweden and France if we need European reference points where entrapment and clear 

segregation weigh in heavily. Susanna Alakoski names disintegration as her favourite word and 

exclusion (utanförskap) as one she likes the least. 17 It is important to grasp the difference. Arriving 

at the fifth level, or any level that is not a complete, but should I say rewarding minority identity, 

within or without any exterior qualities or ‘abnormalities’ can on all accounts be a different process 

under similar conditions. 

The possibilities of affecting an exit through the underlying strategies, mechanisms of different 

minorities (along with their outcomes) would be interesting to look at in more depth (though, naturally 

enough, such a project is beyond the remit of the present study). All the same, this type of model 

presents a more deployable toolbox for addressing and reflecting Sweden-Finnish cultural identity 

than many. (Contrast, for instance, the four types of identity shifts as suggested by Sussman (2000, 

2002), which are affirmative, subtractive, additive and global.) The dilemma with all such processes, 

however, is that they are complex, highly individualistic yet highly collective, contradictory, and 

possibly even delusional. To take the one step beyond is always affected by the surrounding climate 

of attitudes, within which xenophobic or multicultural influences may or may not affect you. But as 

there will always remain a need to write and read about music, so too we need our frames and 

structures, and the formulation of identity categories should be read as an attempt to contribute to the 

deciphering of human lives. Tatum acknowledges the problematic linear structure and complex 

dimension of time as follows: 

Though the process of racial identity development has been presented here in linear form, in fact it is 

probably more accurate to think of it in a spiral form. Often a person may move from one stage to the 

next only to revisit an earlier stage as the result of new Encounter experiences (Parham, 1989), though 

the experience of the stage may be different than it was the first time. The image that I find helpful in 

understanding this concept of recycling through the stages is that of a spiral staircase. As a person ascends 

a spiral staircase, she may stop and look down at a spot below. When she reaches the next level, she may 

                                                           
17 Alakoski, p. 51. 
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look down and see the same spot, but the vantage point is not exactly the same.18 

 

The image of the staircase is also mentioned by Bhabha, who in turn quotes Leslie Green: 

Green’s ‘architectural’ site-specific work, Sites of Genealogy (Out of Site, The Institute of Contemporary 

Art, Long Island City, New York), displays and displaces the binary logic through which identities of 

difference are often constructed – Black/White, Self/Other. Green makes a metaphor of the museum 

building itself, rather than simply using the gallery space: 

 

"I used architecture literally as a reference, using the attic, the boiler room, and the stairwell to make 

associations between certain binary divisions such as higher and lower and heaven and hell. The stairwell 

became a liminal space, a pathway between the upper and lower areas, each of which was annotated with 

plaques referring to blackness and whiteness". 19 

 

That the identity development processes of African-American women who have grown up in 

predominantly white communities within our lifetime yields abundant indications as to how affective 

forces work should not shock the most, or even the least, pseudo-liberal of us. What Appiah refers to 

as ‘mutual respect’, is verbalised for Tatum as ‘mutuality’ or ‘mutual empathy’:  

 

If mutual empathy requires the interest and motivation to know the other, then everyday racism often, if 

not always, represents the failure of mutual empathy. As Judith Jordan writes, "in order to empathize one 

must have a well differentiated sense of self in addition to an appreciation of and sensitivity to the 

differentness as well as the sameness of another person (Jordan, Surrey, & Kapian, 1991, p. 29). Yet 

when a person discriminates or intentionally or unintentionally acts on perceptions based on racial 

stereotypes, the appreciation of sameness is violated. On the other hand, when a white friend denies the 

impact of racism in the friend of color’s life, the recognition of difference in experience is denied.  20 

 

Although one’s identity quest might or might not have these stages, it is also fully feasible that the 

staircase is different altogether, the steps might be transformed into a lift or lead onto a ladder. No 

model of culture identity would be sufficient or "work" – even in 4D, in graphs with pink cones, 

double-headed arrows and triple helixes – any more convincingly than establishing contact with 

spirits through the use of a Ouija board. However, one key concept is that we "look down at a spot 

below": we spot the surroundings, the surrounding forces, the forces that affect us. So (help me God, 

now I am actually trudging knee-deep in the same verbal bog that I try to stay clear from), one might 

be on a staircase, surrounded and refracted by a plethora of elusive see-through mirrors, which not 

only reflect our self-image, but also how we fathom that we are perceived by our surroundings. 

To return to a surer footing, Tatum writes that the developmental process of racial identity will unfold 

                                                           
18 Tatum, p. 95. 
19 Bhabha, pp. 3-4. 
20 Tatum, p. 94. 
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differently for various racial groups, but that the process is similar between the underdogs/the 

oppressed: 

While the identity development of other people of color (Asian, Latino/a, Native American) is not 

included in this particular theoretical formulation, there is evidence to suggest that the process for these 

oppressed groups is similar to that described for African-Americans (Highlen, et al., 1988; Phinney, 

1989).21 

 

That the Sweden-Finnish background – and, for example, that of the Poles or the Irish in England – 

are transcribable to the theoretical formulations made for African-American women within 

predominantly white and male environments strengthen my interpretation that the privileged, 

assuming and often muted voice of the majority – The Man and The Power that needs to be addressed, 

stirred up and confronted. Specifically, second-generation identity is just as much about majority 

attitudes as minority struggles. The logic is similar to Pythagoras in ancient Greece, who deduced 

that the earth must be round since the moon and the sun were spherical. The subcultures of black 

American women, Sweden-Finns, Brit-Irish, and Asians in Australia have internally very little in 

common, except (historically speaking) their underdog position in modern Western societies. Yet the 

issues, wounds and experiences are very similar. This was also noted by Goffman in his discussion 

of stigmas and moral careers:  

Persons who have a particular stigma tend to have similar learning experiences regarding their plight, 

and similar changes in conception of self – a similar `moral career' that is both cause and effect of 

commitment to a similar sequence of personal adjustments.22 

The issue of respect and mutuality is central. Tatum expresses the position very clearly: "If a white 

person is unable or unwilling to hear and try to understand the experience of a Black woman, 

mutuality is not possible".23 The thematic palette has the similar colour range: anger, shame, 

addressing spite and normative arrogant ignorance. In particular, well-educated, otherwise well-

mannered and enlightened Swedish men in my own age group (i.e. born in the 60’s and 70’s) have 

often presented remarkable formulations about Sweden-Finns or Finland. Or have gone totally blank, 

as I do when somebody tries to discuss, say, cars with me. But for many, it is simply much more fun 

to blame it on the youth or, in this case, the former youth of the mid-80’s. Consider this passage from 

Philip Ullah in Second-Generation Irish Youth: Identity and Ethnicity:  

One of the growth areas of social scientific research in Britain today is that which is concerned with the 

problems experienced by the second generation of the Afro-Caribbean and Asian minorities. These 

problems typically centre around the existence of prejudice and discrimination, and their concomitant 

                                                           
21 ibid., p. 93. 
22 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (New York, 2009), p.144. 
23 Tatum, p. 99. 
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effects on the search for identity. Although this research has been extended to include the second 

generation of ethnic minorities other than Asians or West Indians, there has been a conspicuous lack of 

attention directed towards the children of Irish immigrants in Britain. Perhaps it is because of their 

numbers, their familiarity, and their phenotypic similarity to the indigenous population that the second-

generation Irish are not usually expected to be experiencing the problems faced by the children of non-

white immigrants. Yet research which is carried out on second-generation Irish adolescents in 

Birmingham and London suggests that these assumptions are not warranted, I found that anti-Irish 

prejudice was widely experienced, and that questions relating to identity formed a major issue in the lives 

of many of these people. It was clearly not the case that they had been assimilated to a greater extent than 

other minorities, or that they had escaped the many problems traditionally associated with second 

generation youth. 

 

The position occupied by the second-generation Irish needs to be set against the wider background of the 

status that their parents hold in Britain today. In social psychological terms, a minority may be 

distinguished from other collections of people by virtue of the fact that it is associated with widespread 

negative stereotypes. This certainly appears to be the case for the Irish in Britain, where the history of 

anti-Irish prejudice has been referred to by the historian L.P. Curtis as ‘one of the Largest secular trends 

in English cultural history’. Indeed, a study investigating English secondary school pupils’ views of ten 

national groups found that the proportion of negative stereotypes attributed to the Irish (45.6 per cent) 

was higher than that found for any other group apart from Arabs (49.1 per cent). In open-ended tasks, 

67.2 percent of all comments about the Irish were coded by the authors as negative, a proportion higher 

than that found for any other group except Pakistanis (69.3 per cent). The Irish were seen by these young 

people as aggressive, heavy drinkers and troublemakers, with hardly any other group having these traits 

attributed to them. The most salient stereotype, however, was that relating to the notion of stupidity in 

the Irish. This is by far the most prevalent view of the Irish today, and is effectively transmitted by many 

sections of the media. 

 

Much of the anti-Irish feeling in this country is likely to be a product of the troubles in Northern Ireland, 

and several writers have argued that the development and content of Irish stereotypes have been 

influenced by the historical conflict between Britain and Ireland. In some cases, it has been suggested 

that British rule could be justified by portraying the Irish as lacking the intelligence to govern themselves. 

The ‘troubles’ have intensified this by giving rise to the belief that the Irish as violent, murderers, etc. 

and thus help to form other elements in the stereotype. 24 

 

Although the views of the English youth against the Irish might have subsequently become less hostile 

(the same tendency certainly applies to the Swedish view on the Finns), there are the odd minorities 

(such as extremist movements) that might present insurmountable challenges to our modern-day 

societies. Often simply by contradicting legislature, as we have seen within the refugee crisis in recent 

years. It should again be pointed out that more focus, work and even operative means should be 

directed towards the great white – the majority. As the second-generation Sweden-Finns have not 

only had the exit available, and if they have not been firmly rooted within Swedish society, regardless, 

cultivating and encountering life as, say, Gothenburgians, children of the suburbs and/or working 

class has been an option. As the peer magnetism, described as immersion by Tatum, shines in its 

absence – the result might be a kind of aversion towards your "own": 

Outi: Så jag upplever det nu i efterhand som 

en slags konstruerad kultur, som man ska 

                                                           
24 Ullah, Philip, ‘Second-Generation Irish Youth: Identity and Ethnicity’, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 

Volume 12, Issue 2, (1985), p. 310. 

konservera. Jag har inte upplevt det någon 

gång som äkta, utan det är en sådan här panik-
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klamrar-sig-fast i jävla dansband och fylla och 

överdriftkulturer du vet. Som behov av just 

identitet och en massa olika faktorer. Det här 

behovet man också ser i andra grupper av 

människor som kommer, där dom klamrar sig 

ihop. Dom mekanismerna, tänker jag, var 

väldigt starka i förorterna där det var så jävla 

många. Det är då det blir så jävla farligt, en 

sådan otrolig bubbla, som är så isolerad och 

blir segregerad. Som man faktiskt inte 

behöver, det är det som är det läskiga, som 

man inte behöver komma ifrån. Man kan klara 

sig där resten av livet. Jag vet fan hur många 

människor som helst som har bott i Sverige 40 

år och dom kan inte ett ord svenska. För dom 

har inte behövt det, alla deras polare pratar 

finska. Tanten i kiosken pratar finska, 

trappstädaren pratar finska, du vet. Låga 

yrken, har inte studerat vidare, har bara flutit 

på i bubblorna. Det var i en sådan bubbla jag 

föddes och just det som är döden, tycker jag, 

som barn är dom här hemspråksklasserna och 

skolorna. För det är det som ger möjligheten 

att komma ur den här bubblan är att inte dras 

med i samma… 

K: Skit. 

Outi: Skit. Precis. Är det på skolfronten 

obligatoriskt också, fan var ska man då andas 

någonstans? Då krävs det jävligt mycket, då 

tänker jag på dom här subjektiva skillnaderna, 

förutsättningarna. Då krävs det jävligt mycket 

mod och andra faktorer att själv ta sig ifrån, att 

söka sig till… Jag var den enda i min klass 

som umgicks så mycket med svenska 

kompisar. Vi snackar om alla i dom 

parallellklasserna, dom umgicks bara med 

varandra. Också av praktiska skäl, man har 

rast samtidigt, går i samma klass blabla. Men 

också efter skolan, jag upplevde det själv att 

det var bara jag som drogs ifrån och umgicks 

med andra. 

Outi: So now in retrospect I feel that it’s a kind 

of constructed culture, that is to be conserved. 

I haven’t felt it to be genuine ever, it’s more 

like a panic-cling-yourself to damned dance 

music bands and drunkenness and excess 

culture you know. Like a need for identity and 

a whole lot of other factors. This need that you 

also see in other groups of people coming, 

where they cling together. Those mechanisms, 

I think, were very strong in the suburbs where 

there were so many. It’s there where it 

becomes so damned dangerous, such an 

incredible bubble, which is so isolated and 

becomes so segregated. That you don’t 

actually need, which is really scary, that you 

don’t need to get away from. You can manage 

there for the rest of your life. I know countless 

people who have lived in Sweden for forty 

years and they don’t know a word of Swedish. 

They haven’t needed to, all of their friends 

speak Finnish. The lady in the cornershop 

speaks Finnish, the cleaning lady speaks 

Finnish, you know. Low professions, haven’t 

continued studying, they have just floated 

along in the bubbles. I was born in a bubble 

like this and it’s precisely this which is death, 

I think, for the children it’s these home-

language classes and schools. Because it’s the 

possibility to get out of this bubble and not to 

be dragged into the same... 

K: Shit. 

Outi: Shit. Precisely. If it’s obligatory in 

school as well, where the hell are you to 

breathe then? Then a hell of a lot is required, 

then I’m thinking on these subjective 

differences, the preconditions. A hell of a lot 

of courage is required then, and other factors 

to be able to take yourself away, to seek to... I 

was the only one in my class who hung out that 

much with Swedish friends. We’re talking 

about everybody in these parallel classes, they 

only hung out with each other. Also for 

practical reasons, you have recess at the same 

time, you’re in the same class blahblah. But 

also after school, I felt that it was only me that 

wanted away and hung out with others.

  

However, when individuals step further down the spiral and encounter not only personal identity from 

different perspectives, but also manage to see other positive attributes, or opportunities, as Mellucci 

did within collective identity, the yield might be different: 

Annika: Till motsats till många kan jag känna 

en enorm glädje av varenda en som kommer 

upp och som jag kan få hjälp av att förstärka 

min identitet, jag är jätteglad för det. Utan att 

för den sakens skull liksom se tillbaks i min 

historia. Men lite som en ny identitet, som jag 
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tycker är spännande och rolig. Som berättar 

om både klass och resa och mångkulturell 

bakgrund. Att man har olika identiteter, det är 

ett spännande landskap att befinna sig i, att 

man är så olika i sig själv. 

Annika: Contrary to many I can feel an 

enormous amount of joy in each and every one 

who comes up and who can help me enhance 

my identity, I’m overjoyed with that. Without 

looking back into my history for that. But a bit 

like a new identity, which I find exciting and 

fun. Which says something both about class 

and journey and multicultural background. 

That you have many different identities, it’s an 

exciting landscape to be in, that you are so 

different in yourself. 

 

 

Johanna saw a clear connection between the rising interest in Sweden-Finnishness and past miseries 

and sorrow, which brings us back into the darkness. However, whenever the discussion touched her 

own identity, she adamantly stressed how relaxed and comfortable she was with it. The realisation 

for Johanna came on one hand gradually throughout the Swedish secondary school and university, 

where people practically dismissed her origins and on the other hand, the personal insights she gained 

from her annual visits to Finland: 

Johanna: Olen tajunnut sen siinä, että eihän se 

niin yksinkertaista ole, että pidät kiinni sinun 

suomalaisesta identiteetistä ja onnistut siinä 

ihan täysin. Sitten olet täysin suomalainen, jos 

asut 30 vuotta muualla? Sen tajusin, mutta ei 

siinä ollut minkäänlaista surua tai menetyksen 

tunnetta oikeasti. 

Johanna: I have realised it in that, that it’s not 

that simple that you hold on to your Finnish 

identity and succeed in it fully. Then you’re 

entirely Finnish, if you live elsewhere for 

thirty years? I realised that, but there was no 

sorrow or feeling of loss for real. 

 

The realisation for her was that Sweden-Finnishness was closer to the truth for her, rather than 

clinging on to a Finnishness which was still somewhat exotic, abroad and unattainable. Furthermore, 

Johanna provides a palatable explanation of the common exit strategy not only for the Sweden-

Finnish second generation, but for other identity levels as well, provided that you can blend in, and 

not camouflage, or hide but simply adjust. You do not notice it yourself, as your hide changes its 

colour. No big deal, says the chameleon. 

Johanna: En tiedä itsekään, mikä minä olen. 

Antaa sen ollakin sillä tavalla, eihän kaikelle 

tarvitse olla selitys. Olen rentoutunut 

identiteetin suhteen ylipäätään. Olen oppinut 

sen, kuinka vahvasti jotkut tuntevat 

identiteettiään kohtaan ja kuinka rentoja toiset 

on sitä kohtaan. Ja olen huomannut sen 

yhtälön kanssa, että ne jotka on menettäneet 

paljon tästä identiteetistä, ne pitää siitä 

jotenkin kovemmin kiinni ja ne on siitä 

katkeria enemmän kuin ne, joille se on aika 

luonnollinen juttu, niin kuin minulle, eikä pidä 

kiinni siitä kynsin hampain. Olen huomannut 

sen, että on hirveän paljon surua olemassa 

myös, tämän suomalaisuuden menettämisen 

suhteen, paljon enemmän surua kuin olin 

ajatellut. Olin miettinyt, että monihan joo joo, 

eihän se kun nehän halusi lopettaa puhumasta 

ja niitä kiusattiin, ajattelin, että niinhän se 

varmaan oli. Mutta en ole aikaisemmin nähnyt 

kanssa, että kuinka suurta surua se on 

aiheuttanut. Tunnen monia, joilla on ihan 

suomalaiset vanhemmat kummatkin, 

vanhemmat puhuu suomea, mutta ne on niin 

integroituneita Ruotsiin ja tähän 

ruotsalaisuuteen ja vanhemmille on sanottu, 

että puhu vaan ruotsia. Siis neuvolassa, 

lääkärissä ja opettajat sanoneet ja sitä en ole 

aikaisemmin tajunnut, kuinka suuri 

menettämisen suru on olemassa. Että monet 
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nämä ihmiset tuntee itsensä ihan rikkinäisiksi, 

räsynukeiksi suoraan sanoen. Minä olen 

jotain, minun sukunimi kertoo jostain, mitä 

minulla ei ole ja jonka olen menettänyt. Se on 

yksi juttu, jos minä haluaisin jostain tiedottaa 

tai opettaa, ja yritän välttää sitä niin pitkälle 

kuin mahdollista, niin se on tälle sukupolvelle, 

että vaikka te itse vielä tässä vaiheessa kartatte 

tätä identiteettiä – niin teidän lapset voi kyllä 

laittaa teidät siitä vastuuseen tulevaisuudessa. 

Kielen menettäminen, niin kuin henkilö jonka 

minä tunnen, minun ikäinen tanssija, jolla on 

täysin suomalaiset vanhemmat ja naisen isä ei 

osaa kunnolla hirveän hyvin ruotsia. Se ei voi 

puhua isänsä kanssa. Siinä on hirveä suru. Se 

on nyt viimeiset 5,6,7 vuotta työstänyt hirveää 

surua, käynyt läpi suruprosessia. Yrittänyt 

raukka iltakoulussa opetella suomea ja saada 

kiinni sen, että minä olen jotain mitä minä en 

tiedä, ja jonka minä olen menettänyt. Minä 

olen menettänyt itseni. Ja näitä kertomuksia 

on hirveän paljon. Tässä Ruotsin pitäisi ottaa 

vastuu kanssa. Se on ihan perseestä, että tämä 

maa ja tämän maa johto, koulut ja lääkärit ja 

kaikki on näin väärin neuvonut näin monia, 

näin monia vuosia. 

Johanna: I don’t know what I am myself. It’s 

good to leave it at that, you don’t need to have 

an explanation for everything. I have become 

more relaxed about my identity in general. I 

have also learned that how strongly some feel 

about their identity and how relaxed some are 

about it. And I have noticed a formula, that 

those who have lost a lot from this identity, 

they hold on to it much more strongly and they 

are much more bitter, than those, who are quite 

relaxed about it like me and who don’t try to 

hold on to it by the skin of their teeth. I have 

also noticed that there is a terrible lot of sorrow 

as well, in losing this Finnishness, much more 

sorrow than I would have thought. I thought 

that "yeah yeah yeah, it couldn’t [matter so 

much], since they didn’t want to speak 

[Finnish] anymore and they were bullied", 

that’s how I thought it was. But I hadn’t been 

able to see the amount of grief it had caused. I 

know lots of people, with Finnish parents, or 

the parents of both people speak Finnish, but 

they are so integrated into Sweden and this 

Swedishness and the parents have been told 

just to speak Swedish. I mean the children’s 

clinics, doctors and teachers have said it and I 

hadn’t realised before how big the sorrow of 

losing is. That many of these people feel that 

they are totally broken, just like ragdolls. I am 

something, my surname speaks of something, 

which I don’t have or I have lost. That’s one 

thing: if there is something I would like to 

address or teach about, although I try to avoid 

as much as possible, it still is to this 

generation, that although you yourself might 

still evade this identity – your children might 

hold you responsible for it in the future. 

Losing the language, like this person I know, 

a woman dancer my age, with completely 

Finnish parents and the father of this woman 

doesn’t speak Swedish all that well. She can’t 

talk with her father. The sorrow in that is 

terrible. She has processed this terrible sorrow 

now for 5, 6, 7 years, gone through a grieving 

process. The poor woman has tried learning 

Finnish in evening classes trying to catch up 

the thing that I am something that I don’t 

know, that I have lost. I have lost myself. And 

there are so many of these stories and Sweden 

should also take responsibility too. It sucks ass 

that this country and the leaders of this 

country, the schools and the doctors have 

given wrong advice for so many, so many 

years. 

 

 

While we were talking about this, I kept thinking only about the people I have met within the last few 

years who have either lost, or never learned, Finnish in the first place. Or the repercussions of misery, 

or the war and the war children. Later on, while I was transcribing our discussion, it first dawned on 

me that I also belonged to this same subcategory of those who had experienced overshadowing 

sadness and loss. I never lost the language, but the alienation, the sorrow I buried deeply within, and 

the total absence of an aftermath to growing up in extraordinary circumstances between the two 

countries. All of these factors had moulded me more fundamentally that I had ever fathomed. Similar, 

and much clearer, examples than my personal life-story were echoed on both shores of the Bothnian 

Sea when the participants reflected on the consequences that their background has had. 
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Ismo: Tavallaan harmi, että niitä avoimia päitä 

jäi sinne aika paljon, kaikki luokkakaverit ja 

tutut. Kenenkään kanssa ei päässyt solmimaan 

niitä, ne roikkuu edelleen. Miettii että mitä jos, 

se on niin iso asia ettei aivot riitä 

rekisteröimään sitä, sitä menee jumiin kun 

miettii koko asiaa. Selkeästi on itseä suojaavia 

estoja päällä, jos kaikki vuodatettaisiin ulos, 

en tiedä mitä tapahtuisi. Mutta onhan se: jos 

juuriltaan ihminen revitään, niinhän minulle 

kävi, samalla kun äiti ja isä pääsi juurilleen. 

Luultavasti lasten hyvää ajatellen, mutta eipä 

sitä silloin niin ajatellut. Eivätkä vanhemmat 

varmasti tajunneet, kuinka sitä oli itse 

juurtunut syvälle Göteborgiin.  

Se että sieltä tiedostamattomasti hakee jotain, 

että miten sen sanoisi? Se loukkaus ei ole 

tapahtunut tämänhetkistä minua kohtaan, tai ei 

se ollut loukkaus, vaan tietynlainen tragedia 

tai trauma. Se oli 11-vuotiasta kohtaan. Eri 

ihmistä. Minä en pääse enää sinne. 

Pelottaa välillä se, että kun tuolla sisällä 

voimat jyllää, ja jos ne ei pääse terveellä 

tavalla ulos, niin sitten jonkin syövän kanssa 

tässä tappelee, se puhkeaa jollain tavalla ulos. 

Minulla on pätkästy elämä, yksi elämä joka 

meni tähän asti, joka siirtyi sitten sivummalle. 

Sitten se jatkuu sieltä, että se elämä jäi 

puolitiehen, sitten se on jatkamaton. En pääse 

yli 40-vuotiaana enää takaisin sinne. 

 

Ismo: It’s a shame in a way, that so many 

threads were left hanging there, all the 

classmates and people you knew. There was 

no chance of closure, the threads are still 

hanging there. You think about what if, it’s 

such a big thing that the brain can’t process it, 

you just freeze if you try to think about it. It’s 

clear that I have self-protective mental blocks 

on, if it all would be drained out I do not know 

what would happen. But it is: if the roots of a 

person get pulled out, that’s what happened to 

me, simultaneously as my parents returned to 

their roots. Probably thinking about the best 

for the children, but you didn’t think about that 

then. And the parents surely didn’t realise how 

deeply one was rooted in Gothenburg. 

The thing that you subconsciously seek for 

something there, how would you say it? The 

insult hasn’t been towards the person I am 

today, or it wasn’t an insult, but a kind of 

tragedy or trauma. It was towards an 11-year-

old person. A different person. I can’t get there 

anymore. 

Sometimes it frightens me that if these powers 

roam within me, and if there is no healthy 

outlet for it, then you end up fighting cancer or 

something, it will still burst out somehow. 

I have a decapitated life, one life that goes this 

far, which was turned to the side back then.  It 

continues from there, that life ended half-way, 

then it’s discontinuous. I can’t go back to that 

now when I am over forty. 

 

The in-betweenness, the personal hybrid position where you actually cannot subscribe to being a part 

of either side was clarified by Jari who moved to Finland at the age of thirteen: 

 

Jari: Ei minulle ollut ehtinyt kehittymään 

mitään, joo, olin suomalainen, mutta olin 

ruotsinsuomalainen. Tietyllä tavalla me ollaan 

enemmän maahanmuuttajia kuin 

paluumuuttajia. Tosin, mummolamaahan, 

jossa ollaan käyty kesäisin ja lomilla. Tässä on 

vuosin varrella ollut kameleontti, että 

Ruotsissa oli sellainen, tai siis pyrki siihen, 

ettei kukaan erota että on suomalainen. Mikä 

on ollut varmaan aika monella, ajoittain 

ainakin. Sitten kun tuli tänne takaisin, niin 

halusi ettei kukaan erota että on oikeasti 

riikinruotsalainen tai ruotsinsuomalainen. 

Ajoittain, riippuen porukasta olen halunnut, 

ettei kukaan erota että olen ruotsinkielinen 

ylipäätään. 

K: Niin, sulla on sekin vielä. 

Jari: Joo, koska minun kaveriporukkahan on 

ollut täysin suomenkielinen. Nehän ei ole 

rakastaneet hurreja mitenkään valtavasti. En 

ole koskaan niin suomalainen, kuin silloin kun 

olen Ruotsissa. En ole koskaan niin tavallaan 

ruotsalainen kuin Suomessa, tietyissä 

ruotsalaisvihamielisissä yhteyksissä. On tullut 

vastaansanomisen tahto, tai liittyykö se siihen, 

että ne piirteet mitä on joskus aikoinaan 

hävennyt. Tietyllä tavalla olin kakarana arka 
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ja huono tappeleen, kiusattu ryhtyy jossain 

vaiheessa rakentaa itsestään sellaisen, että 

vittu minulle ei kukaan oikeasti käy. Liittyykö 

se siihen samaan prosessiin, että ne asiat joita 

on jossain vaiheessa hävennyt, että niitä 

rupeaa puolustamaan sillain, että nyt minä 

voin. Nyt minä voin, nyt minä uskallan. En 

tiedä. Semmoinen jännä piirre, että sen 

kääntöpuolenahan on se että ei tunne... 

huonoimmillaan se on sitä, että ei tunne oikein 

missään yhteydessä täysin tunne olevansa 

kotonansa. Toisaalta sen hyvä puoli on 

tietenkin se, että hyvinkin monessa yhteydessä 

saattaa tuntua tutulta. Semmoinen tuttu, muttei 

koskaan kotona, jos ymmärrät mitä tarkoitan. 

Jari: No such thing managed to develop for 

me, yeah, I was Finnish, but I was Sweden-

Finnish. In a sense we are much more 

immigrants than returning immigrants. 

However, to the grandparent country, which 

you visited in the summer and on holidays. 

Throughout the years one has been a 

chameleon, that in Sweden you were, or strove 

so that nobody noticed you were Finnish. 

Which must have been quite common, at least 

periodically. Then when you came back here, 

you wanted nobody to notice that you are 

Swedish or Sweden-Finnish. Sometimes, 

depending on the company, I have tried to 

ensure that nobody would notice I am Swedish 

speaking at all. 

K: Right, you’ve got that as well. 

Jari: Yes, since the group of my friends has 

been entirely Finnish speaking. They haven’t 

loved any hurri [Swedish speakers] a great 

deal. I’m never so much Finnish as I am in 

Sweden. In a sense I am never that much a 

Swede as I am in Finland, in circumstances 

which are hostile towards the Swedes. The 

need to oppose has developed, or has it to do 

with things you have once been ashamed of? 

In a certain way I was timid and lousy at 

fighting as a kid, and bullied, and at some 

stage I started to build myself into somebody 

that nobody could give any shit to. Has it to do 

with the same process, that the things one has 

been ashamed of at some stage, that you start 

to defend them, because now you can. Now I 

can, now I dare to. I don’t know. The funny 

thing is, the backside of it is that you don’t 

feel... at its worst it feels that you never feel to 

be completely at home in any context. On the 

other side the positive thing is that very many 

things can seem familiar. The feeling of 

familiar, but not home, if you know what I 

mean. 

 

 

  

The feeling of not belonging in either country stems obviously a great deal from the majority 

surroundings and how you are being perceived. "I never felt Irish", musician John Lydon writes. "I 

always felt, ‘I’m English, this is where I come from, and that's that’. Because you’d be reminded of 

that when you went to Ireland: ‘Ye’re not Oirish’, the locals would say. So it was like, ‘Bloody hell, 

shot by both sides here’."25 

These thoughts on the development of personal identity – and whether Sweden-Finnishness is 

applicable or not – are underlined by participants as being subjectively grounded: 

 

Elina: Ja, en sverigefinskhet som är subjektiv, 

som måste vara subjektiv. Nu blir det 

språkbevarande på ett annat sätt, men kanske 

med lika stor kamp, men det handlar om en 

större medvetenhet om identiteten och 

språkets betydelse, som kanske vår 

föräldrageneration höll på med som en slags 

livshake. Eftersom vi många andragenerations 

                                                           
25 Lydon, John, Anger is an Energy: My Life Uncensored, (London, 2014), p. 13. 

har gjort en klass- och bildningsresa också, 

som gör det medvetet på ett annat sätt. Också 

parallellt med en samhällsutveckling, som 

lyfter identitetsfrågor och språkfrågor på ett 

helt annat sätt. Och hur samhället ser ut idag, 

med mycket större andel invandrare, och olika 

språkgrupper. Men ett större segregerat 

samhälle också. 
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Elina: Yes, a Sweden-Finnishness that is 

subjective, that must be subjective. Now it’s 

language maintenance in a different way, but 

possibly with as much struggle, but it’s about 

a larger acknowledgement of identity and the 

significance of language, which our parent 

generation possibly had as a kind of a 

lifesaver. Since many of us second generation 

have done a class and education journey as 

well, who do it consciously in a way. Also 

adjacently with social development, which 

stresses identity issues and language issues in 

a completely different manner. And how 

society looks today, with far more immigrants 

and different language groups. But far more 

segregation in society as well. 

 

To the second generation, the subjective dimension is a defining condition. In terms of geo-cultural 

deixis, neither ‘here’ or ‘there’ seems fully applicable. For the second-generation Irish in England, 

Campbell refers to this as a symbolic journey, towards a second-generation subjectivity: "Reflecting 

on this point, Rowland [Kevin Rowland, Dexy’s Midnight Runners] notes that he set out to find an 

identification that was distinct from that of Irish-born migrants and the Irish in Ireland. Seeing the 

second generation as ‘a breed apart’, he explains, ‘We’re so different from the first-generation Irish’, 

laying special stress on the fact that ‘we’re much angrier than them’. Whether or not this helps to 

explain the IRA allusions outlined above, it evidently informed the singer’s approach to Irish issues. 

‘I wanted to find out my own Irishness, not my dad’s Irishness’, he explains. 

I wasn’t saying what my dad was saying about Ireland. I wasn’t saying that the Irish flag is great. I wasn’t 

saying that just because it’s Irish it’s good. I was saying ‘This is important.’ I was kind of finding my 

own way.26 
 

The subjective prerogative certainly applies also to Finland, where the second-generation experience 

does not find any resonance. Discussions tend to circle around immigration on one hand and first-

generation identity issues on the other, while terms such as projekti-identiteetti (‘project identity’) 

and solidaarisuusvaje (‘solidarity deficit’) pop up occasionally. The subjectiveness of Sweden-

Finnish identity stems from necessity because the collective or public arenas or dimensions to "be" 

Sweden-Finnish have been scarce for the second generation. Hence the Sweden-Finnish nuances of 

one’s identity must at least have needed to fire off subjective ignitions. However, before we continue 

to examine these subjective levels and personally significant bearers of cultural identity at a closer 

focus, we might consider how beneficial recognition along with education (and not only language 

education), might be for a minority. Without public, peer, and some sort of social recognition any 

identity can too easily become a struggle with barbed wire fences to be able to bear. The individual 

also needs to be aware of others with similar backgrounds, and to be open to other identities as well. 

Otherwise, it might resemble the stance of the overtly gay Daffyd Thomas in the BBC comedy series 

Little Britain, who claims to be the only gay person in his native Welsh village and totally refuses to 

                                                           
26 Campbell, Sean, Irish Blood, English Heart: Second Generation Irish Musicians in England (Cork, 2011, p. 55). 
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acknowledge that there might be others like him. Individuals need to see and to be seen: 

Elina: I efterhand kan jag säga att det är 

också ett symptom på att inte bli sedd. 

Alltså min barndom, ingen vuxen 

reagerade på varken språkproblematik 

eller den sorgen som hade drabbat mig. 

Folk sket ju i det liksom. Medans som 

barn bara: se mig, för fan, se mig! Den där 

se mig-grejen har också med 

sverigefinskheten… men då när jag 

började kunde jag inte ta tag i det. Man ser 

fan inte barnet, alltså psykologiskt. Man 

ser inte finnarna som folkgrupp i Sverige, 

det blir dubbelt osynligt, och trippelt att 

inte bli sedd i Finland heller. 

Elina: In hindsight I can say that it’s also 

a symptom not to be seen. I mean my 

childhood, not an adult reacted either to 

language difficulties or to the grief that I 

had faced. People basically didn’t give a 

shit. And as a child you just: see me, damn 

it, see me! That see me-thing also has to 

do with Sweden-Finnishness... but when I 

began, I couldn’t grasp it. The child isn’t 

seen, psychologically. The Finns aren’t 

regarded as a community in Sweden, it 

becomes twice as invisible, and three 

times as much not being regarded in 

Finland either. 

 

Appiah draws a number of his formulations on recognition from Charles Taylor, and offers the 

following: "A politics of recognition, in short, must be buffered by a recognition of politics".27  After 

the play Fosterlandet by Anna Takanen, the actress representing the second generation in the play as 

‘Lussa’ (Tanja Lorenzon), noted in an interview in Hufvudstadsbladet, that she has three children, of 

whom the oldest is finishing comprehensive school, and that Finland has not yet been mentioned in 

their schoolbooks.28  The situation has not improved since Ylikiiskilä’s study in 2006, which 

investigated the image of Finns, Sweden-Finns and the Finnish language in thirty Swedish 

schoolbooks published after 2000. Ylikiiskilä did not find a change in the image provided of the Finns 

in recent decades. He summarised the findings thus: 

The schoolbooks still provide a stereotypical image of the Finns as people who are blonde, uneducated, 

drink heavily and use drugs, get into fights but can still be successful athletes. 

 

The history books do not mention Finland in the time before the 19th century. The five wars of Finland 

(The Finnish War 1808-1809, the Civil War, the Winter War, the Continuation War and the Lapland 

War) receive more attention. The time after the war is only mentioned in passing.  

 

The Sweden-Finnish minority has practically been ignored in the schoolbooks: the term Sweden-Finnish 

is not mentioned anywhere in the source material. There is also no mention of the Finnish language in 

Sweden. The history books fail also to mention the Sweden-Finns, but Finns and other groups are 

mentioned as immigrants in Sweden after the war. The Finnish language is described as being difficult.29* 

  

In the dark eugenic past of Sweden, however, Finns were often mentioned. The standardised 

measuring of skulls and the use of eugenics as a means of social reform before the war should not 

come as a surprise, but it should be noted that sterilisation on social and eugenic grounds in Sweden 

                                                           
27 Appiah, p. 101. 
28 Lorentzon, Tanja, in Hufvudstadsbladet, 9 April 2015, p. 32. 
29 Ylikiiskilä, Antti, Suomi-kuva Ruotsissa ja Ruotsi-kuva Suomessa, 31 October 2006. 
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continued well into the 70’s. More than 63,000 people were sterilised in Sweden after 1935. The race 

theories of father and son Retzius dawning from the late nineteenth century prospered for a century, 

and the Uppsala Professor of physical anthropology, Lundman, still lectured about the differences 

between short and long skulled people in the 1960’s.30   

The absence of recognition, within all walks of life and layers of society in both Sweden and Finland, 

has had its repercussions. Taylor acknowledges how those attributes that are not recognised, or have 

been misrepresented, affect our identity. 

The thesis is that our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the misrecognition 

of others, and so a person or group of people can suffer real damage, real distortion, if the people or 

society around them mirror back to them a confining or demeaning or contemptible picture of themselves. 

Nonrecognition or misrecognition can inflict harm, can be a form of oppression, imprisoning someone in 

a false, distorted, and reduced mode of being. 
 

As examples, Taylor uses the civil movements and their relation to indigenous and people of colour 

before concluding: 

Within these perspectives, misrecognition shows not just a lack of due respect. It can inflict a grievous 

wound, saddling its victims with a crippling self-hatred. Due recognition is not just a courtesy we owe 

people. It is a vital human need.31 

 

The lack of recognition of Finnishness in Sweden has been mentioned repeatedly in the present thesis. 

However, we need also repeat that there is a deep mutuality between the countries involved: both 

through the lack of recognition of Sweden-Finnishness and the undermining of the Swedish language 

(not to mention ‘Swedishness’) in Finland. The former Finnish Prime Minister, Paavo Lipponen, 

reminded us of our common history in an interview in 2014, and concluded that Finland is a western 

country with a historical connection to Sweden. According to Lipponen, Finnish identity will not 

become stronger through disassociation from the Swedish dimension; rather, we should embrace it, 

make it into an advantage, a part of Finnishness, which includes a part of Swedishness in us.32 

Within my research I have had the privilege of spending long periods in Sweden. Continuously and 

admittedly hyphenatedly, based on both my personal background and the present research, I have 

sought out and confronted the ways in which Sweden-Finnishness is presented, represented, and 

manifested in present day Sweden. For the gaps in the public articulation of the issue, the silences 

which not only fall but still prevail in 2016, significantly undermine the history of the largest minority 

                                                           
30 Tamminen, Tapio, Kansankodin pimeämpi puoli (Keuruu, 2015), p. 111. 
31 Taylor, Charles, ‘The Politics of Recognition’, A. Gutmann (ed.), Multiculturalism and the Politics of Recognition (pp. 

25-74), (Princeton 1992), p. 26. 
32 YLE, Paavo Lipponen vastaa Björn Wahlroosille, 15 September 2014.  
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in the Nordic countries, contributing to its present invisibility and non-recognition as well as 

reinforcing a historical negligence which the historian Herman Lindqvist has described in the 

following terms: 

Sverige and Finland were simply the same country for seven hundred years. It was not two nations as in 

the union of Sweden – Norway. It was not one nation, Sweden, occupying another, Finland. It was one 

country. During these 700 years there was not a single uprising of the Finnish people for freedom against 

Sweden. The Cudgel War and other rebellions were local struggles against cruel lords and authoritarian 

kings – in just the same way as the people of Dalarna and Småland rose against cruel kings and tyrants 

from Stockholm. 

 

Sweden had 36 wars against Denmark, 33 wars against Russia, four against Norway – but not one against 

Finland – because Sweden and Finland were the same country, intertwined in a 700 year-long historical 

common fate. 

 

This fact, this common fate is something that today – for some strange reason – both in Sweden and 

Finland, we do all that we can to repress – but our history is nothing to be ashamed of – neither for Swedes 

or Finns.33*  

 

At the opening ceremony in the Swedish parliament for the bicentennial jubilee year 2009, Horace 

Engdahl of the Swedish Academy delivered a speech about the "forgotten" year of 1809 with its 

repercussions: 

It was the hour of fate for our country. Never has Sweden been so close to disappearing from the map as 

back then. 

 

Indeed, it did not end that badly, but the consequences were nevertheless extensive. Finland was detached 

as a nation on its own. Sweden went through a dramatic change of identity and became the country we 

know today, a nation which is not in essence older than two-hundred years, although it, just like Finland, 

took its inheritance from an older and quite different kingdom. 

 

1809 remains an important date, one of the most important in our history. However, still it seems that this 

year says nothing to most Swedes. The public surveys are horrifying. I shall not cite them, that would 

only ruin the atmosphere. Let us just note that a collective amnesia exists, at least on the Swedish side. 

On the Finnish side it is easier to remember.34* 
 

Historians have speculated what would have happened to Sweden and the Finnish part of the nation 

without Finland landing under Russian rule in the years 1809-1917. All the same, a few historical 

facts are clear, even though, similarly, they still remain largely unrecognised under this collective 

amnesia. Having an autonomous Finland (1809-1917) and an independent Finland (1917- ) has 

protected Sweden from war and turmoil as well as, quite instrumentally, also facilitating the 

development of present day Sweden. As Stefan Lundberg puts it: 

It was a catastrophe which had a happy outcome both for Sweden and Finland. Sweden avoided a long 

and burdensome land border against Russia and also all the wars that Finland got pulled into. Not to 

                                                           
33 Lindqvist, Herman, Både svensk och finne - ett land med två kulturer, 30 January 2009.  
34 Engdahl, Horace, Det glömda året, 15 January 2009. 
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mention the civil war, one of the bloodiest in the world, which was inspired by the Russian revolution. 

Sweden was a safe distance away from St Petersburg and the revolutionary ideas never reached this far. 

On the contrary, the nation enjoyed a long period of peace and the foundation for the modern Swedish 

national state, the Sweden of today, was established.35*  

 

The immense labour input contributed to Swedish welfare by the first generation of Sweden-Finns 

remains has remained largely unnoticed and is still overshadowed by grossly derogatory stereotypes, 

such as the predominant images of drunken Finn stepping out fresh from the forest. This historical 

and structural lack of recognition and grandiose nonchalance has affected Sweden-Finnish identity 

more than has been acknowledged. During one spring week in Sweden (and beyond the sphere of my 

personal interaction with people), I encountered comments twice, which separated Finnish or 

Sweden-Finnish culture out from assumptions of Swedish normativity. The first occasion was when 

I overheard two men talking on the tram about a hardworking colleague of the other: 

"Han vaar klaat han vinnen på joppet." 

"Bryter han så där mycket på finska?" 

"Inte alls, men han är ju finne."   

 

"He was so happy, the Finn at work." 

[with a heavy mock Finnish accent] 

 "Does he have such a heavy Finnish 

accent?" 

"Not at all, but he is a Finn." 

The other was a mention that the CEO of Nordea, the biggest bank in the Nordic countries, was in 

fact Finland-Swedish, Björn Wahlroos, the flamboyant and provocative tycoon. Susanna Alakoski 

sees the same dichotomy:  

The Finns in Sweden have been portrayed either as heroes and cultural giants, an arduous people or 

primitive hooligans. The differences in the view are probably caused by class. The arduous people, 

hooligans – immigrant working class. Cultural giants – most often Finland-Swedes, with roots in the 

upper or middle classes. 

 

Hardworking dad was one of the "arduous people". 

 

The neighbours offered him "real vodka" and slurred about athletics. 

 

We were also treated as half-Swedes, and like exotic beings. We looked almost the same, but still 

everybody was a Moomin troll who spoke Finland-Swedish or had a Finnish accent. Reading mom was 

a typical intelligent Moomin troll. On the other hand, Finns regarded Sweden as a country of success and 

excess. Swedish culture and society were sophisticated and worth striving for. This admiration turned to 

spite at parties: the Swedes are humourless and afraid of conflict. 

 

* 

 

The French are cheese, are wine. But the Finns drink. Petter Lindberg, A Finland-Swedish journalist, 

listed in the 2007 Gothenburg Book Fair examples of how the Finn is portrayed in 21st century Swedish 

fiction: a stocky social wreck with apparent alcohol problems.36*  

                                                           
35 Lundberg, Stefan, Dagens Nyheter, 18 September 2009. 
36 Alakoski, pp. 218-219. 
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It has been necessary to articulate the subjective dimension of Sweden-Finnish identity because, for 

the most part, public and ‘objective’ mentions are oases too far apart in the desert to keep the 

hydration level from drying out. Furthermore, it needs to be kept in mind that the personal quest and 

the wanderer in the wilderness (who is alone but not lonely) is, if anything, quintessentially Finnish, 

and we must remember that, to a very large extent, ‘Finnishness’ as manifested within contemporary 

Sweden stems quite distinctly from post-war rural Finland.  

Ekwall and Karlsson’s 1999 study examined what Swedes and Finns regarded as the most typical 

personal traits in their neighbours. (The 150 participants in the survey all had plenty of first-hand 

experience gathered through work, living or otherwise of the neighbours in question.)  According to 

the Finns questioned, Swedes are group-orientated, social, diplomatic, talkative and extroverted, in 

this specific order. On the other hand, the top ten of personal qualities of the Finns came out as being: 

honest, diligent, reserved, shy, reliable, serious, direct, loyal, strong-willed, and individualistic.37 

Obviously these stark captions stem not only from personal experiences; they also arise out of the 

circumstances, discourses, stances and even the language used in these meetings: all of which have 

left their imprint. Nevertheless, all of the top ten Finnish qualities confirm and suit the image of the 

hard-working, dependable but stubborn Finn. Which is not necessarily a bad thing: I happily admit 

that I am more serious, stubborn, direct and also honest when I am using Finnish than in Swedish 

circumstances or English. Am I thus buying into stereotypes, amplifying existing stereotypes or, 

perhaps, living out existing differences? 

 

I won’t forget it, the TV programme. Göran Rosenberg and team in Södertälje. He has questions 

concerning building permits. The Södertälje which had once been "Finnish" had become "Assyrian" with 

a living culture and sports club. The building permits were not respected. And people get married in a 

grandiose style, the wedding parties are seen on big screens for friends and family on the other side of 

the world. Party craziness. The Assyrian football club. But where had the Finns disappeared? 

The camera zooms in on the Finns, or to be more precise: the team goes on a hunt to find the Finns that 

might possibly still be around. After a lengthy search a small Finnish society is found in a modest flat. 

The film team is met by a sturdy Finnish woman behind a desk in the hallway. Out of the wall a Finnish 

man emerges, playing an accordion. 

 "Once Södertälje was Finnish." 

 "Yes yes." 

"With a living Finnish society." 

                                                           
37 Ekwall, Anita and Karlsson, Svenolof, Mötet – svenskt och finskt (Stockholm, 1999), pp. 20-31. 
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"Yes yes." 

"But now Södertälje is Assyrian." 

"Yes yes." 

"But why didn’t the Finns take as much space as the Assyrian cultural club, back then when Södertälje 

was Finnish?" 

 "Don’t know, haven’t thought about it." 

 "But there was a quite big and active Finnish society back then, and even a Finnish bakery?" 

 "Yes yes." 

 "But why haven’t you Finns made the same noise out of yourselves, taken the same place as the Assyrians 

are now doing?" 

The Finnish woman looks at the Finnish man. They are quiet. Then the woman laughs and says: 

"I don’t know, I guess we’re used to fighting alone." 

It is symptomatic that the biggest immigration group of Sweden has barely been audible all these years. 

Apparently it is so, that people have been "fighting alone" by their welding machines, their mop buckets. 

But the times are different now, Finnish is spoken openly. The people moving to Sweden from Finland 

have a higher education. Young and proud Sweden-Finns start the bilingual magazine Sheriffi. With 

focus on the specifically Sweden-Finnish. It is simply in to be a Finn: Anna Järvinen, Kent, Nanna 

Huolman.38* 

Realising that the identity in-between, or the hybrid state, is a permanent and evolving process also 

entails incompleteness, and although one might feel comfortable within a particular construct of 

identity, there is no absolution: 

Markku: Det finns ju aldrig något 

nolläge. 

K: Det finns aldrig något läge när det är 

perfekt? 

Markku: Det är inget tillfredställande 

på något sätt, det är det inte. 

 

Markku: There is never a point zero 

position. 

K: There is never a position where it’s 

perfect? 

Markku: It’s not satisfactory in any 

way, it isn’t. 

 

 

"The split between different languages and culture has generated a sense of loss and ‘expresses a 

more universal quest: the search for home; the hunger for return.’ (de Coutrivron 2007, 31) This is a 

loss that is never fully recovered regardless of the efforts made."39  

The classic metaphor is that the ferry in-between Sweden and Finland is the only place of solace, 

when you are in no man’s land (or, at least, waters), for real: 

Jukka-Pekka: Minusta ruotsinlaiva on 

mahtava, tietenkin olen lapsesta asti 

                                                           
38 Alakoski, pp. 220-222. 
39 Nic Craith, Máiréad, Narratives of Place, Belonging and Language: an Intercultural Perspective (New York, 2012), 

p. 18. 

tykännyt siitä. Edelleenkin pitää aina 

selittää, kun ihmiset on yleensä että 
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"rasittaa siellä laivalla, eihän siinä ole 

mitään järkeä kun nykyään pääse 

lentämällä helpommalla ja halvemmalla, 

eikä tarvitse kännisiä katsella". Minun 

pitää aina piirtää, että nykyään siellä on 

hyvää ruokaa ja tarvittaessa hienoakin, 

mutta ilman sitä helsinkiläisten tai 

tukholmalaisten hienostoravintoloiden 

fiilistä. 

 

Jukka-Pekka: I think the Sweden ferry is 

wonderful, of course I have liked it since 

I was a child. But still I always have to 

explain to people, who always say that it’s 

"aggravating on the ferry, it makes no 

sense when flying is easier and cheaper, 

and you don’t have to endure the drunks 

there". I have to draw it out to them, that 

the food now is good there and even fancy 

if you want that, but without the 

atmosphere in posh Helsinki or 

Stockholm restaurants.

 

The ferry over takes the day, or the night, and the slower gliding towards the other country also 

enables the mind and the identity to reboot: 

Emma: Just se tunne, kun minä teen 

aina ne matkat yksin. Se muutos tulee 

siinä Suomen laivan välillä, jotenkin 

minä menen in i ett annat mode. Se on 

sellainen morph, että minä muutun sen 

kahdeksan tunnin aikana, sitten minä 

menen siihen toiseen identiteettiin. 

Joskus minulla on ikävä, kun minä 

jätän, niin minulle tulee sellainen suru. 

Mietin kanssa hirveän paljon kun minä 

olen Suomessa, tosi paljon sitä, että 

mitä minulla oikeasti siellä 

Tukholmassa on? 

Emma: Precisely that feeling, because I 

always do these trips on my own. The 

change comes on the boat to Finland, 

somehow I go into a different mode. It’s 

such a morph, that I change in that eight 

hours, I enter that other identity. 

Sometimes I miss it, when I leave, such 

a sorrow comes over me. Also when I 

am in Finland I think a lot, really a lot, 

about what I really do have there in 

Stockholm?  

 

Caution is very advisable whenever identity processes are defined in causative ways or through 

deterministic terms. However, because (in Beverly Tatum’s account, at least) Cross’s five-stage 

model has concrete stages, it is entirely possible – as she points out during a ‘Q&A’ session – to get 

"stuck": 

Q: Do you ever find Black women who have stopped at the first or second stage of racial identity or is it 

generally a continuous thing? 

  

Tatum: It is possible to get stuck. I think there’s a lot that concerned adults—therapists, counselors, 

teachers—who have an understanding of racial identity development can do to help people move along. 

If we assume that this is a process of healthy growth and development, there are ways to facilitate it. For 

example, I think it’s very common for adolescents to be in the Encounter stage. Which is often a stage of 

feeling very angry about the race-related experiences that you’re having. Often it’s a very antiwhite stage 

because you’re expressing that anger at whites. But it’s also a stage at which your own sense of identity 

has been largely shaped by stereotypes. You have not been provided the information you need to really 

redefine your identity in more positive, more empowering ways. 

 

One of the things that happens for young women, and men too, when they come to college, if in fact they 

get to college, is that they have the opportunity to take African American Studies courses. It’s often access 

to that and similar new information that helps move people along into the next stage of really redefining 

their identity in positive terms. The problem is, of course, that many African American students don’t get 

to college and, therefore, don’t have access to those African American Studies courses. But, in fact, 

there’s no reason why that information couldn’t be communicated at the high-school level. Those who 

are able to take those college courses often ask, "How come nobody told me about this before?" That 
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question comes up a lot in my interviews. I think we really need to look at the ways in which the very 

Eurocentric, exclusionary curriculum that is the experience of many high-school students acts to keep 

people stuck in the Encounter stage rather than facilitating their development in this way.40 

 

Again, although we might demur from prescribing of the particular stages or necessary steps in any 

identity model, one could easily infer that these examples provided by Tatum are nonetheless helpful 

in discussing the Sweden-Finnish identity processes. There are hardly any Sweden-Finnish courses 

or collective arenas. Individual struggles with identity have for most in the present study kick-started 

the process. Nearly half of the informants have gone through some sort of therapy, and several of 

those who have not, openly admit that perhaps they should have.  

Jukka-Pekka: Och det med terapi, en god 

vän sade till mig när vi var 25-30, att det 

var så många bland oss som har gått i 

terapi, men om det finns en som borde 

göra det, så skulle det vara jag. 

 

Jukka-Pekka: And that with therapy, a 

good friend told me when we were 25-30 

that there were so many among us who 

had been in therapy, but if there is one 

who should go into therapy, that would be 

me. 

Anger as a form of energy, or as a constant accomplice, was repeatedly mentioned and this was also 

discussed in the Q&A with Tatum quoted above. For many informants, therapy has not only cleared 

personal cloggings, but planted new seeds of identity, enabled change, and found positive outlets: 

preventing them as Elina put it, from merely having recourse to hate as a driving force. However, 

anger and frustration, like other identity issues, tends to become apparent first in encounters with the 

‘other’. For instance, the situation might be novel for a 40-year-old who has grown up in Sweden but 

is now encountered for the first time as a Sweden-Finn: 

Outi: Jag har inte tänkt på det så mycket, 

jag har vetat om det. Det är först nu, det 

är andras reaktioner. Eftersom jag har 

dragit mig ifrån det, velat umgås med folk 

som inte går i hemspråksklasser, jag har 

känt ett motstånd över att bli grupperad. 

Men nu när vuxna, utbildade människor 

medger, när jag får deras reaktioner blir 

jag helt chockad. Jag tappar orden, jag blir 

språklös, vill bara slåss liksom. Vad fan är 

det för idiot, vilken okunnighet. 

Det blir så fel och jobbiga känslor hela 

tiden. Eller så känner man sig 

mindervärdighet, du vet, att någonting 

kommer uppifrån. Jag bara krigar med 

det, slåss hela tiden känns det som. Det är 

helt sjukt. 

                                                           
40 Tatum, in Jordan, p. 100. 

Outi: I haven’t thought about it that much, 

I have known it. It’s first now, with other 

people’s reactions. Since I have pulled 

myself from it, preferred socialising with 

people who didn’t attend the home 

language classes, I have felt resistance in 

being grouped. But now when adults, 

educated people admit, when I get their 

reactions I become totally shocked. I lose 

the words, language escapes me, I just 

want to fight kind of. What kind of a 

stupid idiot is that, what ignorance. 

It becomes so wrong and so tiresome 

feelings all the time. Or you feel yourself 
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inferior, you know, something comes 

from above. I’m just at war with it, fight 

all the time it feels like. It’s completely 

sick. 

 

Anger can be seen as the fuming out of frustration in many of the stories. Mikael connects anger, too, 

with the experience of growing up within male suburbia: 

Mikael: Och hela den här grejen med 

manlighet och känslor. Typ som jag 

flyttade, det tror jag var den största grejen 

med att flytta till Stockholm och hängde 

med tjejen som var härifrån. Då börjar 

man, man får upp att det fanns fler känslor 

än arg och… 

K: Förbannad? 

Mikael: Förbannad! Exakt. Så är det. Han 

har kommit till den slutsatsen nu, tio år 

senare, min barndomsvän jag träffade: 

"Jag kan bara vara arg eller… ingenting, 

bara apatisk." Vi har uppfostrats på 

gården, på gatan liksom där utanför. Så 

utvecklar man en sådan kultur som är 

totalt anti… allt, samhället. Då stack jag, 

flyttade därifrån. 

Mikael: And this whole thing with being 

male and feelings. Like when I moved, 

that was the biggest thing in moving to 

Stockholm, and hung out with the girl 

from here. Then you start, it dawns on you 

that there are more feelings than being 

angry and… 

K: Furious? 

Mikael: Furious! Exactly. That’s it. He 

has come to the conclusion now, ten years 

later, my childhood friend that I met: "I 

can only be angry or… nothing, just in a 

state of apathy". We’ve been raised in the 

yard, in the street there outside. Then you 

develop such a culture which is totally 

anti… everything, society. That’s when I 

split, I moved out of there. 

 

The informants seemed to vent much of their frustration and anger at equal strength against the 

stubbornness of the first generation, the oppressive mentality they have felt in Finland and the breadth 

of Swedish ignorance. Much of this anger can be explained by the lack of positive mirrors, beacons 

and support mechanisms that Tatum mentioned above. Tatum elaborates on anger as follows: 

 

Question: What is the role of anger in this process? Are you only angry at the Encounter stage or, as you 

develop, do you leave anger behind? And is the anger that Black women are expressing toward white 

women within the women’s movement a function of their stage of identity development? 

 

Tatum: I would like to say that you get to be angry at any stage. Certainly anger is a very important aspect 

of the Encounter stage of development. If you are having Encounter experiences, you are angry about 

that. At the same time, that doesn’t mean that once you’ve worked through and redefined your identity, 

you never get angry again. One of the differences may be that at the Internalization stage you are better 

able to deal with your anger in more constructive ways. For example, many people are experiencing the 

Encounter stage in adolescence, their anger is often expressed in an antiwhite attitude which can be 

somewhat counterproductive.41 

 

Furthermore, the generational gap, the possibility to exit and depart have enhanced the personal 

                                                           
41 ibid., p. 101. 
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dimensions. Many informants repeatedly refer to themselves as "aliens, ufos, extraterrestrials" and 

speak of ‘solo races’, or having struggled with identity issues more than, say, one’s siblings or 

childhood friends (which might seem odd, as nearly all of the informants have grown up in Swedish 

areas with no shortage of Finns). Inflected shame and non-recognition also contribute to not wanting 

to be recognised or ashamed. Or belonging. These feelings are often subconscious and involuntary. 

And, once again, they are often rooted in one’s personal history: 

Jukka-Pekka: Jag grävde i gamla lådor 

och hittade en skolkatalog från femman. 

Jag hade just börjat i den nya skolan, i 

svenska klassen. På bilden försöker han se 

hård ut, mycket hårdare än han var 

verkligen. Så tittar jag på namnen i 

klassen, för jag har alltid tänkt på att jag 

var den enda finnen i klassen. Jag minns 

att det fanns några andra i andra klasser i 

skolan, men inte i min klass, trodde jag. 

Men i min klass heter någon Riitta 

Karjalainen. Det mindes jag inte. Sedan 

en annan som hette Anne-Mari Järvinen, 

vad snygg hon ser ut, vad är detta? Jag 

grävde och grävde i minnena, kom nästan 

ihåg att hon hade en finsk farsa eller 

något. Men jag snackade aldrig med 

henne. Dom fanns inte. Nej, det är finnar, 

jag vill inte ha med dom och göra. 

Jukka-Pekka: I was digging in old boxes 

and found a school catalogue from 5th 

grade. I have just started in the new 

school, in the Swedish class. In the picture 

he tries to look tough, much tougher than 

he really was. And then I look at the 

names in the class, because I have always 

thought that I was the only Finn in the 

class. I remember there being others in 

other classes, but not in mine, I thought. 

But in my class there is somebody called 

Riitta Karjalainen. I didn’t remember that. 

And another one called Anne-Mari 

Järvinen, how pretty she looks, what’s 

this? I dug and dug in the memories, 

almost remembered that she had a Finnish 

dad or something. But I never talked to 

her. They didn’t exist. No, they’re Finns, 

I won't have anything to do with them

 

Pertti’s comments on his personal indifference to the term ‘Sweden-Finnishness’ clarify how these 

feelings have often been dealt with later on in life. The solo races and conscious/subconscious 

isolations from one’s Sweden-Finnish past and roots, enabled by the possibility of the full exit, have 

perhaps not been an easier, so much as a more comfortable, solution. Providing, of course, that you 

have managed to receive the due amount of respect.  

Pertti: Jag är inte det ena eller det andra. 

Jag har blivit mig själv, jag är en one man 

show. Den dagen då jag inte blir 

uppskattad för den jag är eller det jag gör, 

då flyttar jag till Australien, där kanske 

dom uppskattar mig som mig själv. Jag 

vet inte om det är ett försvar, men jag har 

aldrig tänkt på sverigefinskheten som ett 

begrepp som skulle gälla mig. 

Pertti: I’m neither this or that. I have 

become myself, I’m a one man show. The 

day I’m not respected for who I am or 

what I do, I’m moving to Australia, they 

might respect me as myself over there. I 

don’t know if it’s a defence, but I have 

never thought about Sweden-Finnishness 

to be a term that would apply to me. 

 

However, as I feel that we now again have delved plentifully enough in the dark and critical depths, 

the following section will focus in on a few personal pathways discovered by the informants intent 
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on coming to terms with the past and present. And in doing so, it will offer a variety of angles into 

present Sweden-Finnish cultural identity. Which, as we know, is no absolute in itself, but a process: 

Annika: Där har man kommit lite olika 

långt, att förstå det sverigefinska. Jag 

gråter ju inte längre. Det fanns en tid då 

jag gjorde det. Det är en process. 

 

Annika: There are differences in how far 

you have come, in understanding 

Sweden-Finnishness. I don’t cry 

anymore. There was a time when I did 

that. It’s a process. 

Debaser Finland: Slicing up Eyeballs 

Pertti: Det handlar ju om en känsla. Hur greppar man en känsla? 

It’s about a feeling. How do you grasp a feeling? 

  

Language? On a number of occasions, I was tempted to carry out further interviews, and considered 

sampling the opinions of more people in order to get examples of the homage I expected should be 

expected of language: that the Finnish language itself would be mentioned as a cornerstone of one’s 

identity. To express the thought that I often said elsewhere, of the idea that home is not only a place, 

it is also a language. However, none of the informants directly attributed language – or even products 

of language, such as those manifested in literature, film or music – as buoys of identity or clear life-

vests bolstering up their personal existence. Several individuals talked about preferring Finnish in 

many situations, how Finnish is more accurate in expression, how the emotional core for them is still 

Finnish. For the participants in the present study, the umbilical cords seem to have been more 

physical, closer to the reptile brain so to speak, than linguistic: attending to their primal needs, or 

centred around the family and campfire rather than the intellectual avenues they wished to pursue. 

Indeed, their discussions tended to circle around emotions and feelings themselves more than their 

manifestations within language and the arts. 

Most of the participants have actively worked and pursued these emotional avenues, in absolution or 

on totally subconscious levels. To domesticate the beast, to break it in, to own the keys to the home. 

These manifestations are highly subjective and individual: one person may stress family ties in 

Finland, whereas the next person might not have no contact to relatives in Finland, or the Finnish 

language. As Gilbert (2010) points out, the question ‘Who are you’ warrants very different answers 

depending on whether it is plural or singular, collective or individual. The context makes a difference:  
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I suggest that it is also a mistake to view cultural identity as uniform phenomenon. Rather, different types 

of cultural identity emerge in response to different sorts of circumstance with which groups of people are 

confronted.42 

 

For second-generation Sweden-Finns, the encounter with what Zhou (1997) calls "a system of 

stratification" – hierarchies, vertical or horizontal divisions – has been a heterogenous and 

individually negotiated process. But similarly as direct contacts with the ruling class or more 

privileged individuals, these meetings or having different degrees of white master helmets will affect 

your identity, the informants’ disparate and nebulous relations to their old ‘home country’ will tend 

to be supported on different pillars of identity – on different Finlands. 

As noted earlier on, for second-generation Sweden-Finnishness – especially the "older" individuals 

born before the mid-70’s – the connection to Finland is often still quite distinct: stemming naturally 

from the turbulent immigration years and a general tendency to have spent their summer holidays in 

Finland in the 70’s. Like salmon returning to their home stream. For Vera, the connection to Finland 

and the basis for a personal interest in Sweden-Finnish lies within a house in Finland, the connection 

to language being that she does not have it: 

Vera: Det är det som är Finland för mig, det 

här väldigt isolerade huset som ligger mitt inne 

i skogen. Det är inga grannar, förutom min 

morbror. När jag pratar om Finland, så pratar 

jag bara om den här plätten. 

Om det finns någonting som jag skulle kunna 

önska mig, så vore det ju att få tillgång till 

Finland, riktigt till det landet. Det är en 

jättekonstig känsla att ha även om jag är där 

varje år. I och med att jag har mina släktingar 

där, som inte kan svenska. Och att jag hade en 

pappa som faktiskt inte kunde svenska, som 

jag inte kunde kommunicera med. Jag kan 

tänka mig det som du sade att vad då, alla vi är 

ju sverigefinnar, vi är så hopblandade nu. Men 

någonting gick helt snett också med den här 

ravinen som byggdes upp, Östersjön som 

delade oss så långt ifrån... jag får ändå samma 

känsla att det nästan var omöjligt, att det var, 

även om jag skulle återerövra språket, så vet 

jag inte om jag skulle återerövra landet ändå. 

Men jag har alltid inbillat mig att språket är 

nyckeln, och det är min nyckel till mycket så 

klart. Men... det är förlusten. Vi pratar nu om 

huset, efter mamma går bort, det är vår sista 

länk. Nu vill dom flesta av oss behålla det. Jag 

                                                           
42 Gilbert, Paul, Cultural Identity and Political Ethics (Edinburgh, 2010), p. 14. 

kan också verkligen tänka och behålla det. 

Men då är vi ett gäng svenskar i finneland. 

Men jag är liksom, dom andra håller inte alls 

på som jag gör där ute. Jag bygger, ett nytt 

dass eller ser till att trädgården blir fin. Jag 

tycker om att få ordning på stället, för jag har 

en mamma som... mormor var helt oduglig på 

det, det förföll under hennes tid. Det fanns 

åkrar, en jättefin trädgård men allting var bara 

brännässlor, ingen gräsklippning fast det fanns 

en gräsklippare. När jag blev så pass stor så 

sade jag att vi inte ska sitta på det där 

utedasset, vi bygger ett nytt. Varför ska vi ta 

på oss diskhandskar och gummistövlar för att 

plocka hallon, det är helt sjukt. Vi måste ta 

fram hallonen och vinbären. Det här är faktiskt 

en jättevacker trädgård under det här riset och 

då började jag plocka sten, plöja marken och 

plantera gräs kring dom här jävla bären. 

Vera: That’s what Finland is for me, this very 

isolated house in the middle of the forest. 

There are no neighbours, besides my uncle. 

When I speak of Finland, I only speak of this 

tiny spot. 

If there was something I could wish for, it 

would be to get access to Finland, for real to 
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this country. It’s a really weird feeling 

although I’m there every year. Since I have my 

relatives there, who don’t speak any Swedish. 

And that I had a father who actually didn’t 

speak any Swedish, who I couldn’t 

communicate with. I can imagine that what 

you said, that what, we are all Sweden-Finns, 

we are so blended in now. But something went 

completely wrong with this ravine that was 

constructed, The Baltic Sea which divided us 

so far from... I still have the same feeling that 

it was nearly impossible, that it was, even if I 

would reconquer the language, I still wouldn’t 

be able to reconquer the land. But I have 

always imagined that language is the key, and 

it’s my key to a lot naturally. But... that’s the 

loss. Now we are talking about the house, after 

mother passes away, that’s our last link. Now 

most of us want to keep it. I can really also 

think holding on to it. But then we are a gang 

of Swedes in the land of Finns. 

 

But I’m really, the others don’t muck about as 

much as I do over there. I build, a new 

outhouse or I see to it that the garden is nice. I 

like getting order to the place, because I have 

a mother who... grandmother was worthless at 

it, it deteriorated during her time. There were 

meadows, a really nice garden but there were 

just stinging nettles, no cutting of the grass 

although there was a lawnmower. When I 

became big enough I said that we won’t sit in 

this outhouse any more, we’ll build a new one. 

Why should we need to put on dishwashing 

gloves and wellingtons just to pick 

raspberries, it’s just absurd. We have to get the 

raspberries and the currants out. There really 

is a very beautiful garden underneath all of 

these brushes and that’s when I started to pick 

out stones, plough the ground and plant grass 

around these damned berries. 

 

 

Similarly, Pertti said that he still wept dreadfully and without reason every second summer when he 

left the old and dilapidated house where his father had been born near the Russian border, although 

he himself had been born in Sweden. There is a sense of a mix between childhood memories and what 

the Welsh beautifully call hiraeth, a homesickness for a home or place one has never had, or that 

might perhaps have never even existed. However, many responses include peculiar, mixed, hollow 

and uneasy feelings towards the old Finnish landscapes and dwellings, where one has not lived. 

Outi: Det som jag har sett hända och känt 

i det huset. 

Outi: That which I have seen happening 

and felt in that house. 

 

Markku started retrieving his Finnish skills actively, primarily in order to (re)establish a contact with 

his relatives in Finland. The beauty of it in our self-centred times is that Markku actively now 

maintains a living connection not only to Finland, but also to the past and the past generations: 

Markku: Ja, jag började prata finska igen. Men 

allt kulminerades med att farsan dog, jag var 

ju tvungen och ta hit, det fanns ju ingen annan 

där. Jag skötte ju allting kremering och sådant 

och så kom jag upp med bilen, det är den enda 

gången jag har varit tvungen och stanna. En 

enda gång har jag stannat för att sova, oavsett 

av det att vem som har kört. Det var den 

gången, det gick inte att komma så jag var 

tvungen att sova över i Skellefteå, på det här 

Scandic-hotellet som är precis utanför vägen 

där. Det var då, mottagandet som jag fick, det 

var då när jag förstod fan, vad bra. Inte att han 

dog, men att man hade återupptagit den 

kontakten på ett sätt. Jag var ju vuxen helt 

plötsligt. Jag kom ju med en döing, jag skulle 

begrava någon i Uleåborg, det var därför jag 

var här och då var jag inte längre någons barn. 

Det var jag som var kvar utav den grenen av 

syskon. Folk började, folk ringer och kollar 

läget och liksom. Men dom är över 60. Men 

det blir mycket starkare band som alltid att det 

kräver någonting. Det finns inget dåligt som 

inte har något bra med sig. 
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K: Det var vägskälet, att din farsa dog? 

 

Markku: Det var det slutgiltiga. Jag förstod att 

jag kommer vara och bli finne. 

Markku: Jag har varit spänd att åka runt här 

också. Jag måste ju säga att jag ska bli farsa till 

allihopa. Och varför jag är här nu är ju lite mer 

symbol, den här jävla tuluva är bara en 

symbol, det är det jag har sagt hemma till alla. 

Jag har inte sagt att jag ska till Matti, jag ska 

till Ulla, jag ska till Kauko, jag ska till Marjo, 

jag ska till Marja-Leena, jag ska till Ville, jag 

ska till varenda jävla kotte och säga att jag ska 

bli farsa, så jag kommer nog inte i sommar. 

För det lovade jag förra sommaren, för jag ska 

baka pizza på midsommardagen, that’s it. 

Ingen annan kan göra någonting. Jag vet 

vilken affär som är öppen i Uleåborg på 

midsommardagen, där står man i kö hela 

affären för att få sin jäst och vetemjöl. Men det 

blir inte så i sommar och det var jag tvungen 

att komma och säga liksom. Skitviktigt, 

faktiskt. Det låter jävligt larvigt och överdrivet 

och allting, men det är det inte. 

Alla dom här har ju kollat, om jag har hittat 

något att ta med till min stuga, som jag har 

hittat. Alla har varit mån om att försök ta med 

dig någonting, försök och hitta någonting att ta 

med, för alla förstår att det håller på att… sakta 

men säkert så försvinner det. Dom är över 60, 

fan han Matti som jag mötte i skogen är 77. 

Jag mötte honom på stavar när jag kom 

därifrån, han försökte ta sig in dit till skogarna. 

Det är jävla häftigt här, det här kommer man 

kunna prata om hur länge som helst med sig 

själv, när man ligger och funderar lite. Det är 

sex meter mer vatten. Jag blev så skraj att jag 

gick också upp på taket på huset, jag visste inte 

hur mycket vatten det skulle komma. Torde 

inte lägga mig, allting var uppe på bord och 

bänkar. Nu får jag vara med och ljuga om det 

när det kommer på tal. Helt plötsligt har man 

något gemensamt med någon som är 80. Det 

är att närma sig. 

Markku: Yes, I started speaking Finnish again. 

But everything culminated with dad dying, I 

was forced to come, there was nobody else 

there. I took care of everything cremation and 

so on and I came up with the car, that was the 

only time I’ve had to stop. The only time I’ve 

had to stop to sleep, regardless of who has 

been driving. That was this time, there was no 

way to drive so I had to sleep in Skellefteå, in 

the Scandic hotel right there by the road. It was 

then, the reception that I got, it was then that I 

understood that, damn, how good. Not that he 

died, but that the contact was reestablished in 

a way. All of a sudden I was an adult. I came 

with a dead person, I was to bury somebody in 

Oulu and I was no longer somebody’s child. It 

was me who was left from that branch of 

siblings. People started, they call me and 

check in with me. But they are over 60. But the 

bonds become stronger as always and it 

requires something. There’s no bad thing that 

doesn't bring something good with it. 

K: That was the turning point, that your dad 

died? 

Markku: That was the final thing. I understood 

that I will always be and remain a Finn. I have 

been nervous about visiting around here too. I 

must tell everybody that I’m becoming a dad. 

And why I am here is more like a symbol, this 

damned spring flood is only a symbol, that’s 

what I’ve told everybody at home. I haven’t 

said that I’m going to Matti, I’m going to Ulla, 

I’m going to Kauko, I’m going to Marjo, I’m 

going to Marja-Leena, I’m going to Ville, I’m 

going to each and every one to say that I’m 

becoming a dad, so I probably won’t come this 

summer. Because I promised last summer, 

because I make pizzas on Midsummer’s Day, 

that’s it. Nobody else can do anything. I know 

which store is open in Oulu on Midsummer’s 

Day, the whole store stands there in line to get 

the flour and the yeast. But that won’t happen 

this summer and I had to come and say that. 

Really important, as a matter of fact. It sounds 

damned corny and exaggerated and everything 

but it’s not. 

All of them have asked if I’ve found anything 

for my cottage. Everybody has been adamant 

to say: try to take something with you, try to 

find something you can take with you, because 

everybody knows that it’s on its way… slowly 

but surely it is going to disappear. They’re 

over 60, Matti who I met in the forest is 77. I 

met him coming with walking staves when I 

came from there, he tried to get to the forests. 

It’s so damned amazing here, I will be able to 

talk about this to myself for ages, when you lie 

down and think about it. There’s six metres 

more water. I got so scared that I climbed on 

the roof of the house, I didn’t know how much 

more the water would rise. I didn’t dare go to 

sleep, with everything on tables and benches. 

Now I can take part in the conversation when 

it comes up. All of a sudden you have 

something in common with somebody who is 

80. It is to get closer. 
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A similar heartfelt respect towards the elders is often found only in people with roots in non-Western 

cultures. Again, language here is not the crux, but a key to making that first step back, or forwards, 

of making it real. We can also note that modernity within identity processes is palatable, where the 

ingredients and the content are partly negotiable and personally definable. An ethnic identity or 

background motivates or demands perhaps very little, but individuals can follow and strengthen the 

ties for themselves. For Markku and Vera, the connection to Finland (with or without language), has 

amplified and enabled the fruition of a Sweden-Finnish dimension. For many born in the late 70’s 

and onwards, the adhesive necessary for the promotion of Sweden-Finnishness comes from other 

immigrant groups from the Mediterranean, Africa and Asia. For these informants grew up in the more 

Babylonian Swedish suburbs in the 90’s, finding personal outlets for a multicultural identity which 

could include not only the Finnish part, but other suburban realities as well, such as those shored up 

by class and ethnicity. The fluid in the pipes fluctuated, the scales within Swedish society tipped over, 

as did the meaning of being Swedish, at least within some segments: 

Pertti: Det blev okej på 90-talet att 

åtminstone skämta om det. Hisingen, det 

hade bara varit busigt och en jävla massa 

invandrare, och nu det blev lite coolt. Jag 

blev glad, jag kunde säga HISINGEN 

utan att skämmas ett smack. Hur var det 

med finnegrejen? Nästan identiskt, nästan 

samma, det var nästan okej, eller mer än 

okej. Folk fattade – det var ju ni som var 

grymma. På att jobba. Man själv trodde ju 

förr i tiden att det var bara negativt. Alla 

svennar från Tuve hade finska polare. 

Men hur det var på Schillerska gymnasiet, 

eller Örgryte, Askim – jag skulle inte bli 

förvånad om det släpar efter fortfarande. 

Pertti: In the 90’s it became okay at least 

to joke about it. The Hisingen part of 

town, it had just been rowdy with lots of 

immigrants, and now it became somewhat 

cool. I became happy, I could say 

HISINGEN without a bit of shame. How 

was it with being Finnish? Almost 

identical, almost the same, it was almost 

okay, or more than okay. People got it – it 

was you who were great. At working. 

Earlier on I had believed that it was only 

negative. All the Swedes from Tuve had 

Finnish mates. But how it was at the 

Schillers secondary school, or Örgryte, 

Askim [a "posh" school and districts] – I 

wouldn’t be amazed if it’s still lagging 

behind.

 

The vertical influence of one’s peers, people of roughly similar background and generations 

influencing one another. Many second-generation Sweden-Finns who have worked out their identity 

issues publicly have influenced others. In exemplary fashion, this excerpt from Laura presents a 

typically interwoven condensed second-generation ball consisting many of the ingredients we have 

covered (language, shame, traumas, alienation and the importance of culture): 
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Laura: Jag gick in en jävligt hård depression 

när jag var 33 och började gå i terapi. 

Snackade om alla saker som har lett till detta. 

Det hade väldigt mycket med min identitet och 

skolgång att göra. Mobbandet osv. Sedan 

träffade jag en människa. Men det var innan 

jag blev deprimerad. Jag träffade henne och 

blev så himla inspirerad att det fanns en tjej 

som också var född här tror jag. Och hennes 

finska var helt magisk, och hennes svenska var 

lika bra. Hon var kulturintresserad, hon hade 

samma bakgrund som mig och var intresserad 

av samma saker. Nu tänkte jag att jag har min 

chans, för jag hade ingen och prata med då, 

alltså finska. Alla mina vänner från förr var 

borta. Jag försökte ta min chans och bli vän 

med henne och vara lite mer aktiv. Det gick 

inte så bra, vi hade inte så mycket kontakt, 

men sedan började jag skriva. Då träffade jag 

folk – unga sverigefinnar. Det kombinerat med 

det att jag fick tänka igenom, att vad fan är det 

för fel på min hjärna. Och allt med den 

skammen som bara hänger över en. Jag får ju 

streta med det fortfarande, men nu är jag stolt 

över mitt ursprung i stället för att gå runt och 

ducka. Jag hade ju aldrig kommit hit om jag 

inte hade fått det, från den staten. Jag har fått 

kämpa för varenda steg. 

Laura: I went into a damned hard depression 

when I was 33 and started going into therapy. 

Talked about everything that led to this. It had 

very much to do with my identity and going to 

school. Being bullied etc. Then I met a person. 

But this was before I got depressed. I met her 

and become so very inspired that there was a 

girl who also was born here, I think. And her 

Finnish was magical, and her Swedish too. She 

was interested in culture, she had the same 

background as me and she was interested in 

the same things. I thought that this is my 

chance, because I didn’t have anybody to talk 

to, in Finnish that is. All my friends from the 

past were gone. I tried to take my chance and 

become friends with her and be more active. It 

didn’t go that well, we didn’t have that much 

contact, but then I started writing. Then I met 

people – young Sweden-Finns. That combined 

with that I had to think through what the hell 

was wrong with my brain. Everything with 

that shame which just hangs above me. I still 

struggle with it, but now I am proud of my 

background instead of walking around 

ducking all the time. I would never have gotten 

here, if I hadn’t got that, from that state. I’ve 

had to fight for every step. 

 

The outcome of the present "enlightened" identity of Laura would not have been possible without the 

rather small but enabling social interaction and reverberation from other second-generation Sweden-

Finns. Whenever a person stands at an identity crossroads, the personal navigation system is targeted 

forwards, in how our culture, background, personal and collective identities work and empower us in 

the future. It should also be noted that although the "subjective solutions" might work subjectively, 

the collective issues remain. And since the "Sweden-Finnish problems" were not subjective but, 

rather, collective or larger issues within society, further redemption and recognition are still 

warranted. 

These strategic dimensions reflect not only on Appiah’s model of the delicate and necessary 

connection and continuing dialogue between personal and collective identities (where the role of 

families and state cannot be disregarded), but also on his insistence that ‘cultures’ should be separated 

from ‘identities’:  

With ethnicity in modern society, it is often the distinct identity that comes first and the cultural 

distinction that is created and maintained because of it, not the other way around. The distinctive common 

cultures of ethnic and religious identities matter not simply because of their contents but also as markers 

of those identities. 
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Culture in this sense is the home of what we care about most. If other people organize their solidarity 

around cultures different from ours, this makes them, to that extent, different from us in ways that matter 

to us deeply. The result, of course, is not just that we have difficulty understanding across cultures—this 

is an inevitable result of cultural difference, for much of culture consists of language and other shared 

modes of understanding—but that we end up preferring our own kind: and if we prefer our own kind, it 

is easy enough to slip into preferring to vote for our own kind, to employ our own kind, and so on. 

 

In sum: Cultural difference undergirds loyalties.43 

 

In complement, Stuart Hall’s two-fold definition of cultural identity begins by acknowledging a 

common ground, a ‘oneness’:  

The first position defines ‘cultural identity’ in terms of one, shared culture, a sort of collective ‘one true 

self’, hiding inside the many other, more superficial or artificially imposed ‘selves’, which people with a 

shared history and ancestry hold in common. Within the terms of this definition, our cultural identities 

reflect the common historical experiences and shared cultural codes which provide us, as ‘one people’, 

with stable, unchanging and continuous frames of reference and meaning, beneath the shifting divisions 

and vicissitudes of our actual history pointing towards the future.44 

 

These collective, historical and various other issues affecting the identity of Sweden-Finns can be 

shortlisted with fewer (or more) details and attributes: language, class, the wars, work, shame, social 

problems. Not all have affected all. However, the pivotal definition is Hall’s stress on cultural identity 

as being anchored not only in the present, but also the future. Our identity is not only the image in the 

mirror, but also how this will be in the future.   

Cultural identity, in this second sense, is a matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being’. It belongs to the 

future as much as to the past. It is not something which already exists, transcending place, time, history 

and culture. Cultural identities come from somewhere, have histories. But, like everything which is 

historical, they undergo constant transformation. Far from being eternally fixed in some essentialised 

past, they are subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and power. Far from being grounded in 

a mere ‘recovery’ of the past, which is waiting to be found, and which, when found, will secure our sense 

of ourselves into eternity, identities are the names we give to the different ways we are positioned by, 

and position ourselves within, the narratives of the past.45 

 

As culture remains present in the corridors of power, we need to acknowledge this alongside our 

national histories, which are not isolated either. ‘Culture’, then, is an elusive tool when it comes to 

legitimating, enhancing, prescribing or contesting ‘power’. The lessons in the multidisciplinary book 

are: firstly, not to jump to conclusions with regard to agency, intentionality and impact. And secondly, 

not to view European national histories and culture as independent within the bell jar of their national 

                                                           
43 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, Identity against Culture, Gillis (ed.), online edn. (1994), p.30.      
44 Hall, Stuart, Cultural Identity and Diaspora, Jonathan Rutherford (ed.) Identity: community, culture, difference 

(London, 1990), p. 223. 
45 ibid., p. 225. 
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context but rather as being in contact (and subject to comparison) with other European nations.46 The 

emergence, breaking on through to the other side, of finding positive connotations and resonance for 

the subjectively harboured coatings have enabled the (re)-emergence for many second-generation 

Sweden-Finns. The process itself, the internal desire to address the issues has been fruitful. This is 

how second-generation England-Irish musician Cáit O’Riordan, formerly of the Pogues, verbalises 

the outcome: 

It gives you an outsider perspective, which will get you through the rest of your life, even if you have to 

get over bumpy bits where you can turn very extreme, violent and have angry thoughts. If you get through 

the other side, you’re left with the outsider’s perspective, which always makes you look at both sides, 

and not even at both sides, at all seven or eight different sides to everything. I think if you grow up 

monocultural, then you’re [restricted] . . . whereas if you’re the immigrant’s kid/second generation, it’s 

a blessing, whatever if feels like when you're growing up, if you can just get out the other side, and you 

don’t turn it against yourself and you don’t turn it against anybody else, it makes you a better person.47 

 

In terms of Sweden-Finnish identities, this future remains open. If the provisional idea does not seem 

enticing, the markers defining that identity will have to give. Without due recognition of the history 

of Finns in Sweden this seems like a likely outcome. The Sweden-Finns need to be respected as a 

national minority in Sweden and recognised in Finland as a branch connected to the trunk to the tree 

of a Finnishness, which does not need to be cut off or ignored. The same certainly applies to Finland-

Swedishness in Finland as well, although Finland-Swedishness is arguably more fundamentally 

connected to the body, like pitch within a tree, making it as difficult to extricate from the cultural 

formation of Finnishness as it would be to self-mutilate one of our senses. We are obviously capable 

of beating the living daylights out of wood, extracting all the liquid from a tree or, for that matter, 

slicing up our eyeballs. We are capable of stupid things. But let us hope the scales fall off from our 

eyes before we behead ourselves. 

  

                                                           
46 Isaacs and Hálfdanarson, in Constructing Cultural Identity, Representing Social Power, Bilsel, Esmark, Kžzžlyürek, 

Rastrick (eds.), (Pisa, 2010), p. VIII. 
47 Campbell, p. 149. 
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What Difference Does It Make? 

Frankly, what difference does it all make? One observation is that one gathers insights and content as 

one goes along. Whenever an individual takes the first steps along these paths towards the 

construction of an identity, others might follow. You reap what you sow, unlatching a door opens up 

the next space: 

Mikael: Så blir det så, så blir man inbjuden på 

ställen och att prata om det här sverigefinska. 

Uppsala universitet ringde mig dit, vi ska ha 

revitaliseringskonferans, du pratade inte 

finska så mycket när du var liten men nu pratar 

du finska, så du tar fram det här, sverigefinska 

symboler. Så blev man inbjuden där, så var det 

någon som hörde mig där så blev man 

inbjuden på något annat ställe och prata. Men 

när dom här lagarna kom, när dom skulle träda 

i kraft, Stockholm, länsstyrelsen och sådant. 

Så har dom en massa tjänsteman, politiker, 

förtroendevalda som inte har en blekaste aning 

om det här sverigefinska. Kan dom ha en 

internutbildning, så kommer jag dit och tjötar 

litet. Vad är sverigefinskt? Rätt mycket grejer, 

faktiskt, sista tiden. Jag hade ju inte hamnat 

här i Stockholm och jobbat där jag gör nu om 

det inte var för det finska.  Hade jag inte flyttat 

hade jag aldrig träffat den tjejen, jag hade inte 

läst för att stanna kvar för att stanna på 

universitet. Så mycket av mitt liv har ju, mina 

livsfaser har ju som du säger, jag har aldrig 

tänkt på det faktiskt, har verkligen styrts av det 

här sökandet eller vad man ska kalla det. 

 

Mikael: It turns out that way, that one gets 

invited to places to talk about this Sweden-

Finnishness. Uppsala university called me 

there, we are to have a conference on 

revitalisation, you didn’t speak that much 

Finnish when you were little but now you 

speak Finnish, so you take up this, Sweden-

Finnish symbols. Then you get invited there, 

and somebody has heard me there and I get 

invited to some place else to talk. But when 

these laws came, when they were to enter into 

force, Stockholm, county administrative 

boards and such. Then they have loads of 

officials, politicians and elected 

representatives who don’t have the faintest 

idea about Sweden-Finnishness. Can they 

have an in-service training where I come too 

and talk a little? What’s Sweden-Finnish? 

Quite a lot actually, recently. I wouldn’t have 

ended up here in Stockholm to work where I 

now work if it wasn’t for Finnishness. If I 

hadn’t moved I would never have met that girl, 

I wouldn’t have studied to stay in the 

university. So much out of my life, the phases 

in my life as you say, I have actually never 

thought about this, has really been led by this 

searching or whatever you are to call it. 

 

The present study is certainly also an example of the same process. Most major bends and choices in 

several life stories in the present study can be attributed to the background. However, there is a voice 

in unison from the participants that facing the music has been rewarding, despite the challenges: 

Markku: Jag har åstadkommit någonting i 

varje fall, jag har återupptagit, fan, jag 

kommer att komma svänga förbi här på en 

kaffe. Det hade aldrig annars, det är så 

mycket som har kommit med. Bara man 

har… Det har inte varit så himla roligt alla 

gånger, men man måste liksom rota lite i 

saker. 

Markku: I have accomplished something 

anyhow, I have re-established, damn, I’m 

going to swing by here for a coffee. It 

would never otherwise, there is so much 

that has come along. Just because one 

has… It hasn’t always been fun, but one 

has to dig into things a bit. 
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There are also the obvious "natural" pros of having grown up bilingual, being able to switch 

languages, and also utilising these language skills career-wise: 

 

Mikko: [Suomen kielen taito on] oikeastaan 

pakollistakin. En olisi luultavasti, tai minä 

luulen ihan vahvasti että minä en olisi media-

alalla, jos minä en osaisi suomea. Että suomen 

kielen avulla olen saanut tosi helvetin hyvän 

työpaikan. 

Omalta kohdaltani minä koen, että se on tämä 

klassinen ruotsalainen kielikuva se 

banaaninkuori. Tämä banaaninkuori sattuu 

olemaan oikeassa paikassa ja liukastui ja näki 

sen kukkasen siinä asfaltin reunalla, ja tarttui 

siihen kiinni. 

Mikko: [The Finnish skill is] actually 

required. I would probably not, or I suspect 

quite strongly that I wouldn’t be, working in 

the media if I didn’t speak Finnish. That 

thanks to the Finnish language I have got a hell 

of a job. 

Personally I feel it’s like this classic Swedish 

metaphor about the banana peel. This banana 

peel happens to be in the right place and you 

slipped and saw that flower there by the 

asphalt, and grabbed that. 

 

Several informants speak of a social responsibility, stemming from past personal experiences and 

which now find an outlet through work. For Susanna Alakoski this means writing: 

  

To be silent is no option. To be silent about the truth, the possible truth, is to betray, and, perhaps most 

importantly, not many can tell, because those who are dead can no longer write, those who could have 

spoken are silenced, those who can tell sit alone, afraid or locked in with diagnoses. And the poor do not 

think their stories are worth telling. 

                                                                                  * 

I am writing this diary because I am alive. Because I am one of the few who can48* 

 

Johanna expresses similar thoughts of responsibility, providing new perspectives and spreading 

knowledge not only about Sweden-Finnishness, but also how rewarding the work within Sweden-

Finnishness can be: 

Johanna: Tämä oli minun semmoinen… 

vastuu, periaatteessa. Minusta tuntuu, että nyt 

minä olen tehnyt tämän matkan, nyt olen tässä. 

Ja minulla on mahdollisuus ja oikeasti se 

vastuukin, että minun täytyy tehdä jotain 

tällaista. Minua kysyttiin vaikka mihin, mutta 

minä tunsin että minun vastuu kasvoi. Minun 

omaan taustaan nähden ja muihin nähden, se 

vastuu että minun täytyy antaa takaisin kanssa 

ja vaikuttaa tähän kuvaan, mikä monilla on 

ruotsinsuomalaisista. Se on ollut hauskaa 

kanssa, enkä tunne että olisin uhrautunut 

millään tavalla, vaikka siinä on hirveä työ ja ei 

saa palkkaa. Se on hauskaa ja se on hirveän 

                                                           
48 Alakoski, p. 23. 

tärkeää työtä kanssa. Se antaa paljon kanssa, 

minä olen oppinut hirveän paljon paljosta. 

Se on jotain, mitä olen oppinut, että minä olen 

yhdellä tavalla hirveän sitten kanssa 

tyytyväinen, tunnen itseni onnelliseksi siitä, 

että minulla on tämä identiteetti ja on kieli 

tallessa ja minä tiedän kuka minä olen. 

Johanna: This was really, it was my... 

responsibility, in principle. I feel that I have 

made this journey, and now I am here. And I 

have the chance and actually also the 

responsibility, that I have to do something like 

this. I was asked to do all kinds of things, but 

I felt that my responsibility grew. Against my 
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own background and others, the responsibility 

that I must also give something back and 

influence this image, that many people have of 

the Sweden-Finns. It’s also been fun, and I 

don’t feel that I would have sacrificed myself, 

although it’s a lot of work and there’s no pay. 

It’s fun and it’s important.  It gives a lot, I have 

learned a terrible lot about lots of things. 

It’s something that I have learned, that in one 

way I am satisfied, I feel happy that I have this 

identity and the language still intact and I 

know who I am.  

  

 

The incarnations of second-generation Sweden-Finnishness we have been addressing in 2016 are, 

perhaps understandably enough, emotionally and subjectively conflicted. Arising from a history of 

confusion, contradiction, and cultural silence, the individual experiences which lie at their core may, 

equally understandably, also have lent muted or ambiguous colourations or, at times, abstract and 

vague scenarios to the identity palettes summoned within the narratives of the informants involved. 

After all, in order to prosper, the development of identity needs a certain amount historical and 

narrative clarity: some sort of positioning in a ‘real world’ which promotes congruence between 

existential and bodily manifestations, the stories we tell ourselves, and deeds. In the first place, these 

attributes and realities must reinforce and validate Sweden-Finnishness itself for the individuals 

concerned. This might require reclaiming Finland: clearing out the nettles at your grandmother’s old 

house, watching the ice floe in the spring flood on the northern river, sitting on the roof of your uncle’s 

cabin. You might write a book, make a film, create music or dance out the story of your personal 

background. Regardless of whether this artefact catches the public maelstrom or not, something 

tangible and real remains, which you can continue to build or examine your identity upon, if you will. 

Getting a job, studying, moving to another environment might be the outcome of carefully laid and 

purposeful life plans. In most cases, however, this has been an unattainable luxury item or at least a 

subconsciously taken path for working class second-generation Sweden-Finns. Nevertheless, ending 

up in a profession, where you work with several languages or aspects of double identities is as 

palatable and concrete as having bilingualism alive at home. Which brings us to language. Being 

bilingual or losing your language might become instrumental to the development of identity. 

Language, like Sweden-Finnish history, still remains a means to an end, a window of opportunity for 

the future. Yet as long as speaking Finnish at work in Sweden signals inferiority, we must understand 

that the historical and sociological are more complex, so it simply would not be enough for the 

minority just to man up and get on with it. That is why these personal and subcultural identity pills 

need to be strong enough to be subjectively gratifying and really kicking, because the objective and 

official system is not supportive enough. The second generation has intrinsically domesticated the  
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majority view with respect to their ethnic background, a factor which embeds another conflicting 

force within the self-image of many of the informants. 

There must be a future. All attributes, the subjective cornerstones of identity and the political 

wheelbarrows must be gauged by their capacities to provide a positive look, a double positive of the 

double identity, which cannot survive if there is no redeeming future – having a feeling being of duly 

recognised both as an individual and collectively. To return to the Sweden-Finnish "problems", there 

have been powerful historical, national and political forces at play. Conservation does not help. The 

artefacts and subjective manifestations in the present study, regardless of whether they have been 

painted and staked with grim colours, now point towards a positive identity of the future rather than 

refurbishing anything of the past. The same applies to language. If you use the language with your 

parents and relatives only, it is like still using an old landline phone for communication. You know 

that you will abandon the phone yourself, or that it simply will not function in the near future. You 

will find other means of communicating, even though that means the death of a language. Which is 

obviously a crying shame, since we know that mastering two or several languages is nothing but a 

benefit. It is time to wrap up these discussions about Sweden-Finns with an illustrious quote, which 

encompasses many of the themes this thesis has explored: the generational gap, bilingualism, coming 

to terms with one’s background, the underlying cultural and class differences: 

Markku: Man känner igen sig i bara den där 

irländsk-grejen, jag fan garvar ihjäl mig när 

jag läste Frank McCourt-boken, men samtidigt 

så tänkte jag mitä vittua se Mikko siellä 

metässä teki talavet? Vittu suoraan kotoa 

muutti sinne mettätyöläisten, ja, 

pensionärsboende. Hur var det för Olavi när 

han blev lämnad som 12 år gammal för att 

vakta huset när tyskarna kom? Fan jag var 40 

innan jag kände att jag började bli vuxen, han 

var 12! Det finns ingen svensk kompis som har 

något liknande att berätta, man måste hoppa 

tillbaka mycket längre tillbaka i den svenska 

historien för att det ska bli. Och det med 

fattigdomen har man aldrig tagit tag i – det var 

ju fattigt! Det är ingen jävla klyscha. Fattigt 

folk levde på sin egen gård, så är det ju. Var 

det kallt för länge, då blev det mindre potatis. 

Man blir en helare halv om man besöker det 

här lite då och då. Man vet vilken jävla halva 

man är i alla fall. 

Markku: You recognise yourself in the Irish 

thing, I laugh myself to death reading that 

Frank McCourt book, but simultaneously I am 

thinking what the fuck did Mikko do in the 

woods in the winters? Fuck he moved straight 

from home to the lumberjacks, yes retirement 

home? How was it for Olavi when he was left 

to guard the house as a 12-year-old when the 

Germans came? Shit I was 40 when I started 

to feel that I was starting to be an adult, he was 

12! There are no Swedish mates who have 

similar stories to tell, you must jump back a 

whole lot more in the Swedish history for that. 

And that poverty thing hasn’t been addressed 

– it was really poor! It’s no damn cliché. Poor 

people lived on their farms, that’s how it was. 

If it was cold too long, there were fewer 

potatoes. You become a more complete half if 

you visit this every once in a while. At least 

you know which damn half you are anyway.
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I have rephrased the content of "a fuller half" by saying that this process of re-establishing the 

connection to my Sweden-Finnish elements has made me realise that from feeling that I have no roots, 

I now feel that I have a double set of roots. The half, or nought, does not become one but two instead. 

And two hearts beat better than one. This process has, at times, been repugnant and demanding, but 

through the establishment of so many contacts and friendships along the way, the consequences and 

outcomes of the endeavour have been nothing but positive.  The resulting pride in one’s crooked 

background entails not being flamboyant or imagining that any nation, language group, ethnic 

background would be any better, but rather to distinguish and cherish the positivity within the 

multicultural future of our world. And to have a positive identity also brings with it a responsibility 

to oppose the negative. A responsibility to enable and welcome identities which are not monochrome, 

dualistic, bipolar, exclusive and cold. 
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8. Personal Outcomes: Laulu koti-ikävästä – Ingen riktig finne –

Finnish Blood Swedish Heart 

2005/07/29. GÖTEBORG. VALAND. 

This is my first visit to Gothenburg in twenty years. The bench on the tram stop feels exactly like they did 

in the 70’s. I am about to turn 38 and I have lived my entire adult life in northern Finland. It was 25 years 

ago when my Finnish parents decided to move back home. Their home.  

On the window of the burger and sausage stand it says ÄKTA MOS, real mashed potatoes. Put scoops of 

that on a hotdog and you have a half special – en halv special – the hallmark fast food of Gothenburg. A 

whole special – en hel special – requires two sausages. Tram number five clanks by. It is on its way home 

to Hisingen. That thought comes to me in Swedish. The names of the Hisingen tram stops are mumbled 

quietly: Hjalmar Brantingsplatsen, Vågmästareplatsen, Wieselgrensplatsen. Suddenly everything freezes 

around me. There is no space and time. "Det är ju härifrån jag kommer", I say out loud, that it is actually 

here I am coming from, and I do not give a damn if somebody hears me. 

In that split-second I do not understand why I feel more at home here than in any Finnish town. Although 

I have not had any contact to the city during my adult life. Although I have spoken no more than a few 

hours of Swedish each year. Although I know that Sweden will never be my home again. I found out we 

were moving to Finland when I was twelve, just as puberty kicked in. The last year in Sweden was a fog. 

I spent the first three years in Finland detached in the shadows, everything seemed alien. But when I 

stepped out of the shadow at sixteen, I obliterated every connection to my childhood and Sweden. Apart 

from the music. That became my dominion. My background in Sweden was still as irrelevant to me when 

I studied at the university and as a thirty-five-year-old teacher, it did not matter at all.  

About identity. It was always fun to be able to read books in Swedish and shoot the bull with Swedish 

musicians, who I met in Finnish rock festivals that we played with our band. But there was no deeper 

meaning. My ponderings on the tram stop are interrupted by a man my age, clearly deep into a 

bacchanalian lifestyle. He asks me if I am going to see Iron Maiden next week. I explain to him that I am 

here for the U2 concert. We chitchat about the golden years of Maiden and the past U2 concerts in town. 

The situation does not feel delightful, so I excuse myself. As I leave I tell him that although I grew up on 

Hisingen, I actually live in Finland. "Really? My parents are from Finland too, mom is from a place called 

Martinniemi in northern Finland." That is five kilometres from our house. But I do not dare tell him that. 

Later on I find out that his mother had gone to school with my mother-in-law. 

This is where it begins. The quest bound up with addressing a double identity. The question surrounding 

Sweden-Finnishness, what does it mean to all of these people, we are talking about nearly a million 

people, who are now hardly ever noticed in Sweden or Finland? Am I a Sweden-Finn? Because there 

must be more to it than ice-hockey. More than the language. The shadows require light. 

March 26, 2009. HAUKIPUDAS. NORTHERN FINLAND.  

Beginnings 

During the following two years (2006-2007) of these events, my personal interest and thoughts about 

Sweden gathered momentum. I had been aware on a semiconscious level of second-generation  

Sweden-Finnish activity within music, ever since the band Kent appeared in the mid 90’s. By the turn 
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of the century the band had become the biggest domestic rock group ever in Sweden, but were also 

popular in Finland, not only because of the fact that three of the five band members had Finnish 

parents. All of a sudden, many second-generation Sweden-Finns were debuting as artists in Sweden 

and gaining instant acclaim and prominence. Susanna Alakoski’s novel Svinalängorna came out in 

2006, Nanna Huolman’s film Kid Svensk in 2007, as well as Anna Järvinen’s debut album Jag fick 

feeling. Especially within popular music, Sweden-Finns seemed to pop up like mushrooms after rain. 

Markus Krunegård, Timo Räisänen, Frida Hyvönen. Besides Kent, Markoolio had already gained 

considerable success, being the most popular rapper in Sweden since the late 90’s. Countless bands 

also existed whose individual members were Finnish in origin. 

In 2007 I mentioned to an old friend, Mika Ronkainen, who had already directed internationally 

acclaimed documentary films such as Huutajat – Screaming Men (2003) and pioneered the New 

Documentary Wave in Finland of making documentaries for the cinema, that somebody ought to 

make a proper, in-depth documentary film on second-generation Sweden-Finnishness. The original 

idea we discussed was to focus on music, and my ambition was initially to get to work within a film 

project on a theme, which intrigued me. In May 2008 I had the opportunity to work on a major 

Swedish film, Det enda rationella (2009), which was partially filmed in Finland. During the week of 

shooting I spoke Swedish, which I had only used sporadically during the previous 25 years, despite 

some Swedish studies at university and teaching. The experience can only in all honesty be described 

as overwhelming and emotionally devastating. After the first day I realised that, unconsciously or 

otherwise, I preferred to engage in discussions and lunch seatings with the Swedish members of the 

crew. Using Swedish transformed me. I was happier, pratgladare, i.e. more conversational. Fewer 

rain clouds, less silence. After two days I found myself being moved to tears continuously, without 

any logical reason. The pressures in the valves that I had subconsciously crammed shut decades ago 

began to loosen up at the seams, with all sorts of emotions pouring out. I could hardly sleep. Tears 

and laughter burst out alternately. After the five-day shoot, in the car on the one-hour drive home, I 

was not able to keep any of it inside me any longer. I sat in the next side beside a young man I had 

just met the day before, and I must have come across as quite scatty. I stopped my ramblings only in 

sudden violent outpourings of tears.  

The following week I met with Mika Ronkainen concerning the possibilities of the future of the 

documentary film. The meeting and particularly my personal emotional compass remained pointing 

in the same odd direction. We talked all through the day and all kinds of stories and forgotten 

memories kept pouring out of me. I must have told these stories from my childhood and teenage years 
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to those closest to me throughout the years, but always intermittently, always in other contexts, always 

as a subtext or side plot to the issue itself – of having grown up as a Sweden-Finn. I do not recall ever 

having had a single conversation about growing up in Sweden and moving to Finland as a holistic 

entity. Slowly it dawned on me, and apparently on Mika as well, that if nothing else, these formative 

years of mine were quite an odd and peculiar existence, at least from a Finnish viewpoint.  

Mika’s response was that he thought we should absolutely go forward with the film, but that the 

Swedish-Finnish story should be told through my perspective – that I would be the main character in 

it. I was not too thrilled about becoming the main focal point of the film, and I told Mika I would 

have to sleep on it. However, I knew almost instantly that I would have to say ‘yes’. The next day I 

sent him a text message with the English poker term: ‘all in’. I felt strongly about the subject matter 

itself, the Swedish-Finnish experience from the viewpoint of the second generation, and that beyond 

finding subjective closure to these questions, which clearly were shaking my personal foundation way 

beyond my control, there might be a bigger, a more universal story buried here. And also, that even 

if no universal, all-mighty answer would surface to explain why at this age I still felt like the odd 

sock, I might at least find smaller keys and minor etchings within these existential dabblings. Having 

the benefit of perfect 80/80 vision in hindsight, I must admit that it was an easy decision. Having 

these primordial feelings brought to life within me might benefit the film somehow. I had in a sense 

lived an adult life being jealous in a northern Finnish way of friends, colleagues and acquaintances – 

musicians, songwriters, photographers, writers and film people, fellow teachers even – who were 

using their personal lives and experiences as the bedrock of their work. I recognised that this platform 

and medium could be that for me, if I only trusted my instincts and gut feeling, and could manage not 

to hold anything back. I had known Mika since the early 90’s and followed the way he works, so I 

had full confidence in his approach from the outset. My main vexations, as always, concerned myself. 

My identity was crumbling to pieces. Not only professionally, but culturally as well. Helena Helander 

rephrases Hägglund in her Master’s thesis on psychotherapy about the loss of the omnipotence of 

your national identity, that it resembles losing your religious faith. There is no turning back: the 

individual must find a new identity.1 During these same years, Finnishness (as I had experienced it), 

took a turn. Politically the populist and nationalistically slanted True Finns Party seemed continuously 

to gather momentum, after receiving 5 seats in the 2007 election the party obtained a staggering 39 

seats in 2011, making them the third largest party in parliament. Many of the publicly voiced opinions 

                                                            
1 Helander, Helena, Främlingsskap - diplomuppsats, St. Lukasstiftelsens psykoterapitutbildning (Göteborg, 1994), p. 3. 
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seemed alienating and outright misanthropic. Although the True Finns (from 2011 the official English 

name has been the more politically oblique the ‘Finns’) have tried to denounce and distance the party 

from racist slants to stressing instead that they are critical towards immigration, the True Finns have 

several MPs with racist connections and convictions.2 In a 2011 Helsingin Sanomat survey 51% of 

voters of the True Finns deemed people of certain races unfit to live in modern society.3 Throughout 

these years I remember catching myself thinking that if this trend were to continue, I would need to 

take a public stand against it. Gradually it dawned on me that perhaps I had never been a real Finn 

anyway? 

The first scene of the film was shot in the summer of 2008 at the Qstock festival in Oulu, where our 

band Aknestik performed. The funding of the film was established by showing this first scene to the 

powers that be. The Qstock concert itself was our reunion concert, the first public performance since 

2002. The film does not even try to explain this away, and frankly, there is no need. The six-year gap 

means nothing to the story in the film. Similarly, my main profession as a former teacher is not 

mentioned at all in the film, although several scenes were shot during my last teaching post at Oulu 

Adult Education Centre in 2010. The final decision to omit certain scenes, angles and characters was 

taken by the director while editing the film in Copenhagen in 2011 with the editor Åsa Mossberg – 

editing is very much a process of boiling down the ingredients to the absolute essentials. Whereas I 

was wrestling with the script of my life, Mika faced the challenge of finding the right path for the 

script of the film. The documentary film process differs considerably from fiction in this regard, or 

rather, even the most fundamental questions might remain open to the very end of the process. Within 

fictional film this is mostly a no-go – to find funding for an open-ended fictional film is certainly 

beyond imagination these days even for the glitziest directors (although some of the most impressive 

feature films, such as Apocalypse! Now! have utilised, and benefited, from the flexibility which 

becomes available when scripts have not been carved in stone in advance). However, the parallels 

between the making of a fiction or documentary films are clear. As Swedish documentary filmmaker 

Stefan Jarl puts it, there is no difference between fictional and documentary film, these are only 

differing genres in the manipulation industry. A fictional film uses manuscripts, actors, scenography 

and so on. A documentary film maker uses authentic moments as building blocks.4 And, indeed, 

documentaries might not utilise all, or even the biggest or most apparent building blocks of life. 

                                                            
2 Wikipedia, Luettelo rikoksista tuomituista kansanedustajista.  
3 Helsingin Sanomat, HS-gallup: Enemmistö pitää Suomea rasistisena, 12 November 2011. 
4 Jarl, Stefan in Stefan Jarl, Hellman (ed.), (Stockholm, 2010), p. 201. 
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Pre-production of the film and the securing the budget for the film took place during the winter 2008-

2009. The early focus was on the music and getting the artists on board. We thought it would be best 

if I contacted the artists, or their management, in Swedish through email. This is in condensed 

translation what the contents of these emails were: 

The documentary is about the second-generation Sweden-Finns, who have become musicians. The 

project is big, the film is targeted towards large audiences and theatrical distribution, not only single TV 

screenings and DVD releases. The budget is in millions of SEK. The preliminary plan is to have about 

ten artists, who represent different musical cultures and Finnish backgrounds. The common factor is that 

these artists have found a third home country within music. The film will resemble a feature film rather 

than reportage documentaries. 

Director: Mika Ronkainen, producer: Ulla Simonen. The working title for the film is Finskt blod, svenskt 

hjärta. 

 

The film will also follow me and the quest for my Sweden-Finnish roots. So this will not only be a musical 

film and absolutely not a traditional immigration story, but much more: also a roadmovie, which will 

follow my journey through Sweden in a 70’s Volvo. 

 

The idea was that we would not appear as a Finnish film team coming from Finland to film a Finnish 

film in Finnish Sweden, which might put off many second-generation Sweden-Finns from the 

beginning. However, although the artist list in FBSH is impressive, there were many artists who 

turned us down or never replied, although we were adamant to at least get a clear ‘nay’. I was 

personally disappointed to the point of despair when we failed to get everybody that we had asked on 

board. I began fretting over whether we would be able to express anything substantial on the nature 

of second-generation Sweden-Finnishness itself. Somebody wrote: "Jag känner mig för svensk", I 

feel too Swedish, which made me furious – THAT IS PRECISELY WHY THIS PERSON SHOULD 

HAVE A SAY IN THE FILM. It was only later that I realised that for many the distinction 

Swedish/Finnish may have seemed mutually exclusive, that the fairly fresh term Swedish term 

sverigefinsk itself was not necessarily something that people of the second generation could adhere 

to. It was something applicable to the parent generation. This is how Outi reacted towards the term 

in 2012: 

Outi: Jag har jättesvårt för det, jag har 

träffat andra nu också. Det är inget som 

kommer från mitt förflutna, min 

bakgrund, för dom människorna existerar 

inte. Det är någonstans från, jag hittar 

dom i finkultursfären har jag träffat några 

nu. Vad fan sysslar dom med? När dom 

gärna vill vara finlandssvenska, när dom 

säger det där fucking ordet arenda jävla 

vecka. 

K: Sverigefinska menar du? 

Outi: Just det, sverigefinnar. Hela tiden, 

när dom måste använda det här ordet. Det 

är någon slags romantisering, jag vet inte. 

Jag har jättesvårt för det. Behovet att göra 

det. Dels att kategorisera sig själv, det vill 

ju gärna människor göra som inte har gått 

i hemspråksklasser, som inte har… när 

dom bara vill vara finnar, du vet. Jag vet 

inte vad det är, men det är någon slags 

romantisering, där dom vill tillhöra någon 

grupp, när dom måste tala om att idag var 

jag ute med mina två sverigefinska 

vänner. Jag får en sådan här öhh! Varför 
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ska det stå två sverigefinska vänner, 

varför kan inte människan säga att jag var 

ute med mina vänner? Jag blir aggressiv, 

jag får en sådan här, vad fan är det för 

jävla fel liksom? Varför ska man 

gruppera? Dom grupperingarna, 

hierarkierna finns så länge vi 

upprätthåller dom, så tänker jag. Dom 

kommer inte bara uppifrån, dom finns så 

länge vi håller fast vid dom, så håller dom. 

Varför ska dom finnas? 

Outi: It’s really difficult for me, now 

when I’ve met others as well. It is not a 

thing that comes from my past, my 

background, because these people don’t 

exist. They’re from somewhere, I’ve met 

a few of them in high culture spheres now. 

What the hell are they doing? When they 

really want to be Finland-Swedish, when 

they say that fucking word every damned 

week. 

K: Sweden-Finnish you mean? 

Outi: Precisely, Sweden-Finns. All the 

time, when they have to use this word. It’s 

some kind of romanticising, I don’t know. 

It’s really difficult for me. The need to do 

it. Partly to categorise yourself, and it’s 

people who didn’t go to school in Finnish 

classes, who don’t have… when they only 

want to be Finns, you know. I don’t know 

what it is, but it is some kind of 

romanticising, when they want to belong 

to a group, when they have to tell people 

that today I was out with two Sweden-

Finnish friends of mine. I just go uhh! 

Why does it have to say Sweden-Finnish 

friends, why can’t it just say I was out 

with my friends? I become aggressive, I 

just go what’s this damned thing about? 

Why do you need to group people? These 

groupings, hierarchies exist as long as we 

uphold them, I think. They don’t just 

come from above, they exist and as long 

as we cling to them, they will stand. Why 

should they exist? 

 

It is illuminating that many Sweden-Finns themselves still often confuse the terms finlandsvensk 

(Finland-Swede) and sverigefinsk (Sweden-Finnish). A clear indication of something which is not 

even thought of, or uttered, regularly. Accordingly, I soon regretted using the term sverigefinsk in the 

emails, it might have put some people off and wondered whether we perhaps should have talked about 

musicians who had Finnish parents. 

Mika, as the director, seemed far less worried about semantic issues such as this. Obviously with 

documentary film, you can only control the factors involved to a certain degree. During the shooting 

of the film the following year, quite comprehensive discussions were filmed between myself and the 

individual artists. Most of these were omitted from the final cut, although they were no less 

heavyweight than anything else, but they strayed from the nucleus of the film, which was to become 

the relationship and discussions between me and my father as well as, adjacently, to present my 

relation to my son Oiva. 

At this point, the documentary film Searching for the Wrong-Eyed Jesus was the closest we had in 

mind. Directed by Andrew Douglas, this was a cinematographic road trip in which musician Jim 

White drives through the American South and ends up knee-deep not only in country music, but 

fundamental Christianity as well. 

The most enlightening literary source was the doctoral dissertation Götajoen jenkka (2000) by 
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musicologist Pekka Suutari. His study focused on the vital importance of music to Sweden-Finns, 

especially traditional dance music to the first generation. However, his visits to Gothenburg in the 

90’s also provided a few insights into the cultural mindscape of Sweden-Finns, where oases of 

Finnishness still remained, e.g. the restaurant Kangaroo, which a 22-year old student from Finland 

described as being absolutely horrible, with no disco music whatsoever, just Finnish old-fashioned 

dance music such as humppa, precisely like some remote village bar back home in Liminka.5 

On the other hand, Suutari encountered young Sweden-Finns who felt that places such as Kangaroo 

were essential for speaking Finnish, and socially, too.6 Suutari also noted how serious an issue 

traditional dance music was, and he saw even young couples dance cheek to cheek with tears in their 

eyes. This would have been a very rare sighting in Finland, although traditional Finnish dance music 

has managed to reach out and embrace some young people.  However, since the 70’s the norm has 

been that rock music, with its subsidiaries, has constituted the musical home port to the young ones.  

Pre-production and research trips to Sweden in reference to the documentary 

During 2008-2009, the winter of pre-production, Mika and I made several trips to Sweden. The most 

significant of these was in January 2009, when we decided to take the overnight train from Boden to 

Gothenburg. Although the distance between Boden and Gothenburg is 1,300 km and it takes 16 hours, 

the journey is quite pleasant overnight in a sleeping car. The only obstacle is that you cannot take the 

train across the border between Sweden and Finland, since the Finnish track width is different, so you 

need to get to Boden or Luleå first by other means. I suggested that my father could drive us there, as 

I know that he actually enjoys chauffeuring.  

When Mika sat in the backseat of the car listening to the conversation between Kai and his father Tauno 

on the way to Luleå, the third dimension of the film became clear: the meeting of the father and son as 

adults. – The father and son sat in the front and talked about this and that. The discussion would go back 

and forth from badgering and teasing to loving tones. But the dialogue was already as zingy as it is in the 

film.7* 

 

Evidently Mika envisioned the basic set up of the film, having the father and son talking in the front 

seat as the basic vessel for delivering the story. No voiceovers or talking to the camera would be 

needed, since the dialogue would provide the narrative. The focal point would be more subjective and 

more cinematographic: as well as having less journalistic input. During the four days in Gothenburg 

it became apparent that we were onto something quite extraordinary. If we had had a camera crew 

                                                            
5 Suutari, Pekka, Götajoen jenkka (Helsinki, 2000), p. 81. 
6 ibid. 
7 Liekki #1/2013 
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with us the material would have provided a spectacular documentary film on its own merits. Whatever 

the ‘truth’ the film would try to extricate, it was clear that there was a myriad of untold stories about 

Sweden-Finnishness. The Finnish-English documentarist John Webster has written that the truth 

depicted in film can only be a part of the whole truth, but that presenting one part of the truth should 

surely suffice. During the pre-production of a documentary film, one should explore whether what 

the film is saying is true. If not, the idea must be abandoned and a new message for the film must be 

found.8 This is how Mika recapped these adventures in Sweden during the pre-production in the liner 

notes to the soundtrack album of the film. 

February 2009. I am sitting with Kai Latvalehto, the guitar player of Aknestik in the back seat of an 

illegal taxi in Gothenburg, where Kai grew up. The professional criminals we met in a Sweden-Finnish 

dance restaurant insisted that we join them. The amiable conversation took a strange turn, when the men 

found out the nature of our visit. The offer they made sounded exactly like the classic ones, which you 

can’t refuse. 

The taxi swerves around an industrial hall made of sheet metal on the outskirts of town. There are drunken 

people hanging out of the windows on the second floor. Paratiisi, by Finnish singer Rauli Badding 

Somerjoki, is played at top volume. There is an after-party at this Finnish Society, but we do not feel it’s 

safe. The man who seems like a genuine crime boss finally lets us go, and as we leave he says: "It might 

very well be that I’ll come to regret that I let you go." 

A few months later we are at Södra Teatern in Stockholm. Darya & Månskensorkestern are playing 

Finnish tango. The atmosphere could hardly be more different from the night in Gothenburg. The trendy 

Stockholm crowd is dancing, thinking that this is the most hip thing right now. The second and third-

generation Sweden-Finns are smiling nicely and they are not ashamed of speaking out loudly in Finnish. 

Finnish tango is cool. In Sweden. 

Finnish music was not cool in the lives of the immigrant children in the 1970’s. It belonged to the 

weekends, when the parents got drunk, cleared the floors of the rag rugs, put on Finnish records, danced 

and cried out of homesickness. Music was the means for the migrant parents to keep the connection alive 

to the old country. The small Gothenburgian Kai Latvalehto hated traditional Finnish dance music. It was 

shameful. It was Finnish. 

In 1974 the Finnish record company Love Records released the compilation Siirtolaisen tie (The 

Immigrant Road). First-generation Sweden-Finnish musicians perform songs about immigrant life in 

Sweden. The songs portray senses of longing, inferiority and hard work. Other artists wrote about 

immigration as well. Esa Niemitalo, the Sweden-Finnish Tapio Rautavaara, wrote Alla Slussenin siltojen 

(Under the bridges of Slussen) about a petty criminal moving from Finland to Sweden. In Finland artists 

such as Hector and Mikko Alatalo wrote about migration from their own perspective. Songs such as 

Yhdentoista virran maa (The Land of Eleven Rivers) and Lumi teki enkelin eteiseen (The Snow Made an 

Angel in the Porch) are classics of the era. 

This music constitutes the soundtrack for Finnish Blood Swedish Heart – in updated versions, though. 

Second generation Sweden-Finnish musicians are now interpreting these immigrant songs from the 

1970’s from both sides of the Baltic Sea. With pride and no sense of shame at being Finnish. 

Oulu, 25 February 2013 

Mika Ronkainen 

Film director* 

 

During the Stockholm trip mentioned by Mika I spent two further days at the comprehensive 

Sisuradio music archives of Sveriges Radio, where I went through practically all of the recorded 

                                                            
8 Webster, John, Dokumenttielokuva (Helsinki, 1996), p. 20. 
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Sweden-Finnish music. Our hunch that the Sweden-Finnish experience has not been largely addressed 

in music proved to be true – the first generation were basically writing Finnish traditional music, 

whereas the following generation wrote rock lyrics. The few exceptions were often homespun one-

off humoristic oddities. Music is actually a key to the identity. Simon Frith makes the following 

connection: "Identity is not a thing but a process" – an experiential process which is most vividly 

grasped as music. Music seems to be a key to identity because it offers, so intensely, a sense of both 

self and others, of the subjective in the collective: 

I want to reverse the usual academic and critical argument: the issue is not how a particular piece of music 

or a performance reflects the people, but how it produces them, how it creates and constructs an 

experience – a musical experience, an aesthetic experience – that we can only make sense of by taking 

on both a subjective and a collective identity. The aesthetic, to put this another way, describes the quality 

of an experience (not the quality of an object); it means experiencing ourselves (not just the world) in a 

different way. My argument here, in short, rests on two premises: first, that identity is mobile, a process 

not a thing, a becoming not a being; second, that our experience of music - of music making and music 

listening - is best understood as an experience of this self-in-process. Music, like identity, is both 

performance and story, describes the social in the individual and the individual in the social, the mind in 

the body and the body in the mind; identity, like music, is a matter of both ethics and aesthetics.9 

 

According to Frith, if music is a metaphor, or a key to our identity, the self-image is then an imagined 

self, which has material, social and physical forces. For the mobile self and the social group we can 

see how music articulates in itself an understanding – the group sees itself, imagines itself (to echo 

Benedict Anderson), only through cultural activity, such as music. Therefore, arranging Sweden-

Finnish rock concerts in Sweden might seem contrived or artificial, but the results have been 

encouraging. Music articulates and embodies the understanding we have of ourselves as individuals 

and our relationship – belonging – to a group. 

Music is and has been one of the main constituents of Sweden-Finnish cultural identity: a signal 

difference over time being that the first generation mirrors Finland, while the following generations 

have hardly felt the need to address Finland at all. In this respect, Darya Pakarinen and Viktor 

Littmarck with the Swedish members of Månskensorkestern have utilised and presented the most 

sacred traditional Finnish music, the Finnish tango, in exemplary fashion. Månskensorkestern’s take 

on tango goes beyond the experience of my generation, which grew up in the 70’s and 80’s and it 

provides one dimension needed for the film. The Eskilstuna Boys, i.e. Heikki and Hannu Kiviaho and 

Harri Mänty, form the other backing band in the film. Their credentials in Swedish rock music are 

presented by listing the bands and artists with whom they have worked: Memento Mori, Ingo&Floyd, 

                                                            
9 Frith, Simon, ‘Music and Identity’, in Hall, and Du Gay (eds.), Questions of Cultural Identity (London, 1996), pp. 109-

110. 
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Thåström, Kent, Whale, Fatboy, Lisa Miskowsky, Sator. The Kiviaho brothers started performing 

well in their teens, their first band was a punk group. Heikki already played the bass at the age of 13, 

and the only problem was to get him into the clubs they played at.  

According to the original plans, the shooting of the film should have commenced in the summer of 

2009: with the expectation that Freetime Machos, Mika’s previous film, depicting the world’s most 

northern rugby team, OYSU Oulu, would be edited and finished shortly thereafter. However, the 

shooting of our documentary was to be delayed by a year, due to the need to release Freetime Machos 

in 2009 (i.e., earlier than anticipated). In retrospect, again with the benefit of hindsight, the delay did 

nothing but improve the film. Especially from Mika’s perspective as a director and filmmaker. When 

shooting finally commenced in 2010, Mika clearly knew what direction and possible moods he 

wanted the film to encompass, even though the director of a documentary film does not have complete 

control of the events as they unfold. As the director he did not show any hesitation during the shooting, 

and every day of the actual shoot in Sweden (over the period 2010-2011), yielded something for the 

finished film: something, I suspect, which could not have happened if the film had been shot in 2009.  

So from the film’s perspective the wait was surely beneficial. However, from a personal viewpoint it 

was more complex. I had spent the extra year in an escalating agony over my mid-life existential 

crisis, and I can see it in my own sense of being in the film. I had clearly put my life on hold, pressed 

the pause button on the cassette player of my personal life, as long as the filming process was in 

progress. There were numerous conflicting and mutually excluding factors involved. On one level it 

was extremely frustrating for one’s ongoing existence to be on pause, especially in relation to work. 

I was not ready to take the next step: although obviously, the film in actuality did not hold me back, 

the pause was purely subjective. I had taken a year’s sabbatical from teaching, then a second one in 

2008-2009, during which time I worked mainly as a freelance translator. In relation to Finnish Blood 

Swedish Heart it was portentous that I translated about 50 hours of the filmed material for Mika’s 

"new" documentary film Freetime Machos (i.e. all of the material considered and used for the 

editing). In the autumn of 2009 when I saw the finished film, I was further convinced that Mika as a 

filmmaker was somebody I could trust totally. The same trust I extended towards the rest the film 

crew: I have known all of them for twenty years. This can be seen without a doubt in the film. 

Similarly, another authentic emotion that, in retrospect, I now see in myself in the film is a sense of 

despair (and even a few depressive traits). The following extract is from my personal email to one of 

the artists, who declined to participate in the film in 2009. Apart from my personal bitterness and 

disappointment, this condensed translation presents how the filming process was planned out and 
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how my thoughts on Sweden-Finnishness were flowing at the time: 

I respect your decision fully, since I am myself a master of saying no, usually on emotional grounds, 

because if you don’t follow your heart, you will lose your mind. But I feel that you would have had so 

much to offer, for numerous reasons. You are a prime example of us second-generation Sweden-Finns, 

who have found a third home country within music. Your angle on this is unique. We all have differing 

connections and emotional ties to both countries. I do not know how much Mika has told you about the 

theme/emotional aspects, but I stress that this film will be more about feelings than facts. The experiences 

of the past immigrant generations are important, but we are focusing on our generation. 

It is typical of the second generation that you do not necessarily dwell on these identity or nationality 

issues. If you have been Sweden-Finnish since birth, you do not wake up in the morning and reflect on 

how Swedish or how Finnish you are that day. I myself imagined until quite recently that my own 

Sweden-Finnish roots did not matter at all. I thought that knowing Swedish was the only thing I got from 

Sweden. Because I could walk the streets of Oulu, just like anybody. Until a few years ago, when I began 

looking at it differently, making different life choices. Which is quite normal for us 40 somethings. First 

I quit the band and a few years later I left my safe teaching job. Completely on emotional grounds. 

However, your background will always ooze out and I felt that this Sweden-Finnishness (whatever that 

means) must come out of the closet. Therefore this will also be a music film, because it is so hard to put 

into words. How you feel as a Finnish kid, entering a new Swedish class when you are teen. Or how I 

still feel a bit alien when I walk into the store here. Initially I wanted to be more in the background in the 

film (northern modesty?), but the story will go through me. So be it. Sweden for me is also a foreign land 

now, and I will travel through it in the film. 

I see this also as bridge building, not only between these two nationalities but in other respects as well. 

As we all know, knowledge of Finland and Finnishness is really low in Sweden, but the interest is 

growing. It was only yesterday that they called from a culture program on SVT, and they would have 

wanted us there. Here in Finland only young people truly interact with people who have moved here. The 

film also sets out to demolish musical borders, when present day rock musicians perform music of their 

parents’ generation. It seems to me that you have done that several years already.* 

 

The Making of Finnish Blood Swedish Heart 

My personal soul mining, which in a sense drove me to quit music in 2003 and permanent teaching 

in 2007, reached its apex during that autumn in 2009, when I wrote the email above. Again, I felt 

displaced in my current profession. I took on a temporary teaching/counsellor post, working with 

young unemployed adults. In April 2010 I was visiting a trainee at Oulu University and I had about 

30 minutes to kill before the appointed time slot. I decided to walk through the English Department, 

to see whether there were any names I recognised from the 90’s. One door opened, and three weeks 

later I found myself as a postgraduate student with an accepted thesis subject. So during the shooting 

of the film I was aware of the remote chance that I might be able to delve into the subject-matter more 

deeply later on. In this respect, my personal story in dealing with the Sweden-Finnish past resembles 

the majority of the cases in my study – there were no laid-out life plans with hip strategies, no long-

term goals towards anything, simply a subjective and strongly experienced need, combined with 

numerous coincidences and sheer luck: a concessive series of opening windows and revolving doors. 
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Throughout the shooting of the film it was of uppermost importance that I did not know too much 

about the general development or the complexities involved with cultural identities since it seemed 

very probable that my personal story and my subjective feelings would have a quite central role in 

the film. We discussed the possibility of including my new-found academic aspirations in the film 

very briefly with Mika, but I totally shared Mika’s sentiments that having a + 40-year-old former 

teacher and present PhD student searching for his Sweden-Finnish roots would only present a 

somewhat ersatz angle. And as it turned out, the film portrays me as an ex-musician (true), but it does 

not say anything else about my professional life, what I have been paying my share of the mortgage 

with, and the rest of it. Mika repeatedly urged me towards the personal, subjective and emotive. The 

only bookish outlet during the shooting was that I kept a quite detailed logbook of the events. On the 

last day of shooting of the main story in Gothenburg, June 8, 2010 – after the scene on Ramberget – 

I wrote that perhaps the hug with my father would be the final scene in the film, and I suspected that 

the central theme of the film might turn out to be the relation between the father and son, and not only 

Sweden-Finnishness itself. 

The work on the film began in May 2008, while the last touches of the post-production were executed 

in August 2012. And although even the shooting itself spanned over three years, the opening scene 

was shot in July 2008 and the scene with the opening credits was shot last, in October 2011. At any 

rate, the main storyline was shot during ten days in June 2010. My father and I wore wireless button 

microphones all day. Three cameras were mounted on the hood of my father’s Mercedes, and 

everything was filmed and recorded. Using three cameras enabled smooth cutting within scenes 

during the editing, which adds to the cinematographic feel much more intrinsically than we laymen 

could imagine. Comprising Mika as the director, Janne Huotari as responsible for sound, the 

cinematographer Vesa Taipaleenmäki and Marc Davin as production assistant, the film crew sat in a 

van driving behind us. The order of the scenes and the itinerary in the film differ from the linear order 

followed in reality, all according to the basic principles of storytelling, a tradition extending all the 

way from dramatic structures identified by Aristotle and echoed continuously ever since. In this sense, 

Mika’s approach in this film was very similar to fictional film. The film uses 100 % true documentary 

material in order to tell the story as convincingly and interestingly as possible. Its final sequencing 

was determined first during the editing in the winter of 2011-2012. So, the drive from Gothenburg 

towards Stockholm – at the very end of the film when I finally realise why we had moved to Sweden 

in the first place – was in fact shot before the events that were filmed in Stockholm: Slussen, my 

meeting with Viktor, the story telling café (all of which appear earlier in the film). 
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Without going too deeply into film theory and structure, one can still note the influence of British 

director Mike Leigh on Mika Ronkainen. Leigh’s fictional films often play on having a scene and a 

counter-scene, Aristotelean set ups and payoffs. Ronkainen had already used this structure in 

Huutajat, and even more comprehensively in Freetime Machos. The song Suomirokkia is played in 

Qstock and in Gothenburg, my father meeting his 70’s peer, as I am meeting mine. This structure 

adds cohesion, but obviously it has not tied Mika’s hands in a Dogme 95 sense. Indeed, having 

limitations and rigid rules can often open up new opportunities rather than restrictions. The element 

of surprise cannot be discounted and disabled in advance in documentary film. Leigh’s method of 

providing information on the set certainly influenced Mika more: a method which was incisively 

described in a review of Leigh on Leigh: 

The core of the book, however, is the discussion of his working methods, which nowadays involve six 

months of improvisation with his actors, three months of shooting, and then a lengthy period in the editing 

room. This is a risky, labour-intensive business, a journey of discovery. Leigh helps his chosen actors 

find their characters and sends them out to research their backgrounds, before he writes a skeleton 

shooting script, and the film eventually goes before the cameras. A lot of trust and self-confidence is 

involved. But all along the way there’s what he calls ‘the script in your head’. Though subject to constant 

change, this concept is what leads to the incessant pursuit of key themes... There is also a lot of secrecy 

involved. His actors and crew must not discuss the project with outsiders (even spouses and partners). 

Only very late on Secrets & Lies did Brenda Blethyn know that the daughter she gave up for adoption 

was black, and the actors playing Imelda Staunton’s family in Vera Drake didn’t know she was an 

abortionist until the police arrived to arrest her.10 

 

Mika wrote the following in his director’s words to financers in 2010, prior to shooting the main 

storyline: 

Both Kai and the father are active characters. Kai has a clear goal and motivation for his actions. Kai also 

has an inner conflict, which is always the best thing in films, because if you can make that visible in the 

scenes without saying it out loud, the film starts to work exactly like it should – on an emotional level. 

Furthermore, there are unresolved issues between Kai and the father and things which the other one does 

not know about, which can create drama between them. 

 

I work with people similarly to how you work with improvising actors, with the difference that the 

characters in my film are in reality the people they are trying to be, and we are filming this improvisation. 

The first take is always the best, because there will be no others. 

 

A significant factor in my directing is that the characters do not know everything that I know. I often 

direct scenes by having a person bring new information that the other person did not know. I can make a 

person ask a question. I can take the characters into a situation, where something is about to happen. For 

example, the Aknestik song Suomirokkia, which is in the first scene of the film is brought back in the 

latter part of the film, when Kai and his father visit Kai’s old school in Gothenburg. Kai and the father 

happen to come when a Sweden-Finnish schoolband is practising: the teenagers are playing Kai’s band’s 

song. Kai knows nothing about this, I will arrange it with the teachers. Similarly when Kai and the father 

participate in a storytelling event in the Finnish bookshop in Stockholm, Kai will tell a story from his 

childhood, which we expect will cause a reaction in his father.* 

                                                            
10 French, Philip, Guardian/Observer, Sunday 25 May 2008. 
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During the shoot, every day was a working day, even the travelling was filming and each day had a 

schedule. I was not personally aware of all of our destinations; e.g. the traditional Finnish dance 

evening was kept secret from me. After each day of shooting I sat down with Mika and occasional 

crewmembers to discuss and go through the day’s events. Through these conversations I got a fuller, 

a more cinematographic view of what had happened and how this would possibly be seen in the film. 

I explained my take on the events and provided additional information, references and background to 

the dialogue between my father and myself, as well as on the Sweden-Finnish context. This 

strengthened the focus and kept us on the same page, although the events and action obviously unfold 

unpredictably in documentary films. The framework and possible scenarios of next day’s shooting 

were also discussed. Making a documentary film is a waiting game, as Mika often says, a combination 

of structured harsh attention to details and preparation – you need to have the required technical 

gizmos and plans brained out well in place and then, to enable the action to unfold as a natural flow. 

Many unforeseeable scenes popped out of the blue, like the drunk at Slussen, who just happened to 

be there or the wonderful lady at the Finnish dance, who defined Sweden-Finnishness spot on. These 

magical gifts from the God of documentary film were not only characters or events, but themes and 

closures as well. My personal favourite scene and words in the entire film come from my childhood 

friend Timo, who defines his alienation and the second-generation experience as follows: 

Jag tror aldrig att det går över. Jag har 

börjat känna så nu att det alltid kommer 

att finnas en lucka någonstans. Jag känner 

mig aldrig hel. Inte någonstans, oavsett 

hur bra allting är för övrigt, med familj 

och att man är lycklig egentligen. Men 

man har inte vett att vara det, för det finns 

något som fattas, eller tomt, litet så. Det 

fattas en bit, rötter för mig, känner jag 

egentligen. Det går inte att fixa heller, 

flyttar jag tillbaka så saknar jag något 

annat. Så blir det tomt ändå. 

I don’t think it will ever pass. I have 

started to feel that there will always be a 

gap somewhere. I never feel whole. Not 

anywhere, regardless how good 

everything is otherwise, with family and 

that you are actually happy. But you don’t 

have the sense to be happy, because 

something is missing, kind of empty. 

There is a piece missing, and for me it’s 

actually the roots. And you can’t fix that 

either, if I move back I’ll start missing 

something else. It will be empty anyhow. 

 

It is absolutely central that it is Timo who recaps it, and not me. And one of these lucky coincidences 

is that when ‘Timppa’ talks about how moving back will not heal the constant craving he has, he 

actually refers to moving back to Gothenburg, not to Finland, from Helsingborg where he now lives. 

But it makes the words much more powerful when the viewer thinks that he is talking about moving 

to Finland. The cathartic scene up at Ramberget also had some providence in it. It rained really heavily 

all day long, and the cameras had been mounted off the hood. The showering rain can be seen as the 

Mercedes rises up the steep drive towards the viewing spot of Ramberget. The dialogue and the hug 
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on top of Ramberget was not planned or premeditated, any more than the rain which suddenly stopped 

as if it had been cued. At any rate, the scene and the atmosphere felt out of the ordinary: I remember 

asking Mika at our nightly recap at Lasse på Heden if he felt that it might be the final scene of the 

film. It might be, he answered. And although it is not the last scene in the film, it clearly fits the bill 

of as a point of release and closure in the film. The deft decision by Mika and editor Åsa Mossberg 

to place the Osuuskauppa-scene afterwards only strengthens the total impetus of the story. 

Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that Mika already knew all along that the story would not unfold in 

consequential time.  

As the focal point of the film beamed down on me and my relation to my father, my role and subjective 

feelings also changed. Although I was not a filmmaker as such, there was a clear change from being 

someone making a film into someone a film was being made about. This ten-day trip mustered the 

stock of the essential juice of the story. That and all other content decisions were Mika’s, and it must 

be stressed that the film always was and still is the work of the director Mika Ronkainen. 

Consequently, as the dialogue between me and my father formed the spinal cord of the film, other 

storylines, including the interviews, or meetings as we called them, with Sweden-Finnish artists began 

to seem less central. At one point prior to the editing, Mika called me and warned me that those 

meetings I had with these artists would probably end up on the floor of the cutting room. Scenes of 

two meetings remain out of the total number of seven. Had I not known by that time that I could 

possibly pursue the theme further, through the present research (although no funding or opportunity 

to possibility pursue the thesis was established yet) or something else, I would have been left 

perplexed and dumbfounded. 

One of the commonest questions in reference to the film is that people wonder how both I and 

particularly my father, who was born in 1945, could reveal our feelings that candidly in front of the 

camera, go through our emotions, even weep, and express emotions which are not often attributed to 

Finnish men. Personally (and I also know that this also applies to my father) it has been more difficult 

not to tell the world how I felt, not to quit my job after something nasty shows up. In Gothenburg in 

the second grade the teacher announced the new seating in class, and I was allowed to sit beside my 

best friend Risto, the brother of Timo. I broke out in tears, howling out of sheer happiness and joy. 

Nobody understood what in the world was going on. I pretended I had hurt my foot under the desk, 

and that explanation was more palatable to my classmates than the truth. Rabinger maintains that "by 

using common sense and some ingenuity, you can achieve a naturalistic appearance fairly easily; you 
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simply ask people to busy themselves in what they usually do."11 The ingenuity might be taking the 

people in documentaries to a situation which has more significance to them as individuals than being 

filmed. Rabinger also points out that in documentary films, naturalness is much easier to achieve than 

finding a satisfactory dramatic structure.12   

Nevertheless, the psychological, intellectual and emotional aftermath has been harder than the filming 

itself, it has often been difficult to reset and find the default values: the endless now-whats, the where-

do-I-go-from-heres. In all honesty, at the time I did not realise or face the inner turmoil and actual 

mid-life existential crisis I was in during those years. The verisimilitude of the outer, the 

representation of the film to the inner is nevertheless undeniable. In Q&A sessions after screenings 

of the film I often refer to myself in the early part of the film as a grim-looking axe-murderer, a sad 

character who should ease up somewhat and start enjoying life. 

The Music Sessions 

Music has not only had an integral role in my personal life, it also has been a significant beacon of 

cultural identity not only to Sweden-Finns, but to minorities in general. In Finnish Blood Swedish 

Heart, the music adds a subtext to the story, both melodically and lyrically. All musical performances 

are 100% live in the film, which enhances their veracity of the performances. The musical 

performances or music itself, on the other hand, are not explained or discussed at all in the film. It 

was, perhaps, not until the third time I saw the film that I realised that all music-talk has been edited 

out. The apparent cleft between words and music – the limitations of language to actually discuss 

music are joked about in trade talk among recording technicians, who must often be able to address 

the wishes of musicians and producers in producing sounds which may, for example, need ‘less mud’ 

or ‘more cheese’. Similarly, using technical terms and concepts from music theory tend to fall short. 

The same limitation is beautifully put into words in the famous quote "Writing about music is like 

dancing about architecture", which is often wrongly attributed to Elvis Costello, Laurie Anderson or 

Frank Zappa. The quote actually seems to have been around since the early 1900’s, with a long 

tradition behind it. The current phrasing was most likely first voiced by Martin Mull in 1979.13 And 

how often do musicians manage to say anything substantial about music? The musical numbers were 

filmed in two sessions, after Mika roughly knew what locations and storylines the film would follow. 

                                                            
11 Rabiger, Michael, Directing the Documentary ([1987] Amsterdam, Boston, 2009), p. 156. 
12 ibid, p. 154. 
13 Quote Investigator, Writing About Music is Like Dancing About Architecture, 11 August 2010.  
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Setting up and planning the recording was quite a complex feat, which required elaborate planning 

and minute details. Not only the musical part, choosing vocalists, and discussing the arrangements; 

finding suitable and accessible locations was also important. The shooting also needed to be cost-

effective and logistically sound, setting up the shoot itself was a task taking several hours. One song 

per location to be filmed and recorded, at least two locations each day. This could not have been done 

without adjacency of shooting locations, i.e. the desolate garden in Suomalainen neekerilaulu and the 

petrol station in Ryöstäjä are next to each other. 

Initially I had no assigned role in these music sessions, but I was determined and felt that I needed to 

be present on location as well. So my role was that of an assistant, runner, roadie – holding the lyrical 

boards, dragging electrical cords and helping out the team in any manner I could. All went well except 

once, when I plugged a power cord into the wrong electrical outlet, blowing the fuse on the whole 

set. 

With the main storyline and musical numbers finished, the film had all of its main constituents in 

place. However, Mika and the core group of us involved in the making the film knew that we would 

need to take a second trip through Sweden the following summer (in 2011), after completing the last 

music session in June. The film needed external shots, seeing our car drive through the landscape. 

These exteriors could not have been shot the previous summer, since the cameras were mounted on 

the hood of my father’s Mercedes and (dis)mounting the rig was simply impossible to do several 

times over. The cameras were dismounted in Gothenburg the previous summer; hence the car scenes 

in Gothenburg are shot from another car and also from the backseat. This is another example of the 

meticulous planning and thinking ahead that the filming required. There is one scene with dialogue 

from the second summer included in the film, where my father is changing the light bulb on the car 

at a petrol station somewhere in Sweden. Although I had reminded my father of the requirement that 

we needed to look the same, he happily forgot this as he went ahead and had his hair crew cut prior 

to our trip, whereas the previous summer his hair was more of the regular length. Therefore Mika has 

him buried under the hood changing the lamp. 

I had personally spent the winter teaching again, and one memorable day of this period was February 

1, 2011 when I found out that I had been awarded a one-year grant to start the present research. This 

was not only good news professionally, to be able to pursue the present thesis full-time, but also 

psychologically. I knew that I would have something to work on and pursue, regardless of the film. 

Or rather, as a personal sequel to the film, where the focus would not be on me. Additionally this 
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research provided me with a real opportunity to spend more time and experience actual life in Sweden, 

without the somewhat artificial existence of having a camera crew present. During that first year of 

this research alone, I spent six weeks in Gothenburg and I have continued to visit, interview, study 

and work in Gothenburg as much as the monetary funds and family life permit. In the past four years 

I have spent several months in Sweden, mostly in Gothenburg. The significance and impact of this 

time cannot be underestimated. It must be noted that I have also been lucky in the linguistic sense 

that I have had the possibility to dig back into and revitalising an inner voice in Swedish as well, 

something which has kept pushing me forward. If my Swedish had deteriorated even to the degree of 

fair/‘OK-ish’, nothing of this would have happened. You would be looking at an empty page.   

The Editing 

Apparently the role of the editor varies a great deal in documentary film: many directors edit 

themselves whereas others might hand over hundreds of hours of material to the editor and leave them 

to it. This film was edited in Copenhagen by Åsa Mossberg with Mika, very much as a dialogical 

process and craft.14 Later on, Mika stressed of how much he learned to trust his instincts and gut-

feelings after working with Åsa. Similarly, trusting one’s emotions characterises most true artists, be 

they writers, musicians or film directors. Or film editors or sound designers, many of the professions 

within music and film are highly creative, although the work title would suggest otherwise. I visited 

Mika in Copenhagen while I was taking an ethnology course at Gothenburg University in November 

2011. I thought it would be nice to meet Åsa, although Mika had warned me that I would not be 

allowed to see any editing in progress. However, it turned out that Åsa did not want to meet me at all. 

And not because of me, but simply because she utgick från materialet, meaning that the filmed 

material was what she had to work on, and that if I were to seem different or deter her from the Kai 

in the material – none of this would benefit the film. This attitude manifests basic and quite simple 

professionalism at work. Further down the editing process Åsa and Mika were contemplating how 

much background information or work-related information would be needed in the film in reference 

to me. I received an email from Mika on November 17 under the heading ‘Åsa got it!’. The message 

was simply a picture: Music defines your identity more than your nationality. 

 

                                                            
14 See how varied and combustive the editing process can be in e.g. Rosenblum (1980), When the Shooting Stops. 
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The Title of the Film and Post-Production  

The post-production of the film, including the editing, involves numerous quite arduous tasks such 

as sound design and mixing, subtitling, graphical and special effects, colour grading. The film also 

lacked a final title, the working title having been Finskt blod, svenskt hjärta all along, in Swedish. 

The title was originally lifted from the Morrissey song ‘Irish Blood, English Heart’, in which 

Morrissey embraces his Irish family roots (his parents emigrated from Ireland to Manchester in the 

1950’s). This is how Morrissey discusses his Irish roots in his 2013 autobiography: 

 
Bustle and fluster pad out these Dublin days, but as each year passes my sister and I are less willing to 

leave Manchester. Ireland is our souring past – ruddy and cheerful, yet somehow the past. My parents 

will never let it go, and it is not difficult to understand why. All around us the Irish deputation mourn the 

loss of the land, and how British liberality hobbles in comparison to the hearty warmth of Dublin’s 

outstretched arms.15 

 

The title Finskt blod, svenskt hjärta was problematic for a variety of reasons. From a commercial 

stance, having a film with a Swedish title in Finland is not a smart move. Likewise, I shared Mika’s 

apprehension at the idea of having words such as ‘Blood’ and ‘Heart’, like scarlet letters of neo-

nationalism. And Suomalainen veri, ruotsalainen sydän does not work at all in Finnish. It became 

apparent, that no single title would pop up that would work in Finnish, Swedish and English such as 

Lethal Weapon – Dödligt vapen – Tappava ase; equally powerful in all three languages. Other 

suggested titles included at least the following: The Green Woodpecker, Finland-Sverige 1-1. Another 

option was Ingen riktig finne, [Not a Real Finn] which I say in the opening (and only) voice-over of 

                                                            
15 Morrissey, Stephen, Autobiography (London, 2013), p.37. 
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the film. I personally would have liked that to have been the title in Finland as well, because it would 

have offered a solid statement and also a straightforward comment itself not only on the discussion 

of the role of the Swedish language in Finland, but on the immigration discussion itself. I have made 

it clear in interviews and film screenings since the film’s release that the current hostile and isolating 

atmosphere in Finland is something we as citizens of Finland must disown. However, although Mika 

Ronkainen as the director and master chef initially liked the idea, he soon thought in wider circles. 

Not only because there were comments from intelligent and even open-minded people, who said that 

they would NEVER go see a Finnish film with a Swedish title, and that commercially it would not 

be only ‘bravehearted’ but in actuality a ‘lambs-to-the-slaughter’ approach to have a Swedish title. 

At least equally important would be the thematic emphases: although I have stressed the Sweden-

Finnish factor all along, it is only one of the major themes in the film. The father-son relation, the 

parenting and family situation is more orbicular. Mid-life crisis aided by existential ponderings are 

also constituents of more universal thematics. And the longing for home, finding one’s true roots and 

belongings is not an international match, a maaottelu/landskamp, between Sweden and Finland. 

Therefore, Laulu koti-ikävästä (roughly speaking, ‘song of yearning for home’) as a title provides a 

wider frame for the themes presented in the film, although it is clearly blander and less striking on its 

own. It must also be noted that all posters of the film have the titles in quite big letters in all three 

languages: Laulu koti-ikävästä/Ingen riktig finne/Finnish Blood Swedish Heart. And the Finnish 

audiences get all three titles, the Swedish two. The Finnish title in Sweden was clearly more subtexted 

than the Swedish in Finland. 

The final mix and adding score music was a central post-production process. The score music was 

composed by Olli Tuomainen, who alongside recording engineer and mixer Janne Huotari had 

already worked with Aknestik. Janne Huotari recorded and mixed all of the music. According to 

Janne, the main benefit of having all music recorded and shot 100% live is in the performance of the 

artists: having to concentrate ‘300%’ on performing shows on film, although the viewer does not 

register it as such. The live aspect of the recording is not enhanced or emphasised, there is not a much 

ambience in the recording. The musical post-production and mixing was comprehensive: in that sense 

the recordings could have been made in a studio. One interesting technical and key visual element is 

the microphone used by all vocalists. The original thought was to have a concealed button mic for 

them as well, but that would have compromised the quality of the vocal sound. The solution was to 

use the same Sennheiser MD441 microphone, which instead of being subdued, stands out as a distinct 

70’s artefact. Furthermore, it also provides a connecting auditive and visual motif in the film while 
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the MD441 enabled achieving decent studio quality for the vocal performances. 

The Finished Film  

Mika showed me the finished film in February 2012. I remember having two simultaneous sensations 

as I watched it. The first was being thunderstruck at how the time shifts in the edited film sharpened 

the story, the presentation order was bolder and more effective in that respect that I had dared to 

anticipate. All, obviously, for the sake of effective dramatic structure. As a minor example, my 

father’s story of his vision when he quit drinking had been placed before arriving in Gothenburg, and 

after Stockholm and Eskilstuna: even though that story had already been delivered on the first 

afternoon of driving through northern Sweden. The other sensation was the realisation of the fact that 

the film had, indeed, placed me in its main focus. That realisation was a so-be-it-then moment. I was 

more worried about the film; I honestly thought that the essence that mattered most to me might be 

lost because the viewers might not relate to the main character. Personally, the initial feel was that 

the film was strong and that this was serious work not to be discounted. The pellucid cinematographic 

visual strength made it easy to feel immediate pride, as well. 

Similarly, a few months later when all of the post-production was completed in June 2012, Mika 

showed the film to my parents along with myself and my wife. My wife commented it had turned out 

surprisingly well, all things considering. My father’s first comment was that it was good that at least 

this would remain to the following generations. At any rate, he was uncharacteristically silent on the 

half hour drive home. My mother was shaken after seeing the film. Her immediate question to me 

afterwards speaks volumes and also reveals another layer, a fundamental question, which the film 

does not address. She asked me if she had made the wrong choice, when she agreed to move back to 

Finland in 1980. In that respect, her question was spot-on, because I grew up with my mother. My 

father was off working through the weeks, off his head during the weekends. During my school years 

(1974-1987) he worked from home, be it in Sweden or Finland, for less than three years. Our family 

situation was also typical of the Sweden-Finnish situation in the 1970’s, where the fathers were 

working, absent or otherwise out of it, and often, in one way or another, the women took care of 

business. Initially my mother did not want to move back to Finland, and my answer to her was that 

she should take a look at my family and me and ask herself, if things had not turned out quite all 

right? That I was now happy having had grown up in Sweden as well. 
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Reactions and Responses to the Film 

Before the official premiere, which was scheduled for the Nordic Panorama film festival in Oulu in 

September 2012, Mika showed the film to handful of people: the financers, some colleagues, close 

friends. He told me that the response exceeded all responses to his previous films, and that we really 

might have something in our hands. And certainly the audience reactions not only to those two 

premiere screenings in Oulu, but also ever since, have confirmed that. After the first screening 

numerous people in the audience were dumbfounded, some in tears, even hard-boiled professionals 

from the film industry. One man of my age came up afterwards, totally incapable of speech. By the 

time that I saw him later on in the evening, he had been able to collect himself enough to disclose that 

he had moved in between two different parts of Finland at the same age as me, and that he could feel 

a total identification with those feelings. These extremely strong, almost primal reactions were, of 

course, surprising. One strong response group has been the Sweden-Finnish minority, particularly 

those of us who have returned to Finland with their parents. I have been contacted by people who 

have literally had their spouses worried sick and nearly calling an ambulance, because the film has 

had such a strong, almost catatonic effect on them as former returning pupils (paluuoppilaat). 

However, this Sweden-Finnish dimension has by no means been the only pre-requisite to turn the 

spectator inside out. The most frequent common denominators besides Sweden-Finnishness have 

been: 

1) alcoholism in the family, especially having/having had a father suffering from 

alcoholism. 

2) problematic relations to one’s parents or children, especially if they have died prior 

to settling matters. 

3) the general sense of not belonging, alienation, "otherness". 

4) mid-life crisis, especially in connection with having children and living in another 

country. 

At Nordic Panorama there was also a Nordic Documentary Competition, in which the award for best 

documentary film was snapped up by The Ballroom Dancer (Denmark 2011, Christian Bonke): rather 

than The Punk Syndrome (Finland 2012, Kärkkäinen and Passi) about the disabled men in the punk 

band Pertti Kurikan Nimipäivät, who went onto represent Finland in the Eurovision Song Contest in 

2015; or Finnish Blood Swedish Heart; or even Searching for Sugar Man (2012), which went ahead 

and won the Academy Award for best documentary on the planet the following March. Although it 
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is obviously a necessity for effective storytelling that a documentary film does not cover all angles 

and parts of a story it remains curious that within the story of Searching for Sugar Man, the film is 

based on the premise that early 70’s artist Rodrigues was totally unheard of in his native US and that 

he had actually been extremely popular all along in South Africa without him knowing any of it. 

Apparently he was considered to be an artist on the same scale as The Rolling Stones and Hendrix in 

the Rainbow Nation. Yet it has now became apparent that during the 70’s Rodrigues enjoyed 

formidable success in Australia, played for crowds of 15,000 and toured with, for instance, Midnight 

Oil in the 80’s.16 Obviously, having this Australian escapade in the film would have quite effectively 

vented some air out of the narrative drama. The concept of objectivity and genuine truthfulness can 

be the thinnest of ice in documentary films. Documentary film-maker Kirsi Nevanti summarises the 

idea as follows: 

The Oscar-winning Searching for Sugarman is just one example of a film whose "truth" is endlessly 

debated. It’s a discussion that is completely incomprehensible to a documentary filmmaker, as "truth" is 

often mixed up with "objectivity"– itself an impossibility.17 

 

Nevanti refers to Hynek Pallas, who defends Bendjelloul’s stance that Searching for Sugar Man is 

just as much about the South Africa of the Apartheid era as it is about Sixto Rodrigues, a point with 

which the viewer might disagree. But no viewer could claim that the "whole truth" would provide a 

more interesting story than the one presented by Bendjelloul. 

The official theatrical release of our film was scheduled for March 2013 for Sweden and April for 

Finland. The film was accepted for screening at both the Helsinki DocFest in January and Göteborg 

International Film Festival (GIFF). I regarded the GIFF admittance as a victory in itself, not only 

because of its standard as the biggest film festival in the Nordic countries. As our pre-production 

research trip to Gothenburg coincided with GIFF 2010, we joked that the film would eventually have 

its world premiere there in 2011. That turned out to be two years later. At any rate, DocFest was a 

week before and at this stage, the interest from the media and the prior hype was quite moderate, 

other domestic premiering documentaries seemed to gather more interest, such as My Stuff 

(Tavarataivas) directed by Petri Luukkainen and Hilton! by Virpi Suutari. The former is about how 

the main character/director packs all of his belongings into a storage locker and is entitled to go and 

get one item per day. Hilton! is about vacant and problem-ridden young adults in a Helsinki suburb. 

Both of these resplendent films can be summed up in a sentence, the basic idea is clear-cut and easy 

to grasp at once. Mika said he found it hideously difficult to explain what our film is about: It is about 

                                                            
16 Rolling Stone, Rodriguez: 10 Things You Don't Know About the 'Searching for Sugar Man' Star, 28 March 2013.  
17 Nevanti, Kirsi, In Real Life (Or Elsewhere) (Stockholm, 2013), pp. 65-66. 
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Sweden-Finnishness, a middle-aged former musician who has spent his childhood in Sweden and in 

the film he is... . He saw the interest waning away in the listeners’ eyes before he had even finished. 

He came to the conclusion that if he simply said that the film was about me, Kai Latvalehto, who had 

played in Aknestik, the interest in the film did not die out immediately. This indicates quite solidly 

that Sweden-Finnishness is not a brow-raiser per se, not even among the hip acquaintances of a 

renowned and cool documentary filmmaker. The same surely applies to myself: the people Mika 

talked to had generally no idea who I was, having possibly just heard the band’s name sometime. 

Naming a person at least provides some sort of oriel that lets you in. Concurrently, this is one of the 

strengths in the film, it is multifaceted, and the viewer inhales those themes which hit home the 

strongest. The public reactions at the two Helsinki screenings were at any rate on the same emotional 

level as in Oulu, with standing ovations et al. Many in the audience referred to these reactions as 

unprecedented. 

The Swedish and international premiere of the film was the following Wednesday at Göteborg 

International Film Festival. The film had a screening at 1900 at the festival’s main theatre Draken, 

and this 700-capacity theatre was sold out. I have no recollections whatsoever of the Q&A session 

afterwards, I only remember that, while welcoming the audience Mika’s hand holding the microphone 

was shaking madly, and Mika tends to be cool as a cucumber in public appearances. Several people 

recalled after the film that the audience, which seemed to consist of many regular Sweden-Finns, 

alongside a normal film festival crowd, seemed almost shell-shocked, and I can almost still recall the 

heaviness that hung in the air. The production company Klaffi and the Finnish Film Foundation had 

arranged a grand after party at the adjacent Pustervik club. After that evening I commented that that 

evening was most likely the first and last time in my life, that I had been in a legendary cultural 

watering-hole where everybody seemed to want a piece of me. The following days were filled with 

interviews, but the great shock came when the film was awarded the main documentary prize of the 

festival for 2013. 

The jury’s motivation: 

"The Dragon Award for Best Nordic Documentary goes to Finnish Blood, Swedish Heart, a touching 

story of inner and outer exile, which brings out a rarely discussed trauma of the Swedish welfare state of 

the prosperous 60s and 70s. With great sensibility and refinement, the director describes a personal 

relationship between father and son and their emotional trip down memory lane in the search of a sense 

of belonging. Their conversations and meetings with other Swedish Finns along the way gradually 

unfolds the theme of rootlessness and estrangement, while intertwined live recordings of Finnish 

immigrant songs from the 70s poetically comment on the theme and widens the picture to encompass an 

entire culture."18 

                                                            
18 Göteborg International Film Festival, the jury’s motivation. 
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In March, a month prior to the theatrical premiere the film was awarded an unprecedented three 

awards at the Tampere Film Festival. The humdrum and buzz surrounding the film led to quite a 

hectic month with media mayhem both in Sweden and Finland, which lasted until April, when the 

film finally had its official premiere in Finland. The film and Månskensorkestern toured Finland 

during the opening week, and people who had grown up in Sweden turned up in numbers, with similar 

stories and mixed feelings about it all. As with other identity issues, it became apparent that moulding 

our personal identities and even rewriting our autobiographical scripts is a continuous, ongoing 

process and that to rewrite one’s personal script towards part of a collective identity is also a more 

political story, reaching beyond the personal and psychological. "Collective identities, in short, 

provide what we might call scripts: narratives that people can use in shaping their projects and in 

telling their life stories."19 I became aware of the fact that I was also rewriting my past, reshaping the 

ghosts, reclaiming lost ground – and that nobody could deny the importance of the shift within my 

identity. Obviously, in these individualistic times we can define the impetus ourselves and the danger 

of over-identification is present. Some people have questioned whether I am making a personal 

mountain out of a molehill. One man in his forties came up after a screening in southern Finland, 

stating that my story and the film had given him the answer to why he had delved in crime and drugs 

throughout his entire life – it was all down to the Sweden-Finnish background. 

Of all the people I met, one meeting stands out. I was the guest on Bettina Sågblom’s bilingual TV-

talk show on FST, the Finland-Swedish television, with the grand old lady of Finnish dance, Aira 

Samulin. She was 13 years old when she and her family had to flee the Karelian peninsula during 

World War II. Finnish Karelia was ceded permanently to the Soviet Union. Aira Samulin had to 

endure more hardships than losing her immediate surroundings and home region, she found her own 

father dead on the battlefront. Obviously the Karelian question and repercussions of war cannot be 

compared to Sweden-Finnishness as such, but a few observations can be made. Firstly, Karelianness, 

karjalaisuus, has not disappeared from the Finnish map of cultural mindscapes, although those who 

actually grew up there are now mostly departed. Aira Samulin herself was born in 1927. The Karelian 

spirit lives on in the following generations, although integrating the 400,000 Karelians was not an 

easy feat in post-war Finland. The Karelian evacuees were the first larger group to experience 

xenophobia within the independent Finnish nation, although they were as Finnish as the rest.20 

                                                            
19 Appiah, Kwame Anthony, The Ethics of Identity ([2005]; Princeton 2007), p. 22. 
20 See, e.g. Kananen’s thesis Controlled Integration: Displaced Orthodox Finns in Postwar Upper Savo (1946–1959). 
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Unsurprisingly, later on the Karelians formed a major group within the Sweden-Finnish migration. 

This was also a repercussion of the war and the simultaneous push effect of Finland, as well as the 

pull of Sweden.21 If the family holdings had already been reset, it was easier to continue onwards. 

Later Karelian Finns have seamlessly integrated (for the lack of a better word, or maybe ‘integration’ 

is just right in this sense) into the general public. Many of us have a grandparent or two with roots in 

Karelia. For most people this is positive, most often attributed to positive social qualities and skills, 

such as being extrovert, talkative, or simply having a sense of humour. Much more than eating 

karjalan piirakoita (‘Karelian pies’), or having traces of a Karelian accent. As was the case among 

the Finnish war children, these changes and redefinitions of identity occurred first one generation 

down the road. In reference to Sweden-Finnishness, we are now, for the first time, entering similar 

realms. I was the same age leaving Sweden as Aira Samulin was when she left Karelia. When we 

talked about our experiences it was mind-boggling to have an 86-year-old lady verbalise many of my 

thoughts spot-on. I would like to stress that a great deal of this stems from the perspective of children 

and teenagers: those formative years which substantiate much of what we become. The ordeals of 

Aira’s life would have crushed most of us, but she maintains that the Karelian spirit, her cultural 

background, has helped her along the way.    

The commercial success of the film during its theatre run in the spring of 2013 remains the only aspect 

which remained ‘decent’, meaning that it has not surpassed all expectations. About 20,000 people 

saw the film in Finland and Sweden in theatres, which is more than respectable, but is not on the same 

level as blockbusting documentaries such as the nature documentary Metsän tarina, which had 

gathered 80,000 viewers in Finland by August 2013 or Selänne, about the Finnish ice hockey player 

Teemu Selänne, which surpassed Metsän tarina in three weeks.22 Reports from so-called regular 

screenings have been equally positive. At a weekday screening in Helsinki the entire audience had 

burst out clapping spontaneously after the film. I personally received emails and Facebook-messages 

on a daily basis until June. The majority came from people with a Sweden-Finnish background, but 

not all. 

Prior to the TV-premieres around Christmas 2013, the film had started its own journey. The film was 

shown on more international film festivals than any other full-length Finnish film, a grand total of 21 

screenings.23 Mika Ronkainen was invited to the Finnish Presidential Independence Day reception. 

                                                            
21 Korkiasaari, Jouni and Tarkiainen, Kari, Suomalaiset Ruotsissa (Turku, 2000), pp. 137-144. 
22 The Finnish Film Foundation, Vuositilastot.  
23 The Finnish Film Foundation, Uutisarkisto. 
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The film was shown in schools and used not only in immigration work, but also in family therapy 

sessions. I was personally chosen as the Sweden-Finn of the year 2013. Having been occasionally 

asked during 2013 if I thought I was going to get the title, I had always replied that I would not and 

could not even be nominated, since I was actually ingen riktig sverigefinne (no real Sweden-Finn) as 

well. Receiving the title in my mind is also a clear indication that Sweden-Finnishness and its 

manifestations are being transformed and redefined. The film, the title and the pending research have 

provided opportunities to present and discuss Sweden-Finnishness continuously around Finland and 

Sweden. 

The TV-premieres were scheduled for Christmas Day (2013) in Sweden and Epiphany (2014) for 

Finland. The Finnish premiere gathered 295,000 viewers.24 With the TV and the "fame" of 2013-

2014 I now became a public figure because of the film, which now was clearly canonised and elevated 

into having a status on its own. Winning two Finnish Oscars, Jussi-awards for best documentary and 

best score in February 2014, a full year after the Dragon award in Gothenburg topped off the crazy 

year of the film. The Jussis were not only novel to presentations of Sweden-Finnishness, they were 

unprecedented from an Oulu-based stance as well. No films, or filmmakers, based in northern Finland 

have previously had the privilege to receive a single Jussi. 

I certainly cannot judge whether all of this has been justified, but it has been clear from the first 

screenings that the merits of the film are not based on my personal greatness, the jolliness of my 

father, the wonderful music or even Mika’s touch as a director. Rather it is how the film lets its 

viewers recognise and mull over these themes for themselves. Hearing and reading how people have 

reacted and being empowered by the film has created the same reciprocal energy for me. The stories 

from people always unearth plenty of common emotional ground. The most striking thing is how 

emotionally loaded and strong the response has been. Certainly, it has been on an exorbitant level 

compared to the feedback I have received as a musician. For it is in giving that we receive, as Francis 

of Assisi already put in the twelfth century. This is how one Sweden-Finnish musician took the film: 

Words cannot describe how moved I became when I saw the film you were in with your dad. I have had 

a similar relation to my father, who came from Karelia. He came to Sweden in 1970 and my mother is 

from Ostrobothnia. 

I was born in Stockholm as a Finnish citizen and I lived there the first year. Throughout my childhood I 

was dragged around Värmland, Finland and Stockholm. It was all about substance abuse, workaholism 

and hustling and bustling. 

My father always worked hard as a logger and he was also a skilful car swindler. 

                                                            
24 email from YLE, Dokumenttiprojekti to production company Klaffi. 
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The rootlessness you feel is strikingly similar to what I have always felt within me. My whole life has 

been plagued with the usual Sweden-Finnish problems. But I have been totally clean and sober now for 

five years and I live a better life now, in Gothenburg. 

The trip you took with your father was exactly similar to the one I had planned to take with my father, 

although we were to drive to Karelia in the summer of 2012. He should have showed me all the places 

from his childhood etc, and I thought we could remember the Viking Line ferry trips of the 80’s, patch 

up everything that has been lost... Give our father/son relation a new start, once and for all. However, he 

had a second stroke in February 2012, but he survived. Afterwards he promised that we should take the 

trip. I felt that we would have to take the trip, to get a chance to talk about life, longings, rootlessness, 

alcoholism, the deceits etc... just to sort everything out, to be able to continue to live the life we are living.  

Our relation has always been strange, with all his work and wheeling and dealing. But we were about to 

take the trip and I longed for getting the chance to set my relation straight to him. I was looking forward 

to sitting down and talking in the car, hour after after while we would be driving through the land of the 

thousand lakes.  

In the film your dad says that you can make the trip now, before he gets too demented. 

Our trip did not unfortunately work out like yours. On May 1 2012 I received a phone call from my aunt 

who said that my father was dead. He had committed suicide. He was 63 years old. We never got to do 

what you did. 

When I see you talking with your father in the film I can only think about me and my father. I don’t know 

how things have gone for you after the film, but I hope that your dad is still sober and the film has done 

good to the both of you. I would have wanted to do exactly the same thing that you did in the film, but 

we never got the chance. And I feel that I want to send warm regards to both of you. 

[...] 

Yes, you understand that I recognise myself in your history. Sweden or Finland? The alcohol, the 

hustling… the emptiness and rootlessness, estrangement, the emotional sensitivity and the music ...  

I have never had a similar experience on film. This film beats everything I have ever seen. It is the most 

touching thing I have ever seen. 

I cried last year only from reading about it in the programme for Göteborg film festival. I did not have 

the strength to go see it in the cinema. I have had the film lying around at home, but I have not dared to 

watch it. Tonight I decided to watch it and I do not regret it. Thank you so much! You have no idea how 

much this means to me.* 

 

The insights or the scope of vision registered by writers outside academia and major media frequently 

outstripped what was delivered within the realms of more established writing, elevating the discussion 

onto another level. I, for one, have been critical and dubious towards social media and whether today’s 

web world in fact could conjure up any meaningful writing, which would encompass views and 

visions not found in print or traditional mass media. Laura Pörsti wrote the following in her blog: 

The film is about Kai Latvalehto, a Finn who spent a part of his childhood in Sweden. He realises as an 

adult how much this one choice, which was beyond his own reach, has affected his outlook on life. 

We have an increasing number of people like him in Finland: Finns who have spent their childhood 

abroad. This is an asset. I will tell you why. 

For them many of the things we take for granted, who have grown up with Finnish norms and truths. 

Things like it is normal not to talk to the person sitting next to you on the bus, not even when you are 

about to get out (putting on your gloves is enough, you know). 
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Like Kai Latvalehto, many of them always seem to feel slightly as outsiders. They never learned the 

glove codes, they have not soaked things up like sponges. They wonder. They are not really Finnish, but 

then again they are not really from their childhood countries either. 

I have dealt with this thirteen years now, since I live with a Finn who grew up abroad. 

For me it is natural to visit my old homestead now and then, where I went to school, where I spent the 

summers, where we ran with my cousins in the stairways and had pancakes. It is not difficult. You get to 

these places by bus or train. All of us who have grown up in the 80’s can share the experiences of the 

lakesides, the typical family houses built after the war, the smell of fresh cut grass, the beginning of the 

strawberry season and the putting on of winter overalls, tying the skates with frozen fingers in school and 

the sound of the school bell. 

If you have grown up elsewhere, you can’t. Not even if your name is Matti Möttönen. You come from 

somewhere else, you remember other things. The ads on TV were different, the sweets were different in 

the store, the rhythm of everyday life was different. The children in school shook hands. 

Those who have moved to Finland in their early teens most often say that they did not want to talk about 

their background much, after you bitterly got to hear about it for the first time. And all (?) will hear, and 

have heard about it. The Finn has learned that the threat comes from the outside. 

As adults those who have grown up in Finland admire the experience of Matti Möttönen: you can speak 

two languages! But nobody understands the alienation. You are just like us! 

It might not be possible to explain – or even know – what effect it has for Matti Möttönen, that he never 

heard the commentary of a cross-country ski race on TV, or that it does not awake any nostalgic feelings 

for him. Matti Möttönen can’t skate. Möttönen has not inferred the idea that Finland is the best country 

in the world and that being born in Finland is like winning on the lottery. Or any other idea which I can’t 

give an example of, because I take this for granted. 

Anyhow: those who grew up in a third culture are necessary interpreters in many situations, offered by 

this globalising world. They note different details than we who grew up here. They look at this country 

like immigrants – they are like immigrants, with Finnish names. On the other hand they are capable of 

looking at this country like any regular Jamppa, because of their parents and grandparents. 

In English there is a term for these people: third culture kid. They belong to a third culture, which is not 

the passport country (and the parents’ culture) and not the culture of the original country. We do not have 

a corresponding term in Finnish. Having spent your childhood abroad is reduced to the form: but you 

speak Swedish/French/Portuguese!25* 

 

Critical response to Finnish Blood Swedish Heart 

 

The critical response has been fairly consonant in its appraisal. And it does not require closer scrutiny 

to reveal that critics and reviewers are nowadays googling extensively before committing their 

personal takes on paper. However, a few observations are in place, although responding and reacting 

to criticism is obviously a dead end: "Praise and blame alike mean nothing. No, delightful as the 

pastime of measuring may be, it is the most futile of all occupations, and to submit to the decrees of 

the measurers the most servile of attitudes."26 The general tone of the reviews of the film can be 

                                                            
25 Pörsti, Laura, Suomalainen maahanmuuttaja.  
26 Woolf, Virginia, A Room of One’s Own ([1929] Oxford, 2015), p. 80. 
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grasped in the review from Svenska Dagbladet, March 22, 2013:  

 "Ingen riktig finne" is a moving film about rootlessness and alienation. Kai is not a real Finn, but he 

was never a real Swede either. The trip with his father Tauno seems to help him reconcile with this 

destiny. But the notion lingers on that we probably still have raised new generations, who do not feel 

like "real Swedes".* 

However, such commentaries as the last sentence in Anders Björkman’s short review, which places 

the film in larger context seemed surprisingly scarce. Almost all reviews remain descriptive. Even 

the odd more reserved reviews halt at face level, such as Lars Böhlin in Folkbladet, who found the 

film boring:  

I was born, raised and I am living in the same country, therefore I am not really receptive to "Ingen riktig 

finne". The documentary deals with the feeling of not belonging anywhere, to have two countries but 

never to feel a hundred percent included. Since I do not really share the experience it is up to the film to 

convey that to me, make me to understand how it feels not to have roots through artistic expression. In 

this "Ingen riktig finns" (sic.) fails miserably.27 * 

 

In any case, that somebody simply does not get the point of the film is understandable, in line with 

the age-old flux between one’s personal values and art. In the words of Jonathan Swift: "‘That was 

excellently observed’, say I, when I read a passage in an author, where his opinion agrees with mine. 

When we differ, there I pronounce him to be mistaken".28 However, I think that Böhlin’s incapability 

of seeing anything resembling a bigger deal here is an explicit indication of the presence of other 

forces at work than just his journalistic incompetence in reviewing a film which might reach beyond 

his personal experience. Regardless of national stereotypes, we have differing cultural tendencies in 

our responses. And yes: it is a part of the Swedish monolithic eye not to be able to notice (or 

acknowledge) shades other than you own. Finnish narrow-mindedness turns its back on you, 

denounces you head-on, as a Finnish-Swedish friend of mine encountered on a bar stool in Oulu in 

the 80’s: "Will you **** off right now or should I just punch you?" ‘Swedish’ arrogance can be 

grandiose, in those cases when it looks right though you, the forest from the trees. To dig deeper into 

this incapability, or refusal, to acknowledge ‘the truth’ from fiction was brought up by one review 

which aroused a wider response. However, it is absolutely clear that no campaigning moment, forum 

or weather exists in which it would prove wise to defend oneself or one’s work against critics. Leena 

Virtanen of Helsingin Sanomat wrote that Laulu koti-ikävästä was a "takuuvarma hitti", a guaranteed 

hit, but that she first thought the film was fictional: "After seeing the trailer for the documentary Laulu 

                                                            
27 Böhlin, Lars, Trist färd med rotlösa män, Folkbladet, 22 March 2013.  
28 Swift, Jonathan, Thoughts on Various Subjects ([1706] London, 1843), p. 306.  
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koti-ikävästä, my initial thought was that this is a fictional film. Where does this impression come 

from? Firstly out of the demeanour of main character Kai Latvalehto. I am not saying that he would 

be contrived in any sense, but he is aware of his performance and the style of the film. At his side 

Latvalehto’s father Oiva Latvalehto delivers his lines like a good amateur actor."29* 

This review not only contains a couple of misspellings, it also mixes my son’s name with my father’s. 

Virtanen has clearly also read and based her review on the January article in Helsingin Sanomat, 

when I was questioned about cameras during the shooting: "‘Dad forgot them in five minutes, I did 

not throughout the whole trip", Kai Latvalehto says now. "I decided to act like me as honestly as I 

could.’"30* However, that statement typically and unfortunately enough, was snapped out of context. 

In January, prior to the "success" of the film, no expectations existed. Or at least I was just as prepared 

for an axing as for appraisal. I told the journalist in the telephone interview that I had prepared myself 

mentally in case the film failed, especially as the viewers would most likely dislike the protagonist. I 

said that I always had the chance to say the man in the film could be me. And it was only then that 

we talked about the cameras. Obviously, it is nearly the most stupid thing possible to say anything in 

relation to documentary films that even hints at premeditation, awareness of the artificial aspects 

involved, or arranging shootings. How do you act as yourself in a documentary? You are trying to be 

yourself. Rabinger states that being in front of camera changes the behaviour of people just like any 

form of observation, but it does not change a person’s nature or make her act out of character.31 

"Indeed the intensity of making a statement to a camera sometimes draws on depths unknown to the 

person’s closest friends and relatives."32 My initial starting point was to be as honest as possible, in 

the film and also in the interviews. And it still is, even in regard to the present research. However, 

this might hurt the film, clearly. We need our stories. Good stories are the ‘truth’ and documentary 

films are the embodiment of truth on film. Ergo, Searching for Sugar Man would be less poignant if 

Rodrigues’ success in Australia had been included. As far back as in 1997, the Academy Award 

winning producer Arnold Shapiro wrote the following in reference to the fact that there are now no 

creative limits in documentary film: "In recent years, other ingredients have become accepted 

techniques for the documentarian, with only some academic purists objecting. These newer 

ingredients include: recreations of events using either the actual people or actors; shooting and editing 

styles inspired by MTV and music videos; mixing fictional elements (sometimes without telling the 

                                                            
29 Virtanen, Leena, Helsingin Sanomat/Nyt, 4 April 2013. 
30 Helsingin Sanomat, 26 January 2013. 
31 Rabiger, p. 157. 
32 ibid. 
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audience); storytelling without narration. And more."33 The cinematographic splendour and cogency 

in Finnish Blood Swedish Heart was evidently enough to let some of the spectators take the film as 

fiction. And not only among professional critics, but also among regular filmwatchers. Kirsi Nevanti, 

a documentary film director and a PhD candidate in documentary film at Stockholm University, wrote 

the following:   

Is this film fictional? Or did it really happen? I hear the question as I stand in a high-ceilinged room, 

surrounded by a large group of people who have just attended the premiere of Finnish Blood, Swedish 

Heart. The man who posed the question looks concerned, his face and stance demanding an answer. He 

is leaning towards the protagonist of the film, a relatively young middle-aged man who went through the 

emotional journey we just watched in the cinema. 

From Finland to Sweden and back to Finland at his parents’ whim; a whole lifetime spent between these 

two moves-even if it was only the period between early childhood and a teenager’s holding pattern in the 

eternal wait for adulthood. Then an adult move back to Finland, later the birth of his own son, and a 

happy marriage, although he always wonders why he continuously has a hole in his heart. 

He goes back to Gothenburg with his father to search for answers. And those answers flash on the screen 

in quick succession perhaps at the fastest rate possible when the rhythm is Finnish. Long periods of 

nothing but silence. A voice asking, "Dad, why, how come, why, what happened?" 

The father, a genial but wonderfully awkward character, appears to be unable to provide a quick answer, 

but the answers come. Some of them astonishing. That’s how I recall it. But the man asking if it was 

fiction, what we just saw in the documentary on the silver screen, he still wonders. My guess is that this 

is not his universe, what we see on the screen. It’s not a world he recognises -and so it feels like fiction. 

Too good to be true. But it isn’t; it’s a film that exudes its era, in another part of the world, yet just around 

the corner, somewhere you can’t always see.34  

 

Essentially the film takes place in precisely in the "universe" of the Swedish man, present-day 

Sweden. The sentiment has been voiced repeatedly that somebody has taken the film as fiction. All 

of those I have heard of have been articulated by Swedish men above 50. I can think of at least three 

possible reasons for this. The first is linguistic. Since most of the film, especially the first hour is in 

Finnish, it is easy for to be misled by the dialogue, which is subtitled, as you do not get the reality of 

it. Similarily in Finland, the Oscar-nominated Äta, sova, dö (2012) – the brilliantly realistic fictional 

film by Gabriela Pichler was first taken as a documentary by several Finns with whom I have talked. 

Partly since it looks like a documentary and you get zilch of the difficult Skåne dialect. And surely it 

is a merit to Finnish Blood Swedish Heart, if the film not only looks like a fictional film, but manages 

to carry the story as one as well? Even if it lacks the world embracing closure we so often expect of 

fictional films. 

Finnish Blood, Swedish Heart is an ostensibly simple film. A road trip, a father and son talking, some 

musicians on the side of the road singing immigrant songs. No exciting car chases, no intense lovers’ 

                                                            
33 Shapiro, Arnold, ‘Ten Golden Rules’, in Tobias (ed.), The Search for Reality (Studio City, 1998), p. 266. 
34 Nevanti, pp. 55-57. 
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trysts, no journey into space. No life-changing decisions for the camera to register. Just a journey into the 

inner landscape of a man whose life was affected by his parents’ decision to change countries. So simple. 

Is it fiction? Did you make it up?35 

 

The film conveys a straightforward and inevitable dramatic structure by disrupting the chronology. 

Paul Ward wrote about the Wellesian future of documentaries in the sense of the "conditional tense", 

this might still yet happen. For the film-maker, this provides excellent dramatic tools: "Smallpox 2002 

and The Day Britain Stopped easily achieve an extremely powerful narrative thread, and an equally 

effective sense of closure."36 However, although there are no conditionals in Finnish Blood Swedish 

Heart, there is a third, a beyond-the-ordinary element in the film, particularly present in the musical 

performances. Mika stated that the film "makes a deal" with the audience in the scene where Jukka 

Takalo sings Yhdentoista virran maa, that reality, in the strictest sense, does not apply to the musical 

scenes of the film. If I would be carrying a drawer with Mikko, the drummer of Aknestik, into our 

house, then why and how would Jukka be singing on our patio. To the audience of two barking dogs? 

In The Politics of Documentary, Chanan writes that a watertight definition of a documentary is 

effectively impossible: "many people have tried to provide one and they all come unstuck, often 

because a film comes along which breaks the rules while clearly remaining a documentary. It would 

be better to think of documentary in the same way Wittgenstein taught us to think of forms of life like 

games, which come in families and are related by family resemblance."37 At any rate, this disability 

to see the reality, or to get any frisson or sensation out of the film, as in Lars Böhlin’s case, speaks 

volumes about the combination of northern male insensitivity and Swedishness. Perhaps the 

characters in the film and the flow of the film in general contrast too strongly with expected 

manifestations of the Finnish ‘male’ behaviour? It must be fiction, then, because the Finnishness and 

northern maleness in the film defer from the expected, the stereotypical?  

Getting back to the word real. The man who asked that question in Stockholm-is the film real, genuine, 

did it really happen deserves an answer. The protagonist looks at him and says thoughtfully: "Of course 

it’s documentary, would we be here now if it wasn’t my life?"38 

In fact, I asked the man what it would make of that discussion we were having, if the film had not 

been a documentary, but regardless, the basic Hamletian dilemma remains the same. It has been more 

difficult being the Kai Latvalehto of the film than being Kai Latvalehto in the film. In the spring of 

                                                            
35 ibid., p. 82. 
36 Ward, Paul in Rhodes and Springer (eds.), Docufictions, (Jefferson, 2006), p. 280. 
37 Chanan, Michael, The Politics of Documentary (London, 2008), p. 5. 
38 Nevanti, p.94. 
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2013, I was a public figure in Finland for a week or two, not because of the film itself, but because 

of the extensive media attention.  

Personally, although I have been interviewed a lot before and also interviewed others, not to mention 

teaching interview techniques etc – this was altogether different, as I was not representing anything 

or anyone but myself. Moreover, the me in the film was clearly somebody who was under the weather, 

lost and hurt. Without thinking about strategies whatsoever, I was quite cheerful and happy in the 

first interviews. Especially in the first live television interview for Swedish SVT on the national talk 

show Go’ kväll in Umeå, I decided in advance that if anything, I would not want to appear that I was 

whining and grieving over my grim childhood as an immigrant child in Sweden. In distancing myself 

intuitively from both Finnishness and Sweden-Finnishness I now realise in retrospect that my 

personal demeanour is, strategically speaking, typical of many second-generation Sweden-Finns, 

always taking a step aside and defer categorisations. 

The gap between the persona that I am in the film and the more outspoken and positive ‘me’ as I 

would like to visualise myself in the wider world also generated a certain amount of friction with 

Mika. He had already pointed out in Gothenburg in January that this discrepancy – should I happen 

to appear to be too jolly prior to people having seen the film – would undermine the film for them. 

Deterministically speaking, of course he was right, and I gladly admitted that. My positivity and 

jollity would first be understandable for a viewer as the outcome of the film. It was something we 

discussed quite a lot, and these discussions I think, helped us both out in presenting the film. The Go’ 

kväll talk show also brought up another recurring bone of contention, that the film would be "mine". 

Documentaries such as Supersize Me by Morgan Spurlock, or even Michael Moore’s work, where 

the filmmaker sets out on a personal quest with cameras ablaze, are something altogether different, 

and seeing Finnish Blood Swedish Heart as such arguably disembowels much of the film. I did NOT 

make this film. Since the spring of 2013, I have usually taken the first chance I get to point out 

explicitly that the film is the work of director Mika Ronkainen and that I am the main character in it. 

Not out of false modesty, or to undermine the original outset of the film, but simply because of how 

the film turned out. And Mika’s method and focus are very clearly more direct cinema, where the 

film-maker is not present or active in front of the camera, in comparison with cinema verité where 

the director is interacting with the unfolding events. Many critics even within the "quality press" of 

today seem baffled in their distinguishing of realities, which I find a direct result of the docu-soaps 

and reality TV. The press itself generates similar hyphenated realities, and the mass media and even 

political powers-that-be are the products of the surrounding culture. The film director Saara Cantell 
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wrote the following in the spring of 2013, venting her frustration at the level of film criticism in 

Finland: 

Recently in a film festival in Turkey I met a Czech film critic, whose observations on the films we saw 

were strikingly precise and insightful. It turned out that the critic had been studying film criticism at the 

Prague film school, sharing many courses with the filmmaker students. No wonder then that the critic 

was proficient in understanding the various aspects in filmmaking.39* 

Naturally this angered the critical horde, which fuelled the age-old question as to whether you need 

to be a classically trained concert pianist to review music, or a blacksmith to review metal? However, 

Cantell’s column gets even more interesting later on: 

If a woman has the leading role in a film, that does not necessarily mean that that the film is "about being 

a woman". Similarly the homosexuality, disability or ethnic background of a character does not 

automatically guarantee that the film would be about homosexuality, disabilities or racism. Just as seldom 

as the primary theme of romantic comedies would be heterosexuality. 

And now when characters have been mentioned, when it comes to documentary film a special request 

could be made to nearly all domestic critics: remember, please, that the people in documentaries are not 

actors being fictional characters! When you are judging people in documentaries with clever and mean 

adjectives, you present deeply hurtful comments on real, living individuals.40* 

 

Rather than being personally worried about having been judged as a character, which I simply think 

is funny (although I was fuming when a woman in Oulu said she did not like the fact that I was trying 

to be depressed in the film), I think that Cantell touches upon another question here, which appears 

regularly in reference to the film. That of gender and, more specifically, that Mika would be 

predisposed and driven to conduct male studies: "Ronkainen has previously made films about a 

shouting male choir ("Screaming Men", 2004) and a rugby team in northern Finland ("Freetime 

Machos", 2009) and he seems to have a strong interest in homosocial culture. However, I believe that 

his depictions of Finnish masculinity would benefit from a wider perspective, where the women also 

get a voice."41* 

This concurrent reference to the "absence of women" is interesting. "A very male family history, 

though (sometimes it feels like being in a world constructed by Jan Lööf, where the women have been 

shipped to another planet somewhere)."42* 

Does this mean that a film-maker, or any artist, ought to premeditate the gender division, in order not 

to advocate male hierarchy? Not to mention that Mika has also made films about women as well? As 

                                                            
39 Cantell, Saara, Pinnallinen elokuvakritiikki, YLE, April 2018.  
40 ibid. 
41 Stigsdotter, Ingrid, Inget riktigt djup, Sydsvenskan, 22 March 2013. 
42 Westerstad, Elsa, Svennedrömmen går igen, Fokus (nr 12), 26 March 2013. 
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far as gender in Finnish Blood Swedish Heart is concerned, there are several issues to consider. 

Firstly, the casting, so to speak. My wife Päivi informed Mika quite clearly early on that she had no 

problem with the film, or appearing in it, but that she would refuse to be interviewed or have a central 

role in it. She can be seen in one scene, otherwise she is present as a voice from another room or on 

the phone. My mother was in several scenes during shooting, and in one scene my father asked my 

mother for permission to travel to Sweden with me. However, during editing it turned out that her 

role in the storyline of film was not central, Mika said that my relation to my mother on film was 

lacking in drama, whereas my relation to my father was clearly tense and dynamic and that would be 

the focus of the film. So with regard to the film, my mother was unimportant, which is in contradiction 

with the real life situation, since I basically grew up with her. 

 

Secondly, as we have discussed, it remains clear that the gender issue in Sweden-Finnishness 

(Kuosmanen 2000, Jaakkola 1984) has been that the women acclimatised better. Consequently, when 

we look at the prominent second-generation Sweden-Finnish artists who have dug in deep into their 

background, the list is almost exclusively made of women: only the novelist Antti Jalava (who was 

born 1949 in Finland, moved to Sweden with his parents in 1959) stands out as a man. However, 

neither this gender slant, nor the possible gender slant in the film, was something we discussed during 

its making. Also, the majority of the discussions that were edited out of the film were with women, 

strictly on the basis of focusing on such content as Mika and Åsa deemed cardinal to the film. At one 

point during the June 2009 main shooting trip, Mika pointed out to me that my discussions with 

women seemed pivotal to the film. 

 

One of the key insights of this entire process has been the realisation of class and its manifestation 

within Sweden-Finnish identities. Quite often the Finnish view seems to be that we would like to see 

Finland as a more class-free society than Sweden, that class is not an issue in modern Finland. Within 

the general Swedish public sphere there is no formalised perception of class in Finland. However, 

most Swedes automatically assume a working-class background for Finnish speakers, and in light of 

the social background of the great immigration wave of the 60’s and 70’s, the stereotype has the 

numbers behind it. The issue of class has been brought up repeatedly in the present thesis, but it needs 

to be addressed in reference to the film as well. The Sweden-Finnish fact remains that most 

participants in the great emigration wave of the 60’s and 70’s were lower working class. Jaakkola 

points out that 2/3 of the Sweden-Finns worked in industry and 13 % within the service sector, which 
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is well above average in comparison to both Finland and Sweden43. Statistically speaking, Sweden-

Finns are firmly rooted in the working class, although it is clear that Finns who have moved to Sweden 

since the 70’s may become frustrated with the notion that they are automatically working class, 

simply because they come from Finland. Personally speaking, I have realised over the cause of the 

present project that my background runs deep within the working class, and not only in Finland, but 

that I have carried Swedish class distinctions and suburbia with me all my life. Therefore, it was quite 

puzzling to read professor Anu Koivunen’s column on the film in Hufvudsstadsbladet: 

A constant homesickness as the central theme lays the foundation for a Sweden-Finnish unity and 

cathartic experiences on both sides of the Bothnian Sea, but it also necessitates that the question of class 

is silenced to death. 

Regardless of how the anecdotes from Kai’s childhood surroundings remind us that in the Sweden-

Finnish case, alienation is also often spelled as class. The film reminisces how a Finnish child in the 70’s 

would not attend school in a regular school building, but in barracks or in a club room, separated from 

schools for Swedish children. 

The viewer is reminded of Pernilla August’s film version (2010) of Susanna Alakoski’s Svinalängorna, 

in which the adult Leena remembers with wrath "the damned Finnish misery" of her childhood. In Eija 

Hetekivi Olsson’s novel Ingenbarnsland (2012) the teenager Miira attends the home language classes in 

Finnish, "imprisoned in the Finnbastardbubble" and she counts days and hours until she becomes "free 

from Finland and being an immigrant". 

A feelgood film must suppress the Swedish view assigning class, which Maria Wetterstrand expressed in 

Enkel biljett. Från Sverige till Finland med kärlek, längtan och vemod (2011) when she realised that even 

Finns can have an academic education. In Så bra svenska du talar! En antologi om finlandssvenskars 

möten med Sverige (2011) Johanna Koljonen dubbed the Sweden-Finnish anxiety to be taken for Finns 

in Sweden as class disdain. 

Class is a given social position, nothing one can choose freely, but in Ingen riktig finne differing 

experiences of migration can meet, confirm each other and for the moment forget historical scars of 

stigmatisation. 44*  

 

The film establishes a clear image of my parent’s background as working-class Finns. This is depicted 

and underlined by the visit to Gårdsten, one of Gothenburg’s most ill-fated suburbs where we lived 

1969-75 in one of the endless blocks of grey concrete flats. The film mentions us living in Tuve and 

Hisingen only in passing. In actuality we lived in our own, quite nice house 15 minutes from the city 

centre over the period 1978-80. Although that was no klassresa in itself, our home environment 

changed dramatically in the 70’s. I proclaim in the film that I am the first one in my family to receive 

an academic education. So, the film is actually more strongly rooted in class, or rather, the working 

class, than the more complex reality of my past. Koivunen apparently argues that on one hand the 

film ignores the issue of class due to its feelgood texture, and on the other hand that it brings to mind 

class depictions from Alakoski and Hetekivi Olsson. 

                                                            
43 Jaakkola, Magdalena, Siirtolaiselämää – Tutkimus ruotsinsuomalaisista siirtolaisyhteisönä (Vammala, 1984), p.17. 
44 Koivunen, Anu, Bortom finneballebubblan, Hufvudstadsbladet, 3 April 2013. 
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Simultaneously it was both surprising and unsurprising that those writings which took the possible 

meanings of the film further did not originate from established broadsheet writers or academic 

columnists, but more particularly, emerged from the pens of second-generation Sweden-Finns. 

Naturally, this may be a matter of identification issues, our personal pots and kettles. But, all the 

same, such a loading is not without a certain hegemonic suggestiveness. This is Kalle Kniivilä writing 

for Sydsvenskan in Malmö: 

In the well-meaning Swedish discussion there are many who want to wallpaper over all the differences. 

Now we should all be Swedish, full stop. There is no difference between people and people, or if there 

is, we should pretend that there is not. The thought might be good, but the consequence is the opposite: 

to be normal equals being Swedish. Everything else becomes a deviation from the norm, a handicap we 

must ignore as much as we can. 

This not only disregards all of us who value our background, it also devalues and dilutes Swedishness. 

Surely all who ride the Stockholm metro might be Swedish, but what does it mean to be Swedish? 

Would not it better to agree that we all are equal in worth, regardless of how we look or if we can say sju 

sjösjuka sjömän [seven seasick seamen] without giving away our background? Because there is a 

difference between people and people. We all come from somewhere. And there is nothing wrong with 

that.45*  

 

More emotive responses could be found among bloggers and online, and not only 16-year old girls 

complaining on Instagram about being dragged out to watch boring documentaries with their school: 

For me the trip was reversed. Born and raised in Sweden, but with a three-year intermission in Finland 

between the age of 8-11 and then back to Svea kingdom. But I can take any scene out of Ingen riktig 

finne and apply that directly to my life. When I realise that there is nothing objective to grasp, I let the 

tears roll down. I weep for everything that was never said, that Finnish silence, I weep because I miss my 

father and that I do not know my mother. I weep over alcohol, which takes command over the lives of 

people, for the constant feeling of rootlessness that I have had ever since I was seven years old and I weep 

for the feeling of never belonging anywhere.46* 

 

The reviews and writings in relation to the TV-screenings around Christmas 2013 largely echoed 

previous sentiments from the spring. Anders Björkman, cultural editor of Svenska Dagbladet wrote 

the following in his column aptly titled "Double roots a winner concept in a globalised world":  

In Mika Ronkainen’s "Ingen riktig finne" I got to follow Kai Latvalehto and his father Tauno in a 

roadmovie to Gothenburg. The family lived here in the 70’s until they moved back to Finland when Kai 

was a teenager. Now he wants to find out why he was rootless – not a real Finn, but not a real Swede 

either. 

In Åsa Blanck’s and Johan Palmgren’s "Familjen Persson i främmande land" I got to accompany Per 

Persson and his wife Shamim Khan when they decide to leave their home in Lahore, Pakistan, for moving 

to Ballingslöv in Skåne – in order to provide the daughters Zahra and Mia a better and a freer life. 

Both films were moving and created moisture around the eyes. Both films made clear that it can be a 

struggle to have roots in different places. But it can primarily also be an asset, which enriches and 

strengthens.47* 

                                                            
45 Kniivilä, Kalle, En längtan vi aldrig kan fly, Sydsvenskan 4 April 2013.  
46 From the now defunct blog http://speedospopblogg.com/2013/03/26/dokumentarfilm-ingen-riktig-finne/ 
47 Björkman, Anders, Dubbla rötter ett vinnarrecept i globaliserad värld, Svenska Dagbladet, 4 January 2014.  
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To conclude, we can return to Leena Virtanen’s review in Helsingin Sanomat. The original review in 

the newspaper stated that the film "Brings nothing new to an old subject matter",48* which certainly 

is debatable, to put it mildly. Perhaps that is why it was soon deleted from the web version of the 

article. If the documentary film Finnish Blood Swedish Heart brought anything completely new to 

the Sweden-Finnish cultural discussion, it was by introducing Sweden-Finnishness from a Finnish 

point of view.  

And hopefully this research, which originally branched off the documentary film, will yield new 

insights into Sweden-Finnishness, the biggest minority in northern Europe. As perhaps has been the 

latest, and hopefully last, branch of Laulu koti-ikävästä: a play written and directed by Mika 

Ronkainen for the Oulu City Theatre which premièred in 2016, and which also yielded further insights 

into the Sweden-Finnish experience.  

                                                            
48 Helsingin Sanomat/Nyt, 29 March 2013. 
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9. Conclusions 

As has been made clear over the course of the present thesis, our identities are connected on one hand 

to collectives and on the other to ‘idem’, a sense of sameness that we carry with us: tempered by a 

strong sense of how our particular identities are perceived by others, our peers and the normative 

cultural majority. Both facets have been causes for itching among those whose lives have been shaped 

by second-generation Sweden-Finnishness. The identity formation processes have been largely 

personal affairs and subscriptions to the moniker Sweden-Finnish remain quite rare. The majority of 

the informants in the present study have invested heavily into (and consequently found redemption 

in) personal narratives, subjective choices and readings of Sweden-Finnishness. However, we could 

note what a second-generation Sweden-Finn pointed out to me: we do not realise that a solution is 

not possible on an individual level since the experience, the trauma, is collective. The group is also 

necessary in order to become whole on a personal level. Although this might not be fully applicable 

as absolute, there lies a dimension of profundity and redemption in the collective dimension, as the 

experiences of the Finnish war children have established. This transition from the subjective to the 

collective, from a hybrid identity towards what Bromley calls ‘syncretism’, an active and dialogical 

positionality "brought about by a creative fracturing of surface cultural presentations"1 remains to be 

established. 

Within the media world of 2016, the coach driving the identity of second-generation Sweden-

Finnishness may have been felt to be idling at a bus stop. The movements and ignition of the first 

decade of the 21st century had mellowed out and the current situation could be compared to an 

unfinished construction project, such as the fifth Finnish nuclear plant (originally scheduled to be 

running by 2009). A clear explanation of this can be found in the vulnerability and thinness of the 

second generation itself as a clearly-defined cohort within the contemporary Nordic countries. For as 

became evident in Chapters 3-5, the mental climate of growing up as second-generation Sweden-Finn 

changed drastically from the 60’s of Jalava and Alakoski, through the massive Finnish immigration 

in the 70’s, and as a result, too, of the more multicultural and tolerant 80’s. Nevertheless, the 

generation born in the 80’s was still predominantly raised in very Finnish families. Their proximity 

to first-generation constructions of "true" Finnishness, and the maintenance of family contacts to 

Finland provoked the young Sweden-Finnish second generation to question and decipher their 

background, digging out in the process more contrasts, conflicts and problems than those experienced 

by the younger portion of the current second and third generation of Sweden-Finns. Similarly, 

Finnishness or Sweden-Finnishness, if you will, was clearly more loaded and more of a stigma in 

                                                            
1 Bromley, Roger, Narratives for a New Belonging: Diasporic Cultural Fictions (Edinburgh, 2000), p. 97. 
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Sweden. The first aim of the present thesis was to map out particularly the emotional core of the 

strategies how second-generation Sweden-Finns have constructed their cultural identity. And the 

times, particularly concerned with emigration issues and attitudes, certainly have changed. The life-

stories in the present study verify that the significance of the experiences within identity building 

during adolescence remain through life, although surrounding mental climates might change. Eriksen 

writes that we build our identity during adolescence, and if is problematic, this results in a confusion 

within roles.2  In such a context, the words of Pertti may surely be taken to have a more substantial 

and fundamental significance than the physical homestead:

Pertti: Finland? Jag gick högstadiet i den 

här staden, så jag är väl härifrån. Men jag 

är också från Finland. 

Pertti: Finland? I attended grades 7-9 

[högstadiet] in this town, so I suppose I 

am from here. But I’m also from Finland. 

 

As has been manifested in the present thesis, for many second-generation Sweden-Finns this 

ambivalent position has accounted into if not straight shame, then at least subdued taciturnity. In his 

analysis of stigmas, Goffman calls this a phantom normalcy: 

The stigmatized individual is asked to act so as to imply neither that his burden is heavy nor that bearing 

it has made him different from us; at the same time he must keep himself at that remove from us which 

assures our painlessly being able to confirm this belief about him. Put differently, he is advised to 

reciprocate naturally with an acceptance of himself and us, an acceptance of him that we have not quite 

extended to him in the first place. A phantom acceptance is thus allowed to provide the base for a phantom 

normalcy."3 

Members of  the cohort beyond the second generation discussed here are more likely to have parents 

who, if not born, are at least raised and have been living continuously in Sweden. The Finnish lion 

starts to fade, like Aslan in the minds of the children in Narnia, and the Sweden-Finnish ring of 

identity has come to encompass less of Finland, and more of Sweden, so to speak. Nahirny and 

Fishman stated that the erosion of ethnic differences has generally taken place within three 

generations in the U.S. 4 However, we must note that all limbs connected to identity issues within 

modern societies change rapidly so past patterns might not work today, as is exemplified by the 

segmented assimilation theory by Portes and Zhou (1993), which "is based on the recognition that 

American society is now (in contrast to the first half of the twentieth century) extremely diverse and 

segmented. Thus, it is argued that different social and ethnic groups are available to which the new 

immigrants may assimilate, and that as a result they may take divergent assimilation paths."5  

                                                            
2 See, e.g., Erikson, Erik H., Identity, youth and crisis (New York, 1968).  
3 Goffman, Irving, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (New York, 2009), p.123. 
4 Nahirny, Vladimir and Fishman, Joshua, in ‘American immigrant groups: Ethnic identification and the problem of 

generations’ (1966), in Rumbaut and Portes, Ethnicities: Children of Immigrants in America (New York, 2001), p. 5. 
5 Thomassen, Bjørn, ‘‘Second Generation Immigrants’ or ‘Italians with Immigrant Parents’? Italian and European 

Perspectives on Immigrants and their Children’, Bulletin of Italian Politics, Vol. 2, No. 1, (2010), p.33.  
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Differences between one’s family social matrix created by surrounding to the majority are injected 

directly into the psychic spine of youngsters growing up, even when they do not consciously 

acknowledge any existing contrasts in every-day life. These might be manifested and realised, 

popping up unexpectedly in critical moments and at crossroads over the entirety of one’s adult life, 

as we have seen in the recounted life-stories within the present thesis. Parenthood re-opened or 

amplified the Finnish ruminations for practically all participants in the present study. However, it 

must be noted that only two participants have managed to raise the children bilingual, with Finnish 

besides Swedish. The experience of Maria is not unique, where the Finnish language gradually 

evaporates: 

Maria: Jag gjorde det första fyra åren med 

min dotter, hela tiden. Men sedan så 

gjorde jag inte det. Det var så ensamt, 

liksom. 

Maria: I did it the first four years with my 

daughter, all the time. But then I didn’t do 

it. It was so lonely, in a way. 

 

This is another example of the subjectiveness, isolation, hybridity but not syncretism, if you will. The 

collective second-generation landmarks have seemed to be too far apart. This is how Pertti 

commented on the futility of using Finnish: 

Pertti: För mig fanns det inte, inga tankar 

att ge mina barn språket. För jag ville bort. 

Bort från skammen, förorten. Alla mina 

finska vänner pratar svenska. Så det var 

inget val. Det bara rök. 

Pertti: It didn’t exist for me, there were no 

thoughts of giving my children the 

language. I wanted to get away. Away 

from the shame, the suburb. All my 

Finnish friends speak Swedish. So there 

wasn’t a choice. It just went up in smoke. 

 

There might be several routes towards a functioning bilingualism, but when it comes to Finnish in 

Sweden, with current halting language minority politics, it has evidently been difficult to implement 

the generally accepted guideline that a parent should exclusively use the mother tongue, i.e. Finnish, 

at all times with the child, to yield active and additive bilingual skills. A child who has at home 

managed to learn the basics within the minority language and who lives in a completely Swedish 

speaking society, will encounter difficulties in preserving and developing the language sufficiently 

when he or she attends a Swedish speaking preschool and school. The dominance of Swedish in 

society (surroundings, media, children’s culture, children’s books etc) is so strong that the continuity 

of language learning in preschool and school will in many cases occur at the expense of the minority 

language. Therefore, it is essential to find ways to support the development of the minority language 

in preschool and school.6* Arnberg listed these obstacles in 1988, when Finnish, as a minority 
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language without official state minority status, still had a fairly established position within school 

curriculums.    

These formative differences, possible feelings of exclusions, cut both ways. There seems to be a clear 

connection among, for example, first-rate rock musicians who have lost one parent or experienced 

major disturbances in their domestic surroundings at a tender age, and the ways this affected and 

fuelled their future. Lennon and McCartney, Elvis Presley, Bono, Bruce Springsteen, Kurt Cobain – 

the list is quite comprehensive. In more harmonious and monochrome surroundings one does not 

necessarily end up facing the music in the same ways. The more Swedish upbringing experienced by 

cohorts during the last thirty years of Sweden-Finnishness has, arguably, and with fewer contrasts, 

made the experience less painful. It remains to be seen whether, compared to those born in the 

preceding decades, similar numbers of Sweden-Finns born after 1990 will manifest themselves so 

particularly as artists. This seems quite unlikely, looking at the development within Sweden-

Finnishness this decade: a situation which, on paper, could be summed up as promoting a gradual and 

slightly improved political position, even though, in practise, this has been dogged by faltering 

implementations. Similarly, the Swedish and Finnish majority outlook and recognition of the minority 

has improved, although receiving respect and mental elbowroom for being Sweden-Finnish is still a 

rare commodity. Collective Sweden-Finnishness beyond the first generation and the language issue 

remains as sketchy as it was in 2010 (or perhaps even more so). 

The Sweden-Finnish magazine Liekki asked where the Sweden-Finnish success story lurked after 

Hetekivi Olsson’s first novel came out in 2011. The third research question in the present study 

addressed the same waters, but from another angle: aiming to shed light on triggering factors and 

mechanisms involved with modern Sweden-Finnishness and the possible issue of invisibility. The 

experienced success story is arguably right here, buried in the precarious state of affairs. That the 

upward social journey of Sweden-Finnishness is undeniable, although the Sweden-Finnish past and 

histories have seldom had words such as ‘support’, ‘opportunities’ and ‘success’ written all over 

them. In 2017 Sweden-Finns now have the privilege of not acknowledging their background, of not 

being mistreated or biased or stigmatised on these grounds. It is a silent success story of class, 

language, war, cultural diversity and arts. 

Another issue is naturally when or whether the Sweden-Finns can draw more positivity from their 

background and tap into the stream of good. The present thesis has hopefully not only presented the 

oblique threads within the Sweden-Finnish balls of yarn, but also shed light on the powerful majority 

forces and perhaps, typical Nordic and northern inclinations toward, on one hand, being extremely 

tolerant and compassionate, as well as, on the other hand, becoming narrow-minded and dismissive. 
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In terms of the second-generation ‘evasion’, as it has been established within the current thesis, the 

experiences and stories of the participants simultaneously exhibit how life writing itself defers 

definitions and provides to be an excellent tool for grasping the ungraspable ideas. "Part of the 

usefulness of ‘life writing’, as a concept, genre and reading strategy, is its resistance to definition and 

demarcation."7 

The life-stories in the present study often bear hints of rewriting, readdressing and reinterpreting one’s 

past. The chameleonism has been present ever since childhood. This is how Vera spoke of her 

background in her early teens:  

Vera: Så jag drog förvildande historier 

kring var jag egentligen kom ifrån. Så 

tryckte jag väldigt mycket på att det här 

var ju Finland som nu är Ryssland, så vi 

har egentligen ryska gener och dom är 

väldigt balla där. [skrattar] 

Jag kände mig väldigt fri att hitta på allt 

möjligt. Jag hittade på allt om somrarna i 

Finland. Jag hade ju häst där, vilket jag 

inte hade så klart. Jag hade motorbåt, jag 

hade så mycket saker i Finland, och det 

hände så jätteroliga saker, och mina 

släktingar var jätteduktiga. Min pappa 

skröt jag om också, fast jag inte hade 

någon kontakt med honom. 

Vera: So I told these bewildering stories 

about where I actually came from. I really 

pushed that this was Finland that now is 

Russia, so we in fact have Russian genes 

and they’re really cool there. [laughter] 

I felt really free to make up all kinds of 

things. I made up a lot about the summers 

in Finland. I had a horse there, which I 

obviously didn’t have. I had a motor boat, 

I had so many things, and all kinds of 

exciting things happened, and my 

relatives were so good at everything. I 

also boasted about my dad, although I 

didn’t have any contact with him. 

 

It is important, in the true colours of the success story, that the collective and historical facts about 

the past decades are also circulated. All the same, as is often the case, many past "historical facts" 

turn out to be mythologised legends, pastiches or outright artefacts. Tamminen, as an example, points 

out that the Scandinavian Viking Age is largely an overstatement, which is more grounded in 19th 

century romanticism than historical reality.8 The Vikings nevertheless existed, but more as smaller 

pirate hordes, and never constituted entities which would validate the existence of a more uniform 

culture. Following this line of thought and our innate inclinations to rewrite our past, the present 

thesis has manifested how building as strands of cultural, sociological, historical and linguistic 

differences and fair amounts of baggage the predominantly working-class background of modern 

Sweden-Finnishness has, in fact, nourished and enabled extra harmonies to sound within existing 

Swedish and Finnish voices. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that the voices of these particular 

"Vikings" still remain largely unsung. The latest Swedish census from 2016 numbers more than 

                                                            
7 Fox, Stacey, The Idea of Madness in Dorothy Richardson, Leonora Carrington and Anaïs Nin (University of Western 

Australia, 2008), p. 26. 
8 Tamminen, Tapio, Kansankodin pimeämpi puoli (Keuruu, 2015), p. 35. 
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700,000 Sweden-Finnish individuals who could have contributed to this richesse.9  

A typical Sweden-Finn in 2017, then, is altogether quite different from a Sweden-Finn in 1977. It is 

most likely that this person has been born in Sweden and lived there since birth; has a mixed 

background; has attended Swedish schools; and speaks only some Finnish, if at all. When Dennis 

Barvsten, the current head of Sweden-Finnish Youth Organization, was asked to define a typical 

Sweden-Finn in a seminar at the Finnish Embassy of Sweden in 2016, he stated that a typical young 

Sweden-Finn does not consider himself to be Sweden-Finnish, nor is he one who regards himself as 

belonging to a national minority. The capriciousness within one’s identity typifies and actually 

defines much of all second-generation thinking. Benedict Anderson wrote that nationality, nation-

ness and nationalism are "cultural artefacts of a particular kind",10 and as these are embedded in what 

we call imagined communities, it seems noteworthy to point out that very few among current younger 

Sweden-Finnish generations have not felt it necessary to imagine, or dream up such communities.  

The first generation carry memories of the home country with them for the whole of their lives, along 

with personal reference points such as the aftermath of the emigration itself. The immigrant stamp 

and identity always remain, as in most cases, to speak the new language ultimately gives away one’s 

differing roots. For the second generation, not even the concept of having a home country is clear. 

And second-generation Sweden-Finnishness in Sweden can neither be made out by your accent or 

appearance. 

The Sweden-Finnish generations are also divided by history and their surroundings. The majority of 

the first generation grew up in rural Finland after the war: a country which was just moving from 

forestry and agriculture with horses and no electricity towards paved roads and blocks of flats. And 

just a mere decade later, the second generation loitered around grey concrete suburbs in Sweden, 

listening to rock music, wearing double-denim and sporting long, greasy hair. The generation gap is 

deeper and wider on several levels in comparison to the general populations of both Sweden and 

Finland. 

The status of Sweden-Finnishness has risen significantly in the last decades. This has also reflected 

into the second generation. One’s innate Finnishness, perhaps the language too, is no longer 

something one needs to hide away or repress. However, we must remember that the second generation 

has been raised and become adults within the majority society of Sweden and that people have 

predominantly lived out their lives as members of the majority and general population. The image of 

                                                            
9 Sveriges Radio, Ruotsissa on nyt 719 000 suomalaistaustaista, 24 February 2017.  
10 Anderson, Benedict, Imagined Communities ([1983]; London and New York, 2006), (p. 4). 
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Finnishness and Sweden-Finnishness has one hand been experienced through the majority society. 

The majority societies of Sweden and Finland, together with class, language and educational issues, 

emotional offspring such as shame and pride – these are the key power relations on individual, 

collective and societal levels that the present study set out to address also as a research question. 

Regardless of present modernisations, globalisation and transnationalism, the impetus of the nation 

states remains: "The writing of lives is still by and large determined by the conceptual framework of 

the nation state. The life of an individual is interwoven with his or her social, political as well as 

cultural contexts; biography is thus frequently limited by the national borders within which it is 

mainly situated."11 

It needs to be remembered that the image of Sweden-Finnishness has largely remained synonymous 

with the first generation, and that position is problematic for the second generation. Furthermore, it 

could be argued that Sweden remains the only country in the western world where being from Finland 

is not automatically perceived as coming from a highly modern country: that, despite the better 

Finnish school system, you still have very much of a naked savage within you, striving for violence 

and alcohol. Explicit examples of second-generation collectiveness, or of the second-generation 

defining themselves, have remained very scarce. In 2016 Kristian Borg compiled the anthology 

Finnjävlar, in which a dozen second-generation Sweden-Finns write about their experiences. In the 

introduction, Borg summarises these narratives in the following manner:  

I am writing here that the Finnish experience aches. In definite form. Obviously, there is not one 

experience, but a diversity of voices, which this anthology hopefully exhibits. And when it comes to 

aching, that has been personal. I have nothing to say about the pains that others have gone through. The 

participants in the book have themselves chosen what to tell. But many of the texts move me anyhow so 

deeply that I no longer feel that I am alone.12* 

The subjectivity and individuality of Sweden-Finnish experiences to which Borg alludes is still 

prevalent, as it was also brought up by almost all the informants in the present study. There seems to 

be a collective sense and common reading of Sweden-Finnishness as if it were a primarily personal 

issue, a point also noted by Sennemark and Hernández who call it “A private concern, in which not 

everybody wants or understands the consequences of a minority status.”13* Borg also writes that 

defining the questions and possible wounds are a beginning for understanding oneself, from where 

one can find a personal balance, or proceed towards justification. 

As the later life-stories in the present study establish (chapters 4-6), the redemptive songs can find 

                                                            
11 Schweiger, Hannes, ‘Global Subjects: The Transnationalisation of Biography’, Life Writing, 9/3 (2012): pp. 249-58.  
12 Borg, Kristian, Finnjävlar (Stockholm, 2016), p. 17. 
13 Sennemark, Eva and Hernández, Maria Padrón, Unga sverigefinnars syn på kulturell identitet och språk (Gothenburg, 

2013), p. 14. 
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outlets and clear voices. However, on a collective level, subjective solutions do not lead to collective 

solutions, since in most cases the issue – Sweden-Finnishness as something to conceal and not be 

proud of – was not subjective in the first place, but a collective and political issue. Again, we need to 

look at how societies have in the past decades accepted, acknowledged and even embraced other 

minorities, and how they have enabled them to flourish. 

One could argue that the current obliqueness within present Sweden-Finnishness has been caused by 

multi-layered, unaddressed and national traumas combined with historical wounds on both sides of 

the Gulf of Bothnia. Present-day generations – if they are whatsoever culturally concerned about their 

Sweden-Finnishness – tend to flash their scars, fangs and heartworn beliefs in brand new guises. 

Therefore, it remains essential for the future of Sweden-Finnishness that all kinds of voices and as 

many sides to the story as possible are brought to the table. Sweden-Finnishness is central to Nordic 

history, it penetrates deeper than the centennial independence of Finland or the loss of the eastern 

provinces for Sweden a century before that. The great migration wave of the 60’s and 70’s has had 

more consequences than emptying Finnish countryside and filling the Swedish suburbs. Just as wars 

have bucketloads of long-term consequences in addition to providing heroic dead.  

Beyond Finland and Sweden, a whole range of present-day societies and those engaged in 

immigration politics may also benefit greatly by factoring in the Sweden-Finnishness experience as 

part of their remit. 

It is also quite noteworthy that with respect to any Sweden-Finnish activity not directly tied to the 

first generation, whether it be senior citizens of the great immigration wave or present-day Finnish 

university students studying in Sweden, there are always plenty of empty chairs and low attendances. 

What factors have then triggered some of the second-generation Sweden-Finns to address their 

background, while the majority has chosen not to? One group is those who have studied and worked 

with human behaviour, creative issues and the arts, where the starting square in the grid in most cases 

is that they have at least had one foot planted in their background. Others have been served demanding 

or exacting orders by life itself, such as losing a close one at a tender age: experiences which 

necessitated deeper ruminations and workings out upon the foundations of life. There are numerous 

connections and combinations of circumstances, which affect one’s cultural identity, hesitations and 

personal paths. Language, class, upbringing, social contacts, education, genetics and so on. Elina 

commented on the possibility of a connection between Sweden-Finnishness and psychic difficulties:  

Elina: Det handlar om att man blir 

behandlad som invandrare, eller blir 

förälder för sina egna föräldrar, man får 

roller som man inte vill ha. Och om man 

är skör så är man mottaglig för alla 

möjliga delar av utanförskap och även 
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psykiska svårigheter – jag hade nog haft 

psykisk ohälsa utan min finska bakgrund, 

men om det finns psykiska 

förutsättningar, så går det inte att värja sig 

mot problem. Det hänger ihop. Men man 

kan inte skylla på en sådan sak. Men tänk 

om man är färgad, det måste vara en helt 

fruktansvärd påfrestning.  

Elina: It’s about being treated as an 

immigrant, or becoming a parent for your 

parents, you get roles that you don’t want. 

And if you are fragile, you are open to all 

kinds of exclusions and even psychic 

difficulties – I would probably have poor 

psychic health even without my Finnish 

background, but if there are psychic 

preconditions, there’s no way to avoid 

problems. There is a connection. But you 

can’t put blame on such as a thing. But 

imagine if you’re coloured, it must be an 

absolutely horrible strain. 

 

As stated earlier on, the second and third-generation Sweden-Finnish voices during this decade have 

once again mellowed out. The rise in Sweden-Finnish status in recent decades might partially explain 

this, as in consequence, young Sweden-Finns may feel less of a need to shout it out loud or even 

contemplate, as compared to, say, ten years ago. 

However, another point worth noting – and which points towards the importance and impact of 

childhood and the formative years – is this: the Sweden-Finns born in the 60’s, 70’s and at least the 

earlier part of the 80’s tended to grow up in Finnish families, largely as Finnish speakers, often 

attending Finnish schools and still having a living connection to the Finland that the family had moved 

from. The contrasts and possible conflicts between the internal or family issues and the external 

society were therefore clearly more vivid. The food was saltier, as Sweden-Finnishness itself was 

saltier (in a 1970’s manner, at least). Recent decades have seen the focus of Sweden-Finnishness 

shifting away from the first generation, Finland and the salty seventies. The axis no longer centres 

itself somewhere in the middle of the Gulf of Bothnia, rather, the Sweden-Finnish pendulum swings 

increasingly on Swedish turf. And if this pendulum is to keep swinging, the girls and boys keep 

swinging (so long, that is, as it feels like a positive thing to do). The positivity needs strengthening, 

alongside the internal and collective desire to do so. And the majority societies should confirm and 

support this more strongly than they have done in the past.
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10. Epilogue/Prologue – Trout Masks and Swan Songs 

Hisingen, Gothenburg, April 2016 

I am in Gothenburg for the week, once again: something which – for both personal and professional 

reasons – seems to have become almost habitual throughout the present decade. Once again, the 

thresholds are fluctuating and the goalposts keep moving. Without the internal imperative the 

documentary film would not have been realised; and, in turn, the documentary facilitated the present 

thesis. Now it is almost time to jump the next train, take one step beyond, to re-enter adult working 

life with the prospect of addressing these Sweden-Finnish issues professionally. I am glazing through 

the window towards the same Hjalmar Brantingsplatsen tram stop which came to me as a foggy vision 

on that park bench here in town ten years ago. 

It seems as if I have become being my own trout, as in the short story Knock on Wood (Part Two) by 

Richard Brautigan in Trout Fishing in America (1967), where the little protagonist boy mistakes a 

wooden staircase for a trout stream and ends up eating the bread, which was intended as fish bait. It 

is apparent, that with each small step back into Sweden-Finnishness, my identity has also been in 

transition. Adding more, without subtracting anything. Any old minuses have become plusses, 

underdogs overdogs. Those feelings of being half a person have not turned into the feeling of now 

having become a ‘whole’ person (that would reek heavily of self-content). Rather, it has given way 

to the feeling of living with two half shadows from the past: Finnish in Sweden, and Sweden-Finnish 

in Finland, each complementing the unwhole one, melded in co-existence as an unholy two-in-one.  

In the same mindframe I am thinking back on the somewhat absurd situation of sitting in the audience 

at the opening night of the new play of the film – once again, Laulu koti-ikävästä – in the Oulu City 

Theatre.1 It is February, and professional actors are poised to act out the basic outline of my life as 

presented in the documentary. My family is there, alongside my friends and bandmates, but also two 

Sweden-Finnish friends – one all the way from childhood and the other a newer one, from this process 

in recent years. I would not claim that the puzzle is being completed, but nevertheless it feels as if the 

mosaic is at least visible. Hannu Pelkonen in the role of my father does a veritable role, a credible 

facsimile. Aki Pelkonen’s stage presence as myself (the father and the son in the play are not, 

however, related) resembles one of my nearest friends more than me. This is a contingency that I 

enjoy profoundly, since I have always admired the offhand laddish demeanour of my friend (which 

has something about it reminiscent of an 80’s old generation hipster). Aki’s performance also 

                                                            
1 Oulu City Theatre, Laulu koti-ikävästä, premiere 27 February 2016.  
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enhances the play through its interpretation of the hollowness of the second-generation experience, 

bringing out the sense that – for this community – there are several layers of emotions and forces at 

work simultaneously. As one of its members, it is likely that you will not feel belonging anywhere: 

Outi: Ingenstans känner jag igen, fast jag inte 

har flyttat till Finland. För det är fan 

ingenstans hela tiden, var man än är så är det 

känslan: ingenstans. Mitt i mellan, eller inte 

mitt i mellan, utan ingenstans. Det är den 

känslan som är. 

Outi: I recognise the nowhere, although I 

haven’t moved to Finland. Shit it’s nowhere 

all the time, wherever one is, the feeling is: 

nowhere. In between, or not in between, but 

nowhere. That’s the feeling which is there. 

 

Similar sentiments were expressed in Nic Craith’s study of writers who have operated and overcome 

the language barriers between two or more cultures and languages: "I’m no longer a Yugoslav, no 

longer a true Slovene, but I’m not a true Frenchwoman either . . . I am an extracomunitarian, an 

extracomunitarian… Extracomunitarian. That’s the word that suits me. I’m an outsider. Outside 

national communities, or just communities, families, groups, circles, and organizations of every kind. 

(Svit 2009, 243-4)."2 

On the other hand, there often is a longing, a yearning for belonging. Most informants in the present 

thesis went to great pains, and great lengths, trying to express the complexity of these feelings. This 

is how Annika discussed her longing for Finland: 

Annika: Jo! Jag hade en längtan 

omedvetet, men jag fattade det inte själv. 

Och ingen hjälpte mig att formulera det. 

Hade någon kanske väckt den frågan, jag 

tänkte ju inte själv på det. Det är precis 

som en längtan efter en… att det finns ett 

dolt rum i en. Man kan inte längta efter 

det, för man ser det inte. Det är så dolt att 

man inte kan längta till det. Men samtidigt 

så finns det hela tiden en längtan, man är 

i kontakt med det men man kan inte 

formulera det. Man längtar, men man vet 

inte till vad? Jag tror att den längtan 

handlar om ett sammanhang. I stället blir 

man en kameleont, som kan anpassa sig 

till många miljöer. Men det blir en diffus, 

en diffus ensamhet. 

Annika: Yeah! I had a longing 

subconsciously, but I didn’t realise it 

myself. And nobody helped me formulate 

it. If somebody would just have raised the 

question, I didn’t think about it myself. 

It’s just like longing after a... that there is 

a hidden room within. You can’t long for 

it, because you can’t see it. It’s so 

concealed that you can’t long for it. But 

simultaneously there is a constant 

longing, you are in contact with it but you 

can’t formulate it. You long for 

something, but you don’t know what it is? 

I think the longing is about a context. 

Instead you become a chameleon, which 

can adapt to various environments. But it 

becomes a diffuse, a diffuse loneliness. 

 

It is evident that the lack of open and positive second-generation Sweden-Finnish images has curbed 

and diminished the outreach of cultural identity. Watching the action unfold in the play, I note that 

                                                            
2 Nic Craith, Máiréad, Narratives of Place, Belonging and Language: an Intercultural Perspective (New York, 2012), p. 

15. 
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the stage version manages to develop these cultural musings. The play is nearly an hour longer than 

the documentary, with plenty of "new" material. Mika Ronkainen, as the script writer and director of 

the play as well, has written his own character into the play, providing more narration and background 

information on the thematics than was supplied in the film. Justifiably, one could argue, the play 

draws out stronger parallels between Sweden-Finnish migration in the 60’s and 70’s with the current 

situation, as the climate of discussion around immigration issues has harshened considerably since 

the documentary film premièred in 2012-2013. The audience applauds these thematic amplifications 

vehemently. The notable polarisations within the rather uniform background auto-images associated 

with northern Finnishness could, perhaps, be alleviated through reminiscences of the great Finnish 

flux outward: especially in these barren times when the Church calls out for open-mindedness and 

old hippies, anarchists and rock musicians cry out for moral fibre. 

It needs to be stressed that although the action in the play is highly dramatised, the dialogue and the 

lines remain 100 % true to the documentary film and process, providing an urgency and a genuine 

feel seldom encountered in theatre. There are several passages and even monologues which Mika has 

added to the script in the play that I recognise as my own words, but which I have now forgotten. 

Some of these were filmed as early as 2008. The power of these stories, how on stages Aki rants 

about Finnish drinking habits, the differences in having Swedish, Finnish, or, say, Greek or Italian, 

parents is striking. Weirdly, Aki verbalises my sentiments of growing up in Gothenburg with a clarity 

and precision that I now feel incapable of, as I have very much become my own trout. Perhaps I have 

known something all along? Perhaps the uncertainty that I have been feeling, the publicity and, alas, 

the academic pressure I have placed on myself (and which has, somewhat curiously strong-armed me 

to remove the most overtly academic theorisations from the present thesis): maybe all of this has been 

necessary in order to be able to present these issues at all. A story creates new stories, and those who 

tell the story are free to feel whatever they want about it. So as tram number 5 clanks by, towards 

central Gothenburg, just like it always did, I feel that my own position, my story and personal 

cornerstones, have turned the inwards outwards. From something deeply personal, buried (and in 

reality, denied), to an extended public show in which I now feel that I have become emancipated, free 

and loose. Of course, despite all attempts at verisimilitude, the ‘Kai’ of the film remains a construction 

of something that is other than itself, in much the same as Aki’s rendition does. But nevertheless, 

much of the power of the lived world still emerges through these representations. Because the story 

remains. As do the stories marshalled within this work. 
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Three swans are flying northeast. Reminds me of Lapin kesä (1902) by our Finnish national poet Eino 

Leino: 

Muualla tulta säihkyy harmaahapset,  

vanhoissa hehkuu hengen aurinko.  

Meill’ ukkoina jo syntyy sylilapset  

ja nuori mies on hautaan valmis jo.  

 

Ja minä itse? Miksi näitä mietin?  

Se merkki varhaisen on vanhuuden.  

Miks seuraa käskyä en veren vietin,  

vaan kansain kohtaloita huokailen?  

 

On vastaus vain yksi: Lapin suvi.  

Sit’ aatellessa mieli apeutuu.  

On lyhyt Lapin linnunlaulu, huvi  

ja kukkain kukoistus ja riemu muu.  

 

Mut pitkä vain on talven valta. Hetken  

tääll’ aatteet levähtää kuin lennostaan,  

kun taas ne alkaa aurinkoisen retken  

ja jättävät jo jäisen Lapinmaan.  

 

Oi, valkolinnut, vieraat Lapin kesän,  

te suuret aatteet, teitä tervehdän!  

Oi, tänne jääkää, tehkää täällä pesä,  

jos muutattekin maihin etelän!  

 

Oi, oppi ottakaatte joutsenista!  

Ne lähtee syksyin, palaa keväisin.  

On meidän rannoillamme rauhallista  

ja turvaisa on rinne tunturin.  

Havisten halki ilman lentäkäätte!  

Tekoja luokaa, maita valaiskaa!  

Mut talven poistuneen kun täältä näätte,  

ma rukoilen, ma pyydän: palatkaa! 

 

Elsewhere the grey-haired glow with fire 

the spirit of the sun shines in the old. 

Here infants are already born as aged men 

and a young man is ready for the grave. 

 

And myself? Why am I thinking about this? 

It is an early sign of old age. 

Why can’t I heed the blood instinct, 

but sigh the destinies of the people? 

  

There is but one answer: summer in 

Lapland 

the thought of it makes one rueful. 

Brief is the birdsong in Lapland and glee 

the bloom of the flowers and other joys. 

 

But for so long lasts the power of the 

winter. A brief moment ideas rest here as if 

flying, when they again begin their sunny 

journey 

and are already leaving the frozen Lapland 

 

Oh, white birds, guests in the summer of 

Lapland, 

you grand ideas, I salute you! 

Oh, please stay here, make a nest here, 

although you will move on to southern 

countries! 

 

Oh, you should learn from the swans! 

They leave in the autumn, come back in the 

spring. 

It is peaceful on our shores 

and safe is the slope of the fell. 

 

May you fly and sough through the sky! 

Create actions, enlighten the grounds! 

But when winter has left us, 

I pray, I beg: please return!*
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Supplementary Materials 

Appendix 3.1. (On having spent one’s early years in Finland) 
 

Johanna: Joo, olin neljä kun muutettiin Göteborgiin. 

Minulla on jäänyt paljon muistoja Suomesta, puhuin 

niistä itse asiassa just äitin kanssa eilen. Meillä oli 

kaikilla asukkailla oma sauna-aika aina. Meillä oli 

lauantaisin se sauna-aika, me puhuttiin just siitä, että 

minä ihan selkeästi, että me käytiin aina lauantaisin 

saunassa ja isi grillasi makkaraa. Minä join jotain pupu-

limukkaa, ne ei muistanut mikä se olisi voinut olla, siinä 

oli värikkäitä etikettejä ja ilmapalloja. 

K: Pupu Tupuna. Sama kuin ne lastenkirjat. 

Johanna: Niin niin, joku semmonen se oli. Sitä limsaa 

minä join, se oli hyvää. Minä muistan aika paljon, 

muistan mummit ja sen talon missä kävin leikkimässä 

pihalla. Aika paljon. Sitten sitä ei tiedä, mikä niistä oli 

ennen kuin me muutettiin, ja mitkä muistot on siitä kuin 

käytiin kesäisin Suomessa. Kyllä minä luulen, että sillä 

on ollut jonkin verran vaikutusta, sen vuoksi että 

ensimmäiset neljä vuotta, kyllähän silloin on vielä pieni, 

mutta siihen liittyy jonkinlainen, ei pelkästään muistot 

vaan että olet fyysisesti siinä maassa ja olet 

leikkipuistossa ja leikit suomalaisten lasten kanssa. Syöt 

suomalaista ruokaa ja kaikki on suomalaista, kyllähän 

nelivuotiaalla on kumminkin, en nyt sano identiteetti, 

vaan joku taju on ehtinyt kypsyä. Kyllä minä väittäisin, 

että sillä on ollut vaikutusta, ja vaikutusta minun 

kieleen. En minä nyt sano että minulla olisi hyvä 

suomen kieli. 

K: Onhan se. 

Johanna: No on se ok, ainakin. Mutta tuota luulen että 

sillä on ollut vaikutusta että olen puhunut neljä ekaa 

vuotta pelkästään suomea, jos vertaa sellaisiin jotka on 

täällä syntynyt, ja puhuu suomea kotona. Sitten ne 

kuulee kuitenkin ruotsia koko ajan. Joskus kanssa 

minulla voi tulla kanssa, minä en tiedä mistä se tulee, 

mutta voi ilmestyä sellaisia oululaisia sanoja, tai rupean 

murtamaan Oulun murteella. Niin kuin onnikka, ei 

kukaan sano onnikka. 

K: Ei edes Haukiputaalla. Vaikka Haukipudas on ensi 

vuonna Oulua. Välimatkaa on 25. Haukiputaalla se oli 

linkkuri. 

Johanna: Yeah, I was four, when we moved to 

Gothenburg. I have many memories of Finland, I just 

talked to my mother about this yesterday. Everybody 

always had their own sauna time. Ours was on Saturday, 

we were just talking about it, I remember clearly that we 

had sauna on Saturdays and dad was grilling sausages. I 

drank some bunny soft drink, they didn’t remember 

what it could have been, with colourful labels and 

balloons. 

K: Pupu Tupuna. Same as the children’s books. 

Johanna: Yes, it was something like that. I drank that, it 

was good. I remember quite a lot, my grandmothers and 

the yard where I used to go play. Quite a lot. Then I can’t 

tell what is from the time before we moved and what the 

memories are from our later summer visits to Finland. I 

think it has had some effect, because of those first four 

years, although you’re small, because there is 

something, not only your memories but that you are 

physically in that country and in the playground and you 

play with Finnish children. You eat Finnish food and 

everything is Finnish, a four-year-old already has, I 

wouldn’t say an identity, but some sort of understanding 

is there already. I would argue that it has had an effect, 

and an effect on my language. But I wouldn’t say that 

my Finnish is good. 

K: But it is. 

Johanna: Well it’s ok, at least. But I think it has had an 

effect that I spoke nothing but Finnish for the first four 

years, if you make comparisons to those born here, who 

have spoken Finnish at home. Sometimes it happens, I 

don’t know where it comes from, that I can use words 

used in Oulu, or I speak with an Oulu accent. Like 

calling a bus onnikka, nobody says onnikka. 

K: Not even in Haukipudas. Although next year 

Haukipudas is Oulu. The distance is 25. In Haukipudas 

it was linkkuri. 
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Appendix 3.2. (On choosing Swedish or Finnish friends as a young teenager) 
 

Markku: Joo, minä hyppäsin sitä jengin väliä koko ajan, 

minä en ollut ikinä siinä yhdessä jengissä vain mukana. 

Ne oli ruotsalaisia ja suomalaisia. Pihapiiri, ja niinhän 

me pelattiin jalkapalloa ja landhockey ja tämmöistä. 

Sitähän käveli sinne kauas pihalle ja kysyi että 

aloitetaanko ottelu, sitten sitä pelattiin ja tapeltiin ja 

sitten lähdettiin kotiin. 

K: Vissiin puhuitte ruotsia, niinkö, jos saan jankuttaa? 

Markku: Mmm, ei siellä ruotsalaisia ollut, mutta kyllä 

me varmaan ruotsia puhuttiin.  Ja käänsi kielen 

suomeksi kun oli salaista. Ei siellä opetettu ruotsalaisia 

ymmärtämään suomen kieltä, eikä siellä ruotsalaisia 

ollut. Yritän muistaa ketä ne oli, mutta ei niitä ollut. 

Vittu se olin vain minä joka hyppäsi jengistä jengiin. 

Kun minä ajattelin niitä toisia niin kuin Patrick ja John, 

Markus, Magnus, kun minä vaihdoin luokkaa, minä en 

enää käynyt suomalaista luokkaa kuin seitsemännes 

luokka alkoi. Silloin minä vaihdoin tätä kaveripiiriä, ne 

oli samat kaksi pihaa, mutta se oli se ruotsalainen osa 

näistä kahdesta pihasta. 

K: Samalla kuin vaihtui luokka, vaihtui myös kaveripiiri 

ruotsalaiseksi? 

Markku: Joo, ja siksi se vaihtui kun sen vanhemmaksi 

kuin minä tulin, sen enemmän ja enemmän minä olin 

niitten piirissä. 

K: Vaihtuiko se koulu automaattisesti vai oliko se 

valinta? 

Markku: Minä valikoin sen. Halusin sen. 

K: Miksi? 

Markku: Se oli enemmän minun kaveripiiri se 

ruotsalainen puoli niistä pihoista. Minä olin enemmän 

niitten kanssa tekemisissä vapaa-aikana. 

K: Halusit totta kai käydä myös koulua kavereiden 

kanssa? 

Markku: Joo, ja vain sen takia että tein sen, olin kahden 

hirveän ison jengin yhtä iso jäsen. 

K: Kahdessa hirressä yhtä aikaa? 

Markku: Sitä oppi tuntemaan suomalaiset ja ruotsalaiset 

hullut. Ei siinä ikinä tarvinnut pelätä mitään. 

 

 

Markku: Yeah, I kept jumping between the gangs, I was 

never just in that one gang. They were Swedish and 

Finnish. In the yard, and we played football and 

yardhockey and suchlike. You walked to the other end 

of the yard and asked if we’d play a match, then you 

played and fought and then you went home. 

K: It was likely that you spoke Swedish, if I may keep 

nagging? 

Markku: Mmm, there weren’t any Swedes, but we 

probably spoke Swedish. And changed to Finnish when 

it was secret. The Swedes weren’t taught to understand 

Finnish, and there were no Swedes there. I am trying to 

think who they were, but there were none. Shit it was 

only me who jumped from gang to gang. I am thinking 

of the others like Patrick and John, Markus, Magnus, 

when I changed class. I didn’t go to a Finnish class 

anymore in seventh grade. I changed the circle of friends 

then, it was the same two yards, but it was the Swedish 

part of the yard.  

K: So when you changed class, the friends also 

changed? 

Markku: Yes and it changed, because I was more with 

them as I got older. 

K: Did the school change automatically or was it your 

choice? 

Markku: It was my choice. I wanted that. 

K: Why? 

Markku: The Swedish side had more of my friends. I 

spent more time with them in my free time.  

K: So you wanted of course to go to school with your 

friends? 

Markku: Yes and because I did it, I was as big a member 

of two terribly big gangs. 

K: Hanging from two gallows simultaneously? 

Markku: You learned to know the Finnish and the 

Swedish nutters. You never had to be afraid of anything. 
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Appendix 4.1 (Attending a Swedish class meant that one had no Finnish friends) 

Paavo: En tiedä, mutta muistan että minun isä sanoi, että 

sinä menet ruotsalaiseen luokkaan ja sillä sipuli. 

K: Miltä sinusta tuntui se koulunkäynti ruotsinkielisellä 

luokalla? Oliko sinun kaverit ruotsinkielisiä? 

Paavo: Joo, siellähän puhuttiin ruotsia. 

K: Totta kai, mutta oliko sinulla kavereita sieltä 

suomenkieliseltä luokalta? 

Paavo: Ei yhtään, ne oli kaikki ruotsalaisia, tai 

ruotsinkielisiä. Se oli niin sillä lailla, en tiedä mikä siinä 

oli. 

K: Oliko muita suomalaisia kuinka paljon 

ruotsinkielisillä luokilla? 

Paavo: Oli niitä. 

K: Oliko niillä suomenkielisillä luokilla kavereita? 

Paavo: Ei. En minä muista. Ehkä jollakin tytöllä joku. 

Mutta me pojat oltiin aina futiksessa mukana ja se oli 

ruotsiksi. Se oli ihan erilainen kulttuuri. Ne tuntui aina 

oudolta, ne jotka kävi suomalaista luokkaa. Jostain 

syystä. Erilaisia. Minun pihalta ei varmaan kukaan 

lähtenyt suomalaiseen luokkaan. Se oli geograafisesti 

myös, me asuttiin Finnhusetissa. Vastapäätä asui 

melkein vain ruotsalaisia. Sitten siinä oli koulu välissä, 

toisella puolella oli sitten niin kuin meidän ghetto. Me 

asuttiin ghetossa, mutta se oli vielä enemmän ghetto, tai 

slummia se jotka asui siellä. Ne kävi sitä suomalaista 

luokkaa. Minun pihalta siellä ei ketään. 

K: Vaikka teitä suomalaisia perheitä oli paljon? 

Paavo: Oli oli, mutta en siis muista. Tai sitä ei ajatellut. 

Olen monesti ihmetellyt, että ketkä ne oli ne suomalaiset 

siellä suomalaisissa luokissa. Ne puhui huonommin 

ruotsia, siinäkin huomasi eron jo. Siinäkin tuli 

jonkinlainen ero. 

K: Mistä tiedät jos et ollut niiden kanssa tekemisissä? 

Paavo: Muistan kun niiden kanssa yritti jutella, ne oli 

niin erilaisia. Ne puhui huonommin ruotsia, ne ei ehkä 

ymmärtänyt yhtä nopeasti, minä koin sen niin, että ne ei 

pysynyt mukana samalla tavalla. Että siinä oli joku 

esteenä, kun yritti jutella niiden kanssa. Ei 

aavistustakaan mistä aiheesta, ehkä että osaatko tapella 

tai jotain. Siitä on niin kauan. Ehkä puhuin vain yhden 

tai parin kanssa, mutta se riitti minulle. 

 

 

 

 

 

Paavo: I don’t know, but I remember that my dad said 

that you are going into a Swedish class and that’s it.  

K: What did that Swedish class feel like? Were your 

friends Swedish speakers? 

Paavo: Yeah, the language there was Swedish. 

K: Of course, but did you have any friends from the 

Finnish class? 

Paavo: Not one, they were all Swedish, or Swedish 

speakers. It was like that, I don’t know what it was. 

K: Were there other Finns in the Swedish classes? 

Paavo: Yes there were. 

K: Did they have friends in the Finnish speaking 

classes? 

Paavo: No. I don’t remember. Maybe some girl did. But 

we boys always played football and it was in Swedish. 

It was a different culture. They always seemed strange, 

those in the Finnish class. For some reason. Different. I 

don’t think anybody from my yard went to a Finnish 

class. It was geographical as well, we lived in the Finn 

house. On the other side it was almost only Swedes. The 

school was in between, on this side there was like our 

ghetto. We lived in the ghetto, but it was even more of a 

ghetto, or a slum, there where they lived. Those in the 

Finnish class. From my yard there was nobody there.  

K: Although there were many of you Finnish families 

there? 

Paavo: Sure there was, but I don’t remember any. Or you 

didn’t think about it. I have often wondered, who those 

Finns in the Finnish classes were. Their Swedish wasn’t 

that good, you noticed a difference there. It was a 

difference right there.  

K: How do you know if you didn’t have anything to do 

with them? 

Paavo: I remember trying to talk to them, they were so 

different. Their Swedish was not as good, they might 

have understood less quickly. I experienced it like they 

didn’t get the hang of it in the same way. That there was 

something standing in the way, when you tried speaking 

to them. I have no idea what about, maybe that can you 

fight, or something. It was so long ago. Maybe I spoke 

to just one or two, but it was enough for me. 
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Appendix 4.2 (On how choosing Finnish school was natural if one felt proud)  

Johanna: Kyllä minä halusin käydä suomeksi koulun. 

Veli kävi sitten ruotsiksi yläasteen, se halusi käydä 

lähellä eikä mennä Korsteeniin [Gårdsten]. Mutta kyllä 

se oli ihan itsestäänselvyys. 

Johanna: En tiedä, ei ole jäänyt mieleen ala-asteelta. 

Mutta en kokenut sitä hirveän erilaiseksi, vaikka olihan 

se itsestäänselvyys että olin suomalainen, mutta en 

kokenut mitään vähemmyyden kompleksia tai että vau, 

kunpa olisin ruotsalainen. En ole sitä kokenut koskaan, 

oikeasti. Enkä ole koskaan, sanotaan että olen ollut 

murrosiässä ja muuten enemmän riidanhaluinen. En ole 

koskaan, ikinä, siitä peruuttanut että minä olen 

suomalainen, tai piilottanut tai silleen. Siinä olen ollut 

koko elämän ajan samanlainen. 

K: Entäpä verrattuna sinun veljeen tai kavereihin? 

Johanna: Minulla oli joitain kavereita, jotka ehkä olivat 

vähän enemmän ruotsalaistyyppistä, tai ehkä pyrki 

vähän. Mutta kyllä ne kaverit jotka minulla oli 

murrosiässä ja sen jälkeen ainakin, niin suomalaiset 

kaverit, kyllä ne oli tosi suomalaisia. Ei siinä minun 

mielessä ollenkaan hävetty. Kyllä me saatiin kuulla 

juttuja, kuulla finnjävel ja kaikkea. Mutta minä luulen, 

että en minä ottanut siitä koskaan nokkiini. Ei siitä tullut 

koskaan paha mieli, minua suututti vaan. Ja riidanhalu 

heräsi. 

K: Sitähän pidetään suomalaisena luonteenpiirteenä, 

että ei pelkää konflikteja, vaan pikemminkin voi jopa 

tykätä siitä. 

Johanna: Että saa jotain actionia, että jotain tapahtuu. 

Ehkä se on niin, mutta ei minua ole koskaan 

huolestuttanut, minua ei ole koskaan pelottanut, minä en 

ole koskaan tuntenut itseäni aliarvoiseksi tai millään 

tavalla uhatuksi, tai pienemmäksi ihmiseksi. Olen ollut 

aikalailla siinä mielessä vahva. Ei se vaikuttanut. Mikä 

taas vaikutti oli se, että ihannoin Suomea tosi paljon, 

siellä oli kaikki paremmin, minulla oli ikävä sinne 

kesäisin enkä halunnut kesällä sieltä pois ja tämmöistä. 

Johanna: I wanted to attend Finnish school. My brother 

went to a Swedish secondary school, he wanted to stay 

close and not go to Korsteeni [Finnish pronounciation of 

Gårdsten]. But it was an obvious choice. 

Johanna: I don’t know, no such memories from primary 

school. But I didn’t feel it was that different, although it 

was clear I was Finnish, but I never had an inferiority 

complex or wow, I wish I was Swedish. I have never felt 

that, really. And I have never, let’s say in puberty and 

otherwise, I have been more belligerent. I have never, 

ever, backed up from being Finnish, or hidden it or such. 

I have been the same in that sense for all of my life. 

K: What about in comparison to your brother or friends? 

Johanna: I had some friends, who might have been more 

like the Swedish, or trying a little. But those friends I 

had during puberty and at least after that, the Finnish 

friends, they were really Finnish.  In my mind we were 

never ashamed. We heard stuff, heard Finnish bastard 

and everything. But I think I never got upset by it. I 

never felt bad about it, I just got angry. The fighting 

spirit awoke.  

K: It is considered a Finnish characteristic not to be 

afraid of conflicts, but you might actually enjoy it. 

Johanna: To get some action, that something happens. It 

might be, but I have never been worried, I have never 

been afraid, I have never felt undervalued or threatened 

in any sense, or as a smaller person. I have been quite 

strong in that sense. It didn’t affect me. But the thing 

which affected was that I admired Finland a lot, 

everything was better there, I missed being there during 

the summer and I never wanted back after the summer 

and stuff like this. 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 4.3 (On the identity as a young adult and musician vs Sweden-Finn) 

Paavo: Minä en edes ajatellut ylipäätänsä olenko minä 

ruotsalainen vai suomalainen, se oli vaan musiikkia. 

Minusta piti tulla maailman paras kitaristi, that’s it. Se 

oli ainoa. Mutta sitten kun minä lopetin lukion, minulla 

oli kaksi vaihtoehtoa. Olisin voinut mennä tehtaalle, 

tehdä sitä mitä olin tehnyt lukiossa ja siellä oli vaan 

vanhoja äijiä. Se oli niin sanottu svedu-paikka, kaikki 

oli melkein ruotsalaisia. Tai sitten autotehtaalle, jossa 

oli hirveästi, tuhansia suomalaisia. Se tuntui ihan 

luonnolliselta mennä autotehtaalle vaan. Vanhemmat oli 

ollut töissä siellä, se tuntui tutulta jollakin tavalla. 

Olihan siellä enemmän muijia myös, mitä toisessa 

paikassa ei ollut montaa. Minä kävin siellä katsomassa: 

ja, det är här du ska börja. Minä katsoin että täällä on 

300-400 vanhaa ukkoa jotka seisoo ja sorvaa, en 

varmaan tule tänne! Och så klipper du av dig håret 

förstås, minä vaan että tror inte det. Autotehtaalla oli 

paljon suomalaisia. Mutta en ajatellut sitä niin paljoa, 

sielläkään. Kaverit oli kuitenkin ruotsalaisia. Se oli sitä 

musiikkielämää. Sitten piti tehdä valinta, jäänkö tänne 

vai haluanko jotain muuta elämästä. Tein sen päätöksen, 

että lähden, minulla oli yksi toinen jengi jonka kanssa 

olin alkanut hengailemaan silloin lukiovuosina, ne oli 

ruotsalaisia kaikki. Monet niistä oli muuttanut 

Göteborgiin, silloin tein sen päätöksen. Se oli vaan 

sellaista ungkarlsliv, sellaista pelleilemistä. Me vaan 

soitettiin, tehtiin töitä ja viikonloput ryypättiin. Vaan 

pelleiltiin, oli paljon sellaista rock`n´roll-lifestyleä. Ei 

ajatellut oliko se suomalaista vai mitä se oli. Tosin 

Hanoi Rocks oli tärkeä, meillä oli sellainen pieni Hanoi 
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Rocks -elämä, tai se mitä me kuviteltiin, että Hanoi 

Rocks on. Sen jälkeen muutin Göteborgiin ja se tuntui 

vaan hyvältä. Että se on pakko tehdä, minä en vaan näe 

omaa itseäni siinä, että sanotaan 20 vuotta eteenpäin 

kävelen siellä, vanha rokkari, vähän kalju, mustat 

hiukset vaan roikkuu. Kaikki vaan että han var ju en 

grym gitarrist en gång i tiden. Sitä en halunnut. 

 

Paavo: I didn’t even think about if I was Swedish or 

Finnish, it was just music. I was going to be the best 

guitarist in the world, that’s it. It was the only thing. But 

when I finished secondary school, I had two options. I 

could have started at a factory, do what I have done 

during school and there were just old geezers there. It 

was a Swede place, almost all of them were Swedes. Or 

the car factory, where there was lots of, thousands of 

Finns. It felt just natural to start at the car factory. My 

parents had worked there, it was familiar in a way. And 

there were more broads there too, which there weren’t 

many of in that other place. I went there to have a look: 

yes, it’s here you should to start. I looked and there were 

300-400 old geezers standing there at lathes, no way that 

I’m coming here! And naturally you are getting a 

haircut, and I just thought I don’t think so. There were 

lots of Finns at the car factory. But I didn’t think about 

it much, there either. My friends were still Swedish. It 

was the music life. Then I had to make a choice, to stay 

there … or did I want something else out of life. I made 

the decision to leave, there was this other gang I had 

started hanging out with in my school years, they were 

all Swedish. Many of them had moved to Gothenburg, 

so that’s when I made the decision. It was just a 

bachelor life, just fooling around. We just played music, 

worked and drank on the weekends. Just fooled around, 

much of a rock’n’roll lifestyle. One didn’t think about if 

it was Finnish or not. Still Hanoi Rocks was important, 

we had a small Hanoi Rocks lifestyle, or what we 

imagined Hanoi Rocks was. After that I moved to 

Gothenburg and it just felt good. That I had to do it, I 

just couldn’t see myself there say twenty years on, 

walking around there, an old rocker, slightly bald, black 

hair just hanging there. Everybody would be saying that 

he really was a great guitar player back in the day. I 

didn’t want that. 
 

Appendix 5.1 (On the complexities of languages and social class) 

Elina: Min finska försämrades otroligt snabbt och 

mycket, jag pratade ju fortfarande finska med mamma.  

Men vårat språk har bara handlat om vardagen, då blir 

det väldigt begränsat. Så fort jag blir vuxen, så hamnar 

jag i ett medelklassammanhang, jag var fredspolitiskt 

aktiv. Dom som är politiskt aktiva har sällan 

arbetarklassbakgrund, fast dom låtsas om det. Och jag 

blir tillsammans med en svensk man. Han och den här 

medelklassvärlden, jag bara sög efter svensk… jag 

kämpade med ordet patetisk, det kommer jag ihåg när 

jag var tjugo år. Vad fan betyder det? I ordböckerna står 

det lidelsefullt, men folk ironiserar begreppet, jag fattar 

det inte. Jag var i ingenmansland igen. Jag var ledsen 

och frustrerad. Dels att jag kom från arbetarklassen och 

kom från förorten. Alla liksom väldigt accentuerade, jag 

var hela tiden… när någon frågade var kommer du ifrån, 

så var jag liksom obstinatstolt. Jag kommer från 

Bergsjön, jag är finne och jag är från arbetarklassen. 

Väldigt tydlig med det. Och folk bara, aha… aha… men 

det hörs inte på dig. Okej. Men det jag liksom kämpade 

mest var ju klasskonflikterna. Det sociala livet, språket.  

För mig var klassfrågan väldigt viktig. Samtidigt var det 

mitt enda sätt att överleva en svaghet. En språklig 

svaghet, social svaghet, för det sociala var väldigt 

jobbigt. Nu i efterhand kan jag se att jag hade ibland 

sociala fobier. För att jag inte visste hur man kunde, eller 

kände till koderna. Hur man småpratade, vad man 

pratade om. Att jag mellan 20-25 kämpade jättemycket 

med svenska språket, så jag plöjde böcker, poesi, allt 

möjligt, skrev och använde min man som lexikon. Han 

kommer från en medelklassfamilj, men dom är 

politiskt... med honom upplevde jag aldrig 

klasskrockarna som med alla andra. Min enda räddning 

var en stenhård stolthet över min bakgrund, det har varit 

min räddning. Jag har aldrig tvingats skämma för det, 

jag har aldrig skämts för det men alltid vänt det till en 

fördel. Fast jag innerst inne har kämpat med det så in i 

helvete, så gör jag fortfarande.  Jag blir arg [tårar]. 

Elina: My Finnish deteriorated incredibly quickly and a 

lot, I still spoke Finnish with mother. But our language 

has only been about everyday things, then it becomes 

very limited. As soon as I became an adult, I ended up 

in middle class surroundings, I was active in the peace 

movement. Those who are politically active seldom 

have a working-class background, although they pretend 

that they do. And I end up with a Swedish man. He and 

this middle-class world, I just soaked up Swedish ... I 

had a hard time with the word pathetic, I remember that 

from being twenty. What the hell does it mean? The 

dictionary says mournful, but people are using it with 

irony, so I don't get it. I was in no man's land again. I 

was sad and frustrated. Partly because I came from the 

working class and the suburbs. All of these accentuated, 

I was always... when people asked me where I was from, 

I was obstinately proud. I am from Bergsjön, I am 

Finnish and from the working class. Very clear about 

that. And people just a-ha, a-ha... you don't sound like 

that. Okay. But I struggled most with the class conflict. 

The social life, the language. The social question was 

really important for me. Simultaneously it was the only 

way for me to survive with my weakness. A linguistic 

weakness, a social weakness, because the social life was 

very exhaustive. Now in retrospect I can see that I 

sometimes had social phobias. Because I didn't know 
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how you could, or I wasn’t aware of the codes. How you 

small-talked, what you talked about. That I struggled 

very much with the Swedish language between twenty 

and twenty-five, so I gorged books, poetry, all kinds, 

wrote and used my man as a dictionary. He is from a 

middle-class family, but they are politically... with him 

I never sensed the class clashes as with everybody else. 

The only thing which saved me was a rock-hard pride 

over my past, that’s what has saved me. I have never 

been forced to be ashamed of it, I have never been 

ashamed for it, but always turned it into something 

positive. Although deep deep inside I have struggled 

with it hard as hell, and I still do. It makes me angry 

[weeping]. 

 

Appendix 6.1 (On important and influential people in one’s life) 

Annika: Det funkar likadant när man säger att du kan bli 

bara handbollspelare. Det är samma berättelse, man går 

ofta sin föräldrars utpekade väg, dold eller icke-dold, 

utstakad. Lär du dig att du inte kan bli något så gör man 

inte det. 

K: Man ärver inte bara klass men även värden, mycket 

mer än man tror. 

Annika: Det gör man ju. Du ärver tystnaden, oförmågan 

och allting. 

K: Vilka människor har följt dig i din livsberättelse, i 

dina val.  

Annika: En klasskompis som kom med 

ansökningsblanketten till högskolan. Det är det som jag 

som kallar tur, i mitt liv att jag inte kan peka ut något 

enskilt, en stor del är mamma naturligtvis som sade att 

skaffa dig en utbildning. Hon kunde inte säga mer än så. 

I det så sade hon ju att jag måste ha egna pengar, för att 

inte bli livegen. Det var ju väldigt förståndigt. Hon 

förmedlade litteraturen till mig. … Sådana händelser, 

som har gett mig en liten liten fingervisning om vad jag 

har förmåga till. Jag har alltid kunnat skrämma skiten ur 

folk och det har jag alltid varit medveten om. En bra 

egenskap. Väldigt orädd, på gränsen till övermodig. Det 

har varit saker som du vet på jobbet, eftersom jag var 

orädd. "Du säger det Annika." Man puttade fram mig. 

Sedan när jag tror att jag har uttryckt hela gruppens 

talan, så vänder jag mig om och så var ingen där. Alla 

hade försvunnit och var rädda. En fingervisning om vad 

jag förmådde. Jag fattade det inte då. Jag skrev C-

uppsats samtidigt som jag jobbade heltid, min 

överkapacitet. Föreläsarna var skiträdda för mig. Jag 

fattade aldrig att jag vann tävlingar, jag bara gjorde det 

jag skulle och vann ändå. Bara för att jag antagligen 

aldrig satt stilla, fick jag bra kondition. Sprang hela 

tiden. Det är jävla mycket sådant. Jag har aldrig satsat, 

men jag har alltid vunnit på något sätt. Jag har aldrig 

liksom tänkt, det har bara fortsatt på något sätt, att jag 

bara gör så händer det. Sedan är det ju samhället, det 

gick att studera, utan det hade det ju aldrig gått. Det 

fanns bostäder…  

Hela tiden blev jag förvånad att det fanns någon som 

kunde vara, då fattade jag någonstans att jag hade något. 

Diskussionerna på högskolan, jag hade en 

latinamerikansk, han var lite äldre än oss andra. Han 

hade flytt från Latinamerika och varit politisk och 

blablablaa. Han var som en jävla agitator, alla lyssnade 

och så. Han öppnade käften och sedan sade jag vad fan 

säger du och går i klinch. Det är klart vi blev vänner. 

Sådana saker, men jag tycker att jag aldrig har fått någon 

som har sagt att jag är begåvad, eller att jag borde satsa 

på ditten eller datten. Kanske nu i den här åldern börjar 

jag begripa att jag hade mer än jag trodde själv. Jag hade 

mer kapacitet och synd att jag inte kunde kanalisera det 

tidigare. Nej, men jag tänker så här att varför läste jag 

inte nationalekonomi när jag var 23? Det kunde jag väl 

ha gjort? Då hade jag gått in i akademin, gjort något som 

jag förmodligen hade älskat. Sedan har jag dragits till 

människor som jag har känt att de har utmanat mig, jag 

har blivit intresserad pga att dom har uträttat något. Så 

har jag märkt att dom har varit glada för mitt sällskap 

och jag har aldrig riktigt förstått varför. Men det fattar 

jag mer och mer nu själv. 

K: Någon finsk eller sverigefinsk? 

Annika: Aldrig. Aldrig. Jag känner mig helt övergiven 

av den finska världen och det finska. Det var ingen i den 

världen som kunde ta hand om andra på ett enda sätt. 

Kanske finska föreningen, men den har ju jag aldrig 

varit i. Aldrig någonsin.  

Annika: It works the same way when they say that you 

can only become a handball player. It’s the same story, 

you walk the same road pointed to you as to your 

parents, hidden or not hidden, staked out. If you learn 

that you can’t become anything, then you won’t. 

K: You don’t inherit just class but also values, much 

more than you know. 

Annika: You really do. You inherit the silence, the 

incapability and everything. 

K: Which persons have followed you in your life story, 

in your choices? 

Annika: A classmate came by with the application form 

to study at university. It is what I call luck, in my life 

that I can’t point at anything specific, a large part is mom 

naturally, who said ‘get an education before you get a 

family’. She couldn’t say more than that. In that she also 

said that I should have my own money, not to become a 

serf. Which was very sensible. She transmitted literature 

to me. … Such events, which have given me a small 

indication of what I am capable of. I have always been 

able to scare the shit out of people and I have always 

been aware of that. A good quality. Very unafraid, 

borderline to obnoxious. There have been things you 

know at work, since I have been unafraid. "You’re 

saying it Annika", They push me up front. Then when I 
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think that I have expressed the thoughts of the whole 

group, I turn around and there is nobody there. 

Everybody had vanished and they were afraid. An 

indication of what I was capable of. I didn’t understand 

it then. I wrote my thesis simultaneously as I was 

working full-time, my over-capacity. The lecturers were 

scared shitless of me. I never understood that I won 

competitions, I only did what I intended and won 

regardless. I probably was in good condition, because I 

never sat still. Ran all the time. A whole lot of that. I 

have never invested, but I have still won. In a sense I 

have never thought, it has only continued in a way, if I 

just do something it happens. Then there is society, one 

could study, otherwise it would have never happened. 

There were flats… 

All the time I was amazed that there was somebody who 

could be, I realised somewhere that I had something. 

The discussions at university, I had a Latin American, 

he was slightly older than we were. He had fled Latin 

America and was political and blah-blah-blah. He was 

like a damned agitator, everybody listened to him and so 

on. He opened his gob and I said what the hell are you 

saying, and we’d go into a clinch. Of course we became 

friends. Things like that, but I don’t think anybody has 

ever told me that I was gifted, or that I should focus on 

this or that. It’s unplanned, it’s a very unplanned 

journey. Maybe now at this age I start to realise that I 

had more than I imagined. I had more capacity and it’s 

a shame I couldn’t channel it earlier on. No, but I can 

think why didn’t I start studying national economics 

when I was 23? I could have done that? Then I would 

have entered academia, done something that I probably 

would have loved. Then I have been drawn to people 

who I feel have challenged me, I have become interested 

as they have accomplished something. Then I have 

realised that they have been glad for my company and I 

have really never understood why. But I realise that 

more and more myself. 

K: Anybody Finnish or Sweden-Finnish? 

Annika: Never. Never. I feel totally abandoned by the 

Finnish world and Finnishness. There was nobody in 

that world who could take care of others in any way. 

Maybe in the Finnish organisation, but I have never been 

there. Never ever. 

 

 

Appendix 6.2 (On how a lost mother tongue might have suited one’s personality) 

Vera: Vi pratade om detta med olika språk. Att man 

ändras i hela ens uttryck och hur man är, jag tror att det 

är det som jag alltid har undrat. Under min finska sida, 

om jag hade fått behålla finskan och jag hade fått det 

språket, så tror jag kan på ett sätt föreställa mig lite hur 

finska Vera ser ut, hon som pratade finska. Hon skulle 

nog ha gått ihop bättre med mitt sätt att vara, speciellt 

som barn. Mitt sätt att uttrycka mig, det hade passat 

väldigt bra med ett finskt språk. Jag tror att det skulle 

finnas en till person. 

K: Hur skulle den här personen skilja sig... 

Vera: Från den svenska? Jag tror kanske att insidan hade 

stämt bättre med utsidan. Nu är man ju vuxen och har 

lagt på så mycket andra lager. Att man vet hur man för 

sig och beter sig och man pratar mer ordnat, men som 

barn när man bara är i det. Så tänker jag att när jag var 

ganska vild och jag tycker att jag var ett ganska roligt 

barn, men jag måste ha varit asjobbig. Men jag hade 

ändå någon form av livsglädje och ville hitta på saker. 

Kaxig som fan och bråkade mycket. Var säkert på ett 

sätt skrämmande för vissa och rolig för andra. Den där 

ivrigheten och explositiviten, det finska språket hade 

matchat det så mycket bättre än det här svenska språket. 

På svenska gjorde att folk tyckte det att jag tryckte på, 

det beteendet stämmer inte med svenska språket och 

svenska kulturen hos svenskarna, för dom är ju...  

Vera: Yes, we were talking about this with different 

languages. That one’s whole demeanour changes and 

how you are, I think that’s the thing I’ve wondered 

about. Under my Finnish side, if I had managed to keep 

the Finnish and I would have gotten the language, I think 

I can imagine what the Finnish Vera looks like, she who 

spoke Finnish. She would probably have fitted more into 

the way I am, particularly as a child. My way of 

expressing myself, that would have fitted very well with 

the Finnish language. I think there would have been one 

person more. 

K: How would this person differ... 

Vera: From the Swedish? I could imagine the inside 

would have fitted better with the outside. Now I am an 

adult and plenty of new layers have been added. That 

one knows how one acts and behaves and talks more 

sensibly, but as a child when you’re just being it. I also 

think that since I was quite a wild child and also a quite 

funny child, but I must have also been quite a pain. I still 

had some form of joy in life and I wanted to come up 

with all kinds of things to do. Cocky like hell and I 

fought a lot. I was surely scary to some and funny to 

others. That eagerness and explosiveness, the Finnish 

language would have suited that so much better than this 

Swedish language. In Swedish it made people feel that I 

was pushy: that behaviour doesn’t fit the Swedish 

language and the Swedish culture among the Swedes, 

because they are really…  
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Sammandrag 

Doktorsavhandlingen Finnish Blood, Swedish Heart? – Examining Second-Generation Sweden-

Finnishness fokuserar sig på dagens sverigefinnar, som i allt högre utsträckning tillhör andra eller 

tredje generationen. Det finns flera utgångspunkter för undersökningen. Sverigefinnarna är inte bara 

nationell minoritet i Sverige utan utgör även en betydande del av landets invånare. Det finns över 

719 000 individer med finska rötter i Sverige, vilket är 7,2% av Sveriges befolkning.1 Andra och 

tredje generationen utgör över en halv miljon människor. Därtill finns det en stor mängd individer i 

Finland, som har växt upp i Sverige. Sverigefinnarna beskrivs ofta som en osynlig och förbisedd 

grupp, vilket delvis bekräftas genom att det enbart har gjorts två doktorsavhandlingar under 2000-

talet, som behandlar andra generationens sverigefinnar.2 Avhandlingsarbetet har även personliga 

utgångslägen, eftersom den undertecknade växte upp i Göteborg på 1970-talet. De mest subjektiva 

frågorna blev bearbetade under processen för dokumentärfilmen Ingen riktig finne (regi: Mika 

Ronkainen, 2013) och det kändes angeläget att arbeta vidare inom temat. 

Ett av avhandlingens huvudsyften är att artikulera och definiera dagens sverigefinska kulturidentitet, 

både på en makro- och mikronivå, genom subjektiva livsberättelser och inverkande historiska, 

politiska, pedagogiska och psykologiska faktorer. Detta förmedlas i avhandlingen genom 

livsberättelserna från den andra generationens sverigefinnar. Mellan 2011 och 2014 spelade jag in 

samtal med närmare 20 individer, som alla har aktivt bearbetat eller synliggjort sin (sverige)finska 

bakgrund. Det visade sig i ett tidigt skede att innehållet i dessa samtal var så pass betydelsefullt och 

unikt att det skulle utgöra det mest centrala forskningsmaterialet. Avhandlingen behandlar följande 

teman: att kartlägga hur dagens sverigefinländare har byggt upp sin kulturidentitet och vad som 

betraktas som kärnan i identiteten (en medverkande ställde frågan “Finskheten är en känsla. Hur 

greppar man en känsla?”). Vidare belyses de faktorer, som har påverkat identitetsprocesserna bland 

den andra generationen, som språkfrågor, historiska och aktuella strömningar i Sverige och Finland, 

personliga och lokala omständigheter som klass, kön, förorter, familjefrågor, skolning. Jag analyserar 

även påverkan av maktförhållanden, både på individuella, kollektiva och samhällsnivåer. I vilka 

skeden av livet och hur har den sverigefinska bakgrunden aktualiserats, och vilka faktorer eller 

mekanismer har bidragit till detta? Vad är orsakerna till att sverigefinskheten är relativt osynlig (i 

jämförelse med svenskhet, finskhet eller finlandssvenskhet)? Varför har informanterna valt att simma 

mot strömmen genom att utforska och bearbeta sin kulturbakgrund?  

                                                           
1 Vuonokari, Erkki, Statistik om sverigefinländare, Mars 2017.  
2 Weckström, Lotta, Representations of Finnishness in Sweden (2008), Ågren, Marja ”Är du finsk, eller…?” (2006). 
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Det tvärvetenskapliga forskningsgreppet är ett centralt tillvägagångssätt inom avhandlingen. Inom 

sverigefinskheten är det tydligt att påverkande faktorer, som språk- eller skolfrågan, är så pass 

mångbottnade att enbart lingvistiska eller samhällsvetenskapliga metoder inte är tillräckliga för att nå 

heltäckande framställningar. I samspel mellan t.ex. klass, språk, lands- och generationsklyftor belyser 

intersektionaliteten avsevärt och de tvärvetenskapliga verktygen blir vassare. Historia, 

samhällsvetenskap, språkvetenskap, imagologi, psykologi, pedagogik, etnologi med metoder som 

autoetnografi, biografiska genrer som ’life-writing’, och konst, som litteratur och musik – dessa har 

alla varit stora tillgångar för avhandlingen. Syftet med det multidisciplinära har varit att kunna få 

fram tydliga och konkreta formuleringar av dagens sverigefinskhet.   

Avhandlingen är uppdelad i tre huvuddelar: Introduction, Life Stories och Outcomes. Första delen 

presenterar undersökningen, bakgrunderna, metoderna, de valda strategierna samt informanterna. 

Andra kapitlet ‘Finland, Sweden, and Sweden-Finnishness’ ger inte bara historiska perspektiv och 

bakgrunder, men presenterar även tidigare forskning samt teman och infallsvinklar som har visat sig 

betydelsefulla för denna studie. Del två – Life Stories – fokuserar sig på deltagarnas livsberättelser, 

med speciell hänsyn på informanternas förstahandserfarenheter. Kapitel 3 ‘Childhood and 

Adolescence’ illustrerar ur ett sverigefinskt perspektiv hur våra tidiga år återspeglas senare i livet. 

Tillsammans med kapitel 4 (‘Another Brick in the Wall’, som handlar om skolgång och 

undervisning), framgår det hur det har varit att växa upp som en sverigefinne.  

Del två för läsaren från födelse till döden, där det blir påtagligt hur sverigefinskheten ändras med 

åren. Kapitel 5, ‘Spectral Presences and Ghosted Identities’, koncentrerar sig på skrivandet, litteratur 

och konst genom sverigefinskhet. Kapitel 6, ‘Ciphers of Identity’ tar sig an mer rudimentära och 

konkreta manifestationer av bakgrunden, som namn, klass, kriser, död, familj och vänner.  

Den tredje delen av avhandlingen utforskar dagsläget och framtiden för sverigefinskheten. Kapitel 7 

‘Sweden-Finnishness in 2016’ granskar de positiva och oftast relativt subjektiva identitetspunkterna 

som deltagarna har hittat. Som tidigare nämnts, fick denna studie sin början genom dokumentärfilmen 

Ingen riktig finne. Kapitel 8 är ett analytiskt tillbakablickande på filmen.  

Sammanfattningsvis kan man konstatera att uppväxten och formuleringarna av kulturidentiteten för 

den andra (och följande) generationer har i hög gradpräglats av omgivningen: majoritetssamhällena i 

Sverige och Finland. Relationen och förhållandet till föräldragenerationen, den invandrade första 

generationen, har varit betydelsefull men samtidigt problematisk. Själva begreppet, 

sverigefinne/ruotsinsuomalainen, uppfattas fortfarande ofta som en synonym till första generationen 

och den stora arbetskraftsinvandringsvågen på 60-talet, dvs. en sverigefinne är en invandrad 
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finländare i Sverige. Denna uppfattning är vanlig även bland den andra generationen, vilket är ett 

tecken på att själva begreppet sverigefinne inte har blivit etablerat eller uppdaterat inom samhället. 

När det kommer till kollektiva identiteter, tillhörighetsbehovet och gemensamma sammanhang för 

den andra generationen, så har dessa varit sällsynta. Det finns en mängd individer, som har blivit 

uppmärksammade för sina subjektiva presentationer av upplevelsen av uppväxt och den finska 

bakgrunden i Sverige, som författaren Susanna Alakoski och musikern Anna Järvinen. En stor del av 

berättelserna i denna studie vittnar om liknande subjektiva, nästan privata, relationer till 

sverigefinskheten. 

Under senare år har det återigen kommit fram färre andragenerationsröster med sverigefinsk 

bakgrund, om man tittar på offentliga sammanhang eller arenor. En förklaring till detta är att individer 

med finskt påbrå som var födda på 60-, 70- och in på 80-talet har ofta haft en ganska ”finsk” uppväxt, 

möjligtvis med finska som modersmål, en bakgrund inom arbetarklassen och förorterna, finska 

klasser och en levande kontakt genom föräldrarna till Finland ända till vuxenåren. Kontrasterna till 

vardagens och studie/arbetslivets Sverige var möjligtvis större, vilket kunde medföra, om inte 

konflikter, åtminstone ett behov att bearbeta skillnaderna. En sak som framgick väldigt klart bland 

informanterna, var att personliga kriser, tidiga dödsfall eller andra svåra eller traumatiska händelser 

ofta har sparkat igång identitetsprocesser, likaså som andra dramatiska, även positiva vändningar i 

livet, som att bli förälder. 

Sverigefinskheten är i dag annorlunda än på 1970-talet, då det fortfarande handlade mycket om att 

vara finsk i Sverige, samtidigt med att den andra generationen ofta blev betraktade som svenskar i 

Finland. Kopplingen till Finland har ofta på subjektiva plan varit stark även för den andra 

generationen, men genom denna studie framgår det att om sverigefinnarna skall ha en framtid som 

en levande nationell minoritet bör en gemensam, eller kollektiv sverigefinsk identitet etableras inom 

Sverige snarare än mellan Sverige och Finland. Sak samma gällande finska språket i Sverige, 

majoritetssamhällets roll och attityder är väsentliga. 

Avhandlingens resultat och slutsatser får stöd i internationell forskning, nämligen att positiva, 

betydelsefulla och uppskattade dimensioner av ens bakgrund och identitet bidrar både till att ge 

individen starkare fotfäste i tillvaron och till att skapa ett modernt, mångkulturellt samhälle. Det ligger 

en stor lärdom i den moderna sverigefinska berättelsen. Denna studie är ämnad som ett bidrag till 

denna diskurs. 
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Despite the concatenation of circumstances which has historically yoked to-
gether the identities of ‘Finns’, ‘Swedes’, ‘Finland-Swedes’, and ‘Sweden-Finns’, 
the fourth term in this double binarism has received markedly less academic 
attention than the others. This is surprising, as more than 700,000 individuals 
in Sweden have a Finnish background, and the Sweden-Finns constitute the 
largest national minority in the Nordic countries. Where, too, studies of Swe-
den-Finns have usually focussed on the first generation of migrants, there 
has been very little research on the lives, identity-formations, and life-trajec-
tories of the second-generation Sweden-Finns growing up after the 1960s.

Kai Latvalehto’s pioneering thesis attends to this shortfall by opening up new 
terrain in three main ways. First – synthesizing the historical data with evidence 
from a range of other sources – it investigates different ways in which second-
generation Sweden-Finns have constructed their cultural identity. Second, it 
probes a number of key issues which have affected these processes of identity 
formation. And third – taking account of the changing dynamic of Sweden-
Finnish identity over time – it traces moments in which Sweden-Finnish in-
dividuals have become conscious of their cultural identities and reappraised 
their own backgrounds. Through these means the author maps out core fea-
tures of the strategies used by Sweden-Finns in their negotiations with cultural 
in-betweenness, catching in the process many of the psychic/emotional (as 
well as the social/cultural) complexities of Sweden-Finnish life.

Although the thesis is informed by a wide and interdisciplinary range of schol-
arly texts – including work on migration, ‘outsiderness’, sociological data on 
the Finnish in Sweden, and the theoretical insights afforded by disciplines 
such as cultural studies, imagology, or life writing – its centerpiece is empirical. 
For through a series of in-depth interviews with second-generation Sweden-
Finns – on topics such as childhood, adolescence, language-acquisition, crea-
tivity, naming, schooling, everyday life, parenthood, loss, and longing – Lat-
valehto brings to the fore many of the nuances and spectralities encountered 
in these often poignant narratives. Because Latvalehto may also be identified 
as a Sweden-Finn, he was elected to be the Sweden-Finn of the year 2013 – 
and is in fact the subject of both an award-winning documentary as well as 
a theatre play about his experiences (Laulu koti-ikävästä – Ingen riktig finne – 
Finnish Blood Swedish Heart [2013]) – the study closes by tracing these more 
personal aspects of his place within the tapestry of a larger whole. It is a whole 
which aims not only at illuminating the position of Sweden-Finnishness today, 
but also at providing substance for the wider debate between other minority 
groups and the majorities within which they are situated.
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